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1  NON‐TECHNICAL SUMMARY 

1.1  AOC Archaeology Group was commissioned by Loch Lomond and The Trossachs National Park Authority (LLTNPA) 

on behalf of the Callander Landscape Partnership to undertake a Historic Environment Audit (HEA) and create a 

comprehensive baseline  study. This baseline  study will augment existing data  sources and known  information 

creating a means through which community engagement projects can be informed.  

 

1.2  This HEA has produced a database identifying known heritage assets within the CLP Boundary and the 2km Study 

Area. Suitable  for use within ArcGIS  this database  can be queried by  type and/or period and  it  is  suitable  for 

expansion and augmentation by the CLP. Recommendations on possible areas of expansion and augmentation 

have been made as part of this HEA. Based on the research undertaken, utilisation of the database and review of 

additional sources, the main chronological periods, events and assets within the CLP Boundary have been outlined 

and discussed in detail. Research themes have been developed from this HEA and recommendations have been 

made for specific research projects that complement each research theme. 

 

1.3  AOC Archaeology Group recommend the following research themes: 

 Dark Skies and the Prehistoric Landscape: A number of prehistoric sites have been identified in relation 

to the Dark Skies Sites enabling further research work to be undertaken on these sites; 

 The Prehistoric Landscape near Claish Farm: It is recommended that further works be undertaken on the 

prehistoric sites near Claish Farm  including the use of geophysical surveys to map and understand the 

nature of these sites alongside fieldwalking and test pitting; 

 Hillforts: Their Role and Function  in the Local Landscape:  It  is recommended that further survey work, 

specifically utilising geophysical equipment should be conducted on these assets; 

 Bochastle Fort and the Roman Occupation of Scotland: Potential Roman Roads heading northeast and 

southwest from Bochastle Fort should be  investigated using walkover survey, geophysics and targeted 

excavations where potential archaeology has been identified; 

 Crannogs and Lochside Settlements: the two crannogs in Loch Venachar and Loch Lubnaig within the CLP 

Boundary require full survey of their existing remains; 

 Shielings:  Shieling‐hut  sites  should  be  investigated  in  further  detail;  particular  examples  should  be 

identified and investigated; 

 The Military Road: The area of Leny Wood should be  investigated for potential remains relating to the 

post‐Culloden Military Road (constructed 1748 to 1753); and 

 The Arrival of the Railways and the Development of Callander: Information boards along the cycle path 

which utilises the dis‐used railway embankment should be developed as well as information boards near 

the sites of railway infrastructure within Callander. The railways also provide opportunities for inclusion 

within local or oral history projects. 
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2   INTRODUCTION 

2.1  Callander Landscape Partnership 

2.1.1  The Callander Landscape Partnership centres on the town of Callander and the landscape around the town. The 

CLP Boundary will be specifically referred to as the “CLP Boundary” where appropriate from here on. The summit 

ridge of Ben Ledi, the northern shore of Loch Venachar and the summit of Ben Gullipen form the area’s western 

limit. The two summits of Beinn Bhreac and Beinn Dhubh above Loch Lubnaig form the northern edge. Within the 

CLP Boundary lie the settlements of Kilmahog and Callander which lie along the River Teith as it flows southeast 

from  Loch  Lubnaig  in  a  stretch  called  the Garbh Uisge  and  in  a  stretch  called  the Eas Gobhainn which  flows 

northeast from Loch Venachar. The Keltie Water, flowing in a rough north to south direction, joins the River Teith 

on its north side, east of Callander. The southeastern edge of the CLP Boundary stretches to area known as The 

Clash and Ballachraggan, which contain sites of high archaeological significance.  

 

2.2  Historic Environment Project proposal 

2.2.1  Loch  Lomond  and  The  Trossachs  National  Park  Authority  (LLTNPA)  on  behalf  of  the  Callander  Landscape 

Partnership commissioned AOC Archaeology Group to undertake a Historic Environment Audit in order to create 

a comprehensive baseline study augmenting existing data sources and known information and to create a means 

through which community engagement projects can be informed. 

 

2.3  Government and local planning policies and guidance 

2.3.1  The statutory framework for heritage in Scotland is outlined in the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997, 

as  amended  in  the  Planning  (Listed  Buildings  and  Conservation  Areas)  (Scotland)  Act  1997  and  the  Ancient 

Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979. Both of these have been modified by the Historic Environment 

(Amendment) (Scotland) Act 2011.   

 

2.3.2  The Historic Environment Policy for Scotland (HEPS May 2019) sets out the Scottish Government’s policy for the 

sustainable management of the historic environment. This is a new policy that is considerably shorter than the 

proceeding Historic Environment Scotland (HES) Policy Statement (July 2016) and will be underpinned by a more 

detailed series of ‘Managing Change’ guidance documents than has been available previously. Key principles of 

the policy note that “Decisions affecting any part of the historic environment should be informed by an inclusive 

understanding of its breadth and cultural significance” (HEP1). It further notes that ‘Decisions affecting any part 

of  the  historic  environment  should  be  informed  by  an  inclusive  understanding  of  its  breadth  and  cultural 

significance’ (HEP2). This HEA aims to ensure greater understanding of the significance of the historic environment 

within the CLP Boundary to ensure that informed decisions about cultural heritage projects undertaken by project 

are made. 

 

2.3.3  The document Our Place in Time (Scottish Government 2014a) outlines the Scottish Government’s strategy for 

the historic environment of Scotland and why this is important to local bodies and projects such as the Callander 

Landscape Partnership. For the purpose of ensuring that the “cultural, social, environmental and economic value 

of our heritage continues to make a major contribution to the nation’s wellbeing” the strategy aims to realise a 

vision of the historic environment of Scotland through: 

 Understanding – By  investigating and  recording our historic environment  to  continually develop our 

knowledge, understanding and interpretation of our past and how best to conserve, sustain and present 

it; 

 Protecting – By caring for and protecting the historic environment, ensuring that we can both enjoy and 

benefit from it and conserve and enhance it for the enjoyment and benefit of future generations; and 

 Valuing – By sharing and celebrating the richness and significance of our historic environment, enabling 

us to enjoy the fascinating and inspirational diversity of our heritage. 
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2.4  Limitations of Scope 

2.6.1  This assessment is based upon data obtained from publicly accessible archives as described in the Data Sources in 

Section 4.3. All known heritage assets within 2km of the CLP Boundary were  identified. Data from the National 

Record of the Historic Environment was downloaded from HES’s Pastmap GIS portal in July 2019. HER data was 

received from WoSAS for the LLTNPA area on 29th July 2019 and from Stirling Council Archaeology Service, for the 

area outwith  the National Park, on 25th  July 2019. The  information presented  in  the gazetteer and  the Access 

database regarding known heritage assets is current to this date. 

 

2.6.2  It should be noted  that  the report has been prepared under  the express  instructions and solely  for  the use of 

LLTNPA, CLP and their partners. All the work carried out  in this report  is based upon AOC Archaeology Group’s 

professional knowledge and understanding of current (August 2019) and relevant United Kingdom standards and 

codes, technology and legislation.  

 

2.6.3  Changes in these areas may occur in the future and cause changes to the conclusions, advice or recommendations 

given. AOC Archaeology Group does not accept responsibility for advising the Callander Landscape Partnership or 

associated parties of the facts or implications of any such changes in the future. 

 
3  OBJECTIVES 

3.1  The main objective of this assessment is to produce a Historic Environment Audit report and GIS capable database 

report. This will complement and support the Local Landscape Character Assessment (LLCA) that was completed 

in August 2017 as part of the Callander Landscape Partnerships’ stage‐two Heritage Lottery Fund application. In 

focusing on Callander’s cultural heritage the HEA will inform community engagement projects providing a baseline 

of data for one of the CLP’s legacy projects, an ESRI ArcGIS story map of Callander’s Landscape. 

 

4  METHODOLOGY 

4.1  Inception and Overall Project Methodology 

4.1.1  AOC staff attended a collaborative Project Inception Group meeting with CLP on the 15th July 2019. This Historic 

Environment Audit has been produced  in consultation with Ross Crawford, the Cultural Heritage Advisor to the 

Callander Landscape Partnership and the Loch Lomond & The Trossachs National Park. The Historic Environment 

Audit  has  been  circulated  among  the  partners  and  stakeholders  of  the  Callander  Landscape  Partnership  for 

comments and these comments have been considered and addressed in this final version of the HEA report. 

 

4.1.2  The Historic Environment Audit includes a review of known heritage assets within the CLP Boundary and its 2km 

Study  Area  that  have  been  identified  within  the  Historic  Environment  Records  (HERs)  of West  of  Scotland 

Archaeology Service (WoSAS) and Stirling Council National Record for the Historic Environment (NRHE) and Historic 

Environment Scotland (HES) designation databases. This data has been collated into a geodatabase, formed of a 

Microsoft Access database that can be accessed and queried through ESRI’s ArcGIS software. This will allow for the 

data on  the historic environment  to be queried by  type and/or period and a  series of  thematic maps/figures 

showing locations of heritage assets by type and/or period across the CLP area has been produced for this Historic 

Environment Audit report. The geodatabase will be suitable for use within ESRI’s ArcGIS software for storymap 

creation and it is designed to allow for the addition of new data including new records and additions to existing 

records in the form of additional text fields and hyperlinks as applicable. An inventory of all assets recorded in the 

database is supplied as an appendix to the report and is cross‐referenced within the report text where applicable. 

 

4.1.3  Given the wide geographical scope of the project the collation of baseline data for the HEA was undertaken on a 

strictly desk‐based basis. This enabled AOC to target resources into the creation of a comprehensive geodatabase 

which  could  be  used  to  identify  current  gaps  in  knowledge  and  resources  and  can  be  used  as  the  basis  for 

identifying future research targets and agendas. Assets which require further assessment in the form of ground‐
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truthing or  further  survey were  identified  through  this desk‐based exercise and  recommendations  for  further 

works are made as appropriate. AOC recognise that there are several ongoing community and heritage initiatives 

within the CLP Boundary, and these were considered in identifying areas where further works are recommended 

in an attempt to create  links between various CLP projects. The success of these  initiatives were considered  in 

identifying priorities for future programmes of research. 

 

4.1.4  Research on  the historical development of CLP Boundary was undertaken  from  readily available historical and 

archival sources such as Statistical Accounts; Historic Maps and Estate Plans; Ordnance Survey Name Books to build 

on  the narrative established  in  the  LLCA,  identifying  key  gaps  in  knowledge  and potential  avenues  for  future 

research. 

 

4.1.5  The HEA  features a brief overview of  the historical chronology of  the area within  the CLP Boundary;  the main 

objective of this HEA report is to outline specific themes and recommendations for future investigations. 

 

4.1.6  The CLP provided additional material in the form of historic Secondary Sources and a Gaelic Placename Database 

in Microsoft *.xlxs  format; the  latter data source  included coordinates  in British National Grid allowing  for the 

current  state of  research  into Gaelic  placenames  conducted  by  the  CLP  to  be  overlaid  onto  the GIS  and  the 

historical maps. This has allowed for an assessment of potential areas of research into Gaelic placenames as part 

of CLP’s ongoing project Gaelic in the Landscape to be undertaken as part of the Historic Environment Audit. 

 

4.1.7  AOC have examined the source material provided by the CLP in order to identify traditions of local folklore, poetry 

and literature etc. However, much of the material reviewed has increased the understanding of local history, rather 

than more intangible heritage such as folklore/legend and creative writing or art. The local history has informed 

the overview of periods and themes as set out in Sections 5 and 6 below. On the basis of the above the HEA has 

identified a knowledge gap for the CLP area where intangible heritage is concerned, at least in respect of readily 

available sources. As such this could provide an area for future research in association with the project proposals 

outlined herein. 

 

4.2  Standards 

4.2.1  The scope of this assessment meets the requirements of the project brief as prepared by CLP and LLCA which it is 

intended  to  compliment.  It  take  into  account  current  national  policy  and  strategy  set  out  in  SPP  (Scottish 

Government 2014), HEPS (Historic Environment Scotland 2019) and PAN 2/2011 (Scottish Government 2011), Our 

Place in Time (Scottish Government 2014a) and local planning policy. 

 

4.2.2  AOC Archaeology Group conforms to the standards of professional conduct outlined in the Chartered Institute for 

Archaeologists'  (CIfA) Code of Conduct,  the CIfA Code of Approved Practice  for  the Regulation of Contractual 

Arrangements  in  Field  Archaeology,  the  CIfA  Standards  and  Guidance  for  Historic  Environment  Desk  Based 

Assessments, Field Evaluations and other relevant guidance.  

 

4.2.3  AOC Archaeology Group is a Registered Archaeological Organisation of the CIfA. This status ensures that there is 

regular monitoring and approval by external peers of our internal systems, standards and skills development. 

 

4.2.4  AOC is ISO 9001:2015 accredited, in recognition of the Company’s Quality Management System. 

 

4.3  Data sources 

4.3.1  The following data sources were consulted during preparation of this HEA:  

 

 National Record for the Historic Environment (NRHE) as held by HES in Pastmap; 
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  For National Record of the Historic Environment Search Room designated and non‐designated Heritage Asset 

data; 

 

 West of Scotland Archaeology Service (WoSAS): 

For Historic Environment Record data for the LLTNPA area; 

 

 Stirling Council Archaeology Service: 

For Historic Environment Record data outwith the LLTNPA area; 

 

 Callander Landscape Partnership Local Landscape Character Assessment (LLCA): 

For Landscape Character Assessment, including Gaelic and OS Placenames; 

 

 National Map Library (National Library of Scotland, Causewayside, Edinburgh): 

For old Ordnance Survey maps (1st & 2nd Edition, small‐ and large‐scale) and pre‐Ordnance Survey historical maps. 

 

 Callander Landscape Partnership Gaelic Placenames Database; 

For Gaelic Placenames; 

 

 Callander Landscape Partnership; 

Additional historic Secondary Sources supplied by the CLP; 

 

4.3.2  Additional data sources which were identified by this HEA include: 

 

 SCRAN; 

Service provided by HES, hosting historic images online; 

 

 National Records of Scotland (NRS); 

For national archives of Scotland, not all of these records have been digitised; 

 

 Scotlands People; 

For digitised records from the NRS; 

 

 Records of the Parliaments of Scotland to 1707 (http://www.rps.ac.uk); 

For digitised proceedings of Scottish parliaments from 1235 to 1707; 

 

 Ordnance Survey Name Books 

Hosted by Scotlands People, providing additional information about place names and building names on the 1st 

Edition Ordnance Survey Mapping in the mid‐19th century; 

 

 EDiNA; 

For online maps and survey data including statistical accounts; 

 

 Callander Library; 

For records held by the Callander Heritage Society Archive and other local records 

 

Depending upon  the nature of  the proposed projects  these  sources  should be  consulted  for  specific heritage 

projects undertaken as part of  the CLP. These  records could also be used  throughout  the CLP  to augment  the 

database created as part of this HEA. It should be noted that there can be issues in the consistency of  transcribing 

words from original documents, for example, McNiven (2011, 42‐43) recommends caution when using the web 
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resources from the National Archives of Scotland (http:www.nas.gov.uk). McNiven also notes that other issues can 

include confusion of locations of old placenames. 

 

4.4  Report structure 

4.4.1  Each heritage asset referred to  in  the  text  is  listed  in  the Gazetteer  in Appendix 1 and  is contained within  the 

Microsoft Access Database. Each has been assigned a  'Site No.' unique  to  this assessment, and  the Gazetteer 

includes  information regarding the type, period, grid reference, HER number, protective designation, and other 

descriptive information, as derived from the consulted sources.  

 

4.4.2  Each heritage asset referred to in the text is plotted on Figure 2 at the end of the report, using the assigned Site 

Nos; heritage assets within the CLP Boundary are plotted on Figures 2 to 7. The Callander Landscape Partnership 

Boundary is shown outlined in red.  

 

4.4.3  All heritage assets located within a 2km radius of the CLP Boundary have been included in the assessment. The 

aim of this is to identify the character of the area by period, to allow for the identification of potential research 

themes and recommendations for future CLP projects.  

 

4.4.4  Multiple records can be associated with one asset, for example, individual findspots might be associated with and 

located within a Scheduled Monument Area. For clarity of discussion this HEA report refers to the main asset in 

discussion  rather  than  including every associated asset. A  full  list of assets with coordinates  is available  in  the 

Gazetteer  (Appendix  1)  and  the Microsoft  Access  Database which  can  be  interrogated within  ESRI’s  ArcGIS 

software. 

 

4.4.5  The assets within the database represent point data. However, certain data from the HES portal can be displayed 

in polygon format showing the area of an asset, for example Scheduled Monument Areas. HES have also produced 

polygons for assets recorded within Canmore; Known Site Extent polygons represent the known or mapped area 

of a Canmore asset while Discovery Area polygons represent the potential area where an asset may be located. 

The polygon data  for all HES assets  included  in the database was downloaded and assessed  in this HEA. These 

polygons  in ESRI shapefile format will be supplied to the CLP as additional  information for use by CLP. Polygon 

shapefile data is supplied for: 

 

 Canmore Datasets; 

For Discovery Areas and Known Site Extents 

 

 Scheduled Monument Areas; 

For the extent of Scheduled Monuments; 

 

 Garden and Designed Landscapes; 

For the extent of Garden and Designed Landscapes; and 

 

 Conservation Areas; 

For the extent of Conservation Areas 

 

4.4.6  There are 86 Listed Buildings, two of Category A status, 26 of Category B status and 58 of Category C status within 

the CLP Boundary. There are no Listed Buildings within the 2km Study Area. There are 19 Scheduled Monuments 

within the CLP Boundary with an additional two Scheduled Monuments within the 2km Study Area. There is one 

Inventory Gardens and Designed Landscape within the CLP Boundary.  

 

4.4.7  There are no Inventory Battlefields, or World Heritage Sites within the CLP Boundary or in the 2km Study Area. 
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4.4.8  All  sources  consulted  during  the  assessment,  including  publications,  archived  records,  photographic  and 

cartographic evidence, are listed amongst the References in Section 9. 

 

4.5  Database Methodology 

4.5.1  Due to the nature of the known heritage assets within the CLP Boundary several assets may have more than one 

record assigned to them. The HER for WoSAS and Stirling overlap along their boundaries in the eastern half of the 

CLP Boundary. Furthermore Scheduled Monuments and Listed Buildings tend to have additional records in Historic 

Environment  Scotland’s  Canmore  database.  All  of  these  records  have  been  kept  as  they  provide  additional 

information, unless they are exact duplicates. All site numbers referred to in this HEA are numbers assigned in the 

gazetteer by AOC Archaeology Group unless specified otherwise. 

 

4.5.2  The ‘Site No.’ is a Unique ID associated with a record. Records may have been deleted upon further assessment; 

for example, if they were found to duplicate records for a particular asset. However, to preserve the Unique ID’s 

of succeeding assets the database is not renumbered, and the deleted number remains deleted. 

 

4.5.3  Periods have been applied to the assets where appropriate and as concluded by the assessor. The assets can have 

quite precisely defined periods or be multi‐period. Where appropriate,  the assessor has  tried  to more  closely 

define the period, for example a tighter period definition of Middle Bronze Age, rather than the more expansive 

period of Prehistoric. The periods used in the database are compatible with the preferred periods of the CLP. The 

assessment of an asset as belonging to a period or multi‐periods should not be taken as definitive proof that there 

are not further, early or later periods associated with an asset and assignation of a period is based upon current 

evidence  and  understanding  of  said  asset.  For  example,  shieling‐huts  are  generally  associated  with  the 

Medieval/Post‐medieval  period  and  the  assessor  has  assigned  any  such  assets  to  this  period  unless  there  is 

additional  evidence  that  can  define  a  shieling‐hut  site’s  period more  definitively. However,  it  should  not  be 

assumed that such sites are not stratigraphically above earlier remains that have not yet been identified. 

 

4.5.4  Sites that do not have any identifiable period have been classified as Not‐dated. It should be noted that this does 

not mean that a date could not be suggested for these assets based on their nature or associated assets but rather 

that such dating would rely upon field visits to augment this HEA. 

 

5  ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL BASELINE 

5.1  Pre‐history and the Neolithic (8000 BC‐AD 43) 

5.1.1  The  area within  the CLP Boundary has been utilised  from prehistoric  times  (Figure 7). Although  evidence  for 

activities and settlement prior to the Neolithic period have not been identified this should not imply that they are 

not present  in the  landscape, merely that assets dating to before the Neolithic period have not been distinctly 

identified.  It  is  to  be  expected  that  such  sites  are  present  and  are  probably  associated with  or  under  later 

prehistoric sites. Identified assets include the Neolithic Timber Hall (Site71/Scheduled Site 765) in a rich area of 

prehistoric sites near Claish Farm. The area within the CLP Boundary contains notable prehistoric monuments and 

burial sites such as the Auchenlaich Long Cairn (Site 31/Scheduled Site 774), four hillforts/duns and three crannogs; 

although one crannog is situated outside the CLP Boundary and within the 2km Study Area.  

 

5.1.2  It should be noted that hillforts and crannogs are normally dated to the prehistoric period with hillforts dated to 

the Iron Age. However, their use and occupation can fluctuate; hillforts may, for example, have gone out of use 

within the CLP Boundary during the Roman period and they may have been re‐occupied after the Romans  left 

Scotland. Further east towards Stirling, beyond the CLP Boundary there are several examples of small hillforts that 

are definitively contemporary with the Roman period in Scotland.  

 

5.1.3  Crannogs have an even wider range of possible dates and they are under‐investigated compared to hillforts within 

Scotland; they can date all the way from the Neolithic period until the 17th century AD. 
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5.2  Roman (AD 43‐410) 

5.2.1  There is considerable evidence for Roman activity within the CLP Boundary (Figure 8) in the form of the temporary 

Roman camp and fort at Bochastle (Site 777). This asset is dated to the 1st Century AD as part of the Gask Ridge 

frontier structure, although the full chronological history of Site 777 is currently not known. Bochastle temporary 

Roman  camp  and  fort provided  an  integral part of  the Roman  frontier network during  this period of Roman 

expansion. It’s transition from a temporary camp to an established fort does imply that it’s role developed beyond 

just supporting one specific Roman campaign as a Roman Marching Camp and that it was intended to fulfil a more 

long‐term  role as part of an established Roman  infrastructure.  Its purpose may have been defensive,  to block 

incursions from the highlands to the northwest or as a base from which Roman forces could venture further north 

into  the  Scottish Highlands. Naturally,  there  is no  reason why  Site 777  could not have  fulfilled both of  these 

functions as well as fulfilling a larger role as one aspect of developing Roman infrastructure at the northern limit 

of the occupied Scottish lowlands.  

 

5.2.2  Further Roman infrastructure in the form of possible roads have been recorded heading northeast through Leny 

Wood and southwest towards Loch Venachar. 

 

5.3  Medieval (AD 410‐1600) 

5.3.1  The medieval  period  (Figure  9)  sees  the  development  of  farmsteads,  field  systems  and  shieling  areas  with 

associated shieling‐huts and structures. The beginnings of the nucleated settlements along the valley of the River 

Teith probably date to this period, with a motte castle on the north bank of the River Teith in Callander at Tom ma 

Chisaig (Site 44/Scheduled Site 781). A later castle was built on the south side of the River Teith in Callander at Site 

39/40. 

 

5.4  17th and 18th Century (AD 1600‐1800) 

5.4.1  Callander  saw  development  as  part  of  a  planned  Hanoverian  settlement  after  the  Jacobite  Rebellion  that 

culminated in the Battle of Culloden in 1745. Further developments included the construction of a Military Road 

with associated bridges between 1748 to 1753 (Figures 12 and 14). 

 

5.4.2  A number of charcoal platforms were recorded by the Association of Certificated Field Archaeologists in a survey 

of Leny Wood in 2002. Although undated it is believed that these likely date to the Post‐medieval period. 

 

5.5  Victorian  
5.5.1  Although the development of infrastructure such as the 18th Century Military Road proved of utility to the area 

within the CLP Boundary, Callander and the surrounding area experienced considerable development during the 

Victorian Period as a result of the development of railway technology. This allowed tourists to access previous 

remote areas,  including  the Falls of Leny, and construct and buy houses and villas within  settlements  such as 

Callander. This revolution should not be underestimated; people could now access areas such as were contained 

with the CLP Boundary from anywhere within the United Kingdom within a day or two. Such a benefit was not 

restricted to individuals with money; the benefits of rail travel and infrastructure extended to tourism for poorer 

classes of society and the development of industries with the ability to ship materials and goods easily around the 

United Kingdom; for example the ability to experience fish and chips within landlocked areas of Britain would not 

have been possible before the advent of the railways.  

 

5.6  Contemporary 

5.6.1  The majority of contemporary assets within the CLP Boundary relate to the major settlements with the area, such 

as Callander and transportation developments. In the case of the latter although this has led to improvements of 

the former 18th century Military Road  into the Modern A84,  it also  led to the closure of the Callander to Oban 

railway due  to declining  traffic  after  the  Second World War. These developments were  a direct  result of  the 
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invention of motor transportation at the turn of the 19th/20th century. The improvements in motor vehicles and 

the national  road network  led  to  increasing  competition with  the  railways which  led  some  routes  to become 

unsustainable if viewed on purely financial considerations. Callander Railway Station closed to passenger traffic on 

the 1st of November 1965. The route of the railway now forms part of a cycle network. 

 

6  THEMES 

6.1  Theme Methodology and Justification 

6.1.1  As part of the HEA, AOC Archaeology Group analysed and assessed the existing archaeological records that have 

been compiled into the Microsoft Access project database which have been added to an ESRI ArcGIS *.mxd format 

GIS map. This data was assessed alongside the Gaelic Placename Database (supplied by the CLP in Microsoft *.xlxs 

format),  the  Callander  Landscape  Partnership  Local  Landscape  Character  Assessment  and  additional  historic 

secondary sources provided by the CLP. The aim of this process was to  identify and suggest potential research 

themes that the Callander Landscape Partnership may want to investigate in the future. It should be noted that 

these themes are not definitive and that the Callander Landscape Partnership may identify and investigate further 

themes during  the  course of  the project.  It  is anticipated and encouraged  that all  themes  should  involve  the 

community in archaeological and heritage training projects enabling the community within the CLP Boundary to 

develop and expand upon the themes that have been identified in Section 6.2. It should also be noted that some 

of these themes can interlink with one another and with other CLP projects due to their chronological nature.  

 

6.2  Dark Skies and the Prehistoric Landscape 

6.2.1  The Callander Landscape Partnership has currently identified 29 dark spots (Figure 13) within the CLP Boundary. 

These  are  areas where  lows  levels  of  light  pollution  coincide with  good,  safe  access  routes  and  thus  offer 

opportunities within the CLP Boundary for astronomical activities away from light pollution. 

 

6.2.2  Archaeologists  have  long  discussed  the  nature  of  monuments  and  burial  structures  from  prehistory;  their 

association with seasonal activities and the passage of the sun and the moon and other stars and constellations 

that may  be  viewed  from  such  assets.  Domestic  structures  and  settlements  tend  not  to  be  associated with 

astronomy in archaeological theories concerning prehistoric sites. This is partially due to their nature; domestic 

structures tend to be made of organic materials which have decayed over time unlike prehistoric monuments and 

burial structures which incorporate stone materials into their design and thus their relationship with astronomy 

can be more easily discerned. Therefore, it is unclear whether domestics structures and settlements are an under 

investigated collection of assets with regard to the subject of prehistoric astronomy. 

 

6.2.3  This section of the HEA has mapped the 29 Dark Skies locations and noted their proximity, or otherwise, to assets 

dating to the prehistoric period. Dark Sky Sites 1, 2, 15, 21, 23 and 24 are sufficiently close to assets of prehistoric 

date for further investigation to be justifiable. The remaining Dark Skies locations are not located near any known 

prehistoric sites. However, this does not preclude their existence. It is important to note that the absence of a Dark 

Sky location near a prehistoric asset does not imply the lack of an astronomical relationship for that site; merely 

that due to modern light pollution it is difficult to ascertain the nature of such astronomical relationships beyond 

these 29 sites. 

 

6.2.4  Dark Sky Site 6 is located within Leny Woods. This area has no known prehistoric sites, however the Association of 

Certificated Field Archaeologists (ACFA) survey of Leny Woods in 2002 recorded a number of recessed platforms, 

usually associated with  the production of  charcoal. ACFA noted  in  their  report  that Rennie had  shown  that a 

number of recessed platforms in the west of Scotland were originally constructed to form platforms for prehistoric 

round houses. This may prove to be the case in Leny Woods and although these type of prehistoric sites are not 

associated with astronomy  it  is a notable example within  the CLP Boundary  that may highlight an  incomplete 

record when it relates to prehistoric monuments and burial structures within the CLP Boundary. 
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6.2.5  Site 384 at Dark Skies Site 1 in the west of the CLP Boundary on the north side of Loch Venachar is a possible burnt 

mound probably dating to the Bronze Age. It is the sole prehistoric asset near Dark Skies Site 1. It’s identification 

as a possible burnt mound of probable Bronze Age date does not necessarily help us in utilising such an asset to 

ascertain any astronomical relationships. Burnt mounds remain mysterious with a variety of theories from feasting 

sites to saunas and areas of brewing. 

 

6.2.6  Dark Skies Sites 2, 3 and 4 are close to Dunmore hillfort (Site 777) with the closest, Dark Skies Site 2 situated just 

to the south of the fort. Although not a prehistoric monument of burial nature, Dunmore hillfort’s location near 

these Dark Skies Sites does provide a fortuitous opportunity to investigate and appreciate how the night sky may 

have been discerned from such a site in the prehistoric period. 

 

6.2.7  Dark Skies Site 21 is situated just to the south of an area of Scheduled prehistoric monuments in the vicinity of 

Claish Farm just south of the River Teith. These sites have been identified as palisaded enclosures with two assets; 

Site71/Scheduled Site 765 and Site 72/73/Scheduled Site 766 dated to the Neolithic period. 

 

6.2.8  Dark Skies Sites 23 and 24 are close to area of prehistoric monuments and burial chambers, particularly Dark Sky 

Site  24 which  is  close  to Auchenlaich  Long  Cairn  (Site  31/Scheduled  Site  774). Auchenlaich  has  a  discernible 

orientation; it is a long, linear mound orientated north, northwest to south, southeast, and this makes it a potential 

candidate for projects combining Dark Skies with research into the prehistoric period. Other monuments include 

West Bracklinn Cairn (Site 595/Scheduled Site 779) 500m to the northeast of Dark Skies Site 24 which provides 

another potential asset for investigation; the cairn is described as facing downhill to the south. 

 

6.2.9  Other prehistoric monuments and burial chambers near Sites 23 and 24 have orientations that are not so easily 

discernible; although this in turn makes them worthy of investigation to ascertain whether they have particular 

orientations and how any orientations might relate to astronomical features or events. 

 

6.2.10  A  review of  the CLP’s Gaelic Placename database  suggests  that  the Gaelic etymology of Auchenlaich, possibly 

derives  from  ‘achadh’  for  ‘field’ and  ‘laich’  for  ‘low’. This does not add  too much  to our understanding of  the 

prehistoric cairns and monuments in this area and probably refers more to the use of this area close to Auchenlaich 

Long Cairn (Site 31/Scheduled Site 774) for agricultural purposes in the Medieval/Post‐medieval period. 

 

6.3  The Prehistoric Landscape near Claish Farm 

6.3.1  As mentioned in Section 6.2 on Dark Skies sites, several palisaded enclosures have been identified in the vicinity 

of Claish Farm just south of the River Teith with two sites; Site 71/Scheduled Site 765 and Site 72/73/Scheduled 

Site 766 dated to the Neolithic period. Site 71/Scheduled Site 765 is one of only two Neolithic Timber Halls that 

has been positively identified in Scotland. 

 

6.3.2  This  rare,  identified,  domestic  asset  from  the  Neolithic  period  sits  in  a  landscape  that  has  several  notable 

prehistoric settlement sites. There are four, prehistoric Scheduled Monuments in this area, comprising of a total 

of  five  Scheduled  areas.  Of  these monuments  only  Site  71/Scheduled  Site  765  has  been  subject  to  partial 

excavation. The other three assets; Site 66/Scheduled Site763; Site 72/73/Scheduled Site 766; Site 67/Scheduled 

764 have been identified from aerial photography. There is also a cist at Site 235 and a possible souterrain at Site 

206. This prehistoric landscape is thus a very appealing target for further investigation on a more detailed basis. 

 

6.3.3  The area of Claish Farm in Gaelic may be related to ‘clas’ or ‘clais’ meaning a ‘ditch’ or ‘furrow’ and this probably 

relates to the area’s use for farming in the Medieval and Post‐medieval periods; it does not appear to relate to any 

prehistoric remains within this area of the CLP. 
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6.4  Hillforts: Their Role and Function in the Local Landscape 

6.4.1  Four hillforts or duns are located with the CLP Boundary; Auchenlaich (Site 43/Scheduled Site 778); Easter Torrie 

(Site 658/Scheduled Site 761), Auld Knowe (Wester Torrie) (Site 658/Scheduled Site 761) and Bochastle Hillfort or 

Dunmore at Scheduled Site 777. All of these forts date to the Iron Age and are situated in the southern half of the 

CLP Boundary to the south of the River Teith. 

 

6.4.2  Our understanding of hillforts in Scotland in general continues to be limited. Numerous research questions have 

yet to be systemically addressed with the result that currently there are few compelling results or answers to these 

questions.  Research  questions  tend  to  revolve  around  when  hillforts  were  occupied;  whether  they  were 

occupational sites or just places of refuge, storage or a place to safeguard livestock in times of local, political and 

military uncertainty. These questions tend to lead on to whether hillforts were intended to be defensive or had 

more prestigious roles.  

 

6.4.3  The Scottish Archaeological Research Framework (ScARF) Summary Iron Age Panel Document of September 2012 

notes that most of the current evidence is based upon hillforts from southeastern Scotland with archaeological 

investigations  focussing on  earthwork  surveys  and  less on  intrusive  excavations  aimed  at  finding evidence of 

archaeological remains that can be dated.  

 

6.4.4  Armit in 1997 (ScARF September 2012: 78) cites an occupancy rate of hill forts of 20% on the eve of the Roman 

invasion of Scotland and dating evidence from a number of hillforts excavated since then is starting to support this 

ratio. However during  the 1st  and 2nd  centuries AD hillforts were  re‐occupied  and  further hillfort occupation, 

renewal and construction during the 5th to 9th centuries AD (ScARF September 2012: 79, citing Alcock) does suggest 

a  rather more  complicated  history  over  time  for  these  sites  and  this  has  implications  for  how  hillforts were 

envisaged and utilised; the purpose of individual hillforts would likely have changed over time. This has interesting 

connotations with regard to the four hillforts within the CLP Boundary; were the hillforts reoccupied and if so were 

they reoccupied due to the arrival of the Romans or were other more local factors involved that would have played 

a role in the absence of Roman military forces in the local area? 

 

6.4.5  Of these, probably the most well‐known hillfort  is Dunmore Hillfort (Site 777) due to  its proximity to Bochastle 

Roman temporary camp and Fort (Scheduled Site 776). It is not known if the location of temporary Roman camp 

at Bochastle is associated with Dunmore hillfort; the presence of vitrified material found lying loose in the central 

well or dew pond (Site 36) by Kenneth Starr in 1957 are undated and it is not possible to determine their association 

to military action in any period.  

 

6.4.6  Dunmore hillfort also has the strange distinction of being bombed by the German Luftwaffe during the Second 

World War. This latter fact was not known until an unexploded bomb was uncovered on the hillfort in 2004; this 

bomb was subsequently disposed of by a controlled explosion that has added a bomb crater to the earthwork 

features visible on the fort. It is not known when this bomb was dropped on Dunmore hillfort; clearly it was not 

noticed by the local inhabitants and this may indicate that there could be more unexploded bombs nearby. The 

most probable source of this bomb is from the Clydebank Blitz that took place on the 13th to the 14th of March 

1941. There exists  the possibility  that a German plane mistook blacked out Callander and  the River Teith  for 

Glasgow and the River Clyde. However, the plane would probably have to have been separated from the rest of 

the bombing formation to mistake Callander for Glasgow as the rest of the bombing formation inflicted serious 

damage to the city during the raid. The more likely possibility is that this bomb was dropped by a German plane 

returning to a Norwegian airfield from the Clydebank Blitz on the 13th or the 14th of March 1941. It may have been 

that, for some reason, this bomb was unused and could have posed a danger to the plane on its landing.  

 

6.4.7  Dunmore hillfort and its immediate landscape was subject to a photogrammetric survey using drones operated by 

Skyscape Survey  in March 2019. This survey was used  to create a 3D Digital Terrain Model  (DTM). This survey 

identified three  likely roundhouse platforms within the hillfort.  It should be noted that this represents the first 
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thorough survey of the hillfort and certainly the first survey that has been able to suggest occupational areas. The 

results of the survey form our current level of knowledge and investigations regarding such hillforts as Dunmore. 

 

6.4.8  Auchenlaich fort (Site 43, Scheduled Site 778) is an unusual hill fort; the topography of the hill on which it is situated 

is,  at  its  greatest,  10 m  higher  than  the defences. As  acknowledged  in  the  Statement  of  Importance  for  the 

Scheduled Area of Auchenlaich fort: 

  “The unusual layout of this fort, with the interior so much higher than the ramparts in places, could have particular 

relevance for the debate on whether such monuments were primarily defensive sites or ostentatious symbols of 

power.” 

6.4.9  However, such differentiation suggests that both possibilities are mutually exclusive; the topographic nature of 

the hill may have been perfectly acceptable to the prehistoric people who created this hillfort. Weaponry of the 

time, would have been limited in range, and therefore it is unlikely that any central structures could have been 

seriously  damaged  before  any  outer  defences  had  been  breached.  This  does  not  exclude  the  possibility  of 

ostentation,  but  neither  does  a  raised  area within  the  hillfort  confirm  that  this was  the  primary  function  of 

Auchenlaich fort. 

 

6.4.10  Review of the Gaelic placenames database indicates that the Gaelic placenames associated with Dunmore hillfort 

(Scheduled Site 777) are apt for the nature of this monument as they are derived from the description for a great 

or large fort or big dun. As referred to in Section 6.2 the Gaelic etymology of Auchenlaich, possibly deriving from 

‘achadh’ for ‘field’ and ‘laich’ for ‘low’ and therefore does not appear to apply to the more upstanding areas of 

Auchenlaich which  include  the hill on which Auchenlaich  fort  (Site 43,  Scheduled  Site 778)  sits.  Easter  Torrie 

hillfort’s (Site 658/Scheduled Site 761) name may derive from the Gaelic ‘torr, torra’ or ‘torran’ meaning ‘heap, 

hill, mound’ or ‘tower’. Ironically this name may be more derived from the general area which has been identified 

as a drumlin field rather than the hillfort itself. 

 

6.5  Bochastle Fort and the Roman Occupation of Scotland 

6.5.1  The CLP Boundary contains numerous assets dating to the Roman period (Figure 8) in the form of Roman roads, 

findspots and the temporary camp and subsequent Roman fort at Bochastle. These sites from part of the story of 

the Roman occupation of lowland Scotland and the military campaigns further north into the highlands during the 

1st century AD and therefore represent an important collection of assets with which to pose research questions 

with regard to the Roman occupation of Scotland and the nature of the Roman Empire’s fluctuating policy towards 

the unoccupied Scottish Highlands.  

 

6.5.2  The Scheduled Monument of the Roman temporary camp and fort at Bochastle (Scheduled Site 776) is considered 

to be associated with  the Gask Ridge area as part of a  frontier  system dating  to a period during  the 80s AD, 

excavations have dated the fort and the earlier temporary camp to the 1st century AD. These dates are believed to 

be closely associated with the military campaigns in Scotland of the Roman governor Agricola during this period. 

It is believed that Bochastle temporary camp and fort is sited in its specific location to form a blocking fort for any 

aggressive action  from  local kingdoms advancing  southeast  from  the western highlands of Scotland down  the 

valley towards lowland Scotland and the valleys of the Clyde and the Forth. It would also form a useful base with 

which to launch punitive raids and major incursions northwest up the valley into the western highlands of Scotland. 

 

6.5.3  The Roman occupation of Scotland is generally discussed through the prism of the limitations of imperial power 

and Rome’s failure to finish and fully incorporate all of mainland Britain into its formal empire. This can be a limiting 

way to discuss the cultural and military reach and limits of any society and/or empire. Few empires set out with 

specific goals of conquest in mind, at least in terms of campaigns that may last for several decades. Contrary to its 

perceived history, the expansion of the Roman Republic into the Roman Empire took place in fits and starts; major 

areas nominally under Roman  influence remained under the rule of client kings for substantial periods of time; 

most of these areas were subsumed into the Roman Empire during the reign of Augustus (31 BC to 14 AD). Viewed 
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from this perspective historians have argued whether the leaders of the Roman Empire, from emperors to over 

ambitious governors and generals, would have considered it necessary to annex and occupy areas such as Scotland 

into the formal empire. 

 

6.5.4  Because of the nature of mainland Britain as an island, albeit a large island, however, this failure to continue all 

the way north to the sea at the Pentland Firth to consolidate Scotland fully into the empire does seem to show a 

specific limit of military power. However historians like Heather and Woolliscroft (The Roman Gasp Project, 2018) 

suggest  that  this  limitation  is  probably  related  to  how  Roman  administration  co‐opted  local  peoples  and 

governments into the running of the conquered provinces. Such a technique works best with a more centralised, 

heavily populated area or group of local kingdoms. Although this does not rule out a full occupation of Scotland, if 

the perceived mineral and resource wealth and the population size of the occupied areas were not substantial 

enough, then the motivation for investing time, resources, soldiers and money into consolidating occupied areas 

over substantial lengths of time would have been less appealing. 

 

6.5.5  The main difficulty with this issue is the fluctuating nature of the formal Roman frontier in Scotland and northern 

England; simply put, whatever the actual  intentions of the central Roman authorities  it  is quite clear that they 

changed their policy on numerous occasions. These fluctuations tended to happen over quite short periods, over 

a decade or two, and these would have been reasonable periods of time for any Roman occupying forces and the 

neighbouring populations at the time. This makes it difficult to conclusively argue what the long‐term strategy of 

the Roman occupation was from the archaeological record alone. This is possibly the fundamental issue; there may 

not have been a coherent Roman policy for Scotland, certainly not one that could be or was sustained over the 

decades that would be required. Instead, archaeological investigations at sites such as Bochastle should consider 

the nature of the activities, the resources and the investment into these places; do the remains suggest that these 

facilities were  just for a sustained campaign, a purely prolonged military occupation or are there signs that the 

Romans were  trying  to  lay  down  infrastructure  for  the  establishment  of  lowland  Scotland  as  a  fully‐fledged 

province of the Roman Empire?  

 

6.5.6  Elements of this infrastructure in the vicinity of the temporary camp and fort could be in the form of cemeteries 

or associated civilian settlement areas. Industrial areas for the extraction of raw materials, such as quarrying for 

the  construction  of  the  infrastructure  and  the  upkeep  of  the  Roman military  and  population within  the  CLP 

Boundary will be harder to identify; in the absence of dating evidence they may look indistinguishable from other 

overgrown and abandoned industrial sites. 

 

6.5.7  As well as Bochastle temporary camp and fort, there are potential Roman remains within Leny Wood in the form 

of  a potential Roman Road  (Sites 85  to 89). This  alleged  road heads  roughly northeast  away  from Bochastle, 

potentially towards the Gask Ridge fort of Dalginross. However, currently no road has been confirmed along this 

route and therefore, it would make an ideal research project; to investigate the network of Roman occupation and 

infrastructure and  its nature beyond Bochastle and this would tie  in with the existing Leny Woods Community 

Archaeology Project. Further, possible Roman road sites head southwest from Bochastle temporary camp and fort 

towards Loch Venachar at Sites 79 and 416. A further Roman road is speculated as being parallel or underlying the 

B8032  on  the  south  side  of  the  River  Teith  (Callander  Landscape  Partnership  Local  Character  Assessment: 

Transition Landscapes; Introduction, 2017: 103). 

 

6.5.8  The name of Bochastle is probably derived from ‘Boith Chaisteil’ meaning the ‘hut of the castle/fort’ (Watson 1926). 

As the term dùn is the more usual term for a hillfort in Gaelic (McNiven. 2011:228), such as Dunmore hillfort (Site 

777),  we  can  be  reasonably  confident  that  the  name  Bochastle  derives  from  the  Roman  fort  itself  and  its 

upstanding  earthworks  and  potentially  upstanding  structures  were  remembered  in  folklore  memory  as  a 

fortification of some description. Straid, on the east side of the modern A84, 4.5km to the southeast of Bochastle 

temporary camp and fort (Scheduled Site 776) derives from ‘Stràid’ meaning ‘street, road’ and it is believed that 

the modern A84 follows the line of a Roman road towards Site 776. 
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6.6  Crannogs and Lochside Settlements 

6.6.1  There are two identified crannogs within the CLP Boundary; Site 17 in Loch Lubnaig and Portnellan Island (Site 1, 

Scheduled Site 772)  in Loch Venachar. A  third, possible crannog, Site 9  in Loch Venachar  lies outwith  the CLP 

Boundary towards the western limit of the 2km Study Area. 

 

6.6.2  Crannogs remain one of the most intriguing and relatively un‐investigated type of asset within Scotland. The lack 

of  knowledge makes  defining  their  basic  characteristics  difficult  and  thus  inhibits  debate  about what  sort  of 

function they played within their societies. Generally we can think of crannogs as artificial islands; dating evidence 

suggest that they were constructed and used as early as 600 BC up until the 17th century AD. However, it should 

be noted that there is some evidence for crannog construction in the Neolithic period (Dixon 2004: 18). Although 

there is a potential defensive function of crannog sites; this aspect is probably rather limited, whether used as a 

settlement  site,  a  storage  area  or  a  transportation  links  crannogs  are more  closely  associated with  the  Loch 

landscape as a whole and it should be noted that the south facing banks on the north side of Loch Venachar and 

the Loch itself would have formed useful transportation routes. 

 

6.6.3  Like many assets constructed and utilised over such a long period of time there is the question of whether we are 

incorrectly defining this feature type; should we include natural islands that have been consolidated and expanded 

by artificial means for example? However, for the purpose of the modern investigator the definition of a crannog 

as an artificially constructed island probably serves as a useful starting point. For one thing, it clearly highlights the 

logistics  and engineering  that needed  to be undertaken  to  construct  such  sites, processes  that would not be 

required, certainly to such an extent, on settlements and structures on lake edges or boggy ground. 

 

6.6.4  Crannogs remain relatively un‐investigated assets due to their nature, occupying shallow loch waters where the 

visibility for investigators using snorkel or SCUBA (Self Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus) gear can be 

considered to be frustrating in comparison to other types of underwater archaeology. Their shallow depths also 

pose a transitional problem between inter‐tidal and full underwater archaeology; although a properly organised 

survey methodology can be devised that utilises terrestrial survey methodologies without the requirement for full 

SCUBA equipped surveys. 

 

6.6.5  Added  to  these  considerations  is  the nature of  the materials  that can be  found on a  crannog  site;  that being 

predominantly organic in terms of environmental remains and underlying crannog structure in the form of wooden 

piles and wooden floor materials. The collapsed wooden remains of any crannog that may be uncovered beneath 

accumulated overburdens of stones require  time consuming recording and  investigation before  their historical 

story can start  to be unpicked. Furthermore, uncovered organic  remains need  to be protected and conserved 

during such works. Even if they are to be left in‐situ and will not be removed for full conservation, an expensive 

and  time  consuming process, appropriate methods have  to be utilised  for back‐filling any exposed areas of a 

crannog that contain organic materials and structural remains. 

 

6.6.6  The Scheduled crannog at Portnellan Island (Site 1/772) in Loch Venachar is probably the most promising of the 

three examples within the HEA study area; Site 17 in Loch Lubnaig is a totally submerged site and has not received 

the  level  of  investigation  that  has  been  given  to  Portnellan  Island.  Although  no  dating  evidence  is  currently 

associated with Portnellan Island, it is probably prehistoric in origin. Sluices at the east end of Loch Venachar at 

Sites 327/795 have increased the depth of water in Loch Venachar since 1864; a greater area of Portnellan Island 

would have been accessible prior to these Post‐medieval dams. Site 2 on Portnellan Island also marks the location 

of a possible logboat. The putative logboat was recorded in 1913 consisting of a possible base along with other 

planks that were partly embedded in loose stones on the west side of the island. This feature was recorded at a 

time of low water levels. There is no record of its removal, and it may remain in situ. It should also be noted that 

for  the most part  these  timbers  should  be  situated  underwater,  except  at  times  of  exceptionally  low water. 

Therefore, there  is the  likelihood that this  logboat,  if still  in‐situ, could be well preserved and could add to our 

existing  knowledge  of  logboats  and  how  they  inter‐related  with  structures  like  crannogs  in  the  form  of  a 
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transportation link or the exploitation of the resources in Loch Venachar through activities such as fishing. As the 

possible logboat was recorded in 1913 among other associated remains its recorded position may not match the 

accuracy of modern archaeological surveying. 

 

6.6.7  Unsurprisingly  the  name  Portnellan means  a  port  of  landing  place  of  the  island;  the  shoreline  opposite  the 

Scheduled crannog at Portnellan Island (Site 1/772) is called Portnellan implying a convenient, nearby landing place 

for any craft that accessed Portnellan Island itself. Furthermore, Roy’s Military Survey of Scotland, 1747 – 1755 

shows cultivated lands on the northern shores of Loch Venachar. 

 

6.7  Shielings 

6.7.1  There are 43 assets that have been identified as shieling structures, possible shieling structures or shelters within 

the CLP Boundary (Figure 9). A further 13 assets are identified as huts. These assets are fairly evenly distributed on 

higher ground above the valleys around the CLP Boundary. The assets identified as shelters or huts are in areas 

where shieling may have taken place and so should be considered alongside these assets; it may be possible to 

identify them as potential shieling‐huts upon further investigation or assign other functions to them. 

 

6.7.2  Shielings are areas of upland pastural areas; animals would be driven up to them on a seasonal basis. Due to their 

relatively, remote location, shieling huts or structures tend to be sited in these areas for use by the people looking 

after these animals. Shieling huts or structures, therefore, could be as simple as a temporary shelter to use during 

the daytime or a more substantial building  that would allow  for cooking and sleeping. Generally dated  to  the 

medieval and post‐medieval periods the location of these assets and their relatively unglamorous nature, means 

that  they  tend  to  be  an  undervalued  heritage  resource,  but  further  investigation  could  provide  further 

understanding about pastoral economy and resource exploitation in the medieval and post‐medieval periods. 

 

6.7.3  Numerous Gaelic placenames are associated with shieling activities, such as ‘Airdh Corre à Mholacih’ on the eastern 

boundary of the CLP to the east of Loch Lubnaig and ‘Bealàch na h Imrich’ closer to Loch Lubnaig; ‘Bealàch na h 

Imrich’ means  ‘Pass of  the  “flitting”  in Gaelic  implying movement of  livestock  through  seasonal pasturelands. 

Structures and sheiling‐huts are located along the eastern side of Loch Lubnaig, although sites like the lime‐kiln at 

Site  78  indicate  that  there  are other  activities  that  could be  associated with  the  ‘flitting’  including  access  to 

farmsteads and industrial sites higher up the hillslopes on th east side of Loch Lubnaig. ‘Airdh Corre à Mholacih’ at 

the sheiling‐hut sites at Site 76 in comparison refers to a ‘sheiling of the rough/stormy corrie – molach’. However 

‘molach’ can also mean ‘hairy, furry’ or ‘shaggy’ and therefore, may be derived from the nature of the vegetation 

in the local area. Given they were likely used into the post‐medieval period they may prove to be areas ripe for 

future research into local history and folklore 

 

6.8  The Military Road 

6.8.1  There are eight assets identified as belonging to the 18th century Military Road within the CLP Boundary and this 

includes two bridges at Sites 238 to 239. This Military Road was constructed after the Battle of Culloden to improve 

military infrastructure and transportation routes into the highlands as a preventative measure to help suppress 

further Jacobite and Highland rebellions. The section of the road within the CLP Boundary is part of the Stirling to 

Fort William road and was constructed between 1748 to 1753. The town of Callander was expanded and developed 

as a Hanoverian settlement along a broad linear street with a town square and church. Ironically this town plan 

was based on plans created for the Duke of Perth in the 1730s, the Duke of Perth lost his lands due to his support 

for the Jacobite Rebellion of 1744 to 1745. 

 

6.8.2  The creation of the Military Road and the post‐ Culloden development of Callander are major events in the post‐

medieval history of  the  landscape contained within  the CLP Boundary. Many aspects of  the Military Road are 

mapped, its modern successor is the A84. However, the modern road has been shaped and developed for modern 

transportation  requirements with  subsequent  changes  to  it alignment and width and  therefore not all of  the 

Military Road is accurately mapped or understood.  
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6.8.3  The Military Road transits through the Pass of Leny, a historical transport route due to the nature of the topography 

within this area of the CLP. The ‘Pass of Leny´ is an anglicised name of ‘Leney’, ‘Lenny’ or ‘Cumhang Lanaigh’ which 

is depicted on Roy’s Map of 1747 to 1755. It has been suggested that ‘Leny’ could derive from ‘a marshy flat’ place 

or a meadow or swampy plain. It seems likely that the name of the Pass of Leny, in its Gaelic form derives from the 

topographic nature of the pass. 

 

6.9  The Arrival of the Railways and the Development of Callander 

6.9.1  As noted  in Section 5, the arrival of the railways played a critical role  in the development of Callander and the 

settlements, industries and landscape within the CLP Boundary. Within the CLP Boundary physical traces of the 

railway have been altered since the railway’s closure in the 1960s; Callander (Dreadnought) Railway Station built 

behind the Dreadnough Hotel (Site 365), a railway shed (Site 357) and one railway turntable (Site 477) no longer 

survive. These assets are in addition to the first railway station (Site 355) and a railway turntable (Site 358) that 

were situated across the A84 Stirling Road to the north of the Garden and Designed Landscape of Roman Camp 

(Site 868). Both stations continued in existence until the middle of the 20th century when they were closed. There 

was also a Railway Signal Box at Site 657 on the eastern limit of the CLP Boundary. 

 

6.9.2  There is little notable railway infrastructure present within the urban area of Callander. However, the railway line 

itself, heading west from Callander, remains in use as part of a cycle network, the NCN 7 and the Rob Roy Way. 

Although certain aspects of the line have been removed, including the bridge that crossed the A821, roughly 1.8km 

west of the site of Callander (Dreadnought) Railway Station, the majority of the railway embankments are well 

preserved. 

 

7  Recommendations for Sites to Investigate 

7.1  Recommendations Methodology 

7.1  During  the  course  of  producing  this  HEA  it  became  clear  that  AOC  Archaeology  Group  could  recommend 

widespread  archaeological methods  and  projects  across  the  entirety  of  the  area  within  the  CLP  Boundary. 

However,  due  to  the  time  and  financial  limitations  this  section  will  recommend  specific  areas  and  sites  to 

investigate and potential methods.  

 

7.2  Dark Skies and the Prehistoric Landscape 

7.2.1  This HEA has postulated whether prehistoric settlements and structures are an under‐investigated resource with 

regards to prehistoric astronomy. Certainly, due to the nature of such remains, generally constructed out of organic 

materials which have subsequently decayed, it is difficult to attempt such analysis without first understanding the 

layout of any such structures. Even with geophysical methods  it  is generally only possible to confirm sightlines 

through such fixtures as entrance ways upon excavation of an archaeological site where the surviving foundation 

footprint becomes discernible. As such this HEA raises this issue as a research theme to be aware of when such 

sites are investigated, and it is possible to delineate possible sight lines. Obviously, such considerations should not 

be limited to astronomy but also to prevailing weather conditions, viewpoints up and down valleys and the motion 

of the sun and the moon to name but a few. 

 

7.2.2  Dark Skies Sites 2, 3 and 4 are close to Dunmore hillfort (Site 777) with the closest, Dark Skies Site 2 situated just 

to the south of the fort. Visitors to this site on a Dark Sky themed night should be instructed in trying to appreciate 

how the people who utilised Dunmore hillfort could have seen the night sky and assess how easily it could have 

been to see aspects of the night sky from Site 777. The Digital Terrain Model of Dunmore hillfort can assist in this 

task as  it provides  topography and  the  location of possible  structures. These  structures would have  inhibited 

certain sightlines whilst utilising others and thus an appreciation of what may have been visible can be suggested 

and explored in further detail. 
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7.2.3  Auchenlaich  Long  Cairn  (Site  31/Scheduled  Site  774)  and  Auchenlaich  and  West  Bracklinn  Cairn  (Site 

595/Scheduled Site 779) near Dark Skies Site 24 are potential assets with easily discernible orientations with which 

to conduct research projects concerning Dark Skies.  

 

7.2.4  Further sites near Dark Skies Sites 23 and 24 have less discernible orientations. Therefore, it is recommended that 

these sites are visited to assess and determine their potential orientations with a view to including them in any 

Dark Skies projects. 

 

7.3  The Prehistoric Landscape near Claish Farm 

7.3.1  The prehistoric landscape near Claish Farm is worthy of more detailed investigation. This may take the form, with 

the  permission  of Historic  Environment  Scotland,  of  undertaking  further  excavations  on  the Neolithic  period 

Timber  Hall  at  Site71/Scheduled  Site  765.  Further  prehistoric  sites  at  Site  66/Scheduled  Site763;  Site 

72/73/Scheduled Site 766; Site 67/Scheduled 764, the Cist at Site 235 and the possible souterrain at Site 206 could 

be subject to further investigation and if this suggestion is taken forward it is recommended that a full geophysical 

survey is conducted of the prehistoric landscape near Claish Farm to allow a clearer understanding of the structures 

and features present in this area and how they relate to the landscape and one another. Further activities should 

include fieldwalking of the landscape near Claish Farm and systematic test‐pitting. All of these activities should be 

undertaken with an intent to train the local community in archaeological methods. In the case of the first method; 

geophysics,  this would  involve more detailed  training but  should not be  considered onerous with  the  correct 

training programme in place. 

 

7.4  Hillforts: Their Role and Function in the Local Landscape  

7.4.1  Due to the designated nature of many hillforts in Scotland, archaeological investigations are rare in nature and the 

Scheduled status of the hillforts within the CLP Boundary are no exception. Although it may be possible to acquire 

Scheduled  Monument  Consent  for  more  intrusive  investigations,  ScARF  recommends  other  techniques, 

particularly geophysical surveys to map potentially buried archaeological remains. These survey results could then 

be combined and compared with topographic and LiDAR surveys to enable investigators to ascertain what features 

may be within the enclosed areas of the hillforts within the CLP Boundary. 

 

7.4.2  A geophysical survey could be undertaken of Dunmore hillfort (Site 777) as this would make a good opportunity to 

expand upon the topographic survey recently undertaken by drone photogrammetry; the nature of any possible 

structures or occupational evidence within the hillfort could be ascertained for the first time. 

 

7.4.3  Noting the existence of a previously unexploded bomb on Dunmore hillfort (Site 777) there is the possibility that 

more unexploded bombs could be located within the area. Although, further research of aircraft routes used by 

the Luftwaffe that may have passed close to Callander could narrow down search areas, it is probably simpler to 

adopt a rigorous form of health and safety mitigation based on a buffer‐ed area from the bomb crater on Dunmore 

hillfort. Although  it  is  likely  that  impacts closer  to  inhabited areas would have been noted, all sites subject  to 

intrusive investigation within this buffer zone should be subject to appropriate unexploded ordnance mitigation; 

this should be determined by a Written Scheme of Investigation. 

 

7.4.4  Auchenlaich hillfort (Site 43, Scheduled Site 778) is a potential site for a phase of experimental archaeology and 

community  involvement.  Although  this  HEA  has  noted  the  limited  range  of weapons  that would  have  been 

available  during  the  occupation  of  hillforts  within  Scotland,  this  supposition  has  not  been  tested  against 

Auchenlaich hillfort. Simply put; are the higher areas of the hillfort vulnerable to attack from outside the ramparts. 

This could answer the question of whether Auchenlaich hillfort was less defensive and more ostentatious; if the 

central, raised areas remains outside the range of any experimental archaeology weapons tests then  it  is more 

possible that this hillfort could fulfil both roles perfectly comfortably. 
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7.5  Bochastle Fort and the Roman Occupation of Scotland 

7.5.1  The potential Roman roads in Leny Wood (Sites 85 to 89) and towards Loch Venachar (Sites 79 and 416) could be 

subject to further investigation using initial walkover surveys as a starting point to provide a contextual basis for 

the existing, suggested sites. This would allow  for more  focussed earthwork surveys and potential geophysical 

surveys on potential target sites for Roman roads; although these may include the existing sites it should be noted 

that  there are no confirmed Roman  road sections at  the  target areas defined by  these sites.  If earthwork and 

geophysical surveys provide interesting results then it is suggested that community led archaeological excavations 

could be undertaken on the sites that have been identified as worthy of further investigations.  

 

7.5.2  Fieldwalking as a community training project should also be taken on and around the Roman temporary camp and 

fort  (Site  777);  these  should  be  tasked  with  investigating  potential  infrastructure  around  Site  777  such  as 

cemeteries and civilian settlements. It is probable that such sites will be located along road lines leading out from 

the main gates of Site 777 and  this should aid  in  the  investigation of the Roman road network within  the CLP 

Boundary. Theoretically the gates, and therefore, the roads should be located halfway along each side of the fort. 

These areas should be targeted first with the survey expanding out in a systematic way from these points. 

 

7.6  Crannogs and Lochside Settlements 

7.6.1  The Scheduled crannog at Portnellan Island (Site 1/772) in Loch Venachar is overdue for investigation including a 

more, thorough survey using modern techniques. It has the particular advantage over Site 17 in Loch Lubnaig of 

having  a  terrestrial  element.  This would  allow  for  a mixed  team  of  terrestrial  investigators  and  underwater 

investigators to map this site. Modern underwater photogrammetry methods are proving to be a useful way to 

map underwater archaeology sites, particularly with  the ability of digital photographs to capture thousands of 

photographs.  Camera  such  as  Go‐Pros  can  also  capture  video  photography  that  can  be  split  into  individual 

photographs.  In  the  limited visibility of a  Loch  site  this could prove particularly useful  to  supply  the  coverage 

necessary to map the underwater aspects of a crannog site. As a precaution, such methods should be backed up 

with traditional crannog survey techniques. This would entail utilising a terrestrial Total Station Theodolite with 

extra‐long detail poles; for areas beyond the depths of waders they should extend to at least 3 metres. It should 

be noted  that  in water  such extra‐long detail poles  can be difficult  for one  surveyor  to handle,  therefore  the 

standard crannog survey technique is to utilise a second person, possibly using snorkel or SCUBA gear, to stabilise 

the pole at a  lower  level. As well as surveying  identified  features, such a survey should  include a  full, detailed 

topographic survey to help create a Digital Terrain Model of the whole crannog from its terrestrial aspect to the 

full extent of any remains underwater. 

 

7.6.2  The  survey  of  Portnellan  Island would  serve  as  a  useful  training  exercise  for  any  investigations  into  the  full 

underwater site of Site 17 in Loch Lubnaig. In 1968 this crannog was recorded as 2 feet or roughly 0.6m below the 

surface of  the  loch. Therefore,  it  is still possible  to use a mix of  terrestrial and underwater survey  techniques. 

Surveyors accessing the site from a boat should be able to survey the crannog with a Total Station Theodolite (TST). 

Due to the submerged, albeit shallow nature of the crannog, this would potentially involve the positioning of the 

TST on the loch shore. As the shoreline of the loch varies from rough 150m to 200m from Site 17 a TST with a range 

of greater than 200m would be required; modern TSTs are readily available that are capable of surveying between 

400m to 1000m. For the detail pole end on the crannog, it is suggested that a boat survey team should be present 

at the crannog, possibly assisted by surveyors equipped with snorkels or SCUBA to stabilise the pole underwater.  

 

7.6.3  The shoreline to the north of Portnellan Island should be investigated by community archaeological teams through 

walkover surveys and fieldwalking. The aim of the walkover surveys will be to identify potential areas for sites such 

as settlement areas, areas of  farming and potential  landing places  for water craft which would have accessed 

Portnellan Island and the Loch in general. Detailed fieldwalking surveys would be undertaken, expanding out from 
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areas identified in the walkover surveys. 

 

7.7  Shielings 

7.7.1  The shielings recorded within the CLP Boundary tend to have basic dimensions and features recorded. Therefore, 

there exists the opportunity to undertake fuller recording, using building survey methodology. This can be backed 

up with modern photographic survey as a way to quickly record and capture these assets in greater detail than is 

currently available in the Historic Environment Record and national databases. As noted in Section 6 above further 

investigation could provide  further understanding about  the pastoral economy around Callander and  resource 

exploitation in the medieval and post‐medieval periods. 

 

7.7.2  A fuller record of these assets would then enable decisions to be made upon likely examples that would benefit 

from more intrusive investigations such removing extraneous vegetation and archaeological excavations. It should 

be understood that it is not recommended that extraneous vegetation is removed in the survey stage as this could 

destabilise the remains. Furthermore, great care should be undertaken if extraneous vegetation is removed during 

a more intrusive phase of investigation. Unless a full methodology is developed to deal with uncovering remains 

through the removal of excess overburden the removal of extraneous vegetation should be understood to refer to 

trimming of vegetation that obscures features and not their full removal. 

 

7.8  The Military Road 

7.8.1  The Association of Certificated Field Archaeologists (ACFA) undertook an archaeological field survey in Leny Wood 

in 2002. This survey  located many charcoal platforms and other archaeological  features and structures. These 

located  features  are  currently undergoing  investigation  in  the Callander  Landscape Partnership’s  Leny Woods 

Community Archaeology Project. Although ACFA’s 2002 survey noted that  it was possible that remnants of the 

Military Road may run along the southern edge of the woodland at Leny (ACFA 2002: 63) no remains that can be 

associated with  the Military Road have been  identified  so  far. Searching  for  the Military Road with a view  to 

surveying and investigating any potential remains could be considered as an additional research aim for the Leny 

Woods Community Archaeology Project. 

 

7.9  The Arrival of the Railways and the Development of Callander 

7.9.1  The  infrastructure of the railways within the CLP Boundary could be a useful project for  interpretation boards. 

These could inform people using the cycle network/footpath that utilises the railway embankment about the role 

of the railways within the area of the Callander Landscape Partnership. Interpretation boards would also be useful 

within Callander itself, marking the locations of the former railways stations, good sheds and railway turntables 

and informing visitors of the history that occurred at these sites as well as their layouts. The railways within the 

CLP Boundary could also fit into local or oral histories projects.  

 

7.10  CLP Database: Recommendations for Future Developments and Augmentation  

7.10.1  AOC Archaeology Group were kindly supplied with a PDF copy of ACFA’s Leny Wood survey by WoSAS. This report 

is a pre‐digital type written report and contains specific details on each site recorded during the survey, including 

plans, sections and profiles and coordinates expressed as 5 decimal place National Grid References. Such detail is 

in contrast to the generic records listed by WoSAS and HES’s Canmore database; the records provide an overview 

of the Leny Wood survey without specifying the exact detail of the site in question. The details and coordinates in 

the Leny Wood survey report means that it is possible to match such records up with the individual sites listed in 

the HEA database. However, the time required to manually match and enter these details means that it lay beyond 

the  scope of  this HEA and  therefore  it  is  recommended  that  this  could be  considered when augmenting and 

developing  the  database  and  possibly  undertaken  as  a  community  exercise  in  conjunction with  the  already 

commenced Leny Woods project. 
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7.10.2  Further  fields for the  inclusion of additional hyperlinks should be considered as well as  fields  for photographs, 

historic plan and sketches and fields for archaeological records. The latter would be particularly useful with regard 

to ACFA’s Leny Wood survey of 2002; the associated plans, sections and profiles of the individual features could 

be assigned to the individual assets. 

 

7.10.3  As part of the HEA consideration was given to local folklore, legends, stories, famous residents/visitors; literature 

and poetry relating to Callander. Information provided by the CLP has been reviewed and  information  included 

herein where relevant. However, this information largely provided an increased understanding of local history and 

the development of  the area over  time and no  significant  links between  the heritage assets  identified  in  the 

database and more intangible elements of Callander’s cultural heritage have been identified. The exception to his 

has been the cross referencing of Gaelic placename information, as derived from the CLP’s placename database, 

with archaeological sites.. On this basis, the assessment has  largely concluded that there  is a knowledge gap  in 

relation to more intangible heritage, in the form of folklore, legends, literature etc, particularly in relation to readily 

available sources.  It  is therefore recommended that the HEA could be augmented using the additional sources 

listed in Section 4.3 and direct consultation with the Callander community to identify more intangible elements of 

the historic environment and how these might link to the Callander landscape and features therein. 

 

8  Conclusions 

8.1  This HEA has produced a database identifying known heritage assets within the CLP Boundary and the 2km Study 

Area. Suitable  for use within ArcGIS  this database  can be queried by  type and/or period and  it  is  suitable  for 

expansion and augmentation by the CLP. Recommendations on possible areas of expansion and augmentation 

have been made as part of this HEA. Based on the research undertaken, utilisation of the  database and review of 

additional sources, the main chronological periods, events and assets within the CLP Boundary have been outlined 

and discussed in detail. Research themes have been developed from this HEA and recommendations have been 

made for specific research projects that complement each research theme. 
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(C) AOC Archaeology Group 2019
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(C) AOC Archaeology Group 2019
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(C) AOC Archaeology Group 2019
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Dating from the mid 80s AD Bochastle
temporary Roman camp and fort provided
an integral part of the Roman frontier
network along the Gask Ridge during a
period of Roman expansion under the
Governor of Roman Britain, Agricola. It’s

transition from a temporary camp to an
established fort implies that it’s role
developed beyond just supporting this
specific Roman campaign and that it was
intended to fulfil a more long-term role as
part of an established Roman infrastructure.
Its purpose may have been defensive, to
block incursions from the highlands to the
northwest or as a base from which Roman
forces could venture further north into the
Scottish highlands. Roads, cemeteries and
civilian settlements would have been
associated with Bochastle.

Bochastle camp and fort by Keith Wilson

The medieval period sees the development
of farmsteads, field systems and shieling
areas with associated shieling-huts and
structures. The beginnings of the nucleated
settlements along the valley of the River
Teith probably date to this period, with a
motte castle on the north bank of the river in
Callander at Tom ma Chisaig. A later castle
was also built on the south side of the River
Teith in Callander.
Callander saw development as part of a
planned Hanoverian settlement after the
Jacobite Rebellion that culminated in the
Battle of Culloden in 1745. Further
developments included the construction of a
Military Road with associated bridges
between 1748 to 1753.

The landscape around Callander has been
utilised from prehistoric times. Currently
evidence for activities and settlement prior to
the Neolithic period have not been identified,
although this should not imply that they are
not present in the landscape, merely that
assets dating to before the Neolithic period
have not been distinctly identified. We can
expect such sites to be present; they are
probably associated with or under later
prehistoric sites. Major prehistoric sites
include the Scheduled Monument area of
the Neolithic Timber Hall in a rich area of
prehistoric sites near Claish Farm, burial
sites such as the Auchenlaich Long Cairn
and four hillforts. Three crannogs, artificially
created islands, are also situated within the
landscape of Callander and these are likely
to have their origins in the prehistoric period.

Dunmore hillfort by Skyscape Survey

Callander and the surrounding area
experienced considerable development
during the Victorian Period as a result of the
development of railway technology. Tourists
could now access previous remote areas,
including the Falls of Leny, and construct
houses and villas within Callander. The
benefits of rail travel and infrastructure
extended to tourism for poorer classes of
society as well and also allowed
development of industries with the ability to
ship materials and goods easily around the
United Kingdom. Improvements in motor
vehicles and the national road network led to
increasing competition with the railways, and
Callander Railway Station was closed to
passenger traffic on the 1st of November
1965. The route of the railway now forms
part of a cycle network.

Callander by Pauline Deas

Volunteers on a ruined site

Callander Landscape Partnership

The Landscape of Callander Through Time
Victorian/ContemporaryPrehistoric
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Site Gazeteer

Site Number 1

Site Name Portnellan Island

Type of Site Crannog

NRHE Number NN50NE2

HER Number 63540

Status Non-designated

Easting 259266

Northing 706152

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63540 NN 5926 0615  Stirling SMR Locality Number 113  Photographed in low 
water conditions 27/06/84      Crannog  NN 59266 06152      LM 27/06/84: 
The crannog is situated near the E end of Loch Venachar, close to the N shore.
It is visible in low water as a low stoney mound some 20m in diameter.      A crannog in Loch 
Vennacher 'at the foot of the loch' at '150 yds from the N shore' marked by a small modern 
cairn of which one boulder projects above the normal water level. (This had been raised by 
damming c. 1864.)   Investigated c. 1912, it was found to comprise an artificial collection of 
loose and irregular stones, c. 40' in length. There is no gangway of stepping stones to the 
mainland, but the water is somewhat shallower on its landward side. Remains of waterlogged 
planks, some with mortice holes, were found partly embedded in the loose stones, as well as 
tree stumps. Several of the larger stones bore apparent traces of fire.    J S Fleming 191 
  
There is no local knowledge of this crannog. Local enquiries revealed that the only known 
obstruction in Loch Venachar is at NN 5925 0615, where a single, concrete-covered boulder 
with an iron stanchion on top marks the site of Portnellan Island; when the water level is low, 
some stones are visible here.   
 
Visited by OS (R D) 14 October 1968.     
  
NN 592 061 This submerged crannog, measuring about 12m in diameter, is reported to consist 
of amound of stones and timbers.   
 
RCAHMS 1979, visited November 1977    
  
A visit was undertaken in August 1996 to assess the site for scheduling. The loch level was 
significantly lower than at the time of previous reports and the crannog was clearly visible 
above water some 20-30m from the shore. The crannog consists of a sharply defined rubble 
mound some 20m in diameter, the main body of which rises to some 1.5m above water level 
(the precise shape could not be determined as observation had to be made from the shore). 
This mound is surmounted by two more recent cairns, the largest being centrally placed and c 
1m high. The upper portions of this cairn had been concreted over and it was apparently the 
topmost stone of this cairn that was noted in previous reports. A lower cairn lay a few metres 
to the E.  There was no trace of a stone causeway and no evidence of visible timbers, either in 
the shallows adjacent to the shore or, so far as could be seen, on the islet itself.  
 
Sponsor: Historic Scotland  I Armit 1996
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63540

Site Number 2

Site Name Portnellan Island

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63540


 

Site Gazeteer

Site Name Portnellan Island

Type of Site Logboat (Possible)

NRHE Number NN50NE2

HER Number 63541

Status Non-designated

Easting 259266

Northing 706152

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63541 NN 5926 0615  Stirling SMR Locality Number 113.01  Logboat (possible)  
NN 59266 06152      In 1913 what was possibly the bottom of a logboat was found whilst a 
probable crannog (SMR No 113.00) was under examination during conditions of low water 
level. The form of the timber was not recorded but it measured 14' (4.3m) in length by 2' 
(0.6m) transversely and was found with other 'waterlogged planks' embedded 'partly in the 
loose stones on the west...side of the island'. There is no record of its removal, and it may 
remain in situ.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63541

Site Number 3

Site Name St. Bride's Chapel

Type of Site Chapel

NRHE Number NN50NE3

HER Number 63542

Status Non-designated

Easting 258506

Northing 709818

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63542 NN 5850 0981  Stirling SMR Locality Number 114.01  Chapel  NN 58506 
09818     The medieval St Bride's Chapel, of which only the footings remain, is oriented nw - se 
and measures 10m x 6m.  It is divided into nave and chancel.  The chapel is surrounded by the 
disused McKinlay Family burial ground.  A much-weathered cross-slab, found during the 
restoration of the chapel in 1971, is now built into the north wall.  An 11th -13th century date 
is suggested for it.  A second cross-slab is built into the south wall. In the burial ground are four 
grave slabs. The earliest appears to be late 18th century.      The foundations of St. Bride's 
Chapel were exposed in 1932 when the walls of the chapel were exposed and restored under 
the guidance of DoE and a rubble enclosing wall was re-established. The site was re-dedicated 
at this time to the memory of Sir Walter Scott.    The chapl and burial ground are listed 
category C(S) and a scheduled ancient monument.    Two carved figures of stone (OSA 1793), 
allegedly representing the saint and her dog, were discovered in the chapel ruins towards the 
end of the 18th century. The quality of the stone suggests that they were imported into this 
country.     
  
Description  
The wall to the NE along the A84 road is swept to its centre with a pair of large circular 
gatepiers flanking the entrance. To the N part of the wall is an inscribed dedication stone, 
dated 1932. The NW boundary wall has a swept up section where a cross incised stone has 

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63541


 

Site Gazeteer

been set. In 1971 a cross slab dating from the 11th -13th century was discovered and has been 
set into the SE wall.  The remains of the chapel are found to the E of the site, orientated NW-
SE. To the W is a well carved headstone with an angel face, compressed wings and ogee top, it 
is dedicated to the memory of James McKinlay, tacksman of Inverchagernie, 1823 and his son 
Peter, 1828.  Adjacent lie 3 grave slabs in the ground, it is thought that these are dedicated to 
further McKinlay family members and date from the later/late 18th century [Alistair Reid].  

Materials  
Drystane random rubble with rubble copes. 1932 cast iron decorative gate to entrance,  cast 
iron railed section to part of SE wall.  
  
Notes  
The dedication stone to the NE wall reads 'The foundations of this ancient chapel of Saint Bride 
were identified and restored in the centenary year 1932. In memory of Sir Walter Scott whose 
romantic genius still lays testament on this countryside'.  The McKinlay family are thought to 
have lived at Anie in the 17th and 18th centuries. James Stobie's map of 1783 indicates that 
there were settlements at Lower and Upper Anie. Lower Anie which was situated to the 
opposite side of the A84 no longer exists. (See SMR No 2674.01). However, the farm house to 
Upper Anie, known from the 19th century as Anie, remains.  Alexander Reid notes that the 
Stirling Antiquary of 1903 documents that James McKinlay born in the late 17th century at 
Anie, emigrated to America, and was the direct ancestor of the 25 th President of the United 
States, William McKinlay (1843-1901).  
  
References  
Reid, A. Graveyard, gravestones and burial grounds û Callander,  Trossachs, Scotland from 
website û www.incallander.co.uk  
Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 555  Ancient church dedications in Scotland: 
non-scriptural dedications,   Edinburgh, 128,   
Morris, D B (1934 ) Trans Stirling Natur Hist Antiq Soc, 1933-4, 5-6,   
OSA (1791-9 ) The statistical account of Scotland, drawn up from the communications of the 
ministers of the different parishes, 
Sinclair, J (Sir), Edinburgh, Vol. 11, 581,   RCAHMS (1979 b) The Royal Commission on the 
Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of 
Stirling District, Central Region,   
The archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7, Edinburgh, 35, No.316,   
McKean C 1985:  

References  
Reid, A. Graveyard, gravestones and burial grounds û Callander,  Trossachs, Scotland

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63542

Site Number 4

Site Name St. Bride's Chapel

Type of Site Cross Slab

NRHE Number NN50NE3

HER Number 63543

Status Non-designated

Easting 258519

Northing 709814

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63543 NN 5851 0981  Stirling SMR Locality Number 114.02  Cross slab  NN 
58519 09814    A much weathered graveslab, tapered in shape, is built into the south wall of 
the graveyard.  No cross is visible (12/03/87).    Found during the restoration of the chapel in 

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63542
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1971 an 11th -13th century date is suggested for it. 
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63543

Site Number 5

Site Name St. Bride's Chapel

Type of Site Burial Ground

NRHE Number NN50NE3

HER Number 63544

Status Non-designated

Easting 258501

Northing 709813

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63544 NN 5850 0981  Stirling SMR Locality Number 114.03  Burial ground  NN 
58501 09813      In the burial ground are 4 grave slabs, the earliest of which appears to be of 
late 18th century date.  The remains of the chapel are found to the E of the site, orientated 
NW-SE. To the W is a well carved headstone with an angel face, compressed wings and ogee 
top, it is dedicated to the memory of James McKinlay, tacksman of Inverchagernie, 1823 and 
his son Peter, 1828.  Adjacent lie 3 grave slabs in the ground, it is thought that these are 
dedicated to further McKinlay family members and date from the later/late 18th century 
[Alistair Reid].    The McKinlay family are thought to have lived at Anie in the 17th and 18th 
centuries. James Stobie's map of 1783 indicates that there were settlements at Lower and 
Upper Anie. Lower Anie which was situated to the opposite side of the A84 no longer exists. 
(See SMR No 2674.01.  However, the farm house to Upper Anie, known from the 19 th century 
as Anie, remains.  Alexander Reid notes that the Stirling Antiquary of 1903 documents that 
James McKinlay born in the late 17th century at Anie, emigrated to America, and was the 
direct ancestor of the 25th President of the United States, William McKinlay (1843-1901).
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63544

Site Number 6

Site Name St. Bride's Chapel

Type of Site Figure

NRHE Number NN50NE3

HER Number 63545

Status Non-designated

Easting 258506

Northing 709818

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63545 NN 5850 0981  Stirling SMR Locality Number 114.04  1. Statistical 
Account 1793: 2 carved figures of stone, allegedly of the saint and her dog, were discovered in 
the chapel ruins towards the end of the 18th century.  The quality of the stone suggests that 
they were imported into this country.

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63543
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Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63545

Site Number 7

Site Name St. Bride's Chapel

Type of Site Cross-incised Stone

NRHE Number NN50NE3

HER Number 63546

Status Non-designated

Easting 258508

Northing 709828

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63546 NN 5850 0982  Stirling SMR Locality Number 114.05  Cross-incised stone  
NN 58508 09828    A fragment of a cross slab with a simple incised Greek cross has been built 
in to the north wall of the burial ground.  It was found nearby in 1932.  It is about 10" square.  
It is now weathered and flaking (12/03/87).
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63546

Site Number 8

Site Name Craig-na-Caillach (Ben Ledi)

Type of Site Rapier

NRHE Number NN50NE4

HER Number 63547

Status Non-designated

Easting 256000

Northing 709000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63547 NN 5600 0900  Stirling SMR Locality Number 115  OS 16/10/68: In the 
Glasgow Art Galleries & Museum is a MBA rapier blade, 11" long.  It was found at Craig-na-
Caillach on the lower slope of Ben Ledi.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63547

Site Number 9

Site Name Milton (loch Venachar)

Type of Site Crannog (Possible)

NRHE Number NN50NE5

HER Number 63548

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63545
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63547
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HER Number 63548

Status Non-designated

Easting 256800

Northing 706000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63548 NN 5680 0600  Stirling SMR Locality Number 116  1. RCAHMS 1979: Since 
the level of Loch Venachar was raised, a low mound, possibly a crannog, has been submerged.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63548

Site Number 10

Site Name Blarnacaorach / Beinn Liath

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number NN50SE14

HER Number 63569

Status Non-designated

Easting 257570

Northing 704480

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63569 NN 5757 0448  Stirling SMR Locality Number 128.01  Archaeology Notes   
NN50SE 14 576 044.
N of Roman road (RRX 521) and diverging later track and close to their junction, an oval stone 
walled but disturbed and overgrown enclosure with to the NE, a possible early kiln mound.  
 
W Lonie, F Newall and H M Sinclair 1976.      
  
References  
Lonie, Newall and Sinclair, W, F and H M (1986 )   'Bochastle - Lake of Menteith, Roman road 
survey',   Discovery Excav Scot, 1976, 49
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63569

Site Number 11

Site Name Blarnacaorach / Beinn Liath

Type of Site Kiln (Possible)

NRHE Number NN50SE14

HER Number 63570

Status Non-designated

Easting 257570

Northing 704480

Parish

Council

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63548
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63569
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Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63570 NN 5757 0448  Stirling SMR Locality Number 128.02  Archaeology Notes   
NN50SE 14 576 044.      N of Roman road (RRX 521) and diverging later track and close to their 
junction, an oval stone walled but disturbed and overgrown enclosure with to the NE, a 
possible early kiln mound.  

W Lonie, F Newall and H M Sinclair 1976.   
  
References  Lonie, Newall and Sinclair, W, F and H M (1986 )   'Bochastle - Lake of Menteith, 
Roman road survey',   Discovery Excav Scot, 1976, 49
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63570

Site Number 12

Site Name Blarnacaorach / Gleann Ban

Type of Site Deserted Farmstead

NRHE Number NN50SE74

HER Number 63571

Status Non-designated

Easting 257570

Northing 704470

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63571 NN 5757 0447  Stirling SMR Locality Number 128.03  A farmstead 
annotated as 'ruins', comprising one unroofed long L-shaped building and one enclosure is 
depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxxiii) and on the 
current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1978).  See NN50SE 14 (Enclosure; Kiln) which may be 
part of this site.   Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 30 January 1998
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63571

Site Number 13

Site Name West Ardchullarie

Type of Site Deserted Township

NRHE Number NN51SE4

HER Number 63606

Status Non-designated

Easting 258431

Northing 713771

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63606 NN 5843 1377  Stirling SMR Locality Number 149  LM 10/10/88:  All but 
one building destroyed by forestry ploughing, including 2 long buildings.  Surviving structure 
looks most recent of the group. Plan in SMR.   OS 24/10/68: Minor depoulation, unnamed, 
probably mid 19th century.  5 buildings varying in size from 10m x 4m to 2.8m x 4.5m and in 

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63570
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63571
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height from turf-covered footings to walls 1m high.    1. Stobie 1783: 3 buildings north of burn 
named W Ardchullarie and two buildings to south named E Ardchullarie.    
  
Archaeology Notes  
NN51SE 4 584 137.     
 
Minor depopulation, unnamed, probably mid-19th century. Five buildings varying in size from 
10.0m x 4.0m to 2.8m x 4.5m and in height from turf-covered footings to walls 1.0m high.   
 
Visited by OS 24 October 1968.       NN 584 139 (centred)  The remains of at least one 
building are located in woodland. The remains are very overgrown with bracken and difficult 
to measure.   
 
Sponsors: Central Regional Council, Tilhill Economic Forestry.   
L Main and W Anderson 1992.     
  
A township, comprising five unroofed buildings, one enclosure and a head-dyke is depicted on 
the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxiv). It is not shown on the 
current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1990).   Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 
1998.  
   
  
References    
Main and Anderson, L and W (1992 g)   'West Ardchullarie (Balquhidder parish): building(s)',   
Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1992, 18
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63606

Site Number 14

Site Name Airidh A' Chaoruinnach

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN51SE5

HER Number 63607

Status Non-designated

Easting 256780

Northing 711080

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63607 NN 5678 1108  Stirling SMR Locality Number 150  OS 24/10/68:  6 
shielings, unnamed, varying in size from 3m x 2m to 8m x 3m.  Generally oval to rectangular 
and visible as partly turf-covered walls.    1. OS 1865: Named as Airidh A' Chaoruinnach "Ruins 
of". 4 square structures.      Archaeology Notes  
NN51SE 5 568 110.     
Six shielings, unnamed, varying in size from 3.0m x 2.0m to 8.0m x 3.0m. Generally oval to 
rectangular and visible as partly turf-covered walls.  Visited by OS 24 October 1968.       Four 
unroofed shieling-huts annotated 'Ruins of' are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch 
map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxiv). Four shieling-huts are shown on the current edition of the 
OS 1:10000 map (1990).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 1998.      5 shieling huts depicted on Mastermap 
2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11
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Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63607

Site Number 15

Site Name Anie

Type of Site Carved Stone (Possible)

NRHE Number NN51SE1

HER Number 63608

Status Non-designated

Easting 258000

Northing 710000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63608 NN 5800 1000  Stirling SMR Locality Number 151  OS 24/10/68:  There is 
no local knowledge of this stone and it could not be located.    1. Macdiarmid 1878=1879:  
Curious stone known as the Tomb' God now almost sunk into the soil on the farm of Anie, is 
said to have once stood somewhere near the farm of Coilantogle (NN 5906) at the foot of Ben 
Ledi.  All that is now visible is what appears to be a rudely cut head and neck, which if 
excavated might prove to be of "colossal dimensions"
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63608

Site Number 16

Site Name Ardchullarie Burn

Type of Site Bloomery Mound

NRHE Number NN51SE2

HER Number 63609

Status Non-designated

Easting 258840

Northing 714320

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63609 NN 5884 1432  Stirling SMR Locality Number 152  LM 21/10/91:  Trees 
now removed from the area.  Quantities of slag visible on the slope.  Sketch which 
accompanies OS record card is correct in siting the mound, however, the published site is 
incorrect.  The mound is s of the fenceline.   OS 24/10/68:  The heap of iron slag was located 
on the e side of the burn in a wood.  No trace of the slag on the other side of the burn.  Area 
now afforested.    1. Thomson W 1925=1926:  2 heaps of iron sl

 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63609

Site Number 17

Site Name Loch Lubnaig

Type of Site Crannog
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Type of Site Crannog

NRHE Number NN51SE3

HER Number 63610

Status Non-designated

Easting 258477

Northing 711141

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63610 NN 5847 1114  Stirling SMR Locality Number 153  OS 25/10/68:  A 
crannog is situated at the s end of Loch Lubnaig.  Nothing is visible above the surface, the site 
being marked by an iron stanchion  but clearly visible about 2' below the surface, is a sub-oval 
bed of stones covering an area about 25m n-s x about 15m e-w. Exploration by the Forth 
Valley Sub Aqua Club in June, 1968 revealed that the depth of stone is about 9', then follows a 
brushwood layer on top of timber foundations, the depth between the top of stone to bed of 
loch being about 30'. No plan or report has been made by the Club.    1. RCAHMS 1978: 
submerged crannog, 25m x 15m consists of a mound of stones on a timber foundation.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63610

Site Number 18

Site Name St. Mary's Chapel (Callander)

Type of Site Chapel

NRHE Number NN60NE3

HER Number 63751

Status Non-designated

Easting 265090

Northing 705590

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63751 NN 6509 0559  Stirling SMR Locality Number 283  Chapel  NN 65090 
05590     LM 21/06/05: There are traces of a small rectangular building and several dressed 
stones lie on it. The area is planted is subject to flooding.       OS 15.10.68:  No trace of a 
chapel could be found.  St Mary's well not in use, is stone-lined and full of water. No further 
information on the chapel or the well could be found locally.   

RCAHMS 1979:  
Nothing now remains of this chapel.  Its date of construction is unknown.   2.  ONB 1898:  The 
site of an old chapel said to have been dedicated to the Virgin Mary.  The date of its erection is 
not known, and the only traces of the building foundations amount to a slight elevation of the 
surface. The nearby spring was traditionally believed to have curative powers.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63751

Site Number 19

Site Name St. Mary's Well (Callander)

Type of Site Well
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Type of Site Well

NRHE Number NN60NE3

HER Number 63752

Status Non-designated

Easting 265071

Northing 705566

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63752 NN 6507 0556  Stirling SMR Locality Number 284  Well  NN 65071 
05566     LM 21/06/05: There are traces of a spring on the west bank of the Keltie Water.  
There is no well construction although a number of white quartz boulders have been washed 
into the burn which floods across this area.       OS 15.10.68:  St Mary's Well not in use, is 
stone-lined and full of water.   1.  ONB 1898:  Spring was traditionally believed to have 
curative powers.      OS 15.10.68:  No trace of a chapel could be found.  St Mary's well not in 
use, is stone-lined and full of water. No further information on the chapel or the well could be 
found locally.     

RCAHMS 1979:  
Nothing now remains of this chapel.  Its date of construction is unknown.     2.  ONB 1898:  
The site of an old chapel said to have been dedicated to the Virgin Mary.  The date of its 
erection is not known, and the only traces of the building foundations amount to a slight 
elevation of the surface. The nearby spring was traditionally believed to have curative powers.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63752

Site Number 20

Site Name Callander

Type of Site Perforated Weight

NRHE Number NN60NW1

HER Number 63754

Status Non-designated

Easting 263800

Northing 707430

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63754 NN 6380 0743  Stirling SMR Locality Number 314  In May 1964, a Mr 
Steadman reported to the Smith Art Gallery and Museum, Stirling, the finding of a perforated 
stone sinker in his garden at 6 Esher Crescent, Callander. 
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63754

Site Number 21

Site Name Callander

Type of Site Hoard (Possible)

NRHE Number NN60NW2
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NRHE Number NN60NW2

HER Number 63755

Status Non-designated

Easting 260000

Northing 707000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63755 NN 6000 0700  Stirling SMR Locality Number 315  Hoard     The following 
Bronze Age weapons and implements with NMAS. Accession numbers have been found at or 
near Callander:-   
DQ 321 'Squat' socketed axe.   
DQ 322 Group II Thetford Class rapier (broken)   
DQ 323 Group III Lisburn class rapier (fragment)   
DQ 324 Spearhead Class IV.   
DQ 321-4 form a reputed hoard (Coles 1961) but although presumably accessed as a group by 
the National Museum of Antiquities of Scotland (NMAS), there is no evidence to suggest that 
they were found together.     
DE 101 'Rib' socketed axe.  
DE 124 'Bag' socketed axe.   
DG 105 Spearhead Class V.   
DC 134 Flanged axe Class III.     
The find spots could not be located by local enquiries. All the finds are in the NMAS.   
 
Visited by OS (R D) 6 January 1969.      Callander district. Possibly from hoard, before 1830.  
  
References    
Burgess, C (B) (1968 a)   Bronze Age metalwork in northern England c 1000 to 700 B C,   
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 38,     
Burgess and Gerloff, C B and S (1981 )   'The dirks and rapiers of Great Britain and Ireland,   
Prahistorische Bronzefunde, New, 4, 7, 1981, Muchen, 52, no, 365, 99, no. 880 and 114, no. 
16,,     
Coles, J M (1962 a)   'Scottish Late Bronze Age metalwork: typology, distributions and 
chronology'   Proc Soc Antiq Scot, 93, 1959-60, 71, 80, 134,     Coles, J M (1961 b)     Trans 
Cumberland Westmorland Antiq Archaeol Soc, New, 61, 1961, 22,     
Coles, J M (1966 a)   'Scottish Middle Bronze Age metalwork',   Proc Soc Antiq Scot, 97, 1963-4, 
137, 143, 146,     
PSAS (1958 )   'Donations to and purchases for the Museum and Library,   Proc Soc Antiq Scot, 
89, 1955-6, 463,     
PSAS (1934 )   'Donations to and purchases for the Museum and Library',   
Proc Soc Antiq Scot, 68, 1933-4, 191, no. 4,     
Schmidt and Burgess, P K and C B (1981 )   'The axes of Scotland and Northern England',   
Prahistorische Bronzefunde, 9, 7, Munchen, Germany, 93-4, no. 535, 185, no. 1050, 186, no. 
1064 and 224, no. 1369,    
Trump, B A V (1962 a)   'Daggers, dirks and rapiers of the Scottish middle Bronze Age',   Proc 
Soc Antiq Scot, 93, 1959-60, 11, 15,    
Trump, B A V (1962 b)   'The origin and development of British middle Bronze Age rapiers',   
Proc Prehist Soc, New, 28, 1962, 101
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63755

Site Number 22

Site Name Callander

Type of Site Socketed Axe

NRHE Number NN60NW2
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NRHE Number NN60NW2

HER Number 63756

Status Non-designated

Easting 260000

Northing 707000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63756 NN 6000 0700  Stirling SMR Locality Number 315.01  'Squat' or socketed 
bronze axe of Portree type. Part of a hoard (?). Smooth green, but pitted at mouth and on 
collar, mouth damaged, hammered blade; length 59mm, mouth 20x22mm, cutting edge 
34mm, weight 95gms. Reputed associated finds: asymmetric-looped spearhead and two 
rapiers of Burgess' Groups III and IV.    
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63756

Site Number 23

Site Name Callander

Type of Site Rapier

NRHE Number NN60NW2

HER Number 63757

Status Non-designated

Easting 260000

Northing 707000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63757 NN 6000 0700  Stirling SMR Locality Number 315.02  Wandsworth-type 
bronze rapier, Cambridge variant.  Broken rapier with damaged trapezoidal butt having 
remains of two rivet-holes; grooved slightly omega hilt-mark; tip missing; upper part matt 
black and dark green patina, lower part fine gold patina, all with much bright green pitting; 
present length 27.6cm, present width 5.6cm. Group II Thetford Class.   
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63757

Site Number 24

Site Name Callander

Type of Site Rapier

NRHE Number NN60NW2

HER Number 63758

Status Non-designated

Easting 260000

Northing 707000

Parish

Council
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Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63758 NN 6000 0700  Stirling SMR Locality Number 315.03  Notched-butt 
weapon; damaged. Bronze rapier fragment with damaged butt; remains of one rivet-hole or 
notch; slightly curved hilt-mark; lower blade missing; fine gold and dark green patina with 
some pitting; present length 13.0cm, present width 3.3cm.  Group III Lisburn Class.  
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63758

Site Number 25

Site Name Callander

Type of Site Socketed Axe

NRHE Number NN60NW2

HER Number 63759

Status Non-designated

Easting 260000

Northing 707000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63759 NN 6000 0700  Stirling SMR Locality Number 315.05  Rib socketed bronze 
axe of Yorkshire type from River Teith.  Corroded, green, trimmed, haft ribs reach half-way 
down; length 80mm, mouth 29x31mm, cutting edge 39mm, weight 120gms. 
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63759

Site Number 26

Site Name Callander

Type of Site Socketed Axe

NRHE Number NN60NW2

HER Number 63760

Status Non-designated

Easting 260000

Northing 707000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63760 NN 6000 0700  Stirling SMR Locality Number 315.06  Socketed bronze 
axe of Portree type. Green, trimmed, hammered blade, long haft ribs; length 75mm, mouth 
25x29mm, cutting edge 58mm, weight 230gms.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63760

Site Number 27

Site Name Callander
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Site Name Callander

Type of Site Spearhead

NRHE Number NN60NW2

HER Number 63761

Status Non-designated

Easting 260000

Northing 707000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63761 NN 6000 0700  Stirling SMR Locality Number 315.07  Class V bronze 
spearhead.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63761

Site Number 28

Site Name Callander

Type of Site Flanged Axe

NRHE Number NN60NW2

HER Number 63762

Status Non-designated

Easting 260000

Northing 707000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63762 NN 6000 0700  Stirling SMR Locality Number 315.08  Short-flanged 
bronze axe of Callander type.  Smooth, brown-black, modern filing at butt, long slope stop, 
blade hammered(?); length 161mm, butt 23mm, cutting edge 57mm, weight 395gms.  Class III 
axe.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63762

Site Number 29

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Roman Temporary Camp

NRHE Number NN60NW3

HER Number 63763

Status Non-designated

Easting 261140

Northing 707719

Parish

Council

Description
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Description WoSAS Pin 63763 NN 6114 0771  Stirling SMR Locality Number 316  Roman Temporary 
Camp (site)  NN 61200 07600     Centred NN 6140 0751.  Cropmarks showing the NE 
quadrants of two possible Roman camps are evident on St Joseph air photograph (D 31), but a 
mark running due N-S may be that of a drain. The site is flat, arable land in close proximity to 
Bochastle Roman fort (NN60NW 17) but there is no evidence of a camp to be seen on the 
ground.    Visited by OS (E G C) 24 October 1968.     
  
NN 612 076: 
A temporary camp has been identified on level ground to the W of the fort (NN60NW 17); 875' 
of the E side, the rounded SE angle and the whole of the S side, 850' long, with a central gate, 
have been traced.  
 
J K St Joseph 1973.    

  
Dimensions re-assessed as being about 530m from N to S by 365m transversely, the elongated 
plan being determined by the topography.   The presence of an internal linear cropmark 
suggested that it may have been reduced in size after construction.    G S Maxwell and D R 
Wilson 1987.      The Roman temporary camp at Bochastle lies to the W of the Roman fort 
(NN60NW 17) and encloses an area around and including Bochastle farm. The dimensions 
given by computer rectification suggest that it is some 570m in length running almost N-S, by 
370m across. The interior linear cropmark would further reduce the transverse measurement 
to about 340m. This gives an overall area of approximately 21.1 or 19.4 hectares. There is a 
clavicula-gate entrance on the S side which has an oblique traverse, a clavicula and internal 
ditch beyond the traverse, known as a Stracathro type gate. There are also strong suggestions 
of an oblique traverse at the entrance on the N side, this is not so clear on the E and W sides, 
although there are other possible locations. The linear cropmark to the E of the camp at the SE 
angle is probably not of Roman origin.      In late February 1998, GUARD was commissioned by 
Historic Scotland to undertake an archaeological evaluation. The presumed northern defences 
of the camp, the surviving ditch of which is visible as a cropmark, are at present under threat 
from river erosion and Historic Scotland wished to sponsor an archaeological assessment in 
order to provide information in order to assist in the future management of the site.   No trace 
of the northern perimeter ditch was found. The most likely explanation for this is the presence 
of alluvial deposits in the area, caused by flooding of the Garbh Uisge, which have masked the 
archaeological deposits. It remains likely that the Roman camp ditch lies beneath this alluvial 
layer.The terms of the Scheduled Monument Consent prevented inspection beneath this layer 
during the fieldwork programme.    The camp is situated on an area of flat ground on the 
southern bank of the Garbh Usige, and is part of a larger Scheduled area, containing 
archaeological remains from several different periods, including the adjacent Roman fort. The 
northern defences of the camp are at present under threat from river erosion.  In total, four 
strip trenches were excavated at the site, three by a mechanical excavator, and one by hand. 
All were aligned N-S and positioned so as to transect the line of the northern defences as 
transcribed by RCAHMS from photographs taken in 1977.   P Duffy 1998. 
  
References    
Breeze, D J (1980 a)   'Agricola the builder',   Scot Archaeol Forum, 12, 1980, 17,     
Duffy, P (1998 f)   'Bochastle, Callander (Callander parish), Roman temporary camp',   Discovery 
Excav Scot, 1998, 93,     
Hanson, W S (1980 a)   'Agricola on the Forth-Clyde isthmus',   Scot Archaeol Forum, 12, 1980, 
142,     
Maxwell, G S (1980 d)   'Agricola's campaigns: the evidence of the temporary camps',   Scot 
Archaeol Forum, 12, 1980, 33,     
Maxwell, G S (1984 a)   'New frontiers: The Roman fort at Doune and its possible significance',   
Britannia, 15, 1984, 223,     
Maxwell and Wilson, G S and D R (1987 )   'Air reconnaissance in Roman Britain 1977-84',   
Britannia, Vol 18, 1987, pp.1-48.(1987)

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63763

Site Number 30

Site Name Bochastle
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Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Geophysical Survey

NRHE Number NN60NW3

HER Number 63764

Status Event

Easting 261140

Northing 707719

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63764 NN 6114 0771  Stirling SMR Locality Number 316.01  In late February 
1998, GUARD was commissioned by Historic Scotland to undertake an archaeological 
evaluation. The presumed northern defences of the camp (SMR No 316.00), the surviving ditch 
of which is visible as a cropmark, are at present under threat from river erosion and Historic 
Scotland wished to sponsor an archaeological assessment in order to provide information in 
order to assist in the future management of the site.   No trace of the northern perimeter ditch 
was found. The most likely explanation for this is the presence of alluvial deposits in the area, 
caused by flooding of the Garbh Uisge, which have masked the archaeological deposits. It 
remains likely that the Roman camp ditch lies beneath this alluvial layer.The terms of the 
Scheduled Monument Consent prevented inspection beneath this layer during the fieldwork 
programme.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63764

Site Number 31

Site Name Auchenlaich

Type of Site Chambered Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NW4

HER Number 63765

Status Non-designated

Easting 264960

Northing 707270

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63765
NN 6496 0727

Stirling SMR Locality Number 317.02

Chambered Cairn NN 64980 07150 to 6493 0747
The much-disturbed remains of this unusual monument are situated in improved pasture on a 
gravel terrace 110m E of Auchenlaich farmsteading and 50m N of the River Keltie. It comprises 
a long stony mound, aligned NNW-SSE, with, incorporated at its SSE end, what is probably a 
trapezoidal chambered cairn. For such a large monument, the long mound forms a relatively 
inconspicuous feature in the landscape, and its low-lying position may have been deliberately 
chosen in order to reduce its visibility from the surrounding ground. The best view of the site is 
gained from the hill immediately to the NW, which is crowned by the remains of a fort 
(NN60NW 10). The mound measures 322m in length and tapers in width from 15m at the SSE 
end to 11m at the NNW, one possible kerbstone having been identified. Stone-robbing and 
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field clearance have obscured the original profile of the mound which, apart from the 
chambered cairn at the SSE end, now stands to no more than 0.5m in height above the former 
ground level. The centre of the mound has been plundered for stone, presumably to build the 
surrounding field-walls, and dumping of field-gathered stones has, in places, added a raised 
rim along the perimeter. On the NNW the original mound appears to have been extended on a 
slightly different alignment by about 20m by the addition of a considerable amount of field-
cleared stone, and at three points the mound has been breached by trackways. For most of its 
perimeter the mound is surrounded by a modern plough-scar (up to a maximum height of 
0.6m on the SSE), which has accentuated the height of the original mound. The chambered 
cairn, which forms the SSE end of the mound, has been heavily disturbed, and its original 
length is difficult to determine, but it was probably trapezoidal on plan, measuring up to 48m 
in length by 15m in breadth at the SSE end, narrowing to about 11m on the NNW, and standing 
to a maximum height of 1.6m. A number of earthfast slabs are visible in the SSE end of the 
cairn, and they may indicate the presence of a deep concave forecourt through which access 
was gained to a chamber. At about 118m from the SSE end of the long mound there are the 
disturbed remains of a lateral chamber opening from the W side. The chamber was recorded 
by the OS in 1968 as a cist set into a low and narrow glacial ridge but the large size of the 
lateral stones of the chamber and its position over the old ground surface suggest that it is 
Neolithic rather than Bronze Age in date. The son of the former farmer of Auchenlaich recalls 
that the chamber was cleared out in the 1950s, but no finds were recorded. This chambered 
cairn is incorporated at the SE end of a long, low stony mound situated in flat pasture land on 
the W bank of the Keltie Water. The long mound measures 322m in length, aligned NNW-SSE, 
and tapers from 15m wide at the SSE end to 11m at the NNW end. The northernmost 20m or 
so comprises field clearance material. The mound stands generally to a height of 0.5m and has 
been much disturbed by the addition of field- cleared stone and stone robbing, probably for re-
use in the surrounding field dykes. At the SSE end the remains of the chambered cairn stand to 
a height of 1.6m, with a possible length of 48m. A number of earth-fast slabs at the SSE end 
suggest the presence of a concave forecourt giving access to a chamber. At about 118m from 
the SSE end, there are the disturbed remains of a lateral chamber, opening from the W side of 
the mound of which only two side slabs and a head slab remain. It is oriented E to W and 
measures 2.2m long x 0.7m wide. Three modern trackways cut across the monument.

NN 6495 0725 (centred) A watching brief and trench inspection, undertaken during the 
construction of a northern extension to Auchenlaich Caravan Site, identified a scatter of 
archaeological remains on and around the scheduled long cairn (NMRS no NN60NW 4). During 
the watching brief two separate lengths of ditch were located in the topsoiled trench for the 
laying of an access track c22m SW of the cairn (NN 6496 0712), a laid pebble surface was 
identified immediately below the topsoil in the footpath trench across the cairn (NN 6496 0726 
to NN 6498 0725), and a buried ploughsoil was discovered in the western half of the 
foundation trench of an amenity block c45m E of the cairn (NN 6507 0727). Inspection 
revealed a modern heap of clearance stone in the south-western corner of a soakaway trench 
c85m E of the cairn (NN 6507 0726). Neither ditch was excavated as topsoil removal was 
insufficient fully to expose the features, and the laying of gravel on top of the exposed surfaces 
of these ditches allowed in situ preservation. Apart from unburnt animal bone, no finds were 
made. The footpath trench across the cairn was situated at a point where the cairn had already 
suffered serious robbing, and in an area that had for some time been used as a trackway from 
the farm (until the monument was recognised, see Main 1991). Topsoil cover was extremely 
thin (0.5-0.10m), and was mixed with cattle manure. Immediately below this, was a surface of 
laid pebble stones forming a substantial and slightly convex surface across the cairn, and which 
also respected the width of the cairn. On the western side of the cairn, and abutting the 
pebbled surface, were four large protruding slab-like stones lying on their edges, possibly 
representing the remains of slight kirbing. While probably this surface represents a modern 
trackway, the fact that the pebbled surface conforms to the width of the cairn construction. A 
single sherd of pottery of probably medieval date was found within the buried ploughsoil. This 
layer is probably indicative of medieval or later ploughing, with individual furrows visible in 
section. A report will be lodged with NMRS.
Sponsor: Cambusmore Estate Trust.
R Strachan 1995.

NN 644 075 (centre) and NN 649 076 (centre) An archaeological desk-based and rapid field 
assessment was undertaken in October 1996 prior to proposed extensions to the extraction 
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workings at Auchenlaich Farm, near Callander. A possible long cairn was recorded previously 
(NN60NW 58; CFA 1993). Research, conducted at Auchenlaich Caravan Park around the 
scheduled long cairn (NMRS NN 60 NW 4; Strachan 1995), indicated that prolonged ploughing 
in the area may have removed most traces of any activity associated with this cairn. Desk-
based assessment revealed the presence of a tree-covered mound at NN 6692 0765 which 
appears to be the result of modern stone clearance as it is absent on the OS 1st and 2nd 
edition maps. No sites were identified during the rapid field inspection within Drumdhu Wood, 
but the density of the undergrowth could have hindered the identification of sites.
Sponsor: John Fyfe Ltd.
R Strachan 1997
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Site Number 32

Site Name Auchenlaich

Type of Site Archaeological Watching Brief

NRHE Number

HER Number 63766

Status Event

Easting 264950

Northing 707250

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63766 NN 6495 0725  Stirling SMR Locality Number 317.03  A watching brief 
was undertaken in 1995 in advance of an extension to the caravan park.  Two separate lengths 
of ditch were located along with a laid pebble surface and a buried ploughsoil from which last 
a single sherd of medieval pottery was found. On the western side of the cairn, and abutting 
the pebbled surface, were four large protuding slab-like stones lying on their edges, possibly 
representing the remains of slight kerbing.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63766
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Site Number 33

Site Name Callander

Type of Site Coin

NRHE Number NN60NW5

HER Number 63767

Status Non-designated

Easting 263000

Northing 707000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63767 NN 6300 0700  Stirling SMR Locality Number 318  A 'second brass' of 
Nero (Cohen No. 339), much worn, is said to have been found at Callander.   
 
H Cohen 180-92; G Macdonald 1934.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63767

Site Number 34

Site Name Roman Camp (callander)

Type of Site Camp (Alleged)

NRHE Number NN60NW6

HER Number 63768

Status Non-designated

Easting 263210

Northing 707490

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63768 NN 6321 0749  Stirling SMR Locality Number 319
  
Archaeology Notes   
NN60NW 6 6321 0749 to 6350 0724.      (NN 633 075) Roman Camp (NAT)   OS 6" map, 
(1938)     
 
First mentioned in 1723 by an anonymous writer, who refers to 'the vestige of a camp but by 
whom framed is uncertain, a little.... E of the church (of Callander) upon both the side of the 
river of Teith'.   Graham, in 1724 (Macfarlane 1906-8), says it was 'a quarter of a mile below 
the church on the N side of the said water' and that it was called 'Ball-Anton or the town of 
Antonius'. From the map, however, the alleged remains would appear to be glacial mounds.   
 
W Macfarlane 1906-8; O G S Crawford 1949.       The only earthwork seen in the area 
indicated is a morainic mound. No further information could be found by local enquiries. 
'Roman Camp' is the name of a nearby house.    Visited by OS (R D) 17 October 1968.     
  
References 
Crawford, O G S (1949 )   Topography of Roman Scotland north of the Antonine Wall,   
Cambridge, 29,   
Macfarlane, W (1906-8 )   Geographical collections relating to Scotland,   Mitchell, A and Clark, 
J T, 3v, Edinburgh, Vol. 1, 134, 336
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Site Number 35

Site Name Dunmore (bochastle)

Type of Site Vitrified Fort

NRHE Number NN60NW7

HER Number 63769

Status Non-designated

Easting 260140

Northing 707590

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63769 NN 6014 0759  Stirling SMR Locality Number 320.01  1.  Stobie 1783:  
Marked as Old Castle.      Archaeology Notes  NN60NW 7 6014 0759.      (NN 6014 0759) 
Dunmore (NR), Well (NR)   OS 6" map, (1958)       Dunmore (also known as An Dun (Maclagan 
1873) and Dun bo chaistel (New Statistical Account {NSA 1845}) is a fine example of a fort in 
which a semi-oval fortification defends the accessible side, the other side or base resting on 
the edge of a precipitous bank. The fortifications comprise four parallel circular banks with 
large stones embedded in them, and it is probable that they are really stone walls overgrown 
with turf. They vary in height from 6 - 10ft. The inner area, which contains a filled-in well, is c 
180ft N-S by 150ft E-W (Christison 1900).   A whetstone, found in 1964 within the fort area, 
was presented to Stirling Museum (Thomson 1964).   Loose vitrified material was found lying in 
the well and in a modern cairn near the well; also in situ in the second rampart from the 
interior on the west.   
 
NSA 1845; C Maclagan 1873; 
D Christison 1900; J K Thomson 1964; 
Information from RCAHMS TS, 1957.     
  
Dunmore, a fort, is generally as planned and described by Christison. A fifth line of defence in 
the form of a scarp or terrace can be traced at the foot of the ramparts on the west side. The 
entrance is uncertain but access was probably gained at either end of the ramparts. There is an 
apparent annexe to the fort at the base of the north side which may be contemporary. It 
consists of a single bank of earth and stone, 1.7m high externally and 0.7m high internally, with 
well-defined entrance in the SW corner; the access, if any, from this annexe to the fort is 
uncertain.   The well is a water-filled hollow about 2.0m in diameter.    Resurveyed at 1/2500.   
 
The whetstone is on exhibition in the Smith Institute, Stirling.   
 
Visited by OS (R D) 15 October 1968.    
  
NN 601 075 
This fort occupies the summit of a steep hill and is defended on the N, S and W by four or 
possibly five walls, and on the E by precipitous slopes. At least one of the walls shows signs of 
vitrifaction and there is what may be a contemporary annexe on the N.    RCAHMS 1979, 
visited December 1977      References    
Christison, D (1900 )   'The forts, "camps", and other field-works of Perth, Forfar and 
Kincardine',   Proc Soc Antiq Scot, 34, 1899-1900, 62-3,     
Maclagan, C (1873 a)   'On the round castles and ancient dwellings of the Valley of the Forth 
and its tributary the Teith',   Proc Soc Antiq Scot, 9, 1870-2, 36,     NSA (1845 )   
The new statistical account of Scotland by the ministers of the respective parishes under the 
superintendence of a committee of the society for the benefit of the sons and daughters of the 
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clergy,   15v, Edinburgh, Vol. 10, (Perthshire), 354,     
Nisbet, H C (1975 a)   'A geological approach to vitrified forts, part II: bedrock and building 
stone',   Sci & Archaeol, 15, 1975, 14, no. 71,     
RCAHMS (1979 b)   The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of Stirling District, Central Region,   The 
archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7, Edinburgh, 17, No.128,     
Thomson, J K (1964 d)   'Dunmore, Callender',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1964, 41
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63769

Site Number 36

Site Name Dunmore (bochastle)

Type of Site Well

NRHE Number NN60NW7

HER Number 63770

Status Non-designated

Easting 260140

Northing 707590

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63770 NN 6014 0759  Stirling SMR Locality Number 320.02  This fort (SMR No 
320.01) occupies the summit of a steep hill and is defended on the north, south and west by 
four or possibly five walls, and on the east by precipitous slopes. At least one of the walls 
shows signs of vitrifaction and there is what may be a contemporary annexe on the north. The 
walls vary in height from 6 - 10ft and the inner area which contains a filled-in well about 2.0m 
in diameter, is c 180ft north-south by 150ft east-west. The entrance is uncertain but access 
was probably gained at either end of the ramparts. There is an apparent annexe (SMR No 
320.04) to the fort at the base of the north side which may be contemporary. The controlled 
explosion of an unexpolded bomb found in the interior of the fort in 2005(?) has caused some 
damage.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63770

Site Number 37

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Whetstone

NRHE Number NN60NW7

HER Number 63771

Status Non-designated

Easting 260140

Northing 707590

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63771 NN 6014 0759  Stirling SMR Locality Number 320.03  A whetstone, found 
in 1964 within the fort area, was presented to Stirling Museum (Thomson 1964).     
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Thomson, J K (1964 d)   'Dunmore, Callender',   Discovery Excav Scot, 1964, 41  Entered 
WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63771

Site Number 38

Site Name Dunmore (bochastle)

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number NN60NW7

HER Number 63772

Status Non-designated

Easting 260120

Northing 707650

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63772 NN 6012 0765  Stirling SMR Locality Number 320.04  The fort (SMR No 
320.01) on Dunmore occupies the summit of a steep hill and is defended on the north, south 
and west by four or possibly five walls, and on the east by precipitous slopes. At least one of 
the walls shows signs of vitrifaction and there is an apparent annexe to the fort at the base of 
the north side which may be contemporary. It consists of a single bank of earth and stone, 
1.7m high externally and 0.7m high internally, with well-defined entrance in the SW corner; 
the access, if any, from this annexe to the fort is uncertain.      
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63772

Site Number 39

Site Name Callander Castle

Type of Site Castle

NRHE Number NN60NW8

HER Number 63773

Status Non-designated

Easting 262926

Northing 707558

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63773 NN 6292 0755  Stirling SMR Locality Number 321  Archaeology Notes  
NN60NW 8 62926 07558     NN60NW 122 62960 07551 The Old Manse     (NN 6295 0754) 
Callander Castle (NR) (Site of).   OS 6" map, (1958)      The site of this castle is situated on the S 
bank of the River Teith, and within a few yards of the Manse. There are no vestiges now 
remaining. Several human bones were unearthed a few years ago by workmen who were 
employed in levelling its site. The date of its erection is not authentically known.   Name Book 
(Perthshire), 1865      The manse (built 1868) partly occupies the site on which Callander 
Castle once stood, which was a strong square building of considerable height. The property 
was forfeited temp. James I or II of Scotland, and passed to Livingstone (later Earl of Callander) 
who probably repaired the castle at his accession to the earldom, as a stone is still preserved 
over the front door of the manse: 'AL o FH x 1569'. Part of the old castle walls may still be seen 
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close to the manse.    M Ferguson 1911.       NN 6292 0755. The manse (built 1868) originally 
extended farther west and occupied part of the site of Callander Castle of which no trace exists 
except for a fragment of wall, 1.4m long x 1.0m high x 1.0m thick at NN 6292 0754.   The stone 
above the door of the manse is inscribed AL + EH x 1596 (not as stated by Ferguson).  
 
 Visited by OS (R D) 9 October 1968; Information from Rev M A MacCorquodale, St Kessog's 
Manse, Callander.       NN 629 075. A single fragment of masonry is all that survives of this 
castle. The Statistical Account (OSA) describes it as having been 'a square tower of 
considerable height'. It is not clear whether or not a date-stone bearing the date 1596 and now 
set above the door of the manse, which occupies part of the site, commemorates the original 
building of the castle.   
 
RCAHMS 1979, visited December 1977  OSA 1794    
  
References    
Ferguson, M (1911 )   Guide to Callander, the Trossachs etc.,   7, 9th     
Name Book (County) ( )   Original Name Books of the Ordnance Survey   Book No.12, 35,    
OSA (1791-9 )   The statistical account of Scotland, drawn up from the communications of the 
ministers of the different parishes,   Sinclair, J (Sir), Edinburgh, vol.8, (1794), 608,    
RCAHMS (1979 b)   The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of Stirling District, 
Central Region,   The archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7, Edinburgh, 
38, No.350
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63773

Site Number 40

Site Name Callander Castle

Type of Site Human Remains

NRHE Number NN60NW8

HER Number 63774

Status Non-designated

Easting 262926

Northing 707558

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63774 NN 6292 0755  Stirling SMR Locality Number 321.01  The manse (built 
1868) originally extended farther west and occupied part of the site of Callander Castle (SMR 
No 321.00) of which, by 1911, no trace existed except for a fragment of wall, 1.4m long x 1.0m 
high x 1.0m thick at NN 6292 0754.  By 1977 a single fragment of masonry was all that survived 
of this castle. The castle is described as a strong square building of considerable height. The 
property was forfeited under James I or II of Scotland, and passed to Livingstone (later Earl of 
Callander) who probably repaired the castle at his accession to the earldom, as a stone is still 
preserved over the front door of the manse: 'AL + EH x 1596.  It is not clear whether or not this 
date-stone commemorates the original building of the castle.   Several human bones (SMR No 
321.01) were unearthed a few years ago by workmen who were employed in levelling its site.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63774

Site Number 41

Site Name Leny Castle
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Site Name Leny Castle

Type of Site Castle

NRHE Number NN60NW9

HER Number 63775

Status Non-designated

Easting 261735

Northing 708206

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63775 NN 6173 0820  Stirling SMR Locality Number 322.01  Archaeology Notes  
NN60NW 9 6172 0820.      (NN 6172 0820) Leny Castle (NR)    (Site of) Caisteal Briste (NAT)   
OS 6" map, (1958)      Leny Castle, of which there are no remains, formerly situated on a 
mound called Caisteal Briste, and a residence of the Leny family, was burnt down after the 
Battle of Flodden in 1513 (Ordnance Survey Name Book {ONB} 1898).   Caisteal Briste is a large, 
long artificial mound, highest in the middle, with a bank running off from the W end, and 
about 12ft high. It looks like a very large long cairn but probably is not (OS 6" map annotated 
by O G S Crawford, 15 November 1938).    Name Book 1898.       At the site are very slight 
traces of a building conforming approximately in size and shape to that shown on OS 25" map. 
The mound on which it stood is morainic. Traditionally, the castle was burnt down by a 
Buchanan prior to the Battle of Flodden  (Information from Rev M A MacCorquodale, St 
Kessog's Manse, Callander).    Visited by OS (R D) 9 October 1968.       NN 617 082 Only slight 
traces of a structure are now visible at the site of Leny Castle. It was destroyed in 1513.  
 
RCAHMS 1979, visited December 1977    
  
References    
Name Book (County) ( )   Original Name Books of the Ordnance Survey   Book No. 12, 9
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63775

Site Number 42

Site Name Caisteal Briste

Type of Site Long Cairn (Alleged)

NRHE Number NN60NW9

HER Number 63776

Status Non-designated

Easting 261735

Northing 708207

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63776 NN 6173 0820  Stirling SMR Locality Number 322.02  Archaeology Notes  
NN60NW 9 6172 0820.      (NN 6172 0820) Leny Castle (NR)    (Site of) Caisteal Briste (NAT)   
OS 6" map, (1958)      Leny Castle, of which there are no remains, formerly situated on a 
mound called Caisteal Briste, and a residence of the Leny family, was burnt down after the 
Battle of Flodden in 1513 (Ordnance Survey Name Book {ONB} 1898).   Caisteal Briste is a large, 
long artificial mound, highest in the middle, with a bank running off from the W end, and 
about 12ft high. It looks like a very large long cairn but probably is not (OS 6" map annotated 
by O G S Crawford, 15 November 1938).    Name Book 1898.       At the site are very slight 
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traces of a building conforming approximately in size and shape to that shown on OS 25" map. 
The mound on which it stood is morainic. Traditionally, the castle was burnt down by a 
Buchanan prior to the Battle of Flodden  (Information from Rev M A MacCorquodale, St 
Kessog's Manse, Callander).    Visited by OS (R D) 9 October 1968.       NN 617 082 Only slight 
traces of a structure are now visible at the site of Leny Castle. It was destroyed in 1513.  
 
RCAHMS 1979, visited December 1977    
  
References    
Name Book (County) ( )   Original Name Books of the Ordnance Survey   Book No. 12, 9
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63776

Site Number 43

Site Name Auchenlaich

Type of Site Fort

NRHE Number NN60NW10

HER Number 63777

Status Non-designated

Easting 264940

Northing 707878

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63777 NN 6494 0787  Stirling SMR Locality Number 323  Archaeology Notes  
NN60NW 10 6494. 0786.      (NH 646 082) A round castle, much larger than Callander Castle 
(NN60NW 8), once stood on the farm of Auchinlaich, on a hill a few hundred yards S from the 
Bridge of Bracklinn, and on the W bank of the Kelty river. Little now remains, except the 
levelling of the top of the hill and a slight indication of what was once an earthen rampart and 
ditch. "The area of the fort must have much exceeded 100 feet".    C Maclagan 1873.       This 
fort, oval on plan, and measuring 90m NW-SE by 58m transversely, is situated at NN 6494 
0786, on top of a low rounded hill over-looking the Brackland Glen. The defences consist of a 
single earth rampart, generally reduced to a scarp, but best preserved on the NW where it is 
3.5m in height. Traces of an outer ditch, about 0.4m in depth, can be seen on on the NW and 
SE sides; and in each of these sides there is an entrance, the SE being marked by a large 
boulder. This fort is similar in all aspects to NN60SW 8 (Tamnafalioch) and NN60SE 3 (Easter 
Torrie).  Surveyed at 1:2500.    Visited by OS (R D) 15 October 1968.       NN 649 078 This fort 
measures about 90m by 60m within a single rampart which stands up to 3.5m above the 
bottom of an external ditch.   
 
RCAHMS 1979, visited December 1977  OSA 1797; C Maclagan 1873      Scheduled as 
Auchenlaich, fort.   Information from Historic Scotland, scheduling document dated 26 
November 2003.   
  
References    
Maclagan, C (1873 a)   'On the round castles and ancient dwellings of the Valley of the Forth 
and its tributary the Teith',   
Proc Soc Antiq Scot, 9, 1870-2, 37,     OSA (1791-9 )   
The statistical account of Scotland, drawn up from the communications of the ministers of the 
different parishes,   Sinclair, J (Sir), Edinburgh, vol.xi, (1794), 607,     
RCAHMS (1979 b)   The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of Stirling District, 
Central Region,   The archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7, Edinburgh, 
17, No.127
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Entered WoSAS (MOH), 
24/03/11  Oak trees have been present on the site for a long time, and at least one has fallen 
recently.  Bracken on the site is a more recent problem.  It may be possible to remove the oaks 
and bracken, and use sheep grazing to establish grass cover. Baillie-Hamilton, M., 15/09/10

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63777

Site Number 44

Site Name Tom Ma Chisaig

Type of Site Motte

NRHE Number NN60NW11

HER Number 63778

Status Non-designated

Easting 262660

Northing 707895

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63778 NN 6266 0789  Stirling SMR Locality Number 324  Archaeology Notes   
NN60NW 11 6266 0789.      (NN 6266 0789) Tom ma Chisaig (NR)   OS 6" map, (1958)      A 
curious mound, very correctly circular in shape, with a level space at the top 120ft in 
circumference round the brink. Traditionally erected in memory of St Kessaig.    M Ferguson 
1911.       An annual market called Feill-ma-Chessaig was held here in the early 19th century.   
 
NSA 1845.       Flat-topped mote (castle mound) watching the bridge.    OS 6" map annotated 
by O G S Crawford 15 November 1938.       A regular, flat-topped mound, maximum height 
5.0m. Mutilated on the SE by a modern path. Although the mound has the appearance of a 
motte, it is impossible to be certain without excavation. No additional information.   
 
Resurveyed at 1/2500.    Visited by OS (R D) 9 October 1968.       NN 626 078. This conical 
mound stands 5m high and its level top is l0m in diameter. It is probably a motte.  
 
RCAHMS 1979, visited August 1978  NSA 1845; G StelI 1972     
 
References  Ferguson, M (1911 )   Guide to Callander, the Trossachs etc.,   14, 15, 9th   NSA 
(1845 )   
The new statistical account of Scotland by the ministers of the respective parishes under the 
superintendence of a committee of the society for the benefit of the sons and daughters of the 
clergy,   15v, Edinburgh, Vol. 10, (Perthshire), 355-6,   
Stell, G (1972 a)   'Provisional list of mottes in Scotland',   
Simpson, G G and Webster, B, 'Charter evidence and the distribution of mottes in Scotland', , 
Chateau Gaillard, 5, 1972, (Appendix 1), 183, No.190
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Site Number 45

Site Name Callander Old Parish Church

Type of Site Church

NRHE Number NN60NW12

HER Number 63779

Status Non-designated
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Status Non-designated

Easting 262681

Northing 707872

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63779 NN 6268 0787  Stirling SMR Locality Number 325.01  Church (site)  NN 
62681 07872      This church served the dual purposes of church and school up to 1773, when 
the new parish church was built.  It was allowed to fall into ruin, and has now been completely 
removed. It is supposed to have been originally a Roman Catholic chapel.  There was a church 
in Callander by 1238.       2008 CORPU

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION  
Nothing remains of the medieval church, which is assumed to have stood within the 
churchyard to the west of Bridge Street, on the north bank of the River Teith.    
  
HISTORICAL OUTLINE  
Little is known of the history of this church and parish, which is first mentioned in the 
thirteenth century. It was one of several churches over which Bishop Clement of Dunblane and 
Walter Comyn, earl of Menteith, held rival claims, which in 1238 the earl surrendered to the 
bishop.(2) From that date, the parsonage was united with the episcopal mensa and remained 
so annexed at the Reformation.(3) The cure appears to have been served by a vicarage 
perpetual, occurring as such in 1429, and it was held at the Reformation by sir John Wrycht.(4) 
It appears that Wrycht held the vicarage conjointly with the endowed chaplainry of St Michael 
in Dunblane Cathedral.(5)    
  
ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION  
The medieval church is thought to have been within a graveyard on the north bank of the River 
Teith, to the west of what is now Bridge Street, on the southern side of the town. Nothing 
survives of any church there, although the use of the graveyard continued after the church had 
been relocated elsewhere in the town, as is most clearly evident from the construction of a 
new watchhouse in 1832.    The parish church of Callander has had a complex post-
Reformation history. The medieval building was in 1771-3 replaced by a more prominently 
sited new building, a short distance to the north-east, on the north side of Main Street. That 
church was in turn replaced by another building on the same site in 1883, which is currently 
used as a visitor centre. The present parish church is on South Church Street, where it was 
originally built in 1861 to serve a Free Church congregation.  
  
2008 CORPUS  NOTES  
1. Cockburn, Medieval Bishops of Dunblane, 9.    
2. Fraser, Menteith, ii, 326-9.    
3. Kirk (ed.), Book of Assumptions, 295, 335, 348.    
4. CSSR, iii, 6, 19, 29, 62, 141; Kirk (ed.), Book of Assumptions, 295, 335, 348.    
5. Donaldson (ed.), Thirds of Benefices, 15, 165.        
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Kirk, J., 1995, The books of assumption of the thirds of benefices, (British Academy) Oxford, 
295, 335, 348.    
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Edinburgh, 137.      
New Statistical Account of Scotland, 1845, Edinburgh and London, x, 358.    Royal Commission 
on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland, Canmore database.    Statistical Account 
of Scotland, 1791-9, ed. J. Sinclair, Edinburgh, xi (1794), 596.
  
References    
Cowan, I B (1967 )   The parishes of medieval Scotland,   Scot Rec Soc, 93, Edinburgh, 25,     
NSA (1845 )   The new statistical account of Scotland by the ministers of the respective 
parishes under the superintendence of a committee of the society for the benefit of the sons 
and daughters of the clergy, 15v, Edinburgh, x (Perth), 358, 
Name Book (County) ( ) Original Name Books of the Ordnance Survey Book No. 12, 12, 
RCAHMS (1979 b) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of Stirling District, 
Central Region, The archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7, Edinburgh, 
32, No.283.
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Site Number 46

Site Name Callander Old Parish Church

Type of Site Churchyard

NRHE Number NN60NW12.1

HER Number 63780

Status Non-designated

Easting 262681

Northing 707872

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63780 NN 6268 0787  Stirling SMR Locality Number 325.02  Churchyard  NN 
61681 07872      This is an 18 th century irregularly shaped walled graveyard including a 19 th 
century hexagonal watch house. It is sited on what is believed to be the location of Callander's 
first church founded in 1238. Tom na Cheasaig (the Mound of St Kessog, where the 6 th 
century saint is supposed to have preached from) is set just outwith to the NW.  It is listed 
category C(S).   
  
Description  
The entrance is set to the E along Bridge Street with the wall being swept to both sides of the 
simple opening.  The ground undulates to the churchyard being banked quite steeply to  the 
NW. Some lying slabs might be 18 th century but these are difficult to read due to 
deterioration, the majority of the gravestones are 19 th century.  Built into the N wall is the 
watchhouse with 3 of its sides facing into the churchyard. The door is set to the central face 
with an inscription above appearing to read 'design & Constructed by Duncan McNa Joiner' 
and the abbreviated names of the builders 'J.Par F.Bu & D. McGre Masons'. There are blocked 
windows to the flanking faces.  The 3 faces outwith the wall to the E are blank.  
  
Materials  
Random rubble boundary wall with copes set on end. Cast iron gates to opening. 
  
Watchhouse: coursed, weathered sandstone with a timber boarded door to centre with 
tripartite slim letterbox fanlight, missing glazing. Overhanging 6 sided grey slate roof with 
exposed rafters, currently in a poor state with the loss of some slates, 2004.    
  
References 
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Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 295; 
McKean, C.  Stirling and the Trossachs (1985), p. 98."
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Site Number 47

Site Name Auchenlaich

Type of Site Polished Axes

NRHE Number NN60NW13

HER Number 63781

Status Non-designated

Easting 264800

Northing 707200

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63781 NN 6480 0720  Stirling SMR Locality Number 326.01  Archaeology Notes  
NN60NW 13 c. 64 07.      Two polished stone axe heads were found 'at Auchinlaich, 
Cambusmore near Callander', in 1844. One is of soft slate-coloured stone, while the other is of 
hard grey stone. They were donated to the Stirling Field Club in 1880.    Trans Stirling Natur 
Hist Antiq Soc 1880.       No further information could be found by local enquiries. Present 
location of the finds not known.  
 
Visited by OS (R D) 15 October 1968.     
  
References    
TSNHAS (1880 )     Trans Stirling Natur Hist Antiq Soc, 2, 1879-80, 39
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Site Number 48

Site Name Little Leny

Type of Site Church

NRHE Number NN60NW14

HER Number 63782

Status Non-designated

Easting 262180

Northing 707650

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63782
NN 6218 0765

Stirling SMR Locality Number 327.01

Chapel (site) NN 62180 07650
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The chapel at Leny is named and depicted on Robert Gordon's manuscript map of the basin of 
the River Forth down to the widening of the estuary near Alloa' (1636-52). It is also mentioned 
in the Pont texts (1583-1596) 131v-132r as the 'Kirk of Leny'. There was formerly a chapel of 
St. Norie at Little Leny, situated on a hill similar to Tom ma Chisaig (NN60NW 11). The site was 
still used as a cemetry by the Buchanan family at the end of the 18th century.
OSA 1793; J M MacKinlay 1914.

This chapel was associated with the Norie family (a branch of the Buchanan family), and was 
not dedicated to a St. Norie (information from Rev M A MacCorquodale, St Kessog's Manse, 
Callander). Immediately to the east of the walled burial enclosure shown on OS 6" map (at NN 
6213 0765) and forming part of the graveyard is a prominent, flat-topped knoll. In the SE angle 
of its top, at NN 6217 0765 are the very slight remains of a building measuring approx. 12.0m 
E/W by 6.0m N/S, over walls which may have been 1.5m thick. The grass-covered footings of 
the NW angle and a similar portion of the south wall are evident but, elsewhere, only the faint 
outline of the building is discernible; the interior is occupied by a private burial site enclosed by 
an iron railing. Local enquiries revealed that the area is known as Little Leny; There is a finial, 
bearing the inscription "The Buchanan Chapel - 1214" on the wall of the burial vault shown on 
the OS map, undoubtedly from an earlier structure. The grave yard is still used occasionally.
Surveyed at 1:2500.
Visited by OS (R D) 17 October 1968.

NN 621 076 The slight remains of a building standing within a burial-ground are probably those 
of a chapel whose former existence was noted in the Statistical Account (OSA 1793). The 
building measures 12m from E to W by 6m transversely over walls 1.5m thick. OSA 1793; J M 
MacKinlay 1914 Buchanan of Leny burial enclosure with adjacent burial ground situated on a 
hillock at the confluence of the Eas Gobhain and Garbe Usige. Set to the S of Callander close by 
to the former Callander & Oban Railway Line, now a cycling path, 2004. The enclosure would 
appear to be 18th century as the earliest memorial plaques date from 1724. The burial ground 
seems to date from the 19th century as indicated by the gravestones. The site is bounded by 
mature oak trees and can prove to be inacccessbile at times as the surrounding land is liable to 
flood. Of good local interest and thus recognised at Category C(S). Notes The burial ground is 
the resting place of the ancient family of the Buchanans of Leny. The Statistical Account of 
1794 states that Alexander II in 1237 gave the charter of Leney to the Buchanan family (for 
further information see Leny House list description). The Buchanan connection with Leny 
House and Leny Estate seems to have ended in the early/earlier 20th century when the estate 
was sold. The burial ground, however, appears to still be in use there are inscriptions on 
gravestones dating from the 21st century. There is a further resting place for the Buchanan 
family at Leny House Walled Garden. Leny is named in a late 16th century text as the Kirk of 
Leny. It has been suggested that there was formerly a chapel of St. Norie here this but may be 
a confusion as the Norie family is a branch of the Buchanans. The rectangular burial enclosure 
is entered through a round arched entrance with a cast-iron gate situated to the south. A finial 
above the entrance reads 'The Buchanan Chapel 1214' but the enclosure would appear to be 
18th century as the earliest memorial plaques date from 1724. The Buchanan family links with 
Leny Estate extend as far back as 1237. The surrounding burial ground includes a number of 
19th and 20th century gravestones, with some contained within 3 railed enclosures. The 
graveyard is still used occasionally. As well as the trees which bound the site there is cast-iron 
fence running around the periphery. Immediately to the east of the walled burial enclosure (at 
NN 6213 0765) and forming part of the graveyard is a prominent, flat-topped knoll. In the SE 
angle of its top, at NN 6217 0765 are the very slight remains of a building measuring approx. 
12.0m east/west by 6.0m north/south, over walls which may have been 1.5m thick. The grass-
covered footings of the NW angle and a similar portion of the south wall are evident but, 
elsewhere, only the faint outline of the building is discernible. This may be the remains of the 
chapel. The rectangular-plan burial enclosure is situated to the NW of the site with the burial 
ground surrounding it to the W, S and E. As well as the trees which bounder the site there is 
cast-iron fence running around the periphery. The enclosure is entered through a round arched 
entrance with a cast-iron gate situated to the S. A finial above the entrance reads 'The 
Buchanan Chapel 1214'. It is reputed that a chapel once stood here but was re-sited due to a 
shift in the course of the river. It is possible that early fabric from the chapel is incorporated in 
the walls to the enclosure. There are 20 gravemarkers or memorial stones to the enclosure, 
with many of the inscriptions only being partly legible. Of these are a series of 4 sandstone wall 
mounted plaques to the W, N and E dating from 1724. That to the N face reads 'The bell tolleth 
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to the famelie of Bochastel at 19 boots of lenth upon both the syd vals � WB, IB, 1724. Also to 
the N wall is a granite plaque erected in 1995 dedicated to Dugald Buchanan. The inscription 
reads 'Gaelic poet, teacher, evangelist � This monument marks his resting place and 
commemorates his gifts of inspired language and sacred song by which the literature of his 
native highlands has been enriched'. To the surrounding burial ground are a number of 19th 
and 20th century gravestones with some contained within 3 railed enclosures. Materials 
Random rubble with smeared pointing, triangular copes.

2008 CORPUS SUMMARY DESCRIPTION 
The most likely site for the parish church of Leny is a burial enclosure in a graveyard to the 
south-west of Callander, at the confluence of the Eas Gobhain, which flows from Loch 
Venachar, and the River Teith.

HISTORICAL OUTLINE 
The earliest surviving reference to the church of Leny dates from 1238 when, it formed part of 
the settlement of a long-running dispute between Walter Comyn, earl of Menteith, and 
Clement, bishop of Dunblane, over rights to revenues from parish churches in Menteith.(1) By 
the terms of the settlement, Earl Walter was permitted to found an Augustinian priory at 
Inchmahome and the church of Leny was appropriated to it from the date of its foundation 
and was still recorded as annexed to the priory in 1561/2.(2) The settlement also prohibited 
the bishop from instituting vicars perpetual in the church and allowed Inchmahome to have 
the cure served by a chaplain. In 1507, however, one Cuthbert Leny, vicar of Leny, is 
recorded,(3) but it is not clear if he was a vicar portionary or perpetual.

2008 CORPUS ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 
The site of Leny Parish Church is no longer known with complete certainty. The most likely 
location is a graveyard to the south-west of Callander, on a gravel ridge at the confluence of 
Eas Gobhain with the River Teith, the church site being on the spine of the ridge above the 
flood-plain. According to the Statistical Account, published in 1794, Callander was initially 
divided into two parishes. However, in the course of a flood 'more than a century ago', the 
church of Leny had been separated from its parish when the 'northern branch of the river' 
changed course, while the bridge leading to the chapel over 'the southern branch' was swept 
away. Following this a single new church to serve both parishes was built at Callander. The 
description of the relationship of the church with the branches of the rivers accords well with a 
site at NN 6213 0760, a site that is known locally as Little Leny. The principal focus of the 
graveyard there is an oriented rectangular burial enclosure with dimensions of 19.25 metres 
from east to west and 7.7 metres from south to north, and with walls of 65 centimetres in 
thickness. This enclosure is entered by a round-arched rebated doorway with narrowly 
chamfered arrises near the centre of the south wall. Above that doorway is a gablet, decorated 
with volute crockets and a thistle finial, which is inscribed 'the Buchanan Chapel 1214' in 
reference to the family whose members are buried within it. The style of lettering on that 
gablet is similar to that on three tablets built into the internal walls of the enclosure which 
indicate the burial layers, two of which are dated 1724, and it is likely that the gablet is of the 
same date. The wall-heads of the enclosure are coped with rough stones, but at the angles are 
worked stones, three of which are clearly the caps or a base from the nook shafts of what is 
most likely to have been a doorway of late twelfth- or early thirteenth-century date. That at 
the south-west corner is an inverted base of water-holding form. At the south-east corner is a 
capital of unique form, on the bell of which is a figure with outstretched arms, presumably 
intended to represent the crucified Christ; the head of the figure acts as the leading angle 
volute, while the hands appear to grasp crockets at the two other exposed angles. The abacus 
is of the square form to be expected at the turn of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. At the 
north-east corner of the wall head is a heavily weathered capital of similar overall form, but 
with its bell apparently having been decorated with more orthodox foliage forms. The re-use 
of medieval fragments on such an isolated site suggests that this was indeed the location of 
the medieval church, and that it must have been a church of some architectural quality. 
Beyond that, however, the orientation and dimensions of the burial enclosure raise the 
possibility that the enclosure is on the footprint of its medieval predecessor. A further factor 
that must be taken into account is that to the east of the enclosure, and extending for a 
distance of about 7 metres, is what appears to be a slightly raised platform. While the case for 
this must be argued with less conviction, it should be considered as a possibility that the burial 
enclosure occupied no more than the site of the nave of the medieval church, and that the 
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chancel of a church that originally extended to about 26.25 metres had been abandoned.

2008 CORPUS NOTES 1. 
Fraser, Menteith, ii, 326. 2. Kirk (ed.), Book of Assumptions, 545, 548, 549. 3. NAS GD112/3/11. 
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Site Number 49

Site Name Little Leny

Type of Site Burial Ground

NRHE Number NN60NW14.1

HER Number 63783

Status Non-designated

Easting 262160

Northing 707650

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63783 NN 6216 0765  Stirling SMR Locality Number 327.02  Burial Ground   NN 
62180 07650     Buchanan of Leny burial enclosure with adjacent burial ground situated on a 
hillock at the confluence of the Eas Gobhain and Garbe Usige. The burial ground seems to date 
from the 19 th century as indicated by the gravestones. The site is bounded by mature oak 
trees and can prove to be inacccessbile at times as the surrounding land is liable to flood. Of 
good local interest and thus recognised at Category C(S).  The grave yard is still used 
occasionally.  Leny is named in a late 16th century text as the Kirk of Leny.  It has been 
suggested that there was formerly a chapel of St. Norie here this but may be a confusion as the 
Norie family is a branch of the Buchanans. The rectangular burial enclosure is entered through 
a round arched entrance with a cast-iron gate situated to the south.  A finial above the 
entrance reads 'The Buchanan Chapel 1214' but the enclosure would appear to be 18th 
century as the earliest memorial plaques date from 1724.  The Buchanan family links with Leny 
Estate extend as far back as 1237.  The surrounding burial ground includes a number of 19th 
and 20th century gravestones, with some contained within 3 railed enclosures. The graveyard 
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is still used occasionally. As well as the trees which bound the site there is cast-iron fence 
running around the periphery.
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Site Number 50

Site Name Little Leny

Type of Site Burial Enclosure

NRHE Number NN60NW28

HER Number 63784

Status Non-designated

Easting 262139

Northing 707659

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63784 NN 6213 0765  Stirling SMR Locality Number 327.03  Burial Enclosure  NN 
62160 07650     Buchanan of Leny burial enclosure with adjacent burial ground situated on a 
hillock at the confluence of the Eas Gobhain and Garbe Usige. Set to the S of Callander close by 
to the former Callander & Oban Railway Line, now a cycling path, 2004. The enclosure would 
appear to be 18 th century as the earliest memorial plaques date from 1724. The burial ground 
seems to date from the 19 th century as indicated by the gravestones. The site is bounded by 
mature oak trees and can prove to be inacccessbile at times as the surrounding land is liable to 
flood. Of good local interest and thus recognised at Category C(S)  

Description  
The rectangular-plan burial enclosure is situated to the NW of the site with the burial ground 
surrounding it to the W, S and E. As well as the trees which bounder the site there is cast-iron 
fence running around the periphery. The enclosure is entered through a round arched 
entrance with a cast-iron gate situated to the S. A finial above the entrance reads 'The 
Buchanan Chapel 1214'. It is reputed that a chapel once stood here but was re-sited due to a 
shift in the course of the river. It is possible that early fabric from the chapel is incorporated in 
the walls to the enclosure.  There are 20 gravemarkers or memorial stones to the enclosure, 
with many of the inscriptions only being partly legible. Of these are a series of 4 sandstone wall 
mounted plaques to the W, N and E dating from 1724. That to the N face reads 'The bell tolleth 
to the famelie of Bochastel at 19 boots of lenth upon both the syd vals û WB, IB, 1724. Also to 
the N wall is a granite plaque erected in 1995 dedicated to Dugald Buchanan. The inscription 
reads 'Gaelic poet, teacher, evangelist û This monument marks his resting place and 
commemorates his gifts of inspired language and sacred song by which the literature of his 
native highlands has been enriched'.    To the surrounding burial ground are a number of 19 th 
and 20 th century gravestones with some contained within 3 railed enclosures.  

Materials  
Random rubble with smeared pointing, triangular copes.   

Notes  
The burial ground is the resting place of the ancient family of the Buchanans of Leny. The 
Statistical Account of 1794 states that Alexander II in 1237 gave the charter of Leney to the 
Buchanan family (for further information see Leny House list description). The Buchanan 
connection with Leny House and Leny Estate seems to have ended in the early/earlier 20 th 
century when the estate was sold. The burial ground, however, appears to still be in use there 
are inscriptions on gravestones dating from the 21 st century. There is a further resting place 
for the Buchanan family at Leny House Walled Garden.    References  
Buchanan of Leny burial enclosure with adjacent burial ground situated on a hillock at the 
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confluence of the Eas Gobhain and Garbe Usige. Set to the S of Callander close by to the 
former Callander & Oban Railway Line, now a cycling path, 2004. The enclosure would appear 
to be 18th century as the earliest memorial plaques date from 1724. The burial ground seems 
to date from the 19th century as indicated by the gravestones.Leny is named in a late 16th 
century text as the Kirk of Leny. It has been suggested that there was formerly a chapel of St. 
Norie here this but may be a confusion as the Norie family is a branch of the Buchanans. The 
rectangular burial enclosure is entered through a round arched entrance with a cast-iron gate 
situated to the south. A finial above the entrance reads 'The Buchanan Chapel 1214' but the 
enclosure would appear to be 18th century as the earliest memorial plaques date from 1724. 
The Buchanan family links with Leny Estate extend as far back as 1237. The surrounding burial 
ground includes a number of 19th and 20th century gravestones, with some contained within 3 
railed enclosures. The graveyard is still used occasionally. As well as the trees which bound the 
site there is cast-iron fence running around the periphery.

Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11
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Site Number 51

Site Name Dunmore (Bochastle)

Type of Site Coin

NRHE Number NN60NW15

HER Number 63785

Status Non-designated

Easting 261000

Northing 707000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63785 NN 6100 0700  Stirling SMR Locality Number 328.01  A gold coin, 
probably an aureus, of Nero, Emperor AD54-68, was found 'near Mochaster or the Castlefield' 
(the text suggests this is probably the Bocastle Ro. Fort - NN60NW 17 but it could be referring 
to Dunmore - NN60NW 7). In 1724 it was in the possession of Francis Buchanan of Arnpryor.   
 
W Macfarlane 1906-8; A S Robertson 1963.
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Site Number 52

Site Name Dunmore (Bochastle)

Type of Site Coin

NRHE Number NN60NW15

HER Number 63786

Status Non-designated

Easting 260000

Northing 707000

Parish

Council

Description
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Description WoSAS Pin 63786 NN 6000 0700  Stirling SMR Locality Number 328.02  A gold coin, 
probably an aureus, of Nero, Emperor AD54-68, was found 'near Mochaster or the Castlefield' 
(the text suggests this is probably the Bocastle Ro. Fort - NN60NW 17 but it could be referring 
to Dunmore - NN60NW 7). In 1724 it was in the possession of Francis Buchanan of Arnpryor.   
 
W Macfarlane 1906-8; A S Robertson 1963.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63786

Site Number 53

Site Name Kilmahog Parish Church

Type of Site Church

NRHE Number NN60NW16

HER Number 63787

Status Non-designated

Easting 260910

Northing 708260

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63787 NN 6091 0826  Stirling SMR Locality Number 329.01  2008 - Corpus 
suggests dedicated to St Machutus     Chapel (site)  NN 60910 08260     The graveyard situated 
on the site of a mid 13th century chapel. The chapel at Kilmahog is named and depicted on 
three of Robert Gordon's manuscript maps of 1632-56.  It is also referred to in the Pont texts 
(c1583-96) as the 'Kirk of Kilmahugg'. (p131v-132r).    The ruins of an ancient church at 
Kilmahog dedicated to St Kessog (Kilmahog - cell of Kessog). On an intact gable hangs a 17th 
century bell.   A M Campbell 1961.   Information recorded by the Royal Commission indicates 
that there is some uncertainty as to who the original church was dedicated to - suggestions 
range from St. Kessog, St. Mahog, St. Cuaca and St. Chug. Local tradition explains the name 
Kilmahog to mean the chapel of St Chug. On a firmer note it is fairly sure that the chapel was in 
existence by the mid 13 th century as it is first mentioned in Papal registers in 1259. It is 
interesting to note that the Etterick shepherd, James Hogg, wrote in 1803 'a paltry village - you 
may guess that I was glad at getting safely past this village, for its name signifies the burial 
place of Hogg' [McKean]. The bell which hangs in the entrance gable is reputed to be 15 th 
century and bear the arms of the Graham family [NMRS].  A freestanding metal plaque erected 
at NN 6091 0826 reads: "Foundations of Pre-Reformation Church", although no trace 
survives.     Kilmahog chapel, first mentioned in the calendar of Papal registers in 1259, was not 
dedicated to St Kessog but to St Mahog, and was probably a settlement of the old Celtic church 
or Culdees. The bell, which hangs in the relatively modern gable or arched gateway to the 
churchyard is not 17th century as it appears in a story about the mid 15th century. It bears the 
Graham arms and may well be older than 15th century (information from Rev M A 
MacCorquodale, St Kessog's Manse, Callander).   
 
Visited by OS (R D) 1 November 1968.     
  
Watson (1926) makes no mention of St Kessog or St Mahog. Instead he suggests an Irish saint, 
Cuaca.    W J Watson 1926.       NN 609 082. Nothing now remains of the church of the 
former parish of Kilmahog which was united to the parish of Callander in the 16th century. 
There was a church at Kilmahog by 1259.   RCAHMS 1979      2008 CORPUS  

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION  
Nothing survives above ground of the medieval parish church, which stood in a churchyard on 
the north bank of the River Teith.    
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HISTORICAL OUTLINE   
The dedication of the church points towards an early origin but the first surviving record of it 
dates from 1259, when provision was made for the annexation of the parsonage to the 
episcopal mensa of Dunblane.(1) The annexation was to occur on the death of the incumbent 
parson. This annexation does not seem to have occurred before 1274-5, the church still 
appearing as a free parsonage in Bagimond's Roll.(2) The cure thereafter was served by a vicar 
perpetual, the parsonage remaining annexed to the episcopal mensa in 1561/2.(3) In February 
1538/9, Thomas Muschet received the lands of 'Garyndewyr, lyand besyd Cultintogill�with 
the bell and all fredomes, privileges and pertinentis pertenyng tharto'.(4) These properties had 
fallen into the hands of the crown through nonentry of heirs following the death of one Finlay 
Dewar. In 1572, one Donald Dewar was confirmed in possession of the 40d land of 
Garrindewar in the lordship of Strathgartney. Possession of this property thus seems to have 
been linked to the office of deoradh, the medieval Gaelic term for the person who had custody 
of the relics of a saint.(5) By the late medieval period, the duties of the deoradh seem to have 
been limited to ringing a bell 'in the presence of the dead', probably a handbell associated with 
the saint rung at funerals. This office was abolished as a relic of 'papistry' at the Reformation 
and the lands had accordingly devolved to the crown, but were restored to the hereditary 
deorach.(6) In 1669, it was recorded that there had formerly been a fair held annually on 15 
November (St Machutus's feast day) at the church of Kilmahug.(7) The fair had apparently not 
been held at Kilmahug but at Doune since the 1630s, and from 1669 it was formally transferred 
to Doune as one of the four annual fairs of the burgh of barony of Doune.

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 
The church, locally known as the Chapel of St Chug, was located within a churchyard on the 
north bank of the River Teith. Its presumed site within the churchyard is marked by a metal 
plate, though it is not known if the placing of that plate is based on firm evidence. An element 
of confusion has been introduced by the construction of a large-scale arched entrance to the 
churchyard, with a recess for a bell near the apex of the gable that surmounts it. This has been 
interpreted by some as a gable of the church, which it clearly is not.

2008 CORPUS NOTES 1. 
CPL, i, 367. 2. SHS Misc, vi, 54. 3. RMS, ii, no 763; Kirk (ed.), Book of Assumptions, 295, 348. 4. 
RSS, ii, no 2898 and n. 3. 5. Black, Surnames of Scotland, 207. 6. NAS GD112/76/30; RMS, v, no 
2092. 7. RPS, eds Brown et al., 1669/10/151. 
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Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63787

Site Number 54

Site Name Kilmahog

Type of Site Burial Ground

NRHE Number NN60NW16

HER Number 63788

Status Non-designated

Easting 260910

Northing 708260

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63788 NN 6091 0826  Stirling SMR Locality Number 329.02  Graveyard  NN 
60910 08260     It is proposed to downgrade this from Category B to C(S) (April 2005).    The 
graveyard situated on the site of a mid 13 th century chapel. Probably late 18th century 
boundary walls arranged in a quadrilateral-plan with a gabled portal and a 19th century Mort 
House. The graveyard is situated on a piece of raised ground in open land between the A84 
road and the Garbh Usige River.  
Description  
The graveyard is entered through a large shouldered gabled portal with a semi-circular 
archway, there is a small round-arched opening in the gable apex with a bell. Nearby to the 
entrance is a rectangular-plan single-storey Mort House incorporated into the boundary wall, 
its blank NE face is set slightly advanced of the boundary wall. The entrance to the Mort House 
is located within the enclosure to the NW gable with a partially blocked window facing across 
the enclosure to the SW.     To the centre of the ground is a metal plaque marking the site of 
the former chapel, the footprint of the foundations are now indiscernible, (2004).  The 
boundary wall is breached in a couple of sections to the SW, (2004).  On the ground there are a 
number of moss covered lying slabs, their date is difficult to ascertain however some appear to 
be 17 th century.  There are a number of pedimented and arch-topped gravestones dating 
from the late 18 th century and early 19 th century, various other 19 th century grave markers 
are located throughout the burial ground. A  particularly impressive monument in the 
graveyard is that of the Macfarlan Monument located close to the NW wall. Erected in 1851 to 
the memory of William Macfarlan of Bencloich, Stirlingshire, Luggiebank and Dumbartonshire. 
It is composed of a central sandstone wall with a block pediment carrying an urn with radiating 
railings attached to a pair of flanking corniced piers.  Materials  Random rubble to boundary 
walls. Squared rubble in parts to gabled portal with ashlar copes to gable apex, cast iron gates. 
Random rubble to Mort House with boarded timber door and grey slate pitched roof.   

Notes  
Formerly listed at Category B, re-graded to Category C(S) at time of resurvey, (2004) to reflect 
consistently with other local listed burial grounds. Information recorded by the Royal 
Commission indicates that there is some uncertainty as to who the original church was 
dedicated to - suggestions range from St. Kessog, St. Mahog, St. Cuaca and St. Chug. Local 
tradition explains the name Kilmahog to mean the chapel of St Chug. On a firmer note it is 
fairly sure that the chapel was in existence by the mid 13th century as it is first mentioned in 
Papal registers in 1259. It is interesting to note that the Etterick shepherd, James Hogg, wrote 
in 1803 'a paltry villageàyou may guess that I was glad at getting safely past this village, for its 
name signifies the burial place of Hogg' [McKean]. The bell which hangs in the entrance gable 
is reputed to be 15th century and bear the arms of the Graham family [NMRS].    The church at 
Kilmahog is marked on Robert Gordon's map of the basin of the River Forth (1636-52).  It is 
assumed to be based on a Pont map which has not survived but it is mentioned in the Pont 
texts both as the Kirk of Kilmahugg and Kilmashugg.
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Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63788

Site Number 55

Site Name Kilmahog

Type of Site Mort House

NRHE Number

HER Number 63789

Status Non-designated

Easting 260917

Northing 708277

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63789 NN 6091 0827  Stirling SMR Locality Number 329.03  Mort House  NN 
60917 08277     Probably late 18 th century boundary walls arranged in a quadrilateral-plan 
with a gabled portal and a 19 th century Mort House. Nearby to the entrance is a rectangular-
plan single-storey Mort House incorporated into the boundary wall, its blank NE face is set 
slightly advanced of the boundary wall. The entrance to the Mort House is located within the 
enclosure to the NW gable with a partially blocked window facing across the enclosure to the 
SW. Random rubble to Mort House with boarded timber door and grey slate pitched roof.  It is 
listed category C(S) as part of the graveyard.  Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63789

Site Number 56

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Roman Fort

NRHE Number NN60NW17

HER Number 63790

Status Non-designated

Easting 261420

Northing 707900

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63790 NN 6142 0790  Stirling SMR Locality Number 330  1.  Stobie 1783: Full 
ground plan shown on map and marked as camp.    This fort has 'parrot's beak' defences at 
the entrance.  3ha.    Early writers have referred to a 'Roman Camp' at Bochastle and in 1949 
excavations began on the site. The earthwork was found to be an original quadrate Roman fort 
(occupying an area of about 3 ha) with a rampart built on a turf base, with a single ditch 
outside it and normal entrances in the centre of each side. At some period (whether during 
occupation or not is uncertain) destruction or damage led to the reconstruction of the NE 
corner, together with part of the E rampart and the N part of the W rampart. The internal 
arrangements of the fort have not yet been discovered, nor has the principia been located. 
Pottery and other finds, although few, indicate a 1st century date and undoubted Agricolan 
origin.    W A Anderson, C Taylor and A Sommerville 1956.       NN 6142 0790. The best-
preserved feature of this fort is the W rampart, turf-covered, in places 2.7m high, with a well-
defined entrance. The road shown on the plan by Authy 2 at the E of the entrance is defined by 
a low, spread mound, 0.7m high in places, which probably extended round the S side of the 
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fort to a point opposite the W entrance where it turns sharply to join the W rampart. Several 
of the finds from the site are in the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow.    Surveyed at 1:2500.   
 
Visited by OS (E G C) 24 October 1968.       Crop-marks reveal two ditches defining some 500ft 
of the E side of the fort, interrupted at the E gate where they curve inwards. The rounded SE 
angle lies wholly N of the railway to Callander, and the S side would appear to converge very 
gradually with the railway embankment. The NE angle of the fort and perhaps all the N 
defences have been destroyed by river erosion.    J K St Joseph 1969.       NN 614 079 
Excavation has shown that this Roman fort, which occupies an area of about 3ha, dates from 
the 1st century AD. The W rampart stands to a height of 2.7m, and the rest of the defences 
have been recorded as crop-marks.  
 
RCAHMS 1979, visited December 1977  
W A Anderson, C Taylor and A Sommerville 1956.     
  
The Roman fort at Bochastle lies just to the N of the dismantled railway, about 200m NE of 
Bochastle farm. Part of the W side of the fort is upstanding but the evidence for the rest 
consists of cropmark remains. The internal dimensions of the fort are about 170m N-S by 140m 
E-W. Some internal features are visible.  Transcription prepared by RCAHMS (RHM, MMB & 
GSM) 22 February 1996.  
 
Information from RCAHMS (RHM) 17 September 1996. 
   Historic Scotland Reference for smc for erosion prevention on south side of the Garbh Uisge 
AMH/2389/1/1.  Historic SCotland Reference for smc for dismantling 11KV line (inv9olving 3 
poles) AMH/2389/1.  
  
References    
Anderson, W A (1953 )   'Bochastle',   Discovery Excav Scot, 1953, 13-14,     Anderson and 
Taylor, W A and T (1949 )   'Bochastle, Perthshire',   Discovery Excav Scot, 1949, 10,     
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Callander',   Trans Glasgow Archaeol Soc, New, 14, 1956, 35-63,     Breeze, D J (1979 a)   Roman 
Scotland: a guide to the visible remains,   Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 34,     
Breeze, D J (1980 a)   'Agricola the builder',   Scot Archaeol Forum, 12, 1980, 16, 17, 18,     
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Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63790

Site Number 57

Site Name Bochastle Roman Fort
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Site Name Bochastle Roman Fort

Type of Site Green Melon Bead

NRHE Number NN60NW17

HER Number 63791

Status Non-designated

Easting 261420

Northing 707900

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63791 NN 6142 0790  Stirling SMR Locality Number 330.01  Found during 1949 
excavations on the Roman fort (SMR No 330.00).
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63791

Site Number 58

Site Name Bochastle Roman Fort

Type of Site Samian

NRHE Number NN60NW17

HER Number 63792

Status Non-designated

Easting 261420

Northing 707900

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63792 NN 6142 0790  Stirling SMR Locality Number 330.02  Two sherds of a 
decorated Samian bowl (Dr 37) and a sherd of a Samian cup were recovered from the fort 
during excavations in 1949.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63792

Site Number 59

Site Name Bochastle Roman Fort

Type of Site Mortarium

NRHE Number NN60NW17

HER Number 63793

Status Non-designated

Easting 261420

Northing 707900

Parish

Council

Description
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Description WoSAS Pin 63793 NN 6142 0790  Stirling SMR Locality Number 330.03  Fragments of 5 
different mortaria were recovered during the excavations of the fort in 1949 (SMR No 330.00).  
4 are of the common Flavian type with bold hook-rim. One of them carries the last two letters 
of the potters stamp ]VS.  The remaining mortar sherd is from a flat-rimmed mortarium of the 
other common Flavian type.  The potter's stamp here may read  LITV[ ]   IVG[ ].
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63793

Site Number 60

Site Name Bochastle Roman Fort

Type of Site Amphora

NRHE Number NN60NW17

HER Number 63794

Status Non-designated

Easting 261420

Northing 707900

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63794 NN 6142 0790  Stirling SMR Locality Number 330.04  15 amphora sherds 
of various sizes, none with a stamp were recovered in 1949 from the excavations on the fort 
(SMR No 330.00).
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63794

Site Number 61

Site Name Bochastle Roman Fort

Type of Site Armlet

NRHE Number NN60NW17

HER Number 63795

Status Non-designated

Easting 261420

Northing 707900

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63795 NN 6142 0790  Stirling SMR Locality Number 330.05  Part of a lead armlet 
with spiral winding was recovered in 1949 from the excavations on the fort (SMR No 330.00).
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63795

Site Number 62

Site Name Bochastle Roman Fort

Type of Site Ballista Ball
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Type of Site Ballista Ball

NRHE Number NN60NW17

HER Number 63796

Status Non-designated

Easting 261420

Northing 707900

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63796 NN 6142 0790  Stirling SMR Locality Number 330.06  A stone ballista ball 
was recovered in 1949 from the excavations on the fort (SMR No 330.00). It was found inside 
of rampart on the south front at the railway fence.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63796

Site Number 63

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Homestead

NRHE Number NN60NW18

HER Number 63797

Status Non-designated

Easting 261058

Northing 707869

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63797 NN 6105 0786  Stirling SMR Locality Number 331  Homestead (site)  NN 
61070 07870     NN 610 078. Crop-markings have revealed a circular enclosure, measuring 
about 50m in diameter, NW of Bochastle farmhouse. There are slight indications of what may 
be the site of a timber house in the centre.  RCAHMS 1979.      This cropmark enclosure, 
recorded through aerial reconnaissance, is located about 150m NW of Bochastle farmhouse. It 
takes the form of a narrow ditched circular enclosure about 50m in diameter, which is 
incomplete on the S and W, with no clear sign of an entrance. There is evidence of internal pits 
and possibly the arc of a circle about 14m across, possibly suggesting a timber house. Other 
cropmarks, including a possible ring-ditch to the S and a rather amorphous ring-ditch to the SE. 
(See site NN60NW 19 for another enclosure to the N.)  
 
Transcription prepared by RCAHMS (RHM, MMB) 22 February 1996. 
 
Information from RCAHMS (RHM) 17 September 1996.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63797

Site Number 64

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Homestead

NRHE Number NN60NW19
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NRHE Number NN60NW19

HER Number 63798

Status Non-designated

Easting 261058

Northing 707933

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63798 NN 6105 0793  Stirling SMR Locality Number 332.01  Homestead (site)  
NN 61090 07920     NN 610 079. Crop-marks show a circular enclosure, measuring about 15m 
in diameter, which lies astride the perimeter of an oval enclosure measuring about 42m by 
35m. Within the larger enclosure there are slight indications of what may be the site of a 
timber house, and what may be a small sub-rectangular feature lies across the perimeter on 
the N side of the large enclosure.    RCAHMS 1979.      Two overlapping cropmark enclosures, 
recorded through aerial reconnaissance, are located about 200m NW of Bochastle farmhouse. 
The first, larger enclosure (at NN 6107 0793) is narrow-ditched and oval measuring about 36m 
E-W by at least 40m N-S although the line of the enclosure is not clear on the N and S sides. 
There is evidence of an internal structure, possibly a circle some 12m in diameter, as well as at 
least four pits. The second smaller enclosure, which overlaps the first on the W (at NO 6105 
0793), is circular and measures about 18m within a very narrow, probably palisaded, ditch. 
There may be internal features but these are obscured. (See site NN60NW 18 for another 
enclosure to the S.)  
 
Transcription prepared by RCAHMS (RHM, MMB) 22 February 1996.   Information from 
RCAHMS (RHM) 17 September 1996.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63798

Site Number 65

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Palisaded Enclosure

NRHE Number NN60NW19

HER Number 63799

Status Non-designated

Easting 261082

Northing 707929

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63799 NN 6108 0792  Stirling SMR Locality Number 332.02  Palisdaded 
Enclosure (site)  NN 61082 07929      NN 610 079. Crop-marks show a circular enclosure, 
measuring about 15m in diameter, which lies astride the perimeter of an oval enclosure 
measuring about 42m by 35m. Within the larger enclosure there are slight indications of what 
may be the site of a timber house, and what may be a small sub-rectangular feature lies across 
the perimeter on the N side of the large enclosure.    RCAHMS 1979.      Two overlapping 
cropmark enclosures, recorded through aerial reconnaissance, are located about 200m NW of 
Bochastle farmhouse. The first, larger enclosure (at NO 6107 0793) is narrow-ditched and oval 
measuring about 36m E-W by at least 40m N-S although the line of the enclosure is not clear 
on the N and S sides. There is evidence of an internal structure, possibly a circle some 12m in 
diameter, as well as at least four pits. The second smaller enclosure, which overlaps the first on 
the W (at NO 6105 0793), is circular and measures about 18m within a very narrow, probably 
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palisaded, ditch. There may be internal features but these are obscured. (See site NN60NW 18 
for another enclosure to the S.)  
 
Transcription prepared by RCAHMS (RHM, MMB) 22 February 1996.   Information from 
RCAHMS (RHM) 17 September 1996.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63799

Site Number 66

Site Name Clash

Type of Site Homestead (Possible)

NRHE Number NN60NW20

HER Number 63800

Status Non-designated

Easting 263244

Northing 706506

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63800 NN 6324 0650  Stirling SMR Locality Number 333  Archaeology Notes  
NN60NW 20 6324 0650      Air photography has revealed the crop-mark of a roughly circular 
enclosure, measuring 28m by 25m; in its interior there are traces of a timber house measuring 
10m by 12m.    RCAHMS 1979; G S Maxwell 1983.       Cropmarks recorded on oblique aerial 
photographs (RCAHMSAP 1977) reveal an oval enclosure situated towards the rear of the 
terrace to the WSW of The Clash farmsteading. The enclosure measures about 26m from NNW 
to SSE by 20m transversely within a narrow ditch, possibly a palisade. In the N half of its 
interior the arc of a narrow trench marks the location of a timber round-house measuring 
about 10m in diameter. What may be another round-house lies immediately to the NW of the 
enclosure; it measures about 10m in diameter over a penannular ring-ditch with an entrance 
on the NNE.   
 
Information from RCAHMS (DCC) 21 July 1998  
  
References    
Maxwell, G S (1983 b)   'Cropmark categories observed in recent aerial reconnaissance in 
Scotland',   Scot Archaeol Rev, 2, 1, 1983, 51, No. 13,     RCAHMS (1979 b)   The Royal 
Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland. The archaeological sites 
and monuments of Stirling District, Central Region,   The archaeological sites and monuments 
of Scotland series no 7, Edinburgh, 22, No. 170
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63800

Site Number 67

Site Name Clash

Type of Site Homestead

NRHE Number NN60NW21

HER Number 63801

Status Non-designated

Easting 263450

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63799
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63800
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Easting 263450

Northing 706450

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63801 NN 6345 0645  Stirling SMR Locality Number 334  Archaeology Notes  
NN60NW 21 6345 0645     Air photographs show the crop-mark of a homestead measuring 
42m by 32m, enclosing the site of a roughly circular timber house, 15m by 16.5m.    RCAHMS 
1979; G S Maxwell 1983.       Cropmarks on oblique aerial photographs (RCAHMSAP 1977) 
reveal the narrow ditch, possibly a palisade, of an oval enclosure situated on the broad terrace 
to the WSW of The Clash farmsteading. Internally, the enclosure measures about 40m from 
NNW to SSE by 30m transversely, and a gap in the ditch on the SSE may have been an 
entrance. In the N half of the interior there is a large timber round-house, defined by the arc of 
a narrow trench and measuring some 16m in diameter. In the S half of the enclosure there is 
an irregular macula which may mark the position of a second house, but this has been omitted 
from the transcription, together with the southern part of the enclosure, because of 
inadequate control on the aerial photograph. Linear cropmarks to the NNW of the enclosure 
may be the result of field drains.   Information from RCAHMS (DCC) 21 July 1998    
  
References    
Maxwell, G S (1983 b)   'Cropmark categories observed in recent aerial reconnaissance in 
Scotland',   Scot Archaeol Rev, 2, 1, 1983, 50, 51, No. 14,     RCAHMS (1979 b)   The Royal 
Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland. The archaeological sites 
and monuments of Stirling District, Central Region,   The archaeological sites and monuments 
of Scotland series no 7, Edinburgh, 22, No. 171
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63801

Site Number 68

Site Name Clash

Type of Site Homestead (Possible)

NRHE Number NN60NW22

HER Number 63802

Status Non-designated

Easting 263493

Northing 706691

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63802 NN 6349 0669  Stirling SMR Locality Number 335.01  Archaeology Notes  
NN60NW 22 635 066    See also NN60NW 57.      NN 635 066. Air photographs (visible on 
RCAHMS air photographs PT 5523-5) show crop marks which indicate the sites of three 
enclosures; the first enclosure measures a maximum of 45m in diameter and lies partially 
astride the S perimeter of the second enclosure which measures about 40m in diameter. The 
third enclosure, which measures about 30m in diameter and encloses what is possibly the site 
of a timber house, straddles the N side of the second enclosure. An enigmatic crop-mark which 
lies immediately S of the first enclosure may represent the site of a series of superimposed 
circular structures.    RCAHMS 1979.       The enigmatic cropmark that was previously 
described was recorded by air photography (RCAHMSAP 1977) and may represent the 
foundation trenches and post-holes of a round-ended building which has measured 24m from 
NNE to SSW by 9m overall. It is plotted as a possible mortuary enclosure on a distribution map 
of Neolithic monuments covering southern Scotland (RCAHMS 1994 and 1997), and is also 
similar in both shape and size to the Neolithic timber hall excavated at Balbridie (NO79NW 16) 
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and to the structure that is visible as cropmarks at Whitmuirhaugh, Sprouston (NT73NE 22).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (ARG), 6 May 1998.    
  
References    
Maxwell, G S (1983 b)   'Cropmark categories observed in recent aerial reconnaissance in 
Scotland',   Scot Archaeol Rev, 2, 1, 1983, 48-9, 50, 51, No. 15,     
RCAHMS (1979 b)   The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of Stirling District, Central Region,   The 
archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7, Edinburgh, 22, No. 172,     
RCAHMS (1994 b)   The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. South-east Perth: an archaeological landscape,   Edinburgh, 37,     
RCAHMS (1997 a)   Eastern Dumfriesshire: an archaeological landscape,   Edinburgh, 115
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63802

Site Number 69

Site Name Clash

Type of Site Palisaded Enclosure

NRHE Number NN60NW22

HER Number 63803

Status Non-designated

Easting 263504

Northing 706669

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63803 NN 6350 0666  Stirling SMR Locality Number 335.02  Archaeology Notes  
NN60NW 22 635 066    See also NN60NW 57.      NN 635 066. Air photographs (visible on 
RCAHMS air photographs PT 5523-5) show crop marks which indicate the sites of three 
enclosures; the first enclosure measures a maximum of 45m in diameter and lies partially 
astride the S perimeter of the second enclosure which measures about 40m in diameter. The 
third enclosure, which measures about 30m in diameter and encloses what is possibly the site 
of a timber house, straddles the N side of the second enclosure. An enigmatic crop-mark which 
lies immediately S of the first enclosure may represent the site of a series of superimposed 
circular structures.    RCAHMS 1979.       The enigmatic cropmark that was previously 
described was recorded by air photography (RCAHMSAP 1977) and may represent the 
foundation trenches and post-holes of a round-ended building which has measured 24m from 
NNE to SSW by 9m overall. It is plotted as a possible mortuary enclosure on a distribution map 
of Neolithic monuments covering southern Scotland (RCAHMS 1994 and 1997), and is also 
similar in both shape and size to the Neolithic timber hall excavated at Balbridie (NO79NW 16) 
and to the structure that is visible as cropmarks at Whitmuirhaugh, Sprouston (NT73NE 22).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (ARG), 6 May 1998.   
  
References    
Maxwell, G S (1983 b)   'Cropmark categories observed in recent aerial reconnaissance in 
Scotland',   Scot Archaeol Rev, 2, 1, 1983, 48-9, 50, 51, No. 15,     
RCAHMS (1979 b)   The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of Stirling District, Central Region,   The 
archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7, Edinburgh, 22, No. 172,     
RCAHMS (1994 b)   The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. South-east Perth: an archaeological landscape,   Edinburgh, 37,     
RCAHMS (1997 a)   Eastern Dumfriesshire: an archaeological landscape,   Edinburgh, 115
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Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63803

Site Number 70

Site Name Clash

Type of Site Palisaded Enclosure

NRHE Number NN60NW22

HER Number 63804

Status Non-designated

Easting 263535

Northing 706630

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63804 NN 6353 0663  Stirling SMR Locality Number 335.03  Archaeology Notes  
NN60NW 22 635 066    See also NN60NW 57.       NN 635 066. Air photographs (visible on 
RCAHMS air photographs PT 5523-5) show crop marks which indicate the sites of three 
enclosures; the first enclosure measures a maximum of 45m in diameter and lies partially 
astride the S perimeter of the second enclosure which measures about 40m in diameter. The 
third enclosure, which measures about 30m in diameter and encloses what is possibly the site 
of a timber house, straddles the N side of the second enclosure. An enigmatic crop-mark which 
lies immediately S of the first enclosure may represent the site of a series of superimposed 
circular structures.    RCAHMS 1979.       The enigmatic cropmark that was previously 
described was recorded by air photography (RCAHMSAP 1977) and may represent the 
foundation trenches and post-holes of a round-ended building which has measured 24m from 
NNE to SSW by 9m overall. It is plotted as a possible mortuary enclosure on a distribution map 
of Neolithic monuments covering southern Scotland (RCAHMS 1994 and 1997), and is also 
similar in both shape and size to the Neolithic timber hall excavated at Balbridie (NO79NW 16) 
and to the structure that is visible as cropmarks at Whitmuirhaugh, Sprouston (NT73NE 22).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (ARG), 6 May 1998.    
  
References    
Maxwell, G S (1983 b)   'Cropmark categories observed in recent aerial reconnaissance in 
Scotland',   Scot Archaeol Rev, 2, 1, 1983, 48-9, 50, 51, No. 15,     
RCAHMS (1979 b)   The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of Stirling District, Central Region,   The 
archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7, Edinburgh, 22, No. 172,     
RCAHMS (1994 b)   The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. South-east Perth: an archaeological landscape,   Edinburgh, 37,     
RCAHMS (1997 a)   Eastern Dumfriesshire: an archaeological landscape,   Edinburgh, 115
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63804

Site Number 71

Site Name Claish

Type of Site Timber Hall

NRHE Number NN60NW57

HER Number 63805

Status Non-designated
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Status Non-designated

Easting 263553

Northing 706571

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63805 NN 6355 0657  Stirling SMR Locality Number 335.04  Archaeology Notes   
NN60NW 57 6355 0656    See also NN60NW 22.     Aerial photography has revealed the 
cropmark of what may be a subrectangular neolithic building in gently undulating arable field 
250m SSW of Clash farmhouse. It measures about 25m from NNE to SSW by 9.5m transversly 
within the line of a wall comprising a series of closely-spaced post-holes. The end-walls are 
rounded, and there is a possible entrance-gap at the mid-point of the SSW wall. The interior 
appears to be divided into a number of bays by at least six lines of post-holes, or trenches, 
drawn across the short axis of the building; on the NNE and SSW the divisions are curved, 
mirroring the external walls, but elsewhere they form roughly straight lines.   Information 
from RCAHMS (JBS) 9 October 1995      NN 635 065 This cropmark was exposed and partly 
excavated by a joint team from the universities of Stirling and Glasgow. The structure 
measured 25m N-S by 9m wide. It comprised seven separate elements:  
1 Curved ends formed by substantial conjoining post-holes.  
2 Two lines of closely spaced post-holes joining the ends.  
3 Arcs of massive conjoined post-holes set some 1.8-2m in from each end.  
4 Two lines of more widely spaced post-holes joining these arcs.  
5 At least two slots apparently dividing the internal space:  that nearer the N end joins post-
holes of element 4: that nearer the S end is linked to post-holes of element 4 but does not run 
right across the structure.  
6 Further more irregular arrangements of substantial post-holes, particularly in the S half.  
7 An area relatively unencumbered by post-holes in which there were two features (a and b) 
and an area (c) showing evidence of intense and repeated burning and interpretable as 
hearths, but whose relationship with the structure could not be demonstrated. One of these 
features (a) had seen repeated episodes of burning; it had then been lined with pot sherds, on 
which further fires were set.   A large quantity of pottery was recovered, all identifiable as 
round-based Early Neolithic wares. Only a few fragments of possibly struck quartz and one 
piece of Arran pitchstone were recovered.  The overall scale and internal arrangements of the 
structure closely parallel those at Balbridie in Kincardineshire (now Aberdeenshire), although 
different building techniques seem to have been used to achieve them.   
 
Sponsor: Arts & Humanities Research Board.   G J Barclay, K Brophy and G MacGregor 2001.    
  
Scheduled (with NN60NW 22) as 'Claish Farm, palisaded enclosures and timber hall... the 
remains of three overlapping palisaded enclosures and a timber hall of prehistoric date 
represented by cropmarks on oblique aerial photographs'.  
 
Information from Historic Scotland, scheduling document dated 2 December 2003.       
  
References  
Barclay, Brophy and MacGregor, G J, K and G (2001 )   'Claish Farm, Stirling (Callander parish), 
timber structure',   Discovery Excav Scot, 2, 2001, Fig. 36, 94-95,   
Barclay, Brophy and MacGregor, G J, K and G (2002 )   'A Neolithic building at Claish Farm, near 
Callander, Stirling Council, Scotland, UK',   Antiquity, 76, 291, 2002, March, 23-24
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63805

Site Number 72

Site Name Lots Of Callander

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number NN60NW23
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NRHE Number NN60NW23

HER Number 63806

Status Non-designated

Easting 263368

Northing 706245

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63806 NN 6336 0624  Stirling SMR Locality Number 336  Enclosure  NN 6336 
0625.      Although no extant trace of the ditched enclosure was visible, the area was slightly 
raised above the surrounding, comparatively damp field.  Kirkdale 1996    NN 633 062. Crop-
marks show a roughly circular enclosure about 27m in diameter, with an annexe, measuring 
about 25m by 17m, on the NW side. (Listed under 'Enclosed Settlements'.)    RCAHMS 1979.    
  
These cropmark enclosures, recorded through aerial reconnaissance, are located about 80m SE 
of the house at Lots of Callander. The first takes the form of a narrow ditched circular 
enclosure, circa 30m in diameter, which straddles a field boundary. The second enclosure 
appears as a semi-circular annexe to the NW of the first, also thin ditched, which extends the 
enclosed area for some 17m by an approximate diameter of 28m.   Transcription prepared by 
RCAHMS (MMB) 1 March 1996. 
 
Information from RCAHMS (RHM) 24 September 1996.     
  
Maxwell, G S (1983 b)   'Cropmark categories observed in recent aerial reconnaissance in 
Scotland',   Scot Archaeol Rev, 2, 1, 1983, 50, 51, No. 8
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63806

Site Number 73

Site Name Lots Of Callander

Type of Site Homestead (Possible)

NRHE Number NN60NW23

HER Number 63807

Status Non-designated

Easting 263351

Northing 706257

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63807 NN 6335 0625  Stirling SMR Locality Number 336.01  Although no extant 
trace of the ditched enclosure was visible, the area was slightly raised above the surrounding, 
comparatively damp field.  Kirkdale 1996    NN 633 062. Crop-marks show a roughly circular 
enclosure about 27m in diameter, with an annexe, measuring about 25m by 17m, on the NW 
side. (Listed under 'Enclosed Settlements'.)    RCAHMS 1979.      These cropmark enclosures, 
recorded through aerial reconnaissance, are located about 80m SE of the house at Lots of 
Callander. The first takes the form of a narrow ditched circular enclosure, circa 30m in 
diameter, which straddles a field boundary. The second enclosure appears as a semi-circular 
annexe to the NW of the first, also thin ditched, which extends the enclosed area for some 
17m by an approximate diameter of 28m.  
 
Transcription prepared by RCAHMS (MMB) 1 March 1996. 
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Information from RCAHMS (RHM) 24 September 1996.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63807

Site Number 74

Site Name Clash

Type of Site Ring-ditch

NRHE Number NN60NW24

HER Number 63808

Status Non-designated

Easting 263227

Northing 706521

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63808 NN 6322 0652  Stirling SMR Locality Number 337.01  Archaeology Notes   
NN60NW 24 632 065.      NN 632 065. The crop-mark of a penannular ring-ditch measuring 
about 10m in diameter is visible on air photographs (visible on RCAHMS air photographs PT 
5517-18). To the NW there is another ring-ditch which is partly overlain by the public road.   
 
RCAHMS 1979.      
  
References  
Maxwell, G S (1983 b)   'Cropmark categories observed in recent aerial reconnaissance in 
Scotland',   Scot Archaeol Rev, 2, 1, 1983, 50,   
RCAHMS (1979 b)   The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of Stirling District, Central Region,   The 
archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7, Edinburgh, 25, No. 210
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63808

Site Number 75

Site Name Clash

Type of Site Ring-ditch

NRHE Number NN60NW24

HER Number 63809

Status Non-designated

Easting 263205

Northing 706540

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63809 NN 6320 0654  Stirling SMR Locality Number 337.02  Archaeology Notes   
NN60NW 24 632 065.      NN 632 065. The crop-mark of a penannular ring-ditch measuring 
about 10m in diameter is visible on air photographs (visible on RCAHMS air photographs PT 
5517-18). To the NW there is another ring-ditch which is partly overlain by the public road.   

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63807
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RCAHMS 1979.      
  
References  
Maxwell, G S (1983 b)   'Cropmark categories observed in recent aerial reconnaissance in 
Scotland',   Scot Archaeol Rev, 2, 1, 1983, 50,   
RCAHMS (1979 b)   The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of Stirling District, Central Region,   The 
archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7, Edinburgh, 25, No. 210
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63809

Site Number 76

Site Name Airigh Coire A' Mholaich

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN61SW1

HER Number 63810

Status Non-designated

Easting 260550

Northing 712150

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63810 NN 6055 1215  Stirling SMR Locality Number 340.01  Visted LM 14/11/88  
  
Archaeology Notes  NN61SW 1 6055 1215.      (NN 6080 1215) Airidh Coire a' Mholaich (NAT)   
OS 6" map (1955)       Centred NN 6055 1215. "Airidh Coire a' Mholaich" is a depopulated site 
consisting of the foundations of twelve rectangular buildings, varying in size from 8.5m x 4.0m 
to 2.0m x 2.0m and formed by drystone walls up to 0.7m high. These buildings would appear 
to be on an earlier shieling site, in general being set on typical shieling knolls. Here and there 
are one or two vague suggestions of shieling bothans.   Revised at 6".    Visited by OS (WDJ) 23 
October 1968       Six unroofed shieling-huts annotated as 'Ruins of' are depicted on the 1st 
edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxiv). Nine unroofed shieling-huts are 
shown and annotated on the the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1977).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63810

Site Number 77

Site Name Allt Breac-nic

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN61SW8

HER Number 63811

Status Non-designated

Easting 260340

Northing 712700

Parish
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Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63811 NN 6034 1270  Stirling SMR Locality Number 340.03  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63811

Site Number 78

Site Name Allt Breac-nic

Type of Site Lime Kiln

NRHE Number NN61SW9

HER Number 63812

Status Non-designated

Easting 260350

Northing 712710

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63812 NN 6035 1271  Stirling SMR Locality Number 340.04  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63812

Site Number 79

Site Name Wester Gartchonzie

Type of Site Roman Road (Possible)

NRHE Number NN60NW130

HER Number 63946

Status Non-designated

Easting 260500

Northing 706800

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63946 NN 6050 0680  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1583  Archaeology Notes  
NN60NW 130 from 6000 0640 to 6127 0810. RX 21.     NN 612 078 to NN 613 081 From 
Bochastle farmhouse garden field-boundary overlies a broad stony mound, 5 to 6 paces wide. 
Full report forwarded to NMRS.    NN 605 068 to NN 606 071  There is a short stretch of 
stony, grass-covered cambered ridge, along the line of a Wester Gartchonzie field-boundary.  
 
T M Allan 1983.      The course of the alleged Roman road from Mallings to Bochastle Roman 
fort (NN60NW 17) can only be established where possible stretches have been found.  Near 
Wester Gartchonzie, a stretch of the alleged road may have been identified running along the 
line of a field boundary in a NE direction (from NN 6047 0687 to NN 6063 0703). It may have 
crossed the Eas Gobhain near NN 6120 0740. It is then speculated to head N (to NN c.6124 
0773), where it passes W of the Roman fort at Bochastle and is perhaps indicated by a field 

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63811
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boundary up to the S bank of the Garbh Uisge (approximately NN 6127 0810).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (no date).    
  
References    
Allan, T M (1983 )   'Malling : Bochastle (Port of Menteith p, Callander p)'   Discovery and 
Excavation, Scotland, 1983, 3,     
Lonie, Newall and Sinclair, W, F and H M (1986 )   'Bochastle - Lake of Menteith, Roman road 
survey'
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63946

Site Number 80

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Roman Road (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 63947

Status Non-designated

Easting 261200

Northing 707800

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63947 NN 6120 0780  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1584  NN 612 078 to NN 613 
081  No information currently available 
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63947

Site Number 81

Site Name Keltie  Water

Type of Site Structure

NRHE Number NN60NW47

HER Number 63949

Status Non-designated

Easting 264100

Northing 708800

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63949 NN 6410 0880  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1586  No information 
currently available 
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63949

Site Number 82
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Site Number 82

Site Name Keltie  Water

Type of Site Structure

NRHE Number NN61SW6

HER Number 63950

Status Non-designated

Easting 263700

Northing 710000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63950 NN 6370 1000  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1587  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63950

Site Number 83

Site Name Keltie  Water

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number NN61SW5

HER Number 63951

Status Non-designated

Easting 263500

Northing 710400

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63951 NN 6350 1040  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1588  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63951

Site Number 84

Site Name Keltie  Water

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN61SW4

HER Number 63952

Status Non-designated

Easting 263400

Northing 710300

Parish

Council

Description

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63950
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63951
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Description WoSAS Pin 63952 NN 6340 1030  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1589  Archaeology Notes  
NN61SW 4 634 103.      Turf platform, aligned E-W.    F Newall 1978     
  
References    
Newall, F (1978 a)   'Bochastle - Dalginross',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1978
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63952

Site Number 85

Site Name Druim Mor

Type of Site Roman Road (Possible)

NRHE Number NN60NW48

HER Number 63953

Status Non-designated

Easting 261800

Northing 708700

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63953 NN 6180 0870  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1591.01  Forestry road 
exposure of compact mixture, surrounded by earth, of cobbles, stones, Pebbles and clay, 30 
inches high, 8 paces wide, and cambered.    T M Allan 1985.       This site is listed in NMRS 
under 2 entries - also NN61SW 3:  North of Bochastle (NN60NW 17) a cambered mound 
emerges from woodlands; traceable to Druim Mor (name: NN 631 098), Cnoc Mor (name: NN 
642 110) and Druim Meadhoin (name NN 655 119).    F Newall and W Lonie 1979. 
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63953

Site Number 86

Site Name Leny Park

Type of Site Roman Road (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 63954

Status Non-designated

Easting 261900

Northing 708600

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63954 NN 6190 0860  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1591.02  NN 619 086 to NN 
618 087  Alleged route of possible Roman road.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63954

Site Number 87

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63952
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63953
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63954
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Site Number 87

Site Name Leny Park

Type of Site Roman Road (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 63955

Status Non-designated

Easting 261700

Northing 708400

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63955 NN 6170 0840  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1591.03  NN 617 084 to NN 
619 086  Alleged route of possible Roman road.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63955

Site Number 88

Site Name Balameanoch Woods

Type of Site Roman Road (Alleged)

NRHE Number NN60NW48

HER Number 63956

Status Non-designated

Easting 262000

Northing 708750

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63956 NN 6200 0875  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1591.04  Forestry road 
exposure of compact mixture, surrounded by earth, of cobbles, stones, pebbles and clay, 30 
ins high, 8 paces wide, and cambered.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63956

Site Number 89

Site Name Balameanoch Woods

Type of Site Roman Road (Alleged)

NRHE Number NN60NW3

HER Number 63957

Status Non-designated

Easting 262300

Northing 708900

Parish

Council

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63955
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63956
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Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63957 NN 6230 0890  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1591.05  Area north of 
Bochastle a cambered mound emerges from woodlands; traceable to Druim Mor, Cnoc Mor 
and Druim Meohoin (1979).  Agger, 6 paces wide, from dyke to summit of wood (1985).    Also 
corresponds with NMRS no. NN61SW 3
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63957

Site Number 90

Site Name Strathyre

Type of Site Inscribed Stone

NRHE Number NN51NE6.1

HER Number 63966

Status Non-designated

Easting 256370

Northing 715210

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63966 NN 5637 1521  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1603
  
This regimental stone, which is on the line of the military road, is to be found just across Loch 
Lubnaig from Laggan Farm. It bears the date 1769 and letters which would appear to indicate 
that it was associated with the 4th Regiment (the King's Own Royal Regiment), who by that 
date must have been undertaking repairs and maintenance.   W Taylor 1976.    VII HR 1769 
4REG
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63966

Site Number 91

Site Name Gleann Ban

Type of Site Roman Road (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 63977

Status Non-designated

Easting 258000

Northing 704650

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63977 NN 5800 0465  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1627.01  NN 5800 0465 to 
NN 5726 0400  Alleged route of possible Roman road.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63977

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63957
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63966
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63977
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Site Number 92

Site Name Gleann Ban

Type of Site Roman Road (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 63980

Status Non-designated

Easting 258000

Northing 704700

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63980 NN 5800 0470  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1627.04  NN 580 047 to NN 
583 049  Alleged route of possible Roman road.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63980

Site Number 93

Site Name West Dullater

Type of Site Roman Road (Possible)

NRHE Number NN50SE26

HER Number 63981

Status Non-designated

Easting 258306

Northing 704997

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63981 NN 5830 0499  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1627.05  Archaeology 
Notes   NN50NE 26 from 5831 0500 to 5999 0640. RX 21.    The alleged Roman road running 
from Malling to Bochastle is speculated to have run along S shore of Loch Venachar.  

Information from RCAHMS (no date).
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63981

Site Number 94

Site Name Gleann Casaig

Type of Site Shieling-hut (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 63993

Status Non-designated

Easting 254476

Northing 712332

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63980
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63981
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Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63993 NN 5447 1233  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1637.04  A possible 
unroofed shieling-hut is shown here on current OS map.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63993

Site Number 95

Site Name Gleann Casaig

Type of Site Shieling-hut (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 63994

Status Non-designated

Easting 254884

Northing 712695

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 63994 NN 5488 1269  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1637.05  A possible 
unroofed shieling-hut is shown here on current OS map.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63994

Site Number 96

Site Name Bochastle Hill

Type of Site Deserted Farmstead

NRHE Number

HER Number 64010

Status Non-designated

Easting 260666

Northing 707858

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64010 NN 6066 0785  Stirling SMR Locality Nur 1706
  
The remains of this farmstead are visible on 2007 air photos on a level platform.  The remains 
of the building lie on the north east corner of a rectilinear enclosure (2009). It measures 12m 
by 4m by 0.4m high.  Enclosure in relatively good condition. Walls are stone and turf built with 
a possible entrance in the middle of SW wall. This enclosure is attached to farmstead  building. 
Remains of farmstead building in relatively good condition located in NE corner of enclosure. 
Walls are stone and turf built with a possible entrance in south wall. Possible compartment on 
east end. Enclosure is built against this building and mesasures 24m by 15m by 1m high (max).
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63993
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=63994
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Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64010

Site Number 97

Site Name Callander

Type of Site Coin

NRHE Number

HER Number 64026

Status Non-designated

Easting 262910

Northing 707840

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64026 NN 6291 0784  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1738  Scotland James VI 
silver quarter thistle mark 1602 Burns 945 (2), little wear, 24.4 gr (1.58gm), found garden of 93 
Main Street, Callander, in 1972.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64026

Site Number 98

Site Name Callander

Type of Site Spearhead

NRHE Number

HER Number 64051

Status Non-designated

Easting 263000

Northing 707000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64051 NN 6300 0700  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1778  Stirling SMR file card 
indicates that this spearhead was bronze, and likely to be of late Bronze Age date.  The 
reference is given as 'Bronze Age Card Catalogue, Oxford', Coles, J.M.: 1959-1960 : PSAS : 98:80
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64051

Site Number 99

Site Name Bochastle Hill

Type of Site Deserted Farmstead

NRHE Number

HER Number 64060

Status Non-designated

Easting 260787

Northing

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64010
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64026
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64051
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Northing 708010

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64060 NN 6078 0801  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1821.01  The remains of this 
farmstead are visible on 2007 air photos.  They comprise a long house with an attached 
enclosure on the south. The western edge of the enclosure has been concealed/removed by 
the construction of a footpath in 2008.    Two definite walls running E-W on the N & S sides of 
the structure, though less clear on the E & W sides. Stone built, though covered in turf so not 
clear as to construction. To the south of the structure there are a number of badly disturbed 
features that may relate to the structure, though this can not be determined. Medieval/Post-
Medieval.    GUAD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64060

Site Number 100

Site Name Bochastle Hill

Type of Site Kiln (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 64061

Status Non-designated

Easting 260787

Northing 708010

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64061 NN 6078 0801  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1821.02  A visit on 15th May 
2009 failed to locate any trace of a kiln.  It may have been removed/damaged by the recent 
(2008) footpath construction.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64061

Site Number 101

Site Name Stank

Type of Site Burial Vault

NRHE Number

HER Number 64063

Status Non-designated

Easting 257870

Northing 710520

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64063 NN 5787 1052  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1829  LM 27/02/96:  Visited 
with Mike Steward of Forest Enterprise.  The Mausoleum has now been cleared of surrounding 
wind blown trees.  It is in a highly dangerous condition and it seems likely that FE will wish to 

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64060
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64061
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demolish it.  It is, however, not in their ownership.  Building Control were asked to consider 
putting a dangerous building notice on it but resolution not known (22/03/00).      Stank was 
listed category B but appears to have beeen de-listed (when?).  The building is simple 
Romanesque with apse, tunnel vaulted and rubble built c. 1911.  Doorway flanked by inscribed 
panels with quotations from RL Stevenson.  Built as burial vault for Lord Esher (of Roman Camp 
Hotel, Callander) but not used as such.  Architects probably Stewart & Paterson of Glasgow 
who were responsible for work at the Roman Camp. Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11  An 
image taken by Robert Moyes Adam on the 24th of March 1907, and held in the R.M. Adam 
collection in the photographic archive of St Andrews University Library, shows the mausoleum 
as a 'small stone building with apse end and round headed windows standing on small terrace 
on steep rocky moorland hillside'.  This indicates that the structure must have been erected 
prior to 1907.
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 10/08/2011

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64063

Site Number 102

Site Name Roman Camp Hotel

Type of Site Walled Garden

NRHE Number NN60NW41.1

HER Number 64065

Status Non-designated

Easting 263250

Northing 707450

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64065 NN 6325 0745  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1832.01  Walled Garden  NN 
63250 07450     19 th century U-shaped walled garden situated to the SE of the Roman Camp 
Hotel. To the E is an opening in the wall giving access to a 3- sided addition forming a small 
enclosure.  It is proposed to downgrade the listingt from B to C(S) (April 2005).    Description  
The 1 st and 2 nd edition Ordnance Survey map indicate that a wall once enclosed the S 
boundary. This S wall no longer remains with the curved 3-sided garden now facing the 
adjacent rhododendron garden.   A richly carved salvaged Antique Italian Gothic wellhead is 
located to the centre of the garden. The addition to the E was probably intended as a burial 
enclosure but never fully realised as there appears to be no plaques or memorial stones, the 
garden is currently used as kitchen garden, 2004.    Materials  Random rubble to walled 
garden and addition, copes set on ends. Iron railings to part of enclosure to E.    Notes  At the 
time of the site visit a section of the curved wall to the NE had collapsed, 2004.  The majority 
of the walled garden appears to no longer function as a productive garden, instead being 
planted up with herbaceous species.  There are 2 glasshouses to the W which are in a parlous 
state. There is a collection of probably early 20 th century fine wrought iron gates to the 
garden. It is felt that when initially listed in 1971 the garden should  have been listed at C(S). It 
is therefore felt that the garden should be downgraded to C(S) recognising that there has been 
significant changes and alterations made before it was listed in 1971. The garden still remains 
part of a B-Group.     
  
References  
1 st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863); 
2 nd edition  (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1898-1899); 
Gifford, J. Stirling  and Central Scotland (2002), pp. 297-298; 
McKean, C. Stirling and  the Trossachs (1985), p. 99."
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64063
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Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64065

Site Number 103

Site Name Roman Camp Hotel

Type of Site Sundial

NRHE Number NN60NW41

HER Number 64066

Status Non-designated

Easting 263237

Northing 707425

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64066 NN 6323 0742  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1832.02  Sundial  NN 63237 
07425    This large elaborate sundial pillar with columns stands in the walled garden to the east 
of the Roman Camp.   Located to the rear of the hotel set within a yew-hedged square is a 
possibly 18th century sundial pillar with a 4-sided square face (gnomon to each face) 
surmounted by a ball finial.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64066

Site Number 104

Site Name Leny House

Type of Site Walled Garden

NRHE Number NN60NW29.2

HER Number 64067

Status Non-designated

Easting 261198

Northing 708815

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64067 NN 6119 0881  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1834.01  Walled Garden  NN 
61198 08815     The 18th century Walled Garden is listed category B.  It is an irregular V-plan, 
and the entrance gateway has rusticated piers surmounted by urns (one missing).     Large 
irregularly-shaped V-plan walled garden probably dating from the 18th century located to W of 
Leny House (see separate listing). Of early date, size and unusual plan.    The garden is built on 
ground rising to the S. A pair of square-plan rusticated ashlar gatepiers are located at the 
eastern end of the garden. Roughly central to the N wall is a bowed section, the 1st edition 
map shows a curved path within the garden corresponding to it. To the SW is a 19th century 
burial ground to the Buchanan family of Leny. Some sections of the wall have collapsed, 
2005.      Materials  
Random rubble walls with ashlar copes.    
  
Outbuilding   
Small rectangular plan piend-roofed outbuilding adjacent to the NE corner of the garden, the 
building appears on the 1st edition map.        
  
Notes:  

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64065
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64066
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B-Group with Leny House, Leny House Sundial. This unusual and large walled garden is 
indicative of the historic status of Leny House. The 1st edition map suggests the garden was 
planted with rows of fruit trees with a pleasure walk around the perimeter. The garden is 
currently unused, 2005.    
  
References: 
 
1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey Map (1862-1863); 
Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 556.      
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64067

Site Number 105

Site Name Leny House

Type of Site Burial Ground

NRHE Number

HER Number 64068

Status Non-designated

Easting 261147

Northing 708777

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64068 NN 6114 0877  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1834.02  Walled Garden  NN 
61198 08815     The 18th century Walled Garden is listed category B.  It is an irregular V-plan, 
and the entrance gateway has rusticated piers surmounted by urns (one missing).     Large 
irregularly-shaped V-plan walled garden probably dating from the 18th century located to W of 
Leny House (see separate listing). Of early date, size and unusual plan.    The garden is built on 
ground rising to the S. A pair of square-plan rusticated ashlar gatepiers are located at the 
eastern end of the garden. Roughly central to the N wall is a bowed section, the 1st edition 
map shows a curved path within the garden corresponding to it. To the SW is a 19th century 
burial ground to the Buchanan family of Leny. Some sections of the wall have collapsed, 
2005.      Materials  
Random rubble walls with ashlar copes.    
  
Outbuilding   
Small rectangular plan piend-roofed outbuilding adjacent to the NE corner of the garden, the 
building appears on the 1st edition map.      
  
Notes:  
B-Group with Leny House, Leny House Sundial. This unusual and large walled garden is 
indicative of the historic status of Leny House. The 1st edition map suggests the garden was 
planted with rows of fruit trees with a pleasure walk around the perimeter. The garden is 
currently unused, 2005.           References:  
1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey Map (1862-1863); 
Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 556.     
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64068

Site Number 106

Site Name Leny House

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64067
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64068
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Type of Site Sundial

NRHE Number NN60NW29.1

HER Number 64069

Status Non-designated

Easting 261149

Northing 708828

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64069 NN 6114 0882  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1834.03  Sundial   NN 61149 
08823      A much weathered obelisk type sundial consisting of square shaft, bulged capital 
and tapering finial. Reported to be circa 1630, probably originally set near to Leny House. The 
sundial stands adjacent to the NW section of the walled garden (see separate listing), it is set in 
a lawned area belonging to the nearby late 20 th century bungalow 'Sundial  House'. Listed at 
category B in recognition of its historical connection with Leny House, early date and 
interesting design.  
  
Description  
4 moulded compartments are discernable to each face of the shaft. The capital and obelisk at 
the time of the site visit was covered in moss making full inspection impossible, 2004.  
  
Description:  
4 tiers of hollow dials, then 4 large flat vertical dials surmounted by obelisk top: c, 1630. A 
notable example unfortunately much weathered.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64069

Site Number 107

Site Name Tom Na H-ulaidhe

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN51SE9

HER Number 64098

Status Non-designated

Easting 259150

Northing 711870

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64098 NN 5915 1187  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1954.01  The footings of five 
rectangular dry stone buildings, four of which lie to the south side of a small burn. They are 
oriented north-south along the slope. The remains lie in dense woodland and vary in size from 
4.8m by 3m to 7.8m by 4.3m.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64098

Site Number 108

Site Name Tom Na H-ulaidhe

Type of Site Building

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64069
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64098
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Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN51SE9

HER Number 64099

Status Non-designated

Easting 259050

Northing 711850

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64099 NN 5905 1185  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1954.02  The footings of five 
rectangular dry stone buildings, four of which lie to the south side of a small burn. They are 
oriented north-south along the slope. The remains lie in dense woodland and vary in size from 
4.8m by 3m to 7.8m by 4.3m.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64099

Site Number 109

Site Name Tom Na H-ulaidhe

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN51SE9

HER Number 64100

Status Non-designated

Easting 259170

Northing 711870

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64100 NN 5917 1187  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1954.03  Small square 
building. The footings of five rectangular dry stone buildings, four of which lie to the south side 
of a small burn. They are oriented north-south along the slope. The remains lie in dense 
woodland and vary in size from 4.8m by 3m to 7.8m by 4.3m.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64100

Site Number 110

Site Name Tom Na H-ulaidhe

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN51SE9

HER Number 64101

Status Non-designated

Easting 259020

Northing 711850

Parish

Council

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64099
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64100
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Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64101 NN 5902 1185  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1954.04  6m by 4m.The 
footings of five rectangular dry stone buildings, four of which lie to the south side of a small 
burn. They are oriented north-south along the slope. The remains lie in dense woodland and 
vary in size from 4.8m by 3m to 7.8m by 4.3m. 
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64101

Site Number 111

Site Name Tom Na H-ulaidhe

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN51SE9

HER Number 64102

Status Non-designated

Easting 259100

Northing 711890

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64102 NN 5910 1189  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1954.05  The footings of five 
rectangular dry stone buildings, four of which lie to the south side of a small burn. They are 
oriented north-south along the slope. The remains lie in dense woodland and vary in size from 
4.8m by 3m to 7.8m by 4.3m.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64102

Site Number 112

Site Name Tom Na H-ulaidhe

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN51SE12

HER Number 64103

Status Non-designated

Easting 258970

Northing 711660

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64103 NN 5897 1166  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1960  Archaeology Notes   
NN51SE 12 5897 1166      Footings of a rectangular building, oriented E-W across the slope, 
with an entrance on the N. It measures 6m by 3.2m.   

Sponsors: 
Central Regional Council and Tilhill Economic Forestry.   L Main and W Anderson 1991.      
  
References  
Main and Andewrson, L and W (1991 )   'Ardchullarie (Callander parish): buildings and 
enclosure',   Discovery Excav Scot, 1991, 9
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Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64103

Site Number 113

Site Name Anie

Type of Site Kiln (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 64104

Status Non-designated

Easting 258910

Northing 710210

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64104 NN 5891 1021  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1961  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64104

Site Number 114

Site Name Anie

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number

HER Number 64105

Status Non-designated

Easting 258910

Northing 710170

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64105 NN 5891 1017  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1962  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64105

Site Number 115

Site Name Anie

Type of Site Lazy Beds (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 64130

Status Non-designated

Easting 258880

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64103
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64104
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64105
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Easting 258880

Northing 710420

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64130 NN 5888 1042  Stirling SMR Locality Number 1992  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64130

Site Number 116

Site Name Anie

Type of Site Lime Kiln

NRHE Number NN51SE8

HER Number 64156

Status Non-designated

Easting 259062

Northing 710565

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64156 NN 5906 1056  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2121  A small circular kiln, a 
maximum of 3.5m in internal diameter, is set into the hill slope near a large sheep fold on Anie 
farm. There is a gap on the downhill (west) side.    L Main and W Anderson, D&E 1989, p
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64156

Site Number 117

Site Name Anie

Type of Site Deserted Farmstead (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 64157

Status Non-designated

Easting 259062

Northing 710565

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64157 NN 5906 1056  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2121.01  Suggested by John 
R Campbell, former keeper on the estate, in 1994 as the 'original Anie'.  Used for 3" mortar 
target during WWII.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64157

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64130
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64156
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Site Number 118

Site Name Anie

Type of Site Farmstead (Alleged)

NRHE Number

HER Number 64158

Status Non-designated

Easting 258988

Northing 710372

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64158 NN 5898 1037  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2121.03  Reported by John 
R Campbell, former estate keeper, in 1994 as the 'Ist farmhouse of Anie'.  How this measures 
with his claim that the site recorded at 2121.02 was the 'original Anie' I am uncertain.    Single 
unroofed building shown on First Edition 6 inch map of 1866.
 
Information from Stirling Council SMR
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64158

Site Number 119

Site Name Stank

Type of Site Deserted Township

NRHE Number NN51SE17

HER Number 64162

Status Non-designated

Easting 258252

Northing 710467

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64162 NN 5825 1046  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2153  A township annotated 
as 'Chaoruinnach Ruins of', comprising one roofed building, six unroofed buildings and two 
enclosures is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxiv). 
One roofed building is shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1977).
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64162

Site Number 120

Site Name West Ardchullarie

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number

HER Number 64168

Status Non-designated

Easting 258400

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64158
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64162
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Easting 258400

Northing 713900

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64168 NN 5840 1390  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2158  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64168

Site Number 121

Site Name Gart

Type of Site Burial Enclosure

NRHE Number

HER Number 64204

Status Non-designated

Easting 264756

Northing 706483

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64204 NN 6475 0648  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2231  Burial Enclosure  NN 
64754 06488     Early 19 th century burial enclosure with 20 th century addition. Built for the 
Buchanan family of Cambusmore and Arnprior. The burial ground is located in a densely 
forested area near to Keltie Water. The river separates it from Cambusmore (see separate 
listing), the seat of the Buchanan-Baillie-Hamiltons.     Description  Dressed lancet openings 
give an air of sophistication and interest to the enclosure, a number of decorated wall 
mounted memorial tablets are set within. A prominent pedimented mid 19 th century red 
sandstone tablet is dedicated to John Buchanan Esq. of Cambusmore and Arnprior, and his 
daughter Helen Grace Mary, erected by Elizabeth Buchanan. There  are also 2 corniced 
decorative sandstone plaques with inscribed marble roundels, they appear to date from the 
early 19 th century.  The site has been enlarged in the early 20 th century with the removal of 
the S wall, and the addition of an adjoined railed enclosure with chunky corner piers. A 
number of standing gravestones are located in the  railed section.  
  
Materials  
Random rubble with dressed, droved sandstone openings and triangular copes. Cast iron 
railings with decorative urn motif, cast iron gate.   
  
Notes  
The family of Buchanan-Baillie-Hamilton is connected to the Buchanan family of Leny. The 
family became known as Buchanan-Baillie-Hamilton after the marriage of Catherine Buchanan 
to John Baillie-Hamilton in 1869.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64204

Site Number 122

Site Name Callander

Type of Site Letter Box

NRHE Number

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64168
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64204
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NRHE Number

HER Number 64206

Status Non-designated

Easting 262217

Northing 708043

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64206 NN 6221 0804  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2236  Letter Box  NN 62226 
08049    This is a VR (Victoria Regina) wall mounted letter box.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64206

Site Number 123

Site Name Tom Na H-ulaidhe

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN51SE11

HER Number 64208

Status Non-designated

Easting 259060

Northing 711610

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64208 NN 5906 1161  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2239.01  The footings of 
four rectangular drystone buildings, oriented N-S along the slope. Two may have an entrance 
on the W side. The buildings range in size from 5m by 3m to 10m by 4.4m. Nearby is a 
substantial circular enclosure comprising from a single course of large boulders, 6.1m in 
diameter, with an entrance 0.5m wide in the NE. All these structures lie in woodland.    
  
Archaeology Notes  
NN51SE 11 Centred 591 115     
 
Centred NN 591 115: 
The footings of four rectangular drystone buildings, oriented N-S along the slope. Two may 
have an entrance on the W side. The buildings range in size from 5m by 3m to 10m by 4.4m. 
Nearby is a substantial circular enclosure comprising from a single course of large boulders, 
6.1m in diameter, with an entrance 0.5m wide in the NE. All these structures lie in woodland.   
 
L Main and W Anderson 1991.    
  
 
References   
Main and Andewrson, L and W (1991 )   'Ardchullarie (Callander parish): buildings and 
enclosure',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 9
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64208

Site Number 124
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Site Name Tom Na H-ulaidhe

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number NN51SE11

HER Number 64209

Status Non-designated

Easting 259100

Northing 711550

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64209 NN 5910 1155  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2239.02
  
Archaeology Notes  
 
NN51SE 11 Centred 591 115     
 
Centred NN 591 115: The footings of four rectangular drystone buildings, oriented N-S along 
the slope. Two may have an entrance on the W side. The buildings range in size from 5m by 
3m to 10m by 4.4m. Nearby is a substantial circular enclosure comprising from a single course 
of large boulders, 6.1m in diameter, with an entrance 0.5m wide in the NE. All these structures 
lie in woodland.    L Main and W Anderson 1991.  
  
References    
Main and Andewrson, L and W (1991 )   'Ardchullarie (Callander parish): buildings and 
enclosure',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 9
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64209

Site Number 125

Site Name Tom Na H-ulaidhe

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN51SE11

HER Number 64210

Status Non-designated

Easting 259070

Northing 711540

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64210 NN 5907 1154  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2239.03
  
Archaeology Notes   NN51SE 11 Centred 591 115      Centred NN 591 115: The footings of four 
rectangular drystone buildings, oriented N-S along the slope. Two may have an entrance on 
the W side. The buildings range in size from 5m by 3m to 10m by 4.4m. Nearby is a substantial 
circular enclosure comprising from a single course of large boulders, 6.1m in diameter, with an 
entrance 0.5m wide in the NE. All these structures lie in woodland.    L Main and W Anderson 
1991.    
  
References  
Main and Andewrson, L and W (1991 )   'Ardchullarie (Callander parish): buildings and 
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enclosure',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 9
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64210

Site Number 126

Site Name Tom Na H-ulaidhe

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN51SE11

HER Number 64211

Status Non-designated

Easting 259080

Northing 711470

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64211 NN 5908 1147  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2239.04  Archaeology 
Notes   NN51SE 11 Centred 591 115      Centred NN 591 115: The footings of four rectangular 
drystone buildings, oriented N-S along the slope. Two may have an entrance on the W side. 
The buildings range in size from 5m by 3m to 10m by 4.4m. Nearby is a substantial circular 
enclosure comprising from a single course of large boulders, 6.1m in diameter, with an 
entrance 0.5m wide in the NE. All these structures lie in woodland.    L Main and W Anderson 
1991.     
  
References    
Main and Andewrson, L and W (1991 )   'Ardchullarie (Callander parish): buildings and 
enclosure',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 9
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64211

Site Number 127

Site Name Tom Na H-ulaidhe

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN51SE11

HER Number 64212

Status Non-designated

Easting 259030

Northing 711530

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64212 NN 5903 1153  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2239.05  Archaeology 
Notes   NN51SE 11 Centred 591 115      Centred NN 591 115: The footings of four rectangular 
drystone buildings, oriented N-S along the slope. Two may have an entrance on the W side. 
The buildings range in size from 5m by 3m to 10m by 4.4m. Nearby is a substantial circular 
enclosure comprising from a single course of large boulders, 6.1m in diameter, with an 
entrance 0.5m wide in the NE. All these structures lie in woodland.    L Main and W Anderson 
1991.     

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64210
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References    
Main and Andewrson, L and W (1991 )   'Ardchullarie (Callander parish): buildings and 
enclosure',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 9
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64212

Site Number 128

Site Name Tom Na H-ulaidhe

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN51SE10

HER Number 64213

Status Non-designated

Easting 258990

Northing 711380

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64213 NN 5899 1138  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2240.01  The remains of 
four rectangular drystone buildings, oriented N-S along the slope. All lie in woodland. One 
stands up to seven courses high. They range in size from 6.5m by 3.4m to 12.7m by 4m.    L 
Main and W Anderson 1991.      References    
Main and Andewrson, L and W (1991 )   'Ardchullarie (Callander parish): buildings and 
enclosure',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 9
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64213

Site Number 129

Site Name Tom Na H-ulaidhe

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN51SE10

HER Number 64214

Status Non-designated

Easting 258950

Northing 711390

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64214 NN 5895 1139  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2240.02  Archaeology 
Notes   NN51SE 19 Centred 590 113      Centred NN 590 113: The remains of four rectangular 
drystone buildings, oriented N-S along the slope. All lie in woodland. One stands up to seven 
courses high. They range in size from 6.5m by 3.4m to 12.7m by 4m.    L Main and W Anderson 
1991.     
  
References    
Main and Andewrson, L and W (1991 )   'Ardchullarie (Callander parish): buildings and 
enclosure',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 9

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64212
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Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64214

Site Number 130

Site Name Tom Na H-ulaidhe

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN51SE10

HER Number 64215

Status Non-designated

Easting 259030

Northing 711370

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64215 NN 5903 1137  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2240.03  Archaeology 
Notes   NN51SE 19 Centred 590 113      Centred NN 590 113: The remains of four rectangular 
drystone buildings, oriented N-S along the slope. All lie in woodland. One stands up to seven 
courses high. They range in size from 6.5m by 3.4m to 12.7m by 4m.    L Main and W Anderson 
1991.     
  
References    
Main and Andewrson, L and W (1991 )   'Ardchullarie (Callander parish): buildings and 
enclosure',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 9
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64215

Site Number 131

Site Name Tom Na H-ulaidhe

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN51SE10

HER Number 64216

Status Non-designated

Easting 259020

Northing 711340

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64216 NN 5902 1134  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2240.04  Archaeology 
Notes   NN51SE 19 Centred 590 113      Centred NN 590 113: The remains of four rectangular 
drystone buildings, oriented N-S along the slope. All lie in woodland. One stands up to seven 
courses high. They range in size from 6.5m by 3.4m to 12.7m by 4m.    L Main and W Anderson 
1991.     
  
References    
Main and Andewrson, L and W (1991 )   'Ardchullarie (Callander parish): buildings and 
enclosure',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 9
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Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64216

Site Number 132

Site Name Drum Iochdair

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number

HER Number 64218

Status Non-designated

Easting 259030

Northing 712050

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64218 NN 5903 1205  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2285  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64218

Site Number 133

Site Name Braes Of Greenock

Type of Site Shieling-hut (Probable)

NRHE Number NN60NW59

HER Number 64222

Status Non-designated

Easting 261980

Northing 706320

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64222 NN 6198 0632  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2357  Described as 
enclosure (1991).  NMRS says shieling hut.    Two shieling-like enclosures, bounded by 
penannular earthen banks some 3m long and 0.4m high, are situated on the edge of an 
unnamed stream. Their entrances face SE towards the stream.   
 
CFA 1991.     
  
References    
CFA (1991 c)   'Cambusmore and Braes of Greenock (Callander parish): cairnfields, rig and 
furrow, enclosures and quarry',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 9-10
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64222

Site Number 134

Site Name Braes Of Greenock
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Type of Site Clearance Cairn

NRHE Number NN60SW12

HER Number 64223

Status Non-designated

Easting 261800

Northing 704950

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64223 NN 6180 0495  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2364  Archaeology Notes  
 
NN60SW 12 6175 0490      A group of some six small cairns is situated on a S-facing hillside, 
between the Greenock Burn and a track within an area of forestry ploughing. A scatter of some 
fifteen small cairns lies to the S. Diameters vary from 3m to 5m, and heights from 0.3m to 
0.5m. Two lengths of ruined field banks also occur.  
 
CFA 1991.     
  
References    
CFA (1991 c)   'Cambusmore and Braes of Greenock (Callander parish): cairnfields, rig and 
furrow, enclosures and quarry',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 9-10
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64223

Site Number 135

Site Name Braes Of Greenock

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN60NW54

HER Number 64224

Status Non-designated

Easting 262600

Northing 705850

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64224 NN 6260 0585  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2365  Archaeology Notes  
 
NN60NW 54 Centred on 6260 0585      Two areas of rig-and-furrow, the northernmost, runs E 
to W covering an area of approximately 350 sq m, whilst the southernmost is of about   250 sq 
m running N to S.   Few of the rigs were traceable on the ground and were most clearly 
identified by differential vegetation growth. These areas of rig- and-furrow are within 30m of 
one another, seperated by a ruined field bank.    CFA 1991.     
  
References    
CFA (1991 c)   'Cambusmore and Braes of Greenock (Callander parish): cairnfields, rig and 
furrow, enclosures and quarry',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 8, No.04,"
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64224
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Site Number 136

Site Name Braes Of Greenock

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN60NW52

HER Number 64225

Status Non-designated

Easting 262150

Northing 706500

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64225 NN 6215 0650  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2366  Described as 
enclosures (1991).  NMRS says shielings.      Archaeology Notes   NN60NW 52 6215 0650     
 
Two shieling-like enclosures, bounded by penannular earthen banks some 3m long and 0.4m 
high, are situated on the edge of an unnamed stream. Their entrances face SE towards the 
stream.       References    
CFA (1991 c)   'Cambusmore and Braes of Greenock (Callander parish): cairnfields, rig and 
furrow, enclosures and quarry',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 7, No.01
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64225

Site Number 137

Site Name Braes Of Greenock

Type of Site Quarry

NRHE Number NN60NW56

HER Number 64226

Status Non-designated

Easting 262980

Northing 705220

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64226 NN 6298 0522  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2367.01  Quarry  NN 62980 
05220     A small quarry on the edge of the Greenock Burn consists of a series of earthworks 
covering an area of about 75 sq m and consist of circular hollows of approximately 0.75m deep 
and around 5m in diameter with various earthen  mounds, banks and heaps rising to a height 
of 0.4m to 0.6m.  The earthworks or quarry are cut out of the steam bank and may well be 
related to the remains of a nearby rectangular stone built structure (SMR No 2367.02)   
 
Sponsor: Historic Scotland  
 
CFA 1991
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64226

Site Number 138
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Site Name Braes Of Greenock

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN60NW56

HER Number 64227

Status Non-designated

Easting 262990

Northing 705210

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64227 NN 6299 0521  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2367.02  Building  NN 62990 
05210     The remains of a small rectangular stone built structure were found just south of the 
quarry (SMR No 2367.01).  The structure measured 3m in width and about 6m in length and 
was composed of a narrow grass covered stone wall of no more than 0.3m in height.  It is 
oriented east to west along its long axis and no evidence of any internal partitioning of the 
structure was found. 
 
Sponsor: Historic Scotland    CFA 1991 
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64227

Site Number 139

Site Name Braes Of Greenock

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN60NW53

HER Number 64231

Status Non-designated

Easting 262010

Northing 706330

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64231 NN 6201 0633  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2369  Described as 
enclosure (1991).  NMRS says shieling hut.      Archaeology Notes  NN60NW 53 6201 0633     
 
A rectangular shieling-like enclosure, bounded by an earthen bank some 10m long and 0.6m 
high, is situated within an area of forestry   ploughing which has removed any traces of the 
entrance.   
 
CFA 1991.     
  
References    
CFA (1991 c)   'Cambusmore and Braes of Greenock (Callander parish): cairnfields, rig and 
furrow, enclosures and quarry',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 8, No.03
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64231

Site Number 140
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Site Number 140

Site Name Braes Of Greenock

Type of Site Clearance Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NW55

HER Number 64232

Status Non-designated

Easting 261500

Northing 705200

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64232 NN 6150 0520  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2370  Descrtibed as 
cairnfield (1991).  NMRS says small cairns.    Archaeology Notes   NN60NW 55 6150 0520     
 
A scatter of eight or nine small cairns ranging in diameter from 4m to 6m and in height from 
0.3 to 0.4m, situated in an area of rough pasture on a S-facing hillside. The scatter aappears to 
be concentrated (where discernable) to the N of the distribution, with outlying cairns some 
30m to the S within an area of forestry ploughing.    CFA 1991.     
  
References    
CFA (1991 c)   'Cambusmore and Braes of Greenock (Callander parish): cairnfields, rig and 
furrow, enclosures and quarry',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 10, No.08
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64232

Site Number 141

Site Name Braes Of Greenock

Type of Site Clearance Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NW60

HER Number 64233

Status Non-designated

Easting 261500

Northing 705050

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64233 NN 6150 0505  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2371  Archaeology Notes  
 
NN60NW 60 6160 0505     Two shieling-like enclosures, bounded by penannular earthen banks 
some 3m long and 0.4m high, are situated on the edge of an unnamed stream. Their entrances 
face SE towards the stream.   
 
CFA 1991.     
  
References    
CFA (1991 c)   'Cambusmore and Braes of Greenock (Callander parish): cairnfields, rig and 
furrow, enclosures and quarry',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 9-10
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64232
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Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64233

Site Number 142

Site Name Braes Of Greenock

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number

HER Number 64234

Status Non-designated

Easting 261450

Northing 705290

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64234 NN 6145 0529  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2372  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64234

Site Number 143

Site Name Braes Of Greenock

Type of Site Clearance Cairn

NRHE Number NN60SW12

HER Number 64235

Status Non-designated

Easting 261800

Northing 704900

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64235 NN 6180 0490  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2373  Archaeology Notes  
 
NN60SW 12 6175 0490      A group of some six small cairns is situated on a S-facing hillside, 
between the Greenock Burn and a track within an area of forestry ploughing. A scatter of some 
fifteen small cairns lies to the S. Diameters vary from 3m to 5m, and heights from 0.3m to 
0.5m. Two lengths of ruined field banks also occur.  
 
CFA 1991.     
  
References    
CFA (1991 c)   'Cambusmore and Braes of Greenock (Callander parish): cairnfields, rig and 
furrow, enclosures and quarry',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 9-10
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64235

Site Number 144

Site Name Braes Of Greenock

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64233
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64234
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64235
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Site Name Braes Of Greenock

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number NN60SW12

HER Number 64236

Status Non-designated

Easting 261750

Northing 704950

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64236 NN 6175 0495  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2374  Archaeology Notes  
 
NN60SW 12 6175 0490      A group of some six small cairns is situated on a S-facing hillside, 
between the Greenock Burn and a track within an area of forestry ploughing. A scatter of some 
fifteen small cairns lies to the S. Diameters vary from 3m to 5m, and heights from 0.3m to 
0.5m. Two lengths of ruined field banks also occur.  
 
CFA 1991.     
  
References    
CFA (1991 c)   'Cambusmore and Braes of Greenock (Callander parish): cairnfields, rig and 
furrow, enclosures and quarry',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 9-10
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64236

Site Number 145

Site Name Braes Of Greenock

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number NN60SW12

HER Number 64237

Status Non-designated

Easting 261750

Northing 704800

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64237 NN 6175 0480  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2375  Archaeology Notes  
 
NN60SW 12 6175 0490      A group of some six small cairns is situated on a S-facing hillside, 
between the Greenock Burn and a track within an area of forestry ploughing. A scatter of some 
fifteen small cairns lies to the S. Diameters vary from 3m to 5m, and heights from 0.3m to 
0.5m. Two lengths of ruined field banks also occur.  
 
CFA 1991.     
  
References    
CFA (1991 c)   'Cambusmore and Braes of Greenock (Callander parish): cairnfields, rig and 
furrow, enclosures and quarry',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 9-10
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64236
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Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64237

Site Number 146

Site Name Braes Of Greenock

Type of Site Enclosure (Possible)

NRHE Number NN60NW56

HER Number 64238

Status Non-designated

Easting 262960

Northing 705210

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64238 NN 6296 0521  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2376  Enclosure (possible)  
NN 62960 05210     A low lying, right angled, stone built, grass covered bank of approximately 
0.3m high was found to the east of the structure 15 (SMR No 2367.02) and quarry 14 (SMR No 
2367.01).  This appeared to be an enclosure abutting the steeply incised steam bank but 
without a northern or western enclosing wall.  The bank runs 8m south from the edge of the 
stream bank and turns, running west for a further 15m at which point it stops.  
 
Sponsor: Historic Scotland   
 
CFA 1991       
  
CFA (1991 c)   'Cambusmore and Braes of Greenock (Callander parish): cairnfields, rig and 
furrow, enclosures and quarry',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 13-14, Nos. 14-16
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64238

Site Number 147

Site Name Bothan Eas An Eoin

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN51NE7

HER Number 64239

Status Non-designated

Easting 258972

Northing 715107

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64239 NN 5897 1510  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2378.01  Identified as in 
ruins on the First Edition O.S.  Drystone building measures 17m by 6m externally.  It was 
roofed earlier this century.  There is an area of rig and furrow cultivation nearby.   Reported by 
Willie Anderson.      Archaeology Notes   NN51NE 7 5897 1510.     Drystone building, rig and 
furrow: listed, no details given.   Sponsors: Central Regional Council; Tilhill Economic Forestry. 
 
Main and Anderson 1993.      A single unroofed building, annotated as 'Ruins of' is depicted 
on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1867, sheet civ). One unroofed building of 
two compartments is shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1990).  

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64237
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64238
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Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 14 January 1998.   
  
References    
Main and Anderson, L and W (1993 a)   'Glen Ample (Balquhidder parish): buildings, stills, 
clearance cairns, enclosure',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1993, 12
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64239

Site Number 148

Site Name Bothan Eas An Eoin

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN51NE7

HER Number 64240

Status Non-designated

Easting 258960

Northing 715090

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64240 NN 5896 1509  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2378.02  Archaeology 
Notes   NN51NE 7 5897 1510.     Drystone building, rig and furrow: listed, no details given.  

Sponsors: Central Regional Council; Tilhill Economic Forestry.   Main and Anderson 1993.    
  
A single unroofed building, annotated as 'Ruins of' is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-
inch map (Perthshire 1867, sheet civ). One unroofed building of two compartments is shown 
on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1990).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 14 January 1998.    
  
References    
Main and Anderson, L and W (1993 a)   'Glen Ample (Balquhidder parish): buildings, stills, 
clearance cairns, enclosure',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1993, 12
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64240

Site Number 149

Site Name Allt Breac-nic

Type of Site Deserted Farmstead

NRHE Number NN61SW11

HER Number 64241

Status Non-designated

Easting 260120

Northing 713680

Parish

Council

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64239
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64240
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Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64241 NN 6012 1368  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2379.01  LM 28/07/93:  2 
drystone buildings, 8.4m by 3.8m and 9.5m by 4.5m externally. An associated lime kiln lies a 
little to the north.  A fourth building, 2m by 1.5m lies to the north of the unnamed burn, near 
the kiln.    
 
Main and Anderson, L and W (1993 b)   'Allt Breac-Nic (Callander parish): deserted farmstead, 
lime kiln',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1993, 12
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64241

Site Number 150

Site Name Allt Breac-nic

Type of Site Lime Kiln

NRHE Number NN61SW11

HER Number 64242

Status Non-designated

Easting 260120

Northing 713680

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64242 NN 6012 1368  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2379.02  LM 28/07/93:  A 
lime kiln found a short distance to the north of the deserted farmstead 2379.01.  Measures 
3.9m by 3.4m externally.    
 
Main and Anderson, L and W (1993 b)   'Allt Breac-Nic (Callander parish): deserted farmstead, 
lime kiln',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1993, 12
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64242

Site Number 151

Site Name Allt Breac-nic

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number

HER Number 64243

Status Non-designated

Easting 260230

Northing 713720

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64243 NN 6023 1372  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2379.03  Anderson W : At 
least  3 shielings a short distance up hill from the deserted farmstead and lime kiln 2739.01/02. 
Two are located on s side of burn and one on n.  One on the south side measures 3m by 
1.45m, one to the north measures 1.75m by 1.5m.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64241
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64242
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Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64243

Site Number 152

Site Name Allt Breac-nic

Type of Site Shieling-hut (Possible)

NRHE Number NN61SW13

HER Number 64244

Status Non-designated

Easting 261790

Northing 712720

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64244 NN 6179 1272  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2380  LM: Two buildings are 
marked on the current O.S.  They comprise a shieling-hut, measuring 4m by 9m, sheepfold and 
enclosure.  The alleged kiln has no built structure and appears as a green grassy mound.  There 
appears to a doorway in the west side, facing the burn.    Archaeology Notes   NN61SW 13 
6179 1272     What may be a single unroofed shieling-hut and one enclosure annotated as a 
sheepfold are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxv) 
and on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1977).   Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 
29 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64244

Site Number 153

Site Name Braes Of Greenock

Type of Site Clearance Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NW61

HER Number 64249

Status Non-designated

Easting 261350

Northing 705130

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64249 NN 6135 0513  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2390  Archaeology Notes  
 
NN60NW 61 6140 0510      Centred NN 6140 0510. A group of about seven small cairns 
ranging between 3.5m and 4.5m in diameter and 0.3m to 0.4m in height, situated within an 
area of forestry ploughing. The cairns appear as stone clusters where disturbed by the plough 
otherwise as sub-circular grassy mounds. An isolated cairn was also noted at NN 6135 0513. 
Clear of ploughing, it was some 6m in diameter and 0.4m high.    CFA 1991.     
  
References    
CFA (1991 c)   'Cambusmore and Braes of Greenock (Callander parish): cairnfields, rig and 
furrow, enclosures and quarry',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 9-10
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64243
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64244
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Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64249

Site Number 154

Site Name Braes Of Greenock

Type of Site Clearance Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NW61

HER Number 64250

Status Non-designated

Easting 261400

Northing 705100

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64250 NN 6140 0510  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2391  Described as 
cairnfield (1991).  NMRS says small cairns.      Archaeology Notes   NN60NW 61 6140 0510     
 
Centred NN 6140 0510. A group of about seven small cairns ranging between 3.5m and 4.5m in 
diameter and 0.3m to 0.4m in height, situated within an area of forestry ploughing. The cairns 
appear as stone clusters where disturbed by the plough otherwise as sub-circular grassy 
mounds. An isolated cairn was also noted at NN 6135 0513. Clear of ploughing, it was some 6m 
in diameter and 0.4m high.   
 
CFA 1991.    
  
References    
CFA (1991 c)   'Cambusmore and Braes of Greenock (Callander parish): cairnfields, rig and 
furrow, enclosures and quarry',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1991, 9-10
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64250

Site Number 155

Site Name Snuff Stone (ardchullarie)

Type of Site Gathering Stone

NRHE Number

HER Number 64280

Status Non-designated

Easting 259700

Northing 712000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64280 NN 5970 1200  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2539  Gathering Stone  NN 
59700 12000     Reported to SMR by John R Campbell, former keeper on the estate in 1994. 
His grid reference was NN 602 122. Subsequent visit by Willie Anderson suggests at NN 597 
120.  Originally where the journey was broken between Anie and the shieling grounds to have 
a mid day meal and take some snuff.  Later used as a gathering place for sheep. Meeting place 
for stalkers etc.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64249
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64250
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Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64280

Site Number 156

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Lime Kiln

NRHE Number

HER Number 64288

Status Non-designated

Easting 261280

Northing 708060

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64288 NN 6128 0806  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2546  Four lime kilns lie to 
the south of the Garbh Uisge, 60m west of the north west corner of the Roman Fort (SMR No 
330.00) at Bochastle.  They appear to have been dug out of the river terrace from the south.  
Very little survives of the western kiln, but the two central kilns are well preserved.  Local oral 
history suggests that lime from this estate was used in the construction of the Free 
Presbyterian Church in  Callander.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64288

Site Number 157

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Lime Kiln

NRHE Number

HER Number 64289

Status Non-designated

Easting 261490

Northing 707950

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64289 NN 6149 0795  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2547  No information 
currently available.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64289

Site Number 158

Site Name Tarandoun

Type of Site Deserted Farmstead

NRHE Number

HER Number 64290

Status Non-designated

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64280
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64288
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64289
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Status Non-designated

Easting 260150

Northing 707220

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64290 NN 6015 0722  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2548.01  Farmstead  NN 
60150 07220     LM:  Tarandoun is marked as roofed on the First Edition OS 6-inch map of 
1866.  This map also shows a roofed building on the opposite side of the road.  It is also 
marked as Tarndoun on Stobie's map which shows at least three buildings here.  A roofless 
building is depicted on the current OS 1:10000 map.    This possible abandoned farmstead or 
sheep fank survives as a square, dry-stone structure, with an extended southern wall. The walls 
are typically 0.8m wide and survive to a height of 3-4m. The corner of a further possible 
structure lies to the immediate south-east.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64290

Site Number 159

Site Name Tarandoun

Type of Site Lazy Beds

NRHE Number

HER Number 64291

Status Non-designated

Easting 260135

Northing 707261

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64291 NN 6013 0726  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2548.02  No information 
currently available.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64291

Site Number 160

Site Name Allt Breac-nic

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN51SE14

HER Number 64298

Status Non-designated

Easting 259800

Northing 714360

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64298 NN 5980 1436  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2561.01  Shieling-huts  NN 

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64290
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64291
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59800 14360     Reported by Willie Anderson.  A group of 12 buildings lies close to a modern 
sheepfold on the east side of the burn.  They include rectangular and circular structures.  Some 
survive as low footings, others are up to 0.5m high. They may represent both settlement and 
shielings and therefor are probably of more than one period.  5 buildings appear to be marked 
on the Second Edition OS map.  Confirmed as Back Glen summer dwelling and fank by John R 
Campblell in 1994, former keeper on the estate.    
 
Sponsors: Central Regional Council; Tilhill Economic Forestry  L Main and W Anderson 1993.    
  
Six unroofed structures annotatedas 'Ruins of', one of which is annotated as a sheepfold are 
depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1867, sheet civ), but they are not 
shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1990).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 14 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64298

Site Number 161

Site Name Allt Breac-nic

Type of Site Cultivation Remains

NRHE Number NN51SE14

HER Number 64299

Status Non-designated

Easting 259800

Northing 714360

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64299 NN 5980 1436  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2561.03  Cultivation 
remains  NN 59800 14360     A group of 12 buildings lies close to a modern sheep-fold on the E 
side of the burn. They include rectangular and circular structures. Some appear as low 
footings, others are up to 0.5m high. They may represent more than one phase. The 
surrounding area is crossed by drainage ditches and field banks.  
 
Sponsors: Central Regional Council; Tilhill Economic Forestry  L Main and W Anderson 1993.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64299

Site Number 162

Site Name Bochastle Hill

Type of Site Quarry (Probable)

NRHE Number

HER Number 64300

Status Non-designated

Easting 260350

Northing 707700

Parish

Council

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64298
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64299
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Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64300 NN 6035 0770  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2574  Quarry (possible)  NN 
60350 07700    No information currently available.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64300

Site Number 163

Site Name Coire Molach

Type of Site Structure

NRHE Number

HER Number 64301

Status Non-designated

Easting 260250

Northing 712480

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64301 NN 6025 1248  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2575  No information 
currently available.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64301

Site Number 164

Site Name Allt Breac-nic

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN61SW12

HER Number 64303

Status Non-designated

Easting 260350

Northing 713070

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64303 NN 6035 1307  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2580  Shieling Huts  NN 
60350 13070     LM 8/10/96:  Three small green shieling mounds ranged on both sides of a 
small burn. The upper two show signs of circular shielings 1.9 m internal diameter.  Entrance 
gaps lie on the downhill (west) side. The external diameters range from 3.6 to 4m. The higher, 
eastern shieling lies on the north side ofthe burn and the entrance gap is 1.05m wide.  The 
second and third shielings are on the south side.  The third mound has stone spread over an 
area measuring approximately 3m x 4.6m. Reported by Willie Anderson.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64303

Site Number 165

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64300
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Site Name Hielandman's Stone

Type of Site Gathering Stone

NRHE Number

HER Number 64307

Status Non-designated

Easting 259660

Northing 713380

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64307 NN 5966 1338  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2601  Gathering Stone  NN 
59660 13380     Info from Willie Anderson - originally from local shepherd.  Large boulder just 
inside the deer fence.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64307

Site Number 166

Site Name Cuil Bheithe

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN51SE23

HER Number 64308

Status Non-designated

Easting 258457

Northing 714101

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64308 NN 5845 1410  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2602  Building  NN 58457 
14101     A single unroofed building is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map 
(Perthshire 1866, sheet cxiv), but it is not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map 
(1990).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64308

Site Number 167

Site Name Farmston

Type of Site Lime Kiln

NRHE Number NN60NW66

HER Number 64313

Status Non-designated

Easting 260580

Northing 708740

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64307
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64308
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Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64313 NN 6058 0874  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2641  Lime kilns  NN 60580 
08740     Five kilns and a small roofed building are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch 
map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxiv).   Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 15 January 1998.      A 
group of three lime kilns is located in woodland to the W of Farmston farm, Callander. Two are 
in very good condition, The lime appears to have been brought down from the quarry at NN 
615 098 via a track which is shown on the first edition OS 6-inch map of 1866.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64313

Site Number 168

Site Name Eas Dearg

Type of Site Lime Kiln

NRHE Number

HER Number 64314

Status Non-designated

Easting 261450

Northing 709820

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64314 NN 6145 0982  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2642.01  No information 
currently available.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64314

Site Number 169

Site Name Eas Dearg

Type of Site Limestone Quarry

NRHE Number NN60NW112

HER Number 64315

Status Non-designated

Easting 261500

Northing 709800

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64315 NN 6150 0980  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2642.02  Limestone Quarry  
NN 61500 09800     This former limestone quarry is identified on the 1st edition OS 6-inch map 
of 1866 as "Old Quarry".      NN60NW 114 6150 0982     The 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map 
(Perth 1867, sheet cxiv) depicts an 'Old Quarry' on a hillside to the N of Leny Glen. The map 
also shows a track leading from the quarry to the limekilns at Farmston, about 1.5km to the 
SW (see NN60NW 66).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (SDB) 3 February 2000

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64313
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64314
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Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64315

Site Number 170

Site Name Eas Dearg

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number

HER Number 64316

Status Non-designated

Easting 261350

Northing 709780

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64316 NN 6135 0978  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2642.03  Building  NN 61350 
09780     This roofless building measures 4.5m by 3.5m.  It is probably associated with the lime 
workings (SMR No 2642.02).
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64316

Site Number 171

Site Name Stank

Type of Site Bridge

NRHE Number

HER Number 64329

Status Non-designated

Easting 258109

Northing 710486

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64329 NN 5810 1048  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2662  Bridge  NN 58140 
10480     LM 27/02/96:  Visited with Mike Steward of Forest Enterprise.  This single span 
arched bridge over the Stank Burn was formerly the main access to Stank Farm.  It is now 
disused.  The southern approach comprises a low stone wall curving back on both sides from 
the low parapets.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64329

Site Number 172

Site Name Anie

Type of Site Deserted Farmstead

NRHE Number NN50NE10

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64315
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64316
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64329
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HER Number 64334

Status Non-designated

Easting 258750

Northing 709600

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64334 NN 5875 0960  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2674.01  Deserted 
Farmstead  NN 58750 09600     LM 12/06/96:  This settlement, which may be either Lower 
Anie or Tomb' on Stobie, comprises two long houses, each of two compartments, measuring 
19.7 x 6m  and 22.7 x 4.6m externally.  Attached to both are  rectangular "enclosures" 
measuring 10.7 x 7.2 m and 10.7 x 6.2m respectively.  The walls of these "enclosures" average 
1.25 and 1.45m wide. There are no definite entrances to any of the structures. The smaller 
long house is attached to the south side of an irregular enclosure  comprising a substantial 
stone bank, up to one metre high. The surrounding area has rig and furrow cultivation and a 
number of low stone banks.  To the south of the site is a possible lime kiln.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64334

Site Number 173

Site Name Anie

Type of Site Lime Kiln

NRHE Number NN50NE10

HER Number 64335

Status Non-designated

Easting 258780

Northing 709500

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64335 NN 5878 0950  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2674.02  Lime kiln  NN 
58780 09500     LM 12/09/96: Part of the deserted settlement.  It lies on the south of the site 
on the south side of a small burn. It faces west.  It is cut into the slope. Internally north - south 
it measures 2.7m, east - west 3m.  Externally it measures 6m across east - west.  It is a well 
preserved example.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64335

Site Number 174

Site Name Anie

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN50NE10

HER Number 64336

Status Non-designated

Easting 258754

Northing 709706

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64334
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64335
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Northing 709706

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64336 NN 5875 0970  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2674.03  Rig Cultivation  NN 
58754 09706     Two longhouses, 19.7 x 6m and 22.9 x 4.6m externally, survive as very low 
stone walls in a pasture field. Each has two internal compartments. They are associated with 
enclosures, other buildings, banks, rig and furrow cultivation and a limekiln. 
 
Sponsor: Stirling Council.  L Main and W Anderson, 1996
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64336

Site Number 175

Site Name Bridge Of Keltie

Type of Site Bridge

NRHE Number NN60NW51

HER Number 64337

Status Non-designated

Easting 264916

Northing 706829

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64337 NN 6491 0682  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2684  Single segmental arch, 
rubble-built. Wide approaches, humped. Late 18th century. Disused.  This bridge was listed 
category B but was largely swept away in flash floods in 2004.    Forfeited Estates plan c.1765  
This plan is for a bridge over Keltie Water on the new road from Callander to Strathearn on the 
boundary of Kilmadock parish. It was drawn by William MacInnes, a mason. He proposed that 
it should be 13ó feet wide with a span of 40 feet.      Forfeited Estates plans     After the 1745 
Jacobite rebellion, the estates of many Jacobites were forfeited to the crown. Of these, 
fourteen were annexed by the Government in 1752, with the aim of reforming social and 
economic conditions in the Highlands. They intended to prevent further risings by turning the 
Highlanders into industrious loyal subjects. The Commissioners for the Annexed Estates (often 
referred to as the Forfeited Estates Commissioners) administered these properties for almost 
forty years. They improved communications by building roads and bridges, introduced new 
agricultural methods and tree planting and encouraged industries like fishing and textiles. The 
Commissioners' records have left a fascinating picture of conditions in the Highlands in the mid-
18th century    

http://www.scran.ac.uk/database/record.php?usi=000-000-550-189-
C&scache=1vs7u52b7n&searchdb=scran"
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64337

Site Number 176

Site Name Allt Na Luirge

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN61SW14

HER Number 64352

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64336
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64337
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HER Number 64352

Status Non-designated

Easting 261200

Northing 710400

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64352 NN 6120 1040  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2731.02  Shieling-huts  NN 
61200 10400     A group of at least eight structures has been noted on both sides of the Allt na 
Luirge. They include two circular/oval structures measuring 3.6 x 3.3m and 3.1 x 4m externally; 
four round-ended structures measuring 8 x 3.2m, 8.4 x 3.4m, 6.5 x 3.8m (with an external wing 
wall), and 6.6 x 3.2m (length incomplete) externally. These appear as low turf-covered walls. 
There are two more substantial dry-walled stone buildings at the NE end of the group, one 
with possible rounded ends, measuring 12.6 x 3.3m, possibly with two compartments, and one 
with straight ends measuring 12 x 3.7m. It is likely that most of the structures in the group are 
shielings but the last two may be indicative of semi-permanent occupation of the area.  
 
Sponsors: Callander Heritage Society, Stirling Council.    P Wilson, D Wilson and L Main 1999
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64352

Site Number 177

Site Name Pass Of Leny

Type of Site Charcoal-burning Platform

NRHE Number

HER Number 64355

Status Non-designated

Easting 259550

Northing 708750

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64355 NN 5955 0875  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2734  Charcoal burning 
platform  NN 59550 08750     LM 08/04/97:  Reported by Mike Steward of Forest Enterprise.  
This charcoal burning platform lies in an area of oak woodland which shows evidence of past 
coppicing. The site appears as a circular grassy platform edged by trees.  There is no evidence 
of walling either front or back of the platform.  No others have been noted in this wood.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64355

Site Number 178

Site Name East Portnellan (loch Venachar)

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number

HER Number 64396

Status Non-designated

Easting 259300

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64352
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64355
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Easting 259300

Northing 706400

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64396 NN 5930 0640  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2791  Farmstead (site)  NN 
57397 33798     LM:  Marked on Stobie but not on the First Edition O.S. 6-inch map of 1866.  
There is nothing on current O.S. map.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64396

Site Number 179

Site Name West Portnellan

Type of Site Well

NRHE Number

HER Number 64397

Status Non-designated

Easting 258807

Northing 706205

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64397 NN 5880 0620  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2792  Well  NN 58807 
06205     LM:  Marked on the First Edition 6-inch map of 1866 to south of the steading.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64397

Site Number 180

Site Name Tom Na Moine

Type of Site Cup Marked Stone (Alleged)

NRHE Number NN51SE28

HER Number 64473

Status Non-designated

Easting 258023

Northing 714914

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64473 NN 5802 1491  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2825  Two cup marked 
boulders  NN 57980 14940     LM:  2 cup marked boulders on a spur of land above Loch 
Lubnaig.    There are a number of glacial boulders in the area but these two stones are in a 
more prominent location on the edge of a ridge.  A - The east face has one cup mark, 11cm x 
4cm, on the sloping face, 11cm x 4cm deep and one cup mark on the vertical east face, 4cm x 
2cm deep.  The sloping west face has 5 cup marks, 2 @ 6cm x 4/5cm deep  2 @ 4cm x 2cm 
deep  1 @ 9cm x 4cm deep.  The lower vertical west face has 2 small cups, 4cm x 2cm deep.  
B - The lower, more westerly stone has one probable cup mark on its sloping west face, 7cm x 

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64396
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64397
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6cm deep, and a number of possible cups elsewhere on the stone.      Two adjacent glacial 
boulders. One has at least nine cups, varying in size from 4-11cm across by 2-4cm deep on 
both the E and W faces. The other stone has one probable cup, 7 x 6cm deep, on the W face 
and a number of possible cup marks. The stones are located on a prominent ridge overlooking 
Loch Lubnaig.  
 
Sponsors: Stirling Council, Tilhill Economic Forestry.   L Main and W Anderson 1998
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64473

Site Number 181

Site Name Ardchullarie

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN51SE27

HER Number 64474

Status Non-designated

Easting 257780

Northing 714330

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64474 NN 5778 1433  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2826  Three Buildings  NN 
57780 14330     LM: Group of buildings first recorded in dense forestry by W Anderson who 
marked them and ensured that they were not damaged by felling in 1997.  Visited in June 1998 
with LM. 3 buildings and one probable building stance were noted strung out north-south 
along the contours of a west facing slope above Loch Lubnaig.  From north to south A - 
amorphous mound probably represents the former presence of a building.  No wall faces were 
visible amongst the heap of stones and no measurements were taken. B - 4.2m east-west x 
6.05 north-south externally. Footings only. C - 4.8m east-west x 9.5m north-south externally.  A 
gap 1.3m wide in the west wall probably represents the entrance.  This is the best preserved of 
the group. Footings only. D - 3.2m east-west x 6.0m north-south.  Footings only.    In an area of 
recently felled forestry the remains of three buildings, and a fourth represented by a probable 
building stance, have been noted strung out north to south along the contour at a height of 
280m OD. Only the footings survive. Externally the buildings measure 4.2 x 6.05m, 4.8 x 9.5m 
with a probable entrance 1.3m wide on the W wall, and 3.2 x 6m.  
 
Sponsors: Stirling Council, Tilhill Economic Forestry.   L Main and W Anderson 1998
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64474

Site Number 182

Site Name Allt A' Choire Bhric

Type of Site Bridge

NRHE Number

HER Number 64477

Status Non-designated

Easting 261690

Northing 713010

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64473
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64474
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Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64477 NN 6169 1301  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2844  Bridge (site)  NN 
61690 13010     LM: Only the remains of the foundations of the abutments of this bridge are 
visible on both banks of the burn.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64477

Site Number 183

Site Name Ardchullarie

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number

HER Number 64478

Status Non-designated

Easting 258770

Northing 713940

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64478 NN 5877 1394  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2845  Two Buidings  NN 
58770 13940     LM:  Two buildings, one either side of the burn.  Roughly 6m by 4m.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64478

Site Number 184

Site Name Auchenlaich

Type of Site Long Cairn (Alleged)

NRHE Number NN60NW58

HER Number 64494

Status Non-designated

Easting 264840

Northing 707470

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64494 NN 6484 0747  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2865  Long Cairn (alleged)  
NN 64840 07470 to NN 64760 07650     A possible long cairn was noted in the position noted 
above. This feature comprised a stony, tree-covered linear mound with the same orientation 
as long cairn (SMR No 317.02) nearby. A trench excavated by machine into the side of the 
mound revealed an accumulation of stones placed on a natural sand bar. The stones had no 
visible order and no structureal detail was visible anywhere on the mound. Its interpretation as 
a prehistoric monument is therefore doubtful.  
 
Sponsor: John Fyfe Ltd.   CFA 1993af. 
  
This feature comprises field clearance dumped along a natural ridge. The footings of a 

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64477
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64478
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drystone dyke run along the top of the ridge. Since the previous reports the trees have been 
removed and part of the ridge has been quarried away.  
 
Visited by RCAHMS (SDB, SPH) 22 July 1999
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64494

Site Number 185

Site Name Auchenlaich

Type of Site Cairn (Alleged)

NRHE Number NN60NW67

HER Number 64495

Status Non-designated

Easting 264820

Northing 707470

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64495 NN 6482 0747  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2867  Cairn (alleged) (site)  
NN 64820 07470     A 2m wide trench was excavated across a pronounced circular, stony, tree-
covered mound c. 20m in diameter, previously identified as a possible burial cairn. The mound 
proved not to be a man-made construction, being largely composed of naturally deposited 
sand and gravel. However, a number of archaeologfical features were identified on the surface 
of, and adjacent to, the mound. These consisted of the footings, set in a trench, of a derelict 
plantation wall surrounding it, possible cobbling on its N margin, and the curvilinear 
foundation trench of a feature identified as a wall which lay towards the apex of the mound. 
No stratified artefacts were found, although a single core fragment of flint was recovered as a 
stray find adjacent to the mound, which may indicate prehistoric activity.   Sponsor: John Fyfe 
Ltd.   CFA 1993 
  
   A watching brief was undertaken in August 1994 during the removal of this mound. Prior to 
the 1994 supervision, the trees on the mound had been ripped up. This had resulted in large 
root-holes being created, with displacement of the surrounding rubble, thus masking any 
features present (such as the slot-trench identified in 1993) and making feature identification 
difficult. However, careful removal of this rubble in successive spits, and the subsequent 
topsoil-stripping by an efficient and patient machine driver, allowed a thorough investigation 
of the remaining mound until the natural subsoil was reached. No archaeological features 
were identified. Full report deposited with NMRS.  
 
Sponsor: John Fyfe Ltd.   CFA 1994.  
  
This mound, and the plantation bank around it, has been destroyed by quarrying.  
 
Visited by RCAHMS (SDB, SPH) 22 July 1999
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64495

Site Number 186

Site Name Auchenlaich

Type of Site Archaeological Watching Brief

NRHE Number

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64494
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64495
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NRHE Number

HER Number 64496

Status Event

Easting 264820

Northing 707470

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64496 NN 6482 0747  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2867.01  Cairn (alleged) 
(site)  NN 64820 07470     A 2m wide trench was excavated across a pronounced circular, 
stony, tree-covered mound c. 20m in diameter, previously identified as a possible burial cairn. 
The mound proved not to be a man-made construction, being largely composed of naturally 
deposited sand and gravel. However, a number of archaeologfical features were identified on 
the surface of, and adjacent to, the mound. These consisted of the footings, set in a trench, of 
a derelict plantation wall surrounding it, possible cobbling on its N margin, and the curvilinear 
foundation trench of a feature identified as a wall which lay towards the apex of the mound. 
No stratified artefacts were found, although a single core fragment of flint was recovered as a 
stray find adjacent to the mound, which may indicate prehistoric activity. 
 
Sponsor: John Fyfe Ltd.   CFA 1993  
  
A watching brief was undertaken in August 1994 during the removal of this mound. Prior to the 
1994 supervision, the trees on the mound had been ripped up. This had resulted in large root-
holes being created, with displacement of the surrounding rubble, thus masking any features 
present (such as the slot-trench identified in 1993) and making feature identification difficult. 
However, careful removal of this rubble in successive spits, and the subsequent topsoil-
stripping by an efficient and patient machine driver, allowed a thorough investigation of the 
remaining mound until the natural subsoil was reached. No archaeological features were 
identified. Full report deposited with NMRS.  
 
Sponsor: John Fyfe Ltd.   CFA 1994. 
  
This mound, and the plantation bank around it, has been destroyed by quarrying.  
 
Visited by RCAHMS (SDB, SPH) 22 July 1999
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64496

Site Number 187

Site Name Auchenlaich

Type of Site Archaeological Field Evaluation

NRHE Number NN60NW69

HER Number 64498

Status Event

Easting 264800

Northing 707400

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64498 NN 6480 0740  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2869  Field Evaluation  NN 
64800 07400     An evaluation was undertaken in 1993 of the archaeological potential of an 

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64496
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area of approximately 19ha at Auchenlaich farm, prior to sand and gravel extraction from the 
site. The development area lay immediately W of long cairn NN60NW 4. A series of 50 test-pits 
was excavated over the entire area of proposed development. Only one of these, at the N end 
of the development area, contained any evidence of archaeological activity, a cut feature of 
unknown date and function. Several other test-pits excavated in the immediate vicinity of this 
revealed no evidence to suggest a concentration of activity in this area. 
 
Sponsor: John Fyfe Ltd.   CFA 1993      NN 648
 
 A routine watching brief was undertaken as part of phased extraction of gravel from this 
quarry. No archaeological features were identified.   Sponsor: John Fyfe Ltd.   T Neighbour 
1995.      NN 646 

 An inspection was conducted over a freshly top-soiled area measuring approximately 130m by 
130m within the gravel quarry at Auchenlaich. This area lay c200m W of the mound 
investigated previously (CFA 1993, CFA 1994). No archaeological features were observed.  
 
Sponsor: John Fyfe Limited.   A J Dunwell 1995.      NN 644 075 (centre) and NN 649 076 
(centre) 

An archaeological desk-based and rapid field assessment was undertaken in October 1996 
prior to proposed extensions to the extraction workings at Auchenlaich Farm, near Callander. A 
possible long cairn was recorded previously (CFA 1993). Research, conducted at Auchenlaich 
Caravan Park around the scheduled long cairn (NMRS NN 60 NW 58; Strachan 1995), indicated 
that prolonged ploughing in the area may have removed most traces of any activity associated 
with this cairn. Desk-based assessment revealed the presence of a tree-covered mound at NN 
6692 0765 which appears to be the result of modern stone clearance as it is absent on the OS 
1st and 2nd edition maps. No sites were identified during the rapid field inspection within 
Drumdhu Wood, but the density of the undergrowth could have hindered the identification of 
sites. 
 
Sponsor: John Fyfe Ltd   R Strachan 1997  
  
References    
CFA (1993 af)   'Auchenlaich Farm (Callander parish): natural mound and possible long cairn',   
Discovery Excav Scot, 1993, 12,     
CFA (1994 b)   'Auchenlaich Farm, Callander (Callander parish): watching brief',   Discovery 
Excav Scot, 1994, 8,     
Dunwell, A J (1995 c)   'Auchenlaich Farm, Callander (Callender parish), watching brief',   
Discovery Excav Scot, 1995, 13,     
Neighbour, T (1995 b)   'Auchenlaich Farm (Callander parish), watching brief',   Discovery Excav 
Scot, 1995, 13,     
Strachan, R (1995 c)   'Auchenlaich Caravan Site, Callander (Callander parish), watching brief 
and trench inspection',   Discovery Excav Scot, 1995, 14,     Strachan, R (1997 e)   'Auchenlaich 
Farm, near Callander (Callander parish), archaeological assessment',   Discovery Excav Scot, 
1997, 78
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64498

Site Number 188

Site Name Auchenlaich

Type of Site Archaeological Field Survey

NRHE Number

HER Number 64499

Status Event

Easting 264800

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64498
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Easting 264800

Northing 707400

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64499 NN 6480 0740  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2869.01  As a follow up to 
the previous archaeological evaluation undertaken here in 1993, the first extraction phase was 
inspected by CFA in April 1993 following the topsoil strip .  No archaological feartures were 
identified.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64499

Site Number 189

Site Name Auchenlaich

Type of Site Archaeological Watching Brief

NRHE Number

HER Number 64500

Status Event

Easting 264800

Northing 707400

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64500 NN 6480 0740  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2869.02  A site inspection 
following topsoil removal was undertaken by CFA in April 1993.  No archaeological features 
were idenified.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64500

Site Number 190

Site Name Auchenlaich

Type of Site Archaeological Watching Brief

NRHE Number

HER Number 64501

Status Event

Easting 264600

Northing 707400

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64501 NN 6460 0740  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2869.03  An inspection was 
undertaken in 1995 by CFA in freshly topsoiled area in the quarry.  No archaeological features 
were observed.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11
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Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64501

Site Number 191

Site Name Auchenlaich

Type of Site Archaeological Watching Brief

NRHE Number

HER Number 64502

Status Event

Easting 264800

Northing 707400

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64502 NN 6480 0740  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2869.04  A routine watching 
brief was udertaken by CFA in 1995 as part of a phased extraction of gravel from this quarry.  
No archaeological features were identified
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64502

Site Number 192

Site Name Auchenlaich

Type of Site Archaeological Field Survey Area

NRHE Number

HER Number 64503

Status Event

Easting 264900

Northing 707600

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64503 NN 6490 0760  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2869.05  NN 644 075 
(centre) and NN 649 076 (centre) An archaeological desk-based and rapid field assessment was 
undertaken in October 1996 prior to proposed extensions to the extraction workings at 
Auchenlaich Farm, near Callander. A possible long cairn was recorded previously (NN60NW 58; 
CFA 1993). Research, conducted at Auchenlaich Caravan Park around the scheduled long cairn 
(NMRS NN 60 NW 4; Strachan 1995), indicated that prolonged ploughing in the area may have 
removed most traces of any activity associated with this cairn. Desk-based assessment 
revealed the presence of a tree-covered mound at NN 6692 0765 which appears to be the 
result of modern stone clearance as it is absent on the OS 1st and 2nd edition maps. No sites 
were identified during the rapid field inspection within Drumdhu Wood, but the density of the 
undergrowth could have hindered the identification of sites. 
 
Sponsor: John Fyfe Ltd.   R Strachan 199
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64503

Site Number 193
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Site Number 193

Site Name Leny House

Type of Site Bridge

NRHE Number NN60NW29.3

HER Number 64504

Status Non-designated

Easting 261422

Northing 708708

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64504 NN 6142 0870  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2870  Bridge  NN 61422 
08709     18 th century (possibly with earlier fabric) single span humped rubble bridge with 
parapet largely missing, 2005. The bridge carried the former main driveway to Leny House over 
the burn. Listed at category C(S) due to its date and historical relationship with Leny House.  
  
Notes  
James Stobie's map of 'The Counties of Perth and Clackmannan' 1783 shows the drive to Leny 
House in a different location from its present alignment. The map shows it beginning at a point 
nearby to Trean House and running NW to the house. The bridge represents the only surviving 
element of this former line of access. When the house was largely rebuilt in 1846 by William 
Bryce, the drive was probably re-aligned to its current locate in order to create a greater 
romantic impression of the newly built Baronial house within its landscaped settings.
  
References: 
James Stobie, 'Map of The Counties of Perth and  Clackmanan' (1783) 
NLS; 1 st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey  Map (1862-1863); 
Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p.  556
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64504

Site Number 194

Site Name Bridgend (callander)

Type of Site Bridge

NRHE Number NN60NW43

HER Number 64505

Status Non-designated

Easting 262696

Northing 707816

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64505 NN 6269 0781  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2871  Bridge  NN 62699 
07815     Dated 1908 this is an impressive and handsome bridge carrying the A81 over the 
Teith from Callander to Aberfoyle. The bridge replaces an earlier one dating from 1764.  It is 
proposed (April 2005) to upgrade the listing from C(S) to B.  
  
Description & Materials  
Square snecked red sandstone with 3 pointed arches resting on cutwaters. Heavy roll moulding 
to voussoirs with a staggered string course running beneath the stepped parapet. The flanking 
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retaining wing walls appear to contain original fabric from the original bridge.  There are 2 cast 
iron light standards to the W side.  
  
Notes  
A documented stone built bridge has been known to exist at this location since 1764. The 
original bridge offered a link between Major Caulfield's Military Road running along the Main 
Street of Callander and that of a road network running to the SW to Aberfoyle  and further a 
field.  It is suggested that a timber bridge pre-dating the stone built bridge existed in Callander, 
its exact location and details remain unknown. As well as a bridge crossing in Callander it is said 
that the cattle drovers used a crossing some distance to the E of the bridge close by  to the 
former ferryman's cottage 'Avonbeith'. The original bridge was supposedly deemed to be 
unsuitable for 20 th century traffic, with its humpback profile and narrow width. 
  
References  
Plan of Callander (1770) National Archives of Scotland; 
Gifford, J.  Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 297; 
McKean, C. Stirling and  the Trossachs (1985), p.98
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64505

Site Number 195

Site Name Callander Gasworks

Type of Site Gasworks

NRHE Number NN60NW46

HER Number 64506

Status Non-designated

Easting 262790

Northing 708050

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64506 NN 6279 0805  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2872  Gasworks  NN 62790 
08050     A small building was erected in 1839 for the purpose of supplying the village with 
gas. Property of Lord Willoughby, Drummond Castle.  The gasworks and gasometer are 
depicted on the OS First Edition 25-inch map of 1866. Property of Lord Willoughby, Drummond 
Castle.   Name Book (Perthshire), 1862
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64506

Site Number 196

Site Name Callander

Type of Site Military Road

NRHE Number NN60NW50

HER Number 64507

Status Non-designated

Easting 264990

Northing 706710

Parish

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64505
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Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64507 NN 6499 0671  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2873  Military Road  NN 
64990 06710 to NN 60000 08790      The military road passes through Callander heading WNW 
towards the Pass of Leny.   W Taylor 1976.    
  
NN 6499 0671 - NN 6000 0879 Course of military road shown by Roy (1747-55).   NN 6499 
0671 - NN 6494 0680 Modern road on line.  
NN 6494 0680 - NN 6488 0685 Old road blocked. Bypassed by new road.   
NN 6491 0684 - Old hump backed bridge (NN60NW 51). Measures 2.5m between parapets. 
Date not ascertained.   
NN 6488 0685 - NN 6119 0824 Modern road on line.  
NN 6151 0817 - ?Bridge of Leny(NN60NW 50.01) in this area - Roy (1747-55). No trace of old 
bridge now.   
NN 6119 0824 - NN 6103 0831 Access road on line of military road, bypassed by new road.   
NN 6103 0831 - NN 6000 0879 Modern road on line.   
 
Visited by OS (RD) October 1968.  
W Roy (1747-55).      Part of the Caulfeild road from Stirling to Fort William built between 
1748 and 1753.   W Taylor 197
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64507

Site Number 197

Site Name Pass Of Leny

Type of Site Charcoal-burning Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.3

HER Number 64523

Status Non-designated

Easting 259210

Northing 708960

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64523 NN 5921 0896  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2921.01  Charcoal burning 
platform  NN 59210 08960     LM 19/07/99: One of at least 9 platforms noted by Mike Steward 
of Forest Enterprise.  All are either on or close to existing paths.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64523

Site Number 198

Site Name Pass Of Leny

Type of Site Charcoal-burning Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.2

HER Number 64524

Status Non-designated

Easting 259350

Northing 709090
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Northing 709090

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64524 NN 5935 0909  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2921.02  Charcoal burning 
platform  NN 59350 09090     LM 19/07/99: One of at least 9 platforms noted by Mike Steward 
of Forest Enterprise.  All are either on or close to existing paths.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64524

Site Number 199

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Shoe Buckle

NRHE Number

HER Number 64530

Status Non-designated

Easting 261570

Northing 707770

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64530 NN 6157 0777  Stirling SMR Locality Number 2932  Found by a metal 
detectorist in the field immediately east of the scheduled area at Bochastle Roman Fort.  It 
came from the foot of the embankment on the north side of the disused railway.  It was taken 
to the NMS where it was identified as part of a shoe buckle of post medieval, 17th/18th 
century date.  Copper alloy.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64530

Site Number 200

Site Name Laggan

Type of Site Township (Possible)

NRHE Number NN51SE15

HER Number 64551

Status Non-designated

Easting 255830

Northing 714920

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64551 NN 5583 1492  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3014  Farmstead  NN 55830 
14920     A steading at Stronyre is marked and named on both Stobie's map of the counties of 
Perth and Clackmannan of 1783, and the First Edition O.S. of the 1850s. A complex of buildings 
is marked in ruins on the First Edition O.S. map, with a fifth roofless building a short distance to 
the south east of the main group.    
  
Archaeology Notes    NN51SE 15 5585 1494  
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What may be a township, comprising one roofed building and four unroofed buildings is 
depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1867, sheet civ). One roofed and 
one unroofed building are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1990). 
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 14 January 1998.    
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11
  
Named as Laggan on Roy's Military Map of 1747-1752, named as Stronire on Arrowsmith's 
map of 1807. 2nd edition OS of 1901 shows one roofed and three unroofed buildings. 
Walkover reveals modern fenced enclosure for pheasants to NE, no indication of building to S 
as shown on current OS map area has been disturbed by modern dumping, site comprised of 
the following: A - Building at NN 55833/14963 (as shown on current OS) with walls up to 1m 
high, 5.4m by 14m with doorway to S, with walls spread to 1 m. B - Building at NN 
55835/14938 aligned NNW-SSE denuded to N and NE walls spread over 1 m and up to 0.8m 
high 8m by 13m large tree to S corner, doorway to E. C - Building at 55835/14927 aligned E-W 
with walls 0.8m wide and up to 1 m high, 5.3m by 11 .2m with no sign of door way due to 
collapse. D - Building at NN 55821/14932 aligned NNW-SSE with walls up to 1m high and wide, 
possible doorway to E, 13m by 5.2m. E - Building at NN 55816/14930 walls up to 0.8m high 
and spread to 1m, 6.3m by 6.7m no evidence of doorway. F - Building at NN 55804/14928 
aligned N-S covered in bracken, walls up to 0.8m high and spread to 1m, 7.2m by 6m. G - 
Building at NN 55802/14940 6m by 6m with walls up to 1 m high and wide covered in 
bracken. H - Enclosure centred at NN 55753/14937 walls 0.6m-1m high spread to 1.5m 
covered in bracken c30m by 40m with flat platform to NW.  Building to SE - Shown on 1st 
edition OS at NN 55916/14909 long building (A) with an enclosure on its E side. Walls up to 
0.6m high and spread to 1 m though very denuded in places 23m by 6m with small building on 
its N gable 5m by 6m walls of enclosure (E) spread to 2m and 0.6m high is cut by line of 
railway. Double building (B & C) to W at NN 55912/14898 9.5m by 5.1 m and walls spread to 
1.5 and 0.6m high built into natural bank at W.  To the SW lies a curved wall at NN 
55891/14873 of a field wall with 2 clearance cairns with wall up to 1 m high and spread to 
1.5m. Built against bank to W - possibly an enclosure though obscured by bracken and modern 
rubbish. Farrell, S., 

'Report of Archaeological Desktop & Walkover Survey, Laggan, Strathyre, Perthshire', 2018
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 11/10/2018

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64551

Site Number 201

Site Name Gleann Casaig

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN51SW38

HER Number 64562

Status Non-designated

Easting 254380

Northing 710830

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64562 NN 5438 1083  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3144.01  Shieling-huts  NN 
54380 10830     Nineteen rectangular or subrectangular shieling-huts, on the W-facing slope of 
Glen Cassaig, were noted during an archaeological survey of the Glenfinglas Estate by 
Headland Archaeology. Occupying a series of low knolls, the shieling-huts are constructed 
predominantly from turf or turf and stone with only six stone-built structures present. They 
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range in size from 2m by 2m up to 6.5m by 3.5m.  There are two small circular enclosures 
measuring 4m in diameter.   
 
S Carter and M Dalland (Headland Archaeology) 15 January 1997; NMRS MS 899/23, no.45
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64562

Site Number 202

Site Name Gleann Casaig

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number NN51SW38

HER Number 64563

Status Non-designated

Easting 254380

Northing 710830

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64563 NN 5438 1083  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3144.02  Enclosures  NN 
54380 10830     Two small circular enclosures measuring 4m in diameter associated with 
shieling huts (SMR No 3144.01).
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64563

Site Number 203

Site Name Airigh Dhubh Airde

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN51SW39

HER Number 64564

Status Non-designated

Easting 254150

Northing 710050

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64564 NN 5415 1005  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3145  Shieling-huts  NN 
54150 10050     Eighteen shieling-huts and associated enclosures, on the W-facing slope of 
Glen Casaig at Airigh Dhubh Airde, were noted during an archaeological survey of the 
Glenfinglas Estate by Headland Archaeology. Ten of the shieling-huts are stone built, the 
remaining eight are of turf or turf and stone. They range in size from 3m by 2m up to 11.5m by 
4m. Most of the buildings are at the small end of the range but there are four substantial 
rubble-walled buildings and one low turf footing over 8m in length. The single turf building is 
overlain by a small rectangular rubble building. There are three circular or subcircular 
enclosures ranging between 4m to 5.5m in diameter. Three of the shieling-huts are depicted 
on the 1st ed. OS map (Perthshire 1867, sheet cxiv) and named Airidh Dhubh Airde; that is the 
shielings of Duart ( a settlement which is now submerged by the reservoir), or literally 
translated as 'black height shielings'      Three unroofed shieling-huts are depicted on the 1st 
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edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxiv). Six unroofed shieling-huts are 
shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1977).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64564

Site Number 204

Site Name Gleann Casaig

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN50NW15

HER Number 64568

Status Non-designated

Easting 254360

Northing 709900

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64568 NN 5436 0990  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3148.01  Building  NN 54360 
09900     Two rectangular buildings (NMRS MS 899/23, no.47), situated on the N of an 
unnamed tributary of the Allt Ghleann Casaig, were noted during an archaeological survey of 
the Glenfinglas Estate by Headland Archaeology. One building measures 8m by 3m and the 
although the second structure is of similar size, it is partly overlain by the modern track. The 
latter building is depicted, roofless, on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1867, 
sheet cxiv).   
 
S Carter and M Dalland (Headland Archaeology) 15 January 1997; NMRS MS 899/23, no.47
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64568

Site Number 205

Site Name Gleann Casaig

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN50NW15

HER Number 64569

Status Non-designated

Easting 254364

Northing 709880

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64569 NN 5436 0988  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3148.02  Building  NN 54364 
09880     Two rectangular buildings (NMRS MS 899/23, no.47), situated on the N of an 
unnamed tributary of the Allt Ghleann Casaig, were noted during an archaeological survey of 
the Glenfinglas Estate by Headland Archaeology. One building measures 8m by 3m and the 
although the second structure is of similar size, it is partly overlain by the modern track. The 
latter building is depicted, roofless, on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1867, 
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sheet cxiv).   
 
S Carter and M Dalland (Headland Archaeology) 15 January 1997; NMRS MS 899/23, no.47
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64569

Site Number 206

Site Name Clash

Type of Site Souterrain (Possible)

NRHE Number NN60NW83

HER Number 64571

Status Non-designated

Easting 263666

Northing 706500

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64571 NN 6366 0650  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3155  Souterrain (possible 
site)  NN 63660 06500     A cropmark recorded on oblique aerial photographs (CUCAP 1977) 
reveals the presence of what may be a souterrain at the edge of the terrace to the SW of The 
Clash farmsteading. The cropmark describes a shallow C-shape about 20m in length and some 
3m in breadth.   
 
Information from RCAHMS (DCC) 21 July 1998
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64571

Site Number 207

Site Name Gleann Casaig

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN50NW16

HER Number 64633

Status Non-designated

Easting 254080

Northing 709790

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64633 NN 5408 0979  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3190  Shieling-huts  NN 
54080 09790     Seven shieling-huts, situated on two adjacent low ridges between the modern 
track and the steep bluff above the Allt Gleann Casaig, were noted during an archaeological 
survey of the Glenfinglas Estate by Headland Archaeology. All are constructed of turf and stone 
and most are subrectangular, they range in size from 4m by 2.5m up to 8m by 4m.  
 
S Carter and M Dalland (Headland Archaeology) 15 January 1997
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11
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Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64633

Site Number 208

Site Name Gleann Casaig

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN50NW16

HER Number 64634

Status Non-designated

Easting 254028

Northing 709893

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64634 NN 5402 0989  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3190.01  Shieling-hut  NN 
54028 09893     One of seven shieling-huts, situated on two adjacent low ridges between the 
modern track and the steep bluff above the Allt Gleann Casaig, were noted during an 
archaeological survey of the Glenfinglas Estate by Headland Archaeology. All are constructed 
of turf and stone and most are subrectangular, they range in size from 4m by 2.5m up to 8m by 
4m.  
 
S Carter and M Dalland (Headland Archaeology) 15 January 1997
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64634

Site Number 209

Site Name Gleann Casaig

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN50NW16

HER Number 64635

Status Non-designated

Easting 253987

Northing 709852

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64635 NN 5398 0985  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3190.02  Shieling-hut  NN 
53987 09852     One of seven shieling-huts, situated on two adjacent low ridges between the 
modern track and the steep bluff above the Allt Gleann Casaig, were noted during an 
archaeological survey of the Glenfinglas Estate by Headland Archaeology. All are constructed 
of turf and stone and most are subrectangular, they range in size from 4m by 2.5m up to 8m by 
4m.  
 
S Carter and M Dalland (Headland Archaeology) 15 January 1997
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64635

Site Number 210
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Site Number 210

Site Name Gleann Casaig

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN50NW16

HER Number 64636

Status Non-designated

Easting 254037

Northing 709833

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64636 NN 5403 0983  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3190.03  Shieling-hut  NN 
54037 09833     One of seven shieling-huts, situated on two adjacent low ridges between the 
modern track and the steep bluff above the Allt Gleann Casaig, were noted during an 
archaeological survey of the Glenfinglas Estate by Headland Archaeology. All are constructed 
of turf and stone and most are subrectangular, they range in size from 4m by 2.5m up to 8m by 
4m.  
 
S Carter and M Dalland (Headland Archaeology) 15 January 1997
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64636

Site Number 211

Site Name Gleann Casaig

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN50NW16

HER Number 64637

Status Non-designated

Easting 254014

Northing 709812

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64637 NN 5401 0981  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3190.04  Shieling-hut  NN 
54014 09812     One of seven shieling-huts, situated on two adjacent low ridges between the 
modern track and the steep bluff above the Allt Gleann Casaig, were noted during an 
archaeological survey of the Glenfinglas Estate by Headland Archaeology. All are constructed 
of turf and stone and most are subrectangular, they range in size from 4m by 2.5m up to 8m by 
4m.  
 
S Carter and M Dalland (Headland Archaeology) 15 January 1997
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64637

Site Number 212

Site Name Gleann Casaig

Type of Site Shieling-hut
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Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN50NW16

HER Number 64638

Status Non-designated

Easting 254080

Northing 709790

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64638 NN 5408 0979  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3190.05  Shieling-hut  NN 
54080 09790     One of seven shieling-huts, situated on two adjacent low ridges between the 
modern track and the steep bluff above the Allt Gleann Casaig, were noted during an 
archaeological survey of the Glenfinglas Estate by Headland Archaeology. All are constructed 
of turf and stone and most are subrectangular, they range in size from 4m by 2.5m up to 8m by 
4m.  
 
S Carter and M Dalland (Headland Archaeology) 15 January 1997
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64638

Site Number 213

Site Name Gleann Casaig

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN50NW16

HER Number 64639

Status Non-designated

Easting 254158

Northing 709788

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64639 NN 5415 0978  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3190.06  Shieling-hut  NN 
54158 09788     One of seven shieling-huts, situated on two adjacent low ridges between the 
modern track and the steep bluff above the Allt Gleann Casaig, were noted during an 
archaeological survey of the Glenfinglas Estate by Headland Archaeology. All are constructed 
of turf and stone and most are subrectangular, they range in size from 4m by 2.5m up to 8m by 
4m.  
 
S Carter and M Dalland (Headland Archaeology) 15 January 1997
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64639

Site Number 214

Site Name Gleann Casaig

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN50NW16

HER Number 64640
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HER Number 64640

Status Non-designated

Easting 254136

Northing 709750

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64640 NN 5413 0975  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3190.07  Shieling-hut  NN 
54136 09750     One of seven shieling-huts, situated on two adjacent low ridges between the 
modern track and the steep bluff above the Allt Gleann Casaig, were noted during an 
archaeological survey of the Glenfinglas Estate by Headland Archaeology. All are constructed 
of turf and stone and most are subrectangular, they range in size from 4m by 2.5m up to 8m by 
4m.  
 
S Carter and M Dalland (Headland Archaeology) 15 January 1997
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64640

Site Number 215

Site Name Stuc Odhar

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN50NW21

HER Number 64647

Status Non-designated

Easting 254720

Northing 708320

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64647 NN 5472 0832  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3195  Building  NN 54720 
08320     The subrectangular stone and turf footings of a building, which measures 3m by 2m, 
were noted, on the W-facing slope of Stuc Odhar, during an archaeological survey of the 
Glenfinglas Estate by Headland Archaeology.  
 
S Carter and M Dalland (Headland Archaeology) 15 January 1997
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64647

Site Number 216

Site Name Callander

Type of Site Well

NRHE Number

HER Number 64843

Status Non-designated

Easting 262845

Northing 707888
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Northing 707888

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64843 NN 6284 0788  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3394  NN 62846 07886 - 
Immediately in front of the War Memorial in South Ancaster Square, Callander.    Reported 
March 2002 and visited by Lorna Main on 13th March 2002.  Photographed and measured.  
Uncovered by contractors during environmental improvement work.  To be reburied.  Details 
in SMR.  Not shown on the First Edition OS map.  Cover slab of red sandstone had already been 
removed prior to visit.  It was a similar stone to the kerb surround of the adjacent War 
Memorial (SMR No 4232).  The upper courses of the well had been removed at sometime in 
the past.  There was some slate inserted to level up for the placement of the cover slab and 
some brick patching in surviving upper courses.  It was built mainly of the local pudding stone 
and some large water-worn boulders.  A lead pipe entered the well from the south west at 
around 42cm down from the present ground level.  The water level lay at 1.45m below the 
present ground level and the workmen estinated a further 1m of water below this level. It was 
not bottomed.  It measured 1070mm internally north-south and 1030mm internally east-west.  
The outer edge was not exposed.  
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64843

Site Number 217

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Clearance Cairn

NRHE Number

HER Number 64935

Status Non-designated

Easting 263830

Northing 705700

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64935 NN 6383 0570  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3590  Clearance Cairn  NN 
63839 05702       A clearance cairn was located immediately to the W of the E field boundary, 
during fieldwalking by Kirkdale Archaeology. The monument is much grassed over, and 
measures c.1.5m x 1.2m, standing no more than 0.1m above the surface of the field.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64935

Site Number 218

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 64936

Status Non-designated

Easting 263860

Northing 705660

Parish
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Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64936 NN 6386 0566  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3591  Field Bank  NN 6386 
0566 to NN 6385 0570    An overgrown dry-stone field bank, running approx. N-S, was located 
c.20m to the S of the clearance cairn [3590.00]. The bank runs alongside the similar bank 
[3592] 10m to the E, and together they define a sunken area, c.10m wide (max.), narrowing to 
the N. The field bank is overgrown, and supports mature Pedunculate Oak (Quercus robor), 
probably over 100 years old. These trees have been felled in the past, and have regrown with 
multiple trunks from the same tree-stump, suggesting that a woodland management scheme 
has been in operation in the past. At its southern end, the bank may comprise a series of 
clearance cairns. The bank is c.1m wide and stands c.0.5m high.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64936

Site Number 219

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 64937

Status Non-designated

Easting 263850

Northing 705700

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64937 NN 6385 0570  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3592  Field Bank  NN 6385 
0570 to NN 6385 0580     A similar [to 3591.00], although more massive, dry stone field bank 
was located immediately to the E of the current field boundary fence. As with, 3591.00, this 
bank runs approx. N-S. The bank is c.1m in width, and stands up to c.0.75m high. Again, the 
bank supports mature Pedunculate Oak, which has also been managed in the past (pre- 100 
years ago).
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64937

Site Number 220

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Quarry

NRHE Number

HER Number 64938

Status Non-designated

Easting 263800

Northing 705800

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64938 NN 6380 0580  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3593  Quarry  NN 6380 
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0580     A linear quarry feature was located at the northernmost end of the field bank 
[3592.00]. It represents a phase of gravel extraction, and/or robbing of the field bank. This 
activity has left a scar c.45m E-W and c.25m N-S, up to 3m deep, with a flat bottom, some 10m 
wide. The sides of the cut are overgrown, and support mature trees, so the quarry activity is at 
least c.100 years.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64938

Site Number 221

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Quarry

NRHE Number

HER Number 64939

Status Non-designated

Easting 263760

Northing 705850

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64939 NN 6376 0585  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3594  Quarry  NN 6376 
0585     A gravel extraction quarry was located to the N of [3594.00]. This cut had a more 
irregular shape, having a bulbous W end some 25m wide, and a narrower channel only 10m 
wide to the E. Overall the cut ran for c.55m E-W, with a max. depth of c.2-3m. The bottom was 
flat in the wider area, and measured 10m in width. Mature trees again suggest an antiquity of 
at least 100 years for the site.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64939

Site Number 222

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Canalised Burn

NRHE Number

HER Number 64940

Status Non-designated

Easting 263650

Northing 705860

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64940 NN 6365 0586  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3595  Canalised burn  NN 
6365 0596 to NN 6380 0590     The cut made by a small burn, running W-E into the Teith, 
appears to have been artificially enhanced in the past. This may be due to gravel extraction.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64940
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Site Number 223

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 64941

Status Non-designated

Easting 263630

Northing 705780

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64941 NN 6363 0578  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3596  Field Bank  NN 6363 
0578 to NN 6361 0587      This field boundary comprised a much-denuded bank, defined by 
long grass on its E side, with a similar low bank to the W. Between the two ran a slightly 
holowed-out trackway, running approx. N-S, towards Balvalachlan Farm.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64941

Site Number 224

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 64942

Status Non-designated

Easting 263500

Northing 705990

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64942 NN 6350 0599  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3597  Field bank  NN 6350 
0599 to NN 6392 0613     This field boundary survives in a relatively good condition, with many 
of the original drystone elements remaining visible above the overgrown grass. The bank was 
c.1m in width, and supported mature hawthorns, possibly remnants from a former hedge-line.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64942

Site Number 225

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 64943

Status Non-designated

Easting 263630

Northing 705870
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Northing 705870

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64943 NN 6363 0587  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3598  Field Bank  NN 6363 
0587 to NN 6378 0591     This former field boundary survives as a low, overgrown dry-stone 
bank, c.0.5m in width. This bank took a notable detour around an especially venerable oak, but 
was again topped by mature hawthorns, suggesting an antiquity of more than 100 years, but 
less than the age of the oak, which it deliberately avoids.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64943

Site Number 226

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Indeterminate Remains

NRHE Number

HER Number 64944

Status Non-designated

Easting 263650

Northing 705900

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64944 NN 6365 0590  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3599  Indeterminate 
Remains  NN 6365 0590     A somewhat regular, sub-oval area of nettle growth in the 
otherwise rough-grazed field indicated the location of disturbed ground, possibly due to the 
presence of sub-surface remains. The nettle-patch measured c.30m E-W by c.5m N-S. Similar 
features occurred elsewhere in the study area; this site was chosen as a characteristic example.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64944

Site Number 227

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Bridge

NRHE Number

HER Number 64945

Status Non-designated

Easting 263634

Northing 705868

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64945 NN 6363 0586  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3600  Bridge  NN 6363 
05897     This bridge crosses a drainage channel. The bonded stone bridge is equipped with 
two circular, concrete-lined drainage holes, side by side, each with a diameter of approx. 0.5m. 
The bridge is slumping, and measures c.3m in width, by c.7m in length. It stands c.1m high. The 
build is supported by a crude stone abutment on its W side, built against the bridge and the S 
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bank of the drain.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64945

Site Number 228

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Spring

NRHE Number

HER Number 64946

Status Non-designated

Easting 263750

Northing 706010

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64946 NN 6375 0601  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3601  Spring  NN 6375 
0601     The site of a natural spring has been artificially enhanced, by the removal of material 
around it (possibly for gravel extraction). The feature so created runs roughly E-W for a 
distance of c.25-30m, and it is c.10m in width, with the central channel being < 1m wide.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64946

Site Number 229

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 64947

Status Non-designated

Easting 263849

Northing 706121

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64947 NN 6384 0612  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3602  Field Bank  NN 6385 
0612 to NN 6378 0635     This former field boundary, running along the edge of the terrace 
above the Teith, survives as a low, much denuded mound, c.0.5m wide. The mound comprises 
an overgrown drystone feature.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64947

Site Number 230

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number
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NRHE Number

HER Number 64948

Status Non-designated

Easting 263468

Northing 706106

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64948 NN 6346 0610  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3603  Field Bank  NN 6346 
0610 to NN 6381 0621     This former field boundary comprises a low bank of overgrown, 
drystone composition, roughly 0.5m in width. In places, the bank appeared to be a double 
feature, with a hollow track running between, scarcely 1m in width.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64948

Site Number 231

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 64949

Status Non-designated

Easting 263299

Northing 706222

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64949 NN 6329 0622  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3604  Field Bank  NN 6330- 
0622 to NN 6378 0635     This former field boundary survives as a low, overgrown drystone 
bank, with mature trees along its top. The bank was c.0.5m in width.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64949

Site Number 232

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Pond

NRHE Number

HER Number 64950

Status Non-designated

Easting 263470

Northing 706240

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64950 NN 6347 0624  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3605  Pond  NN 6347 0624    
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An artificially enhanced pond was identified. The area was waterlogged, and contained a stand 
of willow/hazel.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64950

Site Number 233

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Drain (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 64951

Status Non-designated

Easting 263390

Northing 706100

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64951 NN 6339 0610  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3606  Drain (possible)  NN 
6339 0610 to Nn 6346 0620     An irregular feature was visible, being defined by a narrow strip 
of longer, lighter grass. It ran from nearby the farmhouse north-eastwards, turning on to a S-N 
line for c.100m, before following a curve some 50m in diameter, and petering out along its 
new, N-S alignment. This may be the site of a shallow drainage feature.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64951

Site Number 234

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number

HER Number 64952

Status Non-designated

Easting 263440

Northing 706080

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64952 NN 6344 0608  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3607  Farmstead  NN 6344 
0608     The working farm at Balvalachlan comprises a main house, and two main ancillary 
buildings. The house itself is rubble-built, with well-formed quoins. The roof is of slate, with 
stone chimneys and 19th century pots. An extension to the E gable has brick chimneys with 
plain pots. The N faþade features a rubble-built extension, again with a pitched slate roof. The 
S facade features four buttresses. The windows comprise multiple small panes (Georgian 
style), and the lintels and jambs are of massive single blocks.  The smaller outhouse is also 
rubble built, with a breeze-block extension to the E and a metal lean-to on its W side. The roof 
is of slate, and features a linear vent, running horizontally along the entire W side. The roof 
also has three vent columns, with wooden slats and pitched roofs, along its top. The structure 
served as a hen house. The N facade features two brick projections, c.2m above the ground, 
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the site of a former extension. Together with the second outbuilding to the E (a massive, 
modern metal barn), and the farmhouse itself to the S, the buildings define a rectangular 
farm/fold yard, the N limit of which is defined by a metal and wooden fence.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64952

Site Number 235

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Cist (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 64953

Status Non-designated

Easting 263420

Northing 706230

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64953 NN 6342 0623  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3608  Cist (possible)  NN 
6342 0623     NN 634 061 An area within a field to the N of Balvalachlan Farm, Braes of 
Greenock, was investigated by geophysical survey and test trenching in February 1996 by 
Kirkdale Archaeology. The geophysical survey revealed traces of a linear and sub-rectangular 
anomaly, which were tested by means of the excavation of four test trenches.  The linear 
feature was demonstrated to be geological in origin, as was the perceived shape of the sub-
rectangular enclosure. However, archaeological features were apparent in two of the trenches 
opened, consisting of a low bank, and a number of stone slabs, apparently deliberately set. The 
latter were left unexcavated.   Sponsor: Environmental Resources Management.   G Ewart, P 
Sharman and J Triscott 1996
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64953

Site Number 236

Site Name Dan's Hut (Allt Breac-nic)

Type of Site Hut

NRHE Number

HER Number 64975

Status Non-designated

Easting 261200

Northing 711400

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64975 NN 6120 1140  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3672  Reported to the SMR 
by John R Campbell, a former keeper on the estate in 1994.  Photographed subsequently by 
Willie Anderson.  Built 'some years' ago by a shepherd, Dan MacNicol of Drumardoch, who 
used to sit in it and survey all his stock and land.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11
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Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64975

Site Number 237

Site Name Meall Nan Gabhar

Type of Site Trench (Alleged)

NRHE Number

HER Number 64976

Status Non-designated

Easting 259229

Northing 713885

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64976 NN 5922 1388  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3673  Reported by John R 
Campbell, former keeper on the estate in 1994.  Confirmed as natural features by Willie 
Anderson.   Marked on OS 1:10000 map as three lines.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64976

Site Number 238

Site Name Anie

Type of Site Military Road Bridge

NRHE Number NN51SE7

HER Number 64977

Status Non-designated

Easting 258657

Northing 710581

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64977 NN 5865 1058  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3674.01  Bridge  NN 58670 
10399     Circa 1750. Small single segmental-arched bridge with low parapet, damaged to the 
NW, 2004. Built to carry General Caulfield's military road (1750-1752) from Stirling to Fort 
William. This section of the militiary road was re-routed in the later half of the 18th century to 
its current alignment running by the side of the Garbh Uisge River. The road and bridge are 
now solely used to gain access to Anie Farm, 2004.  The bridge is an important surviving 
example of the improvements made in the Highlands after the Jacobite uprisings. It is possible 
that it has been rebuilt to some degree, as it was documented in 1976 to be in a ruinous 
state.     Materials  Rubble arch, abutments and parapet. Reset rubble copes.  
  
Notes  
This small section of the Stirling to Fort William military road, which the bridge carries over the 
Anie Burn, only seems to have been used for no more than 30 years. James Stobie's map 
indicates that this section of the military road had been re-aligned to its current location by 
1783.  It is thought the road's re-arrangement resulted from improvements made to the 
outflow of water leaving Loch Lubnaig carried by the Garbh Usige River. It is known that the 
land surrounding the river at this point was prone to being marshy and flooding. With a 
draining scheme initiated in the later 18th century the road no longer needed to be raised up 
and was therefore re-orientated.      References  
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James Stobie, map of The Counties of Perth and Clackmanan (1783)  
NLS; Robertson J Rev, The Statistical Account Of Scotland (1794)  Vol 11 p. 585
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 
24/03/11  A visit to the site identified that the former bridge appears to have been removed, 
and replaced with a large-diameter plastic pipe leading water across the line of the former 
military road.  There is no indication of when this was done, through the vegetation that has 
colonised the infill material surrounding the pipe appears well established. Information from 
Krueger, W., 30/06/15
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 03/07/2015  A site visit on 04/07/15 confirmed that the road bridge 
has been removed.  However, it also appeared that a section of the former military road may 
survive in the area to the NW of the former bridge.  This is present as a terrace outside the dry-
stone wall that defines the edge of the current track.  The terrace is fringed with large boulders.
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 10/07/2015

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64977

Site Number 239

Site Name Anie

Type of Site Military Road Bridge

NRHE Number

HER Number 64978

Status Non-designated

Easting 258801

Northing 710059

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64978 NN 5880 1005  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3674.02  Reported by John 
R Campbell, former keeper on the estate, in 1994 as a Wade bridge - but would be a Caulfield 
bridge on this old military road.  It was proposed for listing category C(S) (April 2005) but was 
damaged in flash floods in 2004 and may need to be repaired/demolished.    Circa 1750. Small 
single segmental-arched bridge with low parapet, damaged to the NW, 2004. Built to carry 
General Caulfield's military road (1750-1752) from Stirling to Fort William. This section of the 
militiary road was re-routed in the later half of the 18 th century to its current alignment 
running by the side of the Garbh Uisge River. The road and bridge are now solely used to gain 
access to Anie Farm, 2004.  The bridge is an important surviving example of the improvements 
made in the Highlands after the Jacobite uprisings. It is possible that it has been rebuilt to 
some degree, as it was documented in 1976 to be in a ruinous state.    Materials  Rubble arch, 
abutments and parapet. Reset rubble copes.    Notes  
This small section of the Stirling to Fort William military road, which the bridge carries over the 
Anie Burn, only seems to have been used for no more than 30 years. James Stobie's map 
indicates that this section of the military road had been re-aligned to its current location by 
1783.  It is thought the road's re-arrangement resulted from improvements made to the 
outflow of water leaving Loch Lubnaig carried by the Garbh Usige River. It is known that the 
land surrounding the river at this point was prone to being marshy and flooding. With a 
draining  scheme initiated in the later 18 th century the road no longer needed to be raised up 
and was therefore re-orientated.    References  
James Stobie, map of The Counties of Perth and Clackmanan (1783) NLS; Robertson J Rev, 
The Statistical Account Of Scotland (1794) Vol 11 p. 585; 
NMRS; additional information courtesy of owner, 2005.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11
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Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64978

Site Number 240

Site Name Anie

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN51SE22

HER Number 64979

Status Non-designated

Easting 259190

Northing 710140

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 64979 NN 5919 1014  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3675  Described by John R 
Campbell, former estate keeper, in 1994 as 'old blackhouse'.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64979

Site Number 241

Site Name Balameanoch Woods

Type of Site Indeterminate Remains

NRHE Number

HER Number 65014

Status Non-designated

Easting 262100

Northing 708700

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65014 NN 6210 0870  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3722  Reported by Scott 
Nisbet of Central Scotland FWAG on 27/02/03.  This site starts in woodland but emerges into 
the open field.  It lies near a burn and is  associated with a length of pipe.  It may be water 
related?  Perhaps an early hydro scheme?  There is evidence that the burn has been canalised.  
There is an iron grid in the base of the burn, now very rusty.The structure is some 25 m long by 
4m wide by 5-6m deep.  It has a curved roof.  Brick built with stone facings.  Open at west 
facing end where the structure is above ground.  There is a date of 1864.  Inside there is also 
evidence of a pulley system.  Covering turf is being eroded by stock.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65014

Site Number 242

Site Name Balameanoch Woods

Type of Site Deserted Farmstead (Possible)

NRHE Number NN60NW74

HER Number 65015

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=64978
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HER Number 65015

Status Non-designated

Easting 262140

Northing 708780

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65015 NN 6214 0878  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3733  Archaeology Notes  
 
NN60NW 74 6241 0878     What may be a farmstead, comprising one unroofed building 
attached to an enclosure and another enclosures is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-
inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxv), but it is not shown on the current edition of the OS 
1:2500 map (c. 1970).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65015

Site Number 243

Site Name Bealach Nan Corp

Type of Site Cup And Ring Marking (Probable)

NRHE Number

HER Number 65031

Status Non-designated

Easting 255696

Northing 710934

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65031 NN 5569 1093  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3791  See letter and 
photographs in SMR.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65031

Site Number 244

Site Name Meall Liath

Type of Site Shieling-hut (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 65032

Status Non-designated

Easting 258205

Northing 707942

Parish

Council

Description

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65015
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65031
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Description WoSAS Pin 65032 NN 5820 0794  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3793  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65032

Site Number 245

Site Name Anie

Type of Site Stone

NRHE Number

HER Number 65033

Status Non-designated

Easting 258830

Northing 709220

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65033 NN 5883 0922  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3794  This alignment of a 
least 4 large boulders lies in a Forestry Commission plantation - in broadleaf woodland.  It has 
been suggested that it may relate to the former line of the old military road from Stirling to 
Fort William.  Current maps suggest that the line in this area lies further west and north.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65033

Site Number 246

Site Name Achadh An Easbuig

Type of Site Field Boundary

NRHE Number NN50NE25.1

HER Number 65063

Status Non-designated

Easting 259820

Northing 709400

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65063 NN 5982 0940  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3853  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65032
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65033
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sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
 
P.J. Wilson, D&E 2000, p88
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65063

Site Number 247

Site Name Achadh An Easbuig

Type of Site Stone Setting

NRHE Number NN50NE25.1

HER Number 65064

Status Non-designated

Easting 259870

Northing 709350

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65064 NN 5987 0935  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3854  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
 
D&E 2000, p88
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65064

Site Number 248

Site Name Achadh An Easbuig

Type of Site Stone Setting (Possible)
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Type of Site Stone Setting (Possible)

NRHE Number NN50NE25.1

HER Number 65065

Status Non-designated

Easting 259900

Northing 709350

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65065 NN 5990 0935  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3855  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
 
D&E 2000, p88
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65065

Site Number 249

Site Name Achadh An Easbuig

Type of Site Field Boundary

NRHE Number NN50NE25.1

HER Number 65066

Status Non-designated

Easting 259840

Northing 709280

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65066 NN 5984 0928  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3856  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
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conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
 
D&E 2000, p88
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65066

Site Number 250

Site Name Achadh An Easbuig

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.1

HER Number 65067

Status Non-designated

Easting 259810

Northing 709250

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65067 NN 5981 0925  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3857  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
 
D&E 2000, p88
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11
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Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65067

Site Number 251

Site Name Achadh An Easbuig

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number NN50NE25.1

HER Number 65068

Status Non-designated

Easting 259830

Northing 709270

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65068 NN 5983 0927  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3858  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
 
D&E 2000, p88
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65068

Site Number 252

Site Name Achadh An Easbuig

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.1

HER Number 65069

Status Non-designated

Easting 259750

Northing 709190

Parish

Council

Description
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Description WoSAS Pin 65069 NN 5975 0919  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3859  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
 
D&E 2000, p88
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65069

Site Number 253

Site Name Achadh An Easbuig

Type of Site Charcoal-burning Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.1

HER Number 65070

Status Non-designated

Easting 259730

Northing 709190

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65070 NN 5973 0919  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3860  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
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road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland. 
 
D&E 2000, p88
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65070

Site Number 254

Site Name Achadh An Easbuig

Type of Site Platform (Possible)

NRHE Number NN50NE25.1

HER Number 65071

Status Non-designated

Easting 259690

Northing 709160

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65071 NN 5969 0916  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3861  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
 
D&E 2000, p88
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65071

Site Number 255

Site Name Achadh An Easbuig

Type of Site Pit (Possible)

NRHE Number NN50NE25.2

HER Number 65072

Status Non-designated
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Easting 259640

Northing 709130

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65072 NN 5964 0913  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3862  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
 
D&E 2000, p88
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65072

Site Number 256

Site Name Achadh An Easbuig

Type of Site Pit

NRHE Number NN50NE25.2

HER Number 65073

Status Non-designated

Easting 259660

Northing 709070

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65073 NN 5966 0907  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3863  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
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pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 257

Site Name Achadh An Easbuig

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.2

HER Number 65074

Status Non-designated

Easting 259630

Northing 709100

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65074 NN 5963 0910  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3864  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 258

Site Name Leny Wood
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Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.2

HER Number 65075

Status Non-designated

Easting 259600

Northing 709130

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65075 NN 5960 0913  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3865  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 259

Site Name Woodend Wood

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number NN50NE25.8

HER Number 65076

Status Non-designated

Easting 259940

Northing 708840

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65076 NN 5994 0884  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3866  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
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conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 260

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform (Possible)

NRHE Number NN50NE25.2

HER Number 65077

Status Non-designated

Easting 259560

Northing 709130

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65077 NN 5956 0913  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3867  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65077

Site Number 261

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.2

HER Number 65078

Status Non-designated

Easting 259510

Northing 709110

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65078 NN 5951 0911  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3868  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 262

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Ditch

NRHE Number NN50NE25.2

HER Number 65079

Status Non-designated

Easting 259560

Northing 709040

Parish

Council

Description
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Description WoSAS Pin 65079 NN 5956 0904  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3869  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland. 
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Site Number 263

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Pit (Possible)

NRHE Number NN50NE25.2

HER Number 65080

Status Non-designated

Easting 259480

Northing 709060

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65080 NN 5948 0906  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3870  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
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road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 264

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Track

NRHE Number NN50NE25.2

HER Number 65081

Status Non-designated

Easting 259490

Northing 709010

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65081 NN 5949 0901  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3871  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 265

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.2

HER Number 65082

Status Non-designated
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Easting 259450

Northing 709100

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65082 NN 5945 0910  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3872  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 266

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Track

NRHE Number NN50NE25.2

HER Number 65083

Status Non-designated

Easting 259450

Northing 708980

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65083 NN 5945 0898  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3873  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
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pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 267

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.2

HER Number 65084

Status Non-designated

Easting 259410

Northing 709040

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65084 NN 5941 0904  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3874  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 268

Site Name Leny Wood
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Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.2

HER Number 65085

Status Non-designated

Easting 259410

Northing 709080

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65085 NN 5941 0908  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3875  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 269

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.2

HER Number 65086

Status Non-designated

Easting 259370

Northing 709010

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65086 NN 5937 0901  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3876  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
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conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland. 
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Site Number 270

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.2

HER Number 65087

Status Non-designated

Easting 259360

Northing 709000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65087 NN 5936 0900  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3877  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 271

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.3

HER Number 65088

Status Non-designated

Easting 259290

Northing 708990

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65088 NN 5929 0899  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3878  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 272

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.3

HER Number 65089

Status Non-designated

Easting 259250

Northing 709000

Parish

Council

Description
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Description WoSAS Pin 65089 NN 5925 0900  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3879  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 273

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Stone Setting

NRHE Number NN50NE25.3

HER Number 65090

Status Non-designated

Easting 259250

Northing 709100

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65090 NN 5925 0910  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3880  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
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road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 274

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.3

HER Number 65091

Status Non-designated

Easting 259200

Northing 709000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65091 NN 5920 0900  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3881  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 275

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Structure

NRHE Number NN50NE25.3

HER Number 65092

Status Non-designated
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Easting 259180

Northing 708970

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65092 NN 5918 0897  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3882  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 276

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Stone Setting

NRHE Number NN50NE25.3

HER Number 65093

Status Non-designated

Easting 259170

Northing 708960

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65093 NN 5917 0896  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3883  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
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pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 277

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Indeterminate Remains

NRHE Number NN50NE25.3

HER Number 65094

Status Non-designated

Easting 259180

Northing 708950

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65094 NN 5918 0895  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3884  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland. 
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Site Number 278

Site Name Leny Wood
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Type of Site Structure (Possible)

NRHE Number NN50NE25.3

HER Number 65095

Status Non-designated

Easting 259160

Northing 708960

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65095 NN 5916 0896  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3885  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 279

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Indeterminate Remains

NRHE Number NN50NE25.3

HER Number 65096

Status Non-designated

Easting 259150

Northing 708950

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65096 NN 5915 0895  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3886  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
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conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 280

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Stone Setting

NRHE Number NN50NE25.3

HER Number 65097

Status Non-designated

Easting 259150

Northing 708950

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65097 NN 5915 0895  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3887  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65097

Site Number 281

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.3

HER Number 65098

Status Non-designated

Easting 259160

Northing 708940

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65098 NN 5916 0894  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3888  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 282

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.3

HER Number 65099

Status Non-designated

Easting 259130

Northing 708950

Parish

Council

Description
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Description WoSAS Pin 65099 NN 5913 0895  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3889  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 283

Site Name Achadh An Easbuig

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.1

HER Number 65100

Status Non-designated

Easting 259650

Northing 709280

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65100 NN 5965 0928  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3890  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
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road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 284

Site Name Achadh An Easbuig

Type of Site Bloomery (Possible)

NRHE Number NN50NE25.1

HER Number 65101

Status Non-designated

Easting 259670

Northing 709280

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65101 NN 5967 0928  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3891  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 285

Site Name Achadh An Easbuig

Type of Site Platform (Possible)

NRHE Number NN50NE25.4

HER Number 65102

Status Non-designated
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Easting 259670

Northing 709450

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65102 NN 5967 0945  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3892  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 286

Site Name Achadh An Easbuig

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.4

HER Number 65103

Status Non-designated

Easting 259730

Northing 709470

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65103 NN 5973 0947  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3893  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
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pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 287

Site Name Bealach Nam Biodag

Type of Site Structure

NRHE Number NN50NE25.5

HER Number 65104

Status Non-designated

Easting 259260

Northing 709440

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65104 NN 5926 0944  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3894  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 288

Site Name Bealach Nam Biodag
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Type of Site Structure

NRHE Number NN50NE25.5

HER Number 65105

Status Non-designated

Easting 259270

Northing 709430

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65105 NN 5927 0943  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3895  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 289

Site Name Meall Garbh

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.9

HER Number 65106

Status Non-designated

Easting 259500

Northing 709520

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65106 NN 5950 0952  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3896  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
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conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 290

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.7

HER Number 65107

Status Non-designated

Easting 259350

Northing 709210

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65107 NN 5935 0921  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3897  This circular recessed 
platform is one of over 70 features which were located and recorded during a survey of the 
woods by ACFA in 2000, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. 
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65107

Site Number 291

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN50NE25.7

HER Number 65108

Status Non-designated

Easting 259330

Northing 709140

Parish

Council
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Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65108 NN 5933 0914  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3898  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 292

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.6

HER Number 65109

Status Non-designated

Easting 258900

Northing 708840

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65109 NN 5890 0884  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3899  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
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the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65109

Site Number 293

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.6

HER Number 65110

Status Non-designated

Easting 258910

Northing 708830

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65110 NN 5891 0883  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3900  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 294

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.6

HER Number 65111

Status Non-designated
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Status Non-designated

Easting 258920

Northing 708810

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65111 NN 5892 0881  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3901  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 295

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Scoop

NRHE Number NN50NE25.6

HER Number 65112

Status Non-designated

Easting 258940

Northing 708800

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65112 NN 5894 0880  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3902  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
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nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 296

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Scoop

NRHE Number NN50NE25.6

HER Number 65113

Status Non-designated

Easting 258950

Northing 708790

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65113 NN 5895 0879  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3903  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 297
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Site Number 297

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.6

HER Number 65114

Status Non-designated

Easting 258950

Northing 708780

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65114 NN 5895 0878  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3904  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 298

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.6

HER Number 65115

Status Non-designated

Easting 258960

Northing 708750

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65115 NN 5896 0875  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3905  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
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Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 299

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.6

HER Number 65116

Status Non-designated

Easting 258960

Northing 708800

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65116 NN 5896 0880  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3906  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 300

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.6

HER Number 65117

Status Non-designated

Easting 259000

Northing 708760

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65117 NN 5900 0876  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3907  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 301

Site Name Bealach Nam Biodag

Type of Site Structure

NRHE Number NN50NE25.4

HER Number 65118

Status Non-designated

Easting 259200

Northing 709390
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Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65118 NN 5920 0939  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3908  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 302

Site Name Bealach Nam Biodag

Type of Site Structure

NRHE Number NN50NE25.4

HER Number 65119

Status Non-designated

Easting 259210

Northing 709400

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65119 NN 5921 0940  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3909  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
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since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 303

Site Name Coire Nan Eun

Type of Site Bank

NRHE Number NN50NE25.10

HER Number 65120

Status Non-designated

Easting 258950

Northing 709120

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65120 NN 5895 0912  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3910  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 304

Site Name Coire Nan Eun

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.4
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HER Number 65121

Status Non-designated

Easting 258930

Northing 709020

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65121 NN 5893 0902  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3911  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 305

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Structure

NRHE Number NN50NE25.4

HER Number 65122

Status Non-designated

Easting 258840

Northing 708920

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65122 NN 5884 0892  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3912  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
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date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 306

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.4

HER Number 65123

Status Non-designated

Easting 258850

Northing 708910

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65123 NN 5885 0891  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3913  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 307

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.7

HER Number 65124

Status Non-designated

Easting 259270

Northing 709270

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65124 NN 5927 0927  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3914  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 308

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Structure

NRHE Number NN50NE25.7

HER Number 65125

Status Non-designated

Easting 259230

Northing 709210

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65125 NN 5923 0921  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3915  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
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Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 309

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Stone Setting

NRHE Number NN50NE25.7

HER Number 65126

Status Non-designated

Easting 259230

Northing 709200

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65126 NN 5923 0920  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3916  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 310

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Stone Setting

NRHE Number NN50NE25.7

HER Number 65127

Status Non-designated

Easting 259210

Northing 709190

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65127 NN 5921 0919  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3917  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 311

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform (Possible)

NRHE Number NN50NE25.7

HER Number 65128

Status Non-designated

Easting 259170

Northing 709210
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Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65128 NN 5917 0921  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3918  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 312

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Stone Setting

NRHE Number NN50NE25.7

HER Number 65129

Status Non-designated

Easting 259180

Northing 709220

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65129 NN 5918 0922  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3919  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
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since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Site Number 313

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform (Possible)

NRHE Number NN50NE25.7

HER Number 65130

Status Non-designated

Easting 259160

Northing 709220

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65130 NN 5916 0922  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3920  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
 
D&E 2000, p88
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65130

Site Number 314

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Scoop

NRHE Number NN50NE25.7
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HER Number 65131

Status Non-designated

Easting 259150

Northing 709210

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65131 NN 5915 0921  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3921  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
 
D&E 2000, p88
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65131

Site Number 315

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.7

HER Number 65132

Status Non-designated

Easting 259150

Northing 709210

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65132 NN 5915 0921  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3922  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
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date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
 
D&E 2000, p88
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65132

Site Number 316

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Stone Setting

NRHE Number NN50NE25.7

HER Number 65133

Status Non-designated

Easting 259140

Northing 709200

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65133 NN 5914 0920  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3923  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
 
D&E 2000, p88
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65133
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Site Number 317

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN50NE25.7

HER Number 65134

Status Non-designated

Easting 259080

Northing 709100

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65134 NN 5908 0910  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3924  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
 
D&E 2000, p88
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65134

Site Number 318

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Structure

NRHE Number NN50NE25.7

HER Number 65135

Status Non-designated

Easting 259070

Northing 709090

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65135 NN 5907 0909  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3925  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
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Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
 
D&E 2000, p88
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65135

Site Number 319

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Quarry Scoop

NRHE Number NN50NE25.6

HER Number 65136

Status Non-designated

Easting 258850

Northing 708870

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65136 NN 5885 0887  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3926  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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D&E 2000, p88
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65136

Site Number 320

Site Name Leny Wood

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN50NE25.5

HER Number 65137

Status Non-designated

Easting 259260

Northing 709460

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65137 NN 5926 0946  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3927  An archaeological 
survey of Leny Wood, at the Falls of Leny, was carried out by the Association of Certificated 
Field Archaeologists between January and August 2000, in advance of harvesting operations by 
Forest Enterprise.  Prior to the Forestry Commission acquiring the woodland site in 1954, Leny 
Wood was part of Leny Estate, thought to have originated in the early 13th century. Woodland 
cover ranges from a mixture of ancient and semi-natural species including coppiced oak, in 
conjunction with various coniferous species planted in the late 1950s.  Over 70 features were 
located and recorded, the majority of which were platforms varying in construction, size and 
height of front revetment wall. Other features recorded were field banks of medieval and later 
date, and burnt slag signalling one bloomery site. Sheltering in the upper reaches of Bealach 
nan Biodag, both within and just outwith the perimeter fence, were remains of several shieling 
structures of varying shapes. Stone footings of buildings were found further downhill in wood 
pasture amongst a network of pony paths and specimens of pollarded oak. Documentary 
sources indicate that the woodland was coppiced in 24-year rotational cycles and many of the 
platforms and associated pits/shelters would have been utilised as charcoal-producing sites 
since the 18th century. Evidence of charred wood was found on the ground of several 
platforms.  A string of smaller revetted platforms and possible quarry scoops runs parallel to 
the public road in the SW sector. Maps identify the line of the Stirling-Fort William military 
road, built in 1749, and it is possible that traces of this roadway may still exist within the 
woodland.  
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Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65137

Site Number 321

Site Name Ardchullarie

Type of Site Mill (Possible)

NRHE Number NN51SE19

HER Number 65139

Status Non-designated

Easting 258947

Northing 712748
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Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65139 NN 5894 1274  Stirling SMR Locality Number 3935  Reported by Willie 
Anderson as a house or farm.  May be two buildings.      One unroofed building which may be 
a mill, one unroofed structure and a dyke are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map 
(Perthshire 1866, sheet cxiv), but they are not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 
map (1990).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65139

Site Number 322

Site Name Creagna H-airde

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number NN50NE17

HER Number 65229

Status Non-designated

Easting 258490

Northing 709000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65229 NN 5849 0900  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4034  One enclosure is 
depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxiv), but it is not 
shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1978).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65229

Site Number 323

Site Name Pass Of Leny

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number NN50NE18

HER Number 65230

Status Non-designated

Easting 259550

Northing 708580

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65230 NN 5955 0858  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4035  One enclosure 
attached to a head-dyke is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, 
sheet cxiv), but they are not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1978).  
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Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65230

Site Number 324

Site Name West Dullater

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN50NE19

HER Number 65231

Status Non-designated

Easting 258390

Northing 705100

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65231 NN 5839 0510  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4036  Farmstead  NN 58390 
05100     A farmstead, comprising one roofed and one unroofed building is depicted on the 1st 
edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxxiii). One roofed building and one 
enclosure are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1978).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 30 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65231

Site Number 325

Site Name Blairgarry

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN50NE20

HER Number 65232

Status Non-designated

Easting 257340

Northing 706076

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65232 NN 5734 0607  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4037  A single unroofed 
building is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxxiii), but 
it is not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1978).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 30 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65232

Site Number 326

Site Name Loch Venachar
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Site Name Loch Venachar

Type of Site Quay

NRHE Number NN50NE21

HER Number 65238

Status Non-designated

Easting 259827

Northing 706205

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65238 NN 5982 0620  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4043  Marked as 'Quay' on 
the First Edition OS 6-inch map of 1866 and on current OS maps.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65238

Site Number 327

Site Name Loch Venachar

Type of Site Sluice House

NRHE Number NN50NE23

HER Number 65239

Status Non-designated

Easting 259792

Northing 706450

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65239 NN 5979 0645  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4044  1857, John Frederic 
Bateman. Built as part of the (1855-1859) Loch Katrine Water Supply System, for further 
information on the supply systems consult separate list descriptions. The damming of Loch 
Venachar was necessary to create a compensation reservoir ensuring that the River Teith and 
Forth could be kept at their correct volume despite large volumes of water leaving Loch 
Katrine (an estimated 50 million gallons daily). It is composed of a solemn Neo-Classical sluice 
with adjacent weir and water conduit situated to the eastern outlet of Loch Venachar. 
Although sitting low in the landscape the visible sluice house has a very striking and dramatic 
presence within the surrounding open countryside. An exemplarily piece of civil engineering in 
a very handsome and confident style.     The sluice has 11 arched openings housing cast-iron 
gates, it is designed as a deep podium with blocky plinths framing it. A pair of monumental 
salmon ladders arranged as a series of ramps are set to the SE. The 9-bay sluice house sits 
slightly recessed on the podium, running along its entire elevation. The outer and central bays 
are arranged as pavilions, set higher and slightly advanced from the main body of the chamber, 
surmounted by shallow pediments. Interior access is gained by doors located in the outer 
pavilions.     
  
Materials  
Coursed rock face masonry with ashlar, basecourse, entablature and pediment. Rough hewn 
aedicules to window openings. Multi-paned decorative windows with star-motif to centre, 
centre pane originally glazed with coloured glass, missing 2004. Stone slab roof. Various 
modern aluminium safety railings to salmon ladder and outer pavilions.       Interior  Plain 
interior with 11 sluice opening wheels running to length of chamber.     Weir and Water 
Conduit  The weir to the E of the sluice allows water to follow the original line of Eas Gobhain 
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River and also serves to dispense excess water when the loch is over full. The stone lined 
conduit into which the sluice gates dispense their water runs some distance in parallel with the 
Eas Gobhain River joining it further downstream.    
  
Notes:  
Formerly listed as Loch Venachar Sluice House, Glasgow Corporation Water Works. When the 
scheme to bring clean drinking water to Glasgow was conceived, nearby Loch Lubnaig was 
initially considered to be more suitable than Loch Katrine. This scheme was rebutted after John 
Bateman was appointed chief engineer in 1853 and Loch Katrine was chosen. The Lords of the 
Admiralty, instigated by the Commissioners of the Forth Navigation, opposed the Water Bill 
put before parliament. It was believed at the time that so much water being taken from Loch 
Katrine (which would have otherwise flowed into the Teith and the Forth) would interfere with 
the Fleets ability to sail up the Forth. The Lords successfully used their veto to defeat the first 
Bill. However with Bateman's plan to create a compensation reservoir by damming Loch 
Venachar and a financial settlement made to the Commissioners, the Lords of the Admiralty 
did not object when the Bill was reintroduced in 1855. The Loch Katrine Water Supply scheme 
was completed and opened by Queen Victoria in 1859. The nearby lodge was probably by the 
hand of Bateman. The reservoir is now operated by Scottish Water, 2005. The loss of the 
coloured glass panes which provided an interesting and unusual detail to the sluice house is 
regrettable.         
  
References:  
1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey Map (1862-1863); 
Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 555; 
Sinclair, F. Scotstyle - 150 Years of Scottish Architecture (1984), p. 30.           Entered WoSAS 
(MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65239

Site Number 328

Site Name Toman

Type of Site Deserted Farmstead

NRHE Number NN50NE15

HER Number 65269

Status Non-designated

Easting 258331

Northing 709794

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65269 NN 5833 0979  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4080  A farmstead 
annotated as 'ruins', comprising two unroofed buildings and one enclosure is depicted on the 
1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxiv), but it is not shown on the 
current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1978).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65269

Site Number 329

Site Name Corriechrombie

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN50NE16
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NRHE Number NN50NE16

HER Number 65270

Status Non-designated

Easting 258420

Northing 709580

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65270 NN 5842 0958  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4081  A farmstead, 
comprising three roofed buildings and one unroofed building is depicted on the 1st edition of 
the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxiv). One roofed building is shown on the current 
edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1978).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65270

Site Number 330

Site Name Gleann Ban

Type of Site Deserted Farmstead

NRHE Number NN50SE73

HER Number 65282

Status Non-designated

Easting 257750

Northing 704800

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65282 NN 5775 0480  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4093  A farmstead 
annotated as 'ruins', comprising two unroofed buildings and one enclosure is depicted on the 
1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxxiii), but it is not shown on the 
current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1978).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65282

Site Number 331

Site Name Gleann Ban

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN50SE77

HER Number 65285

Status Non-designated

Easting 257850

Northing 704700

Parish
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Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65285 NN 5785 0470  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4096  Building  NN 57850 
04700     A single unroofed building is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map 
(Perthshire 1866, sheet cxxiii), but it is not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 
map (1978).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 30 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65285

Site Number 332

Site Name Auchrig

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN50SE79

HER Number 65286

Status Non-designated

Easting 259900

Northing 703170

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65286 NN 5990 0317  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4097  A farmstead, 
comprising three roofed, two unroofed buildings and three enclosures is depicted on the 1st 
edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxxiii). Two roofed buildings and four 
enclosures are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1978).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 30 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11
  
Actual farmhouse etc. still in use. Location of mill next to burn and modern fence line. Mill 
partially obscured by modern rubbish and probably slighted by telegraph pole. Area of stone 
25m x 10m. Old field boundary on top of low ridge of bedrock leads south-westwards from mill 
towards farmhouse. Also old track leads up from the SE to the mill and Auchrig farmhouse - no 
longer visible
 
Ellis, C., Argyll Archaeology Ltd, 'Walkover Survey, Rhynaclach, Stirlingshire', (2015)

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65286

Site Number 333

Site Name Strathyre

Type of Site Military Road

NRHE Number NN51NE4

HER Number 65313

Status Non-designated

Easting 256490

Northing 715000

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65285
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65286
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Northing 715000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65313 NN 5649 1500  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4125  NN 5649 1500 - NN 
5631 1999 course of military road shown by Roy (1747-55).   NN 5649 1500 - NN 5631 1999 
modern road on line.   Visited by OS November 1968, (JP) 21 November 1975.  W Roy 1747-
55.      The military road heads N through Strathyre on the line now followed by the A84.   W 
Taylor 1976.      Archaeology Notes  
 
NN51NE 4 From NN 5649 1500 to NN 5631 1999.    
NN 5649 1500 - NN 5631 1999 course of military road shown by Roy (1747-55).  NN 5649 
1500 - NN 5631 1999 modern road on line.  
 
Visited by OS November 1968, (JP) 21 November 1975.  W Roy 1747-55.      The militaryad 
heads N through Strathyre on the line now followed by the A84.  W Taylor 1976. 

Archaeology 
Notes    NN51SE 6.00 From NN 5882 1000 to NN 5650 1499
 
NN 5885 1000 - NN 5650 1499 course of military road shown by Roy (1747-55).  NN 5882 
1000 - NN 5880 1008 road visible as occupation road.  
NN 5880 1008 - NN 5866 1058 road visible as a cart track averaging 6 m wide.  NN 5866 1058 
single-span Wade type bridge (NN51SE 7).  
NN 5866 1058 - NN 5862 1070 road clearly visible between old walls averaging 6m to 7m in 
width but measuring 9m wide at one point.  
NN 5862 1070 - NN 5650 1499 modern road on line of military road.  
 
Visited by OS (WDJ) January 1969.  
W Roy (1747-55).    
  
Initially the military road heads over a wooded hillock, passes Anie, and descends to the line 
now followed by the A84, linking with it at a point opposite the car park at the S end of Loch 
Lubnaig. Just S of the junction the military road traverses a ruined bridge (NN51SE 7). The line 
is then overlain by the modern road as it heads N up the lochside. Across the loch from Laggan 
Farm there is a regimental stone (NN51SE 6.01) at NN c. 566 147, bearing the date 1769 and 
letters which would appear to indicate that it was associated with the 4th Regiment (the King's 
Own Royal Regiment), who by that date must have been undertaking repairs and 
maintenance.    Part of the Stirling to Fort William road built by Caulfeild between 1748 and 
1753.   W Taylor 1976.      There is a discrepancy in the S pa rt of the military road shown on 
this map sheet, as far N as NN 5862 1070, between the route shown by Roy (1747-55), which 
coincides with the line now followed by the A84, and that recorded by the OS (WDJ) in January 
1969 and Taylor (1976), which takes th e form of a track going over the hill to the E of the 
modern road.  
 
Information from RCAHMS (MW) 22 December 1999.   
  
References  
Roy, W (1747-55 )   Military Survey of Scotland
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11
  
Further information on the Stirling - Tyndrum - Fort William Military Road can be found in 
Strathyre site record (WoSAS Pin 68367).
  
Entered WoSAS (GH) 04/06/2018

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65313

Site Number 334

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65313
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Site Name Runacraig

Type of Site Deserted Farmstead

NRHE Number NN51SE16

HER Number 65318

Status Non-designated

Easting 257050

Northing 714559

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65318 NN 5706 1453  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4130  What may be a 
farmstead, comprising one unroofed structure and two enclosures is depicted on the 1st 
edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1867, sheet civ). One unroofed L-shaped building are 
shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1990).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 14 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65318

Site Number 335

Site Name Ardnandave

Type of Site Deserted Farmstead

NRHE Number NN51SE18

HER Number 65319

Status Non-designated

Easting 257150

Northing 713800

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65319 NN 5715 1380  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4131  A farmstead 
annotated as 'Ruins', comprising two unroofed buildings and a field-system are depicted on 
the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxiv), but they are not shown on 
the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1990).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65319

Site Number 336

Site Name Ardchullarie More

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN51SE20

HER Number 65320

Status Non-designated

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65318
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65319
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Easting 258497

Northing 713448

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65320 NN 5849 1344  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4132  A single unroofed 
building is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxiv), but it 
is not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1990).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65320

Site Number 337

Site Name Laggan

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN51SE21

HER Number 65321

Status Non-designated

Easting 256360

Northing 714370

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65321 NN 5636 1437  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4133  A single unroofed 
building is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxiv), but it 
is not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1990).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11
  
Noted in WOSAS and NRHE of 'A single unroofed building is depicted on the 1st edition of the 
OS 6- inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxiv), but it is not shown on the current edition of the 
OS 1: 10000 map (1990). Information from RCAHMS 29 January 1998.' Not shown on 2nd 
edition OS of 1901. Walkover reveals no trace of any feature at this location only improved 
grass field.  Walkover reveals building aligned NW-SE 14.6m by 6m, at NGR 256409, 714409.  
Sited almost directly to NE of recorded location of building (possible mistake by OS?), with 
walls up to 0.6m high and spread over 1 m, to the SE corner is a small clearance cairn 2m by 
3m by 0.2m and another to the SW corner of the building 4m by 4m by 0.25m. Building partly 
covered in reeds.
 
Farrell, S., 'Report of Archaeological Desktop & Walkover Survey, Laggan, Strathyre, 
Perthshire', 2018
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 11/10/2018

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65321

Site Number 338

Site Name Creag Chrom

Type of Site Shieling-hut (Possible)

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65320
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65321
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Type of Site Shieling-hut (Possible)

NRHE Number NN51SE24

HER Number 65322

Status Non-designated

Easting 257860

Northing 711480

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65322 NN 5786 1148  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4134  What may be two 
unroofed shieling-huts are depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, 
sheet cxiv), but they are not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1990).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65322

Site Number 339

Site Name Dail An Dubh Shriuth

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number NN51SE25

HER Number 65323

Status Non-designated

Easting 257900

Northing 713300

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65323 NN 5790 1330  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4135  An enclosure is 
depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxiv), but it is not 
shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1990).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65323

Site Number 340

Site Name Loch Lubnaig

Type of Site Military Road

NRHE Number NN51SE6.1

HER Number 65325

Status Non-designated

Easting 258820

Northing 710000

Parish

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65322
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65323
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Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65325 NN 5882 1000  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4137  NN 5885 1000 - NN 
5650 1499 course of military road shown by Roy (1747-55).  
 
NN 5882 1000 - NN 5860 1008 road visible as occupation road.  
NN 5860 1008 - NN 5866 1058 road visible as a cart track averaging 6m wide.  NN 5866 1058 
single-span Wade type bridge (NN51SE 7).  
NN 5866 1058 - NN 5862 1070 road clearly visible between old walls averaging 6m to 7m in 
width but measuring 9m wide at one point.  
NN 5862 1070 - NN 5650 1499 modern road on line of military road.  
 
Visited by OS (WDJ) January 1969.  
W Roy (1747-55).    
  
Initially the military road heads over a wooded hillock, passes Anie, and descends to the line 
now followed by the A84, linking with it at a point opposite the car park at the S end of Loch 
Lubnaig. Just S of the junction the military road traverses a ruined bridge (NN51SE 7). The line 
is then overlain by the modern road as it heads N up the lochside. Across the loch from Laggan 
Farm there is a regimental stone (NN51SE 6.01) at NN c. 566 147, bearing the date 1769 and 
letters which would appear to indicate that it was associated with the 4th Regiment (the King's 
Own Royal Regiment), who by that date must have been undertaking repairs and 
maintenance.  Part of the Stirling to Fort William road built by Caulfeild between 1748 and 
1753.   W Taylor 1976.      There is a discrepancy in the S part of the military road shown on 
this map sheet, as far N as NN 5862 1070, between the route shown by Roy (1747-55), which 
coincides with the line now followed by the A84, and that recorded by the OS (WDJ) in January 
1969 and Taylor (1976), which takes the form of a track going over the hill to the E of the 
modern road.  
 
Information from RCAHMS (MW) 22 December 1999.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65325

Site Number 341

Site Name Mollands Road

Type of Site Letter Box

NRHE Number NN60NW101

HER Number 65386

Status Non-designated

Easting 262930

Northing 707231

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65386 NN 6293 0723  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4226  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65386

Site Number 342

Site Name South Church Street

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65325
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65386
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Site Name South Church Street

Type of Site Former School

NRHE Number NN60NW113

HER Number 65387

Status Non-designated

Easting 262957

Northing 707800

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65387 NN 6295 0780  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4227  School  NN 62960 
07790     "A substantial and well built house, one storey in height, slated and in good repair. It 
is attended by about 195 scholars (male and female). Property of the Free Church 
Congregation." (note in Name Book: The school is so very near to the church, it is superfluous 
to write Free Church School)   Name Book (Perthshire), 1865      Dated 1849 it is a 
symmetrical rectangular-plan single storey 7-bay former school with advanced gabled central 
entrance bay. Later alterations to rear (SE) and 1991 adjoined wing to side NE. Of good local 
historical importance being the former local Free Church School, later used as the St. Bride's 
Church Hall, and now used as a local Community Hall. The building is architecturally interesting 
and is proposed for listing (April 2005) category C(S).   
  
Description & Development  
Imposing pilastered and corniced doorpiece with a surmounting curved pediment 
incorporating a square date stone to the advanced entrance bay of the principal (NW) 
elevation. A margined ventilation opening with painted timber louvers sits above the door 
within the gablehead. 3 evenly arranged windows are arranged to each setback flanking side. 
To the NE there is a short modern linking extension which gives access to the 1991 single 
storey wing.   When the modern wing was built the interior of the hall was refurbished, so 
there is now no original fabric visibly remaining, (2004). The hall is currently split into to 2 large 
rooms with various rooms running to the rear. 19 th century maps show a T-shaped outshot to 
the rear, however this has been filled in with various alterations in the 20 th century creating 
an overall rectangular-plan extension to the rear. 
  
Materials  
Coursed rubble 'pudding stone', lined to principal elevation.  Sandstone ashlar dressings to 
openings and quoins. Raised margins resting on small brackets to windows and ventilation 
openings with lugged detailing to upper part. Predominantly lying-pane timber sash and case 
windows. Timber panelled twin leaf main door with geometric glazed letterbox fanlight. 
Slightly overhanging grey slate pitched roof. Timber painted scalloped bargeboard with drop 
pendant to gabled entrance bay. Exposed painted rafters to gablends with simple painted drop 
pendants.    Boundary Wall  Low coped random rubble wall running to principal elevation and 
to NE
  
Notes  
The building of the school was made possible by a large financial donation made by local 
merchant banker Donald McLaren. Mr McLaren was a very prominent figure in Callander and a 
keen supporter of the Free Church, it is recorded that he guaranteed ú30 [pounds] per anum 
to the salary of the headmaster and ú8 to his assistant (A. Thompson). The school offered 
secondary instruction in such subjects as Mathematics, French, Latin and Greek.  Mr McLaren 
bequeathed a trust fund to be specifically directed for educational purposes, this became 
known as the McLaren Trust. In 1887 the trust was reviewed by the Educational Endowments 
Commission, being re-named 'The McLaren Educational Trust'. It  was decided in 1890 to close 
the school and merge it with the local parochial school. For further information see Callander 
Primary School (formerly McLaren High School) list description.    With the building no longer 
housing the school it was used as the church hall to the adjacent St. Bride's Church, now 
known as Callander Kirk, 2004 (see separate listing). A large refurbishment scheme was carried 
out in the late 20 th century including the building  of a new wing. The hall was re-opened by 
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Michael Forsyth M.P. in March 1991. The hall is currently used by Callander Kirk and by local 
community groups.  It of interest to note that the bell to the former St. Kessog's Church, now 
known as the Rob Roy and Trossachs Visitor Centre, 2004 is set as a feature within the garden 
to the NE of the hall.  
  
References  
Dunn, K. leaflet � Callander Kirk; Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 300; 
Thompson, A. Callander through the Ages (1985) p. 29.

Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Ordnance Survey , Name Book (County), Original Name Books of the Ordnance Survey.(n/a)

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65387

Site Number 343

Site Name South Church Street

Type of Site Sundial

NRHE Number NN60NW125

HER Number 65388

Status Non-designated

Easting 262898

Northing 707728

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65388 NN 6289 0772  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4228  Sundial  NN62898 
07728     Dated 1753.  The sundial was brought from the garden of the Roman Camp House in 
the early 20 th century. It was gifted to the people of Callander by Lord Esher the owner of the 
Roman Camp House at that time. The south end of South Church Street has recently been 
subject to a programme of urban landscaping with the sundial incorporated into the scheme.   
The sundial is proposed for listing as category C(S) (April 2005).    Description  
White limestone sundial comprising of a circular shaft with an elaborate Ionic capital on a 
moulded base. The capital is surmounted by a flat square head with a metal dial. The shaft 
inscribed with date '1753' and the inscription ' I mark not the hours unless they bring light,  I 
mark not the hours of darkness and night, My promise is only to follow the sun, And point out 
the course his chariot doth run'.  
  
Notes  
It is hard to establish the original provenance of the sundial as Viscount Esher appears to have 
been a great collector of objects amassing a good deal of them for the garden of the Roman 
Camp - including an antique Italian wellhead.  
  
References 
Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 300; McKean, C.  Stirling and the Trossachs 
(1985), p. 99
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65388

Site Number 344

Site Name St John's Roman Catholic Church

Type of Site Church

NRHE Number NN60NW126

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65387
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65388
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NRHE Number NN60NW126

HER Number 65389

Status Non-designated

Easting 262911

Northing 707979

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65389 NN 6291 0797  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4229  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65389

Site Number 345

Site Name Bridge Of Brackland

Type of Site Bridge

NRHE Number NN60NW84

HER Number 65390

Status Non-designated

Easting 264546

Northing 708427

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65390 NN 6454 0842  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4230  A small wooden 
Bridge, thrown across a chasm on the Keltie about a mile from Callander. It is supported on 
each side by a perpendicular rock, and is about forty feet above the bed of the river, with a 
length of seventeen feet. "Upon a small scale nothing can exceed the wild grandeur of the 
scene and nobody can pass the Bridge of Brackland without some feeling of apprehension" 
 
(Statistical Account 1790|  Name Book (Perthshire), 1862
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11
  
On the 18th of August 2004, a flood in the river dislodged a large rock supporting the bridge, 
and entirely removed the structure along with six others out of a total of ten on the River 
Keltie.  A new bridge has since been constructed.
 
Baillie-Hamilton, M., 15/09/10

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65390

Site Number 346

Site Name St Andrew's Episcopal Church

Type of Site Church

NRHE Number NN60NW91

HER Number 65391

Status Non-designated

Easting 262474

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65389
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65390
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Easting 262474

Northing 708075

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65391 NN 6247 0807  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4231  Church  NN 62474 
08075     A small chapel erected for the accommodation of visitors and in which divine service 
is only conducted for about three months in the year. As there are but two Episcopalians in the 
parish the numbers of communicants is variable depending entirely on the influx of visitors. It 
was built in 1856 and is seated to contain about 110 persons. The site was given as a gift by 
Lord Willoughby and the funds with which it was built collected by subscription. It has no 
Dedicatory name.   Name Book (Perthshire), 1862    1857 by J.,W.H. & J.M. Hay.    This small 
cruciform-plan church was built in the Rural Decorated Gothic style. With later 19 th century 
half-octagon-plan sanctuary, transepts and adjoined rectangular-plan single storey hall to rear. 
The church is setback to the rear of its plot with a lawned area and large cedar tree with a 
sweeping driveway from the SE.  It is listed category B.    Description and Development  
It should be noted that at the time of the site visit, (2004) the church was undergoing a major 
refurbishment programme, both externally and internally.  Initially the church only consisted of 
the nave with the bellcote to the W gable and the porch to the S. In 1872 the sanctuary to the 
E was added with the N and S transepts following in 1886. The hall was built in 1891.  The nave 
is lit by simple pointed arched lancets with a plate traceried window to the W gable. The 
sanctuary and transepts are lit by cusped lancets with plate traceried windows to the transept 
gable ends.   
  
Interior  
The church has plastered white walls with timber boarding to dado height (the pews at the 
time of the site visit had been removed), the W wall is exposed rubble. There is a pointed 
stone chancel arch giving access to the sanctuary. Deep red Minton tiles in the nave arranged 
in a geometric design, more minton tiles in the sanctuary. Dark-stained timber scissors-
raftered roof with diagonal boarding and arch bracing at crossing. Stained glass windows in the 
chancel depict Christ with Mary, the Crucifixion and the resurrected Christ. A stained glass 
window depicting the Annunciation is located to the S transept. The 2-light stained glass 
window to the W gable has a composition of baptismal themes and is dedicated to the 
memory of the Rev. Thomas Wildman, 1882.  The hall is predominantly lit by a stepped 
tripartite window to the W.  At the time of the site visit there was full height painted timber 
boarding running into the boarded coomed ceiling.  
  
Materials  
Random rubble 'pudding stone' with sandstone dressings to openings (stugged sandstone 
dressings to sanctuary). Moulded blind arcade detailing set to gable apex of transepts 
surmounted by Celtic Cross shaped finials. A cross shaped finial to bellcote. Stained timber  
boarded main door with timber panelled and coloured leaded lights to porch door. Grey slated 
roofs, bellcast swept at eaves with sparred eaves. Slated ventilators with cusped timber 
detailing. Red clay ridge tiles.  Boundary Wall, Railings, Gatepiers and Gates  Low coped 
boundary wall to the S with decorative cast iron railings.  Gatepiers set to the SW; square-plan 
with panel motif and corniced caps, (at the time of the site visit the left gatepier had been 
removed for vehicular access). Decorative cast iron gate, removed at time of site visit. The 
railings continue to the adjacent property with a corresponding gatepier as the adjacent 
property was historically the manse (the house is currently unlisted, 2004).     Notes  
Ecclesiastical building in use as such.  
  
References  
NMRS; Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), pp. 296-297;  
McKean, C. Stirling and the Trossachs (1985), p. 100.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65391

Site Number 347

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65391
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Site Number 347

Site Name Callander

Type of Site War Memorial

NRHE Number NN60NW95

HER Number 65392

Status Non-designated

Easting 262843

Northing 707885

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65392 NN 6284 0788  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4232  War Memorial  NN 
62845 07885      Erected c. 1920 dedicated to the men of Callander lost in the 1 st Word War, 
and subsequently altered to incorporate those who died in the 2 nd World War. The memorial 
is  set in a prominent position to the fore of the S side of Ancaster Square. 
  
Description  
A rubble circular base partly filled with soil (to enable being planted up) upon which sits a 
rubble cube base with a brass plaque to each face. 3 of the plaques are inscribed with the 
names of the town's dead, the 4 th depicts a figure wearing Highland dress carrying a fiery  
cross. Sitting upon this base is an ashlar column with a Celtic capital crowned by an erect 
shield-bearing lion facing NE towards the former parish church. A later bronze ring with Celtic 
decoration is to be found near the base of the column commemorating those who died in the 
2 nd World War. 
  
Notes  
The square has been remodelled in the late 20 th century with the memorial being partly 
enclosed by low walling to all sides. Around this has been placed bench seating, giving the 
memorial good visual presence and serving as a focal point to S side of the square. It is of  
interest to note that the fiery cross is a symbol used to represent the town of Callander.  
  
References  
Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 298.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65392

Site Number 348

Site Name St Bride's Church

Type of Site Church

NRHE Number NN60NW99

HER Number 65393

Status Non-designated

Easting 262950

Northing 707770

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65393 NN 6295 0777  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4233  Church  NN 62950 
07770     Originally built in 1844 as St. Bride's Free Church with significant alterations in 1861 
by the architect's practice Kennedy and Dalgleish (Glasgow) including the addition of the 

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65392
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chancel and western Italianate entrance tower. Further alterations made in 1907.  Listed at 
category B, being a prominent landmark in Callander and environs, with a good quality early 20 
th century interior. It should be noted that it is relatively unusual to find such Italianate 
detailing to a Free Church.    
  
Notes  
The recorded history of a religious life in Callander begins with Saint Kessog, a follower of St 
Columba of Iona, who is said to have preached from the 'Hill of Kessog' beside the River Teith, 
in the 6 th century. Callander's pre-Reformation Church was established in the area nearby to 
the 'Hill of Kessog',  now the site of the Bridge Street Churchyard.   The church of St. Kessog's 
was moved to Ancaster Square in the 1770s with the establishment of the planned town of 
Callander and further rebuilt in 1883. In 1843 a major disruption took place in the Church of 
Scotland with the establishment of the Free Church Movement, St. Bride's was built as a result 
of this in 1844. In 1985 St. Kessog's  Church and St. Bride's Church merged, becoming known as 
Callander Kirk and occupying this building. The adjacent hall, now Callander Community Hall 
(see separate listing) was built in 1849 as the Free Church School.    
  
Description & Development  
Originally built as a simple, gable fronted, 4-bay long church. In 1861 the impressive Italianate 
towered W gable front was added; designed with a central window and flanking entrances 
surmounted by a clock tower and belfry. In 1907 it was rearranged to  accommodate a centred 
Gibbsian round arched door with Roman Doric columns, the flanking doors being converted to 
bipartite windows.  The square clock tower rises above the pitch of the roof with a thick 
projecting cornice on which sits the belfry stage composed of 3 round arched openings to each 
face with consoles carrying an eaves cornice capped with a shallow pyramid roof.  It is 
noticeable that the side (N) elevation has a better quality of finish than its corresponding S 
side, possessing a projecting eaves cornice.  The reason for this discrepancy is answered by the 
fact that a row of buildings once lined Pearl Street sitting very close to the S elevation.  
Therefore originally this elevation would have been fairly obscured.  Pearl Street was 
demolished in the 20 th century.  Interior  The large interior appears to have been re-furbished 
in the early 20 th century. It is composed of a long central nave, four bays long with side aisles. 
The nave is segmentally vaulted resting on a heavy continuous cornice supported by an arcade 
of Corinthian columns.  The vault is decorated with panelled floral frames. The aisles are set  
behind the columns with interesting tilted segmental ceilings.  There is a 1 st floor gallery to 
the W gable end with a panelled front.  The chancel is set slightly above the floor level of the 
nave with finely carved oak choir stalls and Classical panelling which incorporates an Ionic 
aedicule War Memorial at the centre of the E Wall. A richly carved oak pulpit stands to the left, 
dating from 1895, brought from St. Kessog's Church (now Rob Roy and Trossachs Visitor 
Centre, see separate listing); decorated with carved animals representing the 4 apostles. The 
organ is by Abbot & Smith, 1900. There is stained glass to the 3 round arched windows to the 
E; pictured is Christ offering the cup of salvation to Mary and St. John of the Revelation.  
  
Materials  
Coursed and squared 'pudding stone' to W and N elevations, random rubble to E and S. 
Sandstone dressings; vermiculated voussoirs and quoins to W gable front with quasi-strapwork 
forming gable parapets.  Ashlar to belfry stage. Timber panelled doors throughout, some with 
upper leaded lights, main door with diamante headed raised panelling. Pitched grey slate roof. 
Ashlar copes to E gable with gable apex bracketed stack, recessed arch motif and corniced 
cope, various cans.

References 
Dunn, K. Free church leaflet � Callander Kirk; 
Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 300; 
McKean, C. Stirling and the Trossachs (1985), p. 99; 
Thompson, A. Callander through the Ages (1985) pp. 28-29.
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Site Number 349

Site Name Letter

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60SW15

HER Number 65394

Status Non-designated

Easting 260194

Northing 703569

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65394 NN 6019 0356  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4234  A farmstead, 
comprising four roofed buildings, one unroofed building and four enclosures is depicted on the 
1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxxiii). Three roofed buildings and four 
enclosures are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1978).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 30 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11
  
Actual farmhouse etc. still in use. Location of mill next to burn and modern fence line. Mill 
partially obscured by modern rubbish and probably slighted by telegraph pole. Area of stone 
25m x 10m. Old field boundary on top of low ridge of bedrock leads south-westwards from mill 
towards farmhouse. Also old track leads up from the SE to the mill and Auchrig farmhouse - no 
longer visible.
 
Ellis, C., Argyll Archaeology Ltd, 'Walkover Survey, Rhynaclach, Stirlingshire', (2015)

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65394

Site Number 350

Site Name Allt Breac-nic

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN61SW10

HER Number 65395

Status Non-designated

Easting 260130

Northing 713230

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65395 NN 6013 1323  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4235  Remains of 2 small 
drystone buildings; each measures 7m by 4m.   Sponsor: Tilhill Economic Forestry   
 
W Anderson 1992.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65395

Site Number 351

Site Name Mollands
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Site Name Mollands

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60NW26

HER Number 65463

Status Non-designated

Easting 262988

Northing 706885

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65463 NN 6298 0688  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4300  The farmstead is 
shown as roofed shown on the First Edition OS 6-inch map of 1866.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65463

Site Number 352

Site Name Kilmahog Woollen Mill

Type of Site Woollen Mill

NRHE Number NN60NW31

HER Number 65464

Status Non-designated

Easting 261123

Northing 708259

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65464 NN 6112 0825  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4301  Kilmahog Woollen 
Mill, early 19th century. A single-storey rubble building with a six-spoke, low-breast shrouded-
paddle wheel, with wooden spokes and paddles, and iron axle rings and axles, 14ft (4.27m) in 
diameter. At present this drives a demonstration handloom. There are also a two-storey, 2- by 
3-bay rubble warehouse and a row of three single-storey weavers' cottages.  Altered and 
extended mill complex including a rectangular-plan single storey and attic gable ended office 
block, possibly 18 th century in origin, adjoined to a pair of later 20 th century larger gabled 
blocks. Adjacent is a single storey 19 th century former weaving shed, this too has undergone 
some alterations. The complex importantly still includes a running lade, sluice gate and 14' 
under shot timber and iron water wheel including gearings.   Woollen Mill  NN 61123 08259    
 
Kilmahog Woollen Mill, early 19th century. A single-storey rubble building with a six-spoke, 
low-breast shrouded-paddle wheel, with wooden spokes and paddles, and iron axle rings and 
axles, 14ft (4.27m) in diameter. At present this drives a demonstration handloom. There are 
also a two-storey, 2- by 3-bay rubble warehouse and a row of three single-storey weavers' 
cottages.  It is proposed (April 2005) to upgrade the listing from category C(S) to B. Altered and 
extended mill complex including a rectangular-plan single storey and attic gable ended office 
block, possibly 18 th century in origin, adjoined to a pair of later 20 th century larger gabled 
blocks. Adjacent is a single storey 19 th century former weaving shed, this too  has undergone 
some alterations. The complex importantly still includes a running lade, sluice gate and 14' 
under shot timber and iron water wheel including gearings.  Although largely altered and 
extended in the later 20 th century the remaining sluice gate, water wheel and gearings justify 
its listing at Category B. The mill represents an important survival in the industrial history of 
this area.  
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Description & Development  
It should be noted that originally the main road passed to the rear of the mill running beside 
the lade. The road however was re-orientated to the S of the mill in the 20 th century with a 
large car park created to accommodate tourists. The entrance to the mill is therefore set in a 
late 20th century extension to the S which joins the original gabled single bay office block to 
the formerly separate weaving shed. The 2 gabled bays to the left of the original office block 
were built in 1965 and 1969. To the N elevation of the mill, which would have originally been 
the principal elevation, the 3 gabled office blocks are set along the lade. A  walkway including  
the sluice gate gives access over the lade. The sluice opening remains, passing under the 
walkway with a raceway leading to the wheel. The 6-spoke, low-breast shrouded-paddle-wheel 
is mounted against a lean-to which houses the gearing, the sluice  rejoins the lade. Both the 
lean-to and the end section of the former weaving shed are built over the lade. The wheel is 
still believed to be in working order as a number of repairs have been recently made, 2004. 
However it was last used in circa 2003, as the sluice gate cannot be used at present, due to 
being in poor condition, 2004. A demonstration  handloom was powered by the wheel as a 
tourist attraction.  

Interior  
Internally the spaces have been re-organised to function as a commercial premise. The stone 
forestair leading to the attic of the office block remains, it is now enclosed within the modern 
linking wing. To the weaving shed machinery mounted to the ceiling still  remains. 

Materials  
Random rubble with modern timber sash and case windows. Grey slate roofs; pitched to 
gabled section, piended to weaving shed. 
 
Notes 
The mill is marked on the 1 st edition Ordnance survey map as a corn mill, therefore at some 
point in the later 19 th century it must have been converted to a woollen mill. Weaving 
continued at the mill until after the mid 20 th century. It is now run as a cafeteria and tourist 
attraction selling woollen goods which are woven elsewhere, 2004. Weavers' cottages are 
situated to the N of the lade. They have undergone a number of alterations including changes 
to the profile of their roofs, and are thus at present not considered for listing, 2004. The water 
for the lade is diverted from the River Garbh Uisge just upstream of Kilmahog Bridge (see 
separate listing). The lade passes under the A84 road to the E of the mill and re-enters the 
river. The 1st edition map shows that the lade also served a Waulk Mill which was located to 
the S of the Shieldaig (see separate listing), nothing visibly remains of this mill, 2004.

References 
1 st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey Map (1862-1863); 
Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 555; 
Hume, J. The Industrial Archaeology of Scotland � 2. The Highlands and Islands (1977) p. 258; 
further information supplied by courtesy of the local community, 2004.

Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

The origins of this mill are not known, but a conventional symbol for a mill is shown at this 
approximate locations on James Stobie�s map of "The counties of Perth and Clackmannan", 
published in 1783. What may be the waulk mill S of the modern Sheildaig referred to by the 
last authority (see WoSASPIN 67364) also appears to be shown on Stobie's map, and it may 
have been the first mill in the area to have been used for textile production.

Entered WoSAS (HMcB) 02/03/2015

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65464

Site Number 353

Site Name St Kessog's Church

Type of Site Church
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Type of Site Church

NRHE Number NN60NW37

HER Number 65465

Status Non-designated

Easting 262870

Northing 707940

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65465 NN 6287 0794  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4302.01  Church  NN 62870 
07940      A commodious building of an oblong form having a porch in front surmounted by a 
steeple. It was built in 1773 and contains 800 sittings. Number of communicants about 500. 
Property of the congregation."   Name Book (Perthshire), 1865      Callander Parish Church 
appears to have occupied this site since about 1773. This was when the Old Parish Church on 
Bridge Street was superceded by a new church 'not far distant' . The buildings on Ancaster 
Square were constructed from around this time, and a church is shown on this site on the 1st 
edition O.S. maps (1868). Robert Baldie's church replaced this structure in 1883.    
The following references are regarding the pre-Baldie church.  
  
REFERENCE:  
SCOTTISH RECORD OFFICE  Callander. Building the new Church of Callander. Receipt for 
payment of the Duke of Montrose's propoertion of ?210.  Noted also in Cashier's accounts.  
1772 GD 220/6/1486/4  GD 220/6/846/23    
Callander. Building of a New Church.  Receipt for Lady Leny's proportion of the expense.  1773 
GD 161/Box24/Bundle1    
Purchase of a bell for the Parish Church.  Receipt for proportion of the cost due by the Duke of 
Montrose.  1785 GD 220/6/858/50
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65465

Site Number 354

Site Name St Kessog's Church

Type of Site Church

NRHE Number NN60NW37

HER Number 65466

Status Non-designated

Easting 262870

Northing 707940

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65466 NN 6287 0794  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4302.02  Description  The 
gabled entrance to the principal (S) elevation is reached by a series of steps. The forecourt in 
front of the church including the steps were landscaped in 1990 at the time of the church's 
conversion to a visitor centre.  The tower rises above the entrance and is buttressed at the 
corners, a clock face is set to 3 sides of the tower. A slender well articulated spire rises from 
above the clock stage with conical finials close-packed to its base.  The belfry is located at the 
base of the spire with gabled plate tracery windows (with timber louvers). The spire is crowned 
by what appears to be a ship weather-vane.  The tower is flanked by single bays arranged 
internally as vestibules giving access to the upper part of the church, each has a long shafted 
lancet window. The setback gabled main body of the church extends some way out, each has a 
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quatrefoil set above a paired shafted lancet  window. The side W and E elevations have 3 
gabled bays, each with 3 lancet windows above and below the former gallery level. To the rear 
is a gabled sanctuary with an adjoined lean-to outshot built in 1900 to house the organ 
chamber.    Interior  At the time of the church's conversion the main body of the church was 
gutted, the galleries to the 3 sides were removed and a floor inserted to create a large space to 
the upper part of the church. The only remaining surviving fabric to any degree remains to the 
central entrance hall and the adjoining SW vestibule. A bipartite pointed arch with central 
floriated columns gives access from the hall to a stone stair with cast iron balusters. The stair 
would have originally given access to the galleries, it now provides access to the 'Rob Roy 
Story' which is housed to the 1 st floor, (2004). The vestibule to the SE has been re-arranged to 
provide lift access to the 1 st floor.     Materials  
Snecked blonde rubble with polished blonde sandstone dressings. Predominantly clear leaded 
lights, stained glass in N Lancets, now inaccessible; various female figures gathered below 
Christ, in memory of Katherine Elizabeth Buchanan 1905. Pitched grey slate roofs. Cast iron 
rainwater goods, 1883 inscribed to hoppers.    Church  NN 62870 07940     The church was 
built in 1883 by the architect Robert Baldie.   It is a square-plan church designed in the Early 
Gothic Pointed Style. The church occupies the site of the former 1773 local parish church.   It 
has an impressive central tall steepled entrance and is listed category B.    
  
Notes  
When St. Bride's Church and St. Kessog's Church amalgamated in 1985 it was decided to quit 
the former St Kessog's Church and set up at the former St Bride's Church calling itself Callander 
Kirk (see separate listing). St Kessog's Church therefore became redundant as a place of 
worship. However due to its prime location in Ancaster Square it was decided to convert it to a 
vistor's centre with the loss of the interior. The centre opened in 1990.  Baldie was a well 
established architect when commissioned in 1883 to re-build St. Kessogs. In the 1860s, with 
David Thomson, Robert Baldie rebuilt the ruinous outer ranges of Duntreath in Stirlingshire. In 
1873, he designed St Mary's Free Church (now New Govan Parish Church) in a Gothic style, 
with an imaginative interior with no seat further than ten rows from the front. He designed 
Pollokshields Church of Scotland in 1878, in Mixed Gothic style, lavishly furnished and famed 
for its stained glass windows, and in 1879, the now-destroyed Kelvinside U.P. Church.  
  
Callander Parish Church appears to have occupied this site since about 1773. This was when 
the Old Parish Church on Bridge Street was superceded by a new church 'not far distant' (see 
Archaeology Notes for Old Parish Church). The buildings on Ancaster Square were constructed 
from around this time, and a church is shown on this site on the 1st edition O.S. maps (1868). 
Robert Baldie's church

REFERENCE: SCOTTISH RECORD OFFICE Callander. Building the new Church of Callander. 
Receipt for payment of the Duke of Montrose's propoertion of ?210. Noted also in Cashier's 
accounts. 1772 GD 220/6/1486/4 GD 220/6/846/23 Callander. Building of a New Church. 
Receipt for Lady Leny's proportion of the expense. 1773 GD 161/Box24/Bundle1 Purchase of a 
bell for the Parish Church. Receipt for proportion of the cost due by the Duke of Montrose. 
1785 GD 220/6/858/50

References 
Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland, copy of lithograph; 
NMRS; Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), pp. 295-296; 
McKean, C. Stirling and the Trossachs (1985), p. 98

Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65466

Site Number 355

Site Name Callander Station

Type of Site Railway Station

NRHE Number NN60NW68

HER Number 65467
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HER Number 65467

Status Non-designated

Easting 262660

Northing 708120

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65467 NN 6266 0812  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4303  Probably opened 
1870. Rebuilt 1883. Closed 1.11.1965     A third-class station situated at the W end of the 
village of Callander, where the Callander branch of Railway terminates  Name Book 
(Perthshire), 1865 (It is likely that the OS recorder/surveyor has mixed this station up with that 
at the E end of the village, NN60NW 72)  This station had bays at either end of both up and 
down platforms and a passing loop on the up side. The footbridge was crowned by a small 
clock tower until 1947 when the bridge was replaced following an accident. As reconstructed 
in 1883, the station had a long facade facing the forecourt and three gabled transepts; the 
upper structures were of painted timber and included elaborately-sculptured eaves.   C E J 
Fryer 1989.    Callander (Dreadnought) Station opened circa 1870 for the Callander & Oban 
Railway which was later absorbed into the Caledonian Railway, LMS and since 1947 British 
Railways and closed November 1965. Of mainly wooden construction, the station along with 
the ancillary buildings was demolished to make way for a car park.  
Information from RCAHMS (DE) November 1995  
  
This intermediate station on the Stirling-Oban (main) line of the (former) Caledonian Rly. was 
opened (by the Callander and Oban Rly.) on 1 June 1870, supplanting an earlier station 
situated to the east. It closed to regular passenger traffic on 1 November 1965.   R V J Butt 199
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65467

Site Number 356

Site Name Callander Station

Type of Site Railway Station

NRHE Number NN60NW72

HER Number 65468

Status Non-designated

Easting 263340

Northing 707690

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65468 NN 6334 0769  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4304  For successor station 
(NN 6266 0811), see NN60NW 68 [4303].     A third-class station situated at the W (sic) end of 
the village of Callander, where the Callander branch of Railway terminates  Name Book 
(Perthshire), 1865    The original station at Callander was 'a two-platform affair, not as large as 
the one that later replaced it'. It was situated 'several hundred yards east' of its successor.   C 
E J Fryer 1989.      The original station at Callander was opened on 1 July 1858 by the 
Dunblane, Doune and Callander Rly. It was closed to regular passenger traffic (by the Callander 
and Oban Rly.) on 1 June 1870 when it was replaced by Callander (Dreadnought) station 
(NN60NW 68) on the extension of the line towards Killin and Oban.   R V J Butt 195
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Ordnance Survey , Name Book (County), Original Name Books of the Ordnance Survey.(n/a)
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Fryer, C E J , The Callander and Oban railway. Headington, Oxford.(1989)
Butt, R V J , The directory of railway stations: details every public and private passenger 
station, halt, platform and stopping place, past and present. Sparkford, nr Yeovil.(1995)

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65468

Site Number 357

Site Name Callander Station

Type of Site Railway Shed

NRHE Number NN60NW72.1

HER Number 65469

Status Non-designated

Easting 263486

Northing 707683

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65469 NN 6348 0768  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4304.01  John Hume 
(13/6/1967) notes this building as a engine shed.  This engine shed is located on the site of the 
original Callander Station.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65469

Site Number 358

Site Name Callander Station

Type of Site Railway Turntable

NRHE Number NN60NW72.2

HER Number 65470

Status Non-designated

Easting 263470

Northing 707630

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65470 NN 6347 0763  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4304.02  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65470

Site Number 359

Site Name Allt Na Luirge

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60NW73

HER Number 65471

Status Non-designated
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Status Non-designated

Easting 260920

Northing 709800

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65471 NN 6092 0980  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4305  A farmstead, 
comprising one unroofed building of three compartments and one enclosure is depicted on the 
1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxiv). One unroofed building and a 
large enclosure are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1980).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65471

Site Number 360

Site Name Easter Gartchonzie

Type of Site Deserted Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60NW75

HER Number 65472

Status Non-designated

Easting 260640

Northing 707280

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65472 NN 6064 0728  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4306  Deserted Farmstead   
NN 60640 07280     What may be a farmstead, comprising three unroofed buildings is depicted 
on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxxiii), but it is not shown on 
the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1978).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 30 January 1998  
  
A farmhouse and offices, the property of Wm. Marshall Traveller, Edinburgh Name Book 1862
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65472

Site Number 361

Site Name Soldier's Settlement (callander)

Type of Site Veterans' Row

NRHE Number NN60NW76

HER Number 65473

Status Non-designated

Easting 263574

Northing 707749

Parish
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Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65473 NN 6357 0774  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4307  '...Including the 
soldiers settlement, (which consists of houses built by goverment, for pensioners, after the 
peace of Paris, in the year 1763)...'  OSA 1794 (Vol. 11, 595)     A row of dwelling-houses, one 
storey, slated and in bad repair. They were built at the expense of the Duke of Perth as free 
residences for some of the highland soldiers discharged after the war in Flanders. A piece of 
ground, to the extent of two acres was attached to each house, for which the resident paid a 
nominal rent. They are fast going to ruin, no effort being made to keep them in repair. 
Property of Lord Willoughby de Eresby, Drummond Castle.   Name Book (Perthshire), 1867     
  
Two rows of buildings annotated Soldier's settlement, laid out on either side on a road, 
comprising four roofed, two partially roofed, two unroofed buildings and two enclosures are 
depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxxiv). Three roofed 
buildings and four enclosures are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1978) 
and the 1:2500 map (nd.).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 2 February 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65473

Site Number 362

Site Name Balgibbon

Type of Site Deserted Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60NW77

HER Number 65474

Status Non-designated

Easting 264061

Northing 707548

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65474 NN 6406 0754  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4308  A farmstead, 
comprising one roofed and one unroofed building is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-
inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxxiv). One unroofed building and one enclosure are shown 
on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1978).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 2 February 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65474

Site Number 363

Site Name Cockhill Cottage

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60NW79

HER Number 65475

Status Non-designated

Easting 262850
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Easting 262850

Northing 705070

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65475 NN 6285 0507  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4310  A farmstead, 
comprising one roofed, one unroofed building and one enclosure is depicted on the 1st edition 
of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxxiv). One roofed building and one enclosure are 
shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1978).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 2 February 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65475

Site Number 364

Site Name Braes Of Greenock

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN60NW80

HER Number 65476

Status Non-designated

Easting 263740

Northing 705570

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65476 NN 6374 0557  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4311  A single unroofed 
building is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxxiv), but 
it is not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1978). 
 
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 2 February 1998.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65476

Site Number 365

Site Name Tollhouse (kilmahog)

Type of Site Toll House

NRHE Number NN60NW81

HER Number 65477

Status Non-designated

Easting 260953

Northing 708434

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65477 NN 6095 0843  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4312  Tollhouse, Kilmahog, 
early 19th century. A single-storey rubble cottage with a semihexagonal end. A porch 

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65475
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65476
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projecting from the end appears to be a later addition.  J R Hume 197
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65477

Site Number 366

Site Name Kilmahog Bridge

Type of Site Bridge

NRHE Number NN60NW82

HER Number 65478

Status Non-designated

Easting 260816

Northing 708264

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65478 NN 6081 0826  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4313  It should be noted 
that the Pont texts (c1583-96) refer to 'bridgend of the Kirk of Kilmashugg' which suggests a 
bridge here prior to the one built in 1777.      NN 60816 08265    Kilmahog Bridge is a 2 arch, 
rubble bridge over the Garbh Uisge, just to the E of the Falls of Leny, dated 1777 and built by 
the mason Peter McInnes from Crieff. Built under the instruction of the Commissioners of 
Forfeited Estates as part of an improvement scheme to the forfeited estate of the Duke of 
Perth, Strathgartney Barony, after the 1745 Jacobite uprising. It is listed at category B, being a 
good example of a well preserved later 18th century bridge.  
  
Description  
2 segmental arches with vertically set narrow voussoirs separated by a pointed, piended 
cutwater. 2 shallow, sloped buttresses flank the arches on the SE face. Corniced ashlar date 
plaque to NW face. Random rubble abutment and parapet. Mid to late 20 th century iron 
railings to parapet. Modern (late 20th century) tarmac road surface.  
  
Materials  
Random rubble with squared rubble voussoirs and cutwaters.  
  
Notes  
Kilmahog Bridge was built as part of the improvements to the Barony of Strathgartney which 
were proposed by John Leslie in his 1775 report on behalf of the Commissioners of Forfeited 
Estates. In his observations on the estate, Leslie suggests the construction of a bridge either at 
Gartchonzie or Kilmahog to improve communications, having earlier in the report already 
suggested a bridge at Gartchonzie. Both bridges were built, and a contract, dated October 21 
st 1777, was drawn up between James Small (factor of the Perth Estate on behalf of the 
Commissioners for Forfeited Estates) and Peter McInnes (a  Mason in Crieff) for  McInnes to 
build Kilmahog bridge and another of similar design at Gartchonzie (see separate listing). The 
contract states the following: 'Peter McInnes hereby tends and obliges him to build a bridge 
over the water at Kilmahog consisting of two arches, conform to a plan thereof made by the 
said Peter McInnes and signed by him of the date of his signing these presents. All the stones 
in the pillars and landbreasts to be picked cleering?. And all the fore(sic) corner stones of the 
pillars to be broached work with an elbow so as no seam may be in that corner. And to build 
said bridge fifteen feet broad between hem and hem, and the ledges thereof three feet high.  
And to cope them with a pend, and also to build another bridge at Gartchonzie. Gartchonzie of 
two arches conform to a plan signed by the said Peter McInnes also of this date and to be 
made in every other respect as the bridge mentioned.    
  
REFERENCE 
Scottish Record Office  Building a Bridge over the water at Kilmahog and at Gartchonzie.  

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65477
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Contract between James Small, Facor on the Estate of Perth and Peter McInnes, Mason in 
Crieff to build bridges consistiong of two arches and conforming to plans made by Peter 
McInnes.  Estimate of 296 [pounds].  Receipt for Thomas Buchanan's share of the cost.  1777 
GD 161/Box 24/Bundle 1
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65478

Site Number 367

Site Name Kilmahog Bridge

Type of Site Bridge

NRHE Number NN60NW82

HER Number 65479

Status Non-designated

Easting 260816

Northing 708264

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65479 NN 6081 0826  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4313.01  The Pont texts 
(c1583-96) refer to 'bridgend of the Kirk of Kilmashugg' which suggests a bridge here prior to 
the one built in 1777.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65479

Site Number 368

Site Name Ballagline

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number

HER Number 65579

Status Non-designated

Easting 260568

Northing 702599

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65579 NN 6056 0259  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4771  Farmstead  NN 60568 
02599     Two roofed roofed buildings, one unroofed structure, and two enclosures are shown 
in this location on the 1st edition OS 25-inch map of 1863 and named as 'Ballagline'. Nothing is 
shown on the current OS map.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65579

Site Number 369

Site Name Portnellan

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65478
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65479
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65579
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Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN50NE27

HER Number 65583

Status Non-designated

Easting 258250

Northing 706550

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65583 NN 5825 0655  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4832  Rig   NN 5825 06550    
 
A large area of rig has been recorded on oblique aerial photography (RCAHMSAP 1999) lying 
across rising ground on the N shore of Loch Venachar. 
 
Information from RCAHMS (KMM) 13 February 200
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65583

Site Number 370

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Archaeological Field Evaluation

NRHE Number NN60NW70

HER Number 65587

Status Event

Easting 263400

Northing 706100

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65587 NN 6340 0610  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4854  Field Evaluation  NN 
634 061     NN 634 061 An area within a field to the N of Balvalachlan Farm, Braes of 
Greenock, was investigated by geophysical survey and test trenching in February 1996 by 
Kirkdale Archaeology. The field lay c 50m to the S of a recognised cropmark site (NMRS NN 60 
NW 23 - Lots of Callander), comprising a circular enclosure c 27m in diameter with an annexe. 
The geophysical survey revealed traces of a linear and sub-rectangular anomaly, which were 
tested by means of the excavation of four test trenches.  The linear feature was demonstrated 
to be geological in origin, as was the perceived shape of the sub-rectangular enclosure. 
However, archaeological features were apparent in two of the trenches opened, consisting of 
a low bank, and a number of stone slabs, apparently deliberately set. The latter were left 
unexcavated.  
 
Sponsor: Environmental Resources Management.   G Ewart, P Sharman and J Triscott 1996
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65587

Site Number 371

Site Name Balvalachlan

Type of Site Geophysical Survey

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65583
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65587
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Type of Site Geophysical Survey

NRHE Number NN60NW70

HER Number 65588

Status Event

Easting 263400

Northing 706100

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65588 NN 6340 0610  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4854.01  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65588

Site Number 372

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 65593

Status Non-designated

Easting 260321

Northing 707818

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65593 NN 6032 0781  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4981  Field Bank  NN 60324 
07827 to NN 60387 07616     This stone and earth boundary bank lies to the east of a small 
burn. It has an average width of c.2-3m and is typically 0.5 - 1m high. It is not fully intact, 
having been eroded by sheep tracks and gorse and bracken growth.    Earth/stone-built dyke, 
orientated N-S. Eroded but still clearly visible. Stones have been robbed in  localised sections. 
Stones apparent in facing.  Medieval/Post-Medieval.  
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65593

Site Number 373

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Wall

NRHE Number

HER Number 65594

Status Non-designated

Easting 259580

Northing 707480

Parish

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65588
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65593
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Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65594 NN 5958 0748  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4982  Field Wall  NN 59580 
07480 to NN 59890 07150     This stone-built field bank has a maximum height of 0.8m and a 
typical width of c.0.6m.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65594

Site Number 374

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 65595

Status Non-designated

Easting 259602

Northing 707115

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65595 NN 5960 0711  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4983  Field bank  NN 59602 
07115 to NN 59276 07198     This turf and stone bank follows the contours of the hill. It is 
typically 1-2m wide and 0.5-0.6m high and has been fairly heavily eroded.  Several large 
boulders were found in the foundations of this bank.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65595

Site Number 375

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Wall

NRHE Number

HER Number 65596

Status Non-designated

Easting 259882

Northing 707173

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65596 NN 5988 0717  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4984  Field Wall  NN 59882 
07173 to NN 59580 07480     This denunded and largely collapsed dry-stone wall adjoins a 
stone-built field bank (SMR Nos 4984 & 4982) to the east and doglegs to the south. It has a 
maximum width of 2-2.5m and height of 0.6m.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65596

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65594
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65595
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65596
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Site Number 376

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Wall

NRHE Number

HER Number 65597

Status Non-designated

Easting 259800

Northing 707050

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65597 NN 5980 0705  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4984.01  Field Wall     This 
denunded and largely collapsed dry-stone wall adjoins a stone-built field bank (SMR Nos 4984 
& 4982)  to the east and doglegs to the south. It has a maximum width of 2-2.5m and height of 
0.6m.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65597

Site Number 377

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number

HER Number 65598

Status Non-designated

Easting 260142

Northing 707273

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65598 NN 6014 0727  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4986  Rig cultivation  NN 
60142 07273     Rig and furrow was recorded in a small field to the north of a possible 
abandoned farmstead (SMR No 2548.01).
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65598

Site Number 378

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Wall

NRHE Number

HER Number 65599

Status Non-designated

Easting 260286

Northing 707398

Parish

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65597
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65598
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Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65599 NN 6028 0739  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4987  Field Wall  NN 60286 
07398 to NN 60210 07500     The denuded remains of a dry-stone wall have a maximum width 
of 0.8m and a typical height of 0.6m.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65599

Site Number 379

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Wall

NRHE Number

HER Number 65600

Status Non-designated

Easting 260200

Northing 707500

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65600 NN 6020 0750  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4988  Field Wall  NN 60200 
07500 to NN 60240 07560     The slight remains of a stone and earthen bank, with a maximum 
width of 3.5m and a typical height of 0.5m, were recorded to the south of the hillfort (SMR No 
320.01).   The bank was orientated north to south.  Deposits of pebbles or scree, which had 
accumulated in the vicinity of the bank, perhaps derived from the ramparts of the hillfort. The 
size of the boulders within the scree increases down slope to merge with the bank.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65600

Site Number 380

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number

HER Number 65601

Status Non-designated

Easting 260280

Northing 707600

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65601 NN 6028 0760  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4989  Enclosure  NN 60280 
07600     An oval enclosure was visible form the summit of the hillfort, but less easily 
discerned on the ground, due to bracken cover.  The stone bank of the enclosure had a 
maximum width of 1.8m and a height of 0.5-0.7m.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65599
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65600
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Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65601

Site Number 381

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Wall

NRHE Number

HER Number 65602

Status Non-designated

Easting 259994

Northing 707296

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65602 NN 5999 0729  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4990  Field Wall  NN 59994 
07296 to NN 60181 07428     This partial dry-stone wall has a maximum width of 0.6m and a 
height of 0.6m.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65602

Site Number 382

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Mound

NRHE Number

HER Number 65603

Status Non-designated

Easting 258780

Northing 706420

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65603 NN 5878 0642  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4991  Mound  NN 58780 
06420     An irregular, linear mound, measuring 5m by 3m and with a height of 0.4m, is 
situated at the confluence of two burns. It appears that the northern side has been eroded on 
its northern side by one of the burns.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65603

Site Number 383

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 65604

Status Non-designated

Easting 258740

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65601
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65602
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65603
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Easting 258740

Northing 706430

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65604 NN 5874 0643  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4992  Bank  NN 58740 
06430     A turf bank is situated in a boggy area. The bank has a maximum width of 3m and a 
height of 1.3m.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65604

Site Number 384

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Burnt Mound (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 65605

Status Non-designated

Easting 258950

Northing 706570

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65605 NN 5895 0657  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4993  Burnt Mound 
(possible)  NN 58950 06570     A possible burnt mound is situated in a boggy area at the point 
where a burn bifurcates. The mound is grass covered and has a diameter of 15m and a 
maximum height of 1.8m. Burnt mounds are typically of Bronze Age date.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65605

Site Number 385

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Clearance Cairn (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 65606

Status Non-designated

Easting 259393

Northing 707182

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65606 NN 5939 0718  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4994  Clearance cairn 
(possible)  NN 59393 07182     This possible clearance cairn measures 5m by 3m in plan and 
has a maximum height of 0.8m.  It is grass covered, with occasional stones visible.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65604
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65605
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Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65606

Site Number 386

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Boundary

NRHE Number

HER Number 65607

Status Non-designated

Easting 259252

Northing 707192

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65607 NN 5925 0719  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4995  Field Boundary  NN 
59252 07192 to NN 59007 07089     This earth and stone field boundary is probably a 
continuation of two other boundaries (SMR No 4983 & 4997).  It has a maximum width of 
2.5m and a height of 0.4-0.5m.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65607

Site Number 387

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Sheep Fank

NRHE Number

HER Number 65608

Status Non-designated

Easting 259058

Northing 707327

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65608 NN 5905 0732  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4996  Sheep Fank  NN 
59058 07327     This two compartmented, dry-stone sheep fank covers an area of 10m by 
20m.  The walls have a height of 1.3m.  The remains of wooden stalls and a corrugated iron 
roof are preserved in the north-west corner.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65608

Site Number 388

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 65609

Status Non-designated

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65606
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Status Non-designated

Easting 258700

Northing 706790

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65609 NN 5870 0679  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4997  NN 5870 0679 to NN 
59007 07089:  No information currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65609

Site Number 389

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number

HER Number 65610

Status Non-designated

Easting 258622

Northing 706757

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65610 NN 5862 0675  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4998  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65610

Site Number 390

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Boundary

NRHE Number

HER Number 65611

Status Non-designated

Easting 258470

Northing 706740

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65611 NN 5847 0674  Stirling SMR Locality Number 4999  NN 5847 0674 to NN 
5841 0663:  No information currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65611

Site Number 391

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65609
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Site Number 391

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 65612

Status Non-designated

Easting 258372

Northing 706566

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65612 NN 5837 0656  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5000  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65612

Site Number 392

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 65613

Status Non-designated

Easting 257220

Northing 706240

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65613 NN 5722 0624  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5001  NN 5722 0624 to NN 
5744 0627:  No information currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65613

Site Number 393

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 65614

Status Non-designated

Easting 257210

Northing 706200

Parish

Council

Description

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65612
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Description WoSAS Pin 65614 NN 5721 0620  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5001.01  NN 5721 0620 to 
NN 5643 0624:  No information currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65614

Site Number 394

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Sheep Fank

NRHE Number

HER Number 65615

Status Non-designated

Easting 257594

Northing 706495

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65615 NN 5759 0649  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5002  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65615

Site Number 395

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number

HER Number 65616

Status Non-designated

Easting 257570

Northing 706520

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65616 NN 5757 0652  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5003  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65616

Site Number 396

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number

HER Number 65617

Status Non-designated

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65614
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Status Non-designated

Easting 257520

Northing 706627

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65617 NN 5752 0662  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5004  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65617

Site Number 397

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Head Dyke

NRHE Number

HER Number 65618

Status Non-designated

Easting 257472

Northing 706924

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65618 NN 5747 0692  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5005  NN 57472 06924 to 
NN 57614 06941:  No information currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65618

Site Number 398

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Wall

NRHE Number

HER Number 65619

Status Non-designated

Easting 259217

Northing 707767

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65619 NN 5921 0776  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5006  NN 59217 07767 to 
NN 58554 07144:  No information currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65619

Site Number 399

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65617
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65618
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65619
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Site Number 399

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Dam

NRHE Number

HER Number 65620

Status Non-designated

Easting 258767

Northing 706394

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65620 NN 5876 0639  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5007  Dam  NN 58767 
06394     A pond has a rubble dam to the south.  The pond and dam are both marked on the 
OS First Edition 6-inch map of 1866.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65620

Site Number 400

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN50NE27

HER Number 65621

Status Non-designated

Easting 258050

Northing 706250

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65621 NN 5805 0625  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5008  Rig Cultivation  NN 
58050 06250     An area of unenclosed rig and furrow is recorded here.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65621

Site Number 401

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 65622

Status Non-designated

Easting 258030

Northing 706460

Parish

Council

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65620
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65621
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Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65622 NN 5803 0646  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5009  NN 5803 0656 to NN 
5840 0662:  No information currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65622

Site Number 402

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 65623

Status Non-designated

Easting 258345

Northing 706622

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65623 NN 5834 0662  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5011  NN 58345 06622 to 
NN 5840 0662:  No information currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65623

Site Number 403

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number

HER Number 65624

Status Non-designated

Easting 257650

Northing 706400

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65624 NN 5765 0640  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5012  Rig Cultivation  NN 
57650 06400     Extensive broad rig and furrow covers an area on either side of a ruinous field 
wall (SMR No 5013.00).  The western side is enclosed by modern fences;  the eastern side runs 
as far as a turf bank (SMR No 5017).
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65624

Site Number 404

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Wall

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65622
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65623
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65624
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NRHE Number

HER Number 65625

Status Non-designated

Easting 257686

Northing 706341

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65625 NN 5768 0634  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5013  Field Wall  NN 57686 
06341 to NN 57660 06473     A large ruinous dry-stone wall runs north-south, dividing two 
areas of rig and furrow (SMR No 5012).  The wall survives to a maximum height of 1m and, in 
its stare of collapse, is up to 4m wide.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65625

Site Number 405

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Wall

NRHE Number

HER Number 65626

Status Non-designated

Easting 257579

Northing 706375

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65626 NN 5757 0637  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5013.01  Field Wall   NN 
57579 06375 to NN 57577 06482     A large ruinous dry-stone wall runs north-south, dividing 
two areas of rig and furrow (SMR No 5012).  The wall survives to a maximum height of 1m and, 
in its state of collapse, is up to 4m wide.  
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65626

Site Number 406

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Wall

NRHE Number

HER Number 65627

Status Non-designated

Easting 257660

Northing 706473

Parish

Council

Description

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65625
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Description WoSAS Pin 65627 NN 5766 0647  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5014  NN 57660 06473 to 
NN 57615 06482:  No information currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65627

Site Number 407

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Wall

NRHE Number

HER Number 65628

Status Non-designated

Easting 257660

Northing 706470

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65628 NN 5766 0647  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5015  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65628

Site Number 408

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number

HER Number 65629

Status Non-designated

Easting 257642

Northing 706512

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65629 NN 5764 0651  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5016  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65629

Site Number 409

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 65630

Status Non-designated

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65627
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65628
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65629
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Status Non-designated

Easting 257714

Northing 706415

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65630 NN 5771 0641  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5017  Field Bank  NN 57714 
06406 to NN 57700 06490     This low and denuded turf and stone field bank encloses rig and 
furrow (SMR No 5012).  The bank is 1.7m wide and 0.6m high.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65630

Site Number 410

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number

HER Number 65631

Status Non-designated

Easting 258540

Northing 706642

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65631 NN 5854 0664  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5018  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65631

Site Number 411

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number

HER Number 65632

Status Non-designated

Easting 257528

Northing 706617

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65632 NN 5752 0661  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5019  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65632

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65630
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Site Number 412

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 65633

Status Non-designated

Easting 258614

Northing 706774

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65633 NN 5861 0677  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5020  NN 58614 06774 to 
NN 58640 06780:  No information currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65633

Site Number 413

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number

HER Number 65634

Status Non-designated

Easting 258723

Northing 706619

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65634 NN 5872 0661  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5021  Rig Cultivation  NN 
58723 06619     An area of unenclosed rig and furrow is recorded here.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65634

Site Number 414

Site Name Milton Wood

Type of Site Track

NRHE Number

HER Number 65635

Status Non-designated

Easting 259430

Northing 706947

Parish

Council

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65633
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Description WoSAS Pin 65635 NN 5943 0694  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5022  Track  NN 59430 
06947 to NN 59074 07329     This track is recorded on the OS First Edition 6-inch map of 1866 
and is still extant.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65635

Site Number 415

Site Name Falls Of Leny

Type of Site Military Road

NRHE Number NN50NE9

HER Number 65658

Status Non-designated

Easting 259000

Northing 708740

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65658 NN 5900 0874  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5059  Archaeology Notes  
 
NN50NE 9 NN 5999 0878 to NN 5882 0999. MR 8.      NN 5999 0878 - NN 5855 0999 Course of 
military road shown by Roy (1747-55).    NN 5999 0878 - NN 5877 0922 Modern road on line 
of military road.   
NN 5877 0922 - NN 5881 0952 Slight terrace and bank on west side suggests course of road.   
NN 5881 0952 - NN 5884 0979 Probable course of road. Wall on west side of stream probably 
west wall of road.   
NN 5884 0979 - NN 5881 0985 No trace.   
NN 5881 0985 - NN 5882 0999 Access road on line of possible line of road.    Visited by OS (RD) 
January 1969.  
W Roy (1747-55).    
  
The military road goes through the Pass of Leny, mainly overlain by the A84. However, it is also 
possible to trace a small section of the old road in this area. Then, a short distance to the S of 
St. Bride's Chapel, the military road heads off to the E of the modern road. Part of the Stirling 
to Fort William road built by Caulfeild between 1748 and 1753.   W Taylor 1976.      There is a 
discrepancy on this map sheet between the route shown by Roy (1747-55) and that recorded 
by the OS (RD) in January 1969 and Taylor (1976), from a point at NN 5877 0922, where the 
later observers trace the military road heading off to the E of the modern road, whereas Roy's 
route suggests a line shared by the modern road.  
 
Information from RCAHMS (MW) 22 December 1999.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65658

Site Number 416

Site Name Easter Dullater

Type of Site Roman Road (Alleged)

NRHE Number NN60NW130

HER Number 65662

Status Non-designated
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Status Non-designated

Easting 260000

Northing 706400

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65662 NN 6000 0640  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5075  Archaeology Notes  
 
NN60NW 130 from 6000 0640 to 6127 0810. RX 21.     NN 612 078 to NN 613 081 From 
Bochastle farmhouse garden field-boundary overlies a broad stony mound, 5 to 6 paces wide. 
Full report forwarded to NMRS.  
 
NN 605 068 to NN 606 071 
There is a short stretch of stony, grass-covered cambered ridge, along the line of a Wester 
Gartchonzie field-boundary.   T M Allan 1983.      The course of the alleged Roman road from 
Mallings to Bochastle Roman fort (NN60NW 17) can only be established where possible 
stretches have been found.  Near Wester Gartchonzie, a stretch of the alleged road may have 
been identified running along the line of a field boundary in a NE direction (from NN 6047 0687 
to NN 6063 0703). It may have crossed the Eas Gobhain near NN 6120 0740. It is then 
speculated to head N (to NN c.6124 0773), where it passes W of the Roman fort at Bochastle 
and is perhaps indicated by a field boundary up to the S bank of the Garbh Uisge 
(approximately NN 6127 0810).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (no date).    
  
References    
Allan, T M (1983 )   'Malling : Bochastle (Port of Menteith p, Callander p)'   Discovery and 
Excavation, Scotland, 1983, 3,     
Lonie, Newall and Sinclair, W, F and H M (1986 )   'Bochastle - Lake of Menteith, Roman road 
survey',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1976, 48-9,"
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65662

Site Number 417

Site Name Easter Dullater

Type of Site Roman Road (Alleged)

NRHE Number NN60NW130

HER Number 65663

Status Non-designated

Easting 261270

Northing 708100

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65663 NN 6127 0810  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5075.01  Archaeology 
Notes   NN60NW 130 from 6000 0640 to 6127 0810. RX 21.    
 
NN 612 078 to NN 613 081 From Bochastle farmhouse garden field-boundary overlies a broad 
stony mound, 5 to 6 paces wide. Full report forwarded to NMRS.  
 
NN 605 068 to NN 606 071 There is a short stretch of stony, grass-covered cambered ridge, 
along the line of a Wester Gartchonzie field-boundary.   T M Allan 1983.      The course of the 
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alleged Roman road from Mallings to Bochastle Roman fort (NN60NW 17) can only be 
established where possible stretches have been found.  Near Wester Gartchonzie, a stretch of 
the alleged road may have been identified running along the line of a field boundary in a NE 
direction (from NN 6047 0687 to NN 6063 0703). It may have crossed the Eas Gobhain near NN 
6120 0740. It is then speculated to head N (to NN c.6124 0773), where it passes W of the 
Roman fort at Bochastle and is perhaps indicated by a field boundary up to the S bank of the 
Garbh Uisge (approximately NN 6127 0810).  
 
Information from RCAHMS (no date).    
  
References    
Allan, T M (1983 )   'Malling : Bochastle (Port of Menteith p, Callander p)'   Discovery and 
Excavation, Scotland, 1983, 3,     
Lonie, Newall and Sinclair, W, F and H M (1986 )   'Bochastle - Lake of Menteith, Roman road 
survey',   Discovery and Excavation, Scotland, 1976, 48-9
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65663

Site Number 418

Site Name Leny House

Type of Site Country House

NRHE Number NN60NW29

HER Number 65664

Status Non-designated

Easting 261351

Northing 708908

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65664 NN 6135 0890  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5076  Country House  NN 
61349 08906     1846. 2-storeyed compact medium-scale baronial mansion designed by David 
Bryce. Characterised by crowstepped gables, conical roofed turrets and stone domerheads. Its 
earlier predecessor with possibly 16 th century fabric is adjoined to the rear (N). Set within 
open designed parkland on a plateau above Leny Glen, the house I  clearly visible from  the 
A84. Listed at Category B in regard to the work carried out by David Bryce and surviving earlier 
fabric. Leny House is recognised as being one of the most significant buildings in the area. It is 
the historical residence of the Buchanans of Leny.    
  
Notes  
B-Group with Leny House Walled Garden, Bridge over Leny Burn to SE of Leny House, Leny 
House Sundial. The Statistical Account of 1794 states that Alexander II in 1237 gave the charter 
of Leney to the Buchanan family. Their original residence was Leney Castle which was burnt 
down after the Battle of Flodden in 1513. The castle is recorded as standing on Caisteal Briste, 
a large long artificial mound situated to the S of Trean House (see separate listing), nothing 
visibly appears to remain of the castle, 2004. The elevated location of Leny House is indicative 
of the requirement for a defencible site. A Buchanan burial ground known as Little Leny is 
located at the confluence of the Eas Gobhain and Garbe Usige Rivers, see separate listing. The 
house and estate left the ownership of the Buchanan family in the 20 th century.  The large 
symmetrical U-plan coachhouse to the rear of the house is currently disused and in a parlous 
state, (2004). Organised with 2 single storey gabled wings set advanced from the main 2-storey 
block, the wings still remain roofed, the main block it gutted. The principal S elevation is 
characterised by its wide segmental openings. The house is currently run as a Bed and 
Breakfast with holiday apartments located in the policies, (2004).  
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Description & Development  
The long driveway approach is contrived to provide views of the SE and SW fronts in which are 
housed the principal/public rooms. The main door is located in a turret tucked into a recessed 
angle to the SW elevation. It is interesting to note that gable to the left of the entrance tower 
is that of the original house disguised by re-faced sandstone. The SE front has a window bay 
characteristic of Bryce's work: canted at ground floor, corbelled to square at 1 st floor with a 
conical roofed turret tucked in at the right angle. The long single storey wing terminated by the 
crowstepped end gable housed the servants' offices and kitchen.  The owners believe the 
earlier house was built in the early to mid 16 th century later altered and strengthened in 1691. 
It appears to have been a formulaic end-gabled and flat-fronted 3-storey rectangular plan 
fortified house, however the harled walls and refaced SW gable might conceal evidence that 
would prove otherwise. The unobscured rear NW elevation seems to have been partly 
remodelled by Bryce with stone dormer heads and an off-centre chimney added. A wall panel 
set in a late 16 th century pilastered frame is set above the 1 st floor. The interior of this block 
fell into serious disrepair in the 20 th century, it was gutted  and reconstructed to a different 
design in the 1990s. During the refurbishment a large arched fireplace was uncovered to the 
SW gable.  Interior  The Bryce house is well organised with a circular vestibule situated in the 
entrance turret to the SW leading to a large top-lit central stair hall from which the principal 
rooms are accessed. The baronial theme is carried indoors, with characteristic features such as 
the rib-vaulted hall ceiling. The public rooms contain pilastered marble chimney-pieces and  
have more Classical ceiling cornicework.   

Materials 
Bryce House; Timber boarded door with decorative iron hinges to entrance tower. Coursed 
grey sandstone with ashlar dressings to openings, quoins and dormerheads. Moulded string 
courses. Timber sash and case windows; combination of 12-paned single windows and 
horizontal paned mullioned windows. Ashlar stacks with various cans. Grey slated pitched roof 
with grey slates to conical roofs to turret. Large wrought iron weathervane to entrance turret.

Earlier House; Timber boarded door. Harled walls with exposed sandstone dressings and 
dormerheads. Predominantly 12-pane sash and case timber windows. Ashlar stacks, 
shouldered to offset central stack to NW.

Gatepiers and Sundial A pair of square-plan ashlar gatepiers with shallow pyramidal caps have 
been relocated from an unknown location and are now near to the main house at NN 61274 
08906. A mid 19 th century baluster sundial with an interesting face is located to the lawned 
area to the SW of the house.

References: 
NMRS; Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 556.

Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65664

Site Number 419

Site Name Leny House

Type of Site Sundial

NRHE Number

HER Number 65665

Status Non-designated

Easting 261337

Northing 708894

Parish

Council

Description
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Description WoSAS Pin 65665 NN 6133 0889  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5076.01  Sundial  NN 61337 
08894     A small sundial stands immediately sw of the house with which it is listed category 
B. Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11  A mid 19th century baluster sundial with an interesting 
face is located to the lawned area to the SW of the house.
 
Derived from Historic Scotland listed building data
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 21/06/2013

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65665

Site Number 420

Site Name Roman Camp Hotel

Type of Site Gate-house

NRHE Number NN60NW41.2

HER Number 65666

Status Non-designated

Easting 263257

Northing 707691

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65666 NN 6325 0769  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5077  Single storey and 
attic, 3-bay square-plan house of good streetscape value. Probably containing some late 
18th/early 19th century fabric. Altered in the mid 19th and 20th centuries. When built the 
house perhaps bore no link to the nearby Roman Camp Hotel (see separate listing). However 
at some later stage it has been adopted as its lodge/gatehouse due to its location at the head 
of a driveway leading from the Main Street to the Roman Camp Hotel.    Symmetrical 
arrangement to principle (NE) street elevation; windows to outer bays at ground floor with 
large rectangular dormer windows at eaves to attic. Modern extension to the rear (SW).    
Small circular-plan turret set on the angle of the NE/SE elevation, supported on corbels rising 
above the eaves level (probably 20th century). There is a carved sandstone panel recessed 
slightly into the turret; shield with inscription `The Camp House' surmounted by a carved 
coronet.    
  
Materials  
Pink painted render with painted stone dressings. Modern timber door, timber sash and case 
windows to original house, modern fenestration to rear extension. Piended roofs to dormers. 
Pitched roof with grey slates, coped ashlar gable apex stack to SE elevation with 2 circular clay 
cans. Slated cap roof and apex lead flashing to turret.      Boundary Wall, Rustic Arch and 
Gate  Rubble boundary wall to head height with end-on rubble copes. The wall leads down 
from 182 Main Street and runs alongside the drive to the hotel. There is a similar 
corresponding boundary wall on the opposite side belonging to 184 Main Street. A rustic 
rubble arch (probably early 20th century) spanning the drive is incorporated into the wall; 
consisting of rough rubble flanking supports built to both sides of the wall, supporting a 
slender rubble segmental arch. A decorative wrought iron gate (probably early 20th century) is 
situated at the arch. The boundary wall to 182 runs a considerable distance further to the SW, 
terminating at an open meadow.                 
  
Notes:  
B-Group with Roman Camp Hotel and Roman Camp Hotel Walled Garden. The 1st edition 
Ordnance Survey map shows No 182 stretching longer along Main Street than it currently does 
(2004). Consulting the 2nd edition map it is clear that it was reduced in size to accommodate 
178/180 Main Street in the later 19th century. The house was probably originally a single 
storey cottage raised up in the mid 19th century.    The Roman Camp Hotel, a private house till 
1937, was purchased by Reginald Brett, 2nd Viscount Esher, in 1897. Esher set about on a 
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vigorous improvement scheme on the house and the surrounding environs. It was probably 
during his ownership in the early 20th century that 182 Main Street was adopted as the lodge 
with the tower being added. It was probably also at this time that the rustic arch was built to 
add interest and formality to the driveway. The house now offers accommodation for hotel 
employees (2004). For further information consult Roman Camp Hotel list description.   
  
References:  
1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863); 
2nd edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1898-1899); 
Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 298.           
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65666

Site Number 421

Site Name Bridge Of Leny

Type of Site Bridge

NRHE Number NN60NW50.1

HER Number 65667

Status Non-designated

Easting 261517

Northing 708181

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65667 NN 6151 0818  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5078  Bridge (site)  NN 
61516 08186     ?Bridge of Leny in this area - Roy (1747-55).  No trace of old bridge now.  
 
Visited by OS (RD) October 1968
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65667

Site Number 422

Site Name Torrie

Type of Site Roman Road (Alleged)

NRHE Number NN60SW31

HER Number 65668

Status Non-designated

Easting 264990

Northing 704750

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65668 NN 6499 0475  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5079  Archaeology Notes  
 
NN60SW 31 from 6499 0475 to 6435 0499. RX 20.     The course of the road between 
Kincardine Church (NS79NW 57) and Bochastle (NN60NW 17) cannot be established. It 
undoubtedly followed a course to the S of the River Teith across uneven ground.   Visited by 
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OS (JP) 28 April 1975.      The alleged Roman road is speculated to underlie the B8032, running 
along the S banks of the River Teith where it passes St. Mary's Well.   Information from 
RCAHMS (no date).
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65668

Site Number 423

Site Name Trean

Type of Site Reservoir

NRHE Number

HER Number 65701

Status Non-designated

Easting 262036

Northing 708652

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65701 NN 6203 0865  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5195  Reservoir  NN 62036 
08652     LM:  Reported by FWAAG officer for RSS. This reservoir/water tank is dated on the 
keystone to 1864.  Despite the date on keystone it is not marked on the First Edition OS map of 
1866.  It is idepicted and named Fountainhead on Second Edition of 1900.  The farmer 
indicated that it was part of the water supply system for the walled garden at Leny House.  The 
adjoining burn has a slabbed base and side walling.      "Hi Scott    Managed out to Trean 
yesterday.  I would call it a water tank or reservoir.  It conveniently has a date of 1864.  
Nevertheless it is not on the First edition OS map of 1866.  Nor can this date be tied to the 
walled garden, which is of 18th century origin nor to the present house, much of which dates 
to 1842.  Nevertheless, it and the surrounding area is of interest as an industrial archaeological 
site related to the estate history.  I am content to accept that it feeds the walled garden and 
there is certainly several lengths of cast iron pipe around.  It appears to be fed from the upper 
north east corner and emptied by means of a plug/pulley system located centrally in the front 
entrance.  The adjoining stream has a very interesting stepped floor and built sides.  Although 
there has been some recent loss of bank immediately north of the north west corner of the 
tank it does not appear to have removed any of this 'lade' but may need to be watched longer 
term in case it undercuts the structure itself.      In the meantime can I suggest the following 
management - re-turfing of the area of brick which has been exposed on the south west side of 
the roof and the removal of the gorse on and close to the structure.  As well as potential root 
damage its presence is encouraging the stock to congregate there and this is damaging the 
vegetation cover.  Additionally I would suggest that the fallen trees in the lade be carefully 
removed especially those which have accumulated above the boundary fence before they 
cause further damage.    hope this meets with your approval.    Lorna  4/02/05"
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65701

Site Number 424

Site Name Anie

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN51SE29

HER Number 65702

Status Non-designated
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Easting 258840

Northing 710190

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65702 NN 5884 1019  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5198.01  Description:   
Dated 1737, symmetrical 3-bay 2-storey restored farmhouse, 19th and 20th century rear wings 
create an over-all square plan building. Moulded eaves cornice to principal SW elevation, 
dated corbel stone to SE gable, smooth rendered margins to window openings of original 
house and arises. Despite changes made to the exterior and interior, the building is an 
important example within the local area of a farmhouse with possible 18th century fabric, 
standing in a prominent position. It is of interest to note that the farm track which runs past 
the farm was originally part of Major Caulfield's military road (1850-1852) with a small single 
span bridge remaining (see separate listing).    The windows to the 1st floor of the principal 
elevation are smaller than those at the ground floor. This perhaps suggest that the ground 
floor windows have been enlarged at a later date to increase light to the principal rooms. It is 
also possible that originally the side gables of the original building were blank with the single 
windows at ground and 1st floor inserted at a later date. The central bipartite window has 
been inserted at a later date. The 2 rear wings have various fenestration, a modern porch and 
lean-to are set to the 19th century wing.    
  
Interior  
Access was not possible at time of the site visit, 2004, though it was established that the 
interior had been recently refurbished.    
  
Materials  
Harled walls. Predominantly 12-pane timber sash and case windows, recently refurbished with 
ventilators, 2004. Refurbished grey slate roof. Modern piend roofed dormer windows, slit 
windows to cheeks. Centred bi-partite rooflight to SW.          
  
Note
The detailing and proportions of the house including the small set at eaves 1st floor windows, 
and bouldered basecourse, give the house the feel of an 18th century building. It is not 
substantiated that the house dates from 1737 as indicated by the dated corbel. Date stones 
are usually set above doors or in more visible areas, rather than side gables close to the rear. 
This leads one to suspect that perhaps the corbel has been inscribed at a later date or re-used. 
It is possible that the farm was built soon after the building of the military road in the 1750s. 
James Stobie's map of 1783 refers to the area where the farmhouse is located as Upper Anie. A 
settlement known as Lower Anie is marked on the map, situated by the roadside opposite St. 
Bride's Chapel (see separate listing), it no longer survives. The map shows an L-shaped building 
to Upper Anie, it is possible that this represents the farmhouse and one of the dilapidated 
steading ranges located to its rear, 2004. The 25th president of the United States, William 
Mckinlay, is said to have been descended from Mckinlays who lived at Anie in the 17th and 
18th centuries. There are 4 Mckinlay graves in the burial ground at St. Bride's Chapel 
[Alexander Reid].
  
References:  
James Stobie, map of `The Counties of Perth and Clackmanan' (1783) NLS; Reid. A, Graveyard, 
gravestones and burial grounds from website; www.incallander.co.uk; additional information 
courtesy of owner, 2005.                  
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65702

Site Number 425

Site Name Anie

Type of Site Field System

NRHE Number NN51SE29
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NRHE Number NN51SE29

HER Number 65703

Status Non-designated

Easting 258840

Northing 710190

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65703 NN 5884 1019  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5198.02  nothing in 
nmrs06/05
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65703

Site Number 426

Site Name Anie

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN51SE29

HER Number 65704

Status Non-designated

Easting 258840

Northing 710190

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65704 NN 5884 1019  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5198.03  nothing in 
nm2/06/05 

Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65704

Site Number 427

Site Name Callander

Type of Site Memorial

NRHE Number

HER Number 65718

Status Non-designated

Easting 262869

Northing 707964

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65718 NN 6286 0796  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5228  Memorial  NN 62869 
07964     This is a monument to William McMichael, former solicitor, banker and town clerk, 
erected  in 1899.  It comprises a rough hewn granite monument (formerly drinking fountain) 
with significant local interest, formerly standing in a prominent position to the front of the Rob 
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Roy and Trossach Visitors Centre.  It was moved in the 1990s to its current position to the rear 
of Ancaster Square.  It is proposed for listing (April 2005) category C(S)    Description  A 
bouldered tapered base carries a table surmounted by a pedestal carrying an obelisk with a 
small shaped finial. Polished granite inscription plate to the principal (SW) elevation reading 
'Erected July 1899 in memory of William McMichael û Solicitor, Banker and for  19 years Town 
Clerk of Callander, who died on 12 th of Nov 1898, a wise counsellor and a true friend.'  
  
Notes  
The monument's current setting, after the square's development in 1990, to the rear of the N 
side of Ancaster Square no longer affords the monument the visual impact or prominence it 
was originally intended to have.  
  
References  
Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002) p.298
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65718

Site Number 428

Site Name Callander

Type of Site War Memorial

NRHE Number

HER Number 65719

Status Non-designated

Easting 263803

Northing 707421

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65719 NN 6380 0742  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5229  War Memorial  NN 
63806 07422     Located in the centre of the Scottish Veterans Garden Settlement the war 
memorial is listed category B.  It is  a rustic memorial comprising of dome-capped rubble 
columns linked  by a wall containing a memorial and a slate slab bench.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65719

Site Number 429

Site Name Mansefield House

Type of Site Dovecot

NRHE Number

HER Number 65720

Status Non-designated

Easting 262750

Northing 707866

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65720 NN 6275 0786  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5300  Dovecot  NN 62752 
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07867     A small single storey and attic outbuilding set close to the west elevation of 
Mansefield was converted to a dovecot probably in the early 20th century with a stair to the 
exterior of the E gable. The stair has a moulded stone handrail with ball finials. A timber 
boarded attic door set in the gable has a flight hole and an alighting ledge giving access to the 
loft. The ground is accessed from a timber panelled door to the S elevation. The ground 
interior is timber lined with a timber mantelpiece and hob grate. There are hooks hanging from 
the ceiling.  An inserted window with diamond paned leaded lights faces N into the garden. 
The dovecote has a pitched grey slate roof.    It is listed category B with the house.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65720

Site Number 430

Site Name Gartchonzie Bridge

Type of Site Bridge

NRHE Number NN60NW127

HER Number 65723

Status Non-designated

Easting 260493

Northing 707140

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65723 NN 6049 0714  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5302  Bridge  NN 60489 
07146     Gartchonzie bridge is a 2 arch, rubble bridge over the Eas Gobhain, dated 1777, built 
by Peter McInnes, a mason from Crieff. Built under the instruction of the Commissioners of 
Forfeited Estates as part of an improvement scheme to the forfeited estate of the Duke of 
Perth after the 1745 Jacobite uprising. It is listed at category B, being a good example of well 
preserved later 18 th century bridge.   
  
Description  
2 segmental arches with vertically set, narrow voussoirs, divided by pointed cutwater with 
piended head. Rubble abutment and parapet, capped by spaced, vertically set narrow rubble 
stones. There is some repointing to the abutment. Modern (late 20 th century) tarmac road 
surface.  
  
Materials  
Squared rubble voussoirs and cutwaters; random rubble.  
  
Notes: 
Gartchonzie Bridge was built as part of the improvements to Gartchonzie Farm ordered in a 
1775 report by John Leslie on behalf of the Commissioners of Forfeited Estates. The report 
proposed the subdivision of the farm lands with new walls and the construction of a new 
water mill. Also marked on the map that shows the division of the land is a 'proposed bridge', 
which is this new bridge over Eas Gobhain. A contract, dated October 21 st 1777, was drawn 
up between James  Small (factor of the Perth Estate on behalf of the Commissioners for 
Annexed Estates) and Peter McInnes (a Mason in Crieff) for McInnes  to build this bridge and 
another of similar design over the Garbh Uisge at Kilmahog (see separate listing). The contract 
states the following: 'Peter McInnes hereby tends and obliges him to build a bridge over the 
water at Kilmahog consisting of two arches, conform to a plan thereof made by the said Peter 
McInnes and signed by him of the date of his signing these presents. All the stones in the pillars 
and landbreasts to be picked cleering?. And all the fore(sic) corner stones of the pillars to be 
broached work with an elbow so as no  seam may be in that corner. And to build said bridge 
fifteen feet broad between hem and hem, and the ledges thereof three feet high.  And to cope 
them with a pend, and also to build another bridge at Gartchonzie. Gartchonzie of two arches 
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conform to a plan signed  by the said Peter McInnes also of this date and to be made in every 
other respect as  the bridge mentioned.'    
  
References: 
J Leslie, PLAN AND REPORT ON THE SUBDIVISION  OF GARTCHONZIE FARM 1775 (National 
Archives of Scotland,  ref:E777/313 pp10-11). FORFEITED ESTATES: PERTH:  CORRESPONDENCE 
FROM NEIGHBOURING HERITORS  (National Archives of Scotland, ref: E777/117, Letters from 
Thomas  Buchanan of Spittal, later of Leny and Arthur Buchanan in Gartchonzie  concerning 
the bridges of Gartchonzie and Kilmahog, 1777); 
J Gifford  & F A Walker, BUILDINGS OF SCOTLAND: STIRLING AND  CENTRAL SCOTLAND (2002), 
p555.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65723

Site Number 431

Site Name Coilantogle

Type of Site Milepost

NRHE Number

HER Number 65725

Status Non-designated

Easting 258950

Northing 706484

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65725 NN 5895 0648  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5304  Milepost  NN 58946 
06491       A mid 19 th century cast iron milepost on the A821 road near to Coilantogle 
between Callander and Loch Katrine. After the opening of the nearby Trossachs Hotel in 1849 
and the arrival of the railway to Callander in the 1850s this section of the A821 became 
extremely busy with tourists as the main route through the Trossachs terminating at the head 
of Loch Katrine. The milepost is listed at Category B in regard of its historical interest, relatively 
early date, and simple but elegant design when compared with later mileposts.  
  
Description: 
Set on a pedestal with an angled 2-sided face with half pyramidal cap and blank rear section. 
The SE face reads 'Trossachs Hotel 5 1/2 miles, Loch Katrine 6 1/2 miles'. The SW face reads 
'Callander 3 miles, Stirling 19 miles'.  
  
Notes: 
The milepost is painted white with the frame of the faces, lettering and moulding to the 
pedestal painted black.
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65725

Site Number 432

Site Name Callander

Type of Site Milepost

NRHE Number

HER Number 65757

Status Non-designated
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Status Non-designated

Easting 263978

Northing 707297

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65757 NN 6397 0729  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5356  This milepost is 
depicted on the First Edition OS 25-inch map of 1866 and is annotated CALLANDER  1  DOUNE 
7 and is also shown on current OS maps (2009).
 
Entered WoSAS (MOH), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65757

Site Number 433

Site Name Coilantogle

Type of Site Sculptured Stone

NRHE Number NN50NE8

HER Number 65777

Status Non-designated

Easting 259400

Northing 706800

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65777 NN 5940 0680  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5404  Archaeology Notes   
NN50NE 8 59 06      'Some years ago, several stones with rude images engraven on them, 
resembling the upper part of the human body, were found on the farm of Coillinteogle.' 
(Coilantogle: farm buildings at NN 594 068).    J M Leighton 1837.    
 
References  
Leighton, J M (1837 )   'Historical and descriptive illustrations',   Swan, J, Swan's views of the 
lakes of Scotland,, Glasgow, Vol. 1, 35
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65777

Site Number 434

Site Name West Torrie

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number

HER Number 65784

Status Non-designated

Easting 265260

Northing 704507

Parish

Council

Description
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Description WoSAS Pin 65784 NN 6526 0450  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5499  Marked on the First 
Edition 25-inch map of 1864-6 as a roughly circular feature planted with trees.  An AP taken in 
2006 clearly shows a treeless mound enclosed at its base by a wall, which is double on at least 
part of its circumference.  It is probably an estate feature.  It  measures approximately 60m 
east-west by 63m north-south.
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65784

Site Number 435

Site Name Lagrannoch Callander

Type of Site Linear Feature

NRHE Number NN60NW137

HER Number 65852

Status Event

Easting 264251

Northing 707262

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65852 NN 6425 0726  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5605.01  An archaeological 
evaluation comprising 2462 sq m of trial trenching was undertaken from 2-6th April 2007 on an 
area formerly occupied by the Tannochbrae Chalet Park in advance of redevelopment.  
Immediately north of the chalet site a linear cut feature was noted, possibly part of of a relict 
field system (SMR No 6312.01), containing a medieval pot sherd assemblage (SMR No 6312.02) 
and a burnt deposit towards the ne part of the site.    
 
Alan Hunter Blair,  AOC Archaeology, 2007 
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65852

Site Number 436

Site Name Coilantogle

Type of Site Deserted Farmstead

NRHE Number

HER Number 65858

Status Non-designated

Easting 259501

Northing 706856

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65858 NN 5950 0685  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5625  2006:  Farmhouse 
empty.  Two roofless buildings to rear.  No architectural features of merit.  Application to 
convert outbuildings and extend farmhouse refused.  Second application for farmhouse 
approved.
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11
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Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65858

Site Number 437

Site Name Callander

Type of Site Milepost

NRHE Number

HER Number 65872

Status Non-designated

Easting 262579

Northing 708023

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65872 NN 6257 0802  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5675  Depicted on First 
Edition OS 6-inch map of 1866 with the legend STIRLING 16 LOCHEARNHEAD 13.   It is not 
shown on current OS maps.
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65872

Site Number 438

Site Name Kilmahog

Type of Site Milepost

NRHE Number

HER Number 65873

Status Non-designated

Easting 261027

Northing 708326

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65873 NN 6102 0832  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5676  Depicted on OS First 
Edition OS 6-inch map of 1866 with the legend CALLANDER 1 STIRLING 17. Not shown on 
current OS map.
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65873

Site Number 439

Site Name Gartchonzie

Type of Site Milepost

NRHE Number

HER Number 65874

Status Non-designated

Easting 260243
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Northing 707329

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65874 NN 6024 0732  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5677  Depicted on the First 
Edition Os 6-inch map of 1866 with the legend CALLANDER 2 LOCH KATRINE 71/2.  It is not 
shown on current OS maps.
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65874

Site Number 440

Site Name Milton

Type of Site Milepost

NRHE Number

HER Number 65875

Status Non-designated

Easting 257467

Northing 706031

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65875 NN 5746 0603  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5678  Depicted on First 
Edition OS 6-inch map of 1866 with the legend CALLANDER 4 LOCH KATRINE 5 1/2.  Marked on 
current small scale OS map.
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65875

Site Number 441

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Field Wall

NRHE Number

HER Number 65900

Status Non-designated

Easting 260678

Northing 708033

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65900 NN 6067 0803  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5976  Remains of probable 
field wall oriented N-S.  Poorly preserved, very eroded. Possibly dry-stone build but vegetation 
cover and condition makes it difficult to determine exact nature of feature.    
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65900
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Site Number 442

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 65901

Status Non-designated

Easting 260860

Northing 707777

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65901 NN 6086 0777  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5977  Very low, poorly 
preserved and eroded bank, orientated E-W. Could be remains of wall or dyke.  Stones visible.  
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65901

Site Number 443

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Stone

NRHE Number

HER Number 65902

Status Non-designated

Easting 260461

Northing 707648

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65902 NN 6046 0764  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5978  Large 'standing' 
boulder. Could be natural.  Peculiar condition of being split longitudinally. No  signs of marking 
or carving.    
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65902

Site Number 444

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number

HER Number 65903

Status Non-designated
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Easting 260347

Northing 707670

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65903 NN 6034 0767  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5979  Earth/stone-built 
rectangular enclosure 'attached' to dyke (SMR No 4981.00).  Main orientation is NNW-SSE.  
Poorly preserved and eroded. Enclosure wall is 1m wide and 0.3/0.4 m high. Medieval/Post-
Medieval.   GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65903

Site Number 445

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 65904

Status Non-designated

Easting 260354

Northing 707842

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65904 NN 6035 0784  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5980  Stone and turf bank, 
oriented NW-SE. Could be a field wall or field boundary. Poor condition and eroded.  
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65904

Site Number 446

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Wall

NRHE Number

HER Number 65905

Status Non-designated

Easting 260477

Northing 707928

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65905 NN 6047 0792  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5981  Possible remains of 
stone/turf wall, orientated NESW.  Poor condition and severely eroded.  
 
GUARD 2009
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Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65905

Site Number 447

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Clearance Cairn (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 65906

Status Non-designated

Easting 260455

Northing 707937

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65906 NN 6045 0793  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5982  Rectangular-shaped 
pile of stones, orientated NESW.  Difficult to evaluate if result of clearing, demolition or 
collapse. Could be collapsed shieling.  Medieval/Post-Medieval.    
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65906

Site Number 448

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Terrace (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 65907

Status Non-designated

Easting 260368

Northing 707738

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65907 NN 6036 0773  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5983  Possible terraces (up 
to three) to south of Bochastle Hill, oriented N-S.    
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65907

Site Number 449

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Cup Marking (Possible)

NRHE Number

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65905
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65906
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65907
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HER Number 65908

Status Non-designated

Easting 260799

Northing 708002

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65908 NN 6079 0800  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5984  Large rounded glacial 
boulder in probable naturally deposited position, situated at E edge of the farmstead (SMR No 
1821.01). Could be Prehistoric or Medieval but is more likely to be natural. 0.15m x 0.1m x 
0.05m in extent.  
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65908

Site Number 450

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Dyke

NRHE Number

HER Number 65909

Status Non-designated

Easting 260649

Northing 707827

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65909 NN 6064 0782  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5985  Dyke oriented E-W, 
starting at enclosure (SMR No 1706.00) running west then curves to south. Boulders and large 
stones used in construction of this stone/turf dyke.  Possible gateway 6m from enclosure and 
approx 0.7m wide. Conditions of remains decrease towards the west with sections having been 
possibly robbed.  Medieval/Post-Medieval.  
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65909

Site Number 451

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Clearance Cairn

NRHE Number

HER Number 65910

Status Non-designated

Easting 260576

Northing 707937

Parish

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65908
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65909
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Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65910 NN 6057 0793  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5986  Oval shaped pile of 
stone oriented N-S, some of them quite large (0.5 x 0.4 x 0.2 m). Located on flat ground 
(natural platform).  
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65910

Site Number 452

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Clearance Cairn

NRHE Number

HER Number 65911

Status Non-designated

Easting 260554

Northing 707944

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65911 NN 6055 0794  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5987  Oval shaped pile of 
stone oriented E-W, covered with grass and bracken. Small and medium size stones visible or 
partially visible.  Located on flat ground (natural platform).    
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65911

Site Number 453

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Cairn

NRHE Number

HER Number 65912

Status Non-designated

Easting 260405

Northing 707863

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65912 NN 6040 0786  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5988  Group of field cairns. 
Generally pile of stones covered with vegetation (high grass and bracken) with larger stones 
clearly visible. Majority of cairns are 3m diameter or 4m x 3m and generally of oval shape. 
Could be clearance cairns though considering the elevation of 180m (limit ofcultivation) and 
the absence of cultivated ground in the immediate vicinity.   
 

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65910
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65911
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GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65912

Site Number 454

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Wall

NRHE Number

HER Number 65913

Status Non-designated

Easting 260440

Northing 707906

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65913 NN 6044 0790  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5989  Possible remains of 
stone/turf wall, orientated NESW. Poor condition and severely eroded. Similar to SMR No 
5981.00.    
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65913

Site Number 455

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number

HER Number 65914

Status Non-designated

Easting 260329

Northing 707698

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65914 NN 6032 0769  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5990  A sub rectangular-
shaped feature oriented N-S and with an internal division and two possible entrances (E and W 
walls). The walls are built with stone and turf and the remains look partially disturbed and the 
high vegetation and bracken makes it difficult to determine the exact shape and nature of this 
feature.  Medieval/Post-Medieval.  
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65914

Site Number 456

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65912
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65913
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65914
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Site Number 456

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Kiln (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 65915

Status Non-designated

Easting 260327

Northing 707678

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65915 NN 6032 0767  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5991  Sub-circular 
depression, 5m in diameter, with raised edges (stones visible) approximately 1m high and 1m 
wide. Seems to be part of the same structure as adjacent building (SMR No 5991.01). Could be 
a kiln.  Medieval/Post-Medieval.  
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65915

Site Number 457

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Kiln Barn (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 65916

Status Non-designated

Easting 260327

Northing 707685

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65916 NN 6032 0768  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5991.01  Possible stone and 
turf square building, though the extent of it is not very clear due to the vegetation and the 
terrain. It appears that it forms the same structure with the possible kiln (SMR No 5991.00) to 
the S.  Could be kiln barn. Medieval/Post-Medieval.  
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65916

Site Number 458

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Archaeological Field Survey Area

NRHE Number

HER Number 65917

Status Event

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65915
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65916
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Status Event

Easting 260327

Northing 707678

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65917 NN 6032 0767  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5992  An archaeological 
field survey (S/09/07) was undertaken in June and July 2009 by GUARD in advance of tree 
planting.
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65917

Site Number 459

Site Name Pass Of Leny

Type of Site Stone Alignment

NRHE Number

HER Number 65918

Status Non-designated

Easting 258768

Northing 709265

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65918 NN 5876 0926  Stirling SMR Locality Number 5993  This row of large 
boulders appears to be set along the edge of the line of the old military road from Stirling to 
Fort William.  They are set at regular intervals along the contours of the slope and now lie in 
woodland.
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65918

Site Number 460

Site Name Bealach Nan Corp

Type of Site Coffin Road (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 65922

Status Non-designated

Easting 255730

Northing 710960

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65922 NN 5573 1096  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6191  OS map identifies 
pass as 'Bealach nan Corp', suggesting the former existence of a coffin road.
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65917
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65918
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Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65922

Site Number 461

Site Name Milton Of Callander

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number

HER Number 65923

Status Non-designated

Easting 257680

Northing 706207

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65923 NN 5768 0620  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6193  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65923

Site Number 462

Site Name Samson's Stone

Type of Site Stone

NRHE Number

HER Number 65974

Status Non-designated

Easting 260398

Northing 707821

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65974 NN 6039 0782  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6276  This large and highly 
visible glacial erratic is marked and named on the First Edition OS 6-inch map of 1866 and on 
current OS maps (2009).    Large boulder on top of Bochastle hill. Visible feature on 1st edition 
Map (1854) for the surveyed area. Known as Samson's Stone. Probably natural but naming of 
feature does lend it some degree of significance and its location in the landscape is unusual. 
On the top of the stone is a possible cup mark (possibly two). 0.15 m x 0.5 m x 0.02 m in 
extent.    
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65974

Site Number 463

Site Name Samson's Stone

Type of Site Cup Marked Stone (Possible)

NRHE Number

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65922
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65923
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65974
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NRHE Number

HER Number 65975

Status Non-designated

Easting 260398

Northing 707821

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65975 NN 6039 0782  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6276.01  This large and 
highly visible glacial erratic is marked and named on the First Edition OS 6-inch map of 1866 
and on current OS maps (2009).    Large boulder on top of Bochastle hill. Visible feature on 1st 
edition Map (1854) for the surveyed area. Known as Samson's Stone. Probably natural but 
naming of feature does lend it some degree of significance and its location in the landscape is 
unusual. On the top of the stone is a possible cup mark (possibly two). 0.15 m x 0.5 m x 0.02 m 
in extent.    
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65975

Site Number 464

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 65976

Status Non-designated

Easting 260699

Northing 708044

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65976 NN 6069 0804  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6277  NN 60699 08044 to 
NN 60774 08028  Sinuous bank visible on 2007 air photos. Remains of possible dyke orientated 
E-W uphill then SE-NW. Eroded. Some stones are visible through the turf so it is possible the 
dyke is not entirely earth built.   
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65976

Site Number 465

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 65977

Status Non-designated

Easting 260774

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65975
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65976
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Easting 260774

Northing 708028

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65977 NN 6077 0802  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6277.01  NN 60774 08028 
to NN 60321 07818  Sinuous bank visible on 2007 air photos. Remains of possible dyke 
orientated E-W uphill then SE-NW. Eroded. Some stones are visible through the turf so it is 
possible the dyke is not entirely earth built.   
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65977

Site Number 466

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 65978

Status Non-designated

Easting 260542

Northing 708063

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65978 NN 6054 0806  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6277.02  NN 60542 08063 
to NN 60648 08044  Sinuous bank visible on 2007 air photos.     Remains of stone and turf 
dyke, oriented NW-SE.  Good condition at NW extremity (where preserved stone facing is 
visible on the other side of the fence), but gradually deteriorates to the SE due to cattle 
trampling. Due to poor condition of remains and high vegetation cover (2 m high bracken), it 
was very difficult to follow the full extent of the dyke even though visible on AP. 
Medieval/Post-Medieval.    
 
GUARD 2009  
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65978

Site Number 467

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 65979

Status Non-designated

Easting 260648

Northing 708044

Parish

Council

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65977
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65978
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Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65979 NN 6064 0804  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6277.03  NN 60648 08044 
to NN 60542 08063  Sinuous bank visible on 2007 air photos. Remains of possible dyke 
orientated E-W uphill then SE-NW. Eroded. Some stones are visible through the turf so it is 
possible the dyke is not entirely earth built.   
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65979

Site Number 468

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number

HER Number 65980

Status Non-designated

Easting 260719

Northing 707693

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65980 NN 6071 0769  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6278  A patch of rig and 
furrow cultivation is visible on 2007 air photos.    Slightly raised and levelled ground forming a 
platform used for cultivation, sloping down to SE.  Humps and bumps are probably rigs and 
furrows observed by SMR on AP. Cut through by modern footpath.  
Medieval/Post-Med.  
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65980

Site Number 469

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Enclosure (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 65981

Status Non-designated

Easting 260790

Northing 707816

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65981 NN 6079 0781  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6279  A possible small 
circular stone-walled enclosure is visible on air photos from 2004 and 2007.    Shallow 
depression in flat area on break of slope of hill, turf and grass covered. Very ephemeral turf 
defined banks. Depression looks to have been caused by animals congregating in the area, if it 
is archaeological then it is very badly disturbed.    

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65979
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65980
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GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65981

Site Number 470

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number

HER Number 65982

Status Non-designated

Easting 260808

Northing 707905

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65982 NN 6080 0790  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6280  A rectilinear enclosure 
is visible on 2007 air photos.  Part of this enclosure would now (2009) appear to lie under the 
new footpath.    Irregularly shaped enclosure cut by footpath with possible remains on west 
edge of path. Few stones visible so difficult to determine wall type. Wall is approx 1 m max 
wide. Enclosure has been partially filled forming an irregular surface. Medieval/Post-
Medieval.    
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65982

Site Number 471

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number

HER Number 65983

Status Non-designated

Easting 260780

Northing 708001

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65983 NN 6078 0800  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6281  An irregular shaped 
enclosure is visible on 2007 air photos.  It may have been damaged by the construction of a 
new footpath in 2008 under which its western side now lies.
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65983

Site Number 472

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65981
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65982
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Site Number 472

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number

HER Number 65984

Status Non-designated

Easting 260790

Northing 707976

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65984 NN 6079 0797  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6282  An irregularly shaped 
enclosure is visible on 2007 air photos. Its western edge of this enclosure now lies under the 
recently (2008) constructed footpath (2009).    Rectangular shaped enclosure partially 
destroyed on west edge by modern footpath. Enclosure wall is approx 1 m wide and could be 
turf and stone built.  Enclosure is 'filled' and levelled suggesting it may have later been used for 
cultivation.   
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65984

Site Number 473

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number

HER Number 65985

Status Non-designated

Easting 260435

Northing 707871

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65985 NN 6043 0787  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6283  A possible building is 
visible on 2005-6 & 2007 air photos.  Sub rectangular shaped building oriented E-W with 
possible entrance in W wall. Stone and turf walls approx 0.8 m wide. Vegetation cover of dead 
bracken makes visibility difficult.    
 
GUARD 2009
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65985

Site Number 474

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Pillbox

NRHE Number

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65984
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65985
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NRHE Number

HER Number 65986

Status Non-designated

Easting 260796

Northing 708208

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65986 NN 6079 0820  Stirling SMR Loc Bynver 6284 Demolished

 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65986

Site Number 475

Site Name Tannochbrae

Type of Site Pottery

NRHE Number NN60NW137

HER Number 65991

Status Non-designated

Easting 264251

Northing 707262

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65991 NN 6425 0726  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6312.02  A mediaeval pot 
assemblage was found in a linear cut feature, possibly part of a relict field system, during 
evaluation work in 2007 in advance of redevelopment.    
 
Alan Hunter Blair  AOC 2007
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65991

Site Number 476

Site Name The Gart

Type of Site Country House

NRHE Number

HER Number 65993

Status Non-designated

Easting 264080

Northing 706596

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65993 NN 6408 0659  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6334  The original house 

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65986
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was rectangular in plan, composed of 2-storeys and a basement. Some semblances of it can 
still be discerned, however the majority has been engulfed in the rebuild scheme of 
1902/1903. The smart porch to the principal elevation has a 1903 dated heraldic shield above 
its opening. After the fire the left end bay of the principal elevation was refashioned and raised 
a storey incorporating a heavy parapet to create a tower in the Baronial style, it is suspected 
that the 1835 re-entrant stair turret to correspond with this was raised a stage. The original 
proportions of Burn's house are discernable when looking at the side SW elevation. The high 
principal floor and much narrower 1st floor are typical in scale of a Burns composition. It is 
suspected that the attic floors above were added at the time of the rebuild with a large carved 
armorial panel set to the tower. Also added as part of the rebuild phase of the SW and NW 
elevations was the crow stepped attic giving the building a rather top heavy feeling. The NE 
wing with its bipartite windows and squat terminating turret dates entirely from the rebuild 
scheme. To the wing's rear, it sits slightly recessed against what appears to be the quoins of 
Burns's original building. Its side NE elevation has a very informal/free appearance with 2 
horizontal 1st floor windows set close to the eaves. A pair of windows below the gable to the 
right are defined by a corbelled table motif. Below this at the basement level is a single storey 
outshot with a steeply pitched crow stepped gable, the surrounding area is the servants' 
courtyard with a range of stores located to the retaining wall to the SE.     

Interior: 
mosaic flooring to threshold, vestibule and cloakroom in white, yellow and green; tendril 
patterning with heart motifs and sprigs, `welcome' inscribed to threshold. The interior is 
relatively plain without elaborate cornice work; however some good early 20th century door 
furniture remains including beaten copper finger plates. The large hallway has an impressive 
stained timber well stair; shaped balusters and geometric detailing to underside. It is thought 
that the stair is original to Burns' design, however relocated to 90 degrees at the time of the 
20th century alterations. The library which is located to the ground floor of the tower at the S 
has built-in bookcases with the monogram J & W. The very large drawing room is located to 
the rear and is lit by the canted windows to the SW/NW and a full-length window to the NW. 
Originally there was probably a balcony and steps to the full-length window giving access to 
the lawn. An open Tudor style pointed arch gives access from the main hall to a living hall with 
a Lorimer-style plaster cornice. Beyond this is a billiard room housed in part of the NE wing. 
The basement is comprised of former servants' quarters including the former kitchen. The 
servants stair is located in the NE wing and gives access to a number of timber lined servants' 
rooms to the 1st floor.    
 
Materials: 
coursed, squared `pudding stone' with snecked `pudding stone' to NE wing. Yellow stugged 
sandstone dressings. Timber plate glass windows with horns. Beaked skewputts to gables. 
Various grey slate pitched roofs. Pudding stone gable and ridge stacks, some have recently 
been repaired with a cement render (2004). Cast iron rainwater goods, some with decorative 
hoppers with Art Nouveau motifs.          
 
References:  
Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), pp. 517-518; 1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance 
Survey map (1862-1863).          

Notes: 
It is interesting to note a hill to the nearby S acts as a natural boundary with the walled garden 
and former home farm situated behind it, currently unlisted 2004. "Asymmetrical, 2-phase, 
multi-gable large rambling mansion set close to the banks of the River Teith. The original house 
was built by William Burn in 1835 for Baronet J M McGregor of McGregor. In the late 19th 
century the house suffered a bad fire, re-cast and enlarged in the early 20th century in the 
restrained Baronial style we see today, 2004. It is rectangular in plan with a basement, 2 
principal storeys and various attic levels. The principal SE elevation is dominated by the 
impressive SW tower with its tall turreted stair tower, and the squat turret to the NE with its 
oversized cap. The rear NW has a rather austere nature with the lawn stepping down to reveal 
the basement level. The house is surrounded by its designed landscape, a formal lawned area 
is set to the rear NW with a woodland area further to the N. The parkland to the far north is 
now occupied by a caravan park and is in separate ownership, 2004. Although being built by 
one of Scotland's most eminent domestic architects William Burn, it was largely being rebuilt 
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in the early 20th century.

NMRS REFERENCE: 
Gart House. Owner: - Captain Houston Stewart. Architect: William Burn, 1833.
EXTERNAL REFERENCE: Gart House. R.I.B.A Drawings Collection. William Burn. 1833. - Plan of 
basement, principal and bedroom floors. Social Bookmarking Links List description 
Asymmetrical, 2-phase, multi-gable large rambling mansion set close to the banks of the River 
Teith. The original house was built by William Burn in 1835 for Baronet J M McGregor of 
McGregor. In the late 19th century the house suffered a bad fire, re-cast and enlarged in the 
early 20th century in the restrained Baronial style we see today, 2004. It is rectangular in plan 
with a basement, 2 principal storeys and various attic levels. The principal SE elevation is 
dominated by the impressive SW tower with its tall turreted stair tower, and the squat turret 
to the NE with its oversized cap. The rear NW has a rather austere nature with the lawn 
stepping down to reveal the basement level. The house is surrounded by its designed 
landscape, a formal lawned area is set to the rear NW with a woodland area further to the N. 
The parkland to the far north is now occupied by a caravan park and is in separate ownership, 
2004. Although being built by one of Scotland's most eminent domestic architects William 
Burn, it was largely being rebuilt in the early 20th century.

Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65993

Site Number 477

Site Name Callander Railway

Type of Site Railway Turntable

NRHE Number

HER Number 65994

Status Non-designated

Easting 263553

Northing 707660

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 65994 NN 6355 0766  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6335  No information 
currently available
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65994

Site Number 478

Site Name Rednock Burn

Type of Site Wall

NRHE Number

HER Number 66022

Status Non-designated

Easting 259909

Northing 703719

Parish

Council

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65993
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=65994
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Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66022 NN 5990 0371  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6762  This short length of 
wall on the Rednock burn may relate to the former site of a still.
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66022

Site Number 479

Site Name Achad An Easbuig

Type of Site Corn Drying Kiln

NRHE Number

HER Number 66024

Status Non-designated

Easting 259978

Northing 709360

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66024 NN 5997 0936  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6775  Feature 1  Achad an 
Easbuig   Corn Drying Kiln  NN 59978 09360 (GPS)  A sub oval corn drying kiln bowl measuring 
1.5m 2.5m on a E-W axis, was situated 12m E of the boundary of the Achad and Easbuig. The 
bowl had a maximum depth of 1.5m and eight courses of stone were visible in the bowl lining 
in the NE quadrant. A birch tree growing on the NE edge had compromised the integrity of the 
rim. Two 3m long earthen banks running southwards from the bowl were possibly the flue line. 
A watercourse meanders from NE to SW, 4m from the kiln bowl, and continues southwards as 
a ditch on the eastern side of the Achad an Easbuig boundary.  
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66024

Site Number 480

Site Name Achad An Easbuig

Type of Site Byre Dwelling (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 66025

Status Non-designated

Easting 259997

Northing 709309

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66025 NN 5999 0930  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6776  Feature 2  Achad an 
Easbuig   Rectangular Structure   NGR: NN 59997 09309 (GPS)  Situated 3m north of a solitary 
birch tree, within the northern sector of Achad an Easbuig, underneath a thick covering of 
thick bracken were stone footings measuring 18.5m long x 5.5 wide running on an E-W axis. 
Internally the length appeared to be 16m and the width ranged from 3m on the E end, to 3.5m 
at the much depleted W end. Two entrances approximately 1.0m wide were visible on the S 
wall. A short linear arrangement running in the centre of the structure from E-W opposite the 
western entrance could be an indication of a drain, but overgrown vegetation obscured any 
clear definition. This structure is likely to have been a long house/byre dwelling.  Entered 

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66022
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66024
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WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66025

Site Number 481

Site Name Achad An Easbuig

Type of Site Building (Probable)

NRHE Number

HER Number 66026

Status Non-designated

Easting 259997

Northing 709309

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66026 NN 5999 0930  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6777  "Feature 3  Achad an 
Easbuig   Rectangular Structure?  NGR: NN 59997 09309 (GPS) Centred on Feature 2  Parallel to 
and 2m south of Feature 2, are the remains of a structure measuring 10m long x 5m wide 
externally, running on an E-W axis. Internally it measured 9m long x 3m wide at the E end. 
Amongst the bracken some stone footings were visible on the N, E & S sides but little evidence 
of any remains at the W end. The height of the footings were 0.30m on the north side, 
increasing from 0.40m to 0.50 on the east and south sides where it is clear that walling exists. 
The large earthfast stone on the southern bank measured 60cm x 70cm x 60cm and was 70cm 
high. SE of the corner of this structure is a ground laid cluster of stones.   Without evidence of 
a fourth wall, this may have originally been a three sided structure/barn/store, or was possibly 
an earlier four sided dwelling, later robbed of stone, eg the stone sheep dyke constructed to 
the west, or the re-use of materials for Feature 2.    Between Features 3 and 4 the 2m long 
linear arrangement of ground laid stones corresponds to the 1m square ground laid stones on 
the SE corner of Feature 3, and may have been the line of a track/path.      
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66026

Site Number 482

Site Name Achad An Easbuig

Type of Site Structure

NRHE Number

HER Number 66027

Status Non-designated

Easting 259997

Northing 709309

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66027 NN 5999 0930  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6777.01  "Feature 4  Achad 
an Easbuig   Enclosure/store?  NGR: NN 59997 09309 (GPS) Centred on Feature 2  This N-S 
alignment of large stones could be interpreted as walling and the three small stones at the SE a 
threshold, suggesting this was either an oval or rectangular structure. The large earthfast 
stones on the opposing SW corner suggest a D shaped shelter and may have functioned as an 
annexe.

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66025
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66026
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Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66027

Site Number 483

Site Name Stell Burn

Type of Site Corn Drying Kiln

NRHE Number

HER Number 66028

Status Non-designated

Easting 260096

Northing 709209

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66028 NN 6009 0920  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6778  "Feature 5  Stell Burn  
Corn Drying Kiln  NGR: NN 60096 09209 (GPS)  Built into the top of a bank N of the confluence 
of the Stell Burn is a corn drying kiln. This stone lined sub circular kiln bowl measured 2m in 
diameter with a depth of 1.0m. Although the integrity of the E edge of the bowl rim was 
compromised by tree growth there were courses of stone visible in the E lining of the bowl. 
Loose stones were detected under the thick grassy bank and were probably tumble. From the 
eastern summit of this feature, faint traces of a path led to the Stell Burn confluence.  
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66028

Site Number 484

Site Name Cul Na Staidhreach

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number

HER Number 66029

Status Non-designated

Easting 260398

Northing 708970

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66029 NN 6039 0897  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6779  "Feature 6  Cul na 
Staidhreach  Sub Oval Structure  NGR: NN 60398 08970 (GPS)  Situated on the N slope of the 
Cul na Staidhreach knoll was a well defined stone and turf oval structure. External 
measurements were 9.0m x 5.0m on an E-W axis. Internal wall measurements were 
approximately 7.0m x 3.5m. The height of the turf banking stood at 0.5m at best and varied in 
thickness from 0.5m to 1.0m thick. A break in the N wall, 0.7m wide, could have been an 
entrance to this dwelling.    
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66029

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66027
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66028
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66029
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Site Number 485

Site Name Cul Na Staidhreach

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number

HER Number 66030

Status Non-designated

Easting 260404

Northing 708957

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66030 NN 6040 0895  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6780  "Feature 7  Cul na 
Staidhreach  Sub Oval Footings  NGR: NN 60404 08957 (GPS)  On the grassy knoll top, 12.0m S 
of Feature 6, was the gorse covered outline of oval stone and turf footings measuring 5.0m x 
3.0m. A turf bank encircled the N and W half, and the lack of turf banking in the SE may 
suggest an entrance to what might have functioned as a dwelling/store.    
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66030

Site Number 486

Site Name Cul Na Staidhreach

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number

HER Number 66031

Status Non-designated

Easting 260524

Northing 709007

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66031 NN 6052 0900  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6781  "Feature 8  Cul na 
Staidhreach   Sub Rectangular Structure  NN 60524 09007 (GPS)  A stone and turf dwelling was 
situated at the foot of a grass and gorse covered slope on the N edge of the woodland and 
measured 14m x 7.0m externally running on an E-W axis. Internally it measured 12.0m x 4.0m. 
A break in the south wall was identified as an entrance way. The eastern extremity showed 
some stone edging, compared to the more angular appearance of the western end which 
consisted of turf covered tumble. A ditch, 0.5m wide x 0.4m deep, running E-W along the 
south side of the structure and extending to several hundred metres beyond, may have been 
attributable to woodland management.   
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66031

Site Number 487

Site Name Farmston

Type of Site Pit

NRHE Number

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66030
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NRHE Number

HER Number 66032

Status Non-designated

Easting 260196

Northing 709076

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66032 NN 6019 0907  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6782  Feature 9  Cornfield  
Earthen Pit  NGR: NN 60196 09076(GPS)  Revetted into the west facing grassy slope, 10m E of 
the stone and turf boundary wall, was a circular depression. The edge of the rim measured 
2.5m x 3.0m. The internal depth on the S side was 0.75m decreasing to 0.25m on the N side. 
Very Little stone was detected under the thick bracken in the bottom of the depression and on 
the outer rim. This feature may have functioned as a storage pit. 
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66032

Site Number 488

Site Name Farmston

Type of Site Pit

NRHE Number

HER Number 66033

Status Non-designated

Easting 260175

Northing 709066

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66033 NN 6017 0906  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6783  "Feature 10  
Cornfield  Earthen Pit   NGR: NN60175 09066 (GPS)  Built into the bank of the stone and turf 
boundary wall, and 21m SW downhill of Feature 9, was an earthen pit with rim dimensions 
measuring 2.4m NW-SE x 2.0m SW-NE. The internal depth was 0.50m on the downhill side 
decreasing to 0.25m on the upper side. There were some stones around the rim. This feature 
may have functioned as a storage pit.  
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66033

Site Number 489

Site Name Farmston

Type of Site Pit

NRHE Number

HER Number 66034

Status Non-designated

Easting 260183

Northing 709057

Parish

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66032
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66033
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Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66034 NN 6018 0905  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6784  "Feature 11  
Cornfield  Earthen Pit  NGR: NN 60183 09057 (GPS)  This oval feature, 10m SSE of Feature 10, 
was built into the turf and stone bank of the corn field and measured 2.8m on its long axis x 
1.7m. The internal depth was 0.50m on the downhill side and 0.25m on the uphill interior. 
Although under a covering of bracken, it appeared to have faint traces of a stone lining. This 
feature may have functioned as a storage pit.  
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66034

Site Number 490

Site Name Farmston

Type of Site Circular Platform

NRHE Number

HER Number 66035

Status Non-designated

Easting 260182

Northing 709092

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66035 NN 6018 0909  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6785  "Feature 12 *  
Cornfield  Circular Platform  NGR: NN 60182 09092 (GPS)  On the south west facing slope of 
the corn field was a circular arrangement of large stones approximately 2.80m in diameter. 
Within this arrangement existed a 2.0m wide stone paved platform, a rear scarp, and a stone 
revetment on the downhill side which consisted of large stone boulders including quartz.   
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66035

Site Number 491

Site Name Farmston

Type of Site Structure

NRHE Number

HER Number 66036

Status Non-designated

Easting 260261

Northing 709097

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66036 NN 6026 0909  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6786  "Feature 13 *  
Cornfield  Sub Rectangular Stone Structure  NGR: NN 60261 099097 (GPS) OD 179m  Lying 
20.0m NW of the summit of the cornfield, was a stone outline measuring 7.8m long x 2.5m 
wide running on an E-W axis. At the eastern end were traces of stone footings, rounded at the 
extremity. In the central area was a raised circular stone arrangement. At the western end was 

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66034
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a 2.8 diameter mound of stones, some earthfast, and one large central quartz stone. This may 
be the remains of a rectangular dwelling/shelter.    
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66036

Site Number 492

Site Name Farmston

Type of Site Cairn (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 66037

Status Non-designated

Easting 260278

Northing 709079

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66037 NN 6027 0907  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6787  "Feature 15 *  
Cornfield  NGR: NN60278 09079 (GPS)  Stone Mound/Cairn  Lying at the summit of the corn 
field was an outline of stones 4.0m N-S x 5.0m E-W, topped by a large stone measuring 0.80m 
x 0.50m. An earthfast stone on the E edge measured 0.70m x 0.70m and the mound stood at a 
height of 1m. This indeterminate feature could be a mound, stone clearance cairn or even a 
much collapsed stone shelter as there were signs of linear footings under the stones in places.  
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66037

Site Number 493

Site Name Farmston

Type of Site Shelter (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 66038

Status Non-designated

Easting 260258

Northing 709089

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66038 NN 6025 0908  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6788  Feature 16 *  
Cornfield  Store/shelter  NGR: NN 60258 09089 (GPS)  Some 17m WNW of the summit of the 
corn field was a three sided arrangement of large placed stones 2.0m long x 1.0m wide on an E-
W axis. Two large stones on top of the western edge appeared to have been displaced.
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66038

Site Number 494

Site Name Farmston
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Site Name Farmston

Type of Site Shelter (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 66039

Status Non-designated

Easting 260238

Northing 709122

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66039 NN 6023 0912  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6789  "Feature 17  
Cornfield  D Shaped Stone Shelter  NGR: NN 60238 09122 (GPS)  This three sided feature lies on 
the outer rim of the N side of the corn field boundary wall. A 1.0m high erratic stone 
measuring 2.0m wide x 1.40m stands at its widest point and dry rubble walls 2.0m long, 
running at right angles to the erratic, form this D shaped structure which may have functioned 
as a shelter. 
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66039

Site Number 495

Site Name Tom An Achaid Mhor

Type of Site Structure

NRHE Number

HER Number 66040

Status Non-designated

Easting 260614

Northing 709287

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66040 NN 6061 0928  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6790  Feature 18 *  Tom an 
Achaid Beag and Tom an Achaid Mhor  Turf Structure  NGR: NN 60614 09287 (GPS)  On the 
level grassy area between Tom an Achaid Mhor and Tom an Achaid Beag was the outline of an 
oval turf structure measuring 3.1m E-W x 2.50m N-S and a continuing turf bank curving round 
to form a circular circumference. The height of the turf bank was 0.40m and a break on the S 
side was probably an entranceway. This may be the remains of a turf dwelling and adjoining 
shelter/store.
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66040

Site Number 496

Site Name Tom An Achaid Mhor

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number

HER Number 66041

Status Non-designated
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Status Non-designated

Easting 260614

Northing 709287

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66041 NN 6061 0928  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6791  "Feature 19 *  Tom an 
Achaid Beag and Tom an Achaid Mhor  Revetted Platform  NGR: NN 60615 09294 (GPS)  On the 
south facing slope of Tom an Achaid Beag and 7.0m N of Feature 18, is an unenclosed grass 
platform measuring 2.5m E-W and 1.5m N-S with a rear scarp comprised of natural stone 
outcrop in places.  
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66041

Site Number 497

Site Name Cul Na Staidhreach

Type of Site Stack Stand (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 66042

Status Non-designated

Easting 260580

Northing 709011

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66042 NN 6058 0901  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6792  "Feature 20 *  Cul na 
Staidhreach  Stone Drying Stack  NGR: NN 60580 09011 (GPS)  Built onto the south facing 
grassy slope in the woodland E of Features, 21, 22 and 23 was an elongated stack of 
substantial stones measuring 4.0m on its downhill length x 2.0m across. Although now thickly 
covered in grass it appears to have been banked into the slope and had a level top surface. 
This feature may have been a stack stand prior to tree planting.   Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66042

Site Number 498

Site Name Cul Na Staidhreach

Type of Site Stack Stand (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 66043

Status Non-designated

Easting 260560

Northing 709012

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66043 NN 6056 0901  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6793  "Feature 21 *  Cul na 
Staidhreach  Stone Drying Stack  NGR: NN 60560 09012 (GPS)  On the south facing grassy slope 
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in the wooded area E of Feature 8 is an arrangement of substantial stones, measuring 2.80m 
on its downhill length x 2.20m across and topped by a larger erratic. Despite being partially 
obscured by the erratic it gives the appearance of having been banked into the slope and may 
have been used as a stack/stand prior to tree planting.   Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66043

Site Number 499

Site Name Cul Na Staidhreach

Type of Site Stack Stand (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 66044

Status Non-designated

Easting 260560

Northing 709010

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66044 NN 6056 0901  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6794  Feature 22 *  Cul na 
Staidhreach  Stone Drying Stack  NGR: NN 60560 09010 (GPS)  On the south facing grassy slope 
in the woodland 10m E of Feature 8 was a stack of substantial stones measuring 2.80m on its 
downhill length x 2.20m across. Although partially grass covered it showed signs of having 
been banked into the slope and had a level top surface. This may have been a stack/stand prior 
to tree planting.
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66044

Site Number 500

Site Name Cul Na Staidhreach

Type of Site Stack Stand (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 66045

Status Non-designated

Easting 260556

Northing 708999

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66045 NN 6055 0899  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6795  "Feature 23 *  Cuil na 
Staidreach  Stone Drying Stack   NGR: NN 60556 08999 (GPS)  Thickly covered in grass, and 
built onto the south facing slope in the woodland E of Feature 8, was a stacked arrangement of 
stones measuring 2.80m on the downhill length x 2.0m across. This probably functioned as a 
stack/stand prior to tree planting.  
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66045

Site Number 501
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Site Number 501

Site Name Cul Na Staidhreach

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number

HER Number 66046

Status Non-designated

Easting 260556

Northing 709000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66046 NN 6055 0900  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6796  "Feature 24 *  Cuil na 
Staidreach  Circular Enclosure  NGR: NN 60556 09000 (GPS)  The outline of a 10.0m diameter 
circular stone enclosure lay 10.0m S of the rectangular structure at feature 8, and given its 
proximity, may have functioned as a kale yard for this dwelling.  
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66046

Site Number 502

Site Name Farmston

Type of Site Structure

NRHE Number

HER Number 66047

Status Non-designated

Easting 260332

Northing 709088

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66047 NN 6033 0908  Stirling SMR Locality Number 6797  "Feature 14 *  
Cornfield  Sub Rectangular Stone Structure  NGR: NN 60332 09088 (GPS)  Adjoining the outer 
NE edge of the cornfield boundary wall, were large stones outlining the footings of a sub 
rectangular structure on a NW-SE axis. Its overall measurements were 4.0m long x 2.4m wide. 
This structure may have functioned as a small dwelling/shelter. 
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H), 24/03/11

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66047

Site Number 503

Site Name Tom an Fhacail

Type of Site Sheiling hut or building or cairn

NRHE Number

HER Number 66388

Status Non-designated

Easting 260985

Northing 709651
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Northing 709651

Parish

Council

Description WOSASPIN 66388 NN 6098 0965 A circle of stones was reported by forestry worker at this 
location. It is probably the remains of a shieling hut or building or a cairn. To be preserved 
within forestry scheme.
 
Entered WoSAS (PR) 05/04/2012

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66388

Site Number 504

Site Name Callander, Station Road / Ancaster Road

Type of Site Road Bridge

NRHE Number NN60NW119

HER Number 66409

Status Non-designated

Easting 262772

Northing 708082

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 66409 NN 6277 0808  Ancaster bridge, at the eastern end of Station car park, was 
designed by J. Cameron Arrol and built in 1882/83 by the Callander and Oban Railway 
Company to replace a level crossing on the site. It is one of the last remaining links to 
Callander’s railway heritage.  It carries Ancaster Road over the now redundant line of the 
railway.   The bridge fabric has been deteriorating slowly and ongoing corrosion has caused 
holes to form.  The roadway is reduced to single-file traffic, controlled by traffic lights, due to 
weight restrictions. As a result, Stirling Council proposes to substantially demolish the bridge 
and replace it with an embankment and retaining wall to carry the roadway.    Discussions 
took place between the NPA and Stirling Council in order to capitalise on the opportunity to 
secure historical elements of the bridge and it was agreed, that with a contribution from the 
Callander Conservation Area Regeneration Fund, it would be possible for the cast-iron 
parapets and stone abutments to be restored and reinstated at the top of the embankment on 
either side of the road way. CARS funding can only be released for projects within the 
Callander Conservation Area boundary and so recently the boundary was altered to include 
Ancaster Bridge.  Information from Loch Lomond & The Trossachs National Park delegated 
report in relation to proposed demolition of bridge (26/11/11)  Demolition work uncovered a 
small square out building in the north east corner which might have been a track side  bothy.  
The footings of the columns were found to be made up of large sandstone blocks imbedded in 
concrete. 
 
Information from Young, I., Stirling Council (22/05/12)

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66409

Site Number 505

Site Name Kilmahog Wauk Mill

Type of Site Fulling Mill

NRHE Number

HER Number 67364

Status Non-designated

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66388
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=66409
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Status Non-designated

Easting 261210

Northing 708215

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 67364  NN 61210 08215 A "Wauk Mill" is marked on the Ordnance Survey 1st 
Edition 25-inch to the mile map (Perth and Clackmannanshire Sheet CXIV.16, surveyed in 1862) 
at this location, downstream of a Corn Mill (see WoSASPIN 65464) and using the same lade. 
The main building is rectangular, measuring c. 9.5m SSW-NNE and c. 5m transversely. the SSE 
wall sits along the mill lade, and a slightly narrower connected wing (c. 4.5m wide, but with a 
co-linear W wall) extends some 10m further N towards the main road. A smaller, roofed 
structure measuring approximately 5.5m x 2.5m extends along the lade-side adjoining the SE 
corner of the main building. What appears to be a  yard enclosure is shown on the E side of the 
buildings between the road and the lade. On the later 2nd Edition map (revised c. 1899) the 
buildings here appear to survive as roofed structures, but are no longer labelled. However, the 
former corn mill upstream is labelled "Kilmahog Mills (Woollen)" on this map, so has been 
converted to use as a woollen mill by this date, and the earlier wauk mill may have remained a 
functional part of the same mill complex.  The origins of this mill are not known, but a 
conventional symbol for both mills is shown at their approximate locations on James Stobie’s 
map of "The counties of Perth and Clackmannan", published in 1783. Although the buildings 
continue to be shown on Ordnance Survey maps into the mid-20th century, nothing is shown 
on modern maps, where the site is under tree cover.
 
Entered WoSAS (HMcB) 02/03/2015

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=67364

Site Number 506

Site Name Kilmahog

Type of Site Saw Mill

NRHE Number

HER Number 67365

Status Non-designated

Easting 261380

Northing 708200

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 67365  NN 61380 08200 A "Saw Mill" is marked on the Ordnance Survey 1st 
Edition 25-inch to the mile map (Perth and Clackmannanshire Sheet CXIV.16, surveyed in 1862) 
at this location, downstream of a Corn Mill (see WoSASPIN 65464) and Wauk Mill (see 
WoSASPIN 67364) and using an extension to the same lade. Three rectangular structures, two 
of them conjoined and aligned NE-SW, are shown on the 1st Ed. map. The largest (c. 13.5m x 
4m) building sits with its SW end astride the lade and shares part of its NW wall with a further 
building which extends c. 8.5m from the lade and measures c. 5m transversely.  A smaller 
structure of indeterminate character, but measuring approximately 6.5m SSE-NNW and c. 3m 
transversely, is shown to the E side of the buildings. On the later 2nd Edition map (revised c. 
1899) the building astride the lade has been extended c. 3.5m further to the SW, and the 
indeterminate structure has been removed and replaced by two rectangular buildings 
alongside a boundary wall extending from the main road to the tail-race of the mill. The origins 
of this mill are not known, but unlike its near neighbours upstream on the lade, it would not 
appear to be shown on James Stobie’s map of "The counties of Perth and Clackmannan", 
published in 1783. Although the buildings continue to be shown on Ordnance Survey maps into 

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=67364
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the mid-20th century, they are no lobnger depicted on modern maps, and the site is now 
under tree cover.
 
Entered WoSAS (HMcB) 02/03/2015

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=67365

Site Number 507

Site Name Kilmahog

Type of Site Mill (possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 67366

Status Non-designated

Easting 260780

Northing 708400

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 67365  NN 60780 08400 On casual inspection, there are no visible remains in the 
field for a mill at this location, but a conventional symbol for a mill is shown at this 
approximate location on James Stobie’s map of "The counties of Perth and Clackmannan", 
published in 1783. Stobie shows three mill symbols along a lade taking water from the Garbh 
Uisge upstream of the Kilmahog Bridge, but shows two mills downstream (E) of both the road 
from the bridge to the Leny Road and the Kilmahog church site (WoSASPIN 63787), and one 
mill on the upstream (W) side. The downstream mills appear to match well with the locations 
of the Corn Mill (WoSASPIN 65464) and Wauk Mill (WoSASPIN 67364) shown on the Ordnance 
Survey 1st Edition map of the area, but there appears to be no other evidence of a mill to the 
W. It seems unlikely that Stobie would have mislocated a mill in relation to obvious features 
such as a road and churchyard, so the location should be regarded as sensitive until assessed in 
more detail. A third mill is shown on the mid-19th century Ordnance Survey 1st Edition map of 
the area.This is a saw mill downstream of the carn mill and wauk mill, and its location appears 
undeveloped on Stobie's map. It is possible that the saw mill on the Ordnance Survey 1st Ed. 
map was a replacement for an earlier, 18th century mill closer to the lade's intake sluice.
 
Entered WoSAS (HMcB) 02/03/2015

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=67366

Site Number 508

Site Name Muirhouse

Type of Site Public House; Building

NRHE Number

HER Number 67401

Status Non-designated

Easting 261107

Northing 703355

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 67401 NN 6110 0335  A roofed building annotated as 'Muirhouse (P.H.)' was 
depicted on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map.  Although the structure also appeared on 
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the 2nd edition, it was simply annotated as 'Muirhouse' on that map, suggesting that it may no 
longer have been a public house by that point.  The structure is still shown as an unroofed 
building on current OS maps, but current satellite images suggest that it survives only as a 
rectangular turf-covered foundation.
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 16/06/2015
  
Rectangular structure 19m x 12m, drystone wall up to 0.80m high, sunken interior with outside 
ground level now flush with the top of the wall. Large blocks of masonry next tot the road, 
probable garden enclosure, the structure within was not discernible. Large stone wall, up to 
90m long, leading up from track to the enclosure, 0.20m high and up to 1m wide due to 
demolition/collapse rubble 
 
Ellis, C., Argyll Archaeology Ltd, 'Walkover Survey, Rhynaclach, Stirlingshire', (2015)

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=67401

Site Number 509

Site Name Auchrig

Type of Site Clearance Cairn

NRHE Number

HER Number 67491

Status Non-designated

Easting 260067

Northing 703084

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 67491 NN 6006 0308  Clearance cairn on edge of field, part of a series of 
clearance cairns/spreads along the edge of the field
 
Ellis, C., Argyll Archaeology Ltd, 'Walkover Survey, Rhynaclach, Stirlingshire', (2015)

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=67491

Site Number 510

Site Name Auchrig

Type of Site Clearance Cairn

NRHE Number

HER Number 67492

Status Non-designated

Easting 260199

Northing 702977

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 67492 NN 6019 0297  Large field clearance cairn, 5m x 9m, elongated mound.
 
Ellis, C., Argyll Archaeology Ltd, 'Walkover Survey, Rhynaclach, Stirlingshire', (2015)

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=67492

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=67401
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Site Number 511

Site Name Auchrig

Type of Site Quarry

NRHE Number

HER Number 67493

Status Non-designated

Easting 260069

Northing 703021

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 67493 NN 6006 0302  Circular feature, broad banks some 4m wide around a 
lower central area which is sunken and now has water standing in it. Feature 19m E/W and 
17m N/S. Possible old quarry? Adjacent to low bedrock outcrop
 
Ellis, C., Argyll Archaeology Ltd, 'Walkover Survey, Rhynaclach, Stirlingshire', (2015)

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=67493

Site Number 512

Site Name Auchrig

Type of Site Track (Possible); Structure (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 67494

Status Non-designated

Easting 260143

Northing 702961

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 67494 NN 6014 0296  Possible track and associated bank, curvilinear, with 
possible sub-rectangular feature located at eastern end - 10m x 7m - all heavily vegetated - 
possible could be earth works associated with forestry planation immediately to the south.
 
Ellis, C., Argyll Archaeology Ltd, 'Walkover Survey, Rhynaclach, Stirlingshire', (2015)

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=67494

Site Number 513

Site Name Aveland Road

Type of Site Millstones; Knocking Stone

NRHE Number

HER Number 68002

Status Non-designated

Easting 263455

Northing 707795

Parish

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=67493
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Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 68002 NN 6345 0779  Two sandstone millstones are present in front of a house 
on Aveland Road.  The larger stone measures 24 inches in diameter, while the other is slightly 
smaller, measuring 21 1/2 inches.  A knocking stone of local pudding stone is also present.  
There is no record of a mill having existed in the vicinity, and no lade, either above or below 
ground, has been recorded.  In the garden of the house are a number of sandstone lintels and 
other carved blocks of local pudding stone.  The house sits on the site of the former Soldier's 
Settlement, and it is possible that a mill may have existed in relation to this; however, no such 
structure has ever been recorded or mentioned in historical references, and the lack of any 
obvious source of power could suggest that the millstones may have been brought onto the 
site from elsewhere.
 
Information from Mackay, S., Callander Heritage Society, 07/07/17
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 10/07/2017

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=68002

Site Number 514

Site Name Braes of Greenock

Type of Site Pit

NRHE Number

HER Number 68274

Status Non-designated

Easting 263509

Northing 705532

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 68274 NN 6350 0553  An archaeological evaluation and monitored topsoil strip 
was undertaken by AOC Archaeology Group prior to the construction of a new cemetery at 
Balvalachlan, Callander (7/11/16 - 17/11/16)  A total of six trenches were placed within the 
pipe way leave area totalling 195 m of linear trench. Trench 1 was placed through a possible 
cut to the W of a clearance cairn. It revealed turf overlying a 0.1 m layer of small to medium 
rounded stones, overlying a 0.25 m layer of large and very large stones, varying in size from 0.3 
m diameter to 1 m by 0.7 m. No walls were revealed that may have suggested the stones were 
an internal surface, however a break of slope to the north indicates a possible cut containing 
the hard standing on one side.  Trench 2 was placed through the clearance cairn. No 
structural remains were found that may have indicated it was the former 1866 unroofed 
building. The cairn stones overlay the grey clay loam topsoil. Trenches 3 to 6 did not reveal any 
post medieval or earlier features with an average of 0.3 m of topsoil overlying a pale greenish 
brown sandy clay at the top of the slope, and an orange and brown gravel on the lower part of 
the site next to the river.  The monitored topsoil strip was conducted over an area covering 
75 m by 75 m..The topsoil in the area consisted of a grey clay loam overlying a mainly pale 
greenish brown and.orange/brown sandy clay with more clay along the west edge. Neither of 
the two pit features previously located and recorded by HARP were able to be found, most 
likely due to the re-excavation of the overgrown trenches by the excavator. One large pit was 
revealed near the SE corner of the stripped area that measured 1.5 m diameter and 0.27 m 
deep. The pit was filled by a topsoil like deposit that contained coal lumps and 19th century 
white ceramic fragments. Rubble and ceramic tile drains along the west edge were the only 
other features revealed. No significant archaeological features or artefacts were recovered 
within the stripped area.
  
Text taken from Paton, K., Balvalachlan, Callander, Stirling: Archaeological Works Data 

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=68002
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Structure Report, 2016. 
 
Entered WoSAS (GH) 29/05/2018

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=68274

Site Number 515

Site Name Braes of Greenock

Type of Site Field Bank; Pits (Possible); Ditch (Possible)

NRHE Number

HER Number 68275

Status Non-designated

Easting 263640

Northing 705510

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 68275 NN 6364 0551  Heritage and Archaeological Research Practice Limited 
(HARP) were commissioned by Atkins, on behalf of Stirling Council, to carry out a programme 
of archaeological works to fulfil part of the planning condition for a proposed cemetery at the 
Land East of Braes of Greenock, Balvacachlan, Callander (Centred 263640 705510). The first 
phase of the works consisted of an archaeological evaluation of the western half of the 
proposed development site. The site is located approximately 2.5km to the South of Callander, 
Stirlingshire, on the eastern side of the A81. The site consists of 11 ha of rough grazing land. 
The western half (5.5 ha) of the development site was therefore subject to an 8% 
archaeological evaluation. Work was carried out between Monday 3rd October and Friday 7th 
October 2011.  Of the 46 trenches excavated at the Land East of Braes of Greenock only five 
contained archaeological features, two of which contained the same feature field bank. In 
Trench 5 the remains of an ephemeral, possible ditch represent the only archaeological 
remains revealed in the south western portion of the evaluation area. It appears to be a small, 
isolated feature that was not revealed in adjacent trenches. No material was uncovered to give 
an indication of its potential date. It is located in a low-lying area that has been heavily 
affected by water accumulation.  Trenches 15 and 23 revealed two possible pits, both of 
which appear to be in isolation. Both are located within the north eastern section of the 
evaluation area in an area of higher ground, where the ground was better drained, and where 
archaeological remains were more likely to have been uncovered. No remains were found to 
give an indication of their potential date.  A field bank identified on the First Edition Ordnance 
Survey map is still present on site and runs through the site approximately north to south. It is 
located towards the eastern extent of the evaluation area and was excavated in two sections 
in Trenches 33 and 42. The field bank dates to earlier than 1866; the exact date of construction 
remains unknown.   Remains of the unroofed building that is shown on the First Edition map 
are visible on site to the east of the field bank. The building was not investigated at this stage 
as it falls within the eastern half of the development area, and not subject to evaluation at this 
stage.
  
Text taken from Hill, I. , Heritage and Archaeological Research Practice, Proposed Cemetery - 
Land East of Braes of Greenock, Balvachachlan, Callander: Archaeological Evaluation, 2011
  
Entered WoSAS (GH) 29/05/2018

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=68275

Site Number 516

Site Name Tom Na H-ulaidhe

Type of Site Military Road
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Type of Site Military Road

NRHE Number

HER Number 68367

Status Non-designated

Easting 258700

Northing 712000

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 68367 NN 5870 1200  Stirling - Tyndrum - Fort William Military Road  NN51SE 
6.00 5882 1000 to 5650 1499 NN 5885 1000 - NN 5650 1499 course of military road shown by 
Roy (1747-55).
 
NN 5882 1000 - NN 5880 1008 road visible as occupation road.
NN 5880 1008 - NN 5866 1058 road visible as a cart track averaging 6m wide.
NN 5866 1058 single-span Wade type bridge (NN51SE 7).
NN 5866 1058 - NN 5862 1070 road clearly visible between old walls averaging 6m to 7m in 
width but measuring 9m wide at one point. NN 5862 1070 - NN 5650 1499 modern road on 
line of military road.
  
Visited by OS (WDJ) January 1969.
  
W Roy (1747-55).
  
Initially the military road heads over a wooded hillock, passes Anie, and descends to the line 
now followed by the A84, linking with it at a point opposite the car park at the S end of Loch 
Lubnaig. Just S of the junction the military road traverses a ruined bridge (NN51SE 7). The line 
is then overlain by the modern road as it heads N up the lochside. Across the loch from Laggan 
Farm there is a regimental stone (NN51SE 6.01) at NN c. 566 147, bearing the date 1769 and 
letters which would appear to indicate that it was associated with the 4th Regiment (the King's 
Own Royal Regiment), who by that date must have been undertaking repairs and 
maintenance.  W Taylor 1976.  There is a discrepancy in the S part of the military road 
shown on this map sheet, as far N as NN 5862 1070, between the route shown by Roy (1747-
55), which coincides with the line now followed by the A84, and that recorded by the OS (WDJ) 
in January 1969 and Taylor (1976), which takes the form of a track going over the hill to the E 
of the modern road.
  
Information from RCAHMS (MW), 22 December 1999.  Further information on the Stirling - 
Tyndrum - Fort William Military Road can be found in Strathyre site record (WoSAS Pin 
65313).   
  
Entered WoSAS (GH) 04/06/2018

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=68367

Site Number 517

Site Name Laggan

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number

HER Number 68992

Status Non-designated

Easting 256380

Northing 714490

Parish

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=68367
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Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 68992 NN 5638 1449  Roofed building shown on 2nd edition OS of 1901, not 
shown on OS of 1990. Walkover reveals no trace of any feature at this location only edge of 
improved field
 
Farrell, S., 'Report of Archaeological Desktop & Walkover Survey, Laggan, Strathyre, 
Perthshire', 2018
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 11/10/2018

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=68992

Site Number 518

Site Name Laggan

Type of Site Level Crossing

NRHE Number

HER Number 68993

Status Non-designated

Easting 256349

Northing 714468

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 68993 NN 5634 1446  Level crossing marked on 1st edition OS. Walkover reveals 
only concrete strip, adjacent bridge to SE (NN 56354/14461) of stone with central concrete 
support.
 
Farrell, S., 'Report of Archaeological Desktop & Walkover Survey, Laggan, Strathyre, 
Perthshire', 2018
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 11/10/2018

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=68993

Site Number 519

Site Name Laggan

Type of Site Boat House

NRHE Number

HER Number 68994

Status Non-designated

Easting 256183

Northing 714790

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 68994 NN 5618 1479  Building marked on OS map of 1977. Walkover reveals 
modern building with recent improvements
 
Farrell, S., 'Report of Archaeological Desktop & Walkover Survey, Laggan, Strathyre, 
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Perthshire', 2018
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 11/10/2018

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=68994

Site Number 520

Site Name Drum a' Chaisteal

Type of Site Structure (Possible); Clearance

NRHE Number

HER Number 68995

Status Non-designated

Easting 255993

Northing 714958

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 68995 NN 559 1495  Walkover reveals what may be a possible structure amongst 
3 mature trees with a bank of stone on the N side spread to 3m and 0.5m high with a possible 
return of structure 11 m by 5.5m, the surrounding ground is an improved field and stone may 
be clearance material only. A flat natural ridge running NW-SE dominates this field and is quite 
flat but there is no indication of a castle site as suggested by name.
 
Farrell, S., 'Report of Archaeological Desktop & Walkover Survey, Laggan, Strathyre, 
Perthshire', 2018
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 11/10/2018

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=68995

Site Number 521

Site Name Laggan

Type of Site Bridge

NRHE Number

HER Number 68996

Status Non-designated

Easting 255971

Northing 714870

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 68996 NN 5597 1487  Walkover reveals bridge of cast-iron with stone and brick.
 
Farrell, S., 'Report of Archaeological Desktop & Walkover Survey, Laggan, Strathyre, 
Perthshire', 2018
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 11/10/2018

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=68996

Site Number 522
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Site Number 522

Site Name Laggan

Type of Site Bridge

NRHE Number

HER Number 68997

Status Non-designated

Easting 255890

Northing 714991

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 68997 NN 5589 1499  Walkover reveals abutments of bridge with bank on its E 
side with track from site 3 which would have given access to field to E. A similar bridge giving 
same function is located  at NN 55747/15316
 
Farrell, S., 'Report of Archaeological Desktop & Walkover Survey, Laggan, Strathyre, 
Perthshire', 2018
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 11/10/2018

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=68997

Site Number 523

Site Name Stronyre

Type of Site Bridge

NRHE Number

HER Number 68998

Status Non-designated

Easting 255817

Northing 714852

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 68998 NN 5581 1485  Walkover reveals small pack bridge of former trackway, 
now superseded by modern bridge to W (NN 55809/14846).
 
Farrell, S., 'Report of Archaeological Desktop & Walkover Survey, Laggan, Strathyre, 
Perthshire', 2018
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 11/10/2018

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=68998

Site Number 524

Site Name Laggan

Type of Site Quarry Scoop

NRHE Number

HER Number 68999

Status Non-designated
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Status Non-designated

Easting 255840

Northing 714772

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 68999 NN 5584 1477  Walkover reveals former quarry scoop c12m by 14m by 
1.8m deep on E facing slope.
 
Farrell, S., 'Report of Archaeological Desktop & Walkover Survey, Laggan, Strathyre, 
Perthshire', 2018
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 11/10/2018

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=68999

Site Number 525

Site Name Laggan

Type of Site Walls; Field Boundaries

NRHE Number

HER Number 69000

Status Non-designated

Easting 255891

Northing 714586

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 69000 NN 5589 1458  NN 55891/14586 to NN 55907/14552 Walkover reveals 
denuded field walls though up to 1.8m high at N but generally up to 1.1 m high and spread to 
2m though generally very denuded, possibly former head-dyke. Further traces of wall can be 
made close to modem track and up slope
 
Farrell, S., 'Report of Archaeological Desktop & Walkover Survey, Laggan, Strathyre, 
Perthshire', 2018
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 11/10/2018

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=69000

Site Number 526

Site Name Laggan

Type of Site Sheepfold

NRHE Number

HER Number 69001

Status Non-designated

Easting 255942

Northing 714464

Parish

Council

Description
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Description WoSAS Pin 69001 NN 5594 1446  Walkover reveals sheepfold in very good condition of 5 
compartments with field wall on its W side with same style of field wall forming boundary to 
W against existing woodland.
 
Farrell, S., 'Report of Archaeological Desktop & Walkover Survey, Laggan, Strathyre, 
Perthshire', 2018
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 11/10/2018

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=69001

Site Number 527

Site Name Laggan

Type of Site Bridge

NRHE Number

HER Number 69002

Status Non-designated

Easting 255747

Northing 715316

Parish

Council

Description WoSAS Pin 69002 NN 5574 1531  Walkover reveals abutments of bridge
 
Farrell, S., 'Report of Archaeological Desktop & Walkover Survey, Laggan, Strathyre, 
Perthshire', 2018
 
Entered WoSAS (MO'H) 11/10/2018

Link: http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=69002

Site Number 528

Site Name Auld Knowe (Wester Torrie)

Type of Site Dun

NRHE Number NN60SE 1

HER Number 293.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265264

Northing 704807

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description This dun and its outworks occupy a prominent knoll on the south side of the river Teith. On the 
highest point of the ridge there is a circular enclosure, measuring 40' to 50' in diameter, 
representing a dun.  

NN60SE 1 6526 0480.

NN 6526 0480 Roman Camp (NR) (Site of)

 

http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=69001
http://www.wosas.net/wosas_site.php?id=69002
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OS 6" map, Perthshire, 2nd ed., (1901)

Fort, Callander. Although it is marked as 'Roman Camp, Site' on the OS 6" map, the structure is 
a native fort measuring some 500' in length from WNW to ESE by c. 200' in maximum width. It 
occupies a ridge which presents a steep slope about 60' in height to the River Teith on the N, 
but which is easily accessible from the other directions.

On the highest point of the ridge there has been a roughly circular enclosure (A) measuring 40' 
to 50' in diameter. It was probably surrounded by a stone wall, but is in such a wrecked 
condition that apart from the internal dimensions already given nothing can usefully be said 
about it in default of excavation. Only a single stone is visible which might be in place in the 
supposed wall, and the interior of the site is choked with nettles.

It seems possible that the enclosure described above is a dun which has been inserted into an 
Early Iron Age fort. The latter is represented by the rampart or wall marked 'B' on the 
accompanying sketch, which, at the present time, is merely a low, turf-covered mound. At 
either end there are loop walls or ramparts (C and D), while a further, outermost defence on 
the W is provided by a rock-cut ditch drawn across the narrow neck of the ridge. A gap in B at 
the point marked X on the sketch may represent an original entrance, but there is no sign of 
internal buildings. Information from RCAHMS TS, visited 10 June 1957.

A fort, locally known as 'The Auld Knowe'.

D Christison 1902.

A fort and dun as described by RCAHMS.

Visited by OS (E G C) 29 October 1968.

NN 652 048 This dun and its outworks occupy a prominent knoll on the S side of the river Teith.

RCAHMS 1979, visited September 1978

Visible on vertical air photograph (OS 66/97/109, flown 1966).

Information from RCAHMS (RJM/DE) July 1996

Field Visit (10 June 1957)

Marginal Land Survey

Fort, Callander.

Although it is marked as 'Roman Camp, Site' on the OS 6" map, the structure is a native fort 
measuring some 500' in length from WNW to ESE by c. 200' in maximum width. It occupies a 
ridge which presents a steep slope about 60' in height to the River Teith on the N, but which is 
easily accessible from the other directions.

On the highest point of the ridge there has been a roughly circular enclosure (A) measuring 40' 
to 50' in diameter. It was probably surrounded by a stone wall, but is in such a wrecked 
condition that apart from the internal dimensions already given nothing can usefully be said 
about it in default of excavation. Only a single stone is visible which might be in place in the 
supposed wall, and the interior of the site is choked with nettles.

It seems possible that the enclosure described above is a dun which has been inserted into an 
Early Iron Age fort. The latter is represented by the rampart or wall marked 'B' on the 
accompanying sketch, which, at the present time, is merely a low, turf-covered mound. At 
either end there are loop walls or ramparts (C and D), while a further, outermost defence on 
the W is provided by a rock-cut ditch drawn across the narrow neck of the ridge. A gap in B at 
the point marked X on the sketch may represent an original entrance, but there is no sign of 
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internal buildings. Information from RCAHMS TS, visited 10 June 1957.

Note (5 December 2014 - 18 May 2016)

Atlas of Hillforts of Britain and Ireland

What may be the remains of a fort enclose an elongated ridge that rises above the river 
terrace on the S bank of the River Teith. The rampart, which is largely reduced to a scarp but is 
accompanied by an external ditch cut through the rock on the spine of the ridge on the NW, 
can be traced on an irregular course around the gentler flanks on the SE, SW and NW to 
enclose an area measuring a maximum of 70m from NW to SE by 38m transversely (0.19ha). At 
the SE end an outer rampart encloses a further area of about 0.08ha on a lower terrace. The 
ramparts have been severely mutilated and several tracks cut through them on the SE, the 
SSW and the W. That on the SSW is evidently later, and while the gap on the W is set in a 
shallow re-entrant, the one running up the spine of the ridge through gaps in both ramparts on 
the ESE is quite likely to mark the position of the original entrance. Within the interior, on the 
very summit of the ridge, there is a probable dun or broch, though its wall is now reduced to a 
grass-grown mound enclosing an area about 15m in maximum diameter. The interior of the 
fort is otherwise featureless.

Information from An Atlas of Hillforts of Great Britain and Ireland – 18 May 2016. Atlas of 
Hillforts SC2614

References
Christison, D. (1902b) 'Notices of an ancient fort and stone circle at Wester Torrie, near 
Callander, Perthshire', Proc Soc Antiq Scot, vol. 36, 1901-2. Page(s): 614-18 plan, illust
RCAHMS. (1979b) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of Stirling District, Central Region, The 
archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7. Edinburgh. Page(s): 20, No.156 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.2.ARC(7)
RCAHMS. (1950-9) Marginal Land Survey (unpublished typed site descriptions), 3 volumes. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.1.MAR

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24378/mid-torrie-the-auld-knowe

Site Number 529

Site Name Wester Torrie

Type of Site Stone Circle

NRHE Number NN60SE 2

HER Number 294.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265343

Northing 704810

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description This small stone circle was removed by the farmer in 1980.  The circle, which measured 6.7m in 
maximum diameter, consisted of 5 bulky stones standing between 0.5m and 1.1 m high with 
space for a sixth which may have been removed previously.

NN60SE 2 6534 0480.

(NN 6532 0485) A small stone circle in low ground 24 yds from the foot of the fort (NN60SE 1) 
and 75 yds from its top. It consists of five stones with space for a sixth. The boulders are bulky 

 

https://canmore.org.uk/site/24378/mid-torrie-the-auld-knowe
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and shapeless, so that it is hard to tell whether they are standing or overthrown. No.1 is 
certainly in situ as it stands on a foundation of small stones. In their present positions the 
highest stands only 3ft 8ins and the lowest 18ins above the ground. No.3 has been split in two 
(3A and 3B).

D Christison 1902

NN 6534 0480 - A group of stones, as described and planned, possibly a stone circle. Stone 3B 
now lies adjacent to and on the NW side of stone 3A.

Surveyed at 1:2500.

Visited by OS (E G C) 9 October 1968.

NN 653 048 The remains of this stone circle, which measures 6.7m in maximum diameter, 
consist of five bulky stones standing between O.5m and 1.lm high; a sixth stone may have been 
removed.

RCAHMS 1979, visited September 1978

This stone circle was apparently destroyed in 1980.

N B Aitchison 1982.

References
Aitchison, N. (1982g) 'Wester Torrie (St Ninian's p), possible dun, pottery', Discovery Excav 
Scot, 1982. Page(s): 6
Christison, D. (1902b) 'Notices of an ancient fort and stone circle at Wester Torrie, near 
Callander, Perthshire', Proc Soc Antiq Scot, vol. 36, 1901-2. Page(s): 618-20 fig. 6
RCAHMS. (1979b) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of Stirling District, Central Region, The 
archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7. Edinburgh. Page(s): 17, No.124 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.2.ARC(7)

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24389/wester-torrie

Site Number 530

Site Name Callander Old Parish Church

Type of Site Watch House

NRHE Number

HER Number 325.03

Status Non-designated

Easting 262674

Northing 707888

Parish Callander

Council

Description 19th c hexagonal watch tower attached to north boundary wall of the 18th c graveyard. 3 of its 
sides face into the churchyard. The door is set to the central face with an inscription above 
appearing to read ?design & Constructed by Duncan McNa  Joiner?

NN60NW 11 6266 0789.

(NN 6266 0789) Tom ma Chisaig (NR)
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OS 6" map, (1958)

A curious mound, very correctly circular in shape, with a level space at the top 120ft in 
circumference round the brink. Traditionally erected in memory of St Kessaig.

M Ferguson 1911.

An annual market called Feill-ma-Chessaig was held here in the early 19th century.

NSA 1845.

Flat-topped mote (castle mound) watching the bridge.

OS 6" map annotated by O G S Crawford 15 November 1938.

A regular, flat-topped mound, maximum height 5.0m. Mutilated on the SE by a modern path. 
Although the mound has the appearance of a motte, it is impossible to be certain without 
excavation. No additional information.

Resurveyed at 1/2500.

Visited by OS (R D) 9 October 1968.

NN 626 078. This conical mound stands 5m high and its level top is l0m in diameter. It is 
probably a motte.

RCAHMS 1979, visited August 1978

NSA 1845; G StelI 1972

References	
Ferguson, M. (1911) Guide to Callander, the Trossachs etc.. 9th. Page(s): 14, 15
NSA. (1834-1845) The new statistical account of Scotland by the ministers of the respective 
parishes under the superintendence of a committee of the society for the benefit of the sons 
and daughters of the clergy, 15v. Edinburgh. Page(s): Vol. 10, (Perthshire), 355-6 RCAHMS Shelf 
Number: B.2.2.STA
Stell, G. (1972a) 'Provisional list of mottes in Scotland', in Simpson, G G and Webster, B, 
'Charter evidence and the distribution of mottes in Scotland', Chateau Gaillard, vol. 5, 1972, 
Appendix 1. Page(s): 183, No.190

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24331/tom-na-chisaig

Site Number 531

Site Name Bridge of Keltie

Type of Site Pit Enclosure

NRHE Number NN60NW 25

HER Number 338.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 264909

Northing 706670

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NW 25 6491 0667.

NN 649 067. Crop-marks consisting of a number of pits, which may form the S and W sides of a 
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rectilinear enclosure, are visible on air photographs.

RCAHMS 1979.

(Location cited as NN 6491 0667). A roughly L-shaped arrangement of at least twenty pits has 
been revealed by cropmarks on the gravel terrace between the Keltie Water and the A84 
public road. It may form the SW angle of a rectilinear enclosure. The W arm of the L-shape is 
made up of two distinct alignments, which meet at a facet 8m N of the corner, and one slightly 
larger pit can be seen within the angle.

As the enclosure is incomplete, its classification remains in doubt, and it is not plotted as a 
large ritual enclosure on a distribution map of Neolithic monuments covering southern 
Scotland.

Information from RCAHMS (ARG), 3 April 1998.

RCAHMS 1997.

Aerial Photographic Transcription (22 March 1991 - 12 December 1991)

Aerial Photographic Transcriptions

An aerial transcription was produced from oblique aerial photographs. Information from 
Historic Environment Scotland (BM) 31 March 2017.

References	
Gibson, A. (2002) 'The later Neolithic palisaded sites of Britain', in Gibson, A, Behind wooden 
walls: Neolithic palisaded enclosures in Europe, BAR International Series 1013. Oxford. Page(s): 
16
RCAHMS. (1979b) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of Stirling District, Central Region, The 
archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7. Edinburgh. Page(s): 26, No. 215 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.2.ARC(7)
RCAHMS. (1997a) Eastern Dumfriesshire: an archaeological landscape. Edinburgh. Page(s): 115 
fig. 110 RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.DUM

RCAHMS 1997.

Aerial Photographic Transcription (22 March 1991 - 12 December 1991)

Aerial Photographic Transcriptions

An aerial transcription was produced from oblique aerial photographs. Information from 
Historic Environment Scotland (BM) 31 March 2017.

References
Gibson, A. (2002) 'The later Neolithic palisaded sites of Britain', in Gibson, A, Behind wooden 
walls: Neolithic palisaded enclosures in Europe, BAR International Series 1013. Oxford. Page(s): 
16
RCAHMS. (1979b) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of Stirling District, Central Region, The 
archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7. Edinburgh. Page(s): 26, No. 215 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.2.ARC(7)
RCAHMS. (1997a) Eastern Dumfriesshire: an archaeological landscape. Edinburgh. Page(s): 115 
fig. 110 RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.DUM

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24346/bridge-of-keltie
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Site Number 532

Site Name North Dummond

Type of Site Clearance Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NE 65

HER Number 2836.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 266800

Northing 706000

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description Photographed from the air in 1991 by the RCAHMS.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/78716/north-drummond

Site Number 533

Site Name North Dummond

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN60NE 65

HER Number 2836.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 266800

Northing 706000

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description Photographed from the air in 1991 by the RCAHMS.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/78716/north-drummond

Site Number 534

Site Name Ballachraggan (Callander)

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60NE 67

HER Number 2837.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 267800

Northing 706500

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description Photographed from the air in 1992 by the RCAHMS.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/83090/ballachraggan

Site Number 535

 

https://canmore.org.uk/site/78716/north-drummond
https://canmore.org.uk/site/78716/north-drummond
https://canmore.org.uk/site/83090/ballachraggan
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Site Number 535

Site Name Ballachraggan (Callander)

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN60NE 67

HER Number 2837.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 267800

Northing 706500

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description Photographed from the air in 1992 by the RCAHMS.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/83090/ballachraggan

Site Number 536

Site Name Ballachraggan (Callander)

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN60NE 68

HER Number 2838.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 267700

Northing 706500

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description Photographed from the air in 1992 by the RCAHMS.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/83091/ballachraggan

Site Number 537

Site Name Black Park

Type of Site Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NE 45

HER Number 2425.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 266731

Northing 707354

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description Situated on a slight knoll in an area of marshy ground, south of the Sruth Geal, there is a cairn 
5m in diameter and 0.5m in height, with a dimple on its ENE side which may be due to robbing.

(BOD 165)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 2 June 1992.

 

https://canmore.org.uk/site/83090/ballachraggan
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Scheduled as Dalvey, cairn.

Information from Historic Scotland, scheduling document dated 26 November 2003.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73605/black-park

Site Number 538

Site Name Black Park

Type of Site Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NE 43

HER Number 2426.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 266885

Northing 707448

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description Situated on a slight ridge above the west bank of the Coillechat Burn, there is a cairn 
measuring 5.7m in diameter and 0.4m in height, with some slight disturbance on its south side.

(BOD 164)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 2 June 1992.

Scheduled as Dalvey, cairn.

Information from Historic Scotland, scheduling document dated 26 November 2003.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73603/black-park

Site Number 539

Site Name Black Park

Type of Site Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NE 16

HER Number 2427.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 267115

Northing 707403

Parish Kilmadock

Council

 

https://canmore.org.uk/site/73605/black-park
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Description NN60NE 16 6712 0740.

This cairn is situated on a high point on a ridge to the E of the Coillechat Burn, and to the SE of 
a second cairn (NN60NE 15). It measures 15.5m in diameter by 1m in height and is overlain by 
a ruined drystone wall. There is a marked hollow in the centre of the cairn. (BOD 4)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 8 April 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73563/black-park

Site Number 540

Site Name Balvorist

Type of Site Hut

NRHE Number NN60NE 14

HER Number 2428.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 267380

Northing 707250

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 14 6738 0725.

The N end of this hut has been robbed and is overlain by a ruined drystone wall. It measures 
3.7m from N to S by 3.4m transversely within a wall spread to 1.3m in thickness and 0.4m in 
height. Stobie (SRO RHP 14317, 1782) shows an unnamed building at this point.

(BOD 5)

Visited by RCAHMS (PJD) April 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73561/balvorist

Site Number 541

Site Name Ballachraggan (Callander)

Type of Site Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NE 13

HER Number 2429.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 268124

Northing 707150

Parish Kilmadock

 

https://canmore.org.uk/site/73563/black-park
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Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description This cairn is situated on a knoll immediately within the improved fields to the NNE of 
Ballachraggan and measures 12.5m in diameter by 0.4m in height. The E-NE arc of the cairn 
has been reduced by stone-robbing, presumably for the adjacent stone wall.

(BOD 20)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 22 April 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73560/ballachraggan

Site Number 542

Site Name Ballachraggan (Callander)

Type of Site Chambered Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NE 58

HER Number 2430.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 268056

Northing 706506

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 58 6805 0650.

The badly disturbed remains of what is probably a Clyde type chambered cairn are situated on 
the crest of a ridge, but below its highest point, some 350m ENE of Ballachraggan 
farmsteading. Oval on plan, the mound now measures 30m from NNW to SSE and tapers in 
width from 23.5m on the SSE to 18.5m on the NNW; originally, however, the cairn may have 
been trapezoidal in plan and have extended further to the NNW. Towards the NNW end of the 
mound there are two approximately aligned settings of upright stones which may either 
represent the remains of two chambers, each entered from opposite sides of the cairn, or 
fragments of a single long chamber. The side-slabs rise to a maximum height of 1m above the 
floor of the chamber. To the S of the centre of the mound there is a quartz slab marking the 
site of a modern cremation deposit (the father of the present farmer). A modern plough scar 
skirts the NW arc of the mound.

(BOD 2)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 6 May 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73674/ballachraggan

Site Number 543

Site Name Cambusbeg West
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Site Name Cambusbeg West

Type of Site Homestead

NRHE Number NN60NE 49

HER Number 2438.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 266500

Northing 705910

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 49 6650 0591.

Situated on a natural terrace 800m NE of Cambusbeg farmhouse, 40m NE of a walled spring, 
there are the robbed remains of an oval stone-walled homestead, overlain by a later 
farmstead.

The homestead, which stands on the edge of the terrace, is in poor condition, its WNW end 
having been destroyed by the later farmstead, but enough remains to show that it was of 
similar character to other homesteads recorded in the area (e.g. at Waterside, NN60NE 32.01). 
It measures at least 19.5m in length and 15m in breadth within rubble walls now spread to 4m 
in thickness and standing up to 0.7m in height. There is an entrance at the slightly pointed ESE 
end.

The farmstead comprises two rectangular buildings, set at right angles to one another, with a 
yard to the E. That to the N is built over the W end of the earlier homestead, and measures 
10.5m NNE-SSW by 4m transversely within rubble walls spread to 1.5m in thickness and 
standing up to 0.3m in height, with a possible entrance in the middle of the W side. That to the 
S stands immediately below the terrace; it measures 20m in length and 3.2m in breadth within 
walls of faced-rubble spread to 2m in thickness and standing up to 0.5m in height. There is a 
possible entrance in the S side, and the building is divided into two compartments.

To the E of the buildings a stony bank encloses a yard of irregular shape, some 25m E-W by 
30m N-S, which encompasses the homestead. The remains of similar walls, along with traces 
of rig, extend for some 500m across the slope to the S of the farmstead, but these were largely 
obscured by bracken at the time of the visit. The N building (BOD 157) is depicted as roofless, 
and named 'Fountain Head' on the 1st edition of the Ordnance survey 6-inch map (Perthshire 
1866, sheet cxxiv).

(BOD 156-8)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 2 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73611/cambusbeg-west

Site Number 544

Site Name Cambusbeg West

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60NE 49

HER Number 2438.02

Status Non-designated
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Status Non-designated

Easting 266500

Northing 705910

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 49 6650 0591.

Situated on a natural terrace 800m NE of Cambusbeg farmhouse, 40m NE of a walled spring, 
there are the robbed remains of an oval stone-walled homestead, overlain by a later 
farmstead.

The homestead, which stands on the edge of the terrace, is in poor condition, its WNW end 
having been destroyed by the later farmstead, but enough remains to show that it was of 
similar character to other homesteads recorded in the area (e.g. at Waterside, NN60NE 32.01). 
It measures at least 19.5m in length and 15m in breadth within rubble walls now spread to 4m 
in thickness and standing up to 0.7m in height. There is an entrance at the slightly pointed ESE 
end.

The farmstead comprises two rectangular buildings, set at right angles to one another, with a 
yard to the E. That to the N is built over the W end of the earlier homestead, and measures 
10.5m NNE-SSW by 4m transversely within rubble walls spread to 1.5m in thickness and 
standing up to 0.3m in height, with a possible entrance in the middle of the W side. That to the 
S stands immediately below the terrace; it measures 20m in length and 3.2m in breadth within 
walls of faced-rubble spread to 2m in thickness and standing up to 0.5m in height. There is a 
possible entrance in the S side, and the building is divided into two compartments.

To the E of the buildings a stony bank encloses a yard of irregular shape, some 25m E-W by 
30m N-S, which encompasses the homestead. The remains of similar walls, along with traces 
of rig, extend for some 500m across the slope to the S of the farmstead, but these were largely 
obscured by bracken at the time of the visit. The N building (BOD 157) is depicted as roofless, 
and named 'Fountain Head' on the 1st edition of the Ordnance survey 6-inch map (Perthshire 
1866, sheet cxxiv).

(BOD 156-8)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 2 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73611/cambusbeg-west

Site Number 545

Site Name Cambusbeg West

Type of Site Spring

NRHE Number NN60NE 49

HER Number 2438.03

Status Non-designated

Easting 266488

Northing 705894

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling
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Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 49 6650 0591.

Situated on a natural terrace 800m NE of Cambusbeg farmhouse, 40m NE of a walled spring, 
there are the robbed remains of an oval stone-walled homestead, overlain by a later 
farmstead.

The homestead, which stands on the edge of the terrace, is in poor condition, its WNW end 
having been destroyed by the later farmstead, but enough remains to show that it was of 
similar character to other homesteads recorded in the area (e.g. at Waterside, NN60NE 32.01). 
It measures at least 19.5m in length and 15m in breadth within rubble walls now spread to 4m 
in thickness and standing up to 0.7m in height. There is an entrance at the slightly pointed ESE 
end.

The farmstead comprises two rectangular buildings, set at right angles to one another, with a 
yard to the E. That to the N is built over the W end of the earlier homestead, and measures 
10.5m NNE-SSW by 4m transversely within rubble walls spread to 1.5m in thickness and 
standing up to 0.3m in height, with a possible entrance in the middle of the W side. That to the 
S stands immediately below the terrace; it measures 20m in length and 3.2m in breadth within 
walls of faced-rubble spread to 2m in thickness and standing up to 0.5m in height. There is a 
possible entrance in the S side, and the building is divided into two compartments.

To the E of the buildings a stony bank encloses a yard of irregular shape, some 25m E-W by 
30m N-S, which encompasses the homestead. The remains of similar walls, along with traces 
of rig, extend for some 500m across the slope to the S of the farmstead, but these were largely 
obscured by bracken at the time of the visit. The N building (BOD 157) is depicted as roofless, 
and named 'Fountain Head' on the 1st edition of the Ordnance survey 6-inch map (Perthshire 
1866, sheet cxxiv).

(BOD 156-8)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 2 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73611/cambusbeg-west

Site Number 546

Site Name Cambusbeg West

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN60NE 49

HER Number 2438.04

Status Non-designated

Easting 266500

Northing 705910

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 49 6650 0591.

Situated on a natural terrace 800m NE of Cambusbeg farmhouse, 40m NE of a walled spring, 
there are the robbed remains of an oval stone-walled homestead, overlain by a later 
farmstead.
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The homestead, which stands on the edge of the terrace, is in poor condition, its WNW end 
having been destroyed by the later farmstead, but enough remains to show that it was of 
similar character to other homesteads recorded in the area (e.g. at Waterside, NN60NE 32.01). 
It measures at least 19.5m in length and 15m in breadth within rubble walls now spread to 4m 
in thickness and standing up to 0.7m in height. There is an entrance at the slightly pointed ESE 
end.

The farmstead comprises two rectangular buildings, set at right angles to one another, with a 
yard to the E. That to the N is built over the W end of the earlier homestead, and measures 
10.5m NNE-SSW by 4m transversely within rubble walls spread to 1.5m in thickness and 
standing up to 0.3m in height, with a possible entrance in the middle of the W side. That to the 
S stands immediately below the terrace; it measures 20m in length and 3.2m in breadth within 
walls of faced-rubble spread to 2m in thickness and standing up to 0.5m in height. There is a 
possible entrance in the S side, and the building is divided into two compartments.

To the E of the buildings a stony bank encloses a yard of irregular shape, some 25m E-W by 
30m N-S, which encompasses the homestead. The remains of similar walls, along with traces 
of rig, extend for some 500m across the slope to the S of the farmstead, but these were largely 
obscured by bracken at the time of the visit. The N building (BOD 157) is depicted as roofless, 
and named 'Fountain Head' on the 1st edition of the Ordnance survey 6-inch map (Perthshire 
1866, sheet cxxiv).

(BOD 156-8)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 2 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73611/cambusbeg-west

Site Number 547

Site Name Ballachraggan (Callander)

Type of Site Homestead

NRHE Number NN60NE 60

HER Number 2439.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 267664

Northing 706749

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 60 6766 0675.

Situated on the top of a low knoll, there are the remains of a homestead; oval on plan, it 
measures 19.3m from N-S by 15.3m transversely within a faced-rubble bank 2.2m in thickness 
and 0.75m in height. The bank has been much disturbed and it is uncertain whether a gap on 
the NW marks the position of the entrance. The crest of the knoll may have been scarped to 
provide a level interior.

(BOD 9)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 8 April 1992
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References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73676/ballachraggan

Site Number 548

Site Name Balvorist

Type of Site Homestead

NRHE Number NN60NE 17

HER Number 2440.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 267480

Northing 707820

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 17 6748 0782.

This oval homestead is situated on a slight ridge to the E of the Coillechat Burn and has been 
reduced by ploughing. It measures 9.5m from NNE-SSW by 7.7m transversely within a grass-
covered bank spread to 4m in thickness and 0.4m in height. The interior is slightly levelled into 
the slope and there may be an entrance on the S.

(BOD 237)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 21 May 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73564/balvorist

Site Number 549

Site Name West Bracklinn

Type of Site Shieling Mound

NRHE Number NN60NE 57

HER Number 2446.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 265300

Northing 708800

Parish Callander

Council

Description NN60NE 57 653 088.

There are two huts, a group of three shieling-mounds, a boundary bank and various field-
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banks, delimiting areas of former cultivation with traces of rig, scattered across the rough 
pasture between the improved fields of West Bracklinn farm and Eas Uilleam. One of the huts 
and the three mounds lie on the banks of a small unnamed burn that drains into the Brackland 
Burn, the other hut lies some 250m to the SW at the head of a gully, some 50m E of the track 
that leads up onto the moor to the

N and some 20m from a corner in the head-dyke of the improved fields.

Of the three mounds, that on the SW side of the burn at NN 6542 0878 is a roughly circular 
mound some 7m in diameter and 0.7m in height with a slight dimple in the top, which may be 
the remains of a turf hut. There is another a short distance to the NW and one on the other 
side of the burn to the SE, but these were too poorly defined to be measured. (BOD 168)

On the NE of the same burn, some 300m upslope from the first, there is a small oval hut, which 
is set against the NE side of a field-bank that runs down the side of the same burn. The hut 
measures 4.1m from WNW to ESE by 3m transversely over stony banks spread to 1.2m in 
thickness and 0.4m in height with an entrance in the ESE which is lined with stone. (BOD 167)

Some 300m to the SSW there is the second hut, also oval in shape, which is set against the SE 
side of a large boulder at NN 6517 0872, measuring 2.3m from NNE to SSW by 2.1m 
transversely within stony banks spread to 1.3m in thickness and 0.3m in height with an 
entrance in the ESE. (BOD 169)

From where it crosses the track that leads up on to the moor at NN 6522 0910 the boundary 
bank runs along the contour for about 220m before turning NNE to run uphill towards the 
waterfall at NN 6561 0956 on the Eas Uilleam. To the W of the track a mapped section of the 
boundary runs down to West Bracklinn Farm. The rig and the various old field-banks were 
observed to the SE side of this boundary.

(BOD 167-9)

Visited by RCAHMS (PJD) 5 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73672/west-bracklinn

Site Number 550

Site Name West Bracklinn

Type of Site Hut

NRHE Number NN60NE 57

HER Number 2446.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 265300

Northing 708800

Parish Callander

Council

Description NN60NE 57 653 088.

There are two huts, a group of three shieling-mounds, a boundary bank and various field-
banks, delimiting areas of former cultivation with traces of rig, scattered across the rough 
pasture between the improved fields of West Bracklinn farm and Eas Uilleam. One of the huts 
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and the three mounds lie on the banks of a small unnamed burn that drains into the Brackland 
Burn, the other hut lies some 250m to the SW at the head of a gully, some 50m E of the track 
that leads up onto the moor to the

N and some 20m from a corner in the head-dyke of the improved fields.

Of the three mounds, that on the SW side of the burn at NN 6542 0878 is a roughly circular 
mound some 7m in diameter and 0.7m in height with a slight dimple in the top, which may be 
the remains of a turf hut. There is another a short distance to the NW and one on the other 
side of the burn to the SE, but these were too poorly defined to be measured. (BOD 168)

On the NE of the same burn, some 300m upslope from the first, there is a small oval hut, which 
is set against the NE side of a field-bank that runs down the side of the same burn. The hut 
measures 4.1m from WNW to ESE by 3m transversely over stony banks spread to 1.2m in 
thickness and 0.4m in height with an entrance in the ESE which is lined with stone. (BOD 167)

Some 300m to the SSW there is the second hut, also oval in shape, which is set against the SE 
side of a large boulder at NN 6517 0872, measuring 2.3m from NNE to SSW by 2.1m 
transversely within stony banks spread to 1.3m in thickness and 0.3m in height with an 
entrance in the ESE. (BOD 169)

From where it crosses the track that leads up on to the moor at NN 6522 0910 the boundary 
bank runs along the contour for about 220m before turning NNE to run uphill towards the 
waterfall at NN 6561 0956 on the Eas Uilleam. To the W of the track a mapped section of the 
boundary runs down to West Bracklinn Farm. The rig and the various old field-banks were 
observed to the SE side of this boundary.

(BOD 167-9)

Visited by RCAHMS (PJD) 5 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73672/west-bracklinn

Site Number 551

Site Name West Bracklinn

Type of Site Bank

NRHE Number NN60NE 57

HER Number 2446.03

Status Non-designated

Easting 265300

Northing 708800

Parish Callander

Council

Description NN60NE 57 653 088.

There are two huts, a group of three shieling-mounds, a boundary bank and various field-
banks, delimiting areas of former cultivation with traces of rig, scattered across the rough 
pasture between the improved fields of West Bracklinn farm and Eas Uilleam. One of the huts 
and the three mounds lie on the banks of a small unnamed burn that drains into the Brackland 
Burn, the other hut lies some 250m to the SW at the head of a gully, some 50m E of the track 
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that leads up onto the moor to the

N and some 20m from a corner in the head-dyke of the improved fields.

Of the three mounds, that on the SW side of the burn at NN 6542 0878 is a roughly circular 
mound some 7m in diameter and 0.7m in height with a slight dimple in the top, which may be 
the remains of a turf hut. There is another a short distance to the NW and one on the other 
side of the burn to the SE, but these were too poorly defined to be measured. (BOD 168)

On the NE of the same burn, some 300m upslope from the first, there is a small oval hut, which 
is set against the NE side of a field-bank that runs down the side of the same burn. The hut 
measures 4.1m from WNW to ESE by 3m transversely over stony banks spread to 1.2m in 
thickness and 0.4m in height with an entrance in the ESE which is lined with stone. (BOD 167)

Some 300m to the SSW there is the second hut, also oval in shape, which is set against the SE 
side of a large boulder at NN 6517 0872, measuring 2.3m from NNE to SSW by 2.1m 
transversely within stony banks spread to 1.3m in thickness and 0.3m in height with an 
entrance in the ESE. (BOD 169)

From where it crosses the track that leads up on to the moor at NN 6522 0910 the boundary 
bank runs along the contour for about 220m before turning NNE to run uphill towards the 
waterfall at NN 6561 0956 on the Eas Uilleam. To the W of the track a mapped section of the 
boundary runs down to West Bracklinn Farm. The rig and the various old field-banks were 
observed to the SE side of this boundary.

(BOD 167-9)

Visited by RCAHMS (PJD) 5 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73672/west-bracklinn

Site Number 552

Site Name West Bracklinn

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN60NE 57

HER Number 2446.04

Status Non-designated

Easting 265300

Northing 708800

Parish Callander

Council

Description NN60NE 57 653 088.

There are two huts, a group of three shieling-mounds, a boundary bank and various field-
banks, delimiting areas of former cultivation with traces of rig, scattered across the rough 
pasture between the improved fields of West Bracklinn farm and Eas Uilleam. One of the huts 
and the three mounds lie on the banks of a small unnamed burn that drains into the Brackland 
Burn, the other hut lies some 250m to the SW at the head of a gully, some 50m E of the track 
that leads up onto the moor to the
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N and some 20m from a corner in the head-dyke of the improved fields.

Of the three mounds, that on the SW side of the burn at NN 6542 0878 is a roughly circular 
mound some 7m in diameter and 0.7m in height with a slight dimple in the top, which may be 
the remains of a turf hut. There is another a short distance to the NW and one on the other 
side of the burn to the SE, but these were too poorly defined to be measured. (BOD 168)

On the NE of the same burn, some 300m upslope from the first, there is a small oval hut, which 
is set against the NE side of a field-bank that runs down the side of the same burn. The hut 
measures 4.1m from WNW to ESE by 3m transversely over stony banks spread to 1.2m in 
thickness and 0.4m in height with an entrance in the ESE which is lined with stone. (BOD 167)

Some 300m to the SSW there is the second hut, also oval in shape, which is set against the SE 
side of a large boulder at NN 6517 0872, measuring 2.3m from NNE to SSW by 2.1m 
transversely within stony banks spread to 1.3m in thickness and 0.3m in height with an 
entrance in the ESE. (BOD 169)

From where it crosses the track that leads up on to the moor at NN 6522 0910 the boundary 
bank runs along the contour for about 220m before turning NNE to run uphill towards the 
waterfall at NN 6561 0956 on the Eas Uilleam. To the W of the track a mapped section of the 
boundary runs down to West Bracklinn Farm. The rig and the various old field-banks were 
observed to the SE side of this boundary.

(BOD 167-9)

Visited by RCAHMS (PJD) 5 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73672/west-bracklinn

Site Number 553

Site Name West Bracklinn

Type of Site Boundary Bank

NRHE Number NN60NE 57

HER Number 2446.05

Status Non-designated

Easting 265300

Northing 708800

Parish Callander

Council

Description NN60NE 57 653 088.

There are two huts, a group of three shieling-mounds, a boundary bank and various field-
banks, delimiting areas of former cultivation with traces of rig, scattered across the rough 
pasture between the improved fields of West Bracklinn farm and Eas Uilleam. One of the huts 
and the three mounds lie on the banks of a small unnamed burn that drains into the Brackland 
Burn, the other hut lies some 250m to the SW at the head of a gully, some 50m E of the track 
that leads up onto the moor to the

N and some 20m from a corner in the head-dyke of the improved fields.
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Of the three mounds, that on the SW side of the burn at NN 6542 0878 is a roughly circular 
mound some 7m in diameter and 0.7m in height with a slight dimple in the top, which may be 
the remains of a turf hut. There is another a short distance to the NW and one on the other 
side of the burn to the SE, but these were too poorly defined to be measured. (BOD 168)

On the NE of the same burn, some 300m upslope from the first, there is a small oval hut, which 
is set against the NE side of a field-bank that runs down the side of the same burn. The hut 
measures 4.1m from WNW to ESE by 3m transversely over stony banks spread to 1.2m in 
thickness and 0.4m in height with an entrance in the ESE which is lined with stone. (BOD 167)

Some 300m to the SSW there is the second hut, also oval in shape, which is set against the SE 
side of a large boulder at NN 6517 0872, measuring 2.3m from NNE to SSW by 2.1m 
transversely within stony banks spread to 1.3m in thickness and 0.3m in height with an 
entrance in the ESE. (BOD 169)

From where it crosses the track that leads up on to the moor at NN 6522 0910 the boundary 
bank runs along the contour for about 220m before turning NNE to run uphill towards the 
waterfall at NN 6561 0956 on the Eas Uilleam. To the W of the track a mapped section of the 
boundary runs down to West Bracklinn Farm. The rig and the various old field-banks were 
observed to the SE side of this boundary.

(BOD 167-9)

Visited by RCAHMS (PJD) 5 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73672/west-bracklinn

Site Number 554

Site Name Drumloist

Type of Site Homestead

NRHE Number NN60NE 61

HER Number 2447.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 268380

Northing 706430

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 61 6838 0643

This oval stone-walled enclosure is situated on the leading edge of a terrace immediately to 
the N of the enclosed fields around Drumloist. The enclosure measures 17m from N to S by 
15.5m transversely within a faced-rubble bank 2m in thickness and 0.5m in height. The S arc of 
the bank has been robbed but what may have been the entrance lies on the SE. A circular 
platform 8.5m in diameter has been levelled into the interior of the enclosure, off-set slightly 
to the N side and separated from the homestead bank by a stony terrace about 2m in breadth; 
a gap in the SSE may have been the entrance into what was presumably a timber house. A 
stony bank runs off the SW side of the enclosure bank, disappearing in boggy ground to the 
SW. Rig, measuring between 4m and 7m between furrows with a slight curve covers the 
terrace around the homestead, and there is a distinct plough-scar around the outer edge of 
the bank.
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(BOD 85)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC), 6 July 1993.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/75407/drumloist

Site Number 555

Site Name Drumloist

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN60NE 61

HER Number 2447.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 268380

Northing 706430

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 61 6838 0643

This oval stone-walled enclosure is situated on the leading edge of a terrace immediately to 
the N of the enclosed fields around Drumloist. The enclosure measures 17m from N to S by 
15.5m transversely within a faced-rubble bank 2m in thickness and 0.5m in height. The S arc of 
the bank has been robbed but what may have been the entrance lies on the SE. A circular 
platform 8.5m in diameter has been levelled into the interior of the enclosure, off-set slightly 
to the N side and separated from the homestead bank by a stony terrace about 2m in breadth; 
a gap in the SSE may have been the entrance into what was presumably a timber house. A 
stony bank runs off the SW side of the enclosure bank, disappearing in boggy ground to the 
SW. Rig, measuring between 4m and 7m between furrows with a slight curve covers the 
terrace around the homestead, and there is a distinct plough-scar around the outer edge of 
the bank.

(BOD 85)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC), 6 July 1993.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/75407/drumloist

Site Number 556

Site Name Eas Uilleam

Type of Site Hut

NRHE Number NN60NE 50.01

HER Number 2448.01

Status Non-designated
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Status Non-designated

Easting 265710

Northing 708920

Parish Callander

Council

Description NN60NE 50.01 6571 0892.

Situated on a natural terrace above the E bank of the Eas Uilleam, there are the remains of a 
sub-rectangular hut, aligned ENE-WSW and measuring 3m by 1.2m within faced-rubble walls 
0.9m in thickness and up to 0.3m

in height. To the E is an extensive area of rig (NN60NE 50.00) which may be associated with 
this hut.

(BOD 151)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 1 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73656/eas-uilleam

Site Number 557

Site Name Eas Uilleam

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN60NE 50.02

HER Number 2448.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 265620

Northing 709260

Parish Callander

Council

Description LM 23/11/94:  Visited as part of a Woodland Grant Scheme application.  The building is as 
decribed by the Royal commission and has been cut by a farm track at its western end.  It is to 
be excluded from the planting proposals.

NN60NE 50.02 6562 0926.

Terraced into the S-facing hillside above the E bank of the Eas Uilleam, there is a rectangular 
three-compartment building, measuring 18m from E to W by 4.1m transversely within walls of 
faced rubble 0.7m in thickness and standing up to 0.4m in height. There is an entrance in the S 
wall, and an outshot 2.1m wide is attached to the E end. The building has been robbed and a 
trackway now runs over its W end. It stands at the NW end of a head dyke enclosing an 
extensive area of rig (NN60NE 50.00). (BOD 150)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 1 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
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Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73662/eas-uilleam

Site Number 558

Site Name Eas Uilleam

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN60NE 50.02

HER Number 2448.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 265620

Northing 709260

Parish Callander

Council

Description NN60NE 50.02 6562 0926.

Terraced into the S-facing hillside above the E bank of the Eas Uilleam, there is a rectangular 
three-compartment building, measuring 18m from E to W by 4.1m transversely within walls of 
faced rubble 0.7m in thickness and standing up to 0.4m in height. There is an entrance in the S 
wall, and an outshot 2.1m wide is attached to the E end. The building has been robbed and a 
trackway now runs over its W end. It stands at the NW end of a head dyke enclosing an 
extensive area of rig (NN60NE 50.00). (BOD 150)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 1 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73662/eas-uilleam

Site Number 559

Site Name Eas Uilleam

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN60NE 50.02

HER Number 2448.03

Status Non-designated

Easting 265620

Northing 709260

Parish Callander

Council

Description Some extensive and fairly well preserved areas of rig and furrow.

NN60NE 50.02 6562 0926.

Terraced into the S-facing hillside above the E bank of the Eas Uilleam, there is a rectangular 
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three-compartment building, measuring 18m from E to W by 4.1m transversely within walls of 
faced rubble 0.7m in thickness and standing up to 0.4m in height. There is an entrance in the S 
wall, and an outshot 2.1m wide is attached to the E end. The building has been robbed and a 
trackway now runs over its W end. It stands at the NW end of a head dyke enclosing an 
extensive area of rig (NN60NE 50.00). (BOD 150)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 1 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73662/eas-uilleam

Site Number 560

Site Name Sruth Geal

Type of Site Hut

NRHE Number NN60NE 20

HER Number 2450.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 267360

Northing 708100

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 20 6736 0810.

This hut is situated on a saddle between two knolls to the E of Sruth Geal and measures 5m 
from E to W by 3.5m transversely over wasted walls no more than 0.2m in height; the entrance 
lies on the N. Two low mounds to the N and W may be further huts.

(BOD 21)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 22 April 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73567/sruth-geal

Site Number 561

Site Name Sruth Geal

Type of Site Mound

NRHE Number NN60NE 20

HER Number 2450.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 267360

Northing 708100

Parish Kilmadock
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Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 20 6736 0810.

This hut is situated on a saddle between two knolls to the E of Sruth Geal and measures 5m 
from E to W by 3.5m transversely over wasted walls no more than 0.2m in height; the entrance 
lies on the N. Two low mounds to the N and W may be further huts.

(BOD 21)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 22 April 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73567/sruth-geal

Site Number 562

Site Name Drumloist

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN60NE 28

HER Number 2454.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 268400

Northing 707500

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 28 684 075

There are at least 12 shieling-huts, two shieling-mounds, and two enclosures situated within a 
natural hollow, sheltered by a series of knolls, to either side of an unnamed tributary of the 
Coillechat Burn. The huts (BOD 130-132, 134, 136-143) measure up to 5.8m by 2.3m within 
turf walls spread to 1.2m in thickness and 0.3m in height. The mounds (BOD 133, 135) are both 
surmounted by traces of structures and are predominantly of turf. The larger mound (BOD 
135) measures 10m by 8.5m and stands 0.5m in height. The two enclosures lie towards the W 
side of the group. The S enclosure (BOD 144) is sub-rectangular and measures 20m by 4m 
within a turf wall spread to 1.5m in thickness and 0.3m in height. A hut (BOD 143) is situated in 
the E end of the interior. The N enclosure (BOD 145) is rectangular and measures 12m by 3.2m 
within a turf wall spread to 1.5m in thickness and 0.3m in height.

There are at least four small cairns measuring up to 4m in diameter and 0.3m in height on a 
natural terrace at the W edge of the shieling group and at least 2 amongst the huts. Two pits, 
no more than 0.3m in depth and less than 1m in diameter, with the suggestion of a stone 
lining, lie at the S edge of the group of huts. The indefinite remains of what may have been six 
further huts were also noted.

(BOD 130-45)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC), 3 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
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Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73578/drumloist

Site Number 563

Site Name Drumloist

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number NN60NE 28

HER Number 2454.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 268400

Northing 707500

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 28 684 075

There are at least 12 shieling-huts, two shieling-mounds, and two enclosures situated within a 
natural hollow, sheltered by a series of knolls, to either side of an unnamed tributary of the 
Coillechat Burn. The huts (BOD 130-132, 134, 136-143) measure up to 5.8m by 2.3m within 
turf walls spread to 1.2m in thickness and 0.3m in height. The mounds (BOD 133, 135) are both 
surmounted by traces of structures and are predominantly of turf. The larger mound (BOD 
135) measures 10m by 8.5m and stands 0.5m in height. The two enclosures lie towards the W 
side of the group. The S enclosure (BOD 144) is sub-rectangular and measures 20m by 4m 
within a turf wall spread to 1.5m in thickness and 0.3m in height. A hut (BOD 143) is situated in 
the E end of the interior. The N enclosure (BOD 145) is rectangular and measures 12m by 3.2m 
within a turf wall spread to 1.5m in thickness and 0.3m in height.

There are at least four small cairns measuring up to 4m in diameter and 0.3m in height on a 
natural terrace at the W edge of the shieling group and at least 2 amongst the huts. Two pits, 
no more than 0.3m in depth and less than 1m in diameter, with the suggestion of a stone 
lining, lie at the S edge of the group of huts. The indefinite remains of what may have been six 
further huts were also noted.

(BOD 130-45)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC), 3 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73578/drumloist

Site Number 564

Site Name Drumloist

Type of Site Clearance Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NE 28

HER Number 2454.03

Status Non-designated

Easting 268400
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Easting 268400

Northing 707500

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 28 684 075

There are at least 12 shieling-huts, two shieling-mounds, and two enclosures situated within a 
natural hollow, sheltered by a series of knolls, to either side of an unnamed tributary of the 
Coillechat Burn. The huts (BOD 130-132, 134, 136-143) measure up to 5.8m by 2.3m within 
turf walls spread to 1.2m in thickness and 0.3m in height. The mounds (BOD 133, 135) are both 
surmounted by traces of structures and are predominantly of turf. The larger mound (BOD 
135) measures 10m by 8.5m and stands 0.5m in height. The two enclosures lie towards the W 
side of the group. The S enclosure (BOD 144) is sub-rectangular and measures 20m by 4m 
within a turf wall spread to 1.5m in thickness and 0.3m in height. A hut (BOD 143) is situated in 
the E end of the interior. The N enclosure (BOD 145) is rectangular and measures 12m by 3.2m 
within a turf wall spread to 1.5m in thickness and 0.3m in height.

There are at least four small cairns measuring up to 4m in diameter and 0.3m in height on a 
natural terrace at the W edge of the shieling group and at least 2 amongst the huts. Two pits, 
no more than 0.3m in depth and less than 1m in diameter, with the suggestion of a stone 
lining, lie at the S edge of the group of huts. The indefinite remains of what may have been six 
further huts were also noted.

(BOD 130-45)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC), 3 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73578/drumloist

Site Number 565

Site Name Drumloist

Type of Site Pit

NRHE Number NN60NE 28

HER Number 2454.04

Status Non-designated

Easting 268400

Northing 707500

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 28 684 075

There are at least 12 shieling-huts, two shieling-mounds, and two enclosures situated within a 
natural hollow, sheltered by a series of knolls, to either side of an unnamed tributary of the 
Coillechat Burn. The huts (BOD 130-132, 134, 136-143) measure up to 5.8m by 2.3m within 
turf walls spread to 1.2m in thickness and 0.3m in height. The mounds (BOD 133, 135) are both 
surmounted by traces of structures and are predominantly of turf. The larger mound (BOD 
135) measures 10m by 8.5m and stands 0.5m in height. The two enclosures lie towards the W 
side of the group. The S enclosure (BOD 144) is sub-rectangular and measures 20m by 4m 
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within a turf wall spread to 1.5m in thickness and 0.3m in height. A hut (BOD 143) is situated in 
the E end of the interior. The N enclosure (BOD 145) is rectangular and measures 12m by 3.2m 
within a turf wall spread to 1.5m in thickness and 0.3m in height.

There are at least four small cairns measuring up to 4m in diameter and 0.3m in height on a 
natural terrace at the W edge of the shieling group and at least 2 amongst the huts. Two pits, 
no more than 0.3m in depth and less than 1m in diameter, with the suggestion of a stone 
lining, lie at the S edge of the group of huts. The indefinite remains of what may have been six 
further huts were also noted.

(BOD 130-45)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC), 3 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73578/drumloist

Site Number 566

Site Name Drumloist

Type of Site Shieling Mound

NRHE Number NN60NE 28

HER Number 2454.05

Status Non-designated

Easting 268400

Northing 707500

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 28 684 075

There are at least 12 shieling-huts, two shieling-mounds, and two enclosures situated within a 
natural hollow, sheltered by a series of knolls, to either side of an unnamed tributary of the 
Coillechat Burn. The huts (BOD 130-132, 134, 136-143) measure up to 5.8m by 2.3m within 
turf walls spread to 1.2m in thickness and 0.3m in height. The mounds (BOD 133, 135) are both 
surmounted by traces of structures and are predominantly of turf. The larger mound (BOD 
135) measures 10m by 8.5m and stands 0.5m in height. The two enclosures lie towards the W 
side of the group. The S enclosure (BOD 144) is sub-rectangular and measures 20m by 4m 
within a turf wall spread to 1.5m in thickness and 0.3m in height. A hut (BOD 143) is situated in 
the E end of the interior. The N enclosure (BOD 145) is rectangular and measures 12m by 3.2m 
within a turf wall spread to 1.5m in thickness and 0.3m in height.

There are at least four small cairns measuring up to 4m in diameter and 0.3m in height on a 
natural terrace at the W edge of the shieling group and at least 2 amongst the huts. Two pits, 
no more than 0.3m in depth and less than 1m in diameter, with the suggestion of a stone 
lining, lie at the S edge of the group of huts. The indefinite remains of what may have been six 
further huts were also noted.

(BOD 130-45)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC), 3 June 1992.

References
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RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73578/drumloist

Site Number 567

Site Name Drumloist

Type of Site Hut

NRHE Number NN60NE 18

HER Number 2455.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 268400

Northing 706300

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 28 684 075

There are at least 12 shieling-huts, two shieling-mounds, and two enclosures situated within a 
natural hollow, sheltered by a series of knolls, to either side of an unnamed tributary of the 
Coillechat Burn. The huts (BOD 130-132, 134, 136-143) measure up to 5.8m by 2.3m within 
turf walls spread to 1.2m in thickness and 0.3m in height. The mounds (BOD 133, 135) are both 
surmounted by traces of structures and are predominantly of turf. The larger mound (BOD 
135) measures 10m by 8.5m and stands 0.5m in height. The two enclosures lie towards the W 
side of the group. The S enclosure (BOD 144) is sub-rectangular and measures 20m by 4m 
within a turf wall spread to 1.5m in thickness and 0.3m in height. A hut (BOD 143) is situated in 
the E end of the interior. The N enclosure (BOD 145) is rectangular and measures 12m by 3.2m 
within a turf wall spread to 1.5m in thickness and 0.3m in height.

There are at least four small cairns measuring up to 4m in diameter and 0.3m in height on a 
natural terrace at the W edge of the shieling group and at least 2 amongst the huts. Two pits, 
no more than 0.3m in depth and less than 1m in diameter, with the suggestion of a stone 
lining, lie at the S edge of the group of huts. The indefinite remains of what may have been six 
further huts were also noted.

(BOD 130-45)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC), 3 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73565/drumloist

Site Number 568

Site Name Black Park

Type of Site Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NE 15

HER Number 2477.00

Status Non-designated
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Easting 267026

Northing 707522

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 15 6702 0752.

This cairn is situated on the highest point of a ridge to the E of the Coillechat Burn. It measures 
21m in diameter by 1.5m in height. The SE side of the cairn has been reduced and there is a 
robber-trench around the S and SW arcs, presumably marking the line of a kerb. A second cairn 
(NN60NE 16) is situated on a knoll along the ridge to the SE.

(BOD 3)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 8 April 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73562/black-park

Site Number 569

Site Name South Drummond

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60NE 22

HER Number 2479.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 267370

Northing 705810

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 22 6737 0581.

This farmstead is situated on the S side of a ridge, immediately below the crest. It comprises 
three buildings, one of which has been a byre, ranged around a sunken yard, with a second 
yard, containing at least four stack-stands, on the E side of the easternmost building. The 1st 
edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxix) depicts three unroofed and 
unnamed buildings and one enclosure at this location which may also correspond to a site 
named as 'Aiglesteinston' by Roy (Roy 1747-55). There are patches of rig to the E and NW.

The southernmost building (BOD 170) measures 10.1m from E to W by 4.2m transversely 
within mortared rubble walls 0.8m in thickness and 0.4m in height. The entrance is on the S 
where there is a cobbled platform along the side of the building. The easternmost building 
(BOD 171) measures 16m from N to S by 4.3m transversely within faced-rubble walls 0.7m in 
thickness and 0.3m in height. It has three compartments, the southernmost of which is 
secondary, while the northernmost compartment splays slightly towards the N end. A bank 
and a raised stony path run from this building to the westernmost building, to the N and S 
sides of the sunken yard respectively. The westernmost building (BOD 172) measures 9.5m 
from N to S by 4.4m transversely within a faced-rubble wall 0.7m in thickness and 0.4m in 
height. A byre drain is off-set slightly to the W of the centre of the building and runs out 
through the W wall. There may be opposed doors in the side walls and there is an outshot on 
the S end.
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(BOD 170-172)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 16 July 1992. BOD

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF
Roy, W. (1747-55) Military Survey of Scotland. Page(s): Sheet 16/2

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73570/south-drummond

Site Number 570

Site Name South Drummond

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN60NE 22

HER Number 2479.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 267370

Northing 705810

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 22 6737 0581.

This farmstead is situated on the S side of a ridge, immediately below the crest. It comprises 
three buildings, one of which has been a byre, ranged around a sunken yard, with a second 
yard, containing at least four stack-stands, on the E side of the easternmost building. The 1st 
edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxix) depicts three unroofed and 
unnamed buildings and one enclosure at this location which may also correspond to a site 
named as 'Aiglesteinston' by Roy (Roy 1747-55). There are patches of rig to the E and NW.

The southernmost building (BOD 170) measures 10.1m from E to W by 4.2m transversely 
within mortared rubble walls 0.8m in thickness and 0.4m in height. The entrance is on the S 
where there is a cobbled platform along the side of the building. The easternmost building 
(BOD 171) measures 16m from N to S by 4.3m transversely within faced-rubble walls 0.7m in 
thickness and 0.3m in height. It has three compartments, the southernmost of which is 
secondary, while the northernmost compartment splays slightly towards the N end. A bank 
and a raised stony path run from this building to the westernmost building, to the N and S 
sides of the sunken yard respectively. The westernmost building (BOD 172) measures 9.5m 
from N to S by 4.4m transversely within a faced-rubble wall 0.7m in thickness and 0.4m in 
height. A byre drain is off-set slightly to the W of the centre of the building and runs out 
through the W wall. There may be opposed doors in the side walls and there is an outshot on 
the S end.

(BOD 170-172)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 16 July 1992. BOD

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF
Roy, W. (1747-55) Military Survey of Scotland. Page(s): Sheet 16/2
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Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73570/south-drummond

Site Number 571

Site Name Drumloist

Type of Site Stack Base

NRHE Number NN60NE 22

HER Number 2479.03

Status Non-designated

Easting 267270

Northing 705810

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 22 6737 0581.

This farmstead is situated on the S side of a ridge, immediately below the crest. It comprises 
three buildings, one of which has been a byre, ranged around a sunken yard, with a second 
yard, containing at least four stack-stands, on the E side of the easternmost building. The 1st 
edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxix) depicts three unroofed and 
unnamed buildings and one enclosure at this location which may also correspond to a site 
named as 'Aiglesteinston' by Roy (Roy 1747-55). There are patches of rig to the E and NW.

The southernmost building (BOD 170) measures 10.1m from E to W by 4.2m transversely 
within mortared rubble walls 0.8m in thickness and 0.4m in height. The entrance is on the S 
where there is a cobbled platform along the side of the building. The easternmost building 
(BOD 171) measures 16m from N to S by 4.3m transversely within faced-rubble walls 0.7m in 
thickness and 0.3m in height. It has three compartments, the southernmost of which is 
secondary, while the northernmost compartment splays slightly towards the N end. A bank 
and a raised stony path run from this building to the westernmost building, to the N and S 
sides of the sunken yard respectively. The westernmost building (BOD 172) measures 9.5m 
from N to S by 4.4m transversely within a faced-rubble wall 0.7m in thickness and 0.4m in 
height. A byre drain is off-set slightly to the W of the centre of the building and runs out 
through the W wall. There may be opposed doors in the side walls and there is an outshot on 
the S end.

(BOD 170-172)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 16 July 1992. BOD

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF
Roy, W. (1747-55) Military Survey of Scotland. Page(s): Sheet 16/2

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73570/south-drummond

Site Number 572

Site Name Balvorist

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60NE 23

HER Number 2480.00

Status Non-designated
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Status Non-designated

Easting 267290

Northing 707020

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 23 6729 0702.

This farmstead comprises three buildings and a yard set on a slight terrace to the S of an 
unnamed burn and is named on Roy's map (Roy 1747- 55). Stobie (SRO RHP 14317, 1782) 
depicts two buildings under the name of Easter Balvorist. The 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map 
(Perthshire, 1866, sheet cxxiv) shows two roofed buildings under the name of Balvorist.

The northernmost building (BOD 6) measures 42.3m from E to W by 4.6m transversely within 
mortared rubble walls 0.6m in thickness and up to 2m in height. It has five compartments, all 
of which have at least one entrance on the S. The easternmost compartment has blocked slit 
windows and two entrances, and may have been a byre. The second compartment from the W 
end has fire-places in either end, three cruck-slots visible running down within the thickness of 
the wall, and a door with a dressed surround of two parallel ribs. The building has had a pantile 
roof, at least at the E end, where the gable stands to a height of 4m. There is an enclosure 
defined by a ruined drystone wall to the W. The N end of easternmost building (BOD 7) has 
been removed, what remains measures at least 11.6m from N to S by 5m transversely within 
mortared rubble walls 0.6m in thickness and 3m in height. There is an entrance in the W side, a 
small blocked window in the E wall and a window set high up in the S end, possibly opening 
out off an upper floor. A further building (BOD 8) is butted on to the W side of this building. It 
measures 11.5m from E to W by 5m transversely within a mortared rubble wall 0.6m in 
thickness and 0.7m in height. It has two compartments and an entrance in the N side.

(BOD 92-95)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 8 April 1992.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73571/balvorist

Site Number 573

Site Name Cambusmore

Type of Site Country House

NRHE Number NN60NE 10

HER Number 2481.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265094

Northing 706217

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description The earlier house is listed in Pont's texts as 'Cammer-moir, a good hous'. Unfortunately Pont's 
map of this area, if he produced one does not survive.  The Blaeu text of 1654 refers to a castle 
at Cambusmore. Originally: 3-storey simple Georgian main block.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24319/cambusmore

Site Number 574

Site Name Cambusmore

Type of Site Castle
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Type of Site Castle

NRHE Number

HER Number 2481.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 265102

Northing 706213

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description An earlier house is listed in Pont's texts as 'Cammer-moir, a good hous'. Unfortunately Pont's 
map of this area, if he produced one, does not survive.  Blaeu text of 1654 refers to a castle at 
Cambusmore.

Link:

Site Number 575

Site Name Balvorist

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60NE 24

HER Number 2482.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 267256

Northing 707708

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 24 6728 0777

There are two buildings, both with three compartments, situated on the W side of the 
Coillechat Burn. The E building measures 16.5m from NNW to SSE by 3.1m transversely within 
robbed stone-footings 0.7m in thickness and 0.4m in height. Banks, possibly defining a 
fragmentary enclosure on the E side of the building, extend from the ends of the building. The 
W building is depicted as unroofed and not named on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map 
(Perthshire 1866, sheet cxv); it measures 25m from E to W by 3.5m transversely within stone-
footings 0.65m in thickness and 0.4m in height. Fragmentary rig is visible to the N and S of the 
buildings.

(BOD 238-9)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 21 May 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73574/balvorist

Site Number 576

Site Name Balvorist

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN60NE 24
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NRHE Number NN60NE 24

HER Number 2482.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 267256

Northing 707708

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 24 6728 0777

There are two buildings, both with three compartments, situated on the W side of the 
Coillechat Burn. The E building measures 16.5m from NNW to SSE by 3.1m transversely within 
robbed stone-footings 0.7m in thickness and 0.4m in height. Banks, possibly defining a 
fragmentary enclosure on the E side of the building, extend from the ends of the building. The 
W building is depicted as unroofed and not named on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map 
(Perthshire 1866, sheet cxv); it measures 25m from E to W by 3.5m transversely within stone-
footings 0.65m in thickness and 0.4m in height. Fragmentary rig is visible to the N and S of the 
buildings.

(BOD 238-9)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 21 May 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73574/balvorist

Site Number 577

Site Name Cambusbeg

Type of Site Military Road

NRHE Number NN60NE 12

HER Number 2489.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265960

Northing 705000

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN 6596 0500 to NN 6500 0671: The modern road is on the of the military road shown by Roy 
(1747-55). It is part of the Stirling to Fort William road built between 1748 and 1753 by 
Caulfeild. 

Link:

Site Number 578

Site Name Black Park

Type of Site Hut

NRHE Number NN60NE 46

HER Number 2493.00
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HER Number 2493.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 266430

Northing 707650

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 46 6643 0765.

Situated on a natural terrace above the S bank of the Sruth Geal, there is an oval stony mound, 
measuring 5.5m in length, 4.5m in breadth and 0.6m in height. A depression in the centre, 
opening towards the WSW end, suggests that this may be a ruined hut.

(BOD 162)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 2 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73606/black-park

Site Number 579

Site Name Bothan Na Plaighe

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN60NE 47

HER Number 2494.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265051

Northing 709706

Parish Callander

Council

Description NN60NE 47 6504 0970.

Terraced into a SE-facing slope above the head of the valley of the Eas Uilleam, and aligned 
along the slope, there is a three-compartment building measuring 11.8m in length and 3.4m in 
breadth within walls 0.8m thick, built of faced rubble and standing to a height of 1.5m, with an 
entrance on the SE.

The building is named on the 1st edition of the Ordnance Survey 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, 
sheet cxv), where it is depicted as roofless and annotated as 'in Ruins' .

(BOD 154)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB), 1 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF
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Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73608/bothan-na-plaighe

Site Number 580

Site Name West Bracklinn

Type of Site Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NE 51

HER Number 2496.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265390

Northing 709853

Parish Callander

Council

Description NN60NE 51 6539 0985.

This cairn stands on a ridge above the W bank of the Eas Uilleam; it measures 5.5m in diameter 
and 0.6m in height. There are a number of small cairns in the heather-covered ground to the S.

(BOD 152)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 1 June 1992.

Scheduled as West Bracklinn, cairn.

Information from Historic Scotland, scheduling document dated 19 November 2003.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73663/eas-uilleam

Site Number 581

Site Name West Bracklinn

Type of Site Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NE 51

HER Number 2496.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 265391

Northing 709853

Parish Callander

Council

Description A burial cairn (SMR No 2496.00) stands on a ridge above the west bank of the Eas Uilleam. 
There is a number of small cairns in the heather-covered ground to the south.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73663/eas-uilleam

Site Number 582

Site Name Eas Uilleam
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Site Name Eas Uilleam

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN60NE 52

HER Number 2497.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265330

Northing 709770

Parish Callander

Council

Description Situated on the west side of the track leading north from West Bracklinn farm, and some 100m 
SW of a cairn SMR No 2506.00), there are the boulder footings of a rectangular building 
measuring 9.8m north-south by 3.8m east-west overall.  
Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 1 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73664/eas-uilleam

Site Number 583

Site Name Black Park

Type of Site Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NE 55

HER Number 2499.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 266892

Northing 707240

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 55 6688 0724.

Situated on the S end of a low ridge to the E of Black Park Wood, there is an oval stony mound, 
measuring 9.8m in length, 6.2m in breadth, and 0.3m in height, its long axis is aligned SSE-
NNW. A low kerb of edge-set stones is visible on the NE side.

(BOD 163)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 2 June 1992.

Scheduled as Dalvey, cairn.

Information from Historic Scotland, scheduling document dated 26 November 2003.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73670/black-park
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Site Number 584

Site Name Ballachraggan (Callander)

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN60NE 56

HER Number 2500.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 268100

Northing 706800

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 56 681 068.

Rig cultivation, covering an area of about 1ha, is visible in improved pasture some 600m NE of 
Ballachraggan farm. The rigs extend beneath a march dyke, whose line, according to an 
annotation to Stobie's 1782 map of the Braes of Doune (SRO RHP 14317), was established in 
1820. To the S and W, in an area covering some 500ha, there survive fragments

of banks from a pre-Improvement field-system.

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 22 April 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73671/ballachraggan

Site Number 585

Site Name Auchleshie

Type of Site Mill

NRHE Number NN60NE 62

HER Number 2501.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265419

Northing 707356

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 62 6541 0735.

The ruinous remains of what may be a mill-building, whose SE end has been completely 
reduced, is situated on the edge of a piece of haughland on the E bank of the Keltie Water 
some 50m NNW of Auchleshie Cottage. The ditch of a lade runs past the building on the W. 
The 1st edition OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxxiv) shows various lades, a building at 
this location and at the cottage (called Auchleshie Mills) to the SE.

Visited by RCAHMS (PJD) 5 June 1992.
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References
Coventry, M. (2008) Castles of the Clans: the strongholds and seats of 750 Scottish families and 
clans. Musselburgh. Page(s): 65 RCAHMS Shelf Number: F.5.21.COV
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73677/auchleshie-mill

Site Number 586

Site Name Ardchullarie

Type of Site Iron Working

NRHE Number

HER Number 2826.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 257780

Northing 714330

Parish Balquhidder

Council

Description No information currently available

Link:

Site Number 587

Site Name Ardchullarie

Type of Site Charcoal Spread

NRHE Number

HER Number 2826.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 257653

Northing 714196

Parish Balquhidder

Council

Description No information currently available

Link:

Site Number 588

Site Name Torrie

Type of Site Mill

NRHE Number

HER Number 2775.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265400

Northing 704900
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Northing 704900

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description Mill of Torry is marked in this area on Stobie.  A lade to the east and west from the River Teith 
passed through the site.  Nothing is marked here on either the Fist Edition OS map nor on 
current maps.

Link:

Site Number 589

Site Name West Bracklinn

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN60NE 63

HER Number 2834.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 265220

Northing 709390

Parish Callander

Council

Description NN60NE 63 6522 0939

Situated on the leading edge of a slight terrace on a SE-facing slope there are the remains of a 
rectangular building. It measures 17.7m from ENE to WSW by 6.6m transversely over a grass-
covered stony bank spread to 2m in thickness and standing 0.2m high. Rig-and-furrow can be 
traced running NW to SE down the slope, across the remains of the building. (BOD 365)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 25 May 1993

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73752/west-bracklinn

Site Number 590

Site Name West Bracklinn

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN60NE 63

HER Number 2834.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 265220

Northing 709390

Parish Callander

Council

Description NN60NE 63 6522 0939

Situated on the leading edge of a slight terrace on a SE-facing slope there are the remains of a 
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rectangular building. It measures 17.7m from ENE to WSW by 6.6m transversely over a grass-
covered stony bank spread to 2m in thickness and standing 0.2m high. Rig-and-furrow can be 
traced running NW to SE down the slope, across the remains of the building. (BOD 365)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 25 May 1993

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73752/west-bracklinn

Site Number 591

Site Name Bridge of Brackland

Type of Site Cultivation Remains

NRHE Number NN60NW 64

HER Number 2866.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 264781

Northing 708640

Parish Callander

Council

Description No information currently available

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/78717/bridge-of-brackland

Site Number 592

Site Name Black Park

Type of Site Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NE 44

HER Number 3100.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 266601

Northing 707346

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 44 6661 0734.

This robbed cairn stands on gently-sloping ground 70m S of the Sruth Geal and 30m from the 
NE edge of Black Park Wood; it measures 15m in diameter and 1m in height.

(BOD 166)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 2 June 1992.

Scheduled as Dalvey, cairn.

Information from Historic Scotland, scheduling document dated 26 November 2003.
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References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73604/black-park

Site Number 593

Site Name Tigh An Loin

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number

HER Number 3782.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265559

Northing 707772

Parish Callander

Council

Description The ruins of a building is hidden by trees enclosed by a fence.  The building is named and 
shown with a roof and garden enclosure to north on the First Edition OS map of 1866.

Link:

Site Number 594

Site Name Middle Bracklinn

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN60NE 69

HER Number 3783.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265990

Northing 708720

Parish Callander

Council

Description This site may be that recorded under SMR No 3843.01.

First Edition Survey Project (FESP)

A single unroofed building is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 
1866, sheet cxv), but it is not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1980).

Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 1998.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/127041/middle-brackland

Site Number 595

Site Name West Bracklinn

Type of Site Kerb Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NE 78
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NRHE Number NN60NE 78

HER Number 3802.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265610

Northing 707887

Parish Callander

Council

Description NN60NE 78 6561 0789

[Indicated on plan at NN 6561 0789]. Scheduled as West Bracklinn, cairn... the remains of a 
prehistoric kerb cairn.

Information from Historic Scotland, scheduling document dated 19 November 2003.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/252514/west-brackinn

Site Number 596

Site Name Easter Brackland

Type of Site Cup markings

NRHE Number NN60NE 71

HER Number 3831.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265750

Northing 708010

Parish Callander

Council

Description At least 6 cup  marks have been recorded on a sloping area of sandstone outcrop.

NN60NE 71 6575 0801

An incomplete survey was undertaken of an area not accessible to the RCAHMS for their 'Braes 
of Doune Survey' in 1994.

NN 6575 0801 Cup marks - 6 (?+2) on S slope of sandstone outcrop.

NN 6575 0801 Stone scatter - ?robbed-out cairn.

Sponsor: Stirling Council.

L Main and R Page 2001

References
Main and Page, L and R. (2001) 'Easter Brackland, Stirling (Callander parish), survey', Discovery 
Excav Scot, vol. 2, 2001, Fig. 38. Page(s): 95

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/216980/easter-brackland

Site Number 597

Site Name Easter Brackland

Type of Site Cairn
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Type of Site Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NE 71

HER Number 3832.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265750

Northing 708010

Parish Callander

Council

Description A stone scatter incorporating rock outcrop with cup markings (SMR No 3831.00) may be a 
severely robbed-out cairn. 

NN60NE 71 6575 0801

An incomplete survey was undertaken of an area not accessible to the RCAHMS for their 'Braes 
of Doune Survey' in 1994.

NN 6575 0801 Cup marks - 6 (?+2) on S slope of sandstone outcrop.

NN 6575 0801 Stone scatter - ?robbed-out cairn.

Sponsor: Stirling Council.

L Main and R Page 2001

References
Main and Page, L and R. (2001) 'Easter Brackland, Stirling (Callander parish), survey', Discovery 
Excav Scot, vol. 2, 2001, Fig. 38. Page(s): 95

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/216980/easter-brackland

Site Number 598

Site Name Easter Brackland

Type of Site Lime Kiln

NRHE Number NN60NE 72

HER Number 3833.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265820

Northing 707860

Parish Callander

Council

Description No information currently available

NN60NE 72 6582 0792

An incomplete survey was undertaken of an area not accessible to the RCAHMS for their 'Braes 
of Doune Survey' in 1994.

NN 6582 0786 Lime kilns.
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NN 6582 0792 Feature enclosed by sub-circular stony bank.

NN 6586 0798 Stone scatter - ?clearance cairn.

NN 6587 0796 Revetment wall by burn.

NN 6589 0798 Stream crossing - ?bridge remnants.

Sponsor: Stirling Council.

L Main and R Page 2001

References
Main and Page, L and R. (2001) 'Easter Brackland, Stirling (Callander parish), survey', Discovery 
Excav Scot, vol. 2, 2001, Fig. 38. Page(s): 95

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/217003/easter-brackland

Site Number 599

Site Name Easter Brackland

Type of Site Indeterminate Remains

NRHE Number NN60NE 72

HER Number 3834.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265820

Northing 707920

Parish Callander

Council

Description This feature is enclosed by sub-circular stony bank.

NN60NE 72 6582 0792

An incomplete survey was undertaken of an area not accessible to the RCAHMS for their 'Braes 
of Doune Survey' in 1994.

NN 6582 0786 Lime kilns.

NN 6582 0792 Feature enclosed by sub-circular stony bank.

NN 6586 0798 Stone scatter - ?clearance cairn.

NN 6587 0796 Revetment wall by burn.

NN 6589 0798 Stream crossing - ?bridge remnants.

Sponsor: Stirling Council.

L Main and R Page 2001

References
Main and Page, L and R. (2001) 'Easter Brackland, Stirling (Callander parish), survey', Discovery 
Excav Scot, vol. 2, 2001, Fig. 38. Page(s): 95

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/217003/easter-brackland
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Site Number 600

Site Name Easter Brackland

Type of Site Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NE 72

HER Number 3835.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265860

Northing 707980

Parish Callander

Council

Description This stone scatter may be a possible clearance cairn.

NN60NE 72 6582 0792

An incomplete survey was undertaken of an area not accessible to the RCAHMS for their 'Braes 
of Doune Survey' in 1994.

NN 6582 0786 Lime kilns.

NN 6582 0792 Feature enclosed by sub-circular stony bank.

NN 6586 0798 Stone scatter - ?clearance cairn.

NN 6587 0796 Revetment wall by burn.

NN 6589 0798 Stream crossing - ?bridge remnants.

Sponsor: Stirling Council.

L Main and R Page 2001

References
Main and Page, L and R. (2001) 'Easter Brackland, Stirling (Callander parish), survey', Discovery 
Excav Scot, vol. 2, 2001, Fig. 38. Page(s): 95

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/217003/easter-brackland

Site Number 601

Site Name Easter Brackland

Type of Site Revetment

NRHE Number NN60NE 72

HER Number 3836.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265870

Northing 707960

Parish Callander

Council

Description There is a revetment wall along bank of burn, partially canalising the water course .
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NN60NE 72 6582 0792

An incomplete survey was undertaken of an area not accessible to the RCAHMS for their 'Braes 
of Doune Survey' in 1994.

NN 6582 0786 Lime kilns.

NN 6582 0792 Feature enclosed by sub-circular stony bank.

NN 6586 0798 Stone scatter - ?clearance cairn.

NN 6587 0796 Revetment wall by burn.

NN 6589 0798 Stream crossing - ?bridge remnants.

Sponsor: Stirling Council.

L Main and R Page 2001

References
Main and Page, L and R. (2001) 'Easter Brackland, Stirling (Callander parish), survey', Discovery 
Excav Scot, vol. 2, 2001, Fig. 38. Page(s): 95

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/217003/easter-brackland

Site Number 602

Site Name Easter Brackland

Type of Site Bridge

NRHE Number NN60NE 72

HER Number 3837.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265890

Northing 707980

Parish Callander

Council

Description There are possible remnants of a bridge on the banks of the burn.

NN60NE 72 6582 0792

An incomplete survey was undertaken of an area not accessible to the RCAHMS for their 'Braes 
of Doune Survey' in 1994.

NN 6582 0786 Lime kilns.

NN 6582 0792 Feature enclosed by sub-circular stony bank.

NN 6586 0798 Stone scatter - ?clearance cairn.

NN 6587 0796 Revetment wall by burn.

NN 6589 0798 Stream crossing - ?bridge remnants.
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Sponsor: Stirling Council.

L Main and R Page 2001

References
Main and Page, L and R. (2001) 'Easter Brackland, Stirling (Callander parish), survey', Discovery 
Excav Scot, vol. 2, 2001, Fig. 38. Page(s): 95

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/217003/easter-brackland

Site Number 603

Site Name Easter Brackland

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60NE 73

HER Number 3838.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265950

Northing 708390

Parish Callander

Council

Description Farmstead remains - Byre-house, second building at right angle. May be the building depicted 
on Stobie's map of 1783 and named Achnagarn.

NN60NE 73 6599 0833

An incomplete survey was undertaken of an area not accessible to the RCAHMS for their 'Braes 
of Doune Survey' in 1994.

NN 6595 0839 Farmstead remains (byre house, second building at right-angle).

NN 6596 0832 Building remains.

NN 6599 0833 Building remains.

NN 6602 0828 Open-ended enclosure; 5 x 4m.

Sponsor: Stirling Council.

L Main and R Page 2001

References
Main and Page, L and R. (2001) 'Easter Brackland, Stirling (Callander parish), survey', Discovery 
Excav Scot, vol. 2, 2001, Fig. 38. Page(s): 95 Fig. 37

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/217014/easter-brackland

Site Number 604

Site Name Easter Brackland

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN60NE 73

HER Number 3839.00

Status Non-designated
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Status Non-designated

Easting 265960

Northing 708320

Parish Callander

Council

Description Traces of a building.

NN60NE 73 6599 0833

An incomplete survey was undertaken of an area not accessible to the RCAHMS for their 'Braes 
of Doune Survey' in 1994.

NN 6595 0839 Farmstead remains (byre house, second building at right-angle).

NN 6596 0832 Building remains.

NN 6599 0833 Building remains.

NN 6602 0828 Open-ended enclosure; 5 x 4m.

Sponsor: Stirling Council.

L Main and R Page 2001

References
Main and Page, L and R. (2001) 'Easter Brackland, Stirling (Callander parish), survey', Discovery 
Excav Scot, vol. 2, 2001, Fig. 38. Page(s): 95 Fig. 37

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/217014/easter-brackland

Site Number 605

Site Name Easter Brackland

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN60NE 73

HER Number 3840.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265990

Northing 708330

Parish Callander

Council

Description Rectangular building.

NN60NE 73 6599 0833

An incomplete survey was undertaken of an area not accessible to the RCAHMS for their 'Braes 
of Doune Survey' in 1994.

NN 6595 0839 Farmstead remains (byre house, second building at right-angle).

NN 6596 0832 Building remains.
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NN 6599 0833 Building remains.

NN 6602 0828 Open-ended enclosure; 5 x 4m.

Sponsor: Stirling Council.

L Main and R Page 2001

References
Main and Page, L and R. (2001) 'Easter Brackland, Stirling (Callander parish), survey', Discovery 
Excav Scot, vol. 2, 2001, Fig. 38. Page(s): 95 Fig. 37

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/217014/easter-brackland

Site Number 606

Site Name Easter Brackland

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number NN60NE 73

HER Number 3841.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 266020

Northing 708280

Parish Callander

Council

Description Enclosure, open-ended to west, 5m long, 4m wide.

NN60NE 73 6599 0833

An incomplete survey was undertaken of an area not accessible to the RCAHMS for their 'Braes 
of Doune Survey' in 1994.

NN 6595 0839 Farmstead remains (byre house, second building at right-angle).

NN 6596 0832 Building remains.

NN 6599 0833 Building remains.

NN 6602 0828 Open-ended enclosure; 5 x 4m.

Sponsor: Stirling Council.

L Main and R Page 2001

References
Main and Page, L and R. (2001) 'Easter Brackland, Stirling (Callander parish), survey', Discovery 
Excav Scot, vol. 2, 2001, Fig. 38. Page(s): 95 Fig. 37

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/217014/easter-brackland

Site Number 607

Site Name Easter Brackland

Type of Site Building
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Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN60NE 74

HER Number 3842.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 266070

Northing 708570

Parish Callander

Council

Description Round-ended building; 11 x 7m.

NN60NE 74 6607 0857

An incomplete survey was undertaken of an area not accessible to the RCAHMS for their 'Braes 
of Doune Survey' in 1994.

NN 6607 0857 Round-ended building; 11 x 7m.

Sponsor: Stirling Council.

L Main and R Page 2001

References
Main and Page, L and R. (2001) 'Easter Brackland, Stirling (Callander parish), survey', Discovery 
Excav Scot, vol. 2, 2001, Fig. 38. Page(s): 95

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/217019/middle-brackland

Site Number 608

Site Name Easter Brackland

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN60NE 75

HER Number 3843.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 266070

Northing 708780

Parish Callander

Council

Description Building remains, 6 x 4.7m (NW-SE) approx..  North east wall 0.75m high.

NN60NE 75 6607 0878 and 6608 0876

An incomplete survey was undertaken of an area not accessible to the RCAHMS for their 'Braes 
of Doune Survey' in 1994.

NN 6607 0878 Building remains; c 6 x 4.7m, NE wall 0.75m high.

NN 6608 0876 Enclosure, three-sided (?sheep fank). Entrance (facing SE) with two large stones 
5.7m apart, having drilled holes, 4cm diameter, 4cm deep.
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Sponsor: Stirling Council.

L Main and R Page 2001

References
Main and Page, L and R. (2001) 'Easter Brackland, Stirling (Callander parish), survey', Discovery 
Excav Scot, vol. 2, 2001, Fig. 38. Page(s): 95

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/217020/middle-brackland

Site Number 609

Site Name Easter Brackland

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number NN60NE 75

HER Number 3844.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 266080

Northing 708760

Parish Callander

Council

Description Enclosure, three sided (sheep fank?), 8m wide and 7.8m long. Orientation 25 degrees west of 
north. Entrance (facing SE) with 2 large stones 5.7m apart, having drilled holes, 4cms diameter, 
4cms deep.

NN60NE 75 6607 0878 and 6608 0876

An incomplete survey was undertaken of an area not accessible to the RCAHMS for their 'Braes 
of Doune Survey' in 1994.

NN 6607 0878 Building remains; c 6 x 4.7m, NE wall 0.75m high.

NN 6608 0876 Enclosure, three-sided (?sheep fank). Entrance (facing SE) with two large stones 
5.7m apart, having drilled holes, 4cm diameter, 4cm deep.

Sponsor: Stirling Council.

L Main and R Page 2001

References
Main and Page, L and R. (2001) 'Easter Brackland, Stirling (Callander parish), survey', Discovery 
Excav Scot, vol. 2, 2001, Fig. 38. Page(s): 95

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/217020/middle-brackland

Site Number 610

Site Name Easter Brackland

Type of Site Platform

NRHE Number NN60NE 76

HER Number 3845.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 266240
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Easting 266240

Northing 708450

Parish Callander

Council

Description Platform (?hints of structure).

NN60NE 76 6624 0845

An incomplete survey was undertaken of an area not accessible to the RCAHMS for their 'Braes 
of Doune Survey' in 1994.

NN 6624 0845 Platform (?hints of structure).

Sponsor: Stirling Council.

L Main and R Page 2001

References
Main and Page, L and R. (2001) 'Easter Brackland, Stirling (Callander parish), survey', Discovery 
Excav Scot, vol. 2, 2001, Fig. 38. Page(s): 96

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/217023/middle-brackland

Site Number 611

Site Name Easter Brackland

Type of Site Road

NRHE Number NN60NE 77

HER Number 3846.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 266860

Northing 707970

Parish Callander

Council

Description No information currently available

NN60NE 77 6686 0797

An incomplete survey was undertaken of an area not accessible to the RCAHMS for their 'Braes 
of Doune Survey' in 1994.

NN 6686 0797 ?Road.

Sponsor: Stirling Council.

L Main and R Page 2001

References
Main and Page, L and R. (2001) 'Easter Brackland, Stirling (Callander parish), survey', Discovery 
Excav Scot, vol. 2, 2001, Fig. 38. Page(s): 96

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/217026/easter-brackland
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Site Number 612

Site Name Clash

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60NW 78

HER Number 4309.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 263780

Northing 706730

Parish Callander

Council

Description NN60NW 78 6378 0673

A farmhouse, two stories in height with a steading attached both are slated and in good repair. 
Property of David Urquart, tenant John McNab.

Name Book (Perthshire), 1865

A farmstead, comprising two roofed buildings surrounding a courtyard, one unroofed circular 
structure which may be a horse gang and one unroofed structure is depicted on the 1st edition 
of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxxiv). Three roofed buildings are shown on the 
current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1978).

Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 2 February 1998.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/127048/the-clash

Site Number 613

Site Name Torrie Cottage

Type of Site Roman Road

NRHE Number NN60NW 128

HER Number 4663.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 264350

Northing 705000

Parish Callander

Council

Description NN60NW 128 from 6435 0500 to 6145 0785. RX 20.

The course of the road between Kincardine Church (NS79NW 57) and Bochastle (NN60NW 17) 
cannot be established. It undoubtedly followed a course to the S of the River Teith across 
uneven ground.

Visited by OS (JP) 28 April 1975.

The course of the alleged Roman road is speculated to have run around Cock Hill, and cross the 
Eas Gobhain between the modern caravan park near Coihallan Wood (NN 6170 0735) and 
Callandrae (NN 6224 0744). It then presumably terminated at the Roman fort at Bochastle.

Information from RCAHMS (no date).
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Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/244381/drip-bochastle

Site Number 614

Site Name West Torrie

Type of Site Field Bank

NRHE Number NN60SW 32

HER Number 4665.03

Status Non-designated

Easting 264526

Northing 704440

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60SW 32 64531 04441

The grass-grown remains of two farmsteads, fragmentary field-banks and blocks of rig have 
been recorded on oblique aerial photographs (RCAHMSAP 1998) in a drumlin field on the S 
bank of the River Teith, to the W of Torrie farmsteading. The northern farmstead comprises 
two buildings, one of which has three compartments, and an adjacent yard (NN 645 045). The 
second farmstead (NN 644 043) may also have comprised two buildings and an adjacent yard. 
Much of the ground in the drumlin field has been improved but blocks of rig can be seen across 
the area, interspersed with stretches of field-banks, generally lying at the edges of the 
improved ground, in gullies and on ridges.

Information from RCAHMS (KMM) 25 November 2003

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/253219/west-torrie

Site Number 615

Site Name West Torrie

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN60SW 32

HER Number 4665.04

Status Non-designated

Easting 264530

Northing 704440

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60SW 32 64531 04441

The grass-grown remains of two farmsteads, fragmentary field-banks and blocks of rig have 
been recorded on oblique aerial photographs (RCAHMSAP 1998) in a drumlin field on the S 
bank of the River Teith, to the W of Torrie farmsteading. The northern farmstead comprises 
two buildings, one of which has three compartments, and an adjacent yard (NN 645 045). The 
second farmstead (NN 644 043) may also have comprised two buildings and an adjacent yard. 
Much of the ground in the drumlin field has been improved but blocks of rig can be seen across 
the area, interspersed with stretches of field-banks, generally lying at the edges of the 
improved ground, in gullies and on ridges.
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Information from RCAHMS (KMM) 25 November 2003

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/253219/west-torrie

Site Number 616

Site Name West Torrie

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number NN60SW 32

HER Number 4665.05

Status Non-designated

Easting 264533

Northing 704526

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description No information currently available

NN60SW 32 64531 04441

The grass-grown remains of two farmsteads, fragmentary field-banks and blocks of rig have 
been recorded on oblique aerial photographs (RCAHMSAP 1998) in a drumlin field on the S 
bank of the River Teith, to the W of Torrie farmsteading. The northern farmstead comprises 
two buildings, one of which has three compartments, and an adjacent yard (NN 645 045). The 
second farmstead (NN 644 043) may also have comprised two buildings and an adjacent yard. 
Much of the ground in the drumlin field has been improved but blocks of rig can be seen across 
the area, interspersed with stretches of field-banks, generally lying at the edges of the 
improved ground, in gullies and on ridges.

Information from RCAHMS (KMM) 25 November 2003

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/253219/west-torrie

Site Number 617

Site Name West Torrie

Type of Site Quarry

NRHE Number

HER Number 4666.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 264763

Northing 704391

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description A quarry is marked here on the First Edition OS 25-inch map of 1865-6.

Link:

Site Number 618

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Farmstead
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Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60NW 71

HER Number 5578.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 261153

Northing 707729

Parish Callander

Council

Description This is a 19th century farmhouse and steading, probably incorporating 18th century fabric. The 
farm comprises a 2-storey, 3 bay farmhouse, a single storey byre and bothy range to the south 
of the house, and a long steading range composed of a 2-storey barn.

NN60NW 71 6116 0773

A fine farm house and offices the property of the Earl of Murray. A short distance NE of the 
house are the remains of a large bank of earth or mound called the Mouldring Lines (possibly 
Roman Fort, NN60NW 17) in Scott's Lady of the Lake.

Name Book (Perthshire), 1862

References
Ordnance Survey (Name Book. Object Name Books of the Ordnance Survey (6 inch and 1/2500 
scale). Page(s): Book No.12, 5 RCAHMS Shelf Number: Ref

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/122744/bochastle

Site Number 619

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Bank Barn

NRHE Number NN60NW 71

HER Number 5578.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 261153

Northing 707729

Parish Callander

Council

Description This is a 19th century farmhouse and steading, probably incorporating 18th century fabric. The 
farm comprises a 2-storey, 3 bay farmhouse, a single storey byre and bothy range to the south 
of the house, and a long steading range composed of a 2-storey barn.

NN60NW 71 6116 0773

A fine farm house and offices the property of the Earl of Murray. A short distance NE of the 
house are the remains of a large bank of earth or mound called the Mouldring Lines (possibly 
Roman Fort, NN60NW 17) in Scott's Lady of the Lake.

Name Book (Perthshire), 1862

References
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Ordnance Survey (Name Book. Object Name Books of the Ordnance Survey (6 inch and 1/2500 
scale). Page(s): Book No.12, 5 RCAHMS Shelf Number: Ref

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/122744/bochastle

Site Number 620

Site Name Lagrannoch Callander

Type of Site Archaeological Field Evaluation

NRHE Number

HER Number 5605.00

Status Event

Easting 264251

Northing 707262

Parish Callander

Council

Description An archaeological evaluation comprising 2462 sq m of trial trenching was undertaken from 2-
6th April 2007 on an area formerly occupied by the Tannochbrae Chalet Park in advance of 
redevelopment.  Immediately north of the chalet site a linear cut feature

Link:

Site Number 621

Site Name Drumvaich

Type of Site Milepost

NRHE Number

HER Number 5662.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 267323

Northing 704344

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description MP on current OS maps.  MS on First Edition 25-inch OS map of 1864 with the legend 
STIRLING  12  CALLANDER  4.

Link:

Site Number 622

Site Name Cambusbeg

Type of Site Milepost

NRHE Number

HER Number 5663.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265961

Northing 704990

Parish Kilmadock
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Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description MP on large scale current OS maps.  MS on First Edition OS 25-inch map of 1864-6 with the 
legend CALLANDER 3   STIRLING 13.

Link:

Site Number 623

Site Name Dalvey

Type of Site Drain

NRHE Number

HER Number 5931.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 265764

Northing 706646

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description A well-preserved stone-lined drain through farmland.  Its date and function are unclear .  It has 
been suggested that it may have served a mill but there is no evidence to confirm this.

Link:

Site Number 624

Site Name Dalvey

Type of Site Drain

NRHE Number

HER Number 5931.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 265323

Northing 707038

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description A well-preserved stone-lined drain through farmland.  Its date and function are unclear .  It has 
been suggested that it may have served a mill but there is no evidence to confirm this.

Link:

Site Number 625

Site Name Callander Station

Type of Site Drain

NRHE Number

HER Number 5996.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 262769

Northing 708084
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Northing 708084

Parish Callander

Council

Description No information currently available

Link:

Site Number 626

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Field Boundary

NRHE Number

HER Number 6700.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 260678

Northing 708033

Parish Callander

Council

Description Remains of probable field wall oriented north-south.  Poorly preserved, very eroded. Possibly 
dry-stone build but vegetation cover and condition makes it difficult to determine exact nature 
of feature. 7m by 0.8m wide and 0.2 - 0.4m high. 

Link:

Site Number 627

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 6701.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 260860

Northing 707777

Parish Callander

Council

Description Very low, poorly preserved and eroded bank, orientated east-west. Could be remains of wall or 
dyke.  Stones visible. 9.5m long by 1m wide and 0.3m high.

Link:

Site Number 628

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number

HER Number 6702.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 260347
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Easting 260347

Northing 707670

Parish Callander

Council

Description Earth/stone-built rectangular enclosure "attached" to dyke SMR No 4981.00. Main orientation 
is NNW-SSE. Poorly preserved and eroded. Enclosure wall is 1m wide and 0.3/0.4m high. 
17.9m by 8.8m.

Link:

Site Number 629

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 6703.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 260534

Northing 707842

Parish Callander

Council

Description Stone and turf bank, oriented NW-SE. Could be a field wall or field boundary. Poor condition 
and eroded. 30m long by 1m wide and 0.4m high. 

Link:

Site Number 630

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Wall

NRHE Number

HER Number 6704.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 260477

Northing 707928

Parish Callander

Council

Description Possible remains of stone/turf wall, orientated NE-SW.  Poor condition and severely eroded. 
8m long by 0.6m wide and 0.2m high.

Link:

Site Number 631

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Cairn

NRHE Number

HER Number 6705.00
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HER Number 6705.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 260455

Northing 707937

Parish Callander

Council

Description Rectangular-shaped pile of stones, orientated NE-SW.  Difficult to evaluate if result of clearing, 
demolition or collapse. Could be collapsed shieling. Medieval/Post-Medieval. 3m by 2m and 
0.4m high. 

Link:

Site Number 632

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Terrace

NRHE Number

HER Number 6706.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 260368

Northing 707738

Parish Callander

Council

Description Possible terraces (up to three) to south of Bochastle Hill, oriented north-south.  55m by 40m. 

Link:

Site Number 633

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Cup Marked Stone

NRHE Number

HER Number 6707.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 260799

Northing 708002

Parish Callander

Council

Description Large rounded glacial boulder 1.5m by 1.3m by 0.8m high in probable naturally deposited 
position, situated at eastern edge of the farmstead (SMR No 1821.01). A possible cup mark 
may be natural. 0.15m x 0.1m x 0.05m.

Link:

Site Number 634

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Track
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Type of Site Track

NRHE Number

HER Number 6708.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 260829

Northing 707872

Parish Callander

Council

Description Running along the eastern edge of the slope from SE at the road, to the enclosure (SMR No 
6280) at the north.  Grass, turf & bracken covered, disturbed by new track.  40m long by 5m 
wide.

Link:

Site Number 635

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Dyke

NRHE Number

HER Number 6709.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 260649

Northing 707827

Parish Callander

Council

Description Dyke oriented east-west, starting at enclosure (SMR No 1706.00) running west then curves to 
south. Boulders and large stones used in construction of this stone/turf dyke.  Possible 
gateway 6m from enclosure and approx 0.7m wide.

Link:

Site Number 636

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Cairn

NRHE Number

HER Number 6710.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 260576

Northing 707937

Parish Callander

Council

Description Oval shaped pile of stone oriented north-south, some of them quite large (0.5 x 0.4 x 0.2 m). 
Located on flat ground (natural platform). 6m by 4m by 0.5m high.

Link:
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Site Number 637

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Cairn

NRHE Number

HER Number 6711.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 260554

Northing 707944

Parish Callander

Council

Description Oval shaped pile of stone oriented east-west, covered with grass and bracken. Small and 
medium size stones visible or partially visible.  Located on flat ground (natural platform). 6m by 
3m by 0.5m high.

Link:

Site Number 638

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Cairn

NRHE Number

HER Number 6712.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 260420

Northing 707910

Parish Callander

Council

Description Group of field cairns. Generally pile of stones covered with vegetation (high grass and bracken) 
with larger stones clearly visible. Majority of cairns are 3m diameter or 4m x 3m and generally 
of oval shape. Could be clearance cairns

Link:

Site Number 639

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Wall

NRHE Number

HER Number 6713.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 260440

Northing 707906

Parish Callander

Council

Description Possible remains of stone/turf wall, orientated NE-SW.  Poor condition and severely eroded. 
Similar to SMR No 6704.00. 5m long by 0.6m wide by 0.3m high.
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Link:

Site Number 640

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number

HER Number 6714.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 260329

Northing 707698

Parish Callander

Council

Description A sub rectangular-shaped feature oriented north-south and with an internal division and two 
possible entrances (east and west walls). The walls are built with stone and turf and the 
remains look partially disturbed

Link:

Site Number 641

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Kiln Barn

NRHE Number

HER Number 6715.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 260327

Northing 707685

Parish Callander

Council

Description Possible stone and turf square building, though the extent of it is not very clear due to the 
vegetation and the terrain. It appears that it forms the same structure with the possible kiln 
(SMR No 6715.02)) to the south.  Could be kiln barn. 5m by 5m

Link:

Site Number 642

Site Name Bochastle

Type of Site Kiln

NRHE Number

HER Number 6715.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 260327

Northing 707685

Parish Callander

Council
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Council

Description Sub-circular depression, 5m in diameter, with raised edges (stones visible) approximately 1m 
high and 1m wide. Seems to be part of the same structure as adjacent building (SMR No 
6715.01). Could be a kiln or along with the adjacent structure may form a kiln

Link:

Site Number 643

Site Name Callander

Type of Site Sheepfold

NRHE Number

HER Number 6771.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 264988

Northing 709838

Parish Callander

Council

Description A sheepfold is mapped here on the First Edition OS 6-inch map of 1866 and is also mapped on 
current OS maps.

Link:

Site Number 644

Site Name Upper Drumbane

Type of Site Archaeological Watching Brief

NRHE Number

HER Number 7145.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 266479

Northing 706396

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description Given the proximity to two known archaeological cropmark (SMR 1437.02 and 1437.01) an 
archaeological watching brief was maintained during the installation of a replacement wooden 
pole for an SSE power line. The Watching Brief was carried out by Scotia Arrchaeology

Link:

Site Number 645

Site Name West Torrie

Type of Site Archaeological Watching Brief

NRHE Number

HER Number 7146.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 264610
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Northing 704450

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description Given the proximity to two known archaeological cropmarks of farmsteads (SMR 4665.01) an 
archaeological watching brief was maintained during the installation of two replacement 
wooden pole for an SSE power line. The Watching Brief was carried out by  Scotia Arrchaeology

Link:

Site Number 646

Site Name Cambusmore

Type of Site Garden

NRHE Number

HER Number 7476.29

Status Non-designated

Easting 265090

Northing 706230

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description Potential designed landscape/garden as identifed by The Garden History Society in Scotland in 
2013.

Link:

Site Number 647

Site Name Upper Drumbane

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number NN60NE 11

HER Number 1437.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 266410

Northing 706360

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 11 664 063.

The aerial photographs (RCAHMSAP, PT 12099-12100) show an oval ring-ditch at NN 6647 
0636, measuring about 29m E-W by 22m overall. About 70m to the W, at NN 6640 0636, there 
are fragmentary traces of a possible trapezoidal enclosure, with rounded corners, measuring 
roughly 40m NE-SW by 25m transversely. A site visit confirmed that there are no remains 
visible on the ground. The ring-ditch lies on a natural terrace, with the enclosure situated on 
the SW-facing slope below it.

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 5 June 1992.

NN 66491 06400 In August 2006, a watching brief was kept during the excavation of a trench 
to house a replacement wooden pole for an overhead power line near Upper Drumbane Farm, 
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3km ESE of Callander. The trench, which measured 2.3m E/W by 0.5m wide and 1.6m deep, 
cut through 0.3m of topsoil and underlying boulder clay. Although a ring ditch (NN60NE 11) lies 
only 20m S of the pole, nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered in the trench.

Sponsor: Scottish and Southern Energy.

J Lewis, 2006.

Aerial Photographic Transcription (21 December 1992)

Aerial Photographic Transcriptions

An aerial transcription was produced from oblique aerial photographs. Information from 
Historic Environment Scotland (BM) 31 March 2017.

Watching Brief (August 2006)

NN 66491 06400 In August 2006, a watching brief was kept during the excavation of a trench 
to house a replacement wooden pole for an overhead power line near Upper Drumbane Farm, 
3km ESE of Callander. The trench, which measured 2.3m E/W by 0.5m wide and 1.6m deep, 
cut through 0.3m of topsoil and underlying boulder clay. Although a ring ditch (NN60NE 11) lies 
only 20m S of the pole, nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered in the trench.

Sponsor: Scottish and Southern Energy.

J Lewis 2006

References
Lewis, J. (2006i) 'Upper Drumbane, Callander, Stirling (Kilmadock parish), watching brief', 
Discovery Excav Scot, vol. 7, 2006. Dorchester. Page(s): 166
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24320/upper-drumbane

Site Number 648

Site Name West Torrie

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60SW 32

HER Number 4665.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 264541

Northing 704567

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60SW 32 64531 04441

The grass-grown remains of two farmsteads, fragmentary field-banks and blocks of rig have 
been recorded on oblique aerial photographs (RCAHMSAP 1998) in a drumlin field on the S 
bank of the River Teith, to the W of Torrie farmsteading. The northern farmstead comprises 
two buildings, one of which has three compartments, and an adjacent yard (NN 645 045). The 
second farmstead (NN 644 043) may also have comprised two buildings and an adjacent yard. 

 

https://canmore.org.uk/site/24320/upper-drumbane
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Much of the ground in the drumlin field has been improved but blocks of rig can be seen across 
the area, interspersed with stretches of field-banks, generally lying at the edges of the 
improved ground, in gullies and on ridges.

Information from RCAHMS (KMM) 25 November 2003

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/253219/west-torrie

Site Number 649

Site Name East Torrie

Type of Site Ditch

NRHE Number NN60SE 27

HER Number 2692.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265870

Northing 704650

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN 6587 0465 to NN 6602 0463: A ditch, 1.5 m deep and 7 m across runs almost parallel to 
the River Teith for a distance of approximately 150 m.  It is banked along most of the north i.e. 
the river side with a slight bank in places on the south side. Its

NN60SE 27 658 046 to 660 046

NN 658 046 to NN 660 046 A ditch, some 150m long, almost cuts off a loop on the S side of the 
River Teith. It is c 7m wide and 1.5m deep. There is a stony bank on the N of the ditch (the 
river side), with traces of a slight bank on its S side at the E end.

Sponsors: Stirling Council, Tilhill Economic Forestry.

L Main and W Anderson 1997

References
Main and Anderson, L and W. (1997a) 'East Torrie (Kilmadock parish), ditch; probable limekiln', 
Discovery Excav Scot, 1997. Page(s): 79

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/123462/east-torrie

Site Number 650

Site Name West Torrie

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60SW 32

HER Number 4665.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 264400

Northing 704300

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description
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Description NN60SW 32 64531 04441

The grass-grown remains of two farmsteads, fragmentary field-banks and blocks of rig have 
been recorded on oblique aerial photographs (RCAHMSAP 1998) in a drumlin field on the S 
bank of the River Teith, to the W of Torrie farmsteading. The northern farmstead comprises 
two buildings, one of which has three compartments, and an adjacent yard (NN 645 045). The 
second farmstead (NN 644 043) may also have comprised two buildings and an adjacent yard. 
Much of the ground in the drumlin field has been improved but blocks of rig can be seen across 
the area, interspersed with stretches of field-banks, generally lying at the edges of the 
improved ground, in gullies and on ridges.

Information from RCAHMS (KMM) 25 November 2003

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/253219/west-torrie

Site Number 651

Site Name Cambusbeg

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60NE 48

HER Number 2495.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 267040

Northing 705500

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 48 6704 0550.

Situated on a slight ridge to the W of Cambusbeg East Plantation, there are the robbed 
remains of two rectangular buildings, aligned ESE-WNW and laid end-to-end with a gap of 4m 
between them. The western building measures 11m in length and 7.4m in width over walls of 
faced-rubble now spread to 2.3m in thickness and standing no more than 0.4m in height. From 
the NW corner a field bank runs WNW for 15m before turning to the N. The eastern building is 
14.1m long and 6.4m wide over walls spread to 1m in thickness and again standing to a height 
of 0.4m. Attached to its N side is a horse-gang measuring 7m in diamater within

a bank 1m thick, with a central depression 1.5m in diameter.

(BOD 159-60)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 2 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73610/cambusbeg

Site Number 652

Site Name Upper Drumbane

Type of Site Ring-ditch

NRHE Number NN60NE 11

HER Number 1437.01
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HER Number 1437.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 266482

Northing 706363

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 11 664 063.

The aerial photographs (RCAHMSAP, PT 12099-12100) show an oval ring-ditch at NN 6647 
0636, measuring about 29m E-W by 22m overall. About 70m to the W, at NN 6640 0636, there 
are fragmentary traces of a possible trapezoidal enclosure, with rounded corners, measuring 
roughly 40m NE-SW by 25m transversely. A site visit confirmed that there are no remains 
visible on the ground. The ring-ditch lies on a natural terrace, with the enclosure situated on 
the SW-facing slope below it.

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 5 June 1992.

NN 66491 06400 In August 2006, a watching brief was kept during the excavation of a trench 
to house a replacement wooden pole for an overhead power line near Upper Drumbane Farm, 
3km ESE of Callander. The trench, which measured 2.3m E/W by 0.5m wide and 1.6m deep, 
cut through 0.3m of topsoil and underlying boulder clay. Although a ring ditch (NN60NE 11) lies 
only 20m S of the pole, nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered in the trench.

Sponsor: Scottish and Southern Energy.

J Lewis, 2006.

Aerial Photographic Transcription (21 December 1992)

Aerial Photographic Transcriptions

An aerial transcription was produced from oblique aerial photographs. Information from 
Historic Environment Scotland (BM) 31 March 2017.

Watching Brief (August 2006)

NN 66491 06400 In August 2006, a watching brief was kept during the excavation of a trench 
to house a replacement wooden pole for an overhead power line near Upper Drumbane Farm, 
3km ESE of Callander. The trench, which measured 2.3m E/W by 0.5m wide and 1.6m deep, 
cut through 0.3m of topsoil and underlying boulder clay. Although a ring ditch (NN60NE 11) lies 
only 20m S of the pole, nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered in the trench.

Sponsor: Scottish and Southern Energy.

J Lewis 2006

References
Lewis, J. (2006i) 'Upper Drumbane, Callander, Stirling (Kilmadock parish), watching brief', 
Discovery Excav Scot, vol. 7, 2006. Dorchester. Page(s): 166
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24320/upper-drumbane

Site Number 653

Site Name Torrie
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Type of Site Munitions Dump

NRHE Number

HER Number 7461.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 263920

Northing 704571

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description WW2 munitions dump. Information from Wester Torrie Fiorestry application 2014.

Link:

Site Number 654

Site Name East Torrie

Type of Site Lime Kiln

NRHE Number NN60SE 28

HER Number 2774.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265980

Northing 704590

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description This lime kiln stands on the north edge of a river terrace.  It faces north towards the River Teith.

NN60SE 28 6598 0459

NN 6598 0459 A probable limekiln lies on the N edge of a terrace on the S side of the River 
Teith.

Sponsors: Stirling Council, Tilhill Economic Forestry.

L Main and W Anderson 1997

References
Main and Anderson, L and W. (1997a) 'East Torrie (Kilmadock parish), ditch; probable limekiln', 
Discovery Excav Scot, 1997. Page(s): 79

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/123463/east-torrie-limekiln

Site Number 655

Site Name East Torrie

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN60SE 29

HER Number 4490.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 266392
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Northing 704308

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description First Edition Survey Project (FESP)

A single unroofed building is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 
1866, sheet cxxiv), but it is not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1978).

Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 2 February 1998.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/127053/east-torrie

Site Number 656

Site Name West Bracklinn

Type of Site Chambered Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NE 59

HER Number 2424.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265020

Northing 709792

Parish Callander

Council

Description NN60NE 59 6502 0979.

This oval chambered cairn of probable Clyde type is situated in moorland on the edge of a 
small terrace on the SE-facing slopes of Tom Dubh at a height of about 329m OD. The mound 
measures 8.4m from NNE to SSW by 7m transversely and up to 0.7m in height. It has been 
extensively robbed, revealing, on the E, a large natural boulder incorporated into the body of 
the mound. Originally, the chamber, which is aligned roughly E-W, probably comprised at least 
two compartments, but all that survives are two overlapping side-slabs on the S and two 
lateral stones.

(BOD 155)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 16 July 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73675/west-bracklinn

Site Number 657

Site Name Drumvaich Crossing

Type of Site Signal Box

NRHE Number NN60SE 40

HER Number 5909.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 267510
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Easting 267510

Northing 704290

Parish Callander

Council

Description No information currently available

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/202080/drumvaich-crossing

Site Number 658

Site Name Easter Torrie

Type of Site Fort

NRHE Number NN60SE 3

HER Number 295.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265763

Northing 703985

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60SE 3 6575 0398.

(NN 6574 0398) Fort. Easter Torrie. Discovered 1956-8.

Visible on RAF air photograph 106G/Scot/UK/120: 3228-9 and OS 66/97/109, flown 1966.

RCAHMS 1963; 1996

NN 6575 0398 - This fort occupies the summit of a hill with steep slopes on the south and east 
but gradual elsewhere. It has been almost destroyed by cultivation but appears to have 
consisted of a rampart and ditch, the former at best reduced to a scarp 2.2m high, while only 
the outer rim of the ditch is discernible. The ditch has not been continuous, probably 
terminating at the edge of the south and east slopes of the hill. The entrance was either in the 
east or WSW side. The interior of the fort has also been under cultivation and is featureless. 
(For similar forts see NN60SW 8 and NN60NW 10).

Surveyed at 1/2500 and 1/10,000

Visited by OS (E G C) 9 October 1968.

NN 657 039 This fort measures 75m by 40m within a much reduced rampart with an external 
ditch.

RCAHMS 1979, visited August 1977

Measured Survey (7 April 1960)

Reference (1963)

Marginal Land Survey

This site is noted in the ‘List of monuments discovered during the survey of marginal land 
(1956-8)’, published in Vol. 1 of the RCAHMS Inventory of Stirlingshire. The 26 monuments 
were listed by their name, classification, parish and county, and the list also includes an 
indication of whether they had been planned (P), whether they were visible only as a cropmark 
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(C), and whether they were worthy of preservation (*).

Information from RCAHMS (GFG) 30 October 2012.

Note (5 December 2014 - 18 May 2016)

Atlas of Hillforts of Britain and Ireland

This fort occupies the crest of a low rounded hill, which falls away quite steeply around the 
gorse-grown S and E flanks. Oval on plan, it measures about 65m from ESE to WNW by 35m 
transversely (0.18ha) within a heavily ploughed-down rampart with an external ditch; where 
best preserved the rampart forms a scarp about 2.2m in height. No entrance is visible, but it 
was either on the ESE or the WNW. The interior is featureless.

Information from An Atlas of Hillforts of Great Britain and Ireland – 18 May 2016. Atlas of 
Hillforts SC2615

References
RCAHMS. (1963) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland. 
Stirlingshire: an inventory of the ancient monuments, 2v. Edinburgh. Page(s): Vol. 1, xxv 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.1.INV/16
RCAHMS. (1979b) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of Stirling District, Central Region, The 
archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7. Edinburgh. Page(s): 18, No.135 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.2.ARC(7)

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24393/easter-torrie

Site Number 659

Site Name Cambusmore

Type of Site Axe

NRHE Number NN60NE 8

HER Number 289.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265100

Northing 706200

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 8 c. 651 062.

An axe of dark, highly-polished schist, 4 1/2" x 2 1/2", found on Cambusmore, near Doune, in 
1812, was presented by D Chrystal in 1888 to the Smith Institute Museum. Accession no.214 
Catalogue no.AC 3.

Smith Institute Catalogue 1934.

No further information. Not located in Stirling Museum.

Visited by OS (RD) 15 October 1968.

Held in the Smith Art Gallery and Museum, Stirling (under accession number A214) there is a 
stone axe which has been petrologically attributed to group IX (porcellanite from Tievebulliagh 
and Rathlin, Northern Ireland).

T H McK Clough and W A Cummins 1988.
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References
Clough and Cummins, T H McK and W A. (1988) 'Lists of identifications', in Clough, T H McK 
and Cummins, W A, Stone axe studies, volume 2: the petrology of prehistoric stone 
implements from the British Isles, Council for British Archaeology research report no. 67. 
London. Page(s): 239, no. PER 2
Smith Institute Catalogue. (1934) Catalogue of Collections in the Picture Galleries and Museum 
of the Smith Institute, Stirling. 3rd. Stirling. Page(s): 55

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24327/cambusmore

Site Number 660

Site Name Drumloist

Type of Site Carved Stone Ball

NRHE Number NN60NE 9

HER Number 290.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 268200

Northing 706100

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description Carved stone ball, found at Drumloist, in the Smith Institute Museum.

NN60NE 9 682 061 and 698 054

Four stone balls, one found at Drumloist, one found on Annet Farm, two found on Braes of 
Doune, from A Winter's collection, are in the Smith Institute Museum. Accession nos.1584-7. 
Catalogue nos.SC 7 - 10.

Smith Institute Catalogue 1934.

References
Smith Institute Catalogue. (1934) Catalogue of Collections in the Picture Galleries and Museum 
of the Smith Institute, Stirling. 3rd. Stirling. Page(s): 155

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24328/drumloist

Site Number 661

Site Name Torrie Cottage

Type of Site Whetstone

NRHE Number NN60SW 1

HER Number 305.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 264200

Northing 704700

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60SW 1 642 047.
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(Area: NN 642 047) A whetstone of light grey sandstone, nearly 4" in length and of square 
section, was found under 18" of peat some 300 yards S of Torrie Cottage near Callander. In the 
National Museum of Antiquities of Scotland (NMAS).

Proc Soc Antiq Scot 1926.

No further information (NMAS Accession no. AL 139).

Visited by OS (R D) 9 December 1968.

References
PSAS. (1926) 'Donations to and purchases for the Museum and Library', Proc Soc Antiq Scot, 
vol. 60, 1925-6. Page(s): 97

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24400/torrie-cottage

Site Number 662

Site Name Auchenlaich

Type of Site Pottery

NRHE Number

HER Number 317.05

Status Non-designated

Easting 264950

Northing 707250

Parish Callander

Council

Description Found during a watching brief in 1995 in advance of an extension to the caravan park.  A single 
sherd of medieval pottery was found. Allocated as TT to NMS (TT.10/97).?

Link:

Site Number 663

Site Name Claish

Type of Site Carinated Bowl

NRHE Number

HER Number 335.05

Status Non-designated

Easting 263553

Northing 706571

Parish Callander

Council

Description A large quantity of pottery was recovered, representing some 60-68 pots all but two of which 
were in the Early Neolithic Carinated Bowl tradition, from excavations on the timber hall in 
2001. Only a few fragments of possibly struck quartz and two pieces

Link:

Site Number 664
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Site Number 664

Site Name Claish

Type of Site Flake

NRHE Number

HER Number 335.06

Status Non-designated

Easting 263553

Northing 706571

Parish Callander

Council

Description A large quantity of pottery (SMR No 335.05) was recovered from the excavations on the timber 
halll in 2001.  All were identifiable as round-based Early Neolithic wares. Only a few fragments 
of possibly struck quartz and two pieces of Arran pitchstone were recovered.

Link:

Site Number 665

Site Name Craigton (Doune)

Type of Site Castle

NRHE Number NN60NE 1

HER Number 281.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 268000

Northing 705420

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description Some tradition exists that a castle once stood here, but no trace of a castle could be seen and  
the turf covered footings probably relate to the deserted farmstead of Craigton (SMR No 2491).

NN60NE 1 6800 0542.

(NN 6800 0542) Castle (NR) (Site of)

OS 6" map, (1958).

"It is the prevailing opinion in the neighbourhood that a Castle stood at this place, but there 
are no vestiges of the foundations or any tradition in the parish connected with it. The house 
at Craigton (NN 6800 0548 - OS 25" map, Perthshire, 1863) the only one now standing of a 
number once there, must have been built of the stones, some of which are chiselled in a 
superior manner ..."

Name Book 1863.

No trace of a castle could be seen but there is a slight scatter of building material at the site. 
The buildings of the depopulated farmstead of Craigton are now reduced to turf-covered 
footings c.0.5m high.

Visited by OS (RD) 17 October 1968.
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There is no trace of a castle at this site. The abandoned farmstead of Craigton is described 
under NN60NE 42.

Visited by RCAHMS (PJD) 8 May 1992.

References
Coventry, M. (2008) Castles of the Clans: the strongholds and seats of 750 Scottish families and 
clans. Musselburgh. Page(s): 552 RCAHMS Shelf Number: F.5.21.COV
Ordnance Survey (Name Book. Object Name Books of the Ordnance Survey (6 inch and 1/2500 
scale). Page(s): Book No.12, 17 RCAHMS Shelf Number: Ref
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24318/craigton

Site Number 666

Site Name Camp Stone

Type of Site Boundary Marker

NRHE Number NN60NE 2

HER Number 282.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 269928

Northing 706133

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 2 6994 0612.

(NN 6994 0612) The Camp Stone (NR).

OS 6" map, (1958).

A stone two miles north of the camp (NN70SW 16) at which a sentinel was stationed.

Name Book 1863.

It is a large split block of conglomerate, 9ft 9ins long 3ft wide at the base and 2ft high. There 
are many similar stones in the locality and it does not seem ever to have been a standing stone.

A F Hutchison 1893.

'The Camp Stone', situated on a small knoll, commands an extensive view of the River Teith 
valley and the hills to the north. It measures 3.0m long x 1.2m high x 0.8m wide and its 
tradition and name are still known locally.

Visited by OS (RD) 15 October 1968.

A dense, mature, conifer plantation now occupies this area. The stone was not located.

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 18 May 1992.

References
Hutchison, A F. (1893b) 'The Camp Stone', ?, Stirling Antiq, vol. 1, 1893. Page(s): 255-6
Ordnance Survey (Name Book. Object Name Books of the Ordnance Survey (6 inch and 1/2500 
scale). Page(s): Book No.12, 72 RCAHMS Shelf Number: Ref
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Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24321/the-camp-stone

Site Number 667

Site Name Annet

Type of Site Castle

NRHE Number NN60SE 4

HER Number 296.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 269933

Northing 704878

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description Although there are no traces of foundations nor any traditions associated with this castle it has 
been noted (1953) that in a hot dry summer when the grass is burnt the plan of the walls may 
be faintly traced.  In 1863 the site of this castle was pointed out

NN60SE 4 6992 0488.

(NN 6992 0488) Castle (NR) (Site of).

OS 6" map, (1958)

The site of this castle was pointed out by Mr W Forbes who stated 'that there was a 
considerable portion of the walls standing about 40 years ago, but they were removed by the 
farmer to build walls around his fields'. There are no traces of foundations or traditions 
connected with the site.

Name Book 1863.

No trace of this castle exists. The site on OS 25" and 6" maps is on a steepish slope; a more 
likely site would be at NN 6990 0487, an angular shelf in the hill slope.

Visited by OS (E G C) 11 October 1968.

References
Ordnance Survey (Name Book. Object Name Books of the Ordnance Survey (6 inch and 1/2500 
scale). Page(s): Book No. 37, 21 RCAHMS Shelf Number: Ref

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24394/annet

Site Number 668

Site Name Boquhapple

Type of Site Broch

NRHE Number NN60SE 11

HER Number 303.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265920

Northing 702030

Parish Kilmadock

 

https://canmore.org.uk/site/24321/the-camp-stone
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Council

Description NN60SE 11 6592 0203.

NN 659 020 The mutilated remains of this broch and its outworks are situated on the W bank 
of the Cessintully Burn. The broch has been reduced to a mound of rubble about 30m in 
diameter, and the outworks, which comprise two ramparts and ditches are best preserved on 
the N and S.

RCAHMS 1979, visited December 1977

J S Nicoll 1975

Publication Account (2007)

Euan W Mackie Broch Corpus 2

NN60 2 BOQUHAPPLE

NN/6592 0203

This mutilated remains of this possible broch and its outworks in Kilmadock stand on the west 
bank if the Cessintully Burn. The structure has been reduced to a mound of rubble about 30m 
in diameter, and the outworks, which comprise two ramparts and ditches are best preserved 
on the north and south.

Sources: 1. NMRS site no. NN 60 SE 11: 2. JS Nicoll in Discovery and Excavation in Scotland 
1975, 42: 3. RCAHMS 1979b, 20, no. 150.

E W MacKie 2007

References
MacKie, E W. (2007) The Roundhouses, Brochs and Wheelhouses of Atlantic Scotland c.700 BC-
AD 500: architecture and material culture, the Northern and Southern Mainland and the 
Western Islands, BAR British series 444(II), 444(1), 2 V. Oxford. Page(s): 1301 RCAHMS Shelf 
Number: E.9.1.MAC
Nicoll, J S. (1975b) 'Thornhill, Brae of Boquhapple, possible dun', Discovery Excav Scot, 1975. 
Page(s): 42
RCAHMS. (1979b) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of Stirling District, Central Region, The 
archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7. Edinburgh. Page(s): 20, No. 150 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.2.ARC(7)

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24380/boquhapple

Site Number 669

Site Name Rusky Castle

Type of Site Castle

NRHE Number NN60SW 7

HER Number 311.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 261462

Northing 703397

Parish Port of Menteith

Council

Description
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Description NN60SW 7 6144 0338.

(NN 6144 0338) Castle (NR) (Site of).

OS 6" map, (1958)

Rusky Tower, traditionally the principal residence of Sir John Menteith (c.1260 - c.1325), stood 
on a small island in Loch Rusky. The building has long been levelled to the ground, the stones 
being used in building the farm at Muirhouse and houses at Blairhoyle. On the mainland land 
near the island are the remains of stables, and an area of 30 yards circumference, surrounded 
by old fir trees, was traditionally used for the training of horses (Fraser 1880).

Rusky Castle can never have been anything but a small peel-tower, and a portion of the 
residential buildings and offices may have been on the shore, while the stronghold occupied 
the island (Hutchison 1899).

W Fraser 1880; A F Hutchison 1899.

About two years ago the level of Rusky Loch was raised about 2 to 3 feet and all that can now 
be seen of the island on which the castle stood are a few stunted trees.

Although no trace of the stables could be found, they probably stood near NN 6135 0343 
where there is a clear area surrounded by old fir trees.

Visited by OS (R D) 15 October 1968; Information from Magor C Graham, Estate Manager, 
Rednock House.

NN 614 033 This castle may have been in existence in the late 13th or early 14th century. It 
occupied a small island in Loch Rusky. No remains of the castle were visible in the late 19th 
century, and the island itself has since been submerged by the raising of the water-level in the 
loch.

RCAHMS 1979, visited December 1977

W Fraser 1880; A F Hutchison 1899

References
Coventry, M. (2008) Castles of the Clans: the strongholds and seats of 750 Scottish families and 
clans. Musselburgh. Page(s): 252,421,454 RCAHMS Shelf Number: F.5.21.COV
Fraser, W. (1880) The red book of Menteith. Edinburgh. Page(s): Vol. 1, 506
Hutchison, A F. (1899) The Lake of Menteith: its islands and vicinity with historical accounts of 
the Priory of Inchmahome and the Earldom of Menteith. Stirling. Page(s): 18-19 RCAHMS Shelf 
Number: D.13.23.MEN
RCAHMS. (1979b) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of Stirling District, Central Region, The 
archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7. Edinburgh. Page(s): 40,No.372 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.2.ARC(7)

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24408/rusky-castle

Site Number 670

Site Name Loch Rusky

Type of Site Stables

NRHE Number NN60SW 7

HER Number 312.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 261350

Northing 703430
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Northing 703430

Parish Port of Menteith

Council

Description NN60SW 7 6144 0338.

(NN 6144 0338) Castle (NR) (Site of).

OS 6" map, (1958)

Rusky Tower, traditionally the principal residence of Sir John Menteith (c.1260 - c.1325), stood 
on a small island in Loch Rusky. The building has long been levelled to the ground, the stones 
being used in building the farm at Muirhouse and houses at Blairhoyle. On the mainland land 
near the island are the remains of stables, and an area of 30 yards circumference, surrounded 
by old fir trees, was traditionally used for the training of horses (Fraser 1880).

Rusky Castle can never have been anything but a small peel-tower, and a portion of the 
residential buildings and offices may have been on the shore, while the stronghold occupied 
the island (Hutchison 1899).

W Fraser 1880; A F Hutchison 1899.

About two years ago the level of Rusky Loch was raised about 2 to 3 feet and all that can now 
be seen of the island on which the castle stood are a few stunted trees.

Although no trace of the stables could be found, they probably stood near NN 6135 0343 
where there is a clear area surrounded by old fir trees.

Visited by OS (R D) 15 October 1968; Information from Magor C Graham, Estate Manager, 
Rednock House.

NN 614 033 This castle may have been in existence in the late 13th or early 14th century. It 
occupied a small island in Loch Rusky. No remains of the castle were visible in the late 19th 
century, and the island itself has since been submerged by the raising of the water-level in the 
loch.

RCAHMS 1979, visited December 1977

W Fraser 1880; A F Hutchison 1899

References
Coventry, M. (2008) Castles of the Clans: the strongholds and seats of 750 Scottish families and 
clans. Musselburgh. Page(s): 252,421,454 RCAHMS Shelf Number: F.5.21.COV
Fraser, W. (1880) The red book of Menteith. Edinburgh. Page(s): Vol. 1, 506
Hutchison, A F. (1899) The Lake of Menteith: its islands and vicinity with historical accounts of 
the Priory of Inchmahome and the Earldom of Menteith. Stirling. Page(s): 18-19 RCAHMS Shelf 
Number: D.13.23.MEN
RCAHMS. (1979b) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of Stirling District, Central Region, The 
archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7. Edinburgh. Page(s): 40,No.372 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.2.ARC(7)

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24408/rusky-castle

Site Number 671

Site Name Annet

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number NN60NE 64

HER Number 2835.02
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HER Number 2835.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 269640

Northing 705379

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description A small enclosure is attached on the west side of the steading which is depicted on the First 
Edition OS 6-inch map of 1866.  Photographed from the air in 1991 by the RCAHMS.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/78715/annet

Site Number 672

Site Name Cnoc Mur

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN61SW 7

HER Number 1592.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 264500

Northing 711500

Parish Callander

Council

Description NN61SW 7 645 115.

ENE of Cnoc Mor, Round ended turf and rubble walled house, square, oval turf hut, two other 
huts, one round, one round ended with annexe.

F Newall and W Lonie 1979

References
Newall and Lonie, F and W. (1979a) 'Bochastle - Dalginross (Callander and Comrie p), Roman 
road surveys', Discovery Excav Scot, 1979.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24428/cnoc-mor

Site Number 673

Site Name Cnoc Mur

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN61SW 7

HER Number 1592.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 264500

Northing 711500

Parish Callander

Council

Description NN61SW 7 645 115.
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ENE of Cnoc Mor, Round ended turf and rubble walled house, square, oval turf hut, two other 
huts, one round, one round ended with annexe.

F Newall and W Lonie 1979

References
Newall and Lonie, F and W. (1979a) 'Bochastle - Dalginross (Callander and Comrie p), Roman 
road surveys', Discovery Excav Scot, 1979.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24428/cnoc-mor

Site Number 674

Site Name Cnoc Mur

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN61SE 4

HER Number 1593.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265000

Northing 711200

Parish Callander

Council

Description Oval huts have been noted in this area.

References
Newall and Lonie, F and W. (1979a) 'Bochastle - Dalginross (Callander and Comrie p), Roman 
road surveys', Discovery Excav Scot, 1979.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24418/druim-meaddhoin

Site Number 675

Site Name Druim Meadhoin

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number NN61SE 5

HER Number 1594.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265200

Northing 712200

Parish Callander

Council

Description Boulder walled enclosure. Second enclosure 200m to E.  F Newall and W Lonie 1979. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  References
Newall and Lonie, F and W. (1979a) 'Bochastle - Dalginross (Callander and Comrie p), Roman 
road surveys', Discovery Excav Scot, 1979.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24419/druim-meadhoin

Site Number 676

Site Name Druim Meadhoin
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Site Name Druim Meadhoin

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number NN61SE 5

HER Number 1594.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265200

Northing 712200

Parish Callander

Council

Description Boulder walled enclosure. Second enclosure 200m to east.

References
Newall and Lonie, F and W. (1979a) 'Bochastle - Dalginross (Callander and Comrie p), Roman 
road surveys', Discovery Excav Scot, 1979.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24419/druim-meadhoin

Site Number 677

Site Name Lanrick

Type of Site Walled Garden

NRHE Number

HER Number 2395.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 269150

Northing 703050

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description No information currently available

Link:

Site Number 678

Site Name Annet Burn

Type of Site Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NE 33

HER Number 2432.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 269142

Northing 708897

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 33 6914 0889.

Situated on a level terrace on the W bank of a tributary of the Annet Burn, there is a cairn 8.5m 
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in diameter and 0.9m in height. Its centre has been robbed, and a trench has been dug into it 
from the SW.

(BOD 105)

Visited by RCAHMS (PJD) 20 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73582/annet-burn

Site Number 679

Site Name Annet Burn

Type of Site Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NE 37

HER Number 2433.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 269310

Northing 708510

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 37 6931 0850.

Situated on top of a knoll to the E of the Annet Burn, and 400m NW of Waterside farmhouse, 
there is a cairn 7.5m in diameter and 0.8m in height.

(BOD 110)

Visited by RCAHMS (PJD) 20 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73586/annet-burn

Site Number 680

Site Name Waterside

Type of Site Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NE 39

HER Number 2434.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 269760

Northing 707931

Parish Kilmadock

Council
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Description NN60NE 39 6976 0792

This grassed-over cairn stands on the summit of a knoll on the E side of the track leading S 
from Waterside farm. It measures 4.5m in diameter and 0.5m in height.

(BOD 113)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB), 20 May 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73588/waterside

Site Number 681

Site Name Severie Cottage

Type of Site Chambered Cairn

NRHE Number NN70NW 33

HER Number 2435.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 270465

Northing 707928

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description At Severie all that remains of may have been a chambered cairn is a large, poorly-preserved 
cist, aligned north to south, on the summit of a prominent knoll. Parts of both sides and of the 
north end protrude through the turf by up to 0.1m

NN70NW 33 7046 0792.

This dilapidated cist is situated on the summit of a pronounced grassy knoll to the S of Severie 
Cottage. The knoll has been ploughed and there may have been considerable soil loss from the 
area of the cist. There is no trace of any cairn material. The cist, which is aligned from N to S, 
appears to be divided into two compartments by a slumped slab standing 0.6m above the 
ground surface and extending for at least 0.3m below the ground surface. The N compartment 
may have been about 1m in breadth and, while the S end of the cist cannot be traced, this 
compartment may have been of similar proportions. The slabs are no more than 0.3m in 
thickness and, with the exception of the central transverse slab, stand 0.1m above the turf and 
extend for about 0.3m in to the ground.

(BOD 83)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 18 July 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73559/severie-cottage

Site Number 682
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Site Number 682

Site Name Waterside

Type of Site Homestead

NRHE Number NN60NE 32.01

HER Number 2441.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 268735

Northing 708080

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 32.01 6873 0808

Situated on the front edge of a natural terrace on the W bank of a tributary of the Annet Burn 
there is a circular homestead measuring 15.0m in diameter within a wall 2m thick and up to 
0.7m in height. The wall has been robbed in several places, particularly on the SW, but 
occasional facing stones are visible. A gap on the SSE, about 2m wide, is probably an original 
entrance.

The interior of the enclosure has been levelled into the slope, presumably to create a platform 
for a timber roundhouse about 11n in diameter, leaving a scarp, with a berm between it and 
the wall, on the N. A slight platform, of irregular shape, in the NW quadrant of the interior may 
be of later date, perhaps associated with the shieling-mounds (32.02), two of which stand 
within the homestead.

(Bod 185)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 3 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/79342/waterside

Site Number 683

Site Name Waterside

Type of Site Shieling Mound

NRHE Number NN60NE 32.02

HER Number 2441.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 268730

Northing 708080

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 32.02 centred 6873 0808

There are nine grassed-over mounds on the same terrace as the homestead NN60NE 32.01. A 
tenth mound lies 50m to the W (at NN 6870 0805), while a hut 90m to the NNW (at NN 6867 
0814) can also be regarded as part of this group.

 

https://canmore.org.uk/site/79342/waterside
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The mounds are mostly oval in shape, ranging from 3.6m to 11m in length, 3.4m to 8.8m in 
breadth and 0.2 to 1.3m in height. They are all surmounted by traces of small huts: in some 
cases the hut survives as no more than a slight hollow, while in others it is well-defined, with 
stone lining on its inner face. The outlier to the NNW is the best preserved, a sub-rectangular 
chamber measuring 3.2m in length by 1.5m in breadth within a wall 0.4m in height, spread to 
1.4m in thickness and stone lined on its inner face. There is an entrance in its W side. Two of 
the mounds lie within the earlier homestead, and a third overlies the tumble from its wall on 
the SE, while an irregular platform within the N half of the homestead may be associated with 
the shielings.

(Bod 180-4, 186-91)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 3 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/79343/waterside

Site Number 684

Site Name Waterside

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN60NE 32.03

HER Number 2441.03

Status Non-designated

Easting 268750

Northing 708090

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 32.03 centred 6875 0809

There are intermittent traces of rig cultivation on the SW facing slope at the rear of the terrace 
upon which stand a homestead (NN60NE 32.01) and a group of shieling-mounds (NN60NE 
32.02).

Most of the furrows are traceable for lengths of no more than 25m, running from the back 
edge of the terrace to the top of the slope, although a few can be followed over the crest, 
fading out in boggy ground to the NE. In general they run straight up the slope, 2.0m or more 
apart.

As none of the furrows could be traced as far as either the homestead or the shieling-mounds, 
it was not possible to establish the relationship, if any, between the cultivation and those 
structures.

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 3 June 1993.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/79344/waterside
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Site Number 685

Site Name Waterside

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN60NE 32.02

HER Number 2441.04

Status Non-designated

Easting 268694

Northing 708057

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description A shieling hut lies 90m to the NNW of the main group of nine shieling mounds (SMR No 
2441.02) and can be regarded as part of this group. The mounds are mostly oval in shape, 
ranging from 3.6m to 11m in length, 3.4m to 8.8m in breadth and 0.2 to 1.3m in height.

NN60NE 32.02 centred 6873 0808

There are nine grassed-over mounds on the same terrace as the homestead NN60NE 32.01. A 
tenth mound lies 50m to the W (at NN 6870 0805), while a hut 90m to the NNW (at NN 6867 
0814) can also be regarded as part of this group.

The mounds are mostly oval in shape, ranging from 3.6m to 11m in length, 3.4m to 8.8m in 
breadth and 0.2 to 1.3m in height. They are all surmounted by traces of small huts: in some 
cases the hut survives as no more than a slight hollow, while in others it is well-defined, with 
stone lining on its inner face. The outlier to the NNW is the best preserved, a sub-rectangular 
chamber measuring 3.2m in length by 1.5m in breadth within a wall 0.4m in height, spread to 
1.4m in thickness and stone lined on its inner face. There is an entrance in its W side. Two of 
the mounds lie within the earlier homestead, and a third overlies the tumble from its wall on 
the SE, while an irregular platform within the N half of the homestead may be associated with 
the shielings.

(Bod 180-4, 186-91)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 3 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/79343/waterside

Site Number 686

Site Name Waterside

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN60NE 32.02

HER Number 2441.05

Status Non-designated

Easting 268670

Northing 708143

Parish Kilmadock
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Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description A shieling mound lies 50m to the west of the main group of nine shieling mounds (SMR No 
2441.02) and can be regarded as part of this group. This is the best preserved of the group with 
a sub-rectangular chamber measuring 3.2m in length by 1.5m in breadth

NN60NE 32.02 centred 6873 0808

There are nine grassed-over mounds on the same terrace as the homestead NN60NE 32.01. A 
tenth mound lies 50m to the W (at NN 6870 0805), while a hut 90m to the NNW (at NN 6867 
0814) can also be regarded as part of this group.

The mounds are mostly oval in shape, ranging from 3.6m to 11m in length, 3.4m to 8.8m in 
breadth and 0.2 to 1.3m in height. They are all surmounted by traces of small huts: in some 
cases the hut survives as no more than a slight hollow, while in others it is well-defined, with 
stone lining on its inner face. The outlier to the NNW is the best preserved, a sub-rectangular 
chamber measuring 3.2m in length by 1.5m in breadth within a wall 0.4m in height, spread to 
1.4m in thickness and stone lined on its inner face. There is an entrance in its W side. Two of 
the mounds lie within the earlier homestead, and a third overlies the tumble from its wall on 
the SE, while an irregular platform within the N half of the homestead may be associated with 
the shielings.

(Bod 180-4, 186-91)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 3 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/79343/waterside

Site Number 687

Site Name Waterside

Type of Site Homestead

NRHE Number NN60NE 34

HER Number 2442.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 269007

Northing 707321

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 34 6900 0732

About 1.1km SSW of Waterside farmhouse, and some 300m W of the Annet Burn, there is an 
oval stone-walled homestead, terraced into the SW side of a knoll. It measures 17.5m in length 
by 12m in breadth within a wall 0.5m in height and spread to 2.5m in thickness. The entrance 
may have been on the SW side, which has been robbed, and there has been a build-up of peat 
within the homestead, especially at the SE end.

There is rig to the SE of the homestead, across the S face of the knoll in an area about 70m E-
W by 40m N-S, delimited on the S and W by a low bank. The ridges range from 2.5m to 3.5m in 
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width.

(BOD 96)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB), 19 May 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73583/waterside

Site Number 688

Site Name Waterside

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN60NE 34

HER Number 2442.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 269007

Northing 707321

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 34 6900 0732

About 1.1km SSW of Waterside farmhouse, and some 300m W of the Annet Burn, there is an 
oval stone-walled homestead, terraced into the SW side of a knoll. It measures 17.5m in length 
by 12m in breadth within a wall 0.5m in height and spread to 2.5m in thickness. The entrance 
may have been on the SW side, which has been robbed, and there has been a build-up of peat 
within the homestead, especially at the SE end.

There is rig to the SE of the homestead, across the S face of the knoll in an area about 70m E-
W by 40m N-S, delimited on the S and W by a low bank. The ridges range from 2.5m to 3.5m in 
width.

(BOD 96)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB), 19 May 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73583/waterside

Site Number 689

Site Name Sruth Geal

Type of Site Hut

NRHE Number NN60NE 19

HER Number 2449.00

Status Non-designated
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Easting 267570

Northing 708750

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 19 6757 0875.

There are two huts situated on the ESE of a knoll to the E of the Sruth Geal. The southernmost 
measures 6.3m from E to W by 3.5m transversely over a reduced earth and stone wall no more 
than 0.3m in height. The wall at the entrance is stone-faced and there is a sub-rectangular turf 
hut to the NNW.

(BOD 129)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 1 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73566/sruth-geal

Site Number 690

Site Name Sruth Geal

Type of Site Shieling Mound

NRHE Number NN60NE 53

HER Number 2451.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 267710

Northing 708300

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 53 6771 0830.

There are two shieling-mounds on the W bank of a tributary of the Sruth Geal, about 1.3km E 
of Easter Brackland farm. They measure 5m by 4m and 0.3m in height, and 6.5m by 5.5m and 
0.2m in height respectively; the long axis of both mounds running SE-NW.

(BOD 235-6)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 22 April 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73667/sruth-geal

Site Number 691

Site Name Drumloist

Type of Site Hut
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Type of Site Hut

NRHE Number NN60NE 31

HER Number 2452.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 268100

Northing 708200

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 31 681 082

There are two huts and a mound situated at the base of a sinuous ridge at the edge of a boggy 
area. The huts (BOD 148, 149) measure up to 3.5m by 3m within turf walls spread to 1.1m in 
thickness and 0.2m in height; the mound (BOD 200) measures 5.2m in diameter and 0.3m in 
height and is predominantly of turf.

(BOD 149-9, 200).

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC), 6 July 1993.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73581/drumloist

Site Number 692

Site Name Drumloist

Type of Site Mound

NRHE Number NN60NE 31

HER Number 2452.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 268100

Northing 708200

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 31 681 082

There are two huts and a mound situated at the base of a sinuous ridge at the edge of a boggy 
area. The huts (BOD 148, 149) measure up to 3.5m by 3m within turf walls spread to 1.1m in 
thickness and 0.2m in height; the mound (BOD 200) measures 5.2m in diameter and 0.3m in 
height and is predominantly of turf.

(BOD 149-9, 200).

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC), 6 July 1993.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF
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Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73581/drumloist

Site Number 693

Site Name Drumloist

Type of Site Hut

NRHE Number NN60NE 29

HER Number 2453.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 268040

Northing 707830

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60NE 29 6804 0783

This rectangular hut is situated below the crest of a knoll on the W side of an unnamed burn. It 
measures 4.4m by 2.2m within turf walls spread to 1m in thickness and 0.3m in height. There is 
an entrance in the N side, and an outshot, or the remains of an earlier structure, at the W end.

(BOD 146)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC), 3 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73579/drumloist

Site Number 694

Site Name Waterside

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN60NE 38

HER Number 2457.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 269620

Northing 708420

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 38 696 084

There are at least two shieling-huts on the banks of a burn some 250m N of Waterside 
farmhouse. One (BOD 112), on the E side of the burn at NN 6962 0842, is sub-rectangular and 
measures 3.3m NW-SE by 2.4m transversely within a robbed stony bank 1m in thickness and 
0.3m high.

A second hut, 20m to the NW and on the opposite bank, survives as an oval mound with a 
depression on top, aligned ENE-WSW, and measuring 6.3m in length, 5.2m in breadth and 
0.3m in height. There is an enclosure attached to the first hut, on its NE side, and what may 
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have been a third hut to the SE of it.

Some 100m to the WNW, on the NE bank of another burn at NN 6953 0845, there is a further 
hut (BOD 99), measuring 2.9m NW-SE by 1.6m transversely within a stony bank spread to 1.6m 
in thickness and 0.4m in height. This hut has an entrance in its NE side.

(BOD 111-12)

Visited by RCAHMS (PJD), 20 May 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73587/waterside

Site Number 695

Site Name Waterside

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN60NE 38

HER Number 2457.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 269530

Northing 708450

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 38 696 084

There are at least two shieling-huts on the banks of a burn some 250m N of Waterside 
farmhouse. One (BOD 112), on the E side of the burn at NN 6962 0842, is sub-rectangular and 
measures 3.3m NW-SE by 2.4m transversely within a robbed stony bank 1m in thickness and 
0.3m high.

A second hut, 20m to the NW and on the opposite bank, survives as an oval mound with a 
depression on top, aligned ENE-WSW, and measuring 6.3m in length, 5.2m in breadth and 
0.3m in height. There is an enclosure attached to the first hut, on its NE side, and what may 
have been a third hut to the SE of it.

Some 100m to the WNW, on the NE bank of another burn at NN 6953 0845, there is a further 
hut (BOD 99), measuring 2.9m NW-SE by 1.6m transversely within a stony bank spread to 1.6m 
in thickness and 0.4m in height. This hut has an entrance in its NE side.

(BOD 111-12)

Visited by RCAHMS (PJD), 20 May 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73587/waterside

Site Number 696
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Site Number 696

Site Name Drumloist

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN60NE 21

HER Number 2478.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 268270

Northing 705860

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 21 6827 0586

There are the wasted remains of a rectangular building, aligned from E to W, at the edge of an 
improved field to the SE of Drumloist. A fragmentary bank runs off to the E.

Stobie (SRO RHP 14317, 1782) shows three buildings to the SE of Drumloist of which this may 
be one.

(BOD 240)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC), 22 April 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73569/drumloist

Site Number 697

Site Name Old Waterside

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60NE 25

HER Number 2483.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 269120

Northing 707740

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description A farmstead annotated as 'in Ruins', comprising two unroofed buildings is depicted on the First 
Edition OS 6-inch map of 1866, but it is not shown on the OS 1:10000 map of 1980.  At least 
seven buildings are represented at this farmstead

NN60NE 25 6912 0774

At least seven buildings are represented at this farmstead, which sits at the S end of a gently 
sloping ridge, of which no more than five could have been occupied at any one time. Stobie's 
map of 1782 (SRO, RHP 14317) shows three buildings ranged around a yard at this location 
under the name of Waterside. The 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet 
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cxv) depicts the buildings as roofless. There is rig to the N and fragmentary banks to the N, W 
and E.

At the centre of the farmstead there is a two-phase building (BOD 93) part of which has been 
overlain by a drystone wall which is depicted on the 1st edition of the Ordnance Survey 6-inch 
map (ibid). The later building overlies the W end of the earlier structure and measures 11.2m 
from ENE to WSW by 3.9m transversely within faced-rubble footings 0.7m in thickness and 
0.6m in height. There is a platform running along the S side of the building onto which the 
entrance opens. The earlier building extends for 20m beyond the E end of the later and may be 
on a slightly different alignment. There is a cut into the slope on the N side of the building 
which may have been a drain which was later incorporated into a trackway running past the 
farmstead on the upslope side. Immediately to the W of these two buildings there are a 
further two buildings of different phases, built on slightly different alignments and partially 
overlain by the drystone wall shown on the 1st edition map (ibid), obscuring any structural 
relationship between the two. The northernmost building has had two compartments and 
measures at least 9m from NNW to SSE by 4.3m transversely within faced-rubble walls 0.8m in 
thickness and 0.3m in height. The building to the S also measures at least 9m in length. 
Upslope of these buildings there are two mounds which may be middens, one on either side of 
a hollow trackway which runs in from the E and fades out to the W.

The easternmost building (BOD 92) measures 11m from NW to SE by 4.2m transversely within 
faced-rubble walls 0.75m in thickness and 0.5m in height; the entrance is on the SW. To the S 
of the main cluster there is a further building which measures 7m from NNW to SSE by 2.8m 
transversely within stony footings spread to 0.9m in thickness and 0.3m in height. A bank 
overlies the W wall fo the building and runs off to the N and S.

A further building lies 30m to the NW of the main group and measures 6.3m from E to W by 
3.1m transversely within a stony bank spread to 1.6m in thickness and 0.25m in height. It is 
slightly levelled into the slope and there is an upcast bank along the N side.

(BOD 92-5)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC), 17 July 1992.

A farmstead annotated as 'in Ruins', comprising two unroofed buildings is depicted on the 1st 
edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxv), but it is not shown on the current 
edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1980).

Information from RCAHMS (AKK), 29 January 1998.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73575/annet-burn-old-waterside

Site Number 698

Site Name Old Waterside

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN60NE 25

HER Number 2483.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 269120

Northing 707740

Parish Kilmadock

Council
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Council

Description A farmstead (SMR No 2483.00) annotated as 'in Ruins', comprising two unroofed buildings is 
depicted on the First Edition OS 6-inch map of 1866, but it is not shown on the OS 1:10000 
map of 1980.  At least seven buildings are represented at this farmstead.

NN60NE 25 6912 0774

At least seven buildings are represented at this farmstead, which sits at the S end of a gently 
sloping ridge, of which no more than five could have been occupied at any one time. Stobie's 
map of 1782 (SRO, RHP 14317) shows three buildings ranged around a yard at this location 
under the name of Waterside. The 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet 
cxv) depicts the buildings as roofless. There is rig to the N and fragmentary banks to the N, W 
and E.

At the centre of the farmstead there is a two-phase building (BOD 93) part of which has been 
overlain by a drystone wall which is depicted on the 1st edition of the Ordnance Survey 6-inch 
map (ibid). The later building overlies the W end of the earlier structure and measures 11.2m 
from ENE to WSW by 3.9m transversely within faced-rubble footings 0.7m in thickness and 
0.6m in height. There is a platform running along the S side of the building onto which the 
entrance opens. The earlier building extends for 20m beyond the E end of the later and may be 
on a slightly different alignment. There is a cut into the slope on the N side of the building 
which may have been a drain which was later incorporated into a trackway running past the 
farmstead on the upslope side. Immediately to the W of these two buildings there are a 
further two buildings of different phases, built on slightly different alignments and partially 
overlain by the drystone wall shown on the 1st edition map (ibid), obscuring any structural 
relationship between the two. The northernmost building has had two compartments and 
measures at least 9m from NNW to SSE by 4.3m transversely within faced-rubble walls 0.8m in 
thickness and 0.3m in height. The building to the S also measures at least 9m in length. 
Upslope of these buildings there are two mounds which may be middens, one on either side of 
a hollow trackway which runs in from the E and fades out to the W.

The easternmost building (BOD 92) measures 11m from NW to SE by 4.2m transversely within 
faced-rubble walls 0.75m in thickness and 0.5m in height; the entrance is on the SW. To the S 
of the main cluster there is a further building which measures 7m from NNW to SSE by 2.8m 
transversely within stony footings spread to 0.9m in thickness and 0.3m in height. A bank 
overlies the W wall fo the building and runs off to the N and S.

A further building lies 30m to the NW of the main group and measures 6.3m from E to W by 
3.1m transversely within a stony bank spread to 1.6m in thickness and 0.25m in height. It is 
slightly levelled into the slope and there is an upcast bank along the N side.

(BOD 92-5)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC), 17 July 1992.

A farmstead annotated as 'in Ruins', comprising two unroofed buildings is depicted on the 1st 
edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxv), but it is not shown on the current 
edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1980).

Information from RCAHMS (AKK), 29 January 1998.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73575/annet-burn-old-waterside

Site Number 699
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Site Name Drumloist

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60NE 26

HER Number 2484.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 268740

Northing 705700

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 26 6874 0570

This farmstead comprises two buildings, set at right angles to each other, and two enclosures, 
and it corresponds with the location of a single building named on Stobie's map of 1782 (SRO 
RHP 14317) as Lochken. The E building (BOD 88) measures 28m from E to W by 4.5m 
transversely within faced-rubble walls 0.7m in thickness and 0.5m in height; it is of four 
compartments with a series of gaps in the side walls, some of which may be entrances. This 
building forms part of an enclosure to the W and N, the W side of which is defined by the 
second building. The W building (BOD 89) measures 13.6m from N to S by 4.9m transversely 
within faced-rubble walls 0.8m in thickness and 0.3m in height. There is an outshot to the S 
and an enclosure on the W.

(BOD 88-9)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC), 8 May 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73576/drumloist

Site Number 700

Site Name Waterside

Type of Site Hut

NRHE Number NN60NE 35

HER Number 2486.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 268860

Northing 707590

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 35 6886 0759

Situated in heather-covered ground 950m SW of Waterside farmhouse, there is a sub-
rectangular hut measuring 7.6m NE-SW by 5.3m transversely over turf walls 0.3m in height and 
spread to 2m thick.

(BOD 97)
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Visited by RCAHMS (SDB), 19 May 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73584/waterside

Site Number 701

Site Name Annet Burn

Type of Site Shieling Mound

NRHE Number NN60NE 36

HER Number 2487.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 269164

Northing 709107

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 36 6917 0910.

This group of shieling-mounds is situated about 1km NNW of Waterside farmhouse, on a 
natural terrace above the W bank of the Annet Burn. There are at least four mounds, oval or 
circular in shape, ranging from 3.5m to 10.5m in length, by 3.4m to 7.3m in breadth, and 
standing up to 1m in height. On top of three of the mounds there are the slight remains of turf 
huts. A short length of bank and a possible fifth mound stand within this group.

(BOD 106-9)

Visited by RCAHMS (PJD) 20 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73585/annet-burn

Site Number 702

Site Name Waterside

Type of Site Hut

NRHE Number NN60NE 40

HER Number 2488.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 269900

Northing 707460

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description
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Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73589/waterside

Site Number 703

Site Name Waterside

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN60NE 40

HER Number 2488.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 269900

Northing 707460

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 40 6990 0746

A mound on the W side of the track leading to Waterside farm may be the remains of a hut. To 
the N of this, over an area of some 6ha there are traces of rig-and-furrow and stretches of field 
bank.

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB), 20 May 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73589/waterside

Site Number 704

Site Name Sruth Geal

Type of Site Shieling-hut

NRHE Number NN60NE 54

HER Number 2498.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 267470

Northing 709100

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 54 6747 0910.

Situated on a terrace above the E bank of the Sruth Geal, about 1.2km ENE of Easter Brackland, 
there is a group of eight shieling-huts and mounds spread over an area some 80m N-S by 60m 
E-W. Four of these appear as oval turf mounds measuring between 4.4m and 6.9m in length by 
4.4m and 5.6m in breadth, and standing between 0.4m and 0.8m in height. Traces of huts, 
usually no more than a slight depression, can be seen on three of the mounds. The other four 
structures are rather more clearly defined huts, sub-rectangular in plan and ranging in length 
from 3.6m to 4.6m and in breadth from 3.6m to 4.6m over turf or stone walls about 1m in 
thickness and up to 0.4m in height.

At the W edge of this group, by the side of the burn at NN 6744 0911, there is a sub-
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rectangular, turf-built enclosure, which is presumably contemporary with the shielings.

(BOD 121-8)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 1 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73669/sruth-geal

Site Number 705

Site Name Sruth Geal

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number NN60NE 54

HER Number 2498.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 267440

Northing 709110

Parish Clackmannan

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 54 6747 0910.

Situated on a terrace above the E bank of the Sruth Geal, about 1.2km ENE of Easter Brackland, 
there is a group of eight shieling-huts and mounds spread over an area some 80m N-S by 60m 
E-W. Four of these appear as oval turf mounds measuring between 4.4m and 6.9m in length by 
4.4m and 5.6m in breadth, and standing between 0.4m and 0.8m in height. Traces of huts, 
usually no more than a slight depression, can be seen on three of the mounds. The other four 
structures are rather more clearly defined huts, sub-rectangular in plan and ranging in length 
from 3.6m to 4.6m and in breadth from 3.6m to 4.6m over turf or stone walls about 1m in 
thickness and up to 0.4m in height.

At the W edge of this group, by the side of the burn at NN 6744 0911, there is a sub-
rectangular, turf-built enclosure, which is presumably contemporary with the shielings.

(BOD 121-8)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 1 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73669/sruth-geal

Site Number 706

Site Name Sruth Geal

Type of Site Shieling Mound

NRHE Number NN60NE 54

HER Number 2498.03
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HER Number 2498.03

Status Non-designated

Easting 267440

Northing 709110

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 54 6747 0910.

Situated on a terrace above the E bank of the Sruth Geal, about 1.2km ENE of Easter Brackland, 
there is a group of eight shieling-huts and mounds spread over an area some 80m N-S by 60m 
E-W. Four of these appear as oval turf mounds measuring between 4.4m and 6.9m in length by 
4.4m and 5.6m in breadth, and standing between 0.4m and 0.8m in height. Traces of huts, 
usually no more than a slight depression, can be seen on three of the mounds. The other four 
structures are rather more clearly defined huts, sub-rectangular in plan and ranging in length 
from 3.6m to 4.6m and in breadth from 3.6m to 4.6m over turf or stone walls about 1m in 
thickness and up to 0.4m in height.

At the W edge of this group, by the side of the burn at NN 6744 0911, there is a sub-
rectangular, turf-built enclosure, which is presumably contemporary with the shielings.

(BOD 121-8)

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 1 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73669/sruth-geal

Site Number 707

Site Name Severie Cottage

Type of Site Field System

NRHE Number NN70NW 20

HER Number 2509.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 270481

Northing 708000

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description A farmstead (SMR No 2509.00), comprising two unroofed and three roofed buildings 
surrounding a courtyard within which is a small circular roofed building which may be a horse 
engine house, and a field-system is depicted on the First Edition OS 6-inch map

NN70NW 20 7053 0799.

This farmstead comprises a building and two enclosures which are divided from one another 
by a modern track on the W side of a burn. A tree sits on one side of the enclosure to the N of 
the track and the fence of an improved field runs across the NE side, where the building is 
located. The building measures some 5.9m from WNW to ESE by 3.5m transversely over low 
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rubble-faced walls 0.65m in thickness and 0.2m in height. (BOD 84)

An estate map of 1782 by James Stobie for the Earl of Moray depicts Severie as an L-shaped 
building at this location with two more buildings across the burn, where the modern cottage is 
situated (SRO RHP 14317/4). General Roy's map depicts a farm called Severich to the NNW of 
Loch Machoig (Roy 1747-55).

Visited by RCAHMS (PJD) 4 June 1992.

A farmstead, comprising two unroofed and three roofed buildings surrounding a courtyard 
within which is a small circular roofed building which may be a horse engine house, and a field-
system is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxv). Three 
roofed buildings and two enclosures areshown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map 
(1987).

Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 1998.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF
Roy, W. (1747-55) Military Survey of Scotland. Page(s): Sheet 16/2

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73538/severie-cottage

Site Number 708

Site Name Easter Brackland

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number NN60NE 66

HER Number 2589.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 266670

Northing 709310

Parish Callander

Council

Description No information currently available.

NN60NE 66 6667 0931

An incomplete survey was undertaken of an area not accessible to the RCAHMS for their 'Braes 
of Doune Survey' in 1994.

NN 6667 0931 Homestead; external diameter 22.7m, internal diameter 16.5m. Central sub-
circular feature, 7m diameter (NMRS NN60NE 66).

Sponsor: Stirling Council.

L Main and R Page 2001.

Scheduled as East Bracklinn, homestead.

Information from Historic Scotland, scheduling document dated 26 November 2003.

References
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Main and Page, L and R. (2001) 'Easter Brackland, Stirling (Callander parish), survey', Discovery 
Excav Scot, vol. 2, 2001, Fig. 38. Page(s): 96
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/79897/easter-brackland

Site Number 709

Site Name Drumloist

Type of Site Hut

NRHE Number NN60NE 30

HER Number 2833.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 267877

Northing 708092

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 30 6791 0810

This square hut is situated on the crest of a ridge to the E of a sub-rectangular sheepfold. It 
measures 2.8m across within a turf wall, spread to 1m in thickness and 0.3m in height, with an 
entrance on the W. (BOD 147)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC), 3 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73580/drumloist

Site Number 710

Site Name Annet

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60NE 64

HER Number 2835.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 269658

Northing 705391

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description Photographed from the air in 1991 by the RCAHMS, this steading is now derelict (2011).

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/78715/annet

Site Number 711

Site Name Easter Coillechat
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Site Name Easter Coillechat

Type of Site Bridge

NRHE Number NN60SE 24

HER Number 2875.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 268665

Northing 703474

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description The old bridge is not on line of present road probably dates to the 19th century.  It is on the 
access to Easter Coillechat farm. It is a single segmental arch with setback voussoirs.

NN60SE 24 68662 03463

Old bridge not on line of road. Probable 19th century, access to Easter Coillechat farm.

Visited by OS (RD) October 1968.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/72292/easter-coillechat-coillechat-burn-ol

Site Number 712

Site Name Whirrieston

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number

HER Number 3001.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 266400

Northing 701400

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description A property named Drumnane, or something similar, is shown in approximately this location on 
Stobie's map of 1783. It lies to the west of the Cessintully burn and north east of Whirrieston 
farm. It is not marked on either the First Edition O.S. map nor current maps

Link:

Site Number 713

Site Name Thomasgreen

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number

HER Number 3351.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 263810

Northing 710880

Parish Callander
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Parish Callander

Council

Description 3 roofed buildings named Corrychrone on First Edition OS 6 inch map of 1866.  One building is 
still marked as partially roofed on current maps.

Link:

Site Number 714

Site Name Annet

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN60NE 70

HER Number 4225.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 269130

Northing 705330

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description First Edition Survey Project (FESP)

A single unroofed building is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 
1866, sheet cxxiv), but it is not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1980).

Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 2 February 1998.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/127051/annet

Site Number 715

Site Name Leathan Dhail

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number NN61SE 11

HER Number 4497.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265472

Northing 710728

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description First Edition Survey Project (FESP)

A single unroofed building and small attached enclosure are depicted on the 1st edition of the 
OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxv). One unroofed building is shown on the current 
edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1977).

Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 26 February 1998.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/127238/leathan-dhail

Site Number 716

Site Name Middlemuir Cottage
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Site Name Middlemuir Cottage

Type of Site Cottage

NRHE Number

HER Number 4763.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 267450

Northing 702153

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description A single building with two small enclosures at either end, is shown on the First Edition OS map. 
Nothing is shown on the current map.

Link:

Site Number 717

Site Name Wester Muir Cottage

Type of Site Cottage

NRHE Number

HER Number 4764.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 266877

Northing 702560

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description One large building, and a smaller structure, situated on two sides of a rectangular enclosure, 
are shown in this location on the First Edition OS map. Nothing is shown on the current OS.

Link:

Site Number 718

Site Name Daldorne Wood

Type of Site Quarry

NRHE Number

HER Number 4765.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 266975

Northing 702645

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description No information currently available

Link:

Site Number 719
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Site Number 719

Site Name Bruachour

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number

HER Number 4766.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 263807

Northing 702698

Parish Port of Menteith

Council

Description A single roofed building and attached enclosure is named as 'Bruachour' on the First Edition OS 
map of 1863-64. The Second Edition OS map of 1900 shows only shows part of the enclosure 
and nothing of the building. Nothing is shown on the current OS map.

Link:

Site Number 720

Site Name Upper Coilentowie

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number

HER Number 4978.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 269533

Northing 704421

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description The farmsteading of Upper Coilentowie is shown as roofed on the First Edition OS 6-inch map 
of 1866.  It is also depicted as Upper Callantuie on Stobie?s map of 1783.  Nothing is shown 
here on current OS maps.

Link:

Site Number 721

Site Name Easter Coillechat

Type of Site Milepost

NRHE Number

HER Number 5661.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 268610

Northing 703494

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description Depicted as MP on current OS maps.  MS shown on First Edition OS 25-inch map of 1864 with 
the legend STIRLING  CALLANDER.
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Link:

Site Number 722

Site Name Sron Eadat A'Chinn

Type of Site Enclosure

NRHE Number

HER Number 6770.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 263066

Northing 713212

Parish Callander

Council

Description No information currently available

Link:

Site Number 723

Site Name Braendam

Type of Site Garden

NRHE Number

HER Number 7476.28

Status Non-designated

Easting 264560

Northing 701960

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description Potential designed landscape/garden as identifed by The Garden History Society in Scotland in 
2013.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/132127/braendam-house

Site Number 724

Site Name Annet Burn

Type of Site Archaeological Watching Brief

NRHE Number

HER Number 7480.00

Status Event

Easting 269867

Northing 706137

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description As a condition of planning an archaeological watching brief was conducted by Archas Cultural 
Heritage Ltd between March and August 2015 from NN 69867 06137 to NN 69990 04490 with 
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negative results. A copy of the report is available in the SMR.

Link:

Site Number 725

Site Name Muirhouse

Type of Site Structure

NRHE Number

HER Number 7542.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 261104

Northing 703358

Parish Port of Menteith

Council

Description In July 2015, Argyll Archaeology undertook an archaeological walkover of this area in advance 
of a proposal for new woodland creation on behalf of the Forestry Commision Scotland (SMR 
7542). A copy of the report is available in the SMR.

Link:

Site Number 726

Site Name Rynaclach

Type of Site Track

NRHE Number

HER Number 7542.03

Status Non-designated

Easting 261214

Northing 703085

Parish Port of Menteith

Council

Description In July 2015, Argyll Archaeology undertook an archaeological walkover of this area in advance 
of a proposal for new woodland creation on behalf of the Forestry Commision Scotland (SMR 
7542). A copy of the report is available in the SMR.

Link:

Site Number 727

Site Name Muirhouse

Type of Site Structure

NRHE Number

HER Number 7542.09

Status Non-designated

Easting 261106

Northing 703282

Parish Port of Menteith
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Parish Port of Menteith

Council

Description In July 2015, Argyll Archaeology undertook an archaeological walkover of this area in advance 
of a proposal for new woodland creation on behalf of the Forestry Commision Scotland (SMR 
7542). A copy of the report is available in the SMR.

Link:

Site Number 728

Site Name Loch Rusky

Type of Site Clearance Cairn

NRHE Number

HER Number 7542.11

Status Non-designated

Easting 261236

Northing 703348

Parish Port of Menteith

Council

Description In July 2015, Argyll Archaeology undertook an archaeological walkover of this area in advance 
of a proposal for new woodland creation on behalf of the Forestry Commision Scotland (SMR 
7542). A copy of the report is available in the SMR.

Link:

Site Number 729

Site Name Muirhouse

Type of Site Wall

NRHE Number

HER Number 7542.12

Status Non-designated

Easting 261126

Northing 703014

Parish Port of Menteith

Council

Description In July 2015, Argyll Archaeology undertook an archaeological walkover of this area in advance 
of a proposal for new woodland creation on behalf of the Forestry Commision Scotland (SMR 
7542). A copy of the report is available in the SMR.

Link:

Site Number 730

Site Name Auchrig

Type of Site Quarry

NRHE Number

HER Number 7542.14

Status Non-designated
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Status Non-designated

Easting 260069

Northing 703021

Parish Port of Menteith

Council

Description In July 2015, Argyll Archaeology undertook an archaeological walkover of this area in advance 
of a proposal for new woodland creation on behalf of the Forestry Commision Scotland (SMR 
7542). A copy of the report is available in the SMR.

Link:

Site Number 731

Site Name Auchrig

Type of Site Track

NRHE Number

HER Number 7542.15

Status Non-designated

Easting 260143

Northing 702961

Parish Port of Menteith

Council

Description In July 2015, Argyll Archaeology undertook an archaeological walkover of this area in advance 
of a proposal for new woodland creation on behalf of the Forestry Commision Scotland (SMR 
7542). A copy of the report is available in the SMR.

Link:

Site Number 732

Site Name Clashhead

Type of Site Building

NRHE Number

HER Number 3392.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265000

Northing 702100

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description A single L shaped building named Clashhead, is depicted on Stobie's map of 1783.  Due to the 
scale of this map it is not possible to supply an accurate location. Nothing is marked here on 
the First Edition OS map nor on the curent OS 1:10000 map.

Link:

Site Number 733

Site Name Annet

Type of Site Castle
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Type of Site Castle

NRHE Number NN60SE 4

HER Number 296.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 269900

Northing 704870

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description Although there are no traces of foundations nor any traditions associated with this castle it has 
been noted (1953) that in a hot dry summer when the grass is burnt the plan of the walls may 
be faintly traced.  In 1863 the site of this castle was pointed out by Mr W Forbes who stated 
'that there was a considerable portion of the walls standing about 40 years ago, but they were 
removed by the farmer to build walls around his fields'. There are no traces of foundations or 
traditions connected with the site.

Name Book 1863.

No trace of this castle exists. The site on OS 25" and 6" maps is on a steepish slope; a more 
likely site would be at NN 6990 0487, an angular shelf in the hill slope.

Visited by OS (E G C) 11 October 1968.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24394/annet

Site Number 734

Site Name Annet

Type of Site Clearance Cairn

NRHE Number NN60SE 26

HER Number 2818.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 269600

Northing 704900

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description Visible on air photographs taken by the RCAHMS in 1991.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/78714/annet

Site Number 735

Site Name Knockmelly

Type of Site Linear Feature

NRHE Number NN60SE 22

HER Number 2817.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 269100

Northing 703600

Parish Kilmadock
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Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description A linear feature has been identified on air photographs taken by the RCAHMS in 1984.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24392/knockmelly

Site Number 736

Site Name Easter Coillechat

Type of Site Cairn

NRHE Number NN60SE 25

HER Number 2431.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 268820

Northing 704340

Parish Kilmadock

Council

Description NN60SE 25 6882 0434

This cairn is situated on a spur within an improved field to the N of Easter Coillechat. It 
measures 12.5m in diameter and up to 1.7m in height with a boulder kerb visible on the NW 
and SE.

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 25 May 1993,

Scheduled as Easter Coilliechat, cairn.

Information from Historic Scotland, scheduling document dated 26 November 2003.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/74678/easter-coillechat

Site Number 737

Site Name Easter Brackland

Type of Site Homestead

NRHE Number NN60NE 66

HER Number 2589.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 266670

Northing 709310

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description This well preserved homestead has an external diameter of 22.7m, an internal diameter of 
16.5m. and a central sub-circular platform, 7m diameter.

NN60NE 66 6667 0931

An incomplete survey was undertaken of an area not accessible to the RCAHMS for their 'Braes 
of Doune Survey' in 1994.
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NN 6667 0931 Homestead; external diameter 22.7m, internal diameter 16.5m. Central sub-
circular feature, 7m diameter (NMRS NN60NE 66).

Sponsor: Stirling Council.

L Main and R Page 2001.

Scheduled as East Bracklinn, homestead.

Information from Historic Scotland, scheduling document dated 26 November 2003.

References
Main and Page, L and R. (2001) 'Easter Brackland, Stirling (Callander parish), survey', Discovery 
Excav Scot, vol. 2, 2001, Fig. 38. Page(s): 96
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/79897/easter-brackland

Site Number 738

Site Name Severie Cottage

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN70NW 20

HER Number 2509.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 270481

Northing 708000

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description A farmstead, comprising two unroofed and three roofed buildings surrounding a courtyard 
within which is a small circular roofed building which may be a horse engine house, and a field-
system (SMR No 2509.01) is depicted on the First Edition OS 6-inch map

NN70NW 20 7053 0799.

This farmstead comprises a building and two enclosures which are divided from one another 
by a modern track on the W side of a burn. A tree sits on one side of the enclosure to the N of 
the track and the fence of an improved field runs across the NE side, where the building is 
located. The building measures some 5.9m from WNW to ESE by 3.5m transversely over low 
rubble-faced walls 0.65m in thickness and 0.2m in height. (BOD 84)

An estate map of 1782 by James Stobie for the Earl of Moray depicts Severie as an L-shaped 
building at this location with two more buildings across the burn, where the modern cottage is 
situated (SRO RHP 14317/4). General Roy's map depicts a farm called Severich to the NNW of 
Loch Machoig (Roy 1747-55).

Visited by RCAHMS (PJD) 4 June 1992.

A farmstead, comprising two unroofed and three roofed buildings surrounding a courtyard 
within which is a small circular roofed building which may be a horse engine house, and a field-
system is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxv). Three 
roofed buildings and two enclosures areshown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map 
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(1987).

Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 29 January 1998.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF
Roy, W. (1747-55) Military Survey of Scotland. Page(s): Sheet 16/2

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73538/severie-cottage

Site Number 739

Site Name Lanrick

Type of Site Chapel

NRHE Number NN60SE 7

HER Number 299.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 268160

Northing 703250

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60SE 7 68181 03247

(NN 6816 0325) Chapel (NR) (Site of)

OS 6" map, (1958)

A chapel on the south bank of the Teith at Lanerick was for a long period used as a burying-
place for the family of Lanerick (OSA 1798). The boundary of the graveyard is marked only by a 
row of yew trees. Numerous pieces of stone scattered about are supposed to have been either 
pieces of the walls of the chapel or broken headstones.

OSA 1798; Name Book 1863.

No trace of a chapel exists at the site. Yew trees mark the north and west sides of the old 
burial ground, the remainder of the trees having been felled or blown down. No gravestones 
or building material are evident. Enquiries at the Lanrick Castle estate office proved negative. 
Revised at 1/2500.

Visited by OS (E G C) 28 October 1968.

NN 681 032 Nothing now remains of this chapel and burial-ground which formerly stood on 
the S bank of the River Teith at Lanerick.

RCAHMS 1979; OSA 1798; Name Book 1863

References
OSA. (1791-9) The statistical account of Scotland, drawn up from the communications of the 
ministers of the different parishes, in Sinclair, J (Sir. Edinburgh. Page(s): Vol. 20, 89-90 RCAHMS 
Shelf Number: B.2.2.STA
Ordnance Survey (Name Book. Object Name Books of the Ordnance Survey (6 inch and 1/2500 
scale). Page(s): Book No. 37, 69 RCAHMS Shelf Number: Ref
RCAHMS. (1979b) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of Stirling District, Central Region, The 
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archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7. Edinburgh. Page(s): 35, No.313 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.2.ARC(7)

Link: hthttps://canmore.org.uk/site/24397/lanerick-chapel-and-burial-groun

Site Number 740

Site Name Lanrick

Type of Site Burial Ground

NRHE Number NN60SE 7

HER Number 299.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 268160

Northing 703250

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60SE 7 68181 03247

(NN 6816 0325) Chapel (NR) (Site of)

OS 6" map, (1958)

A chapel on the south bank of the Teith at Lanerick was for a long period used as a burying-
place for the family of Lanerick (OSA 1798). The boundary of the graveyard is marked only by a 
row of yew trees. Numerous pieces of stone scattered about are supposed to have been either 
pieces of the walls of the chapel or broken headstones.

OSA 1798; Name Book 1863.

No trace of a chapel exists at the site. Yew trees mark the north and west sides of the old 
burial ground, the remainder of the trees having been felled or blown down. No gravestones 
or building material are evident. Enquiries at the Lanrick Castle estate office proved negative. 
Revised at 1/2500.

Visited by OS (E G C) 28 October 1968.

NN 681 032 Nothing now remains of this chapel and burial-ground which formerly stood on 
the S bank of the River Teith at Lanerick.

RCAHMS 1979; OSA 1798; Name Book 1863

References
OSA. (1791-9) The statistical account of Scotland, drawn up from the communications of the 
ministers of the different parishes, in Sinclair, J (Sir. Edinburgh. Page(s): Vol. 20, 89-90 RCAHMS 
Shelf Number: B.2.2.STA
Ordnance Survey (Name Book. Object Name Books of the Ordnance Survey (6 inch and 1/2500 
scale). Page(s): Book No. 37, 69 RCAHMS Shelf Number: Ref
RCAHMS. (1979b) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of Stirling District, Central Region, The 
archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7. Edinburgh. Page(s): 35, No.313 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.2.ARC(7)

Link: hthttps://canmore.org.uk/site/24397/lanerick-chapel-and-burial-groun

Site Number 741

Site Name Lanrick Castle
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Site Name Lanrick Castle

Type of Site Country House

NRHE Number NN60SE 12

HER Number 2395.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 268779

Northing 703124

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60SE 12.00 68776 03121

Demolished in February 2002.

NN60SE 12.01 68521 03057 Kennels Cottage
NN60SE 12.02 68096 02642 Gateway
NN60SE 12.03 68957 03345 Lodge (North Lodge)
NN60SE 12.04 69031 02921 Stables
NN60SE 12.05 68448 03284 Cave (Grotto)
NN60SE 12.06 68398 02928 MacGregor Monument
NN60SE 12.07 69803 02167 Golden Gates Lodge (South Lodge)
NN60SE 12.08 68959 03150 Bridge
NN60SE 12.09 68512 03055 Kennels
NN60SE 7 68181 03247 Lanerick, Chapel and Burial Ground

Photographic Survey (June 1964)

Photographic survey of Lanrick Castle, Perthshire, by the Scottish National Buildings 
Record/Ministry of Works in June 1964.

External Reference (5 October 1971)

Large harled symmetrical mansion of unusual character: centre 3-window 3-storey basement 
and attic (relic of earlier house ?) flanked by 2-storey

basement and attic sections of 2 windows, then 2-storey and basement 1

window (tripartite section with round towers at angles with bowed single

storey and basement ends. Crenellated throughout with pepper-pot turrets at centre. Gothic 
entrance hall and porte-cochere of ashlar added in manner of J. Gillespie Graham c.1815, main 
house probably c.1790. Attic dormers, Heiton type c.1875.

Interior: some fine rooms of late Adam pattern, main staircase redone c.1815

with gothic cast-iron work, east rooms remodelled c.1900.

N.S.A. v.X p.1232

Information from Historic Scotland, 5 October 1971

References
Coventry, M. (2008) Castles of the Clans: the strongholds and seats of 750 Scottish families and 
clans. Musselburgh. Page(s): 251,293,373 RCAHMS Shelf Number: F.5.21.COV

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24390/lanrick

Site Number 742
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Site Number 742

Site Name Drumvaich

Type of Site Clearance Cairn

NRHE Number NN60NE 41

HER Number 2490.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 267860

Northing 705230

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 41 6786 0523.

There is a group of six peat-covered cairns, up to 3m in diameter, in boggy ground to the E of 
Drumvaich Wood, some 900m SSW of Drumloist farmhouse.

Visited by RCAHMS (SDB) 5 June 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73598/drumvaich

Site Number 743

Site Name Craigton (Doune)

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60NE 42

HER Number 2491.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 267990

Northing 705470

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 42 6799 0547.

This farmstead is situated on a small terrace above the headwaters of a tributary of the 
Coillechat Burn, about 650m SSW of Drumloist farmhouse. It comprises two rectangular 
buildings, set about 25m apart and both aligned ENE-WSW, with an enclosure to the S of the S 
building.

The S building is the larger, measuring 27.6m in length and 4.7m in breadth within walls of 
faced-rubble 0.7m thick and standing up to 0.5m height. There are entrances in both the N and 
the S sides, and internal partitions divide the building into four compartments. The N building 
has been robbed at its E end, but measured at least 6.9m in length by 4.3m in breadth within 
faced-rubble walls 0.6m in thickness and 0.4m in height. There is an entrance on the S side, 
and the building is divided into two compartments. 'Craigtoun' is marked on Roy's Military 
Survey of Scotland (1747-55), and appears as 'Craigtown' on James Stobie's 1782 map of the 
Braes of Doune, on which a number of buildings are illustrated (SRO RHP 14317). 'Craigton' 
appears on the 1st edition of the Ordnance Survey 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxxiv), 
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one roofed building being shown (BOD 90).

(BOD 90-1)

Visited by RCAHMS (PJD) 8 May 1992

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF
Roy, W. (1747-55) Military Survey of Scotland. Page(s): Sheet 16/2

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73599/craigton

Site Number 744

Site Name Drumloist

Type of Site Kiln

NRHE Number NN60NE 27

HER Number 2485.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 268520

Northing 705170

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 27 6852 0517

This farmstead comprises two buildings and a possible kiln, and is shown on Stobie's map of 
1782 (SRO RHP 14317) as Ballachcaush and may be the Ballcamich depicted by Roy (Roy 1747-
55), but it is shown as ruined on the 1st edition of the Ordnance Survey 6-inch map (Perthshire 
1866, sheet cxxiv). The S building (BOD 87) measures 28m from E to W by

4.2m transversely within faced-rubble walls 0.8m in thickness and 0.6m in height. It has four 
compartments, an entrance on the S, and what may be an outshot to the W. The N building 
(BOD 86) measures 20.8m from N to S by 3.8m transversely within faced-rubble walls 1m in 
thickness and 0.4m in height. There are two compartments and an entrance on the W. A partly 
stone-lined hollow, set into a slope to the NW, may be a kiln. (BOD 86-7)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC), 8 May 1992.

A farmstead, comprising two unroofed buildings and one enclosure is depicted on the 1st 
edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxxiv), but it is not shown on the current 
edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1978).

Information from RCAHMS (AKK), 30 January 1998.

References	
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF
Roy, W. (1747-55) Military Survey of Scotland. Page(s): Sheet 16/2

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73577/drumloist

Site Number 745

Site Name Drumloist
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Site Name Drumloist

Type of Site Farmstead

NRHE Number NN60NE 27

HER Number 2485.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 268520

Northing 705170

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 27 6852 0517

This farmstead comprises two buildings and a possible kiln, and is shown on Stobie's map of 
1782 (SRO RHP 14317) as Ballachcaush and may be the Ballcamich depicted by Roy (Roy 1747-
55), but it is shown as ruined on the 1st edition of the Ordnance Survey 6-inch map (Perthshire 
1866, sheet cxxiv). The S building (BOD 87) measures 28m from E to W by

4.2m transversely within faced-rubble walls 0.8m in thickness and 0.6m in height. It has four 
compartments, an entrance on the S, and what may be an outshot to the W. The N building 
(BOD 86) measures 20.8m from N to S by 3.8m transversely within faced-rubble walls 1m in 
thickness and 0.4m in height. There are two compartments and an entrance on the W. A partly 
stone-lined hollow, set into a slope to the NW, may be a kiln. (BOD 86-7)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC), 8 May 1992.

A farmstead, comprising two unroofed buildings and one enclosure is depicted on the 1st 
edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1866, sheet cxxiv), but it is not shown on the current 
edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1978).

Information from RCAHMS (AKK), 30 January 1998.

References	
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF
Roy, W. (1747-55) Military Survey of Scotland. Page(s): Sheet 16/2

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73577/drumloist

Site Number 746

Site Name Drumvaich

Type of Site Terrace

NRHE Number

HER Number 5910.01

Status Non-designated

Easting 267676

Northing 704270

Parish Callander

Council

Description Series of terraces aligned e/w, perpendicular to slope.  Variety of widths, narrowest 7m across, 
but also 15m and 30m examples.
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Link:

Site Number 747

Site Name Drumvaich

Type of Site Rig Cultivation

NRHE Number

HER Number 5910.02

Status Non-designated

Easting 267910

Northing 704240

Parish Callander

Council

Description Area of rig and furrow cultivation remains.  Curving and very slight (>0.1m in height), <2m 
across.  Located on knoll.

Link:

Site Number 748

Site Name Drumvaich

Type of Site Bank

NRHE Number

HER Number 5910.03

Status Non-designated

Easting 268010

Northing 704200

Parish Callander

Council

Description Stone and earthen bank spread to 1m, standing to 0.3m.

Link:

Site Number 749

Site Name Lanrick MacGregor Monument

Type of Site Monument

NRHE Number NN60SE 12.06

HER Number 2082.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 268397

Northing 702924

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description Buildings at Risk Register BARR
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Ashlar-faced tree with scars from the lopping of branches. A finely modelled serrated parapet 
sits at the top of the trunk, surmounted by a 3-column Roman Doric rotunda. This once bore a 
single Roman Doric capped by an urn, though this has now fallen onto the ground below. The 
monument was probably erected by Sir Evan John Murray MacGregor, whose family emblem 
was the tree.

Photographic Survey (June 1964)

Photographic survey by the Scottish National Buildings Record/Ministry of Works in June 1964.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/227338/lanrick-macgregor-monument

Site Number 750

Site Name Lanrick Castle

Type of Site Garden

NRHE Number

HER Number 7476.26

Status Non-designated

Easting 268760

Northing 703130

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description Potential designed landscape/garden as identifed by The Garden History Society in Scotland in 
2013.

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24390/lanrick

Site Number 751

Site Name Severie Cottage

Type of Site Cist

NRHE Number NN70NW 33

HER Number 2435.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 270465

Northing 707928

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description At Severie all that remains of may have been a chambered cairn is a large, poorly-preserved 
cist, aligned north to south, on the summit of a prominent knoll. Parts of both sides and of the 
north end protrude through the turf by up to 0.1m

NN70NW 33 7046 0792.

This dilapidated cist is situated on the summit of a pronounced grassy knoll to the S of Severie 
Cottage. The knoll has been ploughed and there may have been considerable soil loss from the 
area of the cist. There is no trace of any cairn material. The cist, which is aligned from N to S, 
appears to be divided into two compartments by a slumped slab standing 0.6m above the 
ground surface and extending for at least 0.3m below the ground surface. The N compartment 
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may have been about 1m in breadth and, while the S end of the cist cannot be traced, this 
compartment may have been of similar proportions. The slabs are no more than 0.3m in 
thickness and, with the exception of the central transverse slab, stand 0.1m above the turf and 
extend for about 0.3m in to the ground.

(BOD 83)

Visited by RCAHMS (DCC) 18 July 1992.

References
RCAHMS. (1994g) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland: Braes of Doune: an archaeological survey, Afforestable Land Survey. Edinburgh. 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.7.AFF

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/73559/severie-cottage

Site Number 752

Site Name Coillechat

Type of Site Tower House

NRHE Number NN60SE 6

HER Number 298.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 268770

Northing 703770

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60SE 6 68806 03761

(NN 68806 03761) Castle (NR) (Remains of)

OS 6 map, (1958)

The remains of the house of Colliechat, about mid-way between Callander and Doune, consist 
of a broken circular tower, about 30ft high. The house was probably of the Z-plan of which this 
formed the southern tower. In the west gable of the adjoining farmhouse is a stone with 
moulded edges taken from the old building. (Listed under Fourth Period - 1542-1700).

D MacGibbon and T Ross 1887-92.

Said to have been built by the Muschets of Burnbank.

Name Book 1863.

No trace of this building exists, the site being occupied by a farm building recently erected. The 
stone with moulded edges was not seen; the gables of the farmhouse are now harled. 
Enquiries at Easter Coillechat proved negative.

Visited by OS (E G C) 11 October 1968.

NN 687 037 The site of this castle is occupied by relatively modern farm buildings. Remains 
visible in the 19th century suggested that it was probably Z-shaped on plan.

RCAHMS 1979, visited August 1978

D MacGibbon and T Ross 1887-92
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References
MacGibbon and Ross, D and T. (1887-92) The castellated and domestic architecture of Scotland 
from the twelfth to the eighteenth centuries, 5v. Edinburgh. Page(s): Vol. 4, 388 RCAHMS Shelf 
Number: F.5.21.MAC
Ordnance Survey (Name Book. Object Name Books of the Ordnance Survey (6 inch and 1/2500 
scale). Page(s): Book No. 37, 72 RCAHMS Shelf Number: Ref
RCAHMS. (1979b) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. The archaeological sites and monuments of Stirling District, Central Region, The 
archaeological sites and monuments of Scotland series no 7. Edinburgh. Page(s): 38,No.352 
RCAHMS Shelf Number: A.1.2.ARC(7)

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24396/colliechat-castle

Site Number 753

Site Name Braes of Doune

Type of Site Anvil Stone

NRHE Number NN60NE 4

HER Number 285.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 269900

Northing 705800

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 4 699 058.

A piece of altered sandstone with numerous indentures on the surface, from Braes of Doone, 
is in the Smith Institute Museum, Stirling. (Accession no. 1514 Catalogue no. AH 11 - Listed as 
possible anvil stone).

Smith Institute Catalogue 1934.

References
Smith Institute Catalogue. (1934) Catalogue of Collections in the Picture Galleries and Museum 
of the Smith Institute, Stirling. 3rd. Stirling. Page(s): 61

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24323/braes-of-doune

Site Number 754

Site Name Braes of Doune

Type of Site Quern

NRHE Number NN60NE 5

HER Number 286.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 269900

Northing 705700

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 5 699 057.
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Two upper quern stones found on Braes of Doune, from A Winter's collection, are in the Smith 
Institute Museum. Accession nos.1552-3. Catalogue nos.2, 24 & 25.

Smith Institute Catalogue 1934.

No further information. Not located in Stirling Museum.

Visited by OS (RD) 15 October 1968.

References
Smith Institute Catalogue. (1934) Catalogue of Collections in the Picture Galleries and Museum 
of the Smith Institute, Stirling. 3rd. Stirling. Page(s): 116

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24324/braes-of-doune

Site Number 755

Site Name Braes of Doune

Type of Site Hammer

NRHE Number NN60NE 6

HER Number 287.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 269900

Northing 705700

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 6 699 057.

Three stones with hollowed cups, found on the Braes of Doune, from A Winter's collection, are 
in the Smith Insitutute Museum. One of these (Acc. No.1579) 4 3/4"x 4" x 1 3/4", is party 
perforated with a pecked hollow on each side. Another (Acc. No.1580), 2 3/4" x2" x 3/4", has 
pecked hollows on each side, while the third (Accession no.1581), 3 1/4" x 2&3/4" x 1&3/4", 
has a pecked hollow on one side only.

Smith Institute Catalogue 1934.

A Winter is now dead and an accurate find spot for the stones could not be ascertained. The 
stones are in the Smith Insitutute Museum and are listed as stone hammers (information from 
Mr J K Thomson, Curator,

Smith Institute Museum, Stirling).

Visited by OS (RD) 1 November 1968.

References
Smith Institute Catalogue. (1934) Catalogue of Collections in the Picture Galleries and Museum 
of the Smith Institute, Stirling. 3rd. Stirling. Page(s): 60

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24325/braes-of-doune

Site Number 756

Site Name Braes of Doune

Type of Site Rubbing Stone

NRHE Number NN60NE 7
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NRHE Number NN60NE 7

HER Number 288.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 269900

Northing 705700

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60NE 7 699 057.

A flat, oblong stone with a ridge-like edge, 2" x 1 1/2", found on Braes of Doune (information 
from Mr Thomson, Curator, Smith Institute Museum, Stirling), Teith Valley, from A Winter's 
collection, is in the Smith Institute Museum. Accession no.1619 Catalogue no.AE 5.

Smith Institute Catalogue 1934.

No further information. Not located in Stirling Museum. Possibly a stone rubber.

Visited by OS (RD) 15 October 1968.

References
Smith Institute Catalogue. (1934) Catalogue of Collections in the Picture Galleries and Museum 
of the Smith Institute, Stirling. 3rd. Stirling. Page(s): 58

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24326/braes-of-doune

Site Number 757

Site Name Annet

Type of Site Carved Stone Ball

NRHE Number NN60NE 9

HER Number 291.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 269700

Northing 705400

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description A carved stone ball, found on Annet farm, is in the Smith Institute Museum.

NN60NE 9 682 061 and 698 054

Four stone balls, one found at Drumloist, one found on Annet Farm, two found on Braes of 
Doune, from A Winter's collection, are in the Smith Institute Museum. Accession nos.1584-7. 
Catalogue nos.SC 7 - 10.

Smith Institute Catalogue 1934.

References
Smith Institute Catalogue. (1934) Catalogue of Collections in the Picture Galleries and Museum 
of the Smith Institute, Stirling. 3rd. Stirling. Page(s): 155

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24328/drumloist
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Site Number 758

Site Name Braes of Doune

Type of Site Carved Stone Ball

NRHE Number NN60NE 9

HER Number 292.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 269900

Northing 705700

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description Two stone balls, found on Braes of Doune, are in the Smith Institute Museum.

NN60NE 9 682 061 and 698 054

Four stone balls, one found at Drumloist, one found on Annet Farm, two found on Braes of 
Doune, from A Winter's collection, are in the Smith Institute Museum. Accession nos.1584-7. 
Catalogue nos.SC 7 - 10.

Smith Institute Catalogue 1934.

References
Smith Institute Catalogue. (1934) Catalogue of Collections in the Picture Galleries and Museum 
of the Smith Institute, Stirling. 3rd. Stirling. Page(s): 155

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24328/drumloist

Site Number 759

Site Name Braes of Doune

Type of Site Axe

NRHE Number NN70NW 3

HER Number 449.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 270000

Northing 705000

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN70NW 3 c. 70 05.

Two bronze axe heads 'from burial grounds' on Braes of Doune were presented to the Smith 
Institute, Stirling in 1924 by Mr John E Shearer.

J McNaughton 1924.

These two axes are fakes, believed to be the result of the activities of a 19th century dealer in 
fake antiquities. (J M Coles 1966)

In the Smith Institute, Stirling (Accession nos. 4700-1), where their classification was confirmed.
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Visited by OS (RD) 8 November 1968.

References
Coles, J M. (1966a) 'Scottish Middle Bronze Age metalwork', Proc Soc Antiq Scot, vol. 97, 1963-
4. Page(s): 142
McNaughton, J. (1924) '?', Trans Stirling Natur Hist Antiq Soc, 1923-4. Page(s): 142

Link: https://canmore.org.uk/site/24663/braes-of-doune

Site Number 760

Site Name Braes of Boquahpple

Type of Site Carved Stone

NRHE Number

HER Number 5579.00

Status Non-designated

Easting 265800

Northing 702000

Parish Port of Menteith

Council

Description A small steatite carving of an animal was found by the farmer several weeks after ploughing in 
the field close to the broch (SMR No 303.00).  It is recently been broken in two fragments.  
Research by the National Museum has concluded that it is probably natural.

Link:

Site Number 761

Site Name East Torrie, fort 300m SSE of

Type of Site Prehistoric domestic and defensive: fort (includes hill and promontory fort)

NRHE Number SM6984

HER Number

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 265768

Northing 703981

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description The monument comprises the remains of a hillfort of prehistoric date lying under pasture.

The monument occupies the summit of a low hill at around 100m OD. It comprises the remains 
of a fort, some 90m WNW-ESE by about 70m, defined by a rampart, surviving as a scarp up to 
about 2.2m high, and traces of an external ditch.

The ditch has probably not been continuous, seemingly having terminated at the edge of the 
steeper S and E slopes of the hill which, in themselves, may have provided adequate defence. 
Although reduced by ploughing in the past, the monument remainsa characteristic example of 
an Iron Age hillfort.

The area to be scheduled encompasses the fort and an area around it in which traces of 
associated activity may be expected to survive. It is circular with a diameter of 110m as 
marked in red on the accompanying map.
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Statement of National Importance

The monument is of national importance because of its potential to contribute to our 
understanding of prehistoric defensive settlement.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM6984

Site Number 762

Site Name Easter Coillechat, cairn 550m N of

Type of Site Prehistoric ritual and funerary: cairn (type uncertain)

NRHE Number SM6985

HER Number

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 268822

Northing 704340

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description The monument comprises a cairn of prehistoric date, visible as an upstanding mound. Cairns 
such as this are burial mounds of a type characteristic of the early Bronze Age (c.2500-1500BC)

The cairn lies at around 100m OD, on a natural rise in rolling countryside, overlooking the 
valley of the River Teith to the south. It measures about 12.5m in diameter and stands up to 
1.7m high. Traces of a boulder kerb can be identified on its NW, NE and SE sides. The summit 
of the cairn has been slightly disturbed but there are no clear signs of burial cists or chambers 
within the body of the cairn, which implies that any burial deposits associated with the 
structure may survive intact.

The area proposed for scheduling comprises the remains described and an area around them 
within which material relating to the construction and use of the cairn may be expected to be 
found. It is circular with a diameter of 35m, as marked in red on the accompanying map.

Statement of National Importance

The monument is of national importance because of its potential to contribute to our 
understanding of prehistoric ritual and funerary practices. It may be expected to contain 
funerary deposits and evidence relating to its mode of construction and use, and may also 
preserve evidence for contemporary landuse and environmental conditions.

The importance of this monument is further enhanced by its relationship to similar sites 
nearby: the cairn is one of a group of prehistoric ritual monuments in the Braes of Doune area 
which appear to have been constructed and used over a period of up to 2000 years.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM6985

Site Number 763

Site Name The Clash, palisaded enclosure 550m WSW of

Type of Site Prehistoric domestic and defensive: palisaded enclosure

NRHE Number SM6966

HER Number

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 263244
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Easting 263244

Northing 706506

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description The monument comprises the remains of a palisaded settlement of prehistoric date 
represented by cropmarks visible on oblique aerial photographs.

The monument lies on relatively level ground in arable farmland at around 70m OD. It 
comprises a roughly circular enclosure some 35m in diameter defined by a palisade trench. 
Inside the enclosure are indications of the remains of a former domestic structure some 10m 
in diameter. Close to the NW of the enclosure are the remains of a possible ring ditch house, 
also of prehistoric date, and several other cropmarks which may represent the remains of 
related structures.

The area to be scheduled encompasses the enclosure and an area around it and to its NW in 
which traces of associated activity may be expected to survive. It is rectangular with 
dimensions of 90m NNW-SSE by 60m as marked in red on the accompanying map. The above-
ground elements of the field boundary which forms the SW edge of the monument are 
excluded from the scheduling.

Statement of National Importance

The monument is of national importance because of its potential to contribute to our 
understanding of prehistoric settlement and economy. Its importance is greatly enhanced by 
its proximity to other, potentially contemporary, palisaded sites in the vicinity.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM6966

Site Number 764

Site Name The Clash, enclosure 400m SW of

Type of Site Prehistoric domestic and defensive: palisaded enclosure

NRHE Number SM6967

HER Number

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 263440

Northing 706432

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description The monument comprises the remains of a palisaded enclosure of prehistoric date 
represented by cropmarks visible on oblique aerial photographs.

The monument lies in arable farmland at around 70m OD and is crossed by a field boundary. It 
comprises a roughly oval enclosure, measuring some 50m N-S by about 35m E-W, defined by a 
palisade trench. There are indications of the remains of domestic structures within the 
enclosure.

The area close to the monument contains several other enclosures of similar form with which 
this example may be associated. Such sites appear to represent prehistoric settlements, usually 
dating to the first half of the 1st millennium BC.

The area to be scheduled encompasses the enclosure and an area around it in which traces of 
associated activity may be expected to survive. It is circular with a diameter of 90m as marked 
in red on the accompanying map. Above-ground elements of the field boundary which runs 
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across the site are excluded from the scheduling.

Statement of National Importance

The monument is of national importance because of its potential to contribute to our 
understanding of prehistoric settlement and economy. Its importance is greatly enhanced by 
its proximity to other, potentially contemporary, palisaded sites.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM6967

Site Number 765

Site Name Claish Farm, palisaded enclosures and timber hall 250m W of

Type of Site Prehistoric domestic and defensive: hall

NRHE Number SM6968

HER Number

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 263518

Northing 706647

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description The monument comprises the remains of three overlapping palisaded enclosures and a timber 
hall of prehistoric date represented by cropmarks visible on oblique aerial photographs. The 
monument was originally scheduled in 1997 when only the palisaded enclosures were included.

The subsequent recognition of the hall on the aerial photographic coverage was followed by 
partial excavation in 2001, which confirmed it as a timber building of early Neolithic date. The 
current rescheduling alters the original scheduled area to incorporate the hall.

The monument lies at around 70m OD, on a comparatively flat raised valley floor a few 
hundred metres to the W of the River Teith. The northernmost palisaded enclosure is roughly 
circular, approximately 30m in diameter, and is defined by a narrow palisade trench. It 
overlaps with the middle enclosure on its S side. The middle enclosure, also roughly circular, is 
about 40m in diameter and, again, is defined by a narrow palisade trench. It overlaps with the 
third enclosure on its S side.

The southernmost is roughly oval, measuring about 60m NNW-SSE by about 35m defined by a 
palisade trench of similar form to the previous two. The middle enclosure is bisected by a 
modern road. These enclosures are characteristic of a form of enclosed settlement that were 
widespread in the later Bronze Age but also built, less commonly, in later periods.

The hall lies immediately to the S of the southernmost enclosure. The excavations in 2001 
confirmed that it is oblong in shape, aligned roughly N-S, and measures 25m long by 9m wide. 
It is defined by a series of substantial pits, which would have held timber posts, with 6 further 
lines of large postholes or post slots running across the width of the building showing the 
positions of structural supports and internal divisions within the building.

A large quantity of early Neolithic round-based pottery was recovered from the site, but only a 
few pieces of stonework were found, although this did include a piece of Arran pitchstone.

The area to be scheduled encompasses the elements described above and an area around 
them in which traces of associated activity may be expected to survive. It is divided into two 
unequal parts, one roughly rectangular, the other irregular in shape, separated by the road and 
adjacent field boundaries.

The above-ground elements of modern boundaries are excluded from the scheduling. The area 
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to the N has maximum dimensions of 70m ENE-WSW by 70m, and the area to the S has 
maximum dimensions of 80m ENE-WSW by 125m, as marked in red on the accompanying map.

Statement of National Importance

The monument is of national importance for its potential to contribute to our understanding of 
prehistoric settlement and economy. The relationships between the different elements of the 
monument are of great interest. The Neolithic hall is one of only two such buildings positively 
identified in Scotland, and its association with two other major Neolithic sites within 2km (the 
exceptional long cairn at Auchenlaich, and a probable pit-defined enclosure or cursus at 
Dalvorich) enhances its importance still further.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM6968

Site Number 766

Site Name Lots of Callander, palisaded enclosures 50m SE of

Type of Site Prehistoric domestic and defensive: palisaded enclosure

NRHE Number SM6972

HER Number

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 263358

Northing 706265

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description The monument comprises the remains of three overlapping palisaded settlements of 
prehistoric date represented by cropmarks visible on oblique aerial photographs.

The monument lies on relatively level ground in arable farmland at around 70m OD. It 
comprises a roughly circular enclosure some 30m in diameter defined by a palisade trench. 
Apparently overlapping it to the NW is a second roughly circular enclosure, also also defined by 
a palisade trench, and approximately 25m in diameter, with a NW-facing entrance.

It is possible, however, that this second enclosure may be an annexe to the first, rather than 
the remains of a free-standing enclosure in its own right. The NW side of the second enclosure 
is itself overlapped by a third enclosure of similar form, some 20m in diameter.

The area to be scheduled encompasses the enclosures described above, with the exception of 
the S part of the southernmost enclosure where it lies across the field boundary from the 
remainder of the site, and also includes an area around them in which traces of associated 
activity may be expected to survive.

The above-ground elements of the field boundary which defines the S edge of the scheduled 
area are excluded from scheduling. The area to be scheduled is irregular in shape with 
maximum dimensions of 80m ENE-WSW by 60m as marked in red on the accompanying map.

Statement of National Importance

The monument is of national importance because of its potential to contribute to our 
understanding of prehistoric settlement and economy. The overlapping enclosures should 
provide unusually secure evidence of successive enclosure and house forms.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM6972

Site Number 767

Site Name West Bracklinn, cairn 1550m NNE of
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Site Name West Bracklinn, cairn 1550m NNE of

Type of Site Prehistoric ritual and funerary: cairn (type uncertain)

NRHE Number SM6971

HER Number

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 265391

Northing 709854

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description The monument comprises a cairn of prehistoric date, visible as an upstanding mound. Cairns 
such as this are funerary and ritual sites of the Early Bronze Age (c. 2500-1500BC)

The monument lies at around 305m OD, on a natural knoll overlooking the Eas Uilleam. The 
cairn is approximately 5.5m in diameter and about 0.6m high, although the rough profile of the 
monument implies some degree of disturbance, or addition of material through field clearance.

The cairn is very unobtrusive but would have been clearly intervisible with a large chambered 
cairn roughly 400m to the E. This pattern of a large cairn with small unobtrusive cairns in the 
immediate vicinity appears to be a characteristic of the prehistoric burial record in this area.

The area proposed for scheduling comprises the remains described and an area around them 
within which related material may be expected to be found. It is circular with a diameter of 
25m as marked in red on the accompanying map.

Statement of National Importance

The monument is of national importance for its potential to contribute to our understanding of 
prehistoric ritual and funerary practices. The cairn has particular interest as one of a group of 
unusually small and unobtrusive cairns located close to larger cairns in the Braes of Doune area.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM6971

Site Number 768

Site Name Dalvey, cairn 1575m ENE of

Type of Site Prehistoric ritual and funerary: mound (ritual or funerary)

NRHE Number SM6974

HER Number

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 266890

Northing 707241

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description The monument comprises a cairn of prehistoric date, visible as a stony mound. Cairns such as 
this are burial mounds of a type characteristic of the early Bronze Age (c.2500-1500BC)

The monument lies at around 150m OD, on a natural rise in a comparatively flat saddle of land 
in an otherwise hilly area. The cairn is a low oval stony mound measuring about 10m SSE-NNW 
by 6m transversely, and standing only about 0.3m in height. A low kerb of edge-set stones is 
visible on the NE side. It is not clear whether the cairn has always been this small or whether 
some of the mound material has been removed to construct nearby stone walls.
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The area proposed for scheduling comprises the remains described and an area around them 
within which material relating to the construction and use of the cairn may be expected to 
survive. It is circular with a diameter of 30m as marked in red on the accompanying map.

Statement of National Importance

The monument is of national importance because of its potential to contribute to our 
understanding of prehistoric ritual and funerary practices. It may be expected to contain 
funerary deposits and evidence relating to its mode of construction and use, and may also 
preserve beneath it evidence for contemporary landuse and environmental conditions.

The importance of this monument is further enhanced by its relationship to similar sites 
nearby: the cairn is one of a group of prehistoric ritual monuments in the Braes of Doune area 
which appear to have been constructed and used over a period of approximately 2000 years.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM6974

Site Number 769

Site Name Dalvey, cairn 1600m ENE of

Type of Site Prehistoric ritual and funerary: cairn (type uncertain)

NRHE Number SM6975

HER Number

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 266886

Northing 707448

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description The monument comprises a cairn of prehistoric date, visible as an upstanding stony mound. 
Cairns such as this are burial mounds of a type characteristic of the Early Bronze Age (c.2500-
1500BC)

The monument lies at around 150m OD, on a natural rise in a comparatively flat saddle of land 
in an otherwise hilly area. The cairn is a low circular stony mound measuring about 6m in 
diameter, and standing up to 0.4m high.

The cairn mound has been disturbed, presumably to provide material for nearby field 
boundaries. It is not clear how much material has been removed, but the presence of several 
other small, low-lying, cairns in the immediate vicinity indicates that this site was probably also 
designed to be unobtrusive.

The area proposed for scheduling comprises the remains described and an area around them 
within which material relating to the construction and use of the cairn may be expected to 
survive. It is circular with a diameter of 25m, as shown in red on the accompanying map.

Statement of National Importance

The monument is of national importance because of its potential to contribute to our 
understanding of prehistoric ritual and funerary practices. It may be expected to contain 
funerary deposits and evidence relating to its mode of construction and use, and may also 
preserve beneath it evidence for contemporary landuse and environmental conditions.

The importance of this monument is further enhanced by its relationship to similar sites 
nearby: the cairn is one of a group of prehistoric ritual monuments in the Braes of Doune area 
which appear to have been constructed and used over a period of approximately 2000 years.
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Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM6975

Site Number 770

Site Name Dalvey, cairn 1300m ENE of

Type of Site Prehistoric ritual and funerary: cairn (type uncertain)

NRHE Number SM6976

HER Number

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 266602

Northing 707346

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description The monument comprises a cairn of prehistoric date, visible as an upstanding stony mound. 
Cairns such as this are burial mounds of a type characteristic of the early Bronze Age (c.2500-
1500BC)

The monument lies at around 150m OD, on gently sloping ground overlooking a comparatively 
flat saddle of land in an otherwise hilly area. The cairn is a circular stony mound measuring 
about 15m in diameter, and standing up to 1m high. The body of the cairn has been disturbed, 
presumably to provide material for nearby field boundaries, but a substantial amount of cairn 
material remains

The area proposed for scheduling comprises the remains described and an area around them 
within which related material may be expected to be found. It is circular with a diameter of 
35m, as shown in red on the accompanying map.

Statement of National Importance

The monument is of national importance because of its potential to contribute to our 
understanding of prehistoric ritual and funerary practices. It may be expected to contain 
funerary deposits and evidence relating to its mode of construction and use, and may also 
preserve beneath it evidence for contemporary landuse and environmental conditions. The 
importance of this monument is further enhanced by its relationship to similar sites nearby: 
the cairn is one of a group of prehistoric ritual monuments in the Braes of Doune area which 
were constructed and used over a period of approximately 2000 years.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM6976

Site Number 771

Site Name Dalvey, cairn 1450m ENE of

Type of Site Prehistoric ritual and funerary: cairn (type uncertain)

NRHE Number SM6977

HER Number

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 266730

Northing 707354

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description The monument comprises a cairn of prehistoric date, visible as an upstanding stony mound. 
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Cairns such as this are burial mounds of a type characteristic of the early Bronze Age (c.2500-
1500BC)

The monument lies at around 150m OD, on a natural rise in a comparatively flat saddle of land 
in an otherwise hilly area. The cairn is a low circular stony mound measuring about 5m in 
diameter, and standing up to 0.5m high. A large ditch curves around the cairn on its W side, 
approximately 5m from the edge of the cairn. The ditch is about 1.5m deep, 4m wide and 18m 
long with a bank up to 0.5m high and 1m wide on its W (outer) edge. It is not clear from the 
field evidence whether this feature is contemporary with the cairn.

The area proposed for scheduling comprises the remains described and an area around them 
within which related material may be expected to be found. It is circular with a diameter of 
30m, as shown in red on the accompanying map.

Statement of National Importance

The monument is of national importance because of its potential to contribute to our 
understanding of prehistoric ritual and funerary practices. It may be expected to contain 
funerary deposits and evidence relating to its mode of construction and use, and may also 
preserve beneath it evidence for contemporary landuse and environmental conditions. The 
large ditch accompanying the cairn and the unusually unobtrusive positioning of the 
monument are also of particular interest.

The importance of this monument is further enhanced by its relationship to similar sites 
nearby: the cairn is one of a group of prehistoric ritual monuments in the Braes of Doune area 
which appear to have been constructed and used over a period of approximately 2000 years.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM6977

Site Number 772

Site Name Portnellan Island, crannog, Loch Venachar

Type of Site Prehistoric domestic and defensive: crannog

NRHE Number SM6626

HER Number

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 259265

Northing 706158

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description The monument comprises the remains of a crannog, or lake dwelling, of prehistoric date.

The monument lies towards the E end of Loch Venachar close to the N shore. It comprises a 
crannog, or artificial islet, visible above water level as a mass of stones some 20m in diameter. 
Investigations in 1912 revealed the remains of waterlogged planks, some with mortice holes, 
among the loose stones on the surface of the mound, suggesting that water-logged organic 
remains relating to prehistoric settlement will be preserved within the body of the mound. 
There is no trace of a causeway to the shore.

The area to be scheduled encompasses the visible and submerged remains and an area around 
them in which traces of associated activity may be expected to survive. It is circular with a 
diameter of 60m as marked in red on the accompanying map, and includes a portion of the 
bed of the loch.

Statement of National Importance
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The monument is of national importance because of its potential to contribute to our 
understanding of prehistoric settlement. It may be expected to contain well-preserved 
waterlogged material relating to the economy and environment of the site.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM6626

Site Number 773

Site Name Brae of Boquhapple, broch 300m NE of

Type of Site Prehistoric domestic and defensive: broch

NRHE Number SM4447

HER Number

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 265920

Northing 702044

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description The monument is a broch, a domestic structure of the Iron Age some 1800 to 2200 years old. It 
is defended by double earth and stone banks, fronted by ditches, giving added protection on 
the N, S and W (although now not visible on the W). Immediately to the E lies the Cessintully 
Burn, which would have provided protection on that side. The rubble mound which represents 
the remains of the broch (and within which it will survive intact to a height of at least 3m) is 
about 30m in diameter.

An area measuring a maximum of 100m N-S by 80m transversely, bounded on the E by the 
Cessintully Burn, is proposed for scheduling, to include the broch, its outworks and an area 
around in which traces of activity associated with their construction and use may survive.

Statement of National Importance

The monument is of national importance as a well preserved example of a southern broch; 
there are very few brochs in southern Scotland, especially with outwork defences surviving. 
The monument is of particular importance because it has escaped damage. The monument has 
the potential to enhance considerably our understanding of the construction and use of brochs 
in southern Scotland. It also has the potential, taken with the other brochs and Iron Age sites 
in the region, to enhance considerably our understanding of the phenomenon of the southern 
Scottish brochs, and of the development of later Iron Age settlement, economy and society in 
central Scotland.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM4447

Site Number 774

Site Name Auchenlaich,long cairn NE of

Type of Site Prehistoric ritual and funerary: long cairn

NRHE Number SM5589

HER Number

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 264958

Northing 707325

Parish Callander

Council Stirling
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Description This monument consists of an extremely substantial long cairn in a low-lying position with 
higher ground on all sides.

The long cairn survives as a long stony mound, aligned NNW-SSE, and is 322m in length. The 
cairn tapers from 15m in width at the SSE end to 11m at the NNW. Stone-robbing and field 
clearance have obscured the outline of the cairn. To the NNW the cairn is no more than 0.5m 
in height, but the SSE end reaches a maximum height of 1.6m. A number of earthfast slabs in 
the wider SSE end of the cairn appear to represent a deep concave forecourt. At about 118m 
from the SSE end of the cairn are the disturbed remains of a lateral chamber opening from the 
W side of the mound. On the NNW the original mound appears to have been extended by 
about 20m, on a slightly different alignment and at three points the mound has been breached 
by later trackways.

The area to be scheduled measures a maximum of 380m NNW-SSE by 55m E-W, to include the 
long cairn and an area around in which traces of activities associated with its construction and 
use may survive, as shown in red on the attached plan.

Statement of National Importance

The monument is of national importance because of its potential contribution to an 
understanding of prehistoric burial and ritual practices. This is by far the longest long cairn so 
far known in Scotland and is long even by the standards of the longest long barrows of 
northern Europe.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM5589

Site Number 775

Site Name Wester Torrie,fort & dun NNE of

Type of Site Prehistoric domestic and defensive: dun

NRHE Number SM3199

HER Number 293

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 265276

Northing 704804

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description NN60SE 1 6526 0480.

NN 6526 0480 Roman Camp (NR) (Site of)

OS 6" map, Perthshire, 2nd ed., (1901)

Fort, Callander. Although it is marked as 'Roman Camp, Site' on the OS 6" map, the structure is 
a native fort measuring some 500' in length from WNW to ESE by c. 200' in maximum width. It 
occupies a ridge which presents a steep slope about 60' in height to the River Teith on the N, 
but which is easily accessible from the other directions.

On the highest point of the ridge there has been a roughly circular enclosure (A) measuring 40' 
to 50' in diameter. It was probably surrounded by a stone wall, but is in such a wrecked 
condition that apart from the internal dimensions already given nothing can usefully be said 
about it in default of excavation. Only a single stone is visible which might be in place in the 
supposed wall, and the interior of the site is choked with nettles.

It seems possible that the enclosure described above is a dun which has been inserted into an 
Early Iron Age fort. The latter is represented by the rampart or wall marked 'B' on the 
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accompanying sketch, which, at the present time, is merely a low, turf-covered mound. At 
either end there are loop walls or ramparts (C and D), while a further, outermost defence on 
the W is provided by a rock-cut ditch drawn across the narrow neck of the ridge. A gap in B at 
the point marked X on the sketch may represent an original entrance, but there is no sign of 
internal buildings. Information from RCAHMS TS, visited 10 June 1957.

A fort, locally known as 'The Auld Knowe'.

D Christison 1902.

A fort and dun as described by RCAHMS.

Visited by OS (E G C) 29 October 1968.

NN 652 048 This dun and its outworks occupy a prominent knoll on the S side of the river Teith.

RCAHMS 1979, visited September 1978

Visible on vertical air photograph (OS 66/97/109, flown 1966).

Information from RCAHMS (RJM/DE) July 1996

Field Visit (10 June 1957)

Marginal Land Survey

Fort, Callander.

Although it is marked as 'Roman Camp, Site' on the OS 6" map, the structure is a native fort 
measuring some 500' in length from WNW to ESE by c. 200' in maximum width. It occupies a 
ridge which presents a steep slope about 60' in height to the River Teith on the N, but which is 
easily accessible from the other directions.

On the highest point of the ridge there has been a roughly circular enclosure (A) measuring 40' 
to 50' in diameter. It was probably surrounded by a stone wall, but is in such a wrecked 
condition that apart from the internal dimensions already given nothing can usefully be said 
about it in default of excavation. Only a single stone is visible which might be in place in the 
supposed wall, and the interior of the site is choked with nettles.

It seems possible that the enclosure described above is a dun which has been inserted into an 
Early Iron Age fort. The latter is represented by the rampart or wall marked 'B' on the 
accompanying sketch, which, at the present time, is merely a low, turf-covered mound. At 
either end there are loop walls or ramparts (C and D), while a further, outermost defence on 
the W is provided by a rock-cut ditch drawn across the narrow neck of the ridge. A gap in B at 
the point marked X on the sketch may represent an original entrance, but there is no sign of 
internal buildings. Information from RCAHMS TS, visited 10 June 1957.

Note (5 December 2014 - 18 May 2016)

Atlas of Hillforts of Britain and Ireland

What may be the remains of a fort enclose an elongated ridge that rises above the river 
terrace on the S bank of the River Teith. The rampart, which is largely reduced to a scarp but is 
accompanied by an external ditch cut through the rock on the spine of the ridge on the NW, 
can be traced on an irregular course around the gentler flanks on the SE, SW and NW to 
enclose an area measuring a maximum of 70m from NW to SE by 38m transversely (0.19ha). At 
the SE end an outer rampart encloses a further area of about 0.08ha on a lower terrace. The 
ramparts have been severely mutilated and several tracks cut through them on the SE, the 
SSW and the W. That on the SSW is evidently later, and while the gap on the W is set in a 
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shallow re-entrant, the one running up the spine of the ridge through gaps in both ramparts on 
the ESE is quite likely to mark the position of the original entrance. Within the interior, on the 
very summit of the ridge, there is a probable dun or broch, though its wall is now reduced to a 
grass-grown mound enclosing an area about 15m in maximum diameter. The interior of the 
fort is otherwise featureless.

Information from An Atlas of Hillforts of Great Britain and Ireland – 18 May 2016. Atlas of 
Hillforts SC2614
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Site Number 776

Site Name Bochastle Roman fort, temporary camp and prehistoric enclosures

Type of Site Prehistoric domestic and defensive: enclosure (domestic or defensive); Roman: fort

NRHE Number SM2389

HER Number

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 261427

Northing 707520

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description The monument comprises the remains of a Roman fort and temporary camp, and a series of 
prehistoric enclosed settlements represented by cropmarks visible on oblique aerial 
photographs. It is being rescheduled to extend the protected area to include the remains of 
the camp and enclosures.

The monument lies in arable farmland at around 70m-90m OD, occupying the ground between 
the Eas Gobhain and the Garbh Uisge some 500m W of where they join to form the River Teith. 
The NE part of the site is occupied by the remains of a Roman fort some 3 hectares in extent, 
defined by a single ditch with entrances in the centre of each of its four sides. Parts of the W 
rampart survive as an upstanding earthwork.

To the W and SW of the fort are the remains of a large Roman temporary camp measuring 
some 550m N-S by about 380m transversely. A series of circular and oval enclosures within the 
N part of the camp, and another to its E, appear to represent the remains of native settlement 
of prehistoric date

The area to be rescheduled encompasses the cropmark remains described above and an area 
around them in which traces of associated activity may be expected to survive. It is irregular in 
shape with maximum dimensions of 740m N-S by 690m as marked in red on the accompanying 
map extract. The field in the centre of the scheduled area, which contains Bochastle farm, is 
excluded from the scheduling, as also marked on the accompanying map extract. The 
embanked remains of the dismantled railway line which passes across the N part of the site, 
and the above-ground remains of modern field boundaries and metalled tracks, are also 
excluded from the scheduling.
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Statement of National Importance

The monument is of national importance because of its potential to contribute to our 
understanding of the Roman military occupation of southern Scotland in the early centuries 
AD, and of Roman-native interaction at this time.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM2389

Site Number 777

Site Name Bochastle Hill,fort & well,Dunmore

Type of Site Prehistoric domestic and defensive: fort (includes hill and promontory fort)

NRHE Number SM3101

HER Number

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 260126

Northing 707607

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description NN60NW 7 6014 0759.

(NN 6014 0759) Dunmore (NR), Well (NR)

OS 6" map, (1958)

Dunmore (also known as An Dun (Maclagan 1873) and Dun bo chaistel (New Statistical 
Account {NSA 1845}) is a fine example of a fort in which a semi-oval fortification defends the 
accessible side, the other side or base resting on the edge of a precipitous bank. The 
fortifications comprise four parallel circular banks with large stones embedded in them, and it 
is probable that they are really stone walls overgrown with turf. They vary in height from 6 - 
10ft. The inner area, which contains a filled-in well, is c 180ft N-S by 150ft E-W (Christison 
1900).

A whetstone, found in 1964 within the fort area, was presented to Stirling Museum (Thomson 
1964).

Loose vitrified material was found lying in the well and in a modern cairn near the well; also in 
situ in the second rampart from the interior on the west.

NSA 1845; C Maclagan 1873; D Christison 1900; J K Thomson 1964; Information from RCAHMS 
TS, 1957.

Dunmore, a fort, is generally as planned and described by Christison. A fifth line of defence in 
the form of a scarp or terrace can be traced at the foot of the ramparts on the west side. The 
entrance is uncertain but access was probably gained at either end of the ramparts. There is an 
apparent annexe to the fort at the base of the north side which may be contemporary. It 
consists of a single bank of earth and stone, 1.7m high externally and 0.7m high internally, with 
well-defined entrance in the SW corner; the access, if any, from this annexe to the fort is 
uncertain.

The well is a water-filled hollow about 2.0m in diameter.

Resurveyed at 1/2500.

The whetstone is on exhibition in the Smith Institute, Stirling.
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Visited by OS (R D) 15 October 1968.

NN 601 075 This fort occupies the summit of a steep hill and is defended on the N, S and W by 
four or possibly five walls, and on the E by precipitous slopes. At least one of the walls shows 
signs of vitrifaction and there is what may be a contemporary annexe on the N.

RCAHMS 1979, visited December 1977

Field Visit (10 June 1957)

Marginal Land Survey

This site was included within the RCAHMS Marginal Land Survey (1950-1962), an unpublished 
rescue project. Site descriptions, organised by county, are available to view online - see the 
searchable PDF in 'Digital Items'. These vary from short notes, to lengthy and full descriptions. 
Contemporary plane-table surveys and inked drawings, where available, can be viewed online 
in most cases - see 'Digital Images'. The original typecripts, notebooks and drawings can also 
be viewed in the RCAHMS search room.

Information from RCAHMS (GFG) 19 July 2013.

Note (5 December 2014 - 12 September 2016)

Atlas of Hillforts of Britain and Ireland

This fort is situated on the summit of a steep-sided hill which falls away abruptly all along its SE 
flank. Roughly oval on plan, the defences back onto this natural escarpment, to enclose an 
area measuring about 50m from N to S by 35m transversely (0.14ha). Elsewhere, on the NW 
and SW quarters, the defences form a belt some 26m deep, comprising up to four close-set 
ramparts, probably with intervening ditches, which step down the slope hill. As observed by 
David Christison (1900, 62-3, fig 22), on the NW the third rampart is pinched out between the 
second and fourth ramparts, a feature that may indicate that they represent more than one 
phase of construction. Likewise, if his observation of an entrance through the outer rampart 
on the SW is correct, then it is blocked by the ramparts above it. Blocks of stone embedded in 
the scarps of the ramparts indicate that they were stone-faced, while pieces of vitrifaction 
were observed in 1957 by Kenneth Steer, lying loose in the well within the interior and 
embedded in the core of the second rampart on the W. Apart from the well, the interior is 
featureless, as is what may be a contemporary annexe that takes in a terrace below the 
defences on the NNW; bounded by a bank up to 1.7m high externally, the interior of the 
annexe measures about 34m from NNW to SSE by 30m transversely (0.09ha). In 1964 a 
whetstone was found within the interior of the fort (Thomson 1964).

Information from An Atlas of Hillforts of Great Britain and Ireland – 12 September 2016. Atlas 
of Hillforts SC2612

Note: well on Bochastle Hillfort is technically a Dew Pond. (AOC Archaeology, 19/07/30)
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Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM3101

Site Number 778

Site Name Auchenlaich, fort 650m NNE of

Type of Site Prehistoric domestic and defensive: fort (includes hill and promontory fort)

NRHE Number SM6965

HER Number

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 264944

Northing 707876

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description The monument comprises the remains of a prehistoric fort, visible as upstanding earthworks. 
Forts such as this are characteristic of the earlier part of the pre-Roman Iron Age (c.500-250BC).

The monument lies between 120m and 130m OD, on the summit of a narrow hill overlooking 
the valley of the Keltie Water and its confluence with the River Teith to the south. The fort is 
oval in plan, following the natural form of the hilltop, and measures about 90m NW-SE by 
about 60m transversely. It is defined by a single rampart, which is at its most substantial at the 
entrances to the site in the NW and SE.

In the NW, the ramparts reach a height of 3.5m where they flank the entrance. At the SE 
entrance, the ramparts are lower at about 1.5m, and along the sides of the monument the 
rampart is reduced at some points to a very low scarp. Steep slopes to the NE and SW of the 
fort may have reduced the necessity for substantial artificial defences along these sides. The 
natural form of the hill means that the interior of the fort is over 10m higher than the top of 
the rampart in places. Traces of an external ditch have been recorded around the entrances, 
but no interior features are visible.

The area proposed for scheduling comprises the remains described and an area around them 
within which related material may be expected to be found. It is irregular in shape, measuring 
a maximum of 130m NW-SE by 95m transversely, as marked in red on the accompanying map 
extract. A water tank situated c.5m to the E of the fort's SE entrance is specifically excluded 
from the scheduling.
Statement of National Importance

The monument is of national importance because of its potential to contribute to our 
understanding of prehistoric defensive settlement and economy. The unusual layout of this 
fort, with the interior so much higher than the ramparts in places, could have particular 
relevance for the debate on whether such monuments were primarily defensive sites or 
ostentatious symbols of power.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM3101

Site Number 779

Site Name West Bracklinn, cairn 650m SE of
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Type of Site Prehistoric ritual and funerary: kerb cairn

NRHE Number SM10900

HER Number

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 265608

Northing 707887

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description The monument comprises the remains of a prehistoric kerb cairn visible as upstanding 
remains. Sites such as this are burial and ritual monuments dating from the Bronze Age.

The monument lies at around 115m OD, on a S-facing hillslope looking down the valley of the 
Keltie Water. The cairn measures approximately 5m across and stands around 0.5m high. The 
perimeter of the cairn is clearly defined by a kerb of narrow rectilinear boulders set on their 
edges. The cairn shows no obvious signs of disturbance, and it is therefore probable that any 
original burial or votive deposits survive intact.

The area to be scheduled is a circle 25m in diameter, centred on the cairn, to include the cairn 
and an area around it where remains relating to its construction and use may be expected to 
survive, as shown in red on the attached map.

Statement of National Importance

The monument is of national importance for its potential to contribute to our knowledge of 
prehistoric religious and funerary practices. In addition to the obvious potential for burial or 
ritual deposits, the apparently undisturbed nature of the site may also have led to good 
preservation beneath it of environmental evidence that could shed light on contemporary land 
use. The relationship between this cairn and a number of other prehistoric burial monuments 
in the Braes of Doune area also has the potential to enhance our knowledge of the evolution 
of funerary ritual and social organisation throughout the Neolithic and Bronze Age periods.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM10900

Site Number 780

Site Name East Bracklinn, homestead 1100m NNE of

Type of Site Prehistoric domestic and defensive: homestead

NRHE Number SM10901

HER Number

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 266672

Northing 709312

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description The monument comprises the remains of a prehistoric settlement visible as upstanding 
earthworks. Homestead settlements such as this are characteristic of the later Iron Age 
(c.100BC-AD500).

The homestead lies between 230m and 240m OD, on a steep south-facing hillslope where it 
commands extensive views over the surrounding countryside. It is roughly circular, 16.5m in 
internal diameter, and is defined by a substantial rampart standing up to 1m high and spread 
up to 3m wide. On the N side, the homestead is cut into the hillslope leaving a scarp 1.5-2m 
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high.

A subcircular feature, roughly 7m in diameter, recorded in the interior may represent the 
remains of a house or other building. An entrance through the rampart on the W side is 
probably original: another on the E side appears to have been created by more recent 
disturbance.

Although the rampart around the homestead may appear defensive, the site is overlooked by 
the sloping ground immediately to the N and would have been very vulnerable to attack. 
Defence cannot have been the primary consideration in the construction of this site.

The area proposed for scheduling comprises the remains described and an area around them 
within which material relating to their construction and use may be expected to survive. It is 
circular with a diameter of 45m, as shown in red on the accompanying map.

Statement of National Importance

The monument is of national importance for its potential to contribute to an understanding of 
prehistoric settlement and economy. Its archaeological potential is significant given its good 
state of preservation and its importance is increased by its proximity to other monuments of 
broadly contemporary date in the general vicinity.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM10901

Site Number 781

Site Name Tom ma Chisaig,motte

Type of Site Secular: motte

NRHE Number SM3411

HER Number

Status Scheduled Monument

Easting 262659

Northing 707895

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description NN60NW 11 6266 0789.

(NN 6266 0789) Tom ma Chisaig (NR)

OS 6" map, (1958)

A curious mound, very correctly circular in shape, with a level space at the top 120ft in 
circumference round the brink. Traditionally erected in memory of St Kessaig.

M Ferguson 1911.

An annual market called Feill-ma-Chessaig was held here in the early 19th century.

NSA 1845.

Flat-topped mote (castle mound) watching the bridge.

OS 6" map annotated by O G S Crawford 15 November 1938.

A regular, flat-topped mound, maximum height 5.0m. Mutilated on the SE by a modern path. 
Although the mound has the appearance of a motte, it is impossible to be certain without 
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excavation. No additional information.

Resurveyed at 1/2500.

Visited by OS (R D) 9 October 1968.

NN 626 078. This conical mound stands 5m high and its level top is l0m in diameter. It is 
probably a motte.

RCAHMS 1979, visited August 1978

NSA 1845; G StelI 1972
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Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/SM3411

Site Number 782

Site Name Walled Garden, Leny House

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB3980

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 261198

Northing 708819

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Large irregularly-shaped V-plan walled garden probably dating from the 18th century located 
to W of Leny House (see separate listing). Of early date, size and unusual plan.

The garden is built on ground rising to the S. A pair of square-plan rusticated ashlar gatepiers 
are located at the eastern end of the garden. Roughly central to the N wall is a bowed section, 
the 1st edition map shows a curved path within the garden corresponding to it. To the SW is a 
19th century burial ground to the Buchanan family of Leny. Some sections of the wall have 
collapsed, 2005.

Materials

Random rubble walls with ashlar copes.

Outbuilding

Small rectangular plan piend-roofed outbuilding adjacent to the NE corner of the garden, the 
building appears on the 1st edition map.
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Statement of Special Interest

B-Group with Leny House, Leny House Sundial. This unusual and large walled garden is 
indicative of the historic status of Leny House. The 1st edition map suggests the garden was 
planted with rows of fruit trees with a pleasure walk around the perimeter. The garden is 
currently unused, 2005.

References
Bibliography

1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey Map (1862-1863); Gifford, J. Stirling and Central 
Scotland (2002), p. 556.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB3980

Site Number 783

Site Name Sundial, Leny House

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB3981

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 261132

Northing 708836

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

A much weathered obelisk type sundial consisting of square shaft, bulged capital and tapering 
finial. Reported to be circa 1630, probably originally set near to Leny House. The sundial stands 
adjacent to the NW section of the walled garden (see separate listing), it is set in a lawned area 
belonging to the nearby late 20th century bungalow 'Sundial House'. It has an historical 
connection with Leny House, early date and interesting design.

4 moulded compartments are discernable to each face of the shaft. The capital and obelisk at 
the time of the site visit was covered in moss making full inspection impossible, 2004.

Statement of Special Interest

B-Group with Leny House, Leny House Walled Garden.

References
Bibliography

Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 556.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB3981

Site Number 784

Site Name Ardchullarie More

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB3983

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B
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Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 258495

Northing 713552

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

1910. Shooting lodge designed by the Glasgow architects Stewart and Paterson for Colonel 
Archibald Stirling of Keir. The building is characterised by its restrained Scots Renaissance 
detailing including crowstepped gables and carved and shaped dormerheads to the principal 
1st floor windows. The main house is L-shaped with an adjoining lower service and bedroom 
wing creating an overall U-plan. Wing walls from the house and service block link to a former 
stable block shielding the rear of the house from view and creating an internal courtyard. Built 
on an elevated site above the A84 road to take full advantage of the dramatic scenery. The 
main elevation faces SW giving views across Loch Lubnaig towards Ben Ledi. A driveway leaves 
the main road passing a rectangular-plan motor house, further along the drive is an L-shaped 
lodge, and some distance from this is the main house itself.

To the entrance (NW) elevation, a large armorial panel with the Stirling family motto 'Gang 
forward' is set above the bolection moulded doorpiece. The carved dormerheads to the pair of 
1st floor breaking eaves windows are decorated with strapwork to their upper parts and 
inscribed with the initial A. S. (Archibald Stirling). The adjoining wing wall to the left is 
punctured by a large round arched gateway with an oversized keystone and voussoirs giving 
access to the courtyard. The NW gable end of the former stable block is enlivened by a small 
capped stair turret which sits below the majority of the gable end. The SW (garden) elevation 
has a large late 20th century conservatory centred at the ground floor with a balcony created 
to its roof. The central window to the 1st floor has been lengthened and gives access to the 
balcony. The dormerheads are simpler than those to the NW. The 2-bay service and bedroom 
wing is set back from the main façade. It extends out to the NE creating a corresponding arm 
to that of the entrance wing. The wing wall to the SE is lower than that of the NW, a doorway 
is set to the centre. The stable block is plain to its SE and NE elevations, stone dormerheads 
employed throughout the building are not featured to the NE, as this elevation is fairly 
obscured.

Dormerheads are though employed to the elevation of the stable block which faces into the 
internal courtyard as family and house guests would have been familiar with this part of the 
building as they mounted and dismounted their horses. The ground floor of the stable block 
has been reconfigured to offer modern accommodation. The rear elevation of the house which 
faces into the courtyard is plain and unadorned, both gable ends are crowstepped, that to the 
service wing is set lower.

Interior

The interior of the house has been designed to a very high standard employing some 
interesting Wrenaissance detailing. Common features to the majority of the principal ground 
floor rooms include moulded doorpieces with overdoors, parquet flooring, Jacobean revival 
cornice work and a series of fine chimneypieces with cast-iron hob grates. The entrance leads 
into a panelled painted timber vestibule which gives access to the central hall. The hall is 
painted panelled timber with a number of reeded ionic columns and pilasters, some of which 
frame the dogleg stair. The former smoking room has polished oak panelling with a bolection 
marble and lugged timber chimneypiece framed by a pair of ionic pilasters supporting a 
cornice. A corridor running off the hall gives access to the dining room with further service 
rooms including the butler's pantry and kitchen set off from this. The butler's pantry retains its 
original cupboards, which have been recently restored, 2004. The stairwell to the 1st floor is 
enclosed by an arcade of ionic columns with Jacobean style plasterwork. The hall corridor 
running to part of the 1st floor has a simple barrel vault. A series of bedrooms and bathrooms 
run off the hall with simple decoration and coomed ceilings.
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Materials

Painted white render with dressed sandstone to openings, margins, base course, eaves 
cornice, dormerheads, crowsteps and stacks. 4-panelled timber main door with multi-paned 
letterbox fanlight. Predominantly 12-pane timber sash and case windows. Grey slate pitched 
roofs. Stacks arranged predominantly to gable apexes, ridge stack to service block, pair of 
wallhead stacks to stable block. Stacks; rendered with exposed margins to house, ashlar to 
service/bedroom wing, rendered to stable block. Cast-iron rainwater goods with decorative 
hoppers.

Lodge

1910. Symmetrical, simple, single storey, L-shaped lodge. A 1763 date stone reputedly taken 
from a former farm house to the site is placed above the doorway. Bipartite windows flank the 
door. Timber boarded door with multi-paned fanlight, 12-pane timber sash and case windows 
to principal windows.

White painted render with exposed sandstone dressings to openings and margins. Pitched grey 
slate roof with modern ventilators, exposed rafters. Rendered gable apex stacks with cans. 
Cast-iron rainwater goods.

Motor House/Kennels/Byre

1910. Rectangular-plan multi-purpose building. To the rear the building is missing its doors and 
windows, and is in some state of deterioration, 2004. 2 large doors to the SW gable give access 
to a large space which would have been used to garage motor vehicles. The ceiling is timber 
boarded with a central ventilator joined to the ventilator of the gable apex. To the SE elevation 
is a kennel with cast iron railings to an enclosure. To the rear of the building is to be found a 
compartment which housed a former byre/dairy. A stack to the rear possibly indicates that this 
may have also served as a bothy. Harled walls, sections to the rear have deteriorated. Pitched 
grey slate roof, coped ashlar skews with scroll skewputts.

Statement of Special Interest

Major Roy's map indicates that a farming township was situated at Ardchullarie More in the 
mid 18th century, then called Aldchulery. The 1st edition map shows a building sited where the 
lodge is built, it was probably pulled down at the time the shooting lodge was built. It is 
believed that this building was a farmhouse where the early African explorer James Bruce of 
Kinniard (1730-1794) wrote his account in 1768 of his journey to the source of the Blue Nile. 
The 1st edition Ordnance Survey appears to show the township had been been deserted by 
1863-63.

It is believed by the owner that the house may have been commissioned to celebrate the 
marriage of Colonel Archibald Stirling of Keir. Colonel Stirling's son, David Stirling, is credited as 
founding the S.A.S.

References
Bibliography

Major Rob Roy's Military Map (1747-1755); 1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey Map 
(1862-1863); The Gazetteer for Scotland (1995-2005); Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland 
(2002), pp. 555-556; further information supplied by kind permission of the owner, 2004.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB3983

Site Number 785

Site Name Gartchonzie Bridge

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB3984
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HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 260490

Northing 707146

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Gartchonzie bridge is a 2 arch, rubble bridge over the Eas Gobhain, dated 1777, built by Peter 
McInnes, a mason from Crieff. Built under the instruction of the Commissioners of Forfeited 
Estates as part of an improvement scheme to the forfeited estate of the Duke of Perth after 
the 1745 Jacobite uprising. A good example of well preserved later 18th century bridge.

2 segmental arches with vertically set, narrow voussoirs, divided by pointed cutwater with 
piended head. Rubble abutment and parapet, capped by spaced, vertically set narrow rubble 
stones. There is some repointing to the abutment. Modern (late 20th century) tarmac road 
surface.

Materials

Squared rubble voussoirs and cutwaters; random rubble.

Statement of Special Interest

Gartchonzie Bridge was built as part of the improvements to Gartchonzie Farm ordered in a 
1775 report by John Leslie on behalf of the Commissioners of Forfeited Estates. The report 
proposed the subdivision of the farm lands with new walls and the construction of a new 
water mill. Also marked on the map that shows the division of the land is a 'proposed bridge', 
which is this new bridge over Eas Gobhain. A contract, dated October 21st 1777, was drawn up 
between James Small (factor of the Perth Estate on behalf of the Commissioners for Annexed 
Estates) and Peter McInnes (a Mason in Crieff) for McInnes to build this bridge and another of 
similar design over the Garbh Uisge at Kilmahog (see separate listing). The contract states the 
following: 'Peter McInnes hereby tends and obliges him to build a bridge over the water at 
Kilmahog consisting of two arches, conform to a plan thereof made by the said Peter McInnes 
and signed by him of the date of his signing these presents. All the stones in the pillars and 
landbreasts to be picked cleering?. And all the fore(sic) corner stones of the pillars to be 
broached work with an elbow so as no seam may be in that corner. And to build said bridge 
fifteen feet broad between hem and hem, and the ledges thereof three feet high. And to cope 
them with a pend, and also to build another bridge at Gartchonzie. Gartchonzie of two arches 
conform to a plan signed by the said Peter McInnes also of this date and to be made in every 
other respect as the bridge mentioned.'

References
Bibliography

J Leslie, PLAN AND REPORT ON THE SUBDIVISION OF GARTCHONZIE FARM 1775 (National 
Archives of Scotland, ref:E777/313 pp10-11). FORFEITED ESTATES: PERTH: CORRESPONDENCE 
FROM NEIGHBOURING HERITORS (National Archives of Scotland, ref: E777/117, Letters from 
Thomas Buchanan of Spittal, later of Leny and Arthur Buchanan in Gartchonzie concerning the 
bridges of Gartchonzie and Kilmahog, 1777); J Gifford & F A Walker, BUILDINGS OF SCOTLAND: 
STIRLING AND CENTRAL SCOTLAND (2002), p555.
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Site Number 786

Site Name Callandrade

Type of Site Listed Building
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Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB4014

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262244

Northing 707439

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

1830s-1840s asymmetrical 2-storey L-plan house. Features which elevate the restrained design 
include the striking polygonal stacks enlivening the roof profile and a prominent gabled bay to 
the principal S elevation. Late 19th century alterations are sympathetically composed. The 
house is recognised as a good example of a small country house in the Callander Parish which 
has remained largely unaltered. The house remains set within its original policies which are 
well planted with mature trees including an impressive avenue of beech trees.

The principal S elevation is simply organised with 2 large ground floor windows lighting the 
drawing room. The windows to the 1st floor are smaller and set at the eaves. The gabled bay 
to the right which is set slightly advanced from the main elevation is dominated by the 
exposed chimney breast with narrow windows flanking it at the 1st floor, and a single window 
set to the right at the ground floor. The gable was probably originally blank suggested by the 
fresh looking dressings around the windows, the way they are keyed in, and the vertical form 
they take as opposed to the horizontal form of the majority of the windows. The windows 
were most likely inserted in the 20th century. The single storey stone built gabled porch was 
added in the later/late 19th century.

The side W elevation is relatively plain, the low long window to the ground floor is probably a 
later insertion giving access to the garden.

The rear N elevation is organised with a double gabled 2-storey wing facing into the former 
rear service yard. This wing houses the kitchen at the ground floor right, and the stair well to 
the centre. It is possible that part of this wing was originally single storey and heightened at a 
later date as there is a clear change in the stone work at the 1st floor. To the far left is a single 
storey and attic servants'/office wing with a flat roofed section facing into the service yard, it 
dates probably from the late 19th century. It is arranged with four equally spaced windows 
and a door set close to the main body of the house.

The E elevation has a canted bay to ground floor with full length windows and a stone slab 
roof. To the right of this is a narrow slightly advanced gabled block with a long bipartite 
window to the ground floor. This block appears to have been built in the late 19th century 
fitted against the stairwell wing inside. The single storey and attic wing runs to the N with 3 
equally spaced windows at the ground floor, centred above these are 3 large dormer windows 
possibly inserted in the 20th century.

Interior: Some modernisation including the loss of all original chimney pieces. Features of 
interest remaining include deep red and black Minton tiles to the porch. Dogleg timber stair 
with decorative cast-iron baluster and timber handrail. Six panelled timber doors to ground 
floor with panelled timber reveals. Timber panelled window shutters throughout. Decorative 
cornicing throughout ground floor, simple cornices with some coombed ceilings to 1st floor. 
Range opening to kitchen still survives. The servants' wing remains largely unmodernised with 
a series of small rooms to the ground and attic floor, the attic floor is accessed by its own stair.

Materials: Coursed rubble 'pudding stone' to original house, squared to late 19th century 
additions. Sandstone basecourse and dressings to openings and quoins. Panelled timber twin 
leaf door to principal elevation and rear servants' wing. Variety of timber multi-paned sash and 
case and casement windows including lying-pane glazing. Exposed rafters to deep overhanging 
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eaves. Timber gabled dormers with exposed rafters and slate hung. Pitched grey slate roofs. 
Gable apex, ridge and wallhead ashlar paired and tripartite polygonally-shaped stacks with 
circular cans remaining to all. Cast-iron rainwater goods.

Statement of Special Interest

The nearby lodge and former coach house and cottage were originally known as West Mains 
and are described in the Perthshire Name Book of 1865 as 'a farmhouse one storey in height 
with suitable offices attached'. Callandrade at this time was known as Callander Cottage and is 
described in the same name book as 'A dwelling house two stories in height, slated and in good 
repair'. The 2nd edition Ordnance Survey map 1898-1899 shows the farmhouse named as a 
lodge and a drive leading from it to the house. The lodge, coach house and cottage are not 
listed as they have been greatly modernised both externally and internally. It should be noted 
that they are still of general interest and sit well within the policies.

References
Bibliography

Name Book (Perthshire) 1865; 1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863); 2nd 
edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1898-1899); Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland 
(2002), p. 301.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB4014

Site Number 787

Site Name Burial Ground, Little Leny, Callendar

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB4015

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262165

Northing 707653

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Buchanan of Leny burial enclosure with adjacent burial ground situated on a hillock at the 
confluence of the Eas Gobhain and Garbe Usige. Set to the S of Callander close by to the 
former Callander & Oban Railway Line, now a cycling path, 2004. The enclosure would appear 
to be 18th century as the earliest memorial plaques date from 1724. The burial ground seems 
to date from the 19th century as indicated by the gravestones. The site is bounded by mature 
oak trees and can prove to be inacccessbile at times as the surrounding land is liable to flood. 
Of good local interest.

The rectangular-plan burial enclosure is situated to the NW of the site with the burial ground 
surrounding it to the W, S and E. As well as the trees which bounder the site there is cast-iron 
fence running around the periphery. The enclosure is entered through a round arched 
entrance with a cast-iron gate situated to the S. A finial above the entrance reads 'The 
Buchanan Chapel 1214'. It is reputed that a chapel once stood here but was re-sited due to a 
shift in the course of the river. It is possible that early fabric from the chapel is incorporated in 
the walls to the enclosure.

There are 20 gravemarkers or memorial stones to the enclosure, with many of the inscriptions 
only being partly legible. Of these are a series of 4 sandstone wall mounted plaques to the W, 
N and E dating from 1724. That to the N face reads 'The bell tolleth to the famelie of Bochastel 
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at 19 boots of lenth upon both the syd vals ' WB, IB, 1724. Also to the N wall is a granite plaque 
erected in 1995 dedicated to Dugald Buchanan. The inscription reads 'Gaelic poet, teacher, 
evangelist ' This monument marks his resting place and commemorates his gifts of inspired 
language and sacred song by which the literature of his native highlands has ben enriched'.

To the surrounding burial ground are a number of 19th and 20th century gravestones with 
some contained within 3 railed enclosures.

Materials

Random rubble with smeared pointing, triangular copes.

Statement of Special Interest

The burial ground is the resting place of the ancient family of the Buchanans of Leny. The 
Statistical Account of 1794 states that Alexander II in 1237 gave the charter of Leney to the 
Buchanan family (for further information see Leny House list description). The Buchanan 
connection with Leny House and Leny Estate seems to have ended in the early/earlier 20th 
century when the estate was sold. The burial ground, however, appears to still be in use there 
are inscriptions on gravestones dating from the 21st century. There is a further resting place 
for the Buchanan family at Leny House Walled Garden, (see separate listing).

References
Bibliography

McKean, C. Stirling and the Trossachs (1985), p. 100.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB4015

Site Number 788

Site Name Chapel, Little Leny, Callendar

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB4015

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262180

Northing 707650

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Buchanan of Leny burial enclosure with adjacent burial ground situated on a hillock at the 
confluence of the Eas Gobhain and Garbe Usige. Set to the S of Callander close by to the 
former Callander & Oban Railway Line, now a cycling path, 2004. The enclosure would appear 
to be 18th century as the earliest memorial plaques date from 1724. The burial ground seems 
to date from the 19th century as indicated by the gravestones. The site is bounded by mature 
oak trees and can prove to be inacccessbile at times as the surrounding land is liable to flood. 
Of good local interest.

The rectangular-plan burial enclosure is situated to the NW of the site with the burial ground 
surrounding it to the W, S and E. As well as the trees which bounder the site there is cast-iron 
fence running around the periphery. The enclosure is entered through a round arched 
entrance with a cast-iron gate situated to the S. A finial above the entrance reads 'The 
Buchanan Chapel 1214'. It is reputed that a chapel once stood here but was re-sited due to a 
shift in the course of the river. It is possible that early fabric from the chapel is incorporated in 
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the walls to the enclosure.

There are 20 gravemarkers or memorial stones to the enclosure, with many of the inscriptions 
only being partly legible. Of these are a series of 4 sandstone wall mounted plaques to the W, 
N and E dating from 1724. That to the N face reads 'The bell tolleth to the famelie of Bochastel 
at 19 boots of lenth upon both the syd vals ' WB, IB, 1724. Also to the N wall is a granite plaque 
erected in 1995 dedicated to Dugald Buchanan. The inscription reads 'Gaelic poet, teacher, 
evangelist ' This monument marks his resting place and commemorates his gifts of inspired 
language and sacred song by which the literature of his native highlands has ben enriched'.

To the surrounding burial ground are a number of 19th and 20th century gravestones with 
some contained within 3 railed enclosures.

Materials

Random rubble with smeared pointing, triangular copes.

Statement of Special Interest

The burial ground is the resting place of the ancient family of the Buchanans of Leny. The 
Statistical Account of 1794 states that Alexander II in 1237 gave the charter of Leney to the 
Buchanan family (for further information see Leny House list description). The Buchanan 
connection with Leny House and Leny Estate seems to have ended in the early/earlier 20th 
century when the estate was sold. The burial ground, however, appears to still be in use there 
are inscriptions on gravestones dating from the 21st century. There is a further resting place 
for the Buchanan family at Leny House Walled Garden, (see separate listing).

References
Bibliography

McKean, C. Stirling and the Trossachs (1985), p. 100.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB4015

Site Number 789

Site Name Woollen Mill, Kilmahog

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB4017

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 261123

Northing 708259

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Altered and extended mill complex including a rectangular-plan single storey and attic gable 
ended office block, possibly 18th century in origin, adjoined to a pair of later 20th century 
larger gabled blocks. Adjacent is a single storey 19th century former weaving shed, this too has 
undergone some alterations.

The complex importantly still includes a running lade, sluice gate and 14' under shot timber 
and iron water wheel including gearings. Although largely altered and extended in the later 
20th century the sluice gate, water wheel and gearings remain. The mill represents an 
important survival in the industrial history of this area.
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It should be noted that originally the main road passed to the rear of the mill running beside 
the lade. The road however was re-orientated to the S of the mill in the 20th century with a 
large car park created to accommodate tourists. The entrance to the mill is therefore set in a 
late 20th century extension to the S which joins the original gabled single bay office block to 
the formerly separate weaving shed. The 2 gabled bays to the left of the original office block 
were built in 1965 and 1969.

To the N elevation of the mill, which would have originally been the principal elevation, the 3 
gabled office blocks are set along the lade. A walkway including the sluice gate gives access 
over the lade. The sluice opening remains, passing under the walkway with a raceway leading 
to the wheel. The 6-spoke, low-breast shrouded-paddle-wheel is mounted against a lean-to 
which houses the gearing, the sluice rejoins the lade. Both the lean-to and the end section of 
the former weaving shed are built over the lade. The wheel is still believed to be in working 
order as a number of repairs have been recently made, 2004. However it was last used in circa 
2003, as the sluice gate cannot be used at present, due to being in poor condition, 2004. A 
demonstration handloom was powered

by the wheel as a tourist attraction.

Interior

Internally the spaces have been re-organised to function as a commercial premise. The stone 
forestair leading to the attic of the office block remains, it is now enclosed within the modern 
linking wing. To the weaving shed machinery mounted to the ceiling still remains.

Materials

Random rubble with modern timber sash and case windows. Grey slate roofs; pitched to 
gabled section, piended to weaving shed.

Statement of Special Interest

The mill is marked on the 1st edition Ordnance survey map as a corn mill, therefore at some 
point in the later 19th century it must have been converted to a woollen mill. Weaving 
continued at the mill until after the mid 20th century. It is now run as a cafeteria and tourist 
attraction selling woollen goods which are woven elsewhere, 2004.

Weavers' cottages are situated to the N of the lade. They have undergone a number of 
alterations including changes to the profile of their roofs, and are thus at present not 
considered for listing, 2004. The water for the lade is diverted from the River Garbh Uisge just 
upstream of Kilmahog Bridge (see separate listing). The lade passes under the A 84 road to the 
E of the mill and re-enters the river. The 1st edition map shows that the lade also served a 
Waulk Mill which was located to the S of the Shieldaig (see separate listing), nothing visibly 
remains of this mill, 2004.

References
Bibliography

1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey Map (1862-1863); Gifford, J. Stirling and Central 
Scotland (2002), p. 555; Hume, J. The Industrial Archaeology of Scotland ' 2. The Highlands and 
Islands (1977) p. 258; further information supplied by courtesy of the local community, 2004.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB4017

Site Number 790

Site Name Gart, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB4018
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HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 264080

Northing 706596

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Asymmetrical, 2-phase, multi-gable large rambling mansion set close to the banks of the River 
Teith. The original house was built by William Burn in 1835 for Baronet J M McGregor of 
McGregor. In the late 19th century the house suffered a bad fire, re-cast and enlarged in the 
early 20th century in the restrained Baronial style we see today, 2004. It is rectangular in plan 
with a basement, 2 principal storeys and various attic levels. The principal SE elevation is 
dominated by the impressive SW tower with its tall turreted stair tower, and the squat turret 
to the NE with its oversized cap. The rear NW has a rather austere nature with the lawn 
stepping down to reveal the basement level. The house is surrounded by its designed 
landscape, a formal lawned area is set to the rear NW with a woodland area further to the N. 
The parkland to the far north is now occupied by a caravan park and is in separate ownership, 
2004. Although being built by one of Scotland's most eminent domestic architects William 
Burn, it was largely being rebuilt in the early 20th century.

The original house was rectangular in plan, composed of 2-storeys and a basement. Some 
semblances of it can still be discerned, however the majority has been engulfed in the rebuild 
scheme of 1902/1903. The smart porch to the principal elevation has a 1903 dated heraldic 
shield above its opening. After the fire the left end bay of the principal elevation was 
refashioned and raised a storey incorporating a heavy parapet to create a tower in the Baronial 
style, it is suspected that the 1835 re-entrant stair turret to correspond with this was raised a 
stage. The original proportions of Burn's house are discernable when looking at the side SW 
elevation. The high principal floor and much narrower 1st floor are typical in scale of a Burns 
composition. It is suspected that the attic floors above were added at the time of the rebuild 
with a large carved armorial panel set to the tower. Also added as part of the rebuild phase of 
the SW and NW elevations was the crow stepped attic giving the building a rather top heavy 
feeling. The NE wing with its bipartite windows and squat terminating turret dates entirely 
from the rebuild scheme. To the wing's rear, it sits slightly recessed against what appears to be 
the quoins of Burns's original building. Its side NE elevation has a very informal/free 
appearance with 2 horizontal 1st floor windows set close to the eaves. A pair of windows 
below the gable to the right are defined by a corbelled table motif. Below this at the basement 
level is a single storey outshot with a steeply pitched crow stepped gable, the surrounding area 
is the servants' courtyard with a range of stores located to the retaining wall to the SE.

Interior: mosaic flooring to threshold, vestibule and cloakroom in white, yellow and green; 
tendril patterning with heart motifs and sprigs, 'welcome' inscribed to threshold. The interior is 
relatively plain without elaborate cornice work; however some good early 20th century door 
furniture remains including beaten copper finger plates. The large hallway has an impressive 
stained timber well stair; shaped balusters and geometric detailing to underside. It is thought 
that the stair is original to Burns' design, however relocated to 90 degrees at the time of the 
20th century alterations. The library which is located to the ground floor of the tower at the S 
has built-in bookcases with the monogram J & W. The very large drawing room is located to 
the rear and is lit by the canted windows to the SW/NW and a full-length window to the NW. 
Originally there was probably a balcony and steps to the full-length window giving access to 
the lawn. An open Tudor style pointed arch gives access from the main hall to a living hall with 
a Lorimer-style plaster cornice. Beyond this is a billiard room housed in part of the NE wing. 
The basement is comprised of former servants' quarters including the former kitchen. The 
servants stair is located in the NE wing and gives access to a number of timber lined servants' 
rooms to the 1st floor.

Materials: coursed, squared 'pudding stone' with snecked 'pudding stone' to NE wing. Yellow 
stugged sandstone dressings. Timber plate glass windows with horns. Beaked skewputts to 
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gables. Various grey slate pitched roofs. Pudding stone gable and ridge stacks, some have 
recently been repaired with a cement render (2004). Cast iron rainwater goods, some with 
decorative hoppers with Art Nouveau motifs.

Statement of Special Interest

It is interesting to note a hill to the nearby S acts as a natural boundary with the walled garden 
and former home farm situated behind it, currently unlisted 2004.

References
Bibliography

Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), pp. 517-518; 1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance 
Survey map (1862-1863).

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB4018

Site Number 791

Site Name Shieldaig, Kilmahog

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB4019

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 261219

Northing 708245

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Mid 19th century rectangular-plan single storey and attic former farm house with former byre 
to E (byre now converted to form part of shop premises). The Shieldaig operated as a dairy 
farm until the mid/later 20th century and is situated to the outer E fringes of the village 
adjacent to the A84 (The Old Militiary Road). It is now surrounded by a large late 20th century 
complex which runs to its W, N and E. The complex houses the premises of the Trossachs 
Woollen Mill. Although the building is surrounded on 3 of its sides by modern buildings, the 
farmhouse remains largely unaltered. It is therefore of good local interest providing an 
attractive addition to the approach of Kilmahog from Callander.

The house possibly contains fabric of a pair of cottages subsequently unified, enlarged and 
raised. This is suggested by the 1st edition Ordanance Survey map and presence of an off-
centre ridge stack possibly marking out the former division of the properties. The ground floor 
is set below the current road level indicating that the road has been raised over time. The 
centred main door to the principal S elevation has a porch with a lean-to roof supported on 
brackets with rough hewn timber posts inserted to the outer edges in the late 20th century. An 
inserted bipartite window is arranged to the right bay with the window to the left bay set 
asymmetrically within the bay. It is possible that the positioning of the window in the left bay 
reflects the original configuration of the cottage. A pair of breaking eaves windows are framed 
in gablets to the attic.

The former L-plan byre to the E has been internally gutted with a large picture window 
inserted to its principal elevation. The rear and W elevations of the farmhouse are now 
obscured by modern additions, 2004.

Although the surrounding complex is used as commercial premises, the house remains in 
domestic use. Admission to the interior was not obtained at the time of the resurvey (2004).
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Materials

Timber 2-leaf door with upper glazed panel surmounted by bipartite narrow letterbox fanlight. 
Painted white render to walls Timber 4-pane sash and case windows to principal elevation with 
exception of timber 8-pane sash and case window to ground left. Exposed rafters to roof with 
timber bargeboards to gablets and gable ends. Gable apex stacks with ridge stack set to centre 
right.

Statement of Special Interest

Formerly listed as 'Shieldaig' Kilmahog. Photographs held by Historic Scotland taken in the 
1970s show the rear elevation of the house before it was obscured by additions. It appears to 
show that the upper part of the wall is built from brick, indicating that the original building was 
heightened to accommodate the attic.

References
Bibliography

1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey Map (1862-1863); further information supplied by 
courtesy of the local community, 2004.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB4019

Site Number 792

Site Name Churchyard And Chapel, Kilmahog

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB4020

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 260914

Northing 708262

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Graveyard situated on the site of a mid 13th century chapel. Probably late 18th century 
boundary walls arranged in a quadrilateral-plan with a gabled portal and a 19th century Mort 
House. The graveyard is situated on a piece of raised ground in open land between the A84 
road and the Garbh Usige River.

The graveyard is entered through a large shouldered gabled portal with a semi-circular 
archway, there is a small round-arched opening in the gable apex with a bell. Nearby to the 
entrance is a rectangular-plan single-storey Mort House incorporated into the boundary wall, 
its blank NE face is set slightly advanced of the boundary wall. The entrance to the Mort House 
is located within the enclosure to the NW gable with a partially blocked window facing across 
the enclosure to the SW.

To the centre of the ground is a metal plaque marking the site of the former chapel, the 
footprint of the foundations are now indiscernible, (2004).

The boundary wall is breached in a couple of sections to the SW, (2004).

On the ground there are a number of moss covered lying slabs, their date is difficult to 
ascertain however some appear to be 17th century. There are a number of pedimented and 
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arch-topped gravestones dating from the late 18th century and early 19th century, various 
other 19th century grave markers are located throughout the burial ground. A particularly 
impressive monument in the graveyard is that of the Macfarlan Monument located close to 
the NW wall. Erected in 1851 to the memory of William Macfarlan of Bencloich, Stirlingshire, 
Luggiebank and Dumbartonshire. It is composed of a central sandstone wall with a block 
pediment carrying an urn with radiating railings attached to a pair of flanking corniced piers.

Materials

Random rubble to boundary walls. Squared rubble in parts to gabled portal with ashlar copes 
to gable apex, cast iron gates. Random rubble to Mort House with boarded timber door and 
grey slate pitched roof.

Statement of Special Interest

Formerly listed at Category B, re-graded to Category C(S) at time of resurvey, (2004) to reflect 
consistently with other local listed burial grounds. Information recorded by the Royal 
Commission indicates that there is some uncertainty as to who the original church was 
dedicated to - suggestions range from St. Kessog, St. Mahog, St. Cuaca and St. Chug. Local 
tradition explains the name Kilmahog to mean the chapel of St Chug. On a firmer note it is 
fairly sure that the chapel was in existence by the mid 13th century as it is first mentioned in 
Papal registers in 1259. It is interesting to note that the Etterick shepherd, James Hogg, wrote 
in 1803 'a paltry village' you may guess that I was glad at getting safely past this village, for its 
name signifies the burial place of Hogg' [McKean]. The bell which hangs in the entrance gable 
is reputed to be 15th century and bear the arms of the Graham family [NMRS].

References
Bibliography

NMRS; Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 555; McKean, C. Stirling and the 
Trossachs (1985), p. 100.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB4020

Site Number 793

Site Name Bridge, Kilmahog

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB4021

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 260817

Northing 708264

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Kilmahog Bridge is a 2 arch, rubble bridge over the Garbh Uisge, just to the E of the Falls of 
Leny, dated 1777 and built by the mason Peter McInnes from Crieff. Built under the instruction 
of the Commissioners of Forfeited Estates as part of an improvement scheme to the forfeited 
estate of the Duke of Perth, Strathgartney Barony, after the 1745 Jacobite uprising. A good 
example of a well preserved later 18th century bridge.

2 segmental arches with vertically set narrow voussoirs separated by a pointed, piended 
cutwater. 2 shallow, sloped buttresses flank the arches on the SE face. Corniced ashlar date 
plaque to NW face. Random rubble abutment and parapet. Mid to late 20th century iron 
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railings to parapet. Modern (late 20th century) tarmac road surface.

Materials

Random rubble with squared rubble voussoirs and cutwaters.

Statement of Special Interest

Kilmahog Bridge was built as part of the improvements to the Barony of Strathgartney which 
were proposed by John Leslie in his 1775 report on behalf of the Commissioners of Forfeited 
Estates. In his observations on the estate, Leslie suggests the construction of a bridge either at 
Gartchonzie or Kilmahog to improve communications, having earlier in the report already 
suggested a bridge at Gartchonzie. Both bridges were built, and a contract, dated October 21st 
1777, was drawn up between James Small (factor of the Perth Estate on behalf of the 
Commissioners for Forfeited Estates) and Peter McInnes (a Mason in Crieff) for McInnes to 
build Kilmahog bridge and another of similar design at Gartchonzie (see separate listing). The 
contract states the following: 'Peter McInnes hereby tends and obliges him to build a bridge 
over the water at Kilmahog consisting of two arches, conform to a plan thereof made by the 
said Peter McInnes and signed by him of the date of his signing these presents. All the stones 
in the pillars and landbreasts to be picked cleering?. And all the fore(sic) corner stones of the 
pillars to be broached work with an elbow so as no seam may be in that corner. And to build 
said bridge fifteen feet broad between hem and hem, and the ledges thereof three feet high. 
And to cope them with a pend, and also to build another bridge at Gartchonzie. Gartchonzie of 
two arches conform to a plan signed by the said Peter McInnes also of this date and to be 
made in every other respect as the bridge mentioned.'

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB4021

Site Number 794

Site Name Leny House

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB4022

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 261351

Northing 708908

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

1846. 2-storeyed compact medium-scale baronial mansion designed by David Bryce. 
Characterised by crowstepped gables, conical roofed turrets and stone domerheads. Its earlier 
predecessor with possibly 16th century fabric is adjoined to the rear (N). Set within open 
designed parkland on a plateau above Leny Glen, the house is clearly visible from the A84. 
Works carried out by David Bryce and surviving earlier fabric. Leny House is recognised as 
being one of the most significant buildings in the area. It is the historical residence of the 
Buchanans of Leny.

The long driveway approach is contrived to provide views of the SE and SW fronts in which are 
housed the principal/public rooms. The main door is located in a turret tucked into a recessed 
angle to the SW elevation. It is interesting to note that gable to the left of the entrance tower 
is that of the original house disguised by re-faced sandstone. The SE front has a window bay 
characteristic of Bryce's work: canted at ground floor, corbelled to square at 1st floor with a 
conical roofed turret tucked in at the right angle. The long single storey wing terminated by the 
crowstepped end gable housed the servants' offices and kitchen.
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The owners believe the earlier house was built in the early to mid 16th century later altered 
and strengthened in 1691. It appears to have been a formulaic end-gabled and flat-fronted 3-
storey rectangular plan fortified house, however the harled walls and refaced SW gable might 
conceal evidence that would prove otherwise. The unobscured rear NW elevation seems to 
have been partly remodelled by Bryce with stone dormer heads and an off-centre chimney 
added. A wall panel set in a late 16th century pilastered frame is set above the 1st floor. The 
interior of this block fell into serious disrepair in the 20th century, it was gutted and 
reconstructed to a different design in the 1990s. During the refurbishment a large arched 
fireplace was uncovered to the SW gable.

Interior

The Bryce house is well organised with a circular vestibule situated in the entrance turret to 
the SW leading to a large top-lit central stair hall from which the principal rooms are accessed. 
The baronial theme is carried indoors, with characteristic features such as the rib-vaulted hall 
ceiling. The public rooms contain pilastered marble chimney-pieces and have more Classical 
ceiling cornicework.

Materials

Bryce House; Timber boarded door with decorative iron hinges to entrance tower. Coursed 
grey sandstone with ashlar dressings to openings, quoins and dormerheads. Moulded string 
courses. Timber sash and case windows; combination of 12-paned single windows and 
horizontal paned mullioned windows. Ashlar stacks with various cans. Grey slated pitched roof 
with grey slates to conical roofs to turret. Large wrought iron weathervane to entrance turret.

Earlier House; Timber boarded door. Harled walls with exposed sandstone dressings and 
dormerheads. Predominantly 12-pane sash and case timber windows. Ashlar stacks, 
shouldered to offset central stack to NW.

Gatepiers and Sundial

A pair of square-plan ashlar gatepiers with shallow pyramidal caps have been relocated from 
an unknown location and are now near to the main house at NN 61274 08906. A mid 19th 
century baluster sundial with an interesting face is located to the lawned area to the SW of the 
house.

Statement of Special Interest

B-Group with Leny House Walled Garden, Leny House Sundial. The Statistical Account of 1794 
states that Alexander II in 1237 gave the charter of Leney to the Buchanan family. Their original 
residence was Leney Castle which was burnt down after the Battle of Flodden in 1513. The 
castle is recorded as standing on Caisteal Briste, a large long artificial mound situated to the S 
of Trean House (see separate listing), nothing visibly appears to remain of the castle, 2004. The 
elevated location of Leny House is indicative of the requirement for a defensible site. A 
Buchanan burial ground known as Little Leny is located at the confluence of the Eas Gobhain 
and Garbe Usige Rivers, see separate listing. The house and estate left the ownership of the 
Buchanan family in the 20th century. The large symmetrical U-plan coachhouse to the rear of 
the house is currently disused and in a parlous state, (2004). Organised with 2 single storey 
gabled wings set advanced from the main 2-storey block, the wings still remain roofed, the 
main block it gutted. The principal S elevation is characterised by its wide segmental openings. 
The house is currently run as a Bed and Breakfast with holiday apartments located in the 
policies, (2004).

References
Bibliography

NMRS; Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 556; further information supplied by 
kind permission of the owner, 2004.
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Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB4022

Site Number 795

Site Name Sluice House And Fish Ladder, Reservoir, Loch Venachar

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB4060

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category A

Easting 259792

Northing 706450

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

John F Bateman (engineer), circa 1857. Low-lying masonry dam surmounted by fine 9-bay 
Classical sluice house; fish ladder extending to E; over-spill weir to adjoining to S with separate 
channel. Predominantly sandstone ashlar; coursed, bull-faced sandstone to sluice house.

FURTHER DESCRIPTION: dam comprises 11 segmental-arched sluice openings housing cast-iron 
gates. Single-storey, 9-bay, symmetrical sluice house above with slightly advanced pedimented 
pavilions at centre and end bays. Base course; eaves cornice; regular fenestration with 
projecting cills and shallow pediment lintels. Timber-panelled entrance doors to side and E 
elevations of outer pavilion bays. Unusual polygonal glazing pattern with central star motif in 
iron lights. Stone slab roof. Ramped retaining walls extending to E. Stepped fish ladder to S side 
of E elevation; stepped sluice falls to N side of E elevation. Overspill weir extending 
immediately to S into separate channel.

Statement of Special Interest

A fine and remarkably little-altered example of a mid 19th century dam with a handsome 
sluice house and relatively early example of a fish ladder. The sluice house has a striking 
presence in the surrounding low-lying countryside.

The dam was built as part of the Glasgow Corporation Water Works system from Loch Katrine 
(see below for significance of the scheme as a whole). Prior to the implementation of this 
scheme, the water from Loch Katrine fed into the River Forth via the River Teith. In order to 
prevent the water levels in these two rivers dropping significantly, Loch Venachar was 
dammed to form a compensation reservoir, its height being raised by about 5 feet. Water 
feeds continuously through the sluices and fish ladder into a man-made channel that drains 
into the Eas Gobhain river (a tributary of the Teith). The weir adjoining the sluice allows water 
in the Loch to feed into the original line of the Eas Gobhain.

The Glasgow Corporation Water Works system, which brings water down to Glasgow from 
Loch Katrine, was admired internationally as an engineering marvel when it was opened in 
1860. It was one of the most ambitious civil engineering schemes to have been undertaken in 
Europe since Antiquity, employing the most advanced surveying and construction techniques 
available. The scheme represents the golden age of municipal activity in Scotland and not only 
provided Glasgow with fresh drinking water, thereby paving the way for a significant increase 
in hygiene and living standards, but also a source of hydraulic power that was indispensable to 
the growth of Glasgow's industry as a cheap and clean means of lifting and moving heavy plant 
in docks, shipyards and warehouses. The civic pride in this achievement is visible in every 
structure connected with the scheme, from the neatly-detailed gates and railings along its 
route, to the massive masonry structures and iron troughs that carry the conduit and, in most 
cases, have withstood without failure or noticeable deterioration the daily pressure of many 
millions of gallons of water for well over 100 years.
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Glasgow's Lord Provost, Robert Stewart (1810-66) was the driving force behind the 
implementation of a municipally-owned water scheme to provide clean water to Glasgow's 
rapidly increasing population. Loch Katrine was identified as a suitable supply and after some 
objections from various parties, an Act of Parliament authorising the scheme was passed in 
1855. The scheme was built in two main phases following this Act and another 1885. The 1855 
scheme was opened by Queen Victoria in 1859 and was fully operational by 1860.

John Frederick Bateman (1810-1889) was chosen as the engineer for the scheme and 
construction work commenced in 1856. Bateman was to become one of the world's most 
eminent water engineers, and worked on a number of other water supply schemes in Britain, 
Europe and Asia. He was assisted by James Morrison Gale (1830-1905), who on the completion 
of the initial scheme in 1859 was appointed Water Engineer for the City of Glasgow, a post he 
held till 1902. Gale was responsible for over-seeing the incremental expansion of the first 
scheme during the 1860s and '70s and the building of the second aqueduct from 1885 
onwards.

List description updated following the thematic review of Loch Katrine water supply system in 
2008.

References
Bibliography

Historic photographs (Scottish Water), circa 1875. Shown on 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map 
(circa 1862-3). RCAHMS and Jelle Muylle, Glasgow Corporation Water Works Loch Katrine 
Scheme: Loch Katrine to Milngavie (survey report, not published, 2007). R Paxton & J Shipway, 

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB4060

Site Number 796

Site Name Stables, Lanrick

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB8216

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 269031

Northing 702921

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description 2-storey U-plan ashlar fronted, gothic of c.1790. Symmetrical with centre tower having 
pyramid roof.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB8216

Site Number 797

Site Name Old Bridge, Coillechat Burn, Easter Coillechat

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB8217

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 268662

Northing 703463
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Northing 703463

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description Single segmental arch, setback voussoirs.

Statement of Special Interest

The ruins of Coillechat Castle (in C. & D. Arch) nearby have recently been demolished for an 
extension of the steading.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB8217

Site Number 798

Site Name Daldorn Farm

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB8218

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 266922

Northing 703114

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description 2-storey 3-window main block, symmetrical single storey wings: semi-octagonal centre porch: 
rubble-built with margins. Probably late 18th cent. and later.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB8218

Site Number 799

Site Name Cambusmore

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB8240

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 265092

Northing 706214

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description Originally: 3-storey simple Georgian main block (older parts probably incorporated) with later 
3-storey 3-window E. wing, harled with margins. Entrance porte cochere tower, west wing 
addition, harling stripped, attics added to main block and E. wing, altered to 2-storey and attic, 
original roofs replaced with red tiles, 1880. Robert Baldie (Glasgow) archt.

Statement of Special Interest

Various proposals by Baldie at house.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB8240
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Site Number 800

Site Name Gates, Cambusmore

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB8241

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 265262

Northing 706205

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description Gates: simple hemicycle with square ashlar piers: lodge on centre axis on opposite side of 
road, simple piend-roofed, rubble built with margins, single storey with windows in segmental 
arches and ashlar centre doorway: c.1800.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB8241

Site Number 801

Site Name Lodge, Cambusmore

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB8241

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 265280

Northing 706221

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description Gates: simple hemicycle with square ashlar piers: lodge on centre axis on opposite side of 
road, simple piend-roofed, rubble built with margins, single storey with windows in segmental 
arches and ashlar centre doorway: c.1800.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB8241

Site Number 802

Site Name Cave, Lanrick

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB8242

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 268448

Northing 703284

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description Rustic gothic arch embedded in river bank. Interior vaulted with apse. Late 18th cent.
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Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB8242

Site Number 803

Site Name Kennels Cottage, Lanrick

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB8243

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 268521

Northing 703057

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description Single-storey piend-roofed cottage, whitewashed rubble in plain Tudor manner long out-
running Kennel etc. wing with tree trunk verandah: c.1825.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB8243

Site Number 804

Site Name Kennels, Lanrick

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB8243

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 268512

Northing 703055

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description Single-storey piend-roofed cottage, whitewashed rubble in plain Tudor manner long out-
running Kennel etc. wing with tree trunk verandah: c.1825.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB8243

Site Number 805

Site Name Macgregor Monument, Lanrick

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB8244

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category A

Easting 268398

Northing 702928

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description Ashlar-faced tree with undulations, old branch scars, 2 lopped-off branches etc. finely 
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modelled: serrated parapet at top of trunk, surmounted by 3-column R-doric rotunda bearing 
single R-doric column surrounded by pyramid capped pedestals: this column capped by an urn 
(now on ground). Late 18th cent. or early 19th cent.

References
Bibliography

Moray S. Mackay Parish of Kilmadock and Burgh of Doune (duplicated) describes it as having 
been erected by Sir Evan John Murray MacGregor c.1800-1850. The family badge was a tree. 
The R-doric column now in pieces on the ground stood within the 3-column rotunda.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB8244

Site Number 806

Site Name Gateway, Lanrick

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB8245

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 268096

Northing 702642

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description Plain rubble-built screen wall with central Tudor archway and corbelling for turrets at ends: 
c.1820. Cast-iron gates.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB8245

Site Number 807

Site Name Lodge, Lanrick

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB8247

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 268957

Northing 703345

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description Single-storey L-plan, porch in angle with very acutely pointed gablet: elaborate crowstepping: 
octagonal gatepiers: c.1845.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB8247

Site Number 808

Site Name Braendam House

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB8258
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HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 264564

Northing 701961

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description 2-storey 3-window mansion with piended roof: Tripartite lunette windows at ground floor on 
either side of unfluted R-doric column porch, large tripartite windows at 1st floor, single 
windows at 2nd. Originally built 1742-4, c.1790 in present form.

References
Bibliography

Building dates per P.A. Joynson, Esq.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB8258

Site Number 809

Site Name Lodge, Braendam House

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB8259

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 265189

Northing 701977

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description Single storey, rough ashlar: piend roof: segmentally arched centre porch: c.1830.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB8259

Site Number 810

Site Name West Torrie

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB8260

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 265020

Northing 704293

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description U-plan, single-storey rubble built: symmetrical N. frontage with ashlar advanced centre with 
archway rising into pediment. Probably c.1800.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB8260
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Site Number 811

Site Name Bridge, River Teith, Lanrick

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB13675

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 268959

Northing 703150

Parish Kilmadock

Council Stirling

Description Single segmental span, wrought iron with cast iron parapet with crenellated ashlar parts at 
abutments. (c.1875)

Statement of Special Interest

Replaced suspension Bridge designed by John Smith of Deanston in 1842. See N.S.A. vol.X page 
1240.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB13675

Site Number 812

Site Name St Kessog's Church, Ancaster Square, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22885

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 262872

Northing 707947

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

1883 Robert Baldie. Square-plan church designed in the Early Gothic Pointed Style. The church 
occupies the site of the former 1773 local parish church. Set prominently to the N side of 
Ancaster Square facing S towards the Main Street. A confidently designed and well executed 
church with an impressive central tall steepled entrance.

The gabled entrance to the principal (S) elevation is reached by a series of steps. The forecourt 
in front of the church including the steps were landscaped in 1990 at the time of the church's 
conversion to a visitor centre.

The tower rises above the entrance and is buttressed at the corners, a clock face is set to 3 
sides of the tower. A slender well articulated spire rises from above the clock stage with 
conical finials close-packed to its base.

The belfry is located at the base of the spire with gabled plate tracery windows (with timber 
louvers). The spire is crowned by what appears to be a ship weather-vane.

The tower is flanked by single bays arranged internally as vestibules giving access to the upper 
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part of the church, each has a long shafted lancet window. The setback gabled main body of 
the church extends some way out, each has a quatrefoil set above a paired shafted lancet 
window.

The side W and E elevations have 3 gabled bays, each with 3 lancet windows above and below 
the former gallery level. To the rear is a gabled sanctuary with an adjoined lean-to outshot 
built in 1900 to house the organ chamber.

Interior

At the time of the church's conversion the main body of the church was gutted, the galleries to 
the 3 sides were removed and a floor inserted to create a large space to the upper part of the 
church. The only remaining surviving fabric to any degree remains to the central entrance hall 
and the adjoining SW vestibule. A bipartite pointed arch with central floriated columns gives 
access from the hall to a stone stair with cast iron balusters. The stair would have originally 
given access to the galleries, it now provides access to the 'Rob Roy Story' which is housed to 
the 1st floor, (2004). The vestibule to the SE has been re-arranged to provide lift access to the 
1st floor.

Materials

Snecked blonde rubble with polished blonde sandstone dressings. Predominantly clear leaded 
lights, stained glass in N Lancets, now inaccessible; various female figures gathered below 
Christ, in memory of Katherine Elizabeth Buchanan 1905. Pitched grey slate roofs. Cast iron 
rainwater goods, 1883 inscribed to hoppers.

Statement of Special Interest

When St. Bride's Church and St. Kessog's Church amalgamated in 1985 it was decided to quit 
the former St Kessog's Church and set up at the former St Bride's Church calling itself Callander 
Kirk (see separate listing). St Kessog's Church therefore became redundant as a place of 
worship. However due to its prime location in Ancaster Square it was decided to convert it to a 
vistor's centre with the loss of the interior. The centre opened in 1990.

Baldie was a well established architect when commissioned in 1883 to re-build St. Kessogs. In 
the 1860s, with David Thomson, Robert Baldie rebuilt the ruinous outer ranges of Duntreath in 
Stirlingshire. In 1873, he designed St Mary's Free Church (now New Govan Parish Church) in a 
Gothic style, with an imaginative interior with no seat further than ten rows from the front. He 
designed Pollokshields Church of Scotland in 1878, in Mixed Gothic style, lavishly furnished and 
famed for its stained glass windows, and in 1879, the now-destroyed Kelvinside U.P. Church.

References
Bibliography

Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland, copy of lithograph; 
NMRS; Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), pp. 295-296; McKean, C. Stirling and the 
Trossachs (1985), p. 98

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22885

Site Number 813

Site Name 1 Ancaster Square, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22886

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262837

Northing 707923
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Northing 707923

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Demonstrating good streetscape merit and important historical value, No 1/57 is prominently 
positioned on a corner site and forms part of the W range of a row of 2 storey, some with 
attics, rectangular plan houses dating in origin from the later 18th century. The square was 
designed to be the centre-piece of the planned town of Callander in the later 18th century and 
still remains as its focal point (2004).

The SE elevation would have originally been the principal elevation facing across the square. 
Although the centrally located door has been partially blocked to create a window, the 
marriage lintel dated 1773 remains. The left ground floor window has been enlarged to serve 
as a shop display window.

The SW elevation fronting onto the Main Street now functions as the principal elevation as the 
house has been re-organised at some point to become a commercial premise. A large 20th 
century plate glass window dominates the ground floor with the shop's main entrance located 
to the left. A tripartite window, probably inserted in the 19th century, is set centrally to the 1st 
floor. The rear (NW) elevation is largely obscured by the adjacent 55 Main Street, Royal Bank 
of Scotland (currently unlisted, 2004).

Interior

Due to being a commercial property much of the interior has been re-organised with the loss 
of visible historical fabric.

Materials

Thick painted render to all elevations with painted stone margins to openings. Replacement 
timber sash and case windows. A pair of distinctive local style canted timber dormer windows 
with curved roofs set to the E with a single similar dormer to the S. Due to being located on a 
corner site the roof construction is piended to the SE and pitched against the higher gable of 
the Bank. The main body of the roof runs pitched, continuing at the same level to the adjoining 
property to the NE, 3 Ancaster Street (see separate listing). Grey slates with lead flashing. Cast 
iron rainwater goods.

Statement of Special Interest

B-group with 3, 8, 9, 16, 18, 20, 24, 26 Ancaster Square. Ancaster Square is recognised as the 
historical centre of the town, the B-group represents surviving buildings with significant fabric 
from the 18th century conception of the square. As a group these buildings contribute 
significantly to the character of Callander.

A design for a planned town at Callander was commissioned by the Duke of Perth in the late 
1730s. After the Duke's support of the unsuccessful 1745 Jacobite uprising his lands were 
confiscated by the Crown. The Duke's estate which included land at Callander was given over 
to the jurisdiction of the Commissioners of Forfeited Estates. It is interesting to note that land 
had already been feued pre 1745 but probably no building development had begun due to the 
worsening political situation of the Duke. The initial phase of work begun by the 
Commissioners in the 1770s was most likely a stretch of single storey cottages to either side of 
Major Caulfield's 1749 Military Road, the main A84 road. Ancaster Square was built as the focal 
point of the development with the street bisecting it, creating a N and S side. The parish church 
was re-located in the 1770s from its site close to the River Teith to a more prominent site on 
the N side of the square (now The Rob Roy and Trossachs Visitior Centre, see separate listing).

References
Bibliography
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Plan of Callander (1770) National Archives of Scotland; Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland 
(2002) p.298; Further information by courtesy of the owner, 2004.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22886

Site Number 814

Site Name 3 Ancaster Square, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22887

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262842

Northing 707933

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Demonstrating good streetscape merit and important historical value, forming part of a row of 
simple 2-storey rectangular plan houses dating in origin from the later/late 18th century. No 3 
is situated to the centre of the W range of the N side of the square. The square designed to be 
the centre-piece of the planned town of Callander in the later 18th century still remains the 
focal point of the town (2004).

Principal (SE) elevation facing across the square: 3-bay with symmetrically disposed openings, 
those to 1st floor set close to the eaves. Rear (NW) elevation: former windows to outerbays at 
ground floor enlarged to create doors. Side (SW) elevation adjoined to 1 Ancaster Square/57 
Main Street, side (NE) elevation adjoined to 9 Ancaster Square.

Interior

Admission not obtained at time of resurvey (2004).

Materials

Random rubble 'pudding stone'; exposed to principal elevation, painted to rear. Noticeably 
smaller stones at ground floor with larger stones running from above the level of the 1st floor 
window cill. Predominantly timber sash and case plate glass windows. Pitched roof with grey 
slates, shared brick gable apex stack with concrete cope.

Statement of Special Interest

B-group with 1 / 57 Main Street, 8, 9, 16, 18, 20, 24, 26 Ancaster Square. Ancaster Square is 
recognised as the historical centre of the town, the B-group represents surviving buildings with 
significant fabric from the 18th century conception of the square. As a group these buildings 
contribute significantly to the character of Callander. The difference in size of the building 
material to the principal elevation suggests that the building was originally single storey and 
raised at a later date. For further historical information on Ancaster Square please consult the 
notes of the list description of 1 Ancaster Square / 57 Main Street.

References
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Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002) p.298.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22887
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Site Number 815

Site Name 5, 7, 9 Ancaster Square, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22888

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262848

Northing 707943

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Of good local value being a pair of houses forming part of a row of simple 2-storey rectangular-
plan houses (some with attics) dating in origin from the later/late 18th century. The houses are 
located to the upper part of the W range of the N side of Ancaster Square. They comprise a 2-
storey 3-bay and attic rectangular-plan house to the left and an adjoined 2-storey 2-bay 
rectangular-plan house to the right. The houses have been internally co-joined to create office 
accommodation. The square was designed to be the centre-piece of the planned town of 
Callander in the later 18th century and still remains as its focal point (2004).

Principal (SE) elevation faces across the square; large modern window openings at ground 
floor with windows to 1st floor set close to the eaves course. A pend is arranged to the left 
which corresponds with an opposite pend to No 8 Ancaster Square (see separate listing). The 
side (SW) elevation is attached to 3 Ancaster Square with the side (NE) elevation remaining 
blank being at the end of the row. The rear (NW) elevation is blank apart the pend opening to 
the far right and 4 symmetrically arranged ventilation grilles probably occupying former 
window openings.

Materials

Render to all elevations. Principal elevation; painted raised margins to openings, painted raised 
margin to right arris, painted eaves course. Modern stained timber windows and doors 
throughout. A pair of canted stained timber dormer windows with canted roofs are set above 
the right bays to each house. Pitched grey slate roof, ashlar ridge stack with decorative cans, 
rendered gable apex stack to NE with decorative cans.

Statement of Special Interest

B-group with 1, 3, 8, 16, 18, 20, 24, 26 Ancaster Square. Ancaster Square is recognised as the 
historical centre of the town, the B-group represents surviving buildings with significant fabric 
from the 18th century conception of the square. As a group these buildings contribute 
significantly to the character of Callander.

Formerly listed as 5 (Pend) 7 and 9 Ancaster Square. Both properties were radically altered in 
the later 20th century. Photographs taken in the 1970s held at Historic Scotland document 
both houses to have had what looks like mid 19th century canted windows to their right bays 
at ground and 1st floor. 5 and 7, as it was then, had a corniced doorpiece with a fanlight. No 9 
possessed a gabled porch with a decorative iron finial to the apex. The space that the canted 
bays took up to the ground floor has been replaced with large picture windows which are out 
of character within the setting of Ancaster Square. Internally the houses have been 
reconfigured to function as offices with the loss of historical fabric. Despite these alterations 
the building remains listed for its contribution to the planned square. For further historical 
information about Ancaster Square please consult the notes of the list description of 1 
Ancaster Square/57 Main Street.
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References
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Photographs from 1970s Resurvey held at Historic Scotland; Gifford, J. Stirling and Central 
Scotland (2002) p.298.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22888

Site Number 816

Site Name 16 Ancaster Square, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22889

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262822

Northing 707890

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Demonstrating good streetscape and historical value being a row of 3 symmetrical 2-storey, 3 
bay simple houses (with an outshot to No 20) dating in origin from the later/late 18th century 
with later alterations. The houses are located to the W range of the S side of Ancaster square. 
The square was designed to be the centre-piece of the planned town of Callander in the later 
18th century and still remains as its focal point (2004).

The principal (SE) elevation of the houses face across the square set on a slight slope to the 
SW. No 18 appears to have been enlarged in the mid to later 19th century.

No 20 is discernibly smaller in scale with its windows set very close to the pavement and eaves 
resembling its 18th century origins more so than Nos 16 and 18. The left arris to 20 is roughly 
chamfered at the ground floor and incorporated into the 20th century gateway of Mansfield 
House (see list description for Mansfield House).

Setback from No 20 to the far left is a single storey and attic outshot possibly late 18th century 
with a modern lean-to. The outshot was converted to a pottery in the later 20th century. The 
door and window breaking eaves appear to have been inserted at a much later date. Later 
alterations to the outshot also include being heightened, possibly to accommodate the attic 
floor.

Rear (NW) elevation: No 16 is characterised by inserted later openings. No 18: significantly 
advanced from Nos 16 and 18 with a modern sun lounge to the ground floor. No 20: there is a 
modern rendered lean-to at the ground floor, of interest are 2 small windows set close to the 
eaves of the 1st floor. There is a large slated modern box addition to the roof. The outshot has 
a small inserted window to the ground floor and a large inserted window breaking eaves to the 
attic.

Interior

Only No 18 inspected as admission to 16 and 20 not obtained at time of resurvey, 2004. 
Features and scale of interior to No 18 confirm its substantial remodelling in the mid to later 
19th century i.e. ornate cornice work, panelled doors etc.

Materials
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Random rubble 'pudding stone' to principal elevation with lined pointing applied to the façade 
giving appearance of snecked stone, random rubble to outshot, rendered to heightened 
section. Dressed sandstone to openings. Random rubble to rear. Pitched grey slate roofs to all 
3 with rendered gable apex stacks set to SW gables respectively.

Statement of Special Interest

B-group with 1, 3, 8, 9, 24, 26 Ancaster Square. Ancaster Square is recognised as the historical 
centre of the town, the B-group represents surviving buildings with significant fabric from the 
18th century conception of the square. As a group these buildings contribute significantly to 
the character of Callander.

The 1st edition Ordnance Survey map shows that a building once occupied the site where the 
gates to Mansfield House are located. The splayed section to No 20 probably acted to offer 
access to the feus located to the rear of the square. Unlike the N side of the square, there are 
no pends to the S. Of interest is a photograph from the 1970s which shows the rear of No 20 
before the lean-to was attached, there seems to be a clearly definable line running directly 
below the windows. This line probably indicates that originally No 20 was a single storey 
cottage raised up to a 2-storey house at a later date (the line corresponds to the adjoining 
outshot at the point it was raised up). For further historical information about Ancaster Square 
please consult the list description of 1 Ancaster Square/57 Main Street.

References
Bibliography

1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863); Gifford, J. Stirling and Central 
Scotland (2002) p.298.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22889

Site Number 817

Site Name 18 Ancaster Square, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22889

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262816

Northing 707881

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Demonstrating good streetscape and historical value being a row of 3 symmetrical 2-storey, 3 
bay simple houses (with an outshot to No 20) dating in origin from the later/late 18th century 
with later alterations. The houses are located to the W range of the S side of Ancaster square. 
The square was designed to be the centre-piece of the planned town of Callander in the later 
18th century and still remains as its focal point (2004).

The principal (SE) elevation of the houses face across the square set on a slight slope to the 
SW. No 18 appears to have been enlarged in the mid to later 19th century.

No 20 is discernibly smaller in scale with its windows set very close to the pavement and eaves 
resembling its 18th century origins more so than Nos 16 and 18. The left arris to 20 is roughly 
chamfered at the ground floor and incorporated into the 20th century gateway of Mansfield 
House (see list description for Mansfield House).
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Setback from No 20 to the far left is a single storey and attic outshot possibly late 18th century 
with a modern lean-to. The outshot was converted to a pottery in the later 20th century. The 
door and window breaking eaves appear to have been inserted at a much later date. Later 
alterations to the outshot also include being heightened, possibly to accommodate the attic 
floor.

Rear (NW) elevation: No 16 is characterised by inserted later openings. No 18: significantly 
advanced from Nos 16 and 18 with a modern sun lounge to the ground floor. No 20: there is a 
modern rendered lean-to at the ground floor, of interest are 2 small windows set close to the 
eaves of the 1st floor. There is a large slated modern box addition to the roof. The outshot has 
a small inserted window to the ground floor and a large inserted window breaking eaves to the 
attic.

Interior

Only No 18 inspected as admission to 16 and 20 not obtained at time of resurvey, 2004. 
Features and scale of interior to No 18 confirm its substantial remodelling in the mid to later 
19th century i.e. ornate cornice work, panelled doors etc.

Materials

Random rubble 'pudding stone' to principal elevation with lined pointing applied to the façade 
giving appearance of snecked stone, random rubble to outshot, rendered to heightened 
section. Dressed sandstone to openings. Random rubble to rear. Pitched grey slate roofs to all 
3 with rendered gable apex stacks set to SW gables respectively.

Statement of Special Interest

B-group with 1, 3, 8, 9, 24, 26 Ancaster Square. Ancaster Square is recognised as the historical 
centre of the town, the B-group represents surviving buildings with significant fabric from the 
18th century conception of the square. As a group these buildings contribute significantly to 
the character of Callander.

The 1st edition Ordnance Survey map shows that a building once occupied the site where the 
gates to Mansfield House are located. The splayed section to No 20 probably acted to offer 
access to the feus located to the rear of the square. Unlike the N side of the square, there are 
no pends to the S. Of interest is a photograph from the 1970s which shows the rear of No 20 
before the lean-to was attached, there seems to be a clearly definable line running directly 
below the windows. This line probably indicates that originally No 20 was a single storey 
cottage raised up to a 2-storey house at a later date (the line corresponds to the adjoining 
outshot at the point it was raised up). For further historical information about Ancaster Square 
please consult the list description of 1 Ancaster Square/57 Main Street.

References
Bibliography

1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863); Gifford, J. Stirling and Central 
Scotland (2002) p.298.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22889

Site Number 818

Site Name 24 Ancaster Square, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22891

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C
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Easting 262825

Northing 707856

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Demonstrating good streetscape merit and important historical value, forming part of a row of 
simple 2-storey rectangular plan houses dating in origin from the later/late 18th century. 
Dated 1789 No 24 is located to the S range of the S side of the square. The square was 
designed to be the centre-piece of the planned town of Callander in the later 18th century and 
still remains as its focal point (2004).

The principal (NE) elevation faces across the square, the main door is centrally located with a 
marriage lintel dated 1789 above. There is an inserted bi-partite window to the left and a 
modern slapped in shop front to the right. There are 3 evenly placed windows to 1st floor set 
close to eaves. The SE gable is attached to 26 Ancaster Square with the NW elevation blank.

There is a gabled outshot to the rear (SW) elevation with a modern flat roofed extension at the 
ground floor set to the re-entrant angle. To the 1st floor there are a pair of small windows 
(possibly early 19th century) set close at the re-entrant angle of the outshot and to the main 
body of house.

Interior

Modernised to ground floor. The low ceilings to the ground floor do give an indication of the 
age of the property as does the thickness of the walls evident in the opening to the extension 
in the rear. Noticeably higher coomed ceilings to 1st floor.

Materials

Painted render to walls, painted stone margins to openings. 20th century timber glazed door 
to house, timber and glazed door to shop. Timber sash and case windows, plate glass display 
window to shop. Pitched grey slate roof with NW gable piended. Shared rendered ridge stack 
to SE, various cans.

Statement of Special Interest

B-group with 1, 3, 8, 9, 16, 18, 20 Ancaster Square. Ancaster Square is recognised as the 
historical centre of the town, the B-group represents surviving buildings with significant fabric 
from the 18th century conception of the square. As a group these buildings contribute 
significantly to the character of Callander.

The 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map shows that a building once occupied the adjacent open 
site sitting against the nearby NW gable. It is probable that the building was pulled down in the 
early 20th century to allow access to Mansfield House from the square (see separate listing). 
The chauffeur of Mansfield House is said to have lived at 24. The house was probably originally 
single storey being raised up to 2 storeys in the 19th century. The small windows to the rear 
possibly indicate that originally the 1st floor had a lower ceiling with an attic level above. 
Possibly at some point later in the 19th century larger windows would have been inserted with 
the accompanying altering of floor/ceiling levels. For further historical information about 
Ancaster Square please consult the list description of 1 Ancaster Square/57 Main Street.

References
Bibliography

1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863); Gifford, J. Stirling and Central 
Scotland (2002) p.298.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22891
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Site Number 819

Site Name Mansfield, Ancaster Square, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22892

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262772

Northing 707869

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Reputed to date originally from the 17th century the house as it stands looks 18th century with 
a considerable amount of later alterations giving it its rather distinctive rambling appearance. 
At its core is a 2-storey and attic, 3-bay house. A 2-storey single bay wing is adjoined to the W 
and a long single storey wing is adjoined to the E. The rear has what appears to be various late 
19th and early 20th century extensions. It has an interesting multi-phase history, good setting 
and ancillary structures.

In the early 20th century it must have been decided to try to give the house some mock late 
17th century features. The main door was given a chamfered and moulded doorpiece 
surmounted by a moulded stone canopy supported on shaped brackets. A complimenting pair 
of canted mullioned and transomed windows flanking the door were added. The interior 
carries on the mock 17th century theme with the main door opening into a low, large oak 
panelled living hall. The hall originally was probably only slightly wider than the door.

Apart from the features to the ground floor the principal S elevation resembles that of a 
conventional 18th /19th century house with 3 windows at 1st floor arranged symmetrically 
close to the eaves. The single bay addition to W was probably added in the earlier to mid 19th 
century, being extended to the rear in the later 19th century forming an L-plan. A canted 
window at ground and 1st floor sits close to the corner of the W gable end of the single bay 
addition. A modern sympathetic conservatory is set in the re-entrant angle. Access to the 
single storey wing running to the E is gained from the living hall. It comprises of a large low 
room completely refurbished in the 20th century.

There is a single storey building to the rear (possibly a former wash-house due to the tall stack) 
running parallel behind the principal single storey wing. The 2nd edition OS map shows that to 
the rear a gap between the L-plan addition and rear single storey wing existed. This space was 
filled in the early 20th century by a 2-storey block joined to the main house and L-plan addition.

Interior

Throughout the ground floor there are polished mahogany doors with good door furniture. 
There is a series of reproduction 'Adam style' fireplaces. The single storey wing to the E 
includes panelling to below dado height and classical cornicing.

Materials

Rendered walls; rendered to principal elevation, painted to rear. Oak 2-leaf outer door with 
oak panelled and upper multi-paned inner door. Timber sash and case multi-paned windows 
throughout, casement leaded lights to canted windows to principal elevation. Exposed 
sandstone to mullions, transoms and doorpiece including canopy. Painted stone margins to 
windows to principal elevation and side (W) elevation. Pitched grey slate roofs. Various coped 
gable apex and ridge stacks, various clay cans.
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Dovecot

Small single storey and attic outbuilding set close to the W elevation of the house. Converted 
to a picturesque dovecot probably in the early 20th century with a stair to the exterior of the E 
gable. The stair has a moulded stone handrail with ball finials. A timber boarded attic door set 
in the gable has a flight hole and an alighting ledge giving access to the loft. The ground is 
accessed from a timber panelled door to the S elevation. The ground interior is timber lined 
with a timber mantelpiece and hob grate. There are hooks hanging from the ceiling. There is 
also a timber booth which the current owner informs was used as a dark room to develop 
photographs in the early 20th century. An inserted window with diamond paned leaded lights 
faces N into the garden. The dovecote has a pitched grey slate roof.

Raised Walkway

A raised rubble walkway runs W from the dovecot to Bridge Street boundary wall. Rubble piers 
with conical finials flank a series of steps which rise up to a moulded stone door surround with 
a timber boarded door giving access to Bridge Street. Pre-20th century as indicated by maps, 
this was the original carriage entrance to Mansfield with a drive running to the principal 
entrance. Probably in the early 20th century the carriage entrance was moved after a building 
in Ancaster Square was pulled down and access was created to the NE of the house.

Gatepier

A rendered gatepier incorporating a pedestrian entrance stands in Ancaster Square.

Boundary Walls

A high random rubble boundary wall runs the entirety of Bridge Street from 9 Bridge Street to 
the bridge. 9 Bridge Street (currently unlisted, 2004) was formerly in the possession of 
Mansfield and was used as the gardener's house. A rubble boundary wall running along the 
raised walkway runs from Bridge Street wall to the dovecot, creating an enclosed garden to the 
W of the house, probably historically used as kitchen garden. There is a lean-to greenhouse to 
the W garden situated against a high rubble boundary wall running N the entirety of the house 
and garden. An extensive lawned area with mature trees slopes away from the house S to the 
banks of the River Teith. A rubble boundary wall runs to the E.

Statement of Special Interest

The house was the local manse when St. Kessog's was located at its former site at the Bridgend 
churchyard (see separate listing) before being relocated to Ancaster Square in the 1770s. In the 
1770s a new manse was built to the S of the Teith (see separate listing) and Mansfield ceased 
to function as the local manse. It has however survived as one of the most prestigious houses 
in Callander set in an impressive 3 acre garden site which runs down to the banks of the Teith. 
The exterior and interior were renovated in the early 20th century when in the ownership the 
Younger family. More work was undertaken in the later 20th century by Lady Abertay.

References
Bibliography

Plan of Callander (1770) National Archives of Scotland; 1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance 
Survey map (1862-1863); 2nd edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1898); Gifford, J. 
Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), pp. 298; Further information supplied by courtesy of the 
owner (2004).
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Site Number 820

Site Name 15, 17, 19 Main Street, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22893
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NRHE Number LB22893

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262725

Northing 707981

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Early 19th century handsome symmetrical 5-bay building with shops arranged to ground floor 
and flatted apartments to 1st floor and attic. Despite various insensitive alterations such as the 
addition of unsympathetic roofing material, the loss of original glazing to the 1st floor, and 
replacement of canted dormer windows by out of character modern rooflights the building is 
still of good streetscape value and retains some detailing including moulded paired pends.

Principal (SW) elevation with centred corniced doorpiece (missing consoles and part of 
moulding) giving access to internal vestibule and stair leading to 1st floor and attic flat. 
Flanking timber shopfront with door to left. To the right of the central principal door is another 
narrow shopfront converted out of a pre-existing doorway. Paired moulded segmentally 
headed pend entrances arranged to outer-bays at ground floor, that to right filled in with a 
shop front, that to left giving access to the rear. 5 symmetrically arranged windows to the 1st 
floor. The rear (NE) elevation is largely obscured at the ground floor with 2 modern single 
storey flat roofed extensions.

Materials

Squared, coursed 'pudding stone' with tab detailing to raised sandstone window margins and 
quoins. Timber panelled door with bipartite fanlight to centre, various timber doors to shops. 
Modern timber stained sash and case windows to 1st floor. Surviving timber sash and case 
lying pane window to centre of rear 1st floor, modern to rest. Pitched roof with modern 
concrete tiles, large modern rooflights to principal elevation, small modern rooflights to rear.

Statement of Special Interest

Although altered as noted in the introductory paragraph it is felt at the time of the re-survey 
(2004) that the building still merits inclusion on the list. It should be noted that there are no 
other buildings in Callander which has this distinctive paired pend arrangement. Also the 
squaring and coursing of the pudding stone to an early 19th century building denotes a good 
degree of sophistication and refinement. Other buildings in Callander with this type of detailing 
date from the later 19th century.

There is an internal door to the 1st floor flat, now bricked up, 2004, which would have given 
internal access to the adjacent building to the left, No 13 'Crown Hotel' (currently unlisted, 
2004). It is uncertain if these building were originally associated. However by the time of the 
1st edition Ordnance Survey map it is appears that the pend to the left gives access to a yard 
to the rear of the hotel, probably offering stabling etc. It is possible that hotel accommodation 
or servants' rooms were located to the 1st floor of 15-19 Main Street.

References
Bibliography

1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863); further information supplied by 
courtesy of the owner to the 1st floor flat, 2004.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22893
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Site Name National Commercial Bank, 5 Main Street, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22894

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262686

Northing 708003

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

1883, possibly designed by David Rhind (Gifford & Walker, Stirling and Central Scotland [2001], 
299) albeit there is no evidence known to demonstrate that this building was by him he did 
design a number of buildings for the National Commercial Bank. 3-storey, 4-bay rectangular-
plan former bank, now coffee shop and restaurant to ground floor, 2004. Striking streetscape 
value and of good historic local interest being the former National Commercial Bank in 
Callander.

The telling office and ancillary rooms would have been arranged to the ground floor, now 
gutted and converted to a coffee shop/restaurant, with residential accommodation provided 
for the Bank Manager and his family to the 1st and 2nd floors. The 1st and 2nd floors were re-
arranged to function as a hotel in the 20th century, they have recently been re-converted to 
offer residential accommodation, 2004.

The façade is detailed with a round arched door and masque keystone flanked by a pair of 
pilasters. The large windows and door to the ground floor are framed by heavy floral consoles 
which support a projecting enclosed balcony. A box window is arranged to the 1st bay giving 
access to the balcony.

3 large windows to the 1st floor set behind the balcony are framed by brackets supporting 
cornices, the windows run nearly full length. Decorative brackets support the 2nd floor 
window cills with a string course running to the entire elevation at lintel height. A deep 
projecting cornice supports a balustraded parapet.

To the rear (NE) elevation there is a large original single storey outshot to the ground floor 
with bars remaining to windows, there are various other single storey modern extensions. A 
large bipartite stair window is set off-centre between the 1st and 2nd floor. There are 
remaining bars to some of the 1st floor windows.

Interior

Little original fabric remains to the ground floor apart from the private hallway with a fine 
carved timber stair rising to the 1st and 2nd floors. Although previously converted to a hotel 
much original internal fabric remains to the 1st and 2nd floors. There are impressive over-
scaled timber panelled doors to the 1st floor. The principal 2 rooms to 1st floor facing the Main 
Street have been knocked through creating 1 large room running the entire length of the 
principle elevation. The large 1st floor room is high ceilinged with an elaborate cornice, 
decorative window pulls remain as does a pink marble mantelpiece. There are working 
shutters throughout including that to the box window. The bedrooms to 2nd floor are much 
simpler, surviving timber mantelpieces with cast iron inserts remain, plain cornice work 
throughout.

Materials

Blonde ashlar to principle elevation, snecked sandstone to other elevations. Modern glazing 
and door to ground floor, predominantly original plate glass timber sash and case windows 
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remain elsewhere. Pitched grey slate roof. Very broad corniced gable apex stack to NW, gable 
apex stack to SE, various cans.

Statement of Special Interest

Previously listed as Main Street, National Commercial Bank.

References
Bibliography

McKean, C. Stirling and the Trossachs (1985), p. 98.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22894

Site Number 822

Site Name St Andrew's Episcopal Church, Leny Road, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22895

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 262474

Northing 708075

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

1857 by J.,W.H. & J.M. Hay. Attractive small cruciform-plan church built in the Rural Decorated 
Gothic style. With later 19th century half-octagon-plan sanctuary, transepts and adjoined 
rectangular-plan single storey hall to rear. The church is setback to the rear of its plot with a 
lawned area and large cedar tree with a sweeping driveway from the SE.

It should be noted that at the time of the site visit, (2004) the church was undergoing a major 
refurbishment programme, both externally and internally.

Initially the church only consisted of the nave with the bellcote to the W gable and the porch 
to the S. In 1872 the sanctuary to the E was added with the N and S transepts following in 
1886. The hall was built in 1891.

The nave is lit by simple pointed arched lancets with a plate traceried window to the W gable. 
The sanctuary and transepts are lit by cusped lancets with plate traceried windows to the 
transept gable ends.

Interior

The church has plastered white walls with timber boarding to dado height (the pews at the 
time of the site visit had been removed), the W wall is exposed rubble. There is a pointed 
stone chancel arch giving access to the sanctuary. Deep red Minton tiles in the nave arranged 
in a geometric design, more minton tiles in the sanctuary. Dark-stained timber scissors-
raftered roof with diagonal boarding and arch bracing at crossing. Stained glass windows in the 
chancel depict Christ with Mary, the Crucifixion and the resurrected Christ. A stained glass 
window depicting the Annunciation is located to the S transept. The 2-light stained glass 
window to the W gable has a composition of baptismal themes and is dedicated to the 
memory of the Rev. Thomas Wildman, 1882.

The hall is predominantly lit by a stepped tripartite window to the W. At the time of the site 
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visit there was full height painted timber boarding running into the boarded coomed ceiling.

Materials

Random rubble 'pudding stone' with sandstone dressings to openings (stugged sandstone 
dressings to sanctuary). Moulded blind arcade detailing set to gable apex of transepts 
surmounted by Celtic Cross shaped finials. A cross shaped finial to bellcote. Stained timber 
boarded main door with timber panelled and coloured leaded lights to porch door. Grey slated 
roofs, bellcast swept at eaves with sparred eaves. Slated ventilators with cusped timber 
detailing. Red clay ridge tiles.

Boundary Wall, Railings, Gatepiers and Gates

Low coped boundary wall to the S with decorative cast iron railings. Gatepiers set to the SW; 
square-plan with panel motif and corniced caps, (at the time of the site visit the left gatepier 
had been removed for vehicular access). Decorative cast iron gate, removed at time of site 
visit. The railings continue to the adjacent property with a corresponding gatepier as the 
adjacent property was historically the manse (the house is currently unlisted, 2004).

Statement of Special Interest

Ecclesiastical building in use as such.

References
Bibliography

NMRS; Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), pp. 296-297; McKean, C. Stirling and the 
Trossachs (1985), p. 100.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22895

Site Number 823

Site Name Churchyard, Old Parish Church, Bridge Street, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22896

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262679

Northing 707865

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

18th century irregularly shaped walled graveyard including a 19th century hexagonal watch 
house. Sited on what is believed to be the location of Callander's first church founded in 1238. 
Tom na Cheasaig (the Mound of St Kessog, where the 6th century saint is supposed to have 
preached from) is set just outwith to the NW. The graveyard is set picturesquely near the 
banks of the River Teith with stunning views across to Ben Ledi.

The entrance is set to the E along Bridge Street with the wall being swept to both sides of the 
simple opening.

The ground undulates to the churchyard being banked quite steeply to the NW. Some lying 
slabs might be 18th century but these are difficult to read due to deterioration, the majority of 
the gravestones are 19th century.
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Built into the N wall is the watchhouse with 3 of its sides facing into the churchyard. The door 
is set to the central face with an inscription above appearing to read 'design & Constructed by 
Duncan McNa Joiner' and the abbreviated names of the builders 'J.Par F.Bu & D. McGre 
Masons'. There are blocked windows to the flanking faces. The 3 faces outwith the wall to the 
E are blank.

Materials

Random rubble boundary wall with copes set on end. Cast iron gates to opening. Watchhouse: 
coursed, weathered sandstone with a timber boarded door to centre with tripartite slim 
letterbox fanlight, missing glazing. Overhanging 6 sided grey slate roof with exposed rafters, 
currently in a poor state with the loss of some slates, 2004.

Statement of Special Interest

Formerly listed as Bridge Street, Graveyard. The pre-Reformation church is thought to have 
been demolished around the time the parish church in Ancaster Square was built in 1773. A 
plate to the gate reads 'Parish Council of Callander, Callander Churchyard, keys at Parish 
Council Office'.

References
Bibliography

Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 295; McKean, C. Stirling and the Trossachs 
(1985), p. 98.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22896

Site Number 824

Site Name Callander Bridge, River Teith, Bridge Street, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22897

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 262697

Northing 707816

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Dated 1908. Impressive and handsome bridge carrying the A81 over the Teith from Callander 
to Aberfoyle. The bridge replaces an earlier one dating from 1764.

Square snecked red sandstone with 3 pointed arches resting on cutwaters. Heavy roll moulding 
to voussoirs with a staggered string course running beneath the stepped parapet. The flanking 
retaining wing walls appear to contain original fabric from the original bridge. There are 2 cast 
iron light standards to the W side.

Statement of Special Interest

A documented stone built bridge has been known to exist at this location since 1764. The 
original bridge offered a link between Major Caulfield's Military Road running along the Main 
Street of Callander and that of a road network running to the SW to Aberfoyle and further a 
field.
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It is suggested that a timber bridge pre-dating the stone built bridge existed in Callander, its 
exact location and details remain unknown. As well as a bridge crossing in Callander it is said 
that the cattle drovers used a crossing some distance to the E of the bridge close by to the 
former ferryman's cottage 'Avonbeith' (currently unlisted, 2004). The original bridge was 
supposedly deemed to be unsuitable for 20th century traffic, with its humpback profile and 
narrow width.

References
Bibliography

Plan of Callander (1770) National Archives of Scotland; Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland 
(2002), p. 297; McKean, C. Stirling and the Trossachs (1985), p. 98.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22897

Site Number 825

Site Name Teethview, 2 Bridgend, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22898

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262675

Northing 707769

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Symmetrical 2-storey, 3-bay rectangular-plan house. Listed in recognition of being a little 
altered (to its principal (E) elevation) 18th century house, contributing to the streetscape of 
the N end of Bridgend. Probably originally built as a cottage in the 18th century and later 
raised up to incorporate a 1st floor, the house sits below the current road level leading to the 
bridge. The house makes a good grouping with the nearby listed Teithview House and 
Callander Bridge (see separate listings).

The relatively small size of the windows and close spacing of the bays to the principal (E) 
elevation are indicative of the house's early date, the rear elevation has been largely altered. 
Cast iron railings to the principal elevation are fixed to a retaining wall which is incorporated 
into surviving fabric of the flanking wall of the original bridge built in 1764, the bridge was 
rebuilt in 1908 (see separate listing).

Interior

Admission was not obtained at time of resurvey (2004).

Materials

Rendered walls with margined windows. Modern timber and glazed door, uPVC glazing 
throughout. Pitched grey slate roof with a pair of tri-partite rooflights to principal elevation. 
Ashlar stacks with various cans.

Statement of Special Interest

Given the house's close proximity to the bridge it is possible that it was built around the same 
time the bridge was constructed. However this is not supported on the map of 1770 entitled 
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'Plan of Callander part of annexed estate' produced for the Commissioners of Forfeited Estates 
as there are no signs of a settlement at Bridgend at this time.

References
Bibliography

Plan of Callander (1770) National Archives of Scotland; Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland 
(2002), p. 300.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22898

Site Number 826

Site Name Bridgend House Hotel, 6, 8 Bridgend, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22899

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262661

Northing 707753

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Reputedly with 17th century fabric, long and low near symmetrical 2-storey and attic, 6-bay 
rectangular-plan hotel with later alterations and extensions. Of good streetscape value with 
19th century fake half- timbering [Gifford] enlivening the principal SE elevation.

Door openings to 2nd and 5th bays with flanking windows at ground floor, windows to 1st 
floor set at eaves. Pronounced base course to entire elevation.

Knowledge of local building types in Bridgend, and 19th century maps indicate that the current 
building probably was originally composed of a row of single storey cottages and was raised 
and united in the 19th century to form the hotel. An adjoined building to the SW was 
demolished in the later 19th century.

The main entrance to the hotel is situated to the slightly setback L-plan 20th century single 
storey and attic house which is wrapped around the NE gable. There are various 19th and 20th 
century extensions to the rear including a 19th century rectangular-plan function room with a 
large modern conservatory added in 2000.

Interior

The interior is characterised by its very low ceilings at both ground and 1st floor. There are 2 
small former window openings to the ground floor (remaining as curios) to what would have 
been the original rear wall of the building. The thickness of the walls is demonstrated by the 
window embrasures. Some of the 1st floor bedrooms have had their attic floors removed with 
the space left open to the roof, the dormer windows have been left.

Materials

White painted rendered walls, black timber boarding arranged in geometric designs to the 
principal elevation and partly to exposed section of NE gable. Various glazing styles including; 
diamond patterned 20th century metal windows (with top opening ventilation panel) to 
ground floor bar windows, timber multi-paned casement windows to 1st floor bedrooms, and 
timber sash and case to dormer windows. Grey slates to various pitched roofs, 3 canted 
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dormer windows with overhanging gablets to principal elevation. Gable apex stacks with 
shaped cans to SW and NE.

References
Bibliography

1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863); Gifford, J. Stirling and Central 
Scotland (2002), p. 300; McKean, C. Stirling and the Trossachs (1985), p. 98.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22899

Site Number 827

Site Name Callander Primary School, Bridgend, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22900

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262737

Northing 707709

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Built by Stewart & Paterson in 1906-1907; 2-storey and attic, 7-bay school with a grand W 
pedimented entrance bay and steeply pitched roof (the school was originally only 2-bays 
deep). Enlarged and partly refashioned by Stewart & Paterson in 1924 including the advanced 
single storey wings and entrance colonnade.

The school ceased to operate as the local High School in the 1960s becoming the local primary 
school. In 1992 the school was refurbished with the interior gutted and re-organised, a large 
single storey block was built to the rear E. Listed in recognition of its smart restrained Baroque 
design, being by the hand of a well respected architect's office that carried out a considerable 
amount of work in the vicinity.

Slightly advanced entrance bay with a row of 4 advanced Doric Roman columns arranged 
concavely to the ground floor. Adjoined to the colonnade are a pair of flanking single storey 
wings to the outerbays.

To each of the side elevations there are slightly advanced 3-bay sections to the ground and 1st 
floor. That to the N is arranged at the 1st floor with pilasters and block channelling 
surmounted by a segmentally headed gable. That to the S has a pair of brackets flanking the 
central 1st floor window supporting a cornice carrying a pair of small stylised obelisks with a 
centred date stone, a raised parapet sits behind. The date to the stone is indecipherable 
however below is inscribed 'Baillie Hamilton Memorial Wing'.

The rear (E) elevation has what looks like to be a central canted stair tower, set adjacent to this 
is a tall square-plan stack, tapering to its upper part and rising above the eaves. There are 
various dormer windows set to the rear of the roof.

Materials

Snecked rubble 'pudding stone' to principal elevation, random rubble with smeared pointing to 
others. Sandstone dressings and quoins throughout. Raised architraves to windows of principal 
elevation at ground and 1st floor, lugged detailing to 1st floor. Moulded heavy cornice to 
entire advanced ground floor. Continuous cill course to 1st floor of principal elevation. Timber 
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panelled main door, modern multi-paned timber windows throughout. Moulded eaves course. 
Grey slated piended roofs.

Statement of Special Interest

The school was formerly named after Donald McLaren, who, on his death, gifted a 
considerable sum of money to be set up as a trust and used specifically for educational 
purposes. The trust became known as the 'McLaren Educational Trust'. The Free Church 
School, which McLaren had been a keen supporter of (see Callander Community Hall Listing) 
was closed in 1890. In January 1892 the McLaren Education Trust informed the School Board 
that they would soon be in a position to offer higher education. The Mclaren High School 
initially rented temporary accommodation in the Main Street. However a permanent site for 
the school was soon sought with the location where the present school stands being chosen. 
To the S of the main school building there is a 4-bay single storey hall which in now linked by a 
covered walkway to the rear extension. Further S there is a 20th century single storey 3-bay 
pavilion with a veranda facing E.

References
Bibliography

Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 297; McKean, C. Stirling and the Trossachs 
(1985), p. 98; Thompson, A. Callander through the Ages (1985) pp. 29-31.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22900

Site Number 828

Site Name St Bride's Church, South Church Street, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22901

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 262959

Northing 707775

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Originally built in 1844 as St. Bride's Free Church with significant alterations in 1861 by the 
architect's practice Kennedy and Dalgleish (Glasgow) including the addition of the chancel and 
western Italianate entrance tower. Further alterations made in 1907.

A prominent landmark in Callander and environs, with a good quality early 20th century 
interior. It should be noted that it is relatively unusual to find such Italianate detailing to a Free 
Church.

Originally built as a simple, gable fronted, 4-bay long church. In 1861 the impressive Italianate 
towered W gable front was added; designed with a central window and flanking entrances 
surmounted by a clock tower and belfry. In 1907 it was rearranged to accommodate a centred 
Gibbsian round arched door with Roman Doric columns, the flanking doors being converted to 
bipartite windows.

The square clock tower rises above the pitch of the roof with a thick projecting cornice on 
which sits the belfry stage composed of 3 round arched openings to each face with consoles 
carrying an eaves cornice capped with a shallow pyramid roof.
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It is noticeable that the side (N) elevation has a better quality of finish than its corresponding S 
side, possessing a projecting eaves cornice. The reason for this discrepancy is answered by the 
fact that a row of buildings once lined Pearl Street sitting very close to the S elevation. 
Therefore originally this elevation would have been fairly obscured. Pearl Street was 
demolished in the 20th century.

Interior

The large interior appears to have been re-furbished in the early 20th century. It is composed 
of a long central nave, four bays long with side aisles. The nave is segmentally vaulted resting 
on a heavy continuous cornice supported by an arcade of Corinthian columns. The vault is 
decorated with panelled floral frames. The aisles are set behind the columns with interesting 
tilted segmental ceilings.

There is a 1st floor gallery to the W gable end with a panelled front. The chancel is set slightly 
above the floor level of the nave with finely carved oak choir stalls and Classical panelling 
which incorporates an Ionic aedicule War Memorial at the centre of the E Wall. A richly carved 
oak pulpit stands to the left, dating from 1895, brought from St. Kessog's Church (now Rob Roy 
and Trossachs Visitor Centre, see separate listing); decorated with carved animals representing 
the 4 apostles. The organ is by Abbot & Smith, 1900. There is stained glass to the 3 round 
arched windows to the E; pictured is Christ offering the cup of salvation to Mary and St. John 
of the Revelation.

Materials

Coursed and squared 'pudding stone' to W and N elevations, random rubble to E and S. 
Sandstone dressings; vermiculated voussoirs and quoins to W gable front with quasi-strapwork 
forming gable parapets. Ashlar to belfry stage. Timber panelled doors throughout, some with 
upper leaded lights, main door with diamante headed raised panelling. Pitched grey slate roof. 
Ashlar copes to E gable with gable apex bracketed stack, recessed arch motif and corniced 
cope, various cans.

Statement of Special Interest

Ecclesiastical building in use as such. B-Group with Callander Kirk Hall. Previously listed as 'St. 
Bride's Church of Scotland, Church Street'. The recorded history of a religious life in Callander 
begins with Saint Kessog, a follower of St Columba of Iona, who is said to have preached from 
the 'Hill of Kessog' beside the River Teith, in the 6th century. Callander's pre-Reformation 
Church was established in the area nearby to the 'Hill of Kessog', now the site of the Bridge 
Street Churchyard (see separate listing). The church of St. Kessog's was moved to Ancaster 
Square in the 1770s with the establishment of the planned town of Callander and further 
rebuilt in 1883 (see Rob Roy and Trossachs Visitor Centre listing). In 1843 a major disruption 
took place in the Church of Scotland with the establishment of the Free Church Movement, St. 
Bride's was built as a result of this in 1844. In 1985 St. Kessog's Church and St. Bride's Church 
merged, becoming known as Callander Kirk and occupying this building. The adjacent hall, 
Calllander Kirk Hall (see separate listing) was built in 1849 as the Free Church School.

References
Bibliography

Dunn, K. Free church leaflet - Callander Kirk; Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 
300; McKean, C. Stirling and the Trossachs (1985), p. 99; Thompson, A. Callander through the 
Ages (1985) pp. 28-29.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22901

Site Number 829

Site Name Waterside House, 20 South Church Street, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22902
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NRHE Number LB22902

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 262906

Northing 707771

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Later 18th century 2-storey, 3-bay rectangular-plan house (probably raised from single storey 
to 2 storey in the 19th century). The house is of good streetscape value defined by its long low 
mass and broad side gables giving it a simple and vernacular appearance.

The main door to the principal (SE) elevation is set below the current street level with flanking 
windows set close to the pavement demonstrating that the street level has risen over time. 
The 1st floor windows are evenly spaced and arranged close to the eaves.

When entering the house one is aware of a considerable drop from the street to the floor of 
the house. The ground floor and 1st floor are characterised by their low ceilings and thick walls 
befitting a property of this age. The interior has largely been modernised and reconfigured 
with a large conservatory extension to the rear (NW) elevation.

The rear 1st floor elevation remains without modern interventions with windows arranged to 
the outerbays and an advanced gabled central outshot. The side (NE) elevation has a single 
storey lean-to which has latterly been extended to the rear.

Originally a passageway would have run from South Church Street between the side (SW) 
elevation and the rear elevation of the nearby Waterside Cottage (see separate listings). This 
former passageway has been filled in with a small flat roofed extension belonging to Waterside 
House. There is a small casement window in the SW gable.

Materials

White painted render to all elevations, multi-paned timber sash and case windows, modern 
uPVC main door. A pair of large, modern uPVC canted dormer windows to rear. Pitched grey 
slate roof with coped rendered gable apex stacks with various cans.

Statement of Special Interest

B-Group with 22 South Church Street, Waterside Cottage, South Church Street, Airlie Cottage. 
It should be noted that Waterside House, when initially identified as a listed building, was 
mistakenly referred to as 'Avonbeith, formerly Waterside House' with this error appearing on 
the List of Buildings of Architectural and Historic Merit. Avonbeith infact is a completely 
different house lying some distance behind Waterside House to the W, currently unlisted, 
2004. Waterside House and the adjacent Waterside Cottage and Airlie Cottage (see separate 
listings) form an interesting and attractive grouping set close to the River Teith.

References
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Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 300; McKean, C. Stirling and the Trossachs 
(1985), p. 99; Further information courtesy of the owner, 2004.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22902

Site Number 830

Site Name Waterside, 22 South Church Street, Callander
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Site Name Waterside, 22 South Church Street, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22903

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262898

Northing 707762

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Pair of charming and well preserved late 18th century adjoined single storey and attic, 3-bay 
cottages (single bay outshot to Airlie). Altered in the mid 19th century with the addition of 
unusual breaking eaves canted dormer windows to principal (SW) elevation. Waterside 
Cottage is set gable-on to Church Street with the principal elevation of both cottages facing 
their private gardens. Their setting close by the river with open gardens running down to the 
River Teith provides an attractive grouping when viewed from the opposite side of the river (S).

Symmetrical arrangement to both cottages with exception of outshot. The single bay addition 
to Airlie Cottage, the owners believe, was added in the early/earlier 20th century to serve as a 
massage treatment room for Lady Esher who at this time was living at the nearby Roman 
Camp House (now hotel, see separate listing).

Internally the cottages are similarly arranged; a central hall with flanking low ceilinged ground 
floor rooms with exposed ceiling beams. The central narrow timber stair leads to 2 small attic 
bedrooms (the outshot to Airlie gives an extra room to the ground and attic floors).

The rear (NE) elevation faces into the garden of the adjacent Waterside House (see separate 
listing), there is a single storey outshot to each cottage containing the W.C. with small window 
openings.

Materials

White painted render to all elevations of both cottages. Window margins predominantly 
painted black to Waterside. Attractive timber panelled gabled porches to both; Waterside; 
glazed upper side panels with coloured glass margins, curvy open fret bargeboards with timber 
ball and spike finial, Airlie; glazed upper side panels, plain timber bargeboard. Both porches 
with grey tiles.

Predominantly 4-pane timber sash and case windows. Distinctive gabled and canted timber 
boarded dormer windows, diamond motif to gable of Airlie, grey slate roofs to all dormers.

Pitched grey slate roof, that to Airlie rising to slightly higher level than Waterside. Various 
rooflights, modern to Airlie. SE gable apex stack to Waterside, rendered and heightened with 
exposed brick, 2 circular cans. Rendered SE gable apex stack to Airlie (probably shared with 
Waterside), various cans. Painted brick ridge stack to Airlie with single can.

Boundary Walls

Random rubble wall with set on end copes running from Waterside SW along South Church 
Street terminating at the banks of the River Teith. A similar wall runs to the NW of Airlie 
turning at 90 degrees and running SW to the banks of the river. There is also a random rubble 
wall dividing the plot between both cottages.

Statement of Special Interest
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B-Group with South Church Street, Waterside House. The 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map 
shows that there was another building of roughly the same size adjoined to Airlie. It could be 
that the single bay outshot to Airlie is part of this 3rd cottage, or as the owners believe a 
purpose built concrete 20th century 'Treatment Room'. Both owners believe that the cottages 
were used to house staff from the Roman Camp House in the early/earlier 20th century, 
including possibly the butler who is thought to have resided at Waterside.

References
Bibliography

1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863); Gifford, J. Stirling and Central 
Scotland (2002), p. 300; McKean, C. Stirling and the Trossachs (1985), p. 99. Additional 
information courtesy of the owners, 2004.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22903

Site Number 831

Site Name Airlie Cottage, South Church Street, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22903

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262890

Northing 707766

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Pair of charming and well preserved late 18th century adjoined single storey and attic, 3-bay 
cottages (single bay outshot to Airlie). Altered in the mid 19th century with the addition of 
unusual breaking eaves canted dormer windows to principal (SW) elevation. Waterside 
Cottage is set gable-on to Church Street with the principal elevation of both cottages facing 
their private gardens. Their setting close by the river with open gardens running down to the 
River Teith provides an attractive grouping when viewed from the opposite side of the river (S).

Symmetrical arrangement to both cottages with exception of outshot. The single bay addition 
to Airlie Cottage, the owners believe, was added in the early/earlier 20th century to serve as a 
massage treatment room for Lady Esher who at this time was living at the nearby Roman 
Camp House (now hotel, see separate listing).

Internally the cottages are similarly arranged; a central hall with flanking low ceilinged ground 
floor rooms with exposed ceiling beams. The central narrow timber stair leads to 2 small attic 
bedrooms (the outshot to Airlie gives an extra room to the ground and attic floors).

The rear (NE) elevation faces into the garden of the adjacent Waterside House (see separate 
listing), there is a single storey outshot to each cottage containing the W.C. with small window 
openings.

Materials

White painted render to all elevations of both cottages. Window margins predominantly 
painted black to Waterside. Attractive timber panelled gabled porches to both; Waterside; 
glazed upper side panels with coloured glass margins, curvy open fret bargeboards with timber 
ball and spike finial, Airlie; glazed upper side panels, plain timber bargeboard. Both porches 
with grey tiles.
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Predominantly 4-pane timber sash and case windows. Distinctive gabled and canted timber 
boarded dormer windows, diamond motif to gable of Airlie, grey slate roofs to all dormers.

Pitched grey slate roof, that to Airlie rising to slightly higher level than Waterside. Various 
rooflights, modern to Airlie. SE gable apex stack to Waterside, rendered and heightened with 
exposed brick, 2 circular cans. Rendered SE gable apex stack to Airlie (probably shared with 
Waterside), various cans. Painted brick ridge stack to Airlie with single can.

Boundary Walls

Random rubble wall with set on end copes running from Waterside SW along South Church 
Street terminating at the banks of the River Teith. A similar wall runs to the NW of Airlie 
turning at 90 degrees and running SW to the banks of the river. There is also a random rubble 
wall dividing the plot between both cottages.

Statement of Special Interest

B-Group with South Church Street, Waterside House. The 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map 
shows that there was another building of roughly the same size adjoined to Airlie. It could be 
that the single bay outshot to Airlie is part of this 3rd cottage, or as the owners believe a 
purpose built concrete 20th century 'Treatment Room'. Both owners believe that the cottages 
were used to house staff from the Roman Camp House in the early/earlier 20th century, 
including possibly the butler who is thought to have resided at Waterside.

References
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1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863); Gifford, J. Stirling and Central 
Scotland (2002), p. 300; McKean, C. Stirling and the Trossachs (1985), p. 99. Additional 
information courtesy of the owners, 2004.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22903

Site Number 832

Site Name Gate And Gatehouse, Roman Camp Hotel, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22904

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 263247

Northing 707691

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Single storey and attic, 3-bay square-plan house of good streetscape value. Probably 
containing some late 18th/early 19th century fabric. Altered in the mid 19th and 20th 
centuries. When built the house perhaps bore no link to the nearby Roman Camp Hotel (see 
separate listing). However at some later stage it has been adopted as its lodge/gatehouse due 
to its location at the head of a driveway leading from the Main Street to the Roman Camp 
Hotel.

Symmetrical arrangement to principle (NE) street elevation; windows to outer bays at ground 
floor with large rectangular dormer windows at eaves to attic. Modern extension to the rear 
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(SW).

Small circular-plan turret set on the angle of the NE/SE elevation, supported on corbels rising 
above the eaves level (probably 20th century). There is a carved sandstone panel recessed 
slightly into the turret; shield with inscription 'The Camp House' surmounted by a carved 
coronet.

Materials

Pink painted render with painted stone dressings. Modern timber door, timber sash and case 
windows to original house, modern fenestration to rear extension. Piended roofs to dormers. 
Pitched roof with grey slates, coped ashlar gable apex stack to SE elevation with 2 circular clay 
cans. Slated cap roof and apex lead flashing to turret.

Boundary Wall, Rustic Arch and Gate

Rubble boundary wall to head height with end-on rubble copes. The wall leads down from 182 
Main Street and runs alongside the drive to the hotel. There is a similar corresponding 
boundary wall on the opposite side belonging to 184 Main Street. A rustic rubble arch 
(probably early 20th century) spanning the drive is incorporated into the wall; consisting of 
rough rubble flanking supports built to both sides of the wall, supporting a slender rubble 
segmental arch. A decorative wrought iron gate (probably early 20th century) is situated at the 
arch. The boundary wall to 182 runs a considerable distance further to the SW, terminating at 
an open meadow.

Statement of Special Interest

B-Group with Roman Camp Hotel and Roman Camp Hotel Walled Garden. The 1st edition 
Ordnance Survey map shows No 182 stretching longer along Main Street than it currently does 
(2004). Consulting the 2nd edition map it is clear that it was reduced in size to accommodate 
178/180 Main Street in the later 19th century. The house was probably originally a single 
storey cottage raised up in the mid 19th century.

The Roman Camp Hotel, a private house till 1937, was purchased by Reginald Brett, 2nd 
Viscount Esher, in 1897. Esher set about on a vigorous improvement scheme on the house and 
the surrounding environs. It was probably during his ownership in the early 20th century that 
182 Main Street was adopted as the lodge with the tower being added. It was probably also at 
this time that the rustic arch was built to add interest and formality to the driveway. The house 
now offers accommodation for hotel employees (2004). For further information consult 
Roman Camp Hotel list description.

References
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1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863); 2nd edition (Perthshire) Ordnance 
Survey map (1898-1899); Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 298.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22904

Site Number 833

Site Name Roman Camp Hotel, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22906

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 263161

Northing 707530
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Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

A picturesque large low rambling house of various dates reputed originally to have been built 
as a hunting lodge for the Drummond family in the 17th century. Located in an idyllic setting 
close to the banks of the River Teith and set within 20 acres of well kept grounds. The main 
block consists of a gabled 2-storey and attic 5-bay house probably remodelled in the mid 19th 
century. Of note is an adjoined 18th century single storey bow-ended W wing with a good 
interior.

In 1896 the house was purchased by Reginald Baliol Brett, 2nd Viscount Esher who over the 
next 2 decades commissioned the architects Stewart & Paterson (Glasgow) to undertake a 
series of alterations and extensions, primarily to the rear N. These included the library wing, 
chapel, and various conical roofed turrets. Esher also oversaw the instalment of many pieces 
of salvaged architectural details throughout the house and grounds. In 1939 the house was 
developed as a hotel with further alterations carried out in the later/late 20th century.

The principal (S) elevation of the main block has an asymmetrical appearance with a shallow 
chimney-gable breaking eaves set to the centre. The door below at the ground floor is set to 
the centre right with a salvaged stone porch with Renaissance detailing surmounted by an 
armorial panel. The window layout is also arranged asymmetrically with paired openings to the 
left outer bays but only single to the right outerbays. This arrangement indicates that the 
building has undergone some remodelling in the past. The principal elevation of the W wing is 
masked by a 20th century rubble lean-to loggia, the integrated roofline of the which creates a 
dramatic sweep.

To the E is a 3-bay single storey and attic wing which appears on the 1st edition Ordnance 
Survey map. It is now used as a function room with a painted ceiling by James A. Gray based on 
16th and 17th century Scots motifs. To the far left joined by a linking entrance is a large 3-bay 
bow-fronted single storey restaurant, built in 1997, and known as Drummond Hall. It has a 
distinctive heavy parapet which steps up to a semi-circular centrepiece over each bay. The W 
elevation is arranged with the bow of the W wing to the right, the 20th century single storey 
library block to the centre and a small single storey turreted chapel with conical roof to the far 
left.

Photographs held at the NMRS show the rear N elevation in 1911 when most of the work of 
Stewart and Paterson had been carried out. Remodelled in the Scots Vernacular tradition with 
2, 2-storey conical roofed turrets and a turret at 1st floor set to the re-entrant angle of the 2-
storey addition and original house. A number of later single storey extensions have been added 
in the mid/later 20th century including an unusual row of boldly curved 3 light bays with 
decorative parapets housing bedrooms. To the left of these is an ogee-roofed pavilion linked to 
a further range.

Interior

Only ground floor public rooms inspected at time of site visit, 2004. Salvaged timber panelling 
to hall with diamond carving and linenfold panelling. Impressive salvaged oak panelled library 
with stone fireplace and integral overmantle mirror flanked by fluted pilasters rising to a 
notable Jacobean style ceiling with plaster pendants. There is a fine classical white sienna 
marble chimney piece to the bow-ended drawing room with symmetrical arrangement of an 
arched buffet recess flanked by 6-panel timber doors, probably indicating that the room was 
originally conceived as a dining room. There is a delicate plaster ceiling to the room. There is 
exposed rubble to chapel walls with stone vault.

Materials

Predominantly rendered walls painted pink with some string courses and cills to additions. 
Predominantly timber 12-pane timber sash and case windows throughout, multi-pane 
casements to bow-ended wing. Pair of timber multi-paned slate-hung gabled dormer windows 
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to principal elevation of main house. 5 timber multi-paned slate-hung piend roofed dormer 
windows to E wing to principal elevation. Grey slated roofs. Coped ashlar gable apex stacks to 
original house with circular cans. Tall coped ashlar stack to single storey E wing. A number of 
rendered stacks to the rest of the complex.

Guest Cottage

20th century simple single storey and attic gabled cottage including a circular tower to the NE, 
joined to main hotel complex by a linking section. Of note is a gabled entrance porch centering 
the E elevation with stone columns to the corners and an armorial panel within the gablehead. 
A gablet with a single window breaking the eaves is set above the entrance. The SE corner is 
chamfered being roughly corbelled out to below the eaves in order to create the feeling that 
this building is much older than its actual build date. Its rear (W) elevation is much more 
workaday being 4-bay with the far bay to the left appearing to be a later addition.

Garden Features

Located to the rear of the hotel set within a yew-hedged square is a possibly 18th century 
sundial pillar with a 4-sided square face (gnomon to each face) surmounted by a ball finial. To 
the SW of the Walled Garden (see separate listing) is a substantial rhododendron garden, 
known as Sir Harry's Garden, with a centrally placed column consisting of various salvaged 
classical architectural pieces. A 20th century summer house is located to the W of the Walled 
Garden with a salvaged Gothic trefoil niche to the interior.

Statement of Special Interest

B-Group with Roman Camp Hotel Walled Garden and 182 Main Street, Roman Camp Gate 
House including Boundary Wall and Rustic Arch.

Deriving its name from what was believed to be the remains of a Roman Camp to the 
meadows to the S of the house. It is well documented and recorded that the earthworks of a 
Roman Fort survive to the W of Callander at Bochastle; thus it is thought that the formation 
nearby to the hotel are naturally occurring features created over time by the changing course 
of the River Teith.

Reginald Baliol Brett, 2nd Viscount Esher became Deputy Governor and then Governor of 
Windsor Castle from 1901. He helped to edit Queen Victoria's papers, publishing 
'Correspondence of Queen Victoria' in 1907. A man of some privacy he retired from public 
political life in 1885, however he is believed to have been a keen advisor to the liberal 
governments of Henry Campbell-Bannerman and Herbert Henry Asquith. He also published 
works on King Edward VII and Lord Kitchener.
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Literature provided by hotel; 20th century photographs held by NMRS; Gifford, J. Stirling and 
Central Scotland (2002), pp. 297-298; McKean, C. Stirling and the Trossachs (1985), p. 99.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22906

Site Number 834

Site Name Walled Garden, Roman Camp Hotel, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22907

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 263255

Northing 707476
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Northing 707476

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

19th century U-shaped walled garden situated to the SE of the Roman Camp Hotel. To the E is 
an opening in the wall giving access to a 3-sided addition forming a small enclosure.

The 1st and 2nd edition Ordnance Survey map indicate that a wall once enclosed the S 
boundary. This S wall no longer remains with the curved 3-sided garden now facing the 
adjacent rhododendron garden. A richly carved salvaged Antique Italian Gothic wellhead is 
located to the centre of the garden. The addition to the E was probably intended as a burial 
enclosure but never fully realised as there appears to be no plaques or memorial stones, the 
garden is currently used as kitchen garden, 2004.

Materials

Random rubble to walled garden and addition, copes set on ends. Iron railings to part of 
enclosure to E.

Statement of Special Interest

B-Group with Roman Camp Hotel and 182 Main Street, Roman Camp Gate House including 
Boundary Wall and Rustic Arch. At the time of the site visit a section of the curved wall to the 
NE had collapsed, 2004. The majority of the walled garden appears to no longer function as a 
productive garden, instead being planted up with herbaceous species. There are 2 glasshouses 
to the W which are in a perilous state. There are a collection of probably early 20th century 
fine wrought iron gates to the garden. It is felt that when initially listed in 1971 the garden 
should have been listed at C(S). It is therefore felt that the garden should be downgraded to 
C(S) recognising that there has been significant changes and alterations made before it was 
listed in 1971. The garden still remains part of a B-Group. For further historical information 
please refer to Roman Camp Hotel list description.
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Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22907

Site Number 835

Site Name Murdiston House, 192 Main Street, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22908

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 263293

Northing 707678

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority
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Dated 1790 2-storey and attic 3-bay traditional house with sympathetic later alterations. 
Probably originally a single storey cottage rasied up in the 19th century. Rectangular-plan with 
the main elevation set not to street (N) but orientated to rear (S), a characteristic of some 
earlier buildings within the area (see separate listing at 170 Main Street for comparison). 
Murdiston is of good streetscape value as it sits low amongst the street in comparison with 
later surrounding development, demonstrating its earlier origins. It is relatively unaltered and 
is probably the best example of a house of its type in the Callander area.

The house sits within its original plot running S with a 1930s timber painted garage set close to 
the house. The garden is terminated by a hedge, behind this lies a large open meadow 
affording pleasant views of the locality.

The N elevation is below the present street level, set behind a low retaining wall with cast iron 
railings. This elevation is symmetrical apart from a dominant 1st floor large canted oriel 
window (decorative cast iron detailing to the base) added most likely in the later 19th century 
to serve a 1st floor drawing room (a number of other houses within the area employ this 
feature at their 1st floor). In the 1930s the house was largely refurbished internally with oak 
floorboards laid throughout and a new oak stair. During this phase of works a six light 
mullioned bow window with oversailing roof was fixed to the left of the garden elevation at 
ground floor, affording more light to the principal room. There are a pair of 19th century 
distinctive local style canted timber dormers with curved roofs to the N.

Interior

The interior is characterised by its low ceilings denoting the age of the building, the kitchen has 
quarry tiles to the floor with a small 20th century range, there are working shutters and 
panelled doors throughout. Exposed oak floor boards and oak stair.

Materials

Cream washed rubble with raised margins to openings. 12-pane timber windows with peg 
fixing system to ground and 1st floor, timber horizontally glazed windows to dormers. Cast 
iron rainwater goods. Pitched roof with grey slates, rendered stack with tapered cans to S 
gable.

Statement of Special Interest

The present owner (2004) is in possession of a deed dating the house's construction to 1790, it 
also documents it being built for Daniel Murray, a local wright. It is interesting to note that its 
name refers to the local area which was once known as Murdiston. For a time during the early 
20th century there was a link between Murdiston House and the nearby Roman Camp Hotel 
(see separate listing) with servants being lodged at the house. A remaining cast iron gate to the 
rear of the garden would have given direct access across the meadow to the Roman Camp.
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Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 299; Further information supplied courtesy of 

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22908

Site Number 836

Site Name Scottish Veterans Garden Settlement, Esher Crescent, Stirling Road, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB22909

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 263794
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Easting 263794

Northing 707447

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

1919-1920. Stewart & Patterson (Glasgow). Crescent of 12 single storey and attic houses built 
in a domestic Baronial style for war veterans. The crescent is formed from a mirrored pair of 
curved terraces to the NW and SE, a war memorial is set to the centre. This group has both 
architectural and historic interest. Its shows the influence of Robert Lorimer in its design, 
detailing, and choice of traditional materials. Historically the buildings are good examples of 
social housing built throughout Scotland between the World Wars. The foundation stone was 
laid by Robert Munro, Secretary of State for Scotland, in 1919. The crescent also makes a 
distinctive contribution to the townscape of Callander's main thoroughfare.

Each crescent comprises of symmetrical pairs of houses with the entrance door set to the 
centre flanked by bipartite windows and either a single piended, pitched or arched breaking 
eaves dormer window arranged above. The crescent ends are terminated by advanced single 
bay pavilions. Those to the outer pavilions have stepped tripartite windows and piend-roofed 
dormers. The inner pavilions feature squat 2-storey circular stair.

War Memorial

Rustic memorial comprising of dome-capped rubble columns linked by a wall containing a 
memorial and a slate slab bench.

Materials

Random rubble 'pudding stone' walls and stacks. 12-pane timber sash and case windows. 
Vertically-boarded timber entrance doors with 4-pane glazed uppers. Continuous pitched grey 
slate roofs, piended at pavilions. Random rubble dormer heads to majority of attic windows. 
Rustic string courses to towers and chimney stacks.

Statement of Special Interest

Previously listed as Scottish Veterans Garden Settlement, Stirling Road. There appears to be a 
tradition of a soldiers settlement in Callander. The Statistical Account records that at the end 
of the Seven Years War in 1763 a soldiers' settlement was established. The settlement 
comprised a line of cottages where Callander Golf Course is now located near Bracklin Road, 
2004. The cottages appear on both the 1st and 2nd edition Ordanance Survey maps. It is 
probable that they became redundant and were pulled down when the Veterans Settlement 
was planned, nothing visibly appears to remain of this original settlement.

The Stewart and Patterson scheme originally consisted of a 'garden settlement' which included 
a hall, farm, greenhouses, workshops and more dwellings. Esher Crescent however is all that 
was built of the proposed scheme.

It is of interest to note that the curved stone dormerheads are reminiscent of Lorimer's Rustic 
Cottages in Colinton Edinburgh (see separate listing).

The crescent is named after Viscount Esher who owned the nearby Roman Camp Hotel in the 
early 20th century (see separate listing). Esher commissioned Stewart and Patterson to 
undertake a number of alterations and additions from 1896 till the 1920s.
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(1898-1899); Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), pp. 299-230; McKean, C. Stirling 
and the Trossachs (1985), p. 99.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB22909

Site Number 837

Site Name Sundial, South Church Street, Callander

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB47152

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262898

Northing 707728

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Dated 1753. Of good local historical and architectural merit, the sundial was brought from the 
garden of the Roman Camp House (now hotel, see separate listing) in the early 20th century. 
Gifted to the people of Callander by Lord Esher the owner of the Roman Camp House at that 
time. The south end of South Church Street has recently been subject to a programme of 
urban landscaping with the sundial incorporated into the scheme.

White limestone sundial comprising of a circular shaft with an elaborate Ionic capital on a 
moulded base. The capital is surmounted by a flat square head with a metal dial. The shaft 
inscribed with date '1753' and the inscription ' I mark not the hours unless they bring light, I 
mark not the hours of darkness and night, My promise is only to follow the sun, And point out 
the course his chariot doth run'.

Statement of Special Interest

It is hard to establish the original provenance of the sundial as Viscount Esher appears to have 
been a great collector of objects amassing a good deal of them for the garden of the Roman 
Camp - including an antique Italian wellhead. For further information about Viscount Esher 
please see Roman Camp Hotel list description.
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Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 300; McKean, C. Stirling and the Trossachs 
(1985), p. 99.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB47152

Site Number 838

Site Name Railings And Gatepiers, Ach Na Coile Including Boundary Wall, Ancaster Road

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50361

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262914

Northing 708119
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Northing 708119

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

1904. 2-storey, 3-bay 'Arts & Crafts' villa (now subdivided into 2 flats, 2004). A well designed 
building, using good quality materials executed with attention to detail. In common with 
notable 'Arts & Crafts' houses the principal elements of the exterior are carefully linked to the 
adjacent features to form a cohesive whole. The quality of the building reflects the prosperity 
of Callander as a tourist destination at the turn of the 20th century. Ach Na Coile's individual 
design sets it apart from the majority of villas in Callander which tend to be more conventional 
'pattern book' designs. It is set in a prominent location on raised ground, with its fenestration 
arranged to take advantage of commanding views of Callander and its environs.

The house is characterised by its colonnaded entrance loggia with its chamfered SE corner 
rising to an attractve semi-octagonal dormer window with polygonal roof. An impressive 2-
storey 4-light canted window is arranged to the gabled left bay. The assymetrical rear elevation 
has a 1957 lean-to addition with a large modern box dormer window, must likely added at the 
time the house was subdivided for multiple occupancy.

Interior

Many decorative interior features remain; Art Nouveau motifs to decorative copper finger 
plates to 2 and 4-panel timber doors. Restrained inglenook fireplace in former 1st floor 
drawing room, framed by pilasters rising to plate shelf, Lorimersque plaster reliefs of fruit and 
foliage to ceiling. A collection of stylised classical timber chimneypieces throughout house, 
some with decorative tiles.

Materials

Stugged and snecked 'pudding stone' with blonde sandstone dressings. Panelled timber 2-leaf 
outer door, timber inner door with tall lower panels and stained glass upper. Timber sash and 
case windows, plate glass lower sashes and multipaned upper. Timber bargeboards to gables 
with peg motifs. Pitched grey slate roof, terracotta ridge tiles. Cope-less stacks with cans.

Boundary Wall, Railings and Gatepiers.

Rubble boundary wall to SW running along Ancaster Road with railings above (railings 
overgrown by bush, 2004). Square-plan ashlar gatepiers with pyramidal caps surmounted by 
ball finials to W giving access to driveway to house.

References
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Information courtesy of 1st floor flat owner (2004).

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50361

Site Number 839

Site Name War Memorial To South, Ancaster Square

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50362

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262844

Northing 707885
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Northing 707885

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Erected c. 1920 and of good local historic interest being dedicated to the men of Callander lost 
in the 1st Word War, subsequently altered to incorporate those who died in the 2nd World 
War. The memorial is set in a prominent position to the fore of the S side of Ancaster Square.

A rubble circular base partly filled with soil (to enable being planted up) upon which sits a 
rubble cube base with a brass plaque to each face. 3 of the plaques are inscribed with the 
names of the town's dead, the 4th depicts a figure wearing Highland dress carrying a fiery 
cross. Sitting upon this base is an ashlar column with a Celtic capital crowned by an erect 
shield-bearing lion facing NE towards the former parish church (now the Rob Roy and 
Trossachs Visitor Centre, see separate listing). A later bronze ring with Celtic decoration is to 
be found near the base of the column commemorating those who died in the 2nd World War.

Statement of Special Interest

The square has been remodelled in the late 20th century with the memorial being partly 
enclosed by low walling to all sides. Around this has been placed bench seating, giving the 
memorial good visual presence and serving as a focal point to S side of the square. It is of 
interest to note that the fiery cross is a symbol used to represent the town of Callander.

References
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Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 298.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50362

Site Number 840

Site Name 8A Ancaster Square

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50363

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262905

Northing 707926

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

2 adjoined single storey 3-bay rectangular-plan cottages probably originally dating from the 
later/late 18th century. Set to the rear and running parallel to the E range of the N side of 
Ancaster Square. 4A and 8A are the last 2 buildings of a row of properties running up from the 
rear of 59/61 Main Street (currently unlisted). Callander would once have been characterised 
by dwellings of this type built to the rear of the Main Street and running up the rear feu plots, 
most however have been altered and raised up to 2-storeys. The cottages are therefore good 
surviving examples of simple traditional local dwellings and are listed at Category C(S) in 
recognition of this.

Both cottages are arranged symmetrically to their principal W elevation, with a central door 
and flanking windows set close to the eaves, there is a large modern porch to 4A.
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The rear (E) elevation faces directly onto a car park. 8A has a large inserted window to the 
centre, whilst 4A retains its original configuration of windows to the outer bays. The exposed 
outer blank gable to 8A is steeply pitched.

Materials

Random rubble 'pudding stone' with smeared pointing. Timber 2-leaf door to 8A. Timber and 
glazed modern porch to 4A. Pitched grey slate roof with various rooflights; original bi-partite 
cast iron to 8A . Gable apex stack to 8A replaced with modern gas flue, slim brick ridge stack to 
centre with decorative can, coped random rubble stack to 4A raised with brick, tapered clay 
can. Cast iron rainwater goods.

Statement of Special Interest

For historical information about Ancaster Square please consult the list description of 1 
Ancaster Square / 57 Main Street.

References
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1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863).

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50363

Site Number 841

Site Name 4A Ancaster Square

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50363

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262899

Northing 707917

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

2 adjoined single storey 3-bay rectangular-plan cottages probably originally dating from the 
later/late 18th century. Set to the rear and running parallel to the E range of the N side of 
Ancaster Square. 4A and 8A are the last 2 buildings of a row of properties running up from the 
rear of 59/61 Main Street (currently unlisted). Callander would once have been characterised 
by dwellings of this type built to the rear of the Main Street and running up the rear feu plots, 
most however have been altered and raised up to 2-storeys. The cottages are therefore good 
surviving examples of simple traditional local dwellings and are listed at Category C(S) in 
recognition of this.

Both cottages are arranged symmetrically to their principal W elevation, with a central door 
and flanking windows set close to the eaves, there is a large modern porch to 4A.

The rear (E) elevation faces directly onto a car park. 8A has a large inserted window to the 
centre, whilst 4A retains its original configuration of windows to the outer bays. The exposed 
outer blank gable to 8A is steeply pitched.

Materials
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Random rubble 'pudding stone' with smeared pointing. Timber 2-leaf door to 8A. Timber and 
glazed modern porch to 4A. Pitched grey slate roof with various rooflights; original bi-partite 
cast iron to 8A . Gable apex stack to 8A replaced with modern gas flue, slim brick ridge stack to 
centre with decorative can, coped random rubble stack to 4A raised with brick, tapered clay 
can. Cast iron rainwater goods.

Statement of Special Interest

For historical information about Ancaster Square please consult the list description of 1 
Ancaster Square / 57 Main Street.

References
Bibliography

1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863).

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50363

Site Number 842

Site Name 8 Ancaster Square

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50364

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262888

Northing 707924

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

2-storey rectangular-plan house dating in origin from the later/late 18th century situated to 
the E range of the N side of Ancaster square. The square was designed to be the centre-piece 
of the planned town of Callander in the later 18th century and still remains as its focal point 
(2004).

The principal (NW) elevation faces across the square. The house is 4-bay with a low flat arched 
pend opening to the right outer bay. The ground floor window to the far left bay has probably 
been enlarged to try and increase the light to the principal room. There are regular spaced 
window openings to the 1st floor set close to the eaves.

The NE gable is adjoined to 10 Ancaster Square (Formerly Lesser St. Kessog's Church Hall, see 
separate listings) with the SW gable adjoined to 4 Ancaster Square.

The rear (SE) is characterised by small window openings denoting the age of the house, which 
interestingly, unlike the principal elevation, are irregularly spaced.

Materials

Painted lined render to principal elevation with painted stone margins, timber and glazed 
porch with piended roof. Rear: random rubble 'pudding stone' with smeared pointing, modern 
flat-roofed timber and glazed porch to rear. Modern timber stained windows throughout with 
diamond pane motif. Raised ashlar skew to NE gable with scroll skewputt, slightly raised rubble 
skew to SW gable. Rendered gable apex stack to NE attached to stack of adjoining 10 Ancaster 
Square. Pitched grey slate roof.
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Interior

Admission to property not gained (2004); the owners advised that the property had been 
largely modernised (2004).

Statement of Special Interest

B-group with 1, 3, 9, 16, 18, 20, 24, 26 Ancaster Square. Ancaster Square is recognised as the 
historical centre of the town, the B-group represents surviving buildings with significant fabric 
from the 18th century conception of the square. As a group these buildings contribute 
significantly to the character of Callander.

It is of interest to note that the pend corresponds directly to the pend of No 9 Ancaster Square 
(see separate listing), which lies directly opposite to the W range of the N part of Ancaster 
square. To the outer-edges of the pend at ground level are curb stones which would have 
protected the walls of the passageway from vehicles or animals making contact. For further 
historical information about Ancaster Square please see the list description for 1 Ancaster 
Square/57 Main Street.

References
Bibliography

Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 298.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50364

Site Number 843

Site Name 10 Ancaster Square (Formerly Lesser St. Kessog's Church Hall)

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50365

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262891

Northing 707934

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Well preserved T-shaped single-storey former church hall dated 1878 with intact original 
interior, standing on the exact footprint of the former Callander Parochial School. The 
Parochial School moved sites in the late 1870s, occupying new premises on Craigard Road 
(now demolished). Although records quote the school being demolished and the hall being 
built afresh (A Thompson, Callander through the Ages) it is more than likely that it was 
refashioned with earlier fabric incorporated into the present building. The Hall is also listed in 
regard to its setting within Ancaster Square, being at the core of the 18th century planned 
town and reflecting its subsequent development. It now houses a delicatessen (2004).

The principal (NW) elevation is asymmetrical with a gabled wing to the centre, a date stone is 
set close to the eaves. The door is located to the re-entrant angle leading to a vestibule giving 
access to the main hall. To the right of the wing is a centred door giving access to another 
vestibule leading to the main hall and 2 rooms set off containing a W.C. and modern kitchen. A 
small window integrated with the sandstone doorpiece gives light to the W.C.

The end (NE) gable is dominated by a large, centred round-headed window. The (SW) elevation 
is adjoined to 8 Ancaster Square (see separate listing).
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The rear (SE) elevation has the appearance of containing pre-1878 fabric. The asymmetrical 
arrangement of the windows reflects the internal organisation of the building; the 2 to the far 
left lighting the modern kitchen, with the single window to the centre-right lighting the main 
hall.

Interior

The Hall has its original layout of timber-lined rooms with the main chamber possessing an 
exposed timber stained hammer beam roof. There are timber panelled doors throughout with 
original door furniture. To the main hall there is a small tiled hearth, the associated stack 
probably situated to the gabled wing no longer survives.

Materials

Random rubble 'pudding stone' with chamfered sandstone dressings to window openings and 
doors. Timber sash and case multi-paned windows. Bargeboards to apex of NE gable 
supporting slightly splayed and overhanging upper section of roof. Grey slates to pitched roof.

Statement of Special Interest

When the adjacent St. Kessog's Church, now Rob Roy and Trossachs Vistor Centre (see 
separate listing) ceased being used as a place of worship the hall became redundant, as did a 
larger church hall situated further N known as The Greater Hall. The Greater Hall was 
demolished and the site is now occupied by flats and a carpark. The has been sensitively 
converted for commercial use and retains many original features. For further historical 
information about Ancaster Square please refer to 1 Ancaster Square/54 Main Street list 
description.

References
Bibliography

Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 298; Thompson, A. Callander through the 
Ages (1985) p. 30.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50365

Site Number 844

Site Name 26 Ancaster Square

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50367

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262833

Northing 707853

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Heavily modernised to the interior and rear, the house is listed in recognition that its principal 
elevation is largely unaltered with 18th century fabric resembling that of the adjacent No 24, 
see separate listing. Standing prominently to the centre of the S range of the S side of Ancaster 
Square, the house contributes to the group value of the square. The square was designed to be 
the centre-piece of the planned town of Callander in the later 18th century and still remains as 
its focal point (2004).
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The principal (NE) elevation faces across the square, the main door is centrally located. There 
is an inserted bi-partite window to the left, 3 evenly placed windows are set to the 1st floor 
close to eaves. The SE gable is attached to 28 Ancaster Square, the NW gable to 24 Ancaster 
Square.

The rear SW elevation is heavily modernised.

Materials

Painted render to walls, painted stone margins to openings. Timber 2-leaf door. Timber sash 
and case windows. Pitched grey slate roof. Shared rendered ridge stack with cans to NW and 
SE.

Statement of Special Interest

B-group with 1, 3, 8, 9, 16, 18, 20, 24 Ancaster Square. Ancaster Square is recognised as the 
historical centre of the town, the B-group represents surviving buildings with significant fabric 
from the 18th century conception of the square. As a group these buildings contribute 
significantly to the character of Callander. For further historical information about Ancaster 
Square please consult the list description of 1 Ancaster Square/57 Main Street.

References
Bibliography

1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863); Gifford, J. Stirling and Central 
Scotland (2002) p.298.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50367

Site Number 845

Site Name Teithside House Including Low Boundary Wall And Gatepiers To West, Bridgend

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50376

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262740

Northing 707747

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Possibly late 18th century rectangular-plan, 2-storey and basement, 3-bay house with later 
19th century additions. Unlike the majority of houses in the vicinity Teithside House is set 
some distance from the road by a large front garden with central driveway. Listed in 
recognition of its impressive scale, early date and setting within the locality.

Symmetrical principal (W) elevation (apart from missing stack to left) with a centred flight of 
steps leading to a gabled porch at the raised principal floor. The porch is probably a later 
addition as it masks a decorative Y-shaped fanlight above the main door. The original house 
appears to have only been 1 room deep. A modern fire-escape rises to the 2nd floor of the N 
gable probably dating from the time the house was used as a school hostel.

Single small windows at ground and 1st floor to the rear (E) of the original house serve as an 
indication to the age of the property. A large later 19th century 3-storey addition was built to 
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the majority of the rear. The addition accommodates a large drawing room to the principal 
floor with a box window at basement and ground to the N, giving commanding views of the 
River Teith. The addition also includes the main stair.

Interior

Most of the interior appears to have been remodelled in the later 19th century including a 
timber and glass screen to the front hall leading into a large centrally located hall. There are 
timber panelled doors throughout, the six panelled doorpieces are smaller in the original 
house, whereas they are larger and four panelled in the later 19th century addition. The 
basement area is largely renovated, however the large range opening of the kitchen is still 
evident. Also to the basement there are some timber panelled doors with ventilation holes 
indicating their former use as store cupboards.

Materials

White painted render with black painted window margins and arises. 9 panelled timber main 
door. Various timber sash and case glazing styles with horns, mostly replacement. Pitched grey 
slate roof. Rendered gable apex stack to S with 3 circular cans.

Low boundary wall and gatepiers to W. Low random rubble wall to W, slightly swept to centre 
with capped square-plan gatepiers. Replacement railings to NW section, replacement gates 
with a pair of modern light standards to gatepiers.

Statement of Special Interest

The present owner (2004) believes the house was built to offer accommodation for the Lords 
of Elphinstone as they travelled to and from the Highlands. No other houses within the vicinity 
possess raised basements alluding to the possible high status attached to the house and 
probably also serving to protect the raised ground floor from possible flooding from the 
nearby River Teith.

A plan dated 1866 by G.P. Kennedy and R Daglish details Teithside to have possessed pleasure 
gardens, a kitchen garden and arable land. Much of this land appears to have been 
given/bequeathed to the 'McLaren Educational Trust' at the time the adjacent Callander 
Primary School formerly known as the McLaren High School (see separate listing) was built in 
1906 (see separate list). It is possible that Kennedy and Daglish carried out the large rear 
addition to the house, however the plan attributed to them only shows the house without the 
rear addition.

After the adjacent school was built, the house was used to accommodate male students living 
outwith Callander. In the 1970s the house was converted to a Bed and Breakfast. This multi-
purpose use as a boarding house for nearly a hundred years has led to the loss of some original 
features and some re-organisation of the interior.

References
Bibliography

Plan of Teithside ' Kennedy & Dalglish (1866) National Archives of Scotland; Gifford, J. Stirling 
and Central Scotland (2002), p. 296; McKean, C. Stirling and the Trossachs (1985), p. 98; 
additional information courtesy of the owner, (2004).

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50376

Site Number 846

Site Name Sw, Gatepier And Boundary Walls To Nw, Robertson House (Formerly Flowergrove) Including G

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50377

HER Number
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HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262700

Northing 707702

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Simple yet with some refinement, Robertson House is a symmetrical mid 19th century 3-bay, 2-
storey, rectangular-plan house with later alterations. Imposing within the local surroundings of 
Bridgend being for some time directly associated with the adjacent Callander Primary School 
(formerly McLaren School, see separate listing).

Door to centre with Greek sandstone doorpiece; tapered pilasters supporting an entablature 
carrying a shallow pediment. Both side elevations were probably built as blank, subsequently 
the SW has had openings created at both ground and 1st floor. At some time the NE elevation 
had an opening created which has been refilled at a later date. The rear (SE) elevation shows 
the raggles of what was probably a central stair tower.

The house is named after Major Robertson, a man of good standing within the local 
community in the later/late 19th century. Major Robertson commissioned the nearby Mission 
Hall and Julia Cottages, (currently unlisted, 2004) he also commissioned and lived in Callander 
Lodge (see separate listing). It is said for a time he lived in this house.

After the adjacent school was built in the early 20th century the house was reorganised to 
accommodate classrooms on the ground floor and teacher's living quarters on the 1st floor, it 
was probably at this time the stair tower was added. The present owner believes that the 
house was reorganised in the 1960s offering living accommodation for teachers at both ground 
and 1st floor. It was converted back into a single dwelling house in the 1990s with the loss of 
the stairtower (now replaced by a modern timber balcony).

Interior

Gutted and modernised in the 20th century.

Materials

Modern timber door and modern timber tilt-top multi-paned windows. Squared, tooled 
'pudding stone' to principal elevation, coursed random 'pudding stone' to side elevations and 
rear. Sandstone dressings; margins and rybats to window openings, base course and rybats to 
outer edges. Pitched grey slate roof, modern roof lights to rear. Raised ashlar skews with 
ashlar gable apex stacks with cans.

Gatepiers and Boundary Walls to NW and SW.

Pair of cast iron gatepiers to entrance of drive, low rubble boundary wall with ashlar cope to 
NW, higher rubble boundary wall to SW with rubble copes laid on end.

Statement of Special Interest

It is interesting to note that the house has retained the majority of its original plot despite the 
proximity of the former McLaren High School, now Callander Primary School, 2004.

References
Bibliography

1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863); Information by courtesy of the 
owner, 2004.
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Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50377

Site Number 847

Site Name 6 Bridge Street Including Boundary Wall

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50382

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262727

Northing 707916

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

A row of 3 adjoined simple, 2-storey rectangular-plan houses leading downhill from the Main 
Street along Bridge Street towards Callander Bridge over the River Teith (see separate listing). 
Of good local historical value being probably mid/later 18th century in origin. The owner of No 
4 believes her house to have been built between 1745 and 1746 for John McArthur. McAruthur 
was the Duke of Perth's Land Agent who is accredited with drawing up the design of Callander 
Planned Town in 1739. Thus due to the historical association of No 4 and all 3 houses forming 
an attractive grouping located in a prominent and historically important area of Callander, they 
are recognised at Category C(S).

Nos 2 and 4 are both symmetrically arranged with 3-bays, however No 6 is asymmetrically 
arranged with 4-bays set on the angle as the road bends to the SW.

Interior

Admission not obtained to Nos 2 and 6 at time of resurvey, 2004. Access gained to No 4, some 
historical features remain including timber panelled shutters and simple cornices, the house 
was refurbished in 2000.

Materials

No 2: Lined, painted render to principal (SE) elevation with painted margins. Timber panelled 
door with narrow letter box fanlight and slight pediment to doorpiece, modern uPVC windows. 
Pitched grey slate roof with a pair of modern rooflights. Coped ashlar gable apex stack to NE 
with decorative cans. Shared (with No 4) thick, rendered ridge stack to SW, various cans.

No 4: cleaned and re-pointed exposed random rubble 'pudding stone', painted raised margins 
to openings. Timber panelled door with narrow letter box fanlight. Timber sash and case plate 
glass windows. Pitched grey slate roof with ventilators. Shared (with No 6) thick, rendered 
ridge stack to SW, various cans.

No 6: random rubble with smeared pointing, lined to principal elevation to give appearance of 
snecked stone. Timber effect modern plastic door and windows. Pitched grey slate roof with 
raised coped skew to SW surmounted by a rendered gable apex stack with various cans.

Boundary Wall

Random rubble garden boundary wall adjoined to No 6 running along Bridge Street and 
enclosing plot to W and N.

Statement of Special Interest
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Bridge Street is a historically important thoroughfare in Callander as it offers the link from the 
Main Street to Callander Bridge (see separate listing) crossing the River Teith. McArthur's map 
dated 1739 is held in the NAS entitled 'The plan of the New Town of Callander in Monteith 
belonging to his Grace The Duke of Perth'. Any building work which had begun was halted with 
the Duke of Perth's land being confiscated owing to his support of the Jacobite rising in 1745. If 
the information that the owner of No 4 is in possession of is correct, No 4 is in interesting 
survivor of Perth's planned town before it was stalled. A board of commissioners was formed, 
known as the Commissioners of Forfeited Estates, to take over the running of the estates of 
those aristocrats deemed to be subversive to the Hanoverian Regime. The Commissioners 
adopted the Duke of Perth's plan and building work commenced in the 1770s.

It is possible that one can discern a break in the line of stonework to No 4 just above the 
ground floor door and window lintels. This suggests that No 4 and therefore by association No 
2 and No 6 were originally single storey cottages raised at some point in the 19th century.

From map work it is evident that No 6 has a fair sized plot of land to the rear associated with it.

References
Bibliography

Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 300; further information courtesy of owner at 
No 4.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50382

Site Number 848

Site Name 2 Bridge Street Including Boundary Wall

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50382

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262737

Northing 707936

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

A row of 3 adjoined simple, 2-storey rectangular-plan houses leading downhill from the Main 
Street along Bridge Street towards Callander Bridge over the River Teith (see separate listing). 
Of good local historical value being probably mid/later 18th century in origin. The owner of No 
4 believes her house to have been built between 1745 and 1746 for John McArthur. McAruthur 
was the Duke of Perth's Land Agent who is accredited with drawing up the design of Callander 
Planned Town in 1739. Thus due to the historical association of No 4 and all 3 houses forming 
an attractive grouping located in a prominent and historically important area of Callander, they 
are recognised at Category C(S).

Nos 2 and 4 are both symmetrically arranged with 3-bays, however No 6 is asymmetrically 
arranged with 4-bays set on the angle as the road bends to the SW.

Interior

Admission not obtained to Nos 2 and 6 at time of resurvey, 2004. Access gained to No 4, some 
historical features remain including timber panelled shutters and simple cornices, the house 
was refurbished in 2000.
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Materials

No 2: Lined, painted render to principal (SE) elevation with painted margins. Timber panelled 
door with narrow letter box fanlight and slight pediment to doorpiece, modern uPVC windows. 
Pitched grey slate roof with a pair of modern rooflights. Coped ashlar gable apex stack to NE 
with decorative cans. Shared (with No 4) thick, rendered ridge stack to SW, various cans.

No 4: cleaned and re-pointed exposed random rubble 'pudding stone', painted raised margins 
to openings. Timber panelled door with narrow letter box fanlight. Timber sash and case plate 
glass windows. Pitched grey slate roof with ventilators. Shared (with No 6) thick, rendered 
ridge stack to SW, various cans.

No 6: random rubble with smeared pointing, lined to principal elevation to give appearance of 
snecked stone. Timber effect modern plastic door and windows. Pitched grey slate roof with 
raised coped skew to SW surmounted by a rendered gable apex stack with various cans.

Boundary Wall

Random rubble garden boundary wall adjoined to No 6 running along Bridge Street and 
enclosing plot to W and N.

Statement of Special Interest

Bridge Street is a historically important thoroughfare in Callander as it offers the link from the 
Main Street to Callander Bridge (see separate listing) crossing the River Teith. McArthur's map 
dated 1739 is held in the NAS entitled 'The plan of the New Town of Callander in Monteith 
belonging to his Grace The Duke of Perth'. Any building work which had begun was halted with 
the Duke of Perth's land being confiscated owing to his support of the Jacobite rising in 1745. If 
the information that the owner of No 4 is in possession of is correct, No 4 is in interesting 
survivor of Perth's planned town before it was stalled. A board of commissioners was formed, 
known as the Commissioners of Forfeited Estates, to take over the running of the estates of 
those aristocrats deemed to be subversive to the Hanoverian Regime. The Commissioners 
adopted the Duke of Perth's plan and building work commenced in the 1770s.

It is possible that one can discern a break in the line of stonework to No 4 just above the 
ground floor door and window lintels. This suggests that No 4 and therefore by association No 
2 and No 6 were originally single storey cottages raised at some point in the 19th century.

From map work it is evident that No 6 has a fair sized plot of land to the rear associated with it.

References
Bibliography

Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 300; further information courtesy of owner at 
No 4.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50382

Site Number 849

Site Name 4  Bridge Street Including Boundary Wall

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50382

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262731

Northing 707921

Parish Callander
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Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

A row of 3 adjoined simple, 2-storey rectangular-plan houses leading downhill from the Main 
Street along Bridge Street towards Callander Bridge over the River Teith (see separate listing). 
Of good local historical value being probably mid/later 18th century in origin. The owner of No 
4 believes her house to have been built between 1745 and 1746 for John McArthur. McAruthur 
was the Duke of Perth's Land Agent who is accredited with drawing up the design of Callander 
Planned Town in 1739. Thus due to the historical association of No 4 and all 3 houses forming 
an attractive grouping located in a prominent and historically important area of Callander, they 
are recognised at Category C(S).

Nos 2 and 4 are both symmetrically arranged with 3-bays, however No 6 is asymmetrically 
arranged with 4-bays set on the angle as the road bends to the SW.

Interior

Admission not obtained to Nos 2 and 6 at time of resurvey, 2004. Access gained to No 4, some 
historical features remain including timber panelled shutters and simple cornices, the house 
was refurbished in 2000.

Materials

No 2: Lined, painted render to principal (SE) elevation with painted margins. Timber panelled 
door with narrow letter box fanlight and slight pediment to doorpiece, modern uPVC windows. 
Pitched grey slate roof with a pair of modern rooflights. Coped ashlar gable apex stack to NE 
with decorative cans. Shared (with No 4) thick, rendered ridge stack to SW, various cans.

No 4: cleaned and re-pointed exposed random rubble 'pudding stone', painted raised margins 
to openings. Timber panelled door with narrow letter box fanlight. Timber sash and case plate 
glass windows. Pitched grey slate roof with ventilators. Shared (with No 6) thick, rendered 
ridge stack to SW, various cans.

No 6: random rubble with smeared pointing, lined to principal elevation to give appearance of 
snecked stone. Timber effect modern plastic door and windows. Pitched grey slate roof with 
raised coped skew to SW surmounted by a rendered gable apex stack with various cans.

Boundary Wall

Random rubble garden boundary wall adjoined to No 6 running along Bridge Street and 
enclosing plot to W and N.

Statement of Special Interest

Bridge Street is a historically important thoroughfare in Callander as it offers the link from the 
Main Street to Callander Bridge (see separate listing) crossing the River Teith. McArthur's map 
dated 1739 is held in the NAS entitled 'The plan of the New Town of Callander in Monteith 
belonging to his Grace The Duke of Perth'. Any building work which had begun was halted with 
the Duke of Perth's land being confiscated owing to his support of the Jacobite rising in 1745. If 
the information that the owner of No 4 is in possession of is correct, No 4 is in interesting 
survivor of Perth's planned town before it was stalled. A board of commissioners was formed, 
known as the Commissioners of Forfeited Estates, to take over the running of the estates of 
those aristocrats deemed to be subversive to the Hanoverian Regime. The Commissioners 
adopted the Duke of Perth's plan and building work commenced in the 1770s.

It is possible that one can discern a break in the line of stonework to No 4 just above the 
ground floor door and window lintels. This suggests that No 4 and therefore by association No 
2 and No 6 were originally single storey cottages raised at some point in the 19th century.
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From map work it is evident that No 6 has a fair sized plot of land to the rear associated with it.

References
Bibliography

Gifford, J. Stirling and Central Scotland (2002), p. 300; further information courtesy of owner at 
No 4.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50382

Site Number 850

Site Name Gatepiers And Garden Features, Boundary Walls, Lodge And Stable, Callander Lodge

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50383

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 261940

Northing 708247

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Dated 1863 with late 19th century additions. Asymmetrical double pile 2-storey, 4-bay, 
rectangular-plan villa with imposing conservatory and Edwardian Baroque entrance porch to 
principal (S) elevation. Good detailing to house, interesting collection of ancillary buildings and 
garden features sitting within impressive grounds. It is recognised as the best villa in the Leny 
Feus development. The rear (N) block formerly the servants wing has been sympathetically 
converted to a separate dwelling known as Robertson House.

The principal S elevation is dominated by a large 7-light conservatory added in the late 19th 
century to the left of the porch. Plainly decorated with canted sides and a simple corniced flat 
roof, its large windows are divided by stone mullions with oculus vents set below. The 
prominent central 2-storey entrance tower was altered in the late 19th century to incorporate 
a high quality entrance porch. The porch consists of a round arched opening with an 
architraved arch-head flanked by ornate consoles supporting a heavily corniced open 
pediment embracing a coat of arms flanked by reliefs. The interior of the porch has a stone 
bench to the right with a pulvinated and incised back, the ceiling is plaster groin vaulted. A 2-
storey, 3-light canted window bay is arranged to the right, corbelled out to the gablehead and 
containing a decorative datestone.

To the garden (W) elevation are 2 wide gabled bays. A 3-light box window lights the ground 
floor dining room. A 2-storey, 3-light canted window to slightly advanced right bay. A 2-storey 
dormered former servants' wing is recessed to the left with an altered single-storey gabled arm 
projecting out to the left.

The rear (N) elevation is the plainest elevation as it primarily housed the servants' 
accommodation. The wide gable to the left is blank with a single storey 3-bay range extending 
to the right. The central (former servants') it is now the principal entrance to Robertson House. 
It has a breaking eaves stone gablet flanked by small narrow windows.

The E elevation is relatively plain with the regularly-fenestrated 2-storey 3-bay dormered 
former servants' wing to the right. There is a wide gabled bay to the off-centre left with 
bipartite windows to ground and 1st floor. This part of the house has also been given over to 
Robertson House and is therefore internally separated from the main house. The left is blank 
apart from a tall round-arched stair window.
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Interior

Encaustic-tiled decorative floor to entrance/stair hall. Round-arched fossiliferous-limestone 
chimneypiece with engaged barley-sugar columns to hallway, the owner informed that she 
believed the mantelpiece and grate to be purely ornamental with no flue. Varnished pine 
timber dogleg stair with barley-sugar newel and turned balusters. 4-panel doors with classical 
overdoors to principal rooms, restrained folaceous and strapwork plaster decoration and 
cornices. Timber panelled shutters throughout.

Materials

Stugged, squared and snecked 'pudding stone' rubble with blond sandstone ashlar dressings, 
polished ashlar dressings to later entrance porch and conservatory. Six panelled main door 
with plate glass round-arched fanlight. Predominantly 4-pane timber sash and case windows to 
principal elevations, mainly 6-pane to conservatory, and 8-pane to rear elevation, multi-paned 
stair window with stained glass depicting thistles to border-glazing. Grey slate roofs, plain 
timber bargeboards to gables, overhanging eaves with exposed rafter-ends. Tall tripartite 
wallhead stack to S elevation with panelled base, stop-chamfered shafts and corniced copes, 
circular clay cans.

Lodge

L-plan single storey and attic lodge house with the entrance set in a single-storey link to the SE. 
The stone entrance porch and link supports a quirky roof-top walkway with an attractive 
decorative wrought iron balustrade providing 1st floor access from the stable block to the 
lodge. (The owner attributes this arrangement to a former lodge keeper's numerous offspring 
as further living accommodation was formed in part of the stables). To the right of the 
entrance is a single storey canted window centering the advanced gable with a window 
centred above. The NE street elevation is dominated by a wide gable to the left with a bipartite 
window arranged to the ground floor and a window centred above, to the right is a slightly 
recessed regularly-fenestrated dormered bay. Internally the lodge is simply organised with 2 
rooms to the ground floor and 2 rooms to the 1st floor.

Materials

Snecked stugged rubble 'pudding stone' with sandstone dressings. Grey slate roof with plain 
timber bargeboards to gables and exposed rafter-ends at eaves, large centred corniced stack 
with circular clay cans.

Stable

Single storey and loft rectangular-plan former stable and coach house with single storey link to 
the lodge at the N end. A breaking eaves loft door gives access to the roof-top walkway to the 
NE. The NW elevation faces the enclosed stable yard with a large 20th century opening with a 
sliding timber door to the ground floor. Piended dormer window breaking eaves above 
opening to ground floor, probably added when part of the stable was converted to living 
accommodation. There is a stone pen-check stair with wrought iron handrail to the outer left 
giving access to the roof-top walkway. The SE elevation is predominantly plain with a timber 
mullioned window to the right bay, there are timber-louvered ventilation openings below the 
eaves to each bay.

Materials

Random rubble 'pudding stone' with smeared pointing, sandstone dressings. Grey slate 
piended roof with exposed rafter-ends at eaves.

Gatepiers And Boundary Walls

Set of matching gatepiers to E of Lodge, each with bases, panelled shafts and boldly corniced 
caps, linked by dwarf wall which extends along Leny Feus to the E (originally with railings, 
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these no longer exist, 2004). Coped rubble boundary wall swept down (W of lodge) to capped 
ashlar gatepiers and 2-leaf timber gate accessing former stable yard. High random rubble 
boundary walls to perimeter of garden to E and W, running S. Low rubble wall to S running 
along Leny Road.

Garden Features

The house is set within its original plot consisting of extensively landscaped and planted 
grounds running to 4 acres. A canalised burn runs past the lodge and stable block with a simple 
timber board bridge giving pedestrian access to the lodge. The burn passes over a cascade and 
into a pool to the W of the house, an underground channel takes it some distance further 
before it emerges to the far SW of the garden running close to the S boundary wall. A kitchen 
garden is situated to the W of the stable yard with a plain 5-bay mono-pitch timber 
greenhouse built against the wall extending W from the lodge. A grotto built from a circular-
plan stone rubble retaining wall with earth banked behind it is situated to the SW of the 
garden, an entrance is cut into one of its sides with ferns and ivy heavily planted around.

Statement of Special Interest

The house is situated in Leny Feus, an area developed in response to the arrival of the railway 
in Callander. Many of the houses in this area were built to offer accommodation to wealthy 
tourists who spent the summer months residing in Callander. Callander Lodge however, is 
different, being expressly built for Colonel Robertson as his main residence. Colonel Robertson 
was a well respected figure within Callander during the mid/late 19th. He had a very successful 
army career in India and retired to Callander. The present owner credits the landscaping of the 
grounds to Colonel Robertson who is known to have had a passionate interest in horticulture. 
The plot that Callander Lodge sits in is twice the size of the other plots to Leny Feus as it is said 
that Robertson wanted to secure a large garden that he could develop and stock with plants.

References
Bibliography

Information supplied courtesy of owner (2004).

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50383

Site Number 851

Site Name Gatepiers And Garden Features, Boundary Walls, Callander Lodge Including Robertson House, L

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50383

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 261947

Northing 708209

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Dated 1863 with late 19th century additions. Asymmetrical double pile 2-storey, 4-bay, 
rectangular-plan villa with imposing conservatory and Edwardian Baroque entrance porch to 
principal (S) elevation. Good detailing to house, interesting collection of ancillary buildings and 
garden features sitting within impressive grounds. It is recognised as the best villa in the Leny 
Feus development. The rear (N) block formerly the servants wing has been sympathetically 
converted to a separate dwelling known as Robertson House.
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The principal S elevation is dominated by a large 7-light conservatory added in the late 19th 
century to the left of the porch. Plainly decorated with canted sides and a simple corniced flat 
roof, its large windows are divided by stone mullions with oculus vents set below. The 
prominent central 2-storey entrance tower was altered in the late 19th century to incorporate 
a high quality entrance porch. The porch consists of a round arched opening with an 
architraved arch-head flanked by ornate consoles supporting a heavily corniced open 
pediment embracing a coat of arms flanked by reliefs. The interior of the porch has a stone 
bench to the right with a pulvinated and incised back, the ceiling is plaster groin vaulted. A 2-
storey, 3-light canted window bay is arranged to the right, corbelled out to the gablehead and 
containing a decorative datestone.

To the garden (W) elevation are 2 wide gabled bays. A 3-light box window lights the ground 
floor dining room. A 2-storey, 3-light canted window to slightly advanced right bay. A 2-storey 
dormered former servants' wing is recessed to the left with an altered single-storey gabled arm 
projecting out to the left.

The rear (N) elevation is the plainest elevation as it primarily housed the servants' 
accommodation. The wide gable to the left is blank with a single storey 3-bay range extending 
to the right. The central (former servants') it is now the principal entrance to Robertson House. 
It has a breaking eaves stone gablet flanked by small narrow windows.

The E elevation is relatively plain with the regularly-fenestrated 2-storey 3-bay dormered 
former servants' wing to the right. There is a wide gabled bay to the off-centre left with 
bipartite windows to ground and 1st floor. This part of the house has also been given over to 
Robertson House and is therefore internally separated from the main house. The left is blank 
apart from a tall round-arched stair window.

Interior

Encaustic-tiled decorative floor to entrance/stair hall. Round-arched fossiliferous-limestone 
chimneypiece with engaged barley-sugar columns to hallway, the owner informed that she 
believed the mantelpiece and grate to be purely ornamental with no flue. Varnished pine 
timber dogleg stair with barley-sugar newel and turned balusters. 4-panel doors with classical 
overdoors to principal rooms, restrained folaceous and strapwork plaster decoration and 
cornices. Timber panelled shutters throughout.

Materials

Stugged, squared and snecked 'pudding stone' rubble with blond sandstone ashlar dressings, 
polished ashlar dressings to later entrance porch and conservatory. Six panelled main door 
with plate glass round-arched fanlight. Predominantly 4-pane timber sash and case windows to 
principal elevations, mainly 6-pane to conservatory, and 8-pane to rear elevation, multi-paned 
stair window with stained glass depicting thistles to border-glazing. Grey slate roofs, plain 
timber bargeboards to gables, overhanging eaves with exposed rafter-ends. Tall tripartite 
wallhead stack to S elevation with panelled base, stop-chamfered shafts and corniced copes, 
circular clay cans.

Lodge

L-plan single storey and attic lodge house with the entrance set in a single-storey link to the SE. 
The stone entrance porch and link supports a quirky roof-top walkway with an attractive 
decorative wrought iron balustrade providing 1st floor access from the stable block to the 
lodge. (The owner attributes this arrangement to a former lodge keeper's numerous offspring 
as further living accommodation was formed in part of the stables). To the right of the 
entrance is a single storey canted window centering the advanced gable with a window 
centred above. The NE street elevation is dominated by a wide gable to the left with a bipartite 
window arranged to the ground floor and a window centred above, to the right is a slightly 
recessed regularly-fenestrated dormered bay. Internally the lodge is simply organised with 2 
rooms to the ground floor and 2 rooms to the 1st floor.

Materials
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Snecked stugged rubble 'pudding stone' with sandstone dressings. Grey slate roof with plain 
timber bargeboards to gables and exposed rafter-ends at eaves, large centred corniced stack 
with circular clay cans.

Stable

Single storey and loft rectangular-plan former stable and coach house with single storey link to 
the lodge at the N end. A breaking eaves loft door gives access to the roof-top walkway to the 
NE. The NW elevation faces the enclosed stable yard with a large 20th century opening with a 
sliding timber door to the ground floor. Piended dormer window breaking eaves above 
opening to ground floor, probably added when part of the stable was converted to living 
accommodation. There is a stone pen-check stair with wrought iron handrail to the outer left 
giving access to the roof-top walkway. The SE elevation is predominantly plain with a timber 
mullioned window to the right bay, there are timber-louvered ventilation openings below the 
eaves to each bay.

Materials

Random rubble 'pudding stone' with smeared pointing, sandstone dressings. Grey slate 
piended roof with exposed rafter-ends at eaves.

Gatepiers And Boundary Walls

Set of matching gatepiers to E of Lodge, each with bases, panelled shafts and boldly corniced 
caps, linked by dwarf wall which extends along Leny Feus to the E (originally with railings, 
these no longer exist, 2004). Coped rubble boundary wall swept down (W of lodge) to capped 
ashlar gatepiers and 2-leaf timber gate accessing former stable yard. High random rubble 
boundary walls to perimeter of garden to E and W, running S. Low rubble wall to S running 
along Leny Road.

Garden Features

The house is set within its original plot consisting of extensively landscaped and planted 
grounds running to 4 acres. A canalised burn runs past the lodge and stable block with a simple 
timber board bridge giving pedestrian access to the lodge. The burn passes over a cascade and 
into a pool to the W of the house, an underground channel takes it some distance further 
before it emerges to the far SW of the garden running close to the S boundary wall. A kitchen 
garden is situated to the W of the stable yard with a plain 5-bay mono-pitch timber 
greenhouse built against the wall extending W from the lodge. A grotto built from a circular-
plan stone rubble retaining wall with earth banked behind it is situated to the SW of the 
garden, an entrance is cut into one of its sides with ferns and ivy heavily planted around.

Statement of Special Interest

The house is situated in Leny Feus, an area developed in response to the arrival of the railway 
in Callander. Many of the houses in this area were built to offer accommodation to wealthy 
tourists who spent the summer months residing in Callander. Callander Lodge however, is 
different, being expressly built for Colonel Robertson as his main residence. Colonel Robertson 
was a well respected figure within Callander during the mid/late 19th. He had a very successful 
army career in India and retired to Callander. The present owner credits the landscaping of the 
grounds to Colonel Robertson who is known to have had a passionate interest in horticulture. 
The plot that Callander Lodge sits in is twice the size of the other plots to Leny Feus as it is said 
that Robertson wanted to secure a large garden that he could develop and stock with plants.

References
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Information supplied courtesy of owner (2004).

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50383
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Site Number 852

Site Name Trean House, Leny Feus

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50384

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category B

Easting 261870

Northing 708289

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Former farmhouse containing 18th century and perhaps earlier fabric handsomely refashioned 
and recast in the earlier to mid 19th century. Single storey and attic 3-bay main block with 
advanced gabled central entrance bay and 2-storey rear wing forming an L-plan. Now 
disassociated from the nearby farm steading to the rear (2004), but retaining its original 
garden plot to the immediate S.

The farm complex was the home farm of the nearby Leny House (see separate listing), it is 
thought it became disassociated from the Leny Estate in the early 20th century.

The symmetrical principal elevation faces S dominated by the advanced chamfered entrance 
bay which is partly obscured at the ground floor by a smart single storey gabled porch. A blind 
arrow slit window is set to the gablehead of the entrance bay above the 1st floor window. The 
windows are arranged to the outerbays with breaking eaves windows set above. The side 
gables (W and E) are dominated by corbelled out corniced brackets supporting slightly 
overhanging stacks at the gable apex. The 1st floor windows to the rear wing are set close to 
the eaves. A modern flat roofed extension and conservatory are located to the rear (N) 
elevation.

Interior

The property is characterised by its low ceilings and simple room layout. The central hall gives 
access to flanking rooms, a stone winder stair leads to the 1st floor. There are timber 4 
panelled doors throughout and timber panelled window shutters.

Materials

Coursed rubble 'pudding stone' to the principal elevation with raised chamfered margins to 
window openings. Raised margins to arrises. Droved rybatts. Render to side elevations and 
rear wing with exception of exposed stone above rear flat roofed extension. Timber panelled 
outer door with multi-paned upper section, timber boarded inner door with multi-paned upper 
section. Decorative slim letterbox fanlight. Predominantly 12-pane timber sash and case 
windows, some modern windows to rear. Timber multi-paned with upper Y-tracery pointed 
arched window to porch. Pitched grey slate roof. Corbelled skewputts to gable ends, 
dormerheads and gabled entrance bay. Overlapping stone skews to gableheads of entrance 
bay and dormers with painted spike finials. Moulded, raised skews to gables of main block. 
Gable apex stacks; shouldered lower section with upper chamfered section with centred niche, 
probably ashlar but now covered in thick render, clay cans.

Statement of Special Interest

'The 2nd edition Ordnance Survey map shows the house and farm buildings to be part of the 
same unit, the U-plan steading framing the house some distance behind. There disassociation 
from one another must have occurred in the 20th century. The present owners believe that 
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house was used as the dower house to Leny House, no further information at this time has 
been found to substantiate this, 2004. Leny Castle, the original home of the Buchanans, stood 
near the site of Trean House. Nothing visibly of the castle remains, however a long low 
artificial mound which it stood on is still discernable, it is known as Caisteal Briste. For further 
information about the Buchanan's of Leny, and Leny House, please refer to Leny House list 
description.

References
Bibliography

NMRS; McKean, C. Stirling and the Trossachs (1985), p. 100; Information supplied by kind 
permission of the owner (2004).

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50384

Site Number 853

Site Name Kinnell House, 24 Main Street

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50385

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262715

Northing 707950

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Mid 19th century 3-bay, 2-storey and attic T-plan house currently run as a restaurant and bed 
and breakfast, 2004. Recognised to be of good local value due to its size, design, detailing and 
high quality stonework making a positive impact on the streetscape of the Main Street.

Symmetrical principal (NE) elevation with a centrally placed elaborate painted doorpiece 
including panelled pilasters and foliated corbels supporting an oversailing pediment with a 
cartouche set within. A pair of large tripartite windows flank the main door with painted 
lugged architraves articulated over the central window with semi-circular panels incorporating 
garlands. The 1st floor is arranged in a similar fashion apart from a round arched blind window 
to the centre. A prominent corniced string course runs between the 1st floor and the attic 
terminated by lion masque kneelers. There are 3 large symmetrically disposed breaking eaves 
dormer windows to the attic, shield motifs contained within gables.

The side (NW, SE) and rear (SW) elevations are much plainer and without decoration. The rear 
elevation has a central outshot accessed internally from the main stair at ground and 1st floor, 
it has a late 20th century dormer window.

To the rear courtyard (SW) are the remains of the rear wall of what was probably a coach 
house and stable block. The current occupant believes that up until the late 20th century the 
buildings were used as store rooms for local businesses before being demolished.

Interior

Due to its use as a bed and breakfast during the latter half of the 20th some original fixtures 
and fittings have been lost, however some fine cornicework remains to the principal rooms.

Materials
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Coursed sandstone with decorative moulded dressings to principal elevation, rubble 'pudding 
stone' with plain stugged sandstone dressings to remaining elevations. Timber sash and case 
multi-paned windows to principal elevation. Predominantly modern timber stained tilt and 
turn windows to rear. Pitched grey slate roof with raised ashlar skews. Corniced ashlar and red 
brick gable apex stacks.

Statement of Special Interest

The rather ostentatious presence of the house along the Main Street was probably chosen to 
attract and meet the needs of affluent holidaymakers who took up residence in Callander in 
the summer months in the 19th century. It is interesting to note that in the pend to the SE 
there is a discernable blocked opening of some kind to the gable at ground floor. It is unsure 
what purpose this served, a possible hypothesis is that it is remaining fabric of an older builder 
on the site, such as a window or door opening, or possibly it was an opening giving access to a 
coal store or basement to the present building. The present owner, 2004, however does not 
believe that the house has a basement apart from the store located to the rear outshot.

References
Bibliography

1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863); Gifford, J. Stirling and Central 
Scotland (2002), p. 299; Further information courtesy of the owner, 2004.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50385

Site Number 854

Site Name 38 Main Street (Formerly The Eagle Hotel)

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50386

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262762

Northing 707924

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Of very good local interest being an early 20th century landmark building occupying a key 
corner site at the junction of Main Street and Bridge Street. Built as a hotel, the Eagle's 
building materials and 'Queen Anne/Old English' style set it aside from anything else built in 
Callander.

Built on a corner site, rectangular in plan with a basement and 3 storeys, its principal NW and 
NE elevations are adorned whereas its other 2 elevations are plain.

The main (NW) elevation is turned N to face up the Main Street towards the former railway 
station. A projecting outshot to the ground floor has been filled to create display space for the 
shop. There are various segmentally headed window openings to the 1st floor with an 
advanced canted window to the far left supporting a larger projecting gabled bay at the 2nd 
floor.

The NE elevation faces across the Main Street with a later shop front to the centre. The 
doorway to the left leads to a hallway and stair giving access to the 1st and 2nd floors. The 
right arris is chamfered at the ground floor with the doorway of the shop set on the angle. The 
stop chamfer above the doorway is moulded. The windows at the 1st and 2nd floor are 
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asymmetrically arranged. A mullioned and transomed segmentally headed window is arranged 
to the 1st floor with a small segmentally headed window to the far left. A bipartite window is 
centred below a slightly advanced gable at the 2nd floor.

The side SE elevation is predominantly blank with the exception of a few randomly disposed 
window openings.

Interior

Admission not obtained at time of resurvey (2004).

Materials

Simulated painted channelled ashlar to basement and ground floor with string course. Simple 
timber doorpiece with fanlight to NE left; twin leaf 6 panelled timber outer door with timber 
panelled and glazed inner door, modern timber canopy. Modern door to shop.

1st floor; red brick to principal NE and NW, timber canted window borne on exposed timber 
supports with dentilled cornice, string course. 2nd floor; roughcast with painted half timbering 
to NE and NW, cill course to projecting bay. Roughcast to entire SW and SE elevations.

Original varied glazing remaining; predominantly 4-pane timber sash and case to basement, 
ground and 1st floor. Timber casement windows to canted window and transomed and 
mullioned window to 1st floor. Lower 2-pane upper 6-pane timber sash and case window to 
2nd floor.

L-shaped pitched grey slate roof visible from SW and SE. Row of slightly overhanging gables 
arranged to the NE and NW; simple timber bargeboards. Rendered gable apex stacks with 
tapered clay cans to NE and SW. Cast iron rainwater goods.

Statement of Special Interest

The Eagle is no longer run as a hotel, the basement and majority of the ground floor is 
currently run as a golf shop, (2004) with the rest of the building being privately owned. It is the 
only red brick 'Queen Anne style' building in Callander with some similarities to work by John 
Allen in Stirling (see separate listings). Callander by the early 20th century was full of guest 
houses and hotels with 'The Eagle' very much standing out from it competitors by its look 
alone. The building has been designed so that its main features are concentrated on the 
elevations which face along the Main Street towards the former railway station. The former 
Ancaster Arms built in a restrained Baronial style (see separate listing) is situated to the 
opposite side of the Main Street. It is interesting to note the difference in design of these 2 
buildings despite there comparatively similar dates. The SE elevation which faces E down the 
Main Street is largely blank, it is possible when built it was expected that a building would most 
likely fill the adjacent gap site, this however has not been the case.

References
Bibliography

2nd edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1898-1899); Gifford, J. Stirling and Central 
Scotland (2002) p.299.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50386

Site Number 855

Site Name 170 Main Street Including Boundary Wall To Rear And Gatepiers

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50387

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C
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Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 263209

Northing 707711

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

A traditional 2-storey, 3 bay simple house with good streetscape value. Like other houses in 
the locality, the entrance elevation is turned away from the street and faces the garden to the 
rear. The owner is in possession of deeds dating the house to around 1780, it is probable that 
it was originally a single storey cottage heightened and refashioned at some point in the 19th 
century.

Near symmetrical (NE) street elevation apart from a dominant 1st floor large corbelled canted 
oriel window similar to that of nearby 192 Main Street, Murdiston House (see separate listing). 
The oriel window was constructed possibly at the time the house was enlarged to offer light 
and views to a 1st floor drawing room. It is interesting to note that the house sits slightly 
below the present street level.

The SE gable is blank with a driveway leading to the rear of the property, the NW gable is 
attached to the adjacent 166 and 168 Main Street (currently unlisted, 2004).

The principal entrance elevation set to the rear (SW) elevation is symmetrically disposed. The 
gabled porch at the ground floor appears on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map, it has 
undergone some modernisation. To both the street and garden elevation the windows to the 
1st floor are set at eaves.

Interior

The interior retains some 19th century features including timber panelled doors, working 
shutters, cast iron stair balusters and cornice work to some rooms.

Materials

Probably random rubble 'pudding stone' with lined cement finish to the street and SE gable 
creating the effect of squared coursed stone. Painted render to garden elevation. Raised 
margins to windows and raised margin to E street arris. Predominantly late 20th century 
replacement multi-paned timber sash and case windows. Pitched grey slate roof with simple 
timber bargeboard to SE gable. Small rebuilt brick gable apex stack with single can to SE, larger 
rendered gable apex stack to NW.

Boundary Wall and Gatepiers

The rear garden is bounded by a stone rubble wall with copes set on end to all 3 sides. Square-
plan rubble gatepiers set on the angle give access to the rear.

References
Bibliography

Information courtesy of the owner, (2004).

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50387

Site Number 856

Site Name 35, 36, 37 And 39 Main Street Including 2, 4 And 6 Cross Street (Formerly Ancaster Arms Hotel)

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50388
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NRHE Number LB50388

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262788

Northing 707962

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

This dominating 4-storey corner Baronial tower creates good streetscape value along the Main 
Street. The restrained 3-storey, 5-bay Baronial main block facing the Main Street is dated 1893. 
The adjoining 3-storey, 4-bay wing to Cross Street perhaps pre-dates the principal façade being 
a possible remainder of a previous building on the site. Linked to this section is an early 20th 
century 2-storey, 7-bay rectangular-plan wing (former kitchen wing and bedroom 
accommodation) running to the NE along Cross Street, this wing is interestingly composed with 
some good detailing.

The entrance bay to the principle (SW) elevation is given prominence by bipartite windows to 
the 1st and 2nd floor, that to the 2nd floor has a cornice with a shallow broken pediment and 
central ball and pedestal motif. The bay is crowned by a surmounting crow-stepped gablehead 
with a datestone incorporating 2 moulded shields. To the immediate left of the entrance bay 
at the 1st floor is a crenellated 4 light mullioned and transomed oriel window borne on 
decorative consoles. The predominantly plain corner tower is ornamented at its 4th stage with 
a bartizan tower set to the W corner rising above the crenellated parapet. A blank plaque is set 
beneath the bipartite window to the SW. The tower has a rounded quoin which is stop 
chamfered at the 4th stage.

There is a small single bay link joining the 3-storey NW wing to the long 2-storey wing, it has an 
elaborately carved frieze of intertwined garlands. The 2-storey NW wing (Cross Street) is 
asymmetrically arranged with simple corniced doorpieces to either end. Bipartite windows are 
arranged to the far outerbays, that to the left is incorporated into a canted 2-storey, 3-bay 
section which terminates the elevation wrapping around to the NE side. A segmental round 
arched door is set to the centre left. The bipartite windows to the 1st floor are surmounted 
with gableheads, that to the right is shaped in a Dutch style and is probably missing a stack to 
the left. Both gables have ball finials carried on corbels, that to the right sits higher above the 
gablehead. The 2 breaking eaves windows between the gables have stylised moulded keystone 
motifs in their dormerheads. There is a shaped gablet to the NE (side) elevation with ball finial 
missing, 2004.

The rear elevation to the main block and NW wing is predominantly plain and has undergone a 
number of alterations and changes. There was a large single storey dining hall to the courtyard 
area accessed by all parts of the building, this was demolished in the later 20th century. To the 
main block the rectangular-plan advanced stair tower remains with long bipartite windows to 
its upper part. To the NW wing at the NE end there is a crow-stepped gable with modest 
scrolled skewputts, adjacent is a breaking eaves window with crow-stepped gablet.

Interior

Admission only gained to ground floor of NW wing at time of site visit, 2004. Modernised for 
retail use with no original features remaining. Owner has informed that the majority of the 
features to the interior of the main block were lost after the hotel was used for 
accommodation for soldiers during the 2nd World War.

Materials

Twin leaf timber 12 panelled door to principal elevation. A pair of timber boarded doors with 
multi-paned upper sections to NW wing. Rough red/yellow bull faced sandstone to main block 
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with thin render finish to NW. Polished sandstone dressings to door and window openings. Red 
bullfaced sandstone to 2-storey NW wing with polished sandstone door and window openings. 
Predominantly plate glass timber sash and case windows to main block. Plate glass lower with 
multi-paned upper timber sash and case windows to NW wing. Grey slate pitched roofs. Deep 
overhanging eaves to rear of 2-storey wing to SE. Missing majority of stacks apart from gable 
apex stack to 3-storey section to NE. Cast iron rainwater goods.

Statement of Special Interest

There is a live planning application at the time of writing this list description, 2004. The owner 
intends to convert the 1st and 2nd floors of the main block to flats. The 3-storey wing to the 
NW is let as offices as is the 1st floor of the 2-storey wing to the NW. Both the ground floor to 
the main block and that of the 2-storey NW wing are let as retail premises. The hotel appears 
on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map as McGregor's Hotel.

References
Bibliography

1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863); Gifford, J. Stirling and Central 
Scotland (2002), pp. 299; Further information by courtesy of the owner, 2004.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50388

Site Number 857

Site Name 91 And 93 Main Street

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50389

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262983

Northing 707847

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

The building is a rare un-altered example in Callander of a later 19th century 2-storey and attic 
shop and dwelling house. Unlike other commercial buildings in the vicinity the principle 
elevation has not been masked by a modern shop front and still retains its original shop 
window opening. Decorative sandstone features and shouldered openings to the principal 
elevation contribute positively to the streetscape Main Street.

The near symmetrical principal (SW) elevation is organised with a door to the centre (93) giving 
access to a hallway with 2 ground floor rooms and a stairtower to the rear leading to the 1st 
floor and attic. The shop front is set to the left and incorporates an adjacent matching 
doorpiece (91) which is slightly larger than 93. The large shop window to outer left retains its 
original shouldered timber window fitting.

The elevation is enlivened by a block course with brackets supporting a string and eaves course 
at the ground and 1st floor. The rear (NE) elevation is dominated by a square-plan stair tower 
with flanking wing walls.

The shop in the 19 and 20th century was an upholsterers, a large outshot to the rear is shown 
on the 1st and 2nd edition Ordnance Survey. This would have probably been a workroom, it no 
longer survives, however the present owners have found horse hair in their garden, on the site 
of the workroom.
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Interior

The shop has been enlarged in the past by the removal of the dividing NE wall to create a large 
open-plan space leading to the rear. A mantelpiece with cast-iron grate and cornice work 
remain to the front room, a doorway gives internal access to the adjacent hallway in 93. The 2 
ground floor rooms to 93 both have cast-iron grates, that to the rear has a large chamfered 
stone hearth (possibly the former kitchen).

Materials

Timber twin-leaf storm doors to both entrances with bipartite fanlights. Twin-leaf timber inner 
door to 91, panelled timber and glass inner door to 93. Rubble 'pudding stone' lined in part to 
principal elevation, sandstone dressings; white painted to ground floor. Timber sash and case 
multi-paned windows, shouldered to principal elevation. Grey slate pitched roof. Pair of 
original distinctive local style canted timber dormer windows with curved roofs to principle 
and rear (NE) elevation. Yellow brick stack to SE gable with shaped cans.

Statement of Special Interest

According to the present owners the shop and house were always in the same ownership, with 
the shopkeeper therefore living on the premises. The attic however has been recently 
converted into a separate flat.

The evolution of the buildings along the street is suggested by the presence of a raised margin 
to the right arris of the shop but not a corresponding one to the left. The adjacent building to 
the left, No 89 (currently unlisted, 2004), encroaches the roof space of the shop suggesting 
that 89 was enlarged/rebuilt at some later date. It is also interesting to note that the shop 
appears on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey Map with a pend separating it from No 95 and No 
97 (currently unlisted, 2004) to the right. By the time of the 2nd edition the pend is still evident 
but narrower and at some point in the early 20th century 95 and 97 seem to have been rebuilt 
against the shop.

The current bookshop at No 91 also operates as a printing press, 2004.

References
Bibliography

1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863); 2nd edition (Perthshire) Ordnance 
Survey map (1898-1899); Further information supplied by courtesy of owners of the bookshop, 
2004.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50389

Site Number 858

Site Name The Crags Hotel, 101 Main Street

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50390

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 263018

Northing 707829

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority
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Built in the later 19th century this 2-storey and attic, 3-bay house built in the 'Baronial' style 
stands out prominently along the E end of the Main Street. Recognised as a good example of 
one of only a few Baronial style buildings in Callander.

All openings to the principal SW elevation are segmenatlly headed with a continuous string 
course decoratively articulated around the lintels of the ground floor. A corbelled out section 
above the bipartite ground floor window supports a tripartite oriel window at the 1st floor 
giving light to the former 1st floor drawing room. An armorial panel is set above the door at 
the 1st floor. Narrow windows are set to the angle of the outer right corner; curved at the 
ground floor, stop chamfered at the 1st floor.

The building is interestingly articulated at its attic level. The prominent crow stepped gable 
with ball finial is designed with a corbelled table to its upper section resting on the eye-brow 
shaped cornice above the attic window. The corresponding breaking eaves dormer window to 
the right has a decorated dormer head with diamante rustication.

To the rear NE is a rectangular-plan simple 3-bay 2-storey wing which pre-dates the Baronial 
block. The 1st edition Ordnance Survey map shows that it was originally separated by a close 
from a building occupying the site of the Baronial block. This rear NE block appears to have 
been retained and integrated as a service wing at the time of the rebuilding scheme in the later 
19th century. Various modern single storey flat-roofed extensions radiate out to the rear 
offering further bedroom accommodation.

Interior

Having been converted to a bed and breakfast in the 20th century much of the interior has 
been re-arranged.

Materials

Baronial block; bullfaced, coursed 'pudding stone' (weathered in sections, 2004) to principal 
elevation, blonde sandstone dressings. Predominantly timber sash and case plate glass 
windows. Pitched grey slate roof. Crow stepped SE gable with skewputts. Dressed gable apex 
stacks; stop chamfered with moulded caps, circular cans.

Rear wing; random rubble 'pudding stone', various glazing, pitched grey slate roof.

Statement of Special Interest

The house is reputed to have been built by a Callander merchant for his mistress. Of interest 
are a couple of protruding blocks to the left of the principal elevation which might indicate that 
a larger scheme was initially planned.

References
Bibliography

1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863); Gifford, J. Stirling and Central 
Scotland (2002) p. 299; Further information supplied by courtesy of the owner, 2004.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50390

Site Number 859

Site Name Sorisdale Cottage, North Church Street

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50392

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C
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Easting 262993

Northing 707934

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Valued for being little externally altered and making a positive contribution to the surrounding 
streetscape. Sorisdale Cottage is recognised as one of the best surviving examples in Callander 
of a single storey building probably dating from the late 18th century.

The cottage is 3-bay, rectangular-plan with a small outshot to the rear. The principle (SE) 
elevation comprises a door to the centre with flanking windows at eaves. Both side gables are 
blank (NE, SW), as is the rear (NW) elevation. There is a rear door set in the re-entrant angle of 
the outshot. Admission was not obtained to the interior at the time of the resurvey (2004).

Materials

Random rubble 'pudding stone' with smeared pointing. Timber twin-leaf door with modern 
timber windows. Steeply pitched grey slate roof with modern plastic ventilators and modern 
rooflights to rear. Coped ashlar gable apex stack to SW with single can.

Statement of Special Interest

It should be noted that much of the original building stock of Callander would have resembled 
this simple cottage, however the majority were altered/heightened or demolished in the 19th 
century. The 1st edition Ordnance Survey map shows a line of continuous buildings reaching 
towards the Main Street, it is unknown when these were demolished, it is probable however 
they were similar to Sorisdale Cottage.

References
Bibliography

1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863).

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50392

Site Number 860

Site Name Callander Kirk Hall (Former Free Church School) Including Low Boundary Wall And Piers, South 

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50393

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 262960

Northing 707801

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Dated 1849. Symmetrical rectangular-plan single storey 7-bay former school with advanced 
gabled central entrance bay. Later alterations to rear (SE) and 1991 adjoined wing to side NE. 
Of good local historical importance being the former local Free Church School (see notes), later 
used as the St. Bride's Church Hall, and now used as a general local community hall. The 
building is architecturally interesting and forms part of an attractive grouping with the 
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neighbouring Callander Kirk (see separate listing).

Imposing pilastered and corniced doorpiece with a surmounting curved pediment 
incorporating a square date stone to the advanced entrance bay of the principal (NW) 
elevation. A margined ventilation opening with painted timber louvers sits above the door 
within the gablehead. 3 evenly arranged windows are arranged to each setback flanking side. 
To the NE there is a short modern linking extension which gives access to the 1991 single 
storey wing.

When the modern wing was built the interior of the hall was refurbished, so there is now no 
original fabric visibly remaining, (2004). The hall is currently split into to 2 large rooms with 
various rooms running to the rear. 19th century maps show a T-shaped outshot to the rear, 
however this has been filled in with various alterations in the 20th century creating an overall 
rectangular-plan extension to the rear.

Materials

Coursed rubble 'pudding stone', lined to principal elevation. Sandstone ashlar dressings to 
openings and quoins. Raised margins resting on small brackets to windows and ventilation 
openings with lugged detailing to upper part. Predominantly lying-pane timber sash and case 
windows. Timber panelled twin leaf main door with geometric glazed letterbox fanlight. 
Slightly overhanging grey slate pitched roof. Timber painted scalloped bargeboard with drop 
pendant to gabled entrance bay. Exposed painted rafters to gablends with simple painted drop 
pendants.

Boundary Wall

Low coped random rubble wall running to principal elevation and to NE.

Statement of Special Interest

B-Group with Callander Kirk. The building of the school was made possible by a large financial 
donation made by local merchant banker Donald McLaren. Mr McLaren was a very prominent 
figure in Callander and a keen supporter of the Free Church, it is recorded that he guaranteed 
30 [pounds stirling] per anum to the salary of the headmaster and 8 [pounds stirling] to his 
assistant (A. Thompson). The school offered secondary instruction in such subjects as 
Mathematics, French, Latin and Greek.

Mr McLaren bequeathed a trust fund to be specifically directed for educational purposes, this 
became known as the McLaren Trust. In 1887 the trust was reviewed by the Educational 
Endowments Commission, being re-named 'The McLaren Educational Trust'. It was decided in 
1890 to close the school and merge it with the local parochial school. For further information 
see Callander Primary School (formerly McLaren High School) list description.

With the building no longer housing the school it was used as the church hall to the adjacent 
St. Bride's Church, now known as Callander Kirk, 2004 (see separate listing). A large 
refurbishment scheme was carried out in the late 20th century including the building of a new 
wing. The hall was re-opened by Michael Forsyth M.P. in March 1991. The hall is currently used 
by Callander Kirk and by local community groups.

It of interest to note that the bell to the former St. Kessog's Church, now known as the Rob 
Roy and Trossachs Visitor Centre, 2004 (see separate listing) is set as a feature within the 
garden to the NE of the hall.

References
Bibliography

1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863); 2nd edition (Perthshire) Ordnance 
Survey map (1898-1899); Dunn, K. leaflet ' Callander Kirk; Gifford, J. Stirling and Central 
Scotland (2002), p. 300; Thompson, A. Callander through the Ages (1985) p. 29.
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Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50393

Site Number 861

Site Name Anie Farmhouse

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50394

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 258834

Northing 710185

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Dated 1737, symmetrical 3-bay 2-storey restored farmhouse, 19th and 20th century rear wings 
create an over-all square plan building. Moulded eaves cornice to principal SW elevation, 
dated corbel stone to SE gable, smooth rendered margins to window openings of original 
house and arises. Despite changes made to the exterior and interior, the building is an 
important example within the local area of a farmhouse with possible 18th century fabric, 
standing in a prominent position. It is of interest to note that the farm track which runs past 
the farm was originally part of Major Caulfield's military road (1850-1852) with a small single 
span bridge remaining (see separate listing).

The windows to the 1st floor of the principal elevation are smaller than those at the ground 
floor. This perhaps suggest that the ground floor windows have been enlarged at a later date 
to increase light to the principal rooms. It is also possible that originally the side gables of the 
original building were blank with the single windows at ground and 1st floor inserted at a later 
date. The central bipartite window has been inserted at a later date. The 2 rear wings have 
various fenestration, a modern porch and lean-to are set to the 19th century wing.

Interior

Access was not possible at time of the site visit, 2004, though it was established that the 
interior had been recently refurbished.

Materials

Harled walls. Predominantly 12-pane timber sash and case windows, recently refurbished with 
ventilators, 2004. Refurbished grey slate roof. Modern piend roofed dormer windows, slit 
windows to cheeks. Centred bi-partite rooflight to SW.

Statement of Special Interest

The detailing and proportions of the house including the small set at eaves 1st floor windows, 
and bouldered basecourse, give the house the feel of an 18th century building. It is not 
substantiated that the house dates from 1737 as indicated by the dated corbel. Date stones 
are usually set above doors or in more visible areas, rather than side gables close to the rear. 
This leads one to suspect that perhaps the corbel has been inscribed at a later date or re-used. 
It is possible that the farm was built soon after the building of the military road in the 1750s. 
James Stobie's map of 1783 refers to the area where the farmhouse is located as Upper Anie. A 
settlement known as Lower Anie is marked on the map, situated by the roadside opposite St. 
Bride's Chapel (see separate listing), it no longer survives. The map shows an L-shaped building 
to Upper Anie, it is possible that this represents the farmhouse and one of the dilapidated 
steading ranges located to its rear, 2004. The 25th president of the United States, William 
Mckinlay, is said to have been descended from Mckinlays who lived at Anie in the 17th and 
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18th centuries. There are 4 Mckinlay graves in the burial ground at St. Bride's Chapel 
[Alexander Reid].

References
Bibliography

James Stobie, map of 'The Counties of Perth and Clackmanan' (1783) NLS; Reid. A, Graveyard, 
gravestones and burial grounds from website; www.incallander.co.uk; additional information 
courtesy of owner, 2005.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50394

Site Number 862

Site Name Farmhouse

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50395

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 261188

Northing 707768

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

19th century farmhouse and steading, probably incorporating 18th century fabric (see Notes). 
The farm comprises a 2-storey, 3 bay farmhouse, a single storey byre and bothy range to the S 
of the house, and a long steading range composed of a 2-storey barn flanked on each side by 
single-storey byre and stable. This is a good group of farm buildings dating from the 19th 
century that have been little-altered in recent times. Several stages of development are 
apparent in the buildings, reflecting the introduction of 'improved' farming methods that were 
introduced from the late 18th century onwards. The 2-storey threshing barn with a man-made 
bank built behind it to give level access to the upper floor is a particularly interesting feature 
(see below).

Farmhouse: probably circa 1830-40. 2-storey, 3-bay farmhouse of traditional style with 2-
storey piend-roofed wing to rear forming L-plan. Symmetrical E (front) elevation with later 
porch to central front door. Fairly regular fenestration to rear elevation with later bipartite 
window at ground floor to centre. 20th century lean-to addition at NW corner with half-glazed 
timber-boarded side door. Coped ashlar gablehead stacks. Interior: the interior has been 
largely modernised, some original simple cornices remain to the 1st floor, 2005.

Barn, Stable Byre and Bank: probably late 18th or early 19th century, incorporating earlier 
fabric. 2-storey, roughly 5-bay building to centre (see Notes) with 3 doors to central and outer 
bays at ground and 2 doors to inner bays at 1st floor of E (front) elevation; central door and slit 
windows to W (rear) elevation; 3 slit windows with stone ledges below S gable apex; 12-hole 
dovecot with ledges below to N gable apex; agricultural roof lights; roughly-cut long and short 
quoins. 2-bay stable recessed to right with 2 roof lights and raised vent to roof. 4-bay former 
byre or dairy to left of barn with bays marked by brick buttresses; slightly lower byre with 
vented roof to outer left. Large, roughly semicircular bank to W of barn with intermittent 
boulder retaining wall to perimeter; foundations of former horse mill on bank, close to barn.

Bothy and Byre: single-storey piend-roofed range to S of house. 3-bay cottage or bothy at W 
end with central doorway and brick ridge stack; byre at E end with vented roof, timber-
boarded doors and various walled-up openings (see Notes).
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Materials: random rubble walls. Timber sash and case windows to house with predominantly 
12-pane glazing; 8-pane glazed windows to bothy. Timber-boarded doors to all buildings. Cast-
iron rainwater goods to all buildings. Graded grey slate. Yellow clay chimney cans to house.

Statement of Special Interest

An early map showing Bochastle, drawn up by the surveyor John Leslie for the Commissioners 
of Annexed Estates in 1775, is well detailed and shows a number of buildings. None of the 
existing buildings seem to correspond to any on Leslie's map, with the possible exception of 
the long barn range. The 2-storey barn was evidently originally built as a single storey building, 
with the upper storey added at a later date. It is possible that the lower half of this building 
contains mid-18th century fabric. A map dating from 1830 clearly shows the long barn range 
with its horse mill and large bank to the rear. The bank, which provides a large area of level 
access to the rear of barn, is an interesting feature and was probably constructed at the same 
time as the upper storey of the barn: probably in the late 18th or early 19th century. The 1830 
map also shows a building on the site of the present bothy/byre range. This may have been the 
original farm dwelling, however the present structure has walled-up windows and doors at the 
byre end, and is more likely to have been built as a row of 1- or 2-room farm workers' 
cottages. The present farm house is not shown on the 1830 map, which is surprising as the 
close-set proportions of the windows indicate an earlier date. It is likely to have been built very 
soon after the 1830 map was drawn.

References
Bibliography

John Leslie, map of farm in 'Annexed Estates Report' (1775) in National Archives of Scotland, 
ref E777/313, pp184-5. Mr Fraser, 'Bochastle and Tarindoune' (1830 map of farm) at NAS, ref 
RHP14320. Shown on 1st edition OS map, circa 1862).

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50395

Site Number 863

Site Name Bothy And Byre

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50395

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 261177

Northing 707739

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

19th century farmhouse and steading, probably incorporating 18th century fabric (see Notes). 
The farm comprises a 2-storey, 3 bay farmhouse, a single storey byre and bothy range to the S 
of the house, and a long steading range composed of a 2-storey barn flanked on each side by 
single-storey byre and stable. This is a good group of farm buildings dating from the 19th 
century that have been little-altered in recent times. Several stages of development are 
apparent in the buildings, reflecting the introduction of 'improved' farming methods that were 
introduced from the late 18th century onwards. The 2-storey threshing barn with a man-made 
bank built behind it to give level access to the upper floor is a particularly interesting feature 
(see below).

Farmhouse: probably circa 1830-40. 2-storey, 3-bay farmhouse of traditional style with 2-
storey piend-roofed wing to rear forming L-plan. Symmetrical E (front) elevation with later 
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porch to central front door. Fairly regular fenestration to rear elevation with later bipartite 
window at ground floor to centre. 20th century lean-to addition at NW corner with half-glazed 
timber-boarded side door. Coped ashlar gablehead stacks. Interior: the interior has been 
largely modernised, some original simple cornices remain to the 1st floor, 2005.

Barn, Stable Byre and Bank: probably late 18th or early 19th century, incorporating earlier 
fabric. 2-storey, roughly 5-bay building to centre (see Notes) with 3 doors to central and outer 
bays at ground and 2 doors to inner bays at 1st floor of E (front) elevation; central door and slit 
windows to W (rear) elevation; 3 slit windows with stone ledges below S gable apex; 12-hole 
dovecot with ledges below to N gable apex; agricultural roof lights; roughly-cut long and short 
quoins. 2-bay stable recessed to right with 2 roof lights and raised vent to roof. 4-bay former 
byre or dairy to left of barn with bays marked by brick buttresses; slightly lower byre with 
vented roof to outer left. Large, roughly semicircular bank to W of barn with intermittent 
boulder retaining wall to perimeter; foundations of former horse mill on bank, close to barn.

Bothy and Byre: single-storey piend-roofed range to S of house. 3-bay cottage or bothy at W 
end with central doorway and brick ridge stack; byre at E end with vented roof, timber-
boarded doors and various walled-up openings (see Notes).

Materials: random rubble walls. Timber sash and case windows to house with predominantly 
12-pane glazing; 8-pane glazed windows to bothy. Timber-boarded doors to all buildings. Cast-
iron rainwater goods to all buildings. Graded grey slate. Yellow clay chimney cans to house.

Statement of Special Interest

An early map showing Bochastle, drawn up by the surveyor John Leslie for the Commissioners 
of Annexed Estates in 1775, is well detailed and shows a number of buildings. None of the 
existing buildings seem to correspond to any on Leslie's map, with the possible exception of 
the long barn range. The 2-storey barn was evidently originally built as a single storey building, 
with the upper storey added at a later date. It is possible that the lower half of this building 
contains mid-18th century fabric. A map dating from 1830 clearly shows the long barn range 
with its horse mill and large bank to the rear. The bank, which provides a large area of level 
access to the rear of barn, is an interesting feature and was probably constructed at the same 
time as the upper storey of the barn: probably in the late 18th or early 19th century. The 1830 
map also shows a building on the site of the present bothy/byre range. This may have been the 
original farm dwelling, however the present structure has walled-up windows and doors at the 
byre end, and is more likely to have been built as a row of 1- or 2-room farm workers' 
cottages. The present farm house is not shown on the 1830 map, which is surprising as the 
close-set proportions of the windows indicate an earlier date. It is likely to have been built very 
soon after the 1830 map was drawn.
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RHP14320. Shown on 1st edition OS map, circa 1862).
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Site Number 864

Site Name Stable Byre And Bank, Barn

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50395

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 261155

Northing 707712
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Northing 707712

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

19th century farmhouse and steading, probably incorporating 18th century fabric (see Notes). 
The farm comprises a 2-storey, 3 bay farmhouse, a single storey byre and bothy range to the S 
of the house, and a long steading range composed of a 2-storey barn flanked on each side by 
single-storey byre and stable. This is a good group of farm buildings dating from the 19th 
century that have been little-altered in recent times. Several stages of development are 
apparent in the buildings, reflecting the introduction of 'improved' farming methods that were 
introduced from the late 18th century onwards. The 2-storey threshing barn with a man-made 
bank built behind it to give level access to the upper floor is a particularly interesting feature 
(see below).

Farmhouse: probably circa 1830-40. 2-storey, 3-bay farmhouse of traditional style with 2-
storey piend-roofed wing to rear forming L-plan. Symmetrical E (front) elevation with later 
porch to central front door. Fairly regular fenestration to rear elevation with later bipartite 
window at ground floor to centre. 20th century lean-to addition at NW corner with half-glazed 
timber-boarded side door. Coped ashlar gablehead stacks. Interior: the interior has been 
largely modernised, some original simple cornices remain to the 1st floor, 2005.

Barn, Stable Byre and Bank: probably late 18th or early 19th century, incorporating earlier 
fabric. 2-storey, roughly 5-bay building to centre (see Notes) with 3 doors to central and outer 
bays at ground and 2 doors to inner bays at 1st floor of E (front) elevation; central door and slit 
windows to W (rear) elevation; 3 slit windows with stone ledges below S gable apex; 12-hole 
dovecot with ledges below to N gable apex; agricultural roof lights; roughly-cut long and short 
quoins. 2-bay stable recessed to right with 2 roof lights and raised vent to roof. 4-bay former 
byre or dairy to left of barn with bays marked by brick buttresses; slightly lower byre with 
vented roof to outer left. Large, roughly semicircular bank to W of barn with intermittent 
boulder retaining wall to perimeter; foundations of former horse mill on bank, close to barn.

Bothy and Byre: single-storey piend-roofed range to S of house. 3-bay cottage or bothy at W 
end with central doorway and brick ridge stack; byre at E end with vented roof, timber-
boarded doors and various walled-up openings (see Notes).

Materials: random rubble walls. Timber sash and case windows to house with predominantly 
12-pane glazing; 8-pane glazed windows to bothy. Timber-boarded doors to all buildings. Cast-
iron rainwater goods to all buildings. Graded grey slate. Yellow clay chimney cans to house.

Statement of Special Interest

An early map showing Bochastle, drawn up by the surveyor John Leslie for the Commissioners 
of Annexed Estates in 1775, is well detailed and shows a number of buildings. None of the 
existing buildings seem to correspond to any on Leslie's map, with the possible exception of 
the long barn range. The 2-storey barn was evidently originally built as a single storey building, 
with the upper storey added at a later date. It is possible that the lower half of this building 
contains mid-18th century fabric. A map dating from 1830 clearly shows the long barn range 
with its horse mill and large bank to the rear. The bank, which provides a large area of level 
access to the rear of barn, is an interesting feature and was probably constructed at the same 
time as the upper storey of the barn: probably in the late 18th or early 19th century. The 1830 
map also shows a building on the site of the present bothy/byre range. This may have been the 
original farm dwelling, however the present structure has walled-up windows and doors at the 
byre end, and is more likely to have been built as a row of 1- or 2-room farm workers' 
cottages. The present farm house is not shown on the 1830 map, which is surprising as the 
close-set proportions of the windows indicate an earlier date. It is likely to have been built very 
soon after the 1830 map was drawn.
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John Leslie, map of farm in 'Annexed Estates Report' (1775) in National Archives of Scotland, 
ref E777/313, pp184-5. Mr Fraser, 'Bochastle and Tarindoune' (1830 map of farm) at NAS, ref 
RHP14320. Shown on 1st edition OS map, circa 1862).

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50395

Site Number 865

Site Name Bridgend Cottage, Kilmahog

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50397

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 260769

Northing 708263

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Picturesque later 19th century, asymmetrical, 3-bay, single storey, L-plan former gamekeepers 
cottage with later alterations. Set on the SW bank of the Garbh Uisge River close to Kilmahog 
Bridge (see separate listing). The principal (SE) and side (NE) elevation are adorned with 
decorative bargeboards and diamond pane glazing. It retains its appealing original detailing, is 
of good local interest, and provides an attractive grouping with the bridge.

Principal SE elevation: The basket arched entrance is set to a gabled porch to the centre, a 
prominent battered base course runs to the entire elevation. The bay to the left is setback with 
the gablet to the window incorporating a blank armorial panel. The right bay is composed of 
one large gabled section with a blank date stone arranged above the window.

The NE elevation of the original cottage is relatively plain, it is enlivened by a prominent stack 
and a piended canopy to the window. The SW side elevation of the original cottage is 
completely plain as it neither faces the road or river and was therefore not intended to be 
seen. The late 20th century single storey and attic extension run to the side and rear of the 
building.

Interior

The interior is plain and has been re-configured to offer modern accommodation, the cottage 
is currently run as a bed and breakfast, 2004.

Materials

Coursed rubble to principal and side NE elevations, random rubble to side SW. Yellow 
sandstone dressings to openings, quoins and base course. Timber boarded door with diamond 
paned small glazed upper panel, slim basket arched-shaped fanlight. Timber casement 
diamond paned windows. Decorative timber bargeboards to principal elevation incorporating 
spiked finials and drop pendants, plain bargeboard to side SW. Squat coped shouldered ashlar 
gable apex stack to SW, tall coped shouldered ashlar wallhead stack to side NE, cans to each. 
Overhanging pitched grey slate roofs with exposed rafters. Cast-iron rainwater goods to 
original cottage.

Statement of Special Interest

The 1st edition map shows a small cottage set close to the road, this was probably cleared at 
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the time Bridgend Cottage was built. The owner believes the cottage was built to house one of 
the gamekeepers who worked on the Moray Estate. The cottage became disassociated from 
the Moray Estate and fell into the ownership of the estate of Sir James Wilson, the house then 
came into private ownership in the 1950s/60s.

References
Bibliography

1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey Map (1862-1863); Gifford, J. Stirling and Central 
Scotland (2002), pp. 555-556; further information supplied by kind permission of the owner, 
2004.

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50397

Site Number 866

Site Name Pass House, Kilmahog

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50398

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 260213

Northing 708612

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

Striking late Victorian (1890s) single-storey and attic, roughly rectangular-plan multi-gabled 
Free-style house with Baronial 4-storey L-shaped crenellated tower to the NW. An adjoined 
single storey and attic piend-roofed service wing is set to the SE. Reputedly built as a holiday 
home, the house has an interesting plan taking full advantage of its scenic setting above the 
Garbh Uisge river just below the Falls of Leny. The viewing platform to the tower and large 
canted windows to the SE ground floor offer dramatic views across the river. Although some 
accommodation is provided in the attic and tower, the majority of accommodation is provided 
to the ground floor including a number of reception rooms (drawing room, smoking room, 
dining room) and bedrooms. The interior of the ground floor is on a grand scale, being well 
preserved, including timber panelling throughout. The house has an interesting plan, detailing, 
dramatic setting and good road-side presence along the A84 road.

An advanced gabled entrance lobby with balustraded steps is set to the centre of NW 
elevation, the entrance door in the re-entrant angle has a roll-moulded architrave. The NW 
entrance and NE roadside elevations are dominated by the 4-storey tower; arranged with a 
single room to the 1st floor and 2nd floor, and serviced by a narrow turnpike stair. The main 
tower is canted to the NW with the stair housed in a setback section. The stair tower rises a 
level above the majority of the tower enabling access to the viewing platform behind the 
parapet. The NE road-side elevation is relatively plain with a number of irregularly fenestrated 
single storey gabled bays, a large buttress rising to mid-height is set to the near centre. A 20th 
century garage is set adjacent to the right outerbay. The elevation is terminated to the left by 
the single storey and attic service wing. The 5-bay principal SW elevation is set slightly raised 
up from the terrace running its entire length. A balustraded series of steps and terrace lead to 
French doors giving access to the former smoking room. A large 5-light canted window with 
piended roof to the left outerbay lights the drawing room. A 3-light canted window, with 
piended roof and finial, is set on the angle, it lights the dining room. The wall head to the off-
centre breaks the eaves with

an M shaped gablet. Obscured behind the gablet is a dormer window, this gives light to the 
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former billiard room. Originally the billiard room was the only room to be housed in the attic 
of the main part of the house. The attic was converted in the later 20th century creating 
further accommodation, (including changes made to the former billiard room) the large central 
cupola remains. The service wing is substantially setback to the outer right of the SW 
elevation. It is characterised by its piend-roofed bipartite dormer breaking eaves windows and 
swept eaves. The window to the swept roofed outshot to the SE has a large dormerhead 
detailed with skewputts and a carved thistle finial. The back door is situated to its right. 
Materials: squared, snecked rubble with raised long and short quoins and stop-chamfered 
window margins in polished red sandstone ashlar. Mainly timber sash and case windows with 
plate glass to lower sashes and predominantly 9-pane glazing to upper sashes, some modern 
uPVC glazing to tower fenestration. Corniced stack with red clay can; brick stack with red clay 
can to service wing. Deep eaves with moulded bargeboards to gables. Grey slate roofs to 
gables, large lead flat roofed section with flashing to main section of house, grey slate piended 
roof to service wing. Predominantly cast-iron rainwater goods with decorative semicircular 
hoppers.

Interior: ¾-glazed timber-panelled inner door with cusped upper lights opening onto inner 
lobby with mosaic floor. Central corridor/hall runs through house, opening out to top-lit 
principal hall at end. Half-panelling and dentiled cornices to lobby, central corridor, hall and 
some principal rooms. Timber-panelled shutters to principal rooms. Timber-panelled doors 
throughout with moulded doorframes and black door handles. Narrow turnpike stair rises 
through arch from hall to tower bedrooms and former billiard room.

Statement of Special Interest

The owner believes that the house was built for a Mr Johnston who was a financial advisor to a 
ship builders in Glasgow. It is also believed that the house was internally modernised in the 
1940s, this included the loss of some original chimneypieces and grates, replaced by polished 
steel electric fires. The garden surrounding the house is arranged with a long strip of land 
(possibly 1 ½ acres including the land the house stands in) running between the road A 84 and 
Garbh Uisge river. It is organised with a number of terraces and a large lawned area to the SE. 
There is a small island to the river with access from the garden provided by a timber and steel 
bridge with central concrete pier, probably dating from the 1930s. The bridge is in poor 
condition after recent bad weather, 2004.

References
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2nd edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey Map (1898-1899); information courtesy of the 

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50398

Site Number 867

Site Name Milepost Near Coilantogle Nn 58958 06493

Type of Site Listed Building

NRHE Number LB50401

HER Number

Status Listed Building - Category C

Easting 258950

Northing 706484

Parish Callander

Council Stirling

Description Loch Lomond And Trossachs National Park Planning Authority

A mid 19th century cast iron milepost on the A821 road near to Coilantogle between Callander 
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and Loch Katrine. After the opening of the nearby Trossachs Hotel in 1849 and the arrival of 
the railway to Callander in the 1850s this section of the A821 became extremely busy with 
tourists as the main route through the Trossachs terminating at the head of Loch Katrine. The 
milepost has historical interest, relatively early date, and simple but elegant design when 
compared with later mileposts.

Set on a pedestal with an angled 2-sided face with half pyramidal cap and blank rear section. 
The SE face reads 'Trossachs Hotel 5 ½ miles, Loch Katrine 6 ½ miles'. The SW face reads 
'Callander 3 miles, Stirling 19 miles'.

Statement of Special Interest

The milepost is painted white with the frame of the faces, lettering and moulding to the 
pedestal painted black. There are a further 2 similar mileposts to this stretch of the A821 at NN 
51465 06750 and NN 50131 06829 (see separate listings).
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1st edition (Perthshire) Ordnance Survey map (1862-1863).

Link: http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/LB50401

Site Number 868

Site Name The Roman Camp

Type of Site Garden and Designed Landscape

NRHE Number GDL00369

HER Number

Status Garden and Designed Landscape

Easting 263292

Northing 707473

Parish

Council Stirling

Description A good example of Arts and Crafts style gardens created on a riverside site at the turn of the 
20th century, with open and wooded walks, a very attractive walled garden, and a small area 
of parkland.

Type of Site

Arts and Crafts style gardens created on a riverside site, with open and wooded walks and a 
small area of parkland.

Main Phases of Landscape Development

Turn of the 20th century.

Artistic Interest

Level of interest
    High

The attractive layout of the gardens and grounds is of high value as a work of art.

Historical
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Level of interest
    High

The documented history of landscape development gives the site high historical value.

Horticultural

Level of interest
    Some

The variety of trees, shrubs and plants is of some value, although there is no particular plant 
collection.

Architectural

Level of interest
    High

The main hotel building and the various arts and crafts style garden structures and ornaments 
are of high architectural value.

Scenic

Level of interest
    Little

The woodland and parkland makes a small contribution to the surrounding scenery

Nature Conservation

Level of interest
    Little

The variety of habitats - woodland, river, parkland and gardens - provides a little nature 
conservation value.

Location and Setting

The Roman Camp Hotel is situated just off the eastern end of the Main Street at Callendar. 
There are views up and down the River Teith from the riverside walk and views across the 
river, otherwise the garden is largely inward looking.

Little is known of the earlier garden although there must have been one attached to the early 
house. The landscape boundary will always have been determined by the river to the south.

Site History

The house at Roman Camp was formerly a hunting lodge of the Drummond family, and bears 
the motto 'Gang warily'. The tourelles were added in 1909 by the then owner Reginald Balliol 
Brett, the 2nd Viscount Esher, having bought the property in 1896 from the Earl of Ancaste. He 
employed the architect Gerald Dunnage, and used old materials from southern properties for 
the work.
Viscount Esher was a collector of antiques and an incurable romantic. He was very taken up 
with his connections with the Forbes clan, adopting their tartan. In a letter to one of his 
children he wrote 'All the Scottish lore, which generations past and to come breathe in with 
their childhood, seems to gather round and have its origins in the hills and lochs and burns of 
the home which is ours.'
Lady Esher was equally romantic and was inspired to write poetry about Roman Camp 
including the garden. The Eshers were responsible for the formal 'old fashioned' garden to the 
north of the house, known as the 'Monk's Garden' and the large squares of rhododendrons to 
the south-east of the house alongside the river.
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The house and garden were bought by Sir James and Lady Wilson of Airdrie in 1938 developed 
the gardens and turned the house into a hotel. Previously the Wilsons had owned 
Invertrossachs House which overlooks Loch Vennacher.

Landscape Components
Architectural Features

Roman Camp Hotel is a harled house of various dates. The main block is two storey and was 
remodelled c.1840. There is a single-storey bow-ended west wing c.1765. The circular towers 
with conical roofs were probably added c.1840. The walled garden consists of a rubble built 
north-wall which is 19th century or earlier. In the centre of the walled garden is an Italian 
marble well-head bought to the garden by Viscount Esher. A pillar sundial with ball finials is 
situated to the north in the formal garden, probably made up. Various staddle-stones around 
the drive sweep. An ornamental pillar with columns, much eroded, forms focal point in 
quartered rhododendron garden. There are stone crocodile finials bearing armorial panel on 
entrance gate-piers and various other statues. Small lean-to glasshouse formerly a 
summerhouse with frieze decorated with grapes and an inscription from Horace, Ille Terrarum 
mihi praeter omnes Angulus ridet. (To me the bonniest square miles in all the world, a coast of 
smiles.). A ha-ha with stone faced ditch separates the garden from the field to the south-east.

Drives & Approaches

The drive to Roman Camp is a sharp turn of the main street between houses into a straight 
drive with garden walls of the main street houses on either side, and through a curved stone 
archway, with the name of the hotel on a curved board attached to the arch. There is a mixed 
avenue of trees including horse chestnuts, lime, beech and sycamore.
Either side of the drive is a large paddock with copper beech and lime and a good mature 
spreading oak. The walled gardens of the Main Street run down to the paddock on the west 
side of the drive. Along the garden boundary wall, and in the paddock there is a mixed planting 
of lime, oak, birch and beech.
A second drive was added, either by the Eshers around the turn of the century, or when the 
Wilsons made it into a hotel in the late 1930s, for an in and out system. This is planted with 
Rhododendrons, copper beech and a hawthorn hedge.

Woodland

A large esker runs south-eastwards from behind the walled garden along which there is a walk. 
The esker which forms a large bank is largely planted with mature oak.

The Gardens

The 1st Edition DO'S. 25in map indicates deciduous planting in the immediate vicinity of the 
house, with a path around the Roman Camp with pathways. By the 2nd Ed O.S. some of the 
woodland had been cleared to make a lawn near the house. The documentation for the layout 
of the formal garden is scant, although it would seem likely that it was laid out by the Eshers. 
The parterre had to be altered to accommodate the extension to the hotel, and the box 
hedging was replanted in the 1960s.
Apparently some of the advice for the garden was given by a friend called Charles Williamson 
who had an estate at Tomperran, Comrie. The Scottish Country Life, March 1914 notes that:

    'The formal garden is Lady Esher's special care. It is composed of two long narrow triangles 
with their bases together, between which stands the pilaster sundial in a square of low yews. 
The scheme of planting is one which makes for effect all summer through. Purple, white and 
red phloxes mingle with the orange tints of Montbretia, and against the walls giant hollyhocks 
add colour to the shady corners.' 

Running east west is a corridor of castellated yew which forms the boundary to the parterre 
garden. Running parallel with this is a stone path, with a narrow border and fence which looks 
out to one of the paddocks behind the main street houses. The path is overhung by a line of 
ornamental cherries. These pathways lead to a series of sinuous, and now partly overgrown 
pathways which lead to a riverside path, which turns around the Roman Camp. There are still 
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surviving hollies, laurel, solomon's seal and Persicaria, indicating the wilder, informal 
ornamental planting style of these light woodland walks. The Roman Camp once had a 
summerhouse at its summit, but only the foundations survive. The Roman Camp itself and the 
walk around it is mostly planted with beech, Rhododendron ponticum, and including alder, ash 
and some oak. Next to the main formal garden is another smaller formal garden which centres 
on a pillar dial, which is surrounded with grass and a gravel path, with quartered beds in each 
corner. The plants here include Hostas and Euphorbia griffithianum.
There is a formal rose bed in the grass near the hotel front. Trees in this area include a mature 
larch and an old sweet chestnut. The sweet chestnut is said to have come from the island of 
Inchmahome on the Lake of Menteith. The sweet chestnuts at Inchmahome are reputed to 
have been bought as seeds from Rome by the monks of the 13th century priory (Inchmahome 
Priory, q.v.), although they are more likely to be 16th or 17th century. The larch and sweet 
chestnut are between the walled kitchen garden and the hotel. Beside a sitting area by the 
river, there are a few remnant waterside flowers, including Crocosmia, Persicaria and day lily 
(Hemerocallis), suggesting that this area was more heavily planted in the past.

Walled Gardens

The part walled kitchen garden lies to the south-east of the house. It is laid out in a traditional 
Scottish manner with mixed vegetables and flowers. The north and only wall, which is curved, 
shelters a broad mixed border. The area is divided up by axial paths which focus on an Italian 
marble wellhead. The paths are lined with conifers and fruit trees. At the ends of paths there 
are statues as focal points. This garden leads to the quartered Rhododendron garden described 
above. There is a small walled area attached to the kitchen garden which was apparently made 
as Viscount Esher's burial ground, but he died in London so was buried there. The area, which 
is used for growing herbs and a few vegetables, is surrounded with a stone wall, with a clair 
voyee which looks out to the large field beyond. Plants in the walled garden are well labelled 
for guests of the hotel, and much of the produce is used in the hotel kitchens. There are cold 
frames and a potting shed in the southwest corner.
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Site Number 869

Site Name Callander Conservation Area

Type of Site Conservation Area

NRHE Number

HER Number

Status Conservation Area

Easting 262871

Northing 707788

Parish

Council

Description
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Description Early HistoryThere is evidence of very early settlements in and around Callander.  Excavations 
at Claish Farm in  2001  revealed  the  plan  of  a  Neolithic  timber  building  thought  to  date 
from about  3700BC.  Scotland‟s longest chambered cairn at Auchenlaich may be of similar 
antiquity.  Dunmore Fort on Bochastle Hill to the west of the town is a defensive Iron Age 
site,and the remains of one of the Roman “Highland Line” forts at Bochastle Farm date to the 
late 1stcentury AD.  MediaevalHistoryThe  most  important  early  mediaeval sitewithin  the 
Conservation  Areais  the Norman  motte,  or defensive  mound, Tom  na  Chisaig(Mound  of  
St  Kessog),  probably  dating  from  the  12th-13thcentury.  Just to the  west  of the 
Conservation  Areaat Caisteal  Briste a mound  is the only  visible remains of Leny Castle, 
destroyed after the Battle of Flodden in 1513.  There was a church in Callander by 1238, which 
is thought to have stood near the old churchyard and Tom na Chisaigat the western end of the 
existing town.  A medieval tower house, known as Callander  Castle  or  Old  House  of  
Callander,belonging  to  the  Earls  of  Callander  and  Linlithgow, stood  to  the  south  of  the  
river  near  the  current  Old  Manse.    No  bridge  over  the  River  Teith  at Callander  is  firmly  
documented  before  1764,  but  a  ferry  crossing  existed,  and  the  ferryman‟s cottage 
survives further east at Avon Beith.18thCenturyThe location and layout of the town we know 
today largely results from the designs for a planned settlement commissioned in the 1730s by 
James Drummond, Duke of Perth.  Neither Drummond‟s projected  town  nor  bridge  had  
progressed  far  before  his  support  of  the  1745  Jacobite  Rising resulted  in  confiscation  of  
his  property  to  the  Crown.    However,  the  establishment  of  an  orderly town  in  this  
strategic  location  on  the  Hanovarian  military  road  to  Fort  William  continuedto  be 
favoured by the Commissioners of the Forfeited Estates.  The Commissioners maintained the 
original linear plan on the north side of the river with a broad east-west streetrunning through 
a square. The design was intended to funnel trade and communications through the new 
town, but after 1745 it was also used to bring order, security and control to the surrounding 
area, enforced by the military presence.  Comparison with Roy‟s Military Survey of 1747-55 
indicates that Callander was fairly small in the mid 18thcentury, basically comprising a linear 
settlement laid out along the north and south sides of what would later become Main Street. 
While some of the buildings fronting onto the road have extensions to the rear, or possibly 
structures in theirbacklands, only one building is shown set back from the street line. This is 
depicted at the western end of the 18thcentury settlement, and is located immediately to the 
north of the river. As such, it is likely to represent the parish church, which ison record from 
1238. Roy depicted the structure immediately to the east of a prominent bend in the river, 
which accords well with the known site of the churchThe eastern extent of settlement by the 
mid 18thcentury is less easy to define, but it appears unlikely to have extended further than 
the junction of Main Street and Bracklinn Road A  bridge  was  finally  constructed  in  1764 and 
Ancaster  Square  was  built  in  the  1770s  to  house army pensioners and the re-located kirk.  
The predominant building types and styles of this period were houses of simple 3-bay 
symmetrical design, some single storey andsome of two storeys. 
10More temporary “soldiers‟ settlements” were established along the northern edge of the 
town in the location of Aveland Road, and remained there until the early 20thcentury.  Paths 
or “creeps” were maintained, such as School Lane, to allow access to grazingbehind the town 
to the north.By  the  end  of  the  18thcentury the town‟s population was over 1000, 
stimulated first by weaving, thenby tourism.  19thCenturyThe 1stOS edition of the mid 
19thcentury shows the land to the north side of Main Street as having been divided into large 
backland plots, though there is an alteration in plot length between those on the west side of 
NorthChurch Street and those on the east side that may suggest that the early settlement may 
not have extended beyond that point.The increasing popularity of wild and romantic scenery  
and improvements in roads and transport brought  an  increase  in  adventurous  visitors  to  
local  attractions  such  as  the  Falls  of  Leny  and Bracklinn Falls.  The 1810 publication of 
Walter Scott‟s The Lady of the Lake, set in the Trossachs, promoted  the  area  to  a  wider  
market  resulting  in  Callander  emerging as  a Victorian  tourist destination.To the south of the 
river a small linear suburb grew as Bridgend, but the planned town remained intact.  Scots 
began to replace the previously predominant Gaelic language.Gradually, as more services were 
required for the visitors arriving by daily coach (from 1835) and by  train  (from  1858),  new  
building  styles,  types,  heights  and  materials  were  introduced  to  Main Street.  Hotels were 
built including: the Eagle Temperance Hotel, the Ancaster Arms Hotel, and the Dreadnought 
HotelNew churches, halls, banks, railway  buildings and structures, a school, and  a police 
station all followed.  The arrival of the railway in the 1850s not only had an impact on the 
building stock of Main Street, but new detached villa developments also began to spring up on 
the outskirts.  Many of these were constructed to cater for a new type of middle class visitor: 
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the “carriage folk” who packed up their whole  city  households,  including  servants,  and  
moved  to  Callander  for  the  summer  season.    If necessary the head of the family could still 
commute to an office in Glasgow or Edinburgh.  These developments began to the west on 
Leny Road and Leny Feus, but soon spread to Stirling Road, Bracklinn Road,  Aveland Road, 
Tulipan Crescent and Ancaster  Road.  Ancaster Bridge is oneof the few remaining remnants of 
Callander‟s railway heritage.  It was designed by J Cameron Arrol and built 1882/83.The 
Commissioners‟ Feu Plan of 1775 shows no planting in the streets or square of the planned 
town.    However,  by  the  time  of  the  1stEdition  Ordnance  Survey  map  in  1866  North  
Ancaster Square contained a short avenue of trees.20thCenturyto presentThe fashion for such 
spacious villa developments waned after the First World War with the rise of bed  and  
breakfast  tourism  during  the  1930s.  A new “garden suburb” was planned for returning 
soldiers, but only the short stretch of Arts & Crafts veterans‟ housing on Stirling Road was 
built.Photographs  from  the  early  1900s  suggest  that  both  the  road  and  the  pavements  
of  the  town centre  and  Bridgend were “metallised” rather than setted or paved.  Small strips 
of setts were placed  across  the  entrances  to  side  streets  to  allow  pedestrians  to  cross  
without  getting  their shoes dirty.  The only stone paving appears to have been at the 
entrances to shops and houses.  A small setted drainage channel ran along the edges of the 
road.  Street lighting was by traditional cast-iron lamp standards.In  the  20thand  
21stcenturies  the  town  continued  to  grow,  mainly  to  the  east,  beyond  the boundaries  
of  the Conservation  Area,  but  also  in  previously  undeveloped  areas  of  Tulipan Crescent,  
Ancaster  Road,  and  the  backlands  of  Main  Street.    There  is  a  separate  housing 
development to the west of the High School and leisure centre at Mollands Road.
11During the 1950s Main Street was remodelled to include steps on the south side between 
Bridge Street and Station Road.Apart  from  the  planned  town  itself,  there  are  two  other  
planned  landscapes.    The  first,  and  most significant, is the garden of the Roman Camp Hotel 
and thesecond is the remains of the garden and policies of the former Callander Castle (near 
Old Manse).  Further  historical  information  on  these  sites  canalsobefoundin  the  Stirling  
Council  Sites  & Monuments Record at 
http://www.stirling.gov.uk/index/services/planning/archaeology/sitesmonuments.htmHistoric 
Pattern of Land UseThe planned part of the town was laid out for residential use: Ancaster 
Square was specifically for army  pensioners.    Many  houses  were  also  used  for  the  
cottage  industry  of  weaving.    During  the 19thcentury  Main  Street  became  the  focus  of  
commercial  activity  in  the  town,  attracting  shops, hotels and banks.  There continues to be 
significant residential  use in Main  Street, particularly at the  eastern  end.    Through  much  
of  the  20thcentury  light  industrial  uses  (garages  etc.)  occupied backlands to the south of 
Main Street.  The river banks have long been planted, and the town has retained open fields 
for grazing to the south of the river (former Callander Castle policies) and The Meadows to the 
west.  Apart from former railway uses, other parts of the Conservation Areawere mainly 
residential.  Beyond the Conservation Areato the east, there is a small industrial area and 
sewage  works.    The  land  surrounding  the  town  has  always  been  in  agricultural  use:  
moorland rough grazing at higher levels and forestry and farming or crofting at lower levels.

Link: http://www.lochlomond-trossachs.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/

 

http://www.lochlomond-trossachs.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/CAA-Callander.pdf
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